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INTRODUCTION.
BY THE EDITOR.

TRENCH, ELLICOTT, AND LIGHTFOOT ON REVISION.

Ah the question of revising for public use the English

Version of the Holy Scriptures has at last assumed a defi-

nite practical shape in Great Britain, and must before long

claim the serious attention of all churches which use the

same version, it occurred to me that this important subject

could not be better introduced to American scholars than

by a republication of the recent treatises of Archbishop

Trench, Bishop Ellicott, and Professor Lightfoot, on the

principles and mode of revision. Some friends, whose

judgment I value, agreed with me in this opinion. Ac-

cordingly, I asked the consent of the esteemed authors,

which was promptly and cheerfully given.

The eminent divines, whose works are united in this

volume, are above all others qualified to speak with au-

thority on the subject of revision. They bring to its dis-

cussion ample learning in classical. Biblical, and English

literature, a high order of exegetical skill and tact, sound

judgment, long experience, conservative tact, profound rev-

erence for the Word of God, and a warm affection for the

Authorized Version. They are also well acquainted with

the labors of German divines, who have made large and

valuable contributions to every department of Biblical sci-

ence. They adorn high places of honor and influence in

the Church, of England^which gave us the present version,

and has a hereditary right and duty to take the lead in its
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improvement. They are active members of the British

Committee on Kevision, and fairly represent its ruling

spirit and tendency.

Going over the same ground, these aiithors can hardly

avoid repetition. They independently agree on the funda-

mental principles and chief improvements. At the same

time, they represent the progressive stages through which

the revision movement has passed within the la^t twelve

years.

Archbishop Trench wrote his work in 1859, before the

Eevision Committee was organized, with the intention not

60 much either to advocate or to oppose revision, as to

prepare the way for it by a calm, cautious, and judicious

examination of the strength and weakness, the merits and

faults of the Authorized Version, and arrived at the con-

clusion that revision will come, and ought to come, though

it has come sooncrlthan he at that time anticipated or de-

Eleven years later (1870), soon after the Convocation of

Canterbury had taken the first step toward an organized

effort of revisioii. Bishop EUicott followed witli his treatise,

'

presenting the principles and aims of the present revision

movement, and his own experiences when acting as one of

five Anglican clergymen in a previous attempt to revise

some portions of the English New Testament. He re-

views the recent labors in the department of textual criti-

cism, refutes the popular objections, and gives judicious

recommendations, and a few samples of revision, selecting

the Sermon on the Mount from Matthew, and fom- of the

most difficult chapters of the Epistle to the Eomans.

Professor Liglitfoot, of Cambridge, whose name recalls

another of England's greatest and most useful BibUcal

• The first edition was reprinted in New York, ISfiS, but was superseded

by the greatly improved edition of 1 859.
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scholars, prepared his work in 1871, after the Eevision

Companies had begun their sessions in the Deanery of

Westminster. He therefore represents the actual work of

revision, and discusses it with such learning and ability,

and in so catholic a spirit, as to inspire confidence in its

ultimate success.

It seems proper that I should add to these prefatory re-

marks some account of the revision movement, and its pres-

ent prospects in the United States.

The British Revision Gommittee.

The present organized effort to revise the Authorized

Englisli Version of the Holy Scriptures originated, after

long previous discussions, in the Convocation of Canter-

bury. Tliis body, at its session May 6, 1870, took tljc fol-

lowing action, proposed by a committee wliicli consisted of

eight bishops, the late Dean Alford, Dean Stanley, and sev-

eral other dignitaries

:

1

.

That it is desirable that a revision of the Authorized Version of the Holy

Scriptures be undertaken.

2. That the revision be so conducted as to comprise both marginal render-

ings and such emendations as it may be found necessary to insert in the text

of the Authorized Version.

3. That in the above resolutions we do not contemplate any new transla-

tion of the Bible, or any alteration of the language, except where, in the judg-

ment of the most competent scholars, such change is necessary.

4. That in such necessary changes, the style of the language employed in

the existing version be closely followed.

6. That it is desirable that Convocation should nominate a body of its own

members to undertake the work of revision, who shall bo at liberty to invite

the co-operation of any eminent for scholarship, to whatever nation or relig-

ious body they inay belong.

The report was accepted unanimously by the Upper

House and by a great majority of the Lower House. A
committee was also appointed, consisting of eight bishops

and eight presbyters, to take the necessary steps for carry-

ing out the resolutions.
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powered ' to invite the co-operation of any eminent for

scholarship, to whatever nation or religious body they may
belong.' The Committee accordingly solicited the co-oper-

ation of the most distinguished Biblical scholars, not only

from all schools and parties of the Church of England, but

also from Presbyterians, Independents, Baptists, Wesley-

ans, and other Christian denominations. With two or

three exceptions, the invitation was accepted by all. Dean

Alford, one of the most active promoters of the revision

movement, died prematm-ely (January, 1871), but his works

remain to aid the cause. Dr. Tregelles is prevented by

feeble health from taking an active part ; but lie is pres-

ent in spirit by his critical edition of the Greek. Testament,

to which he has devoted the best yeare of his life. The

two companies hold sessions four days every month in the

venerable Deanery of Westminster. One company occu-

pies the historic Jerusalem Chamber, where the Westmin-

ster Assembly met, and where the Convocation of Canter-

bury holds its sessions.
,

The Committee includes a laige portion of the ripest and

soundest Biblical scholarship or Great Britain. I do not

hesitate to say that in abiUty, learning, tact, and experience

it is superior to any previous combination for a similar pur-

pose, not excepting the forty-seven revisei's of King James,

most of whom are now forgotten. Trench, Ellicott, Light-

foot, Stanley,Wordsworth, and the late Dean Alford stand

first among the modern exegetes of the Church of England,

and Alexander, Angus, Brown, Eadie, Fairbairn, Milligan,

hold a similar rank among the other denominations. There

are no textual critics now living superior to Tregelles, Scriv-

ener, Westcott, and Hort (except Tischendorf in Germany,

who stands first in reputation and in the extent of liis la-

bors and resources).

It was my privilege, during a visit to England in 1871,
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to attend, by special invitation, the sessions of the two

companies in the Deanery of Westminster, and to observe

their mode of operation. I was very favorably impressed

with the scholarly ability, the conscientious accuracy and

thoroughness, the reverent spirit and truly Christian har-

mony which characterize tlie labors of the revisers. Every

question of textual criticism and exegesis receives careful

attention, and every word and its best rendering are mi-

nutely discussed. The revisers come thoroughly prepared

to each session, the several parts of the task, as readings,

marginal references, being assigned to subcommittees. In

this way they finish, on an average, about forty verses a

day.

Such an amount of work bestowed on the Book of books

can not be in vain. It may take seven or ten years till the

revision is finished, but it will be all the better for it. There

is no need of haste in so important and responsible an un-

dertaking. The revisers have the power in their hands

;

they can supply their vacancies, add to their number, and
prolong their labors as the case may require. Their serv-

ices are gratuitous. The two Universities, in consideration

of the copyright of the revised edition, have undertaken to

pay the cost of printiug and other expenses. But, until

the whole is completed, no parts will be published except

for the strictly private u^c of the revisers. This is no doubt

a wise course, and will prevent much premature and un-

necessary criticism.

I add a full list of the members of the British Commit-

tee as it was furnished to me in England, excluding those

who declined or died, and including those who are members

ex officio, or who have been added since the organization.

(1.) OLD TESTAMENT RETISIOM COMPANY.

The Eight Rev. the Bishop of Bath and Wells, Palace, WeUs, Somerset.

The Right Rev. the Bishop of Elt, Palace, Ely.
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The Right Bev. the Bishop of LLANDAFr, Bishop's Court, Llandaff.

The Right Rev. the Bishop of St. David's (^Chairman), AbergwiU Palace,

Carmarthen.

The Very Rev. the Dean of Canterbubt, Deanery, Canterbury.
The Yen. Archdeacon Harbison, Canterbury.

The Yen. Archdeacon Rose, Houghton Conquest, Ampthill.
The Rev. Canon Selwtn, Trumpington Road, Cambridge.
The Rev. Dr. Kat, Great Leighs, Chehnsford.

The Rev. Dr. Alexander, Finkid>um, Musselburgh, Edinburgh.
R. L. Bensly, Esq., University Library, Cambridge.
Professor Chenebt, Reform Club, S.W.
The Rev. Professor Davidson, 10 RiUbank Terrace, Edinburgh.
The Rev. Dr. Davies. Baptist College, Regent's Park, N.W,
The Rev. Dr. DonoLAS, 10 Fitzroy Place, Glasgow.

The Rev. Principal Fairbairn, 13 Elmbank Crescent, Glasgow.
The Rev. F. Field, 2 Carlton Terrace, Heigham, Norwich.

The Rev. J. D. Geden, Wesleyan College, Didsbury, Manchester.

The Rev. Dr. Ginsbdro, Holm Lea, Binfield, Bracknell, Berks.

The Rev. Dr. Gotch, Baptist College, Bristol.

The Rev. Professor Lbathes, King's College, London, 47 Priory Road.
The Rev. Canon Perowne, Trinity College, Cambridge.

The Rev. Professor Plcmitre, Pluckley, Ashford.

The Rev. Professor Weir, University, Glasgow. •

W. Alois Wrioht, Esq. {Secretary), Trinity College, Cambridge.

(2.) NEW testament revision company.

The Right Rev. the Bishop of Winchester, Winchester House, S.W.

The Right Rev. the Bishop of GLoncEST^sB and Bristol {Chairman),

Palace, Gloucester.

The Right Rev. the Bishop of Salisbury, Palace, Salisbury.

The Very Rev. the Dean of Westminster, Deanery,Westminster, S.W.

The Very Rev. Dr. Scott, Dean of Rochester, Rochester.

The Ven. the Prolocutor, The Prebendal, Aylesbury.

The Rev. Canon Blakesley, Vicarage, Ware.

The Most Rev. the Archbishop of Dublin, Palace, Dublin.

The Right Rev. the Bishop of St Andrew's, The Feu House, Perth.

The Rev. Dr. Angus, Baptist College, Regent's Park, N.W.
The Rev; Dr. David Brown, Free Church College, Aberdeen.

The Rev. Professor Eadib, 6 Thornville Terrace, Glasgow.

The Rev. F. J. A. Hort, 6 St. Peter's Terrace, Cambridge.

The Rev.W. G. Humphry, Vicarage, St.Martin's-in-the-Field8,W.C.

The Rev. Canon Kennedy, The Elms, Cambridge.

The Ven. Archdeacon Lee, Dublin.

The Rev. Canon Liohtfoot, Trinity College, Cambridge.

The Rev. Professor Millioan, University, Aberdeen.

IV
INTRODUCTION.

S £::K-viri- !'rr"-The Rev. Dr. Scrivener, Gerrans, Grampound

-S^Sn^=:^KS,S£.T;e.mp,e,Lo.on.
The Bev. J. Tboutbeck {Seoreia,^), 4 Dean's Yard, Westminster.

American Co-operation.

eign aid tot "^T"'"" j^
'°"^ ^'''"P^'-*' -'^-^ for-

Yet in • V" ''' '° '^'' ^"'•^ committed to its care

ureal jiita,,,. E,,„, ^^^^^^^ ,j
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an interesting official correspondence, conducted, on behalf

of the British Committee, by the Bishop of Winchester, the

Dean of Westminster, the Bishop of Gloucester and Bris-

tol, and Dr. Angus. I was empowered by the British Com-

mittee to select and invite scholars from non-Episcopal

Churches; the nomination of members from the.American

Episcopal Church was, for obvious reasons, placed in tlie

hands of some of its Bishops ; but, as they declined to take

action, I was requestfed to fill out the list. It is not neces-

sary, in this place, to enter into details. I will only state

the result of the negotiations.

List ofAmerican Revisers.

THE OLD TESTAMENT COMPANY.

Prof. Thomas J. Conant, D.D Brooklyn, N. Y.

" Georoe E. Day, D.D New Haven, Conn.

" John De Witt, D.D New Brunswick, N. J.

" William Henby Grkes, D.D Princeton, N. J.

" George Emlen Hare, D.D Philadelphia, Pa.

• •

'

Charles P. Krauth, D.D Philadelphia, Pa.

' " Joseph' Packard, D.D Fairfax, Va.

'

'

Calvin E. Stowe, D.D Cambridge, Mass.

" James Strong, D.D Madison,N.J.

" C.V. A.VAN Dyck,M.D.» Beyrut, Syria.

" Tayleb Lewis, LL.D Schenectady, N. Y.

the NEW TESTAMENT COMPART.

Bight Rev. Alfred Lee, D.D Wilmington, Delaware.

Prof. Ezra Adbot, D.D., LL.D Cambridge, Mass.

Rev. G. R. Crooks, D.D New York.

Prof. H. B. Hackett, D.D., LL.D Rochester, N. Y.

" James IIadlet, LL.D New Haven, Conn.

" Charles Hodge, D.D., LL.D Princeton, N. J.

" A. C. Kendrick, D.D Rochester, N.Y.

" Matthew B.Hiddle.D.D Hartford, Conn.

" Charles Short, LL.D New York.

" Henby B. Smith, D.D., LL.D New York.

'• J. Henry Thayer, D.D Andover, Mass.

" W. F. Warren, D.D Boston, Mass.

' • Dr. Van Dyek, the distinguished translator of the Arabic Bible, can not

be expected to attend the meetings, bat may be occasionally consulted on

questions involving a thorough knowledge of Semitic languages.
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Rev. Edward A. Washdorn, D.D New York.
" Theo. D. Woolset, D.D., LL.D New Haven, Conn.

Prof. Phiup Schaff, D.D New York.

In the delicate task of selection, reference was had, first

of all, to ability, experience, and reputation in Biblical learn-

ing and criticism ; next, to denominational connection and

standing, so as to have a fair representation of the leading

Churches and theological institutions ; and last, to local con-

venience, in order to secure regular attendance. Some dis-

tinguished scholars were necessarily omitted, but may be

added hereafter by the committee itself.

So far as I know, the selection has given general sat-

isfaction. A few gentlemen (not included in the above

list) declined the invitation for personal reasons, but not

from any hostility to the pending revision. One of these,

a learned Bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church, wrote

to me :
' Let me assure you, it is from no feeling that a re-

vision is not needed, nor yet from any unwillingness to in-

voke aid in making it from others than members of the

Church of England, that I liave been led to this view of

my duty.' Another wrote :
' Eespecting the success of the

enterprise I have little doubt. The result of the best schol-

arship of the Church in England and America will com-

mand assent, and the opposition will speedily subside.'

First Meeting ofthe American Revisers.

On the 7th of December, 1871, a number of American

revisers convened in New York for the purpose of effect-

ing a temporary organization and adopting a Constitution.

The meeting was very pleasant and harmonious. Tlie fol-

lowing extract from the Minutes contains the items of pub-

lic interest

:

'At a meeting of gentlemen invited by Rev. Philip Schaff, D.D., to meet

this day at his study. No. 40 Bible House, New York, for the purpose of

forming an organization to co-operate with the British Committee in the re-

B
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viBion of the Authorized English Version of the Scriptures, the following per-

sons were present, viz.

:

' Prof. Philip Schaff, D.D., New York ; Prof Henry B. Smith, D.D., New

York ; Prof. Wm. Henry Green, D.D., Princeton, N. J. ; Prof. George Em-

len Hare, D.D., PhUadelphia, Pa. ; Prof. Charles P. Krauth,D.U., Philadel-

phia; Bev. Thomas J. Conant,D.r).,Brooklyn,N.Y.; Prof. George E. Day,

D.D., New Haven, Conn.; Ezra Abhot,LL.D., Cambridge, Mass.; Rev.Ed-

wafd A. Washhurn, D.D., New York.

' Dr. Howson, Dean of Chester, was also present by special invitation, and

took part in the deliberations.

' E-c-President Woolsey, Prof Hackett, Prof Strong, Prof. Stowe, and oth-

. ers, were prevented from attending, but expressed by letter their hearty inter-

est in the proposed work, and their readiness to co-opeiate.

' The meeting was organized by the appointment of Prof Henry B. Smith

as Chairman, and Prof. George E. Day 03 Secretary.
••••••

Constitution.

'
I. The American Committee, invited by the British Committee engaged

in the revision of the Authorized English Version of the Holy Scriptures to

co-operate with them, shaU be composed of Biblical scholars and divines in

the United States.

' II. This Committee shall have the power to elect its officers, to odd to

iU number, and to fill its own vacancies.

' III. The officers shall consist of a President, a Corresponding Secretary,

and u Treasurer. The President shall conduct the official correspondence

with the British revisers. The Secretary shall conduct the home correspond-

ence.
' IV. New members of the Committee, and corresponding members, must

be nominated at a previous meeting, and elected unanimously by ballot.

' V. The American Committee shall co-operate with the British Compa-

nies on the basis of the principles ond rules of revision adoptech^y the British

Committee.
' VI The American Committee shall consist of two companies, the one

for the revision of the Authorized Version of the Old Testament, the other

for the revision of the Authorized Version of the New Testament.

' VII. Each Company shaU elect its own Chairman and Recoidmg Secre-

*"^VIII The British Companies will submit to the American Companies,

from time to time, such portions of their work as have passed the first revi-

sion and the American Companies will transmit their criticisms and sug-

gestions to the British Companies before the second revision.

'IX. A joint meeting of the American and British Companies shall be

held, if possible, in London, before final oction.

• X. The Americon Committee to pay their own expenses.

•A communication from Bishop Ellieott, D.D., to Dr. Schaff, dated Oc-

tober 23, 1871, was read, containing tI:o following resolution of the British

Committee

:
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' "Resolution—That the Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol be requested to

communicate with Dr. Schaff to the effect that the work of the New Testa-

ment revisers is at present only tentative and provisional, and that it may
be considerably altered at the Fecond revision ; but that, upon the assurance

of Dr. Schaff that the work, so far as it is at present advanced, will be con-

sidered as itrictly confidential, the company will send a sufficient number of

copies for Dr. Schaff and his brother revisers, for their own private use, the

copies to be in no way made public beyond themselves.
' "For this purpose that Dr. Schaff be requested to send the names and

addresses of the scholars associated with him in this matter so soon as the

Company is completely formed."' • • •

On the evening of the same day the movement was pub-

licly inaugurated by a meeting in Calvary Church, Fourth

Avenue, New York, at which Dr.Washburn, Dean Howson,

D.D., and the writer made addresses on the subject of Bible

Revision before a very large and intelligent audience, in-

cluding many clergymen from different denominations.

Full reports, of the meeting were published in the Chris-

tian Intelligencer, the Protestant Churchman, and other

papers.

The organization of the American Committee was duly

reported. Certain difficulties which stood in the way of

co-operation were removed by farther correspondence and

personal conference of the writer with the British revisers

on a recent visit to England. The British Committee, at

its meeting July 17, 1872, took the following action:

' Dr. Schaff having communicated to the Bishop of Gloucester ond Bristol

the following as the names of the American revisers, .... it was resolved

that so many copies of the revised version of the first three Gospels be in-

trusted to Dr. Schaff for the use of the above named, with the request that

they be regarded as private and confidential, and with the intimation that

the work itself is provisional and tentative, and likely to undergo considerable

modification.'

The copies promised in the above resolution were duly

received. The Old Testament Company took similar ac-

tion, and intrusted me with eleven proof copies of the re-

vised \?ersion of the books of Genesis, Exodus, and Levit-

icus for the use of the eleven members of the American
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Company of Old Testament revisers. Other portions of

the revised version will be forwarded as soon as they are

finished.

The American companies will hold then- first meeting

for active work October 4, 1872. The result of their de-

liberations will in due time be forwarded to the British

Committee for consideration before the second revision.

When the whole work shall be completed, it will go to

the English-speaking churches for their adoption or rejec-

tion. By its own merits it will stand or fall. We firmly

believe that it will gradually take the place of the Author-

ized Version.

Character of the English Version. The Work jprojposed.

In presenting briefly my own views on the subject of

revision,! have no authority to speak in behalf of the

American revisers, who have not yet fairly begun their

work ; but I apprehend no material diflSculty with the

British Committee. I have reason to believe that there is

a general disposition among us to retain the idiom, gram

mar, and vocabulary of the Authorized Version so far as

is consistent with faithfulness to the Greek and Hebrew

Scriptures, and with justice to the present stage of the

English language.

The popular English Bible is the greatest blessmg which

the Eeformation of the sixteenth century bestowed upon

the Anglo-Saxon race. It is, upon the whole, the best trans-

lation ever made, not excepting even Jerome's Vulgate

and Luther's Version. It is not the production of a smgle

mind, but of a large number of wise and good men, rep-

resenting three generations in the most eventful and pro-

ductive period of modem church history. It is ' the pure

well of English undefiled.' It has formed the style and

. taste of the English classics. It has a hold upon the pop-

INTBODUCTION.
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ular heart which it can never lose. Its vocabulary and

phrases, its happy blending of Saxon force and Latin dig-

nity, its uniform chasteriess, earnestness, and solemnity, its

thoroughly idiomatic tone, its rhythmic flow, its more than

poetic beauty and harmony, have secured the admiration

of scholars and the affection of whole churches and nations

in which it is used. Even in the Romish communion, a

distinguished English apostate from Protestantism could

not forget its marvellous beauty and heavenly music*
* The remarkable judgment of the late Dr. F. William Faber (often falsely

attributed to Dr. John Henry Newman) is well worth quoting in full : ' Who
will say that the uncommon beauty and marvellous English of the Protestant

Bible is not one of the great strongholds of heresy in this country ? It lives

on the ear like a music that can never be forgotten, like the sound of church

bells, which the convert hardly knows how he can forego. Its felicities often

seem to be almost things rather than mere words. It is part of the national

mind, and the anchor of national seriousness. Nay, it is worshipped with a
positive idolatry, in extenuation of whose grotesque fanaticism its intrinsic

beauty pleads availingly with the man of letters and the scholar. The mem-
ory of the dead passes into it. The potent traditions of childhood are stereo-

typed in its verses. The power of all the griefs and trials of a man is hidden

beneath its words. It is the representative of his best moments, and all that

there has been about him of soft, and gentle, and pure, and penitent, and good,

speaks to him for ever out of his Knglish Bible. It is his sacred thing, which

doubt has never dimmed, and controversy never soiled. It has been to him

all along as the silent, but oh ! how intelligible voice of his guardian angel
;

and in the length and breadth of the land there is not a I'rotestant, with one

spark of religiousness about him, whose spiritual biography is not in his Saxon

Bible. And all this is an unhallowed power!'—From Faber's Essay on The

Interest and Characteristics of the Lives of the Saints, p. IIG, prefixed to a

Life 0/ St. Francis of Assist (1853), which fcnns vol. xxv. of the Oratory

series of the Lives ofModern Saints. I took the quotation from an anony-

mous reviewer of Conybeare and Howson's Life and Epistles of St. Paul, in

the Dublin Review for June, 1 S.'iS, p. 400. The Roman Catholic reviewer

admits (p. 405 sq.) that the ' Douay version, composed as it was under heavy

difficulties and the greatest disadvantages, is, upon the whole, surprisingly

accurate and exact [?], though confessedly ikr from scholar-like as a literary

performance, and as deficient in pure English idiom as the Protestant version

is excellent in that particular j' but then he goes on to charge the latter with

doctrinal unfairness, instancing the well-known passages 1 Cor. > 27, where

i) (rri'vy ri irorliptov')—often used by Homanists as an argument for the com-

munion sub una specie—is rendered and; Matt. xix. 11, ou iravnc xuipoiai,

' all men can not receive the word ;' Gal. i. IB, laToprjaat nirpov, ' to see Pe-

ter.'
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The power and influence of this vereion can not be esti-

mated. Being from the very start a truly national work

for the British Isles, it has gradually assumed, with the En-

glish language itself, an almost cosmopolitan character and

importance, and is now used more than any translation in

all parts of the globe. The British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety, or tlie American Bible Society, probably send forth

more copies of the English Scriptures than are printed in

all other languages combined. Eternity alone can reveal

how many millions have been made wise unto salvation

through the instrumentality of this version.

To substitute a new popular version for such a work

would be almost a sacrilege, certainly an ungrateful task

and inevitable failure.

But this is not at all the question. The present move-

ment contemplates no new version, but simply a scholarly

and conscientious revision, in the spirit, and, as far as pos-

sible, in the very language^ of the old. The object is to

make a good translation still better, more accurate and

self-consistent, and to bring it up to the present standard

of Biblical scholarship.

The abstract right of revision can not be disputed. It

is the duty of the Church, especially the Protestant, to give

the Bible to the people in the best possible form, and to

adapt existing translations, from time to time, to the prog-

ress in Scripture learning and the inevitable changes of

a living language. Without this right and duty. King

James's Version of 1611 would not exist at all, for it is it-

self the result of several revisions, going back— through the

Bishops' Bible (1568), the Geneva Bible (1557, completed

1560), Cranmer's Bible (1539), Matthew's (or Eogers's) Bi-

ble (1537), Coverdale's Bible (1535 and 1537)—to the New
Testament (with parts of the Old Testament) of Tyhdale
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(1525-1535),"" who is the real author, as well as martyr, of

the English vei-sion,f and, in the former respect, the En-

glish Luther.:}:

The need and desirableness of a new revision are now al-

most generally admitted, at least by those who ai-e best ac-

quainted with the Bible in its original languages. Tlie

most ardent admirers of King James's Version do not claim

for it perfection and infallibility. It has a very consider-

able number of errore, defects, and obscurities. It was the

best translation which could be made in tlie beginning of

the seventeenth century, but it can be greatly improved

with the enlarged facilities of the present age.

The only debatable question, then, is as to tlie proper

time and best mode of undertaking this important and de-

sirable work. A few years ago many of the most judi-

cious friends of revision would have said that the pear is

not ripe yet, although fast ripening ; but the recent move-

ment in Great Britain settles the question. It combines

all the needful scholarship, abilitj', authority, and co-op-

eration. It presents the most favorable juncture which

can be desired, and it must be turned to the best account.

The greatest difficulty was in our sectarian divisions : it has

been removed by the Spirit of God, who alone can so move

the hearts of men as to bring Churchmen and Dissent-

ers, Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Independents, Methodists,

Baptists, and others, together in brotherly harmony and co-

operation. To miss the glorious opportunity now is indef-

initely to postpone the great work, or to risk the multipli-

• For details, see the excellent History of the English Bible, hy Trofessor

Westcott (one of the British Committee of KeYision), London, 1808.

t Wicliffe's translation was not made from the original Greek and Hebrew,

but from the Latin Vulgate, and was little used, if used at all, by Tyndale.

X Westcott, I. c.,p. 06, pays him the following just tribute: 'Not one self-

ish thought mixed with his magnificent devotion. No treacherous intrigues

ever shook his loyalty to his king ; no intensity of distress ever obscured his

faith in Christ.'
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cation of sectarian vereions—as there are already a Baptist

and a Unitarian New Testament. Let us by all means

have an oecumenical revision now when we can have it,

which shall be a new and stronger bond of union among
the many branches of Anglo-Saxon Christendom, and make
the good old Bible clearer and dearer to the people.

Improvements.

The improvements which can be made, without in the

least impairing the idiom and beauty, or disturbing the

sacred associations, of the Authorized Vereion, may be con-

sidered under tlie following heads, as needing revision : the

Text; Errors; Inaccuracies; Inconsistencies; Archaisms;

Proper Names ; Accessories ; Arrangement.

1. The Text.

To res'tore, from the best critical resources now made

accessible, an older and purer text in the place of the com-

paratively late and corrupt textus receptus. In other words,

to substitute, in the New Testament, an ante-Nicene for a

mediseval text.

The Hebrew text, having been settled long ago by the Masorets, presents

very little difficulty. It is stated that there are only 1314 various readings

of importance in the Old Testament, apd that only 147 of them affect the

sense. With critical conjectures (such as proposed by Hitzig, Merx, etc.) a

popular version has nothing to do. When the Authorized Version fallows

the Septuagint and the Vulgate against the Hebrew (as in the important pas-

sage Job xix. 26), the Hebrew text must of course have the preference.

The case is very different in the New Testament. The Authorized Ver-

sion, like all other Protestant versions, is made from the 'received text,' so

called, which dates from the first printed edition of the Greek Testament by

Erasmus (1516), especially his fourth edition (1527, which contains some

emendations in the Apocalypse, derived from the Complutensian Polyglot),

was several times re-edited, with a few improvements, by Stephens, of Paris,

and then by Beza, of Geneva, and boldly proclaimed the Uezlus ab omnibus

receptu$' by the enterprising publishers, Elzevir, of Leydcn (in their Second

edition, 1633), and which ruled, almost undisputed, as a part of Protestant

orthodoxy (as the Latin Vulgate as a part of Romish orthodoxy), until, after

Bentley and Bengel had shaken confidence in jt, it was set aside by Lachmann
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(1831) and his followers, to make room for an older and better text since
brought to light.*

The 'received text' was hastily derived, in the infant period of the printed
Bible, from a few and faulty cursive MSS., when the best uncial MSS. and
the oldest versions (except a corrupt text of the Vulgate) were not yet known,
before the patristic quotations were examined, and before even the first prin-
ciples of textual criticism were understood, f

Since that time an immense material for textual criticism has been gath-
ered, compared, weighed, and sifted by the indefatigable labors of Mill, Ben-
gel, Wetstein, Griesbach, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Tregelles, and others. We
have now as complete an apparatus as is necessary to settle the text in all its

essential features, and there is no prospect that any new discoveries (even as
important as that of the Codex Sinaiticus in 1869) will materially alter the
result, unless some future Tischendorf should be so fortunate as to find the
apostolic autographs ; but this, in view of the perishable nature of papyrus,
on which they were written, is next to impossible. Over l.^OO MSS. of the
Greek Testament have been more or less compared.^ and from 100,000 to

120,000 various readings have been accumulated from all textual sources to
the present day. Fortunately, these variations do not unsettle a single article

of Christian faith and duty ; they only establish the essential integrity of the
apostolic text, and increase the facilities of determining, approximately, the
original reading, without resorting (as is the case with classical authors) to
jirecarious subjective conjectures. On the most important variations which
aifect the sense, and which alone deserve consideration in a /)o;)u/ar version,
the leading critics of the day are now quite or nearly agreed. From the un-
cial MSS. (especially the two oldest, the Sinaitic and the Vatican, or s and B,

both made accessible now to all by the quasi fac-simile editions of Tischen-

• Tyndale used the edition of Erasmus, the Geneva revisers the Latin ver-

sion ofBeza (first ed. 1 557). Comp. Westcott, Hist, ofthe Eng. Bible, p. 288.

On the precise Greek text from which King James's revision is derived, see

the Note below. On the Continent, the first Elzevir or Leyden edition of IG24

(from which the second edition of 1633 differs very slightly) is understood to

be the ' received text ;' while in England the term is more frequently applied

to the third edition of Robert Stephens, which appeared in 1550, called the
' royal edition. ' The Gre^k text in both is substantially the same. Including

minute variations in orthography, they differ in 278 places (Scrivener, N. T.

Cambr. 1860, p. vi. ; Westcott, in Smith's Bibl. Diet. iii. 2132, Am. edit.).

Where the Elzevir edition differs from Stephens, it generally agrees with Beza.

t Beza had, it is true, two uncial codd., viz.. Codex D or Bezse, of the

Gospels and Acts, and Cod. D Claromontanus, of the Epistles, and knew also

the Peshito and Arabic versions, but he made very little use of them, being

more concerned for his Latin translation and notes. His immediate success-

ors neglected even these important sources of criticism.

X Mr. Scrivener (Introd. to Bibl. Crit., p. 225) states the total number of

manuscripts of the Greek Testament known and used to be 1583, of which

127 are uncial, 1456 cursive, but most of the uncial and many of the cursive

MSS. are incomplete, and 67 must be deducted for being counted double.
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dorf and Vercellone), the earliest versions (especially the Itala, Vulgate, and
Peshito), and the quotations of the Nicene and ante-Nicene fathers (Origen,

Tertullian, Irennus, etc.), we are now able to reconstruct, with a tolerable de-

gree of certainty, the oldest attainable text, which is, upon the whole, much
simpler and stronger than the post-Nicene and mediasval textut receptus, and
free from liturgical and other glosses.

This ante-Nicene text should bo made the basis of the revision, at least in

all such cases where, as Ellicott says, ' critical evidence and the consent of

the best editors point out the necessity of the change.'

This canon must, of course, exclude the spurious passage of the three wit-

' nesses, 1 John v. 7, which was omitted also at first by Erasmus, Luther, and

Tyndale.* The doxology of the Lord's Prayer, Mutt. vi.,will be less easily

surrendered. Sections which seem to be part of primitive apostolic tradition,

though not of apostolic composition, as the conclusion of Mark (xvi. 9-20),

and the pericope, John vii. 63, to viii. 1), may be retained in brackets or in

italics. In debatable readings, where the witnesses are equally or almost

equally divided, as between fiovoyniriq iiot ond novoyivr)^ wiiig, John i. 18,

the reading of the textus receptus should be retained, but the variation marked

on the margin. Sometimes doubtful readings of great doctrinal importance

receive new confirmation, as roD dcoS (for cvpiov) in Acts xx. 28, which is

sustained by Aleph and B, and furnishes one of the strongest arguments

for the divinity of Christ, amply compensating for the loss of dioc for oq in

1 Tim. iii. IG (probably a quotation from a primitive Christian hymn).t

The genuineness of the Epistle to the Ephesians receives new support from

the Sinaitic MS. by its omission of the words ' in Ephesus' in the address

(i. 1), as it corroborates the view that it was a circular letter, and therefore

free from those personal allusions and salutations which we should otherwise

expect.

The text of the Apocalypse, of which we have fewer sources than of any

other book of the N. T., has been cleared up in several important passages by

the Codices Alexandrinus (A), Ephrojmi Syri rescriptus (C), Sinaiticus (X),

Vaticanus No. 20CC, a manuscript of the seventh or eighth century, called B
of the Apocalypse (the great Cod. B Vaticanus does not contain the Apoca-

lypse), the uncial palimpsest (P) discovered and made legible by Tischendorf

in 18C2,t and published in the sixth volume of his Monumenia sacra inedita

(1 809), and the rediscovery by Prof. Delitzsch of Reuchlin's Codex§—the only

one for the Apocalypse which Erasmus used for his first edition, and used with

* Tyndale's edition of 1G34, as given in Bagster's English IIexaph,has the

disputed passage in italics.

t Tischendorf, however, in his 8th crit. ed., gives the preference to tvpiov,

on the authority of A, C*, D, E, Irena:us (Lat. interpr.), etc.

t When Tischendorf applied his .chemical process In the palimpsest, the

Greek Archimandrite (now Bishop) Porfiri Uspenski, who had brought this

and other MSS. from his Oriental travels, exclaimed 'Ecce Lazarus » se-

pulchro reduxt'

§ See BeWtzsch, Ifandschri/tliche Funde, 18CI and 18f>2. Tregelles has

also examined this Codex, which was found in the library of the Prince of

CEttingen-VVallerstein.
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great haste. I will mentidn a few examples. In ch. i. 9, ' who am also

your brother,' the improper 'also' rests on a mere misunderstanding of Eras-

mus's copyist. In ch. i. 11, the words 'which are in Asio' are an interpola-

tion of Erasmus from the Vulgate : qua sunt in Asia. Similar additions of

Erasmus from the Latin, which have no support in the Greek text, are found

in ch. ii. 3 ('and hast not fainted,' 'et non de/ecisli'), in ii. 20 ('a few things,*

'pauca'), in ii. 24 (the disturbing 'and'), and in several other passages. In

ch. y. 10, the Greek reads ' thou hast made them (^airovg, i. e. the four and
twenty elders) kings (a kingdom) and priests unto our God,' and ' the/ (the

elders) ' shall rule ^liaciXiiaovmv) upon the earth ;' but the A. V. turns

' them' into ' us, ' and ' they' into ' we,' because Erasmus followed here the lat-

er corrupted text of the Vulgate in opposition to lieuchlin's Greek MS. In

xvi. H, 'the kings of the earth and of the whole world,' the superfluous

words 'of the earth and" are to be traced to a mistake of the transcriber, as

the Greek reads simply roiif (SaaiXils tIjs oiVou/ifw/f uXi/c. In ch. xvii. 8,

the perplexing translation, ' the beast that was, and is not, and i/et is' (from

the false reading raiVfp tari), must now be corrected into ' the beast that

was, and is not, and yet shall come' (the best authorities reading Kai Ttapiarat

—Cod. Sin. Kai vaktv Trapurrai, shall come ayain. Compare piXkti dvafjai-

viiv U rijs a^uaaov, in the preceding clause).*

Note on the Greek Text of the English Version.—It is a question

of some interest and importance to ascertain what edition of the Greek text

was chiefly used by King James's translators. They left us no direct infor-

mation ; they paid little or no attention to textual criticism, which was then

in its infancy, but we know what resources were then available. As they

finished their work (ICll) thirteen years before the first Elzevir edition

(1G24) appeared, they must have used the later editions of Stephens and
Beza, which had then superseded the editions of Erasmus.

The third edition of Kobejt Stephens, culled editio regia, was printed iu

Paris, and the fourth at Geneva, IS,".! ; the latter, with the exception of a

few passages, is a mere reprint, in inferior style, but it is the first which con-

tains our versicular division. The text of Stephens (ir>r.O) has often been

reproduced in England, most recently by F. H. Scrivener (18C0 and 1872),

who gives also the readings of Beza (professedly of \r>Gr> ; but see the letter

of Prof. Abbot below), of the Elzevirs (1624), Tischendorf, Lachmiinn, and
Tregelles.

From Beza there appeared, before his death (ICO?), four folio editions of

the Greek Testament, including the Vulgate, his new Latin translation, and
exegetical notes, printed by Henry Stephens at Geneva,! and dedicated to

Comp. an art. of Dr. Conant on the Greek Text of the Apocalypse, in the

Baptist Quarterly, vol. iv. No. 2, and Tregelles 's Apocalypse, edi£ 1844, and
now his last edition, concluding his Greek Testament, 1872. Tischendorf

has not yet completed the second volume of bis eighth edition, which will

contain the Apocalypse.

t We have from Beza also several small editions, which omit the Vulgate

(except in the 3d ed.), and give marginal glosses extracted from his com-
mentary. They are dedicated to Prince Cond^. Reuss {Geschichle des N.
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Queen Elizabeth, tiz. edit. 1. (called ii.*), A.D. 1565, which is based upon

the fourth edition of Stephens; ed. ii. (iii.), 1582, much improved by the

readings of the important Codices Beza^ (D Gosp.) and Claromontanus (D

Epp.), and the comparison of the Peshito and Arabic versions
;
ed. iii. (iv.),

1589 (also under the date 1588), chiefly a reprint of the third
;
ed. iv. (v.),

1598, which differs but little from the third, is less accurate, and was re-

printed at Cambridge, lC42.t

It is almost certain, at the outset, that the last editions of Beza were the

main basis of the A. V., not only because they were the latest and best, but

also because Beza, the surviving patriarch of the reformers, exerted, by his

Latin version and exegetical notes, a marked influence upon our translators ;T

even his explanatory or harmonistic interpolations in Apoc. xi. 1 (rai o ayyi-

Xo£ il(n-q«.)-. Matt. i. 11 •, John xix. 13, found a place in the text, or at least

in the margin of the A. V. ..... . „„
A closer examination confirms thii supposition ; but there is as yet no

agreement as to the precise extent to which the A. V. depends upon Be^a, or

Bides with Stephens, or dissents from both. Scrivener (A Supphment to the

A»thori.edvLon,py,. 7, 8), Westcott (art. iV««,
^"'^'^IXXln^?^

iii. 2132, note. Am. ed.), and EUicott {Revxsxon of the
^/- f

";)•"""-

tain thai the A. V. is derived from Beza's third (1582) or fourth (1589) edi-

tion, and from Stephens's third (1550) or fourth (1551), and that m some 00

places it sides with Beza against Stephens, in some 28 with Stephens against

Beza, while it differs from both in less than half a dozen places But ac-

cording to Hudson {Critical Greek and English Concordance of the N.T.f.

S who takes Beza's fifth edition (1598) as the basis, the A. V. agrees with

Beza versus Stephens's third in about 80 places with
Sl<^V^<>-'

;iJ\^^^^

this noint and kindly furnished me with another statement, which, though
this P°'°''!""'"""J^„.

„.,,,_ exhaustive, is more complete and accurate

T ) s^s that they vary in the text, and were printed in Geneva, though often

''":'^'L3?^tS::^itionofl55r(theti.e.pa^v.l^^^

page 1557) as editio prima; but, as it does not give the Greek text, ougnt

"1 C^sr^'rivener, Westcot, and Bleek (^(n/e.^^^^^

foliowini Mill and Michaelis, speak "^ -
.f/^, S'"^ .^ f^ets^^-^^^^^^

no place for such an e^'t'""

-;'f«"f,™; ^'fu) le the correct account.

lea p. 140) and Beuss {Getchichte dei N.I. p. *ii; P^e

t As he had done before upon the Genevan
^f""//^",^" ,

'„"''•

See fhe examples in Westcotfs History of the Enghsh Bxl>le, p. 294 seq.
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from both.' With his permission, I will give the specifications from a letter

to me, dated Cambridge, Mass., Sept. 23, 1872, for which he deserves the

thanks of Biblical scholars :

'I. The A. v. agrees with Beza against Stephens in Matt. xxi. 7; xxili.

13, 14. Mark vi. 29 ; viii. 14, 24 ; ix. 40 ; xii. 20 ; xiii. 28. Luke i. 35 ; ii.

22 ; iii. 23, 35 (vi. 9, trans, and note); viii. 29 (not trans.); x. 6 (not trans.),

22; XV. 26; xvii. 36; xx. 47. John viii. 25; xii. 17; xiii. 31 ; xvi. 33;
xviii. 24. Acts (v. 24, trans, and note) ix. 35 ; xv. 32 (?) ; xvii. 25 ; xxii.

25; xxiv. 13, 14(?), 18, 19; xxv.5; xxvi.3,18; xxvii. 12, 13. llom. vii.

; viii. 11 ; xii. 11 ; xvi. 20, 27 (?). 1 Cor. v. 11 ; xv. 31. 2 Cor. iii. 1
;

V. 4 ; vi. 15 ; vii. 12, 16 ; x. 10 ; xi. 10 ; xiii. 4. Eph. vi. 7. Col. i. 2, 24
;

ii. 13. 1 Thess. (ii. 13, trans, and note) ii. 15. 2 Thess. ii. 4. 1 Tim. i. 4.

Tit. ii. 10. Heb. ix. 1, 2; x. 10; xii. 22, 23,punct. James ii. 18; iv. 13',

13" ; v. 12. 1 Pet. i. 4 ; ii. 21 ; iii. 11,21 (?). 2 Pet. iii. 7. 1 John i. 4
;

ii. 23(A.V. initahcs); iii. 16. 2 John 3. 3 John 7. Jude 19, 24. Bev.
ii. 14; iii. 1 ; v. 1 1 ; vii. 3, 10 ; viii, 11; xi. 1 , 2, 14 ; xiii. 3 ; xiv. 18 ; xvi.

6, 14. In Dr. Westcott's list, in Smith's Vict, of the Bible [art. New 7'ej<.],

Acts xxi. 8 ; Rev. vii. 2, 14 ; xvii. 4, and in Scrivener's list {Supplement to the

Auth. Version, p. 8), Rev. xix. 14, seem to be erroneously placed here. Matt,
ix. 33; Acts i. 4, are uncertain.

' II. The A.V. agrees with Stephens, in preference to Bcza's text of 1589,
in Matt. i. 23 (vi. 1, Beza's trans, and note; his text is Stephens's). Marie
i. 21 ; xvi. 14 (?), 20. Luke vii. 45 ; ix. 15. John iv. 5 ; xviiil 20. Acts
ii. 36 ; iv. 25, 27, 36 ; vii. 16 ; xvi. 7, 17; xxi. 1

1
; xxv. 6 ; xxvi, 8, punct.

Rom. i. 29 ; v. 17; viii. 21, punct. ; xi. 28. 1 Cor. vii. 2!) , xi. 22, punct.

;

XV. 55. 2 Cor. i. 6 ; iii. 14 (?) ; viii. 24. Gal. iv. 17. Phil. i. 23 ; ii. 24

;

iii. 20. Col. i. 2. 1 Tim. vi. 15. 2 Tim. ii. 22. Tit. ii. 7. Ileb. ix. 28;
X. 2. James iii. 6. 1 Pet. v. 10. 2 Pet. i. \ (ffurijpof »;/i<i»/). Rev. vi. 12

;

ix. 19 (but Beza's trans, and note agree with Stephens). In Dr. Westcott's
list, 1 Pet. ii. 21 ; iii. 21 ; 2Pet. ii. 12; Bev. ix. 5 ; xii. 14; xiv. 2; xviiL

6 ; xix. 1, are wrongly placed here. 1 Cor. iii. 3 ; x. 28, adduced by Scriv-
ener, appear to be merely cases of typographical error in Bcza's text. .Matt.
XX. 15 ; 1 Cor. xi. 1 ; Bev. iv. 10, are not decisive.

' III. The A.V. follows a reading found neither in Stephens (1 550) or Beza
(1589), in Matt. ii. 11 ; x. 10. Mark iv. 18 ; vi. 4 (?) ; xiv. 43. Luke iii.

31 ; vi. 37 (Vulg.) ; viii. 31 ; xvii. 35 ; xx. 31, 32 ; xxii. 45 (?). John v. 6

;

vii. 9, 12; viii. 6, 42; ix. 25; xii. 13, 20, 34 (?); xvi. 25 (A.V. ed. Kill);
xviii. 1 (?), 15 (?). Acts iii. 3 ; vi. 3 (?) ; vii. 44 (Vulg.) ; viii. 13 ; xix. 20
(Vulg.) ; xxi. 8 (Beza's trans, and note) ; xxvi. (?) ; xxvii. 29. Rom. vi. 3
(mere oversight?). Eph. vi. 24 (A.V. ed. IGU). Phil. iv. 12. 1 Thess. v. 4
(Vulg.). Pbilem. 7. James iv. 15. 2 Pet. i. 1 (Si'/juv, and t)niiv omitted
after Oiov) ; ii. 9. Bev. vii. 2 (?) ; xvii. 4.

'A collation ofBeza's fifth edition (1 598) is given in Bagster's Critical'New
Testament, Greek and English (1 842). Thot edition is not accurately print-

ed, but the intentional changes from the text of 1589 are few.
' It is necessary to observe that the collation of Beza's edition of 1 565, given

by Scrivener in his Introduction (pp. 304-311) and in his Greek Testament,
is not to be trusted. It agrees neither with the octavo nor the folio edition
published by Beza in 1565. It is impossible that he should have used the
text of either of those editions in making the collation which he has given.

He has mistaken a copy of some other edition (perhops wanting the title-

page, or with a false title-page suppUed) for the real Beza of 1565. The
readings ascribed, in his Introduction, to Beza, 1565, dllfer from Beza's folio

edition of that year in 111 places, but in only about 1.") jilnces from his octavo

editions of 1580 and 1590. They do not agree so well with tlie edition of

1567. That of 1603J have not seen. ^
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' The erroneons references of Dr. Westcott pointed out above were oppar-
entlj- derived from Scrivener's collation ; and in a note in the American edi-
tion of Smith's Bible Dictionary (p. 2132), misled by Scrivener, I wrongly re-
ferred them to Beza's text of 16G6.'

2. Errors.

To correct acknowledged errors, whether of typography,

or English Grammar, or translation.

(a.) MlSItBINTS.

Examples :
' Strain at a gnat,' for ' strain out,' Matt, xxiii. 24 (JiuXiJovrtc

riv rwvuTra) ;*

—

'broidered' (the ed. of 1611 and other early edd. : 'braid-

ed'), for 'braided {plaited) hair,' 1 Tim. ii. 9;—'and $ht went into the city,'

for 'he,' Ruth iii. 15 (see the Hebrew);—' awake my love, till he please,' for

'the,' Cant. ii. 7 (in the Hebrew).

Many other typographical errors of the edition of IGll, which was far fiom
being correct, have long since been silently removed by subsequent editions,

in England and in America, yet not so as to secure uniformity ; e. g. : 'hoopi

of the pillars,' for ' Aao/.->' (Exod. xxxviii. 11); 'plaine,' fat
'
plague' (Ley. xiii.

CO); 'Jet' the roll,' for 'fetch' (Jer. xxxvi. 21); 'shewed them by the proph-

ets,' for ' hewed' (_Ho3. vi. 6); 'rejected verses, '-for 'recited' (Ecclus. xliv. 5);

'approved to death,' for 'a^j/jotnfed'^l Cor. xii. 28); 'helps in governments,'

for 'helps, governments' (1 Cor. xii. 28); 'vinegar,' for 'vineyard' (Luke xiii.

7, in the so-called ' vinegar edition' of Oxford, 171 7). t The variations of the

second edition, 1C13, from the first, 1611, amount to about 375; in Dr.Blay-

ney's edition of 1769, which is regarded as the standard edition, 116 errors

were detected by the editors of the Eyre and Strahan edition, 1813. The
committee appointed by the American Bible Society in 1848 found many er-

rors and inconsistencies in the best English editions.^

* Dean Alford, in his Commentary, defends the Authorized Version by the

Btrnined explanation: 'strain (out the wine) at (the occurrence of) a gnat,'

but in his English version of the Greek' Testament (1869) he adopts out for

at. All the other English versions (except that of Rheims) read ' strain out.'

Bishop Lowth remarks :
' The impropriety of the preposition has wholly de-

stroyed the meaning of the phrase,' which refers to the use of a strainer.

See my annotations to Lange on Matthew, p. 408, note ICj p. 413.

t In a copy of the second issue of the edition of IGl I (in possession of Dr.

Eadie, at Glasgow) I saw even .Tudas for Jesus in Matt. xxvL S6. In the

first issue, twenty-one words of Exod. xiv. 10 are printed twice. In an edi-

tion of 1613, the word not is omitted in Lev. xix. 10; 1 Cor. xi. 17; and 2

Tim. iv. 16.

X See the Report of the History and Recent Collation of the English Ver-

sion of the Bible : presented by the Committee on Versions to the Board of

Managers of the American Bible Society, and adopted May 1, 1861, p. 11

seq. The Committee on Versions (including such scholars as Drs. Edward

Robinson, Samuel H. Turner, and John M'Clintock) spent three years of

labor and pains in correcting misprints, and improving the orthography, cap-

HiTSODUCTION.
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^**'
.Tl'^^°'"^f'""'reoV{kctB^W.(i. Matt. xxiv. 60 ; Neh x 3n for'-,of (Cant. VI. 12; Jer. I 24- LukB xi H\. <j •

"^"^- <^^),foT 'aware

dies' (so the Greek) Rev xiv 20 "^' '^""^ bridles,' for 'horses' bri-

mer the Genevan, and the Bishops' Bible) , 'rfif'f!f V^ /Tv
"'!'

^'•''"-

28, found also in Tyndale Cranmer H,p r.„ '
, ,

*' ('" -^•='' "'•

Examples :C/,er«4,-,«, (confusion of Heb. with Eng plurall fnr-t A-

(.0) have gained,' etc. (Acts xxvii 2,);
'
""' '" '''" '"''""'•' '"=' '"-• '""^

(C.) MiSTnANSLATIONS.

Matt X. 4 and Mark iii. 18, 'Simon the Canaam'/e,' instead of 'Sim.n .f

"juii. Alv. 0, Ana she being before instructptl (trnm ti.„ tr i .

relatonship and communion wi.h the trie God^' So C CoTHr
-'^i:!!!!i^:Li'!!j:!!'llf^^ na.ilLjj'AetsVlii'

agers to cancel the revised edi!.^:l: Vren: ed im^TlI
"'"'^ Tl

alleged want of constitutional authority and Jlu ar H ,

''^e™""'^ °f

of the Committee on Versions, appointed in 18^8.
' '^'^°''
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15 ; xix. 6. The false rendering of the English and other versions arises from

the Vulgate (in nomint; TcrtuUian had it correctly in nom«n) j
but in oth*

passages on baptism the English Version renders the preposition fi'c correctly,

Til. Bom. vi. 8, 4 ; 1 Cor. x. 2 ; xii. 13 ; Gal. iii. 27 ; Acts xix. 3.*

Luke xxiii. 16, ' nothing worthy of death is done unto him' Qmlv ircnpay-

ftivov airtf), for ' hath been done by him' (Jesus).

John viii. 68,'Before Abraham ioa»,I am,' instead of 'loa* torn,' oT'made,'

or ' became.' There is an important distinction between ycviaSat, which sig-

niHes temporal or created existence, beginning in time and presupposing pre-

vious non-existence, and ilvai, which expresses here, in the present tense, tlie

eternal, uncreated existence of the Divine Logos. The same distinction is

observed in the prologue of John, where ijv is applied to the Logos, ver.l,

lyiviro to the genesis of the world, ver. 3, the birth of John the Baptist, ver.

e, and the incarnation of the Logos, ver.l 4. t ,

John X. 16,' one /old (following the ovile of the Vulgate, which might fa-

vor a narrow ecclesiasticism) and one shepherd,' instead of '
there will be one

Jtock (,iia irol^pv, not avXi, ; comp. ver. 16), one shepherd.' (Tjndale was

correct here. )t ,„ j

John xiii. 2,' Supper being enrferf (which is inconsistent with ver. 12 and

ver 26, where the meal is still going on), foi ' the meal (iJirvov was the pnn-

cipal meal of the ancients, and corresponds to our late dinner) being about to

begin,' or 'having begun' Cyvofiivov, al. ycvofitvov).

Jotta -niy. 18,' comfortless,' for 'orphans' (,6p<t>avoi-).
„ ^ ^

John xvi. 8, ' reprove,' for ' convince' (iXirx"". which impUes both a coni..n-

cino unto salvation and a convicting unto condemnation.

Acts ii 47, 'such as should be saved,' instead of '«.ere being saved, or

• were in ihe way of salvation' (ro*c oo-Jo/iivout, which signifies a progressive

rnndition not a final determination). . . , n
Acls xii 4, ^Easter' (a heathen or Christian festival), for the Jewish Pass-

""Ac?lXk'malUhingsyearetoo.«per,/irioB.,'insteadof'.eryre%iW

Maiaov^orpovt; Be.a correctly: re/i^io.iore., De Wette :
sehrgottes-

iS The A V. makes Paul commence his address to the Athenians.

SS to his custom, with « reproach or an insult, while, in fact, he compli-

ZtThem for their religiousness, with a delicate hint of .heir excess in a

wrong direaion, and makes this the starting-point for preaching to them the

^I^LJnGod,: ^hom ' they worshipped' (not ' ignorantly,' but) unknomng-

iT^'unLwing' (^dyvoovvr^C, with evident allusion to ay-'-J.^V ^'v)-.
.

^
Rom rzo/ hi^ eternal power and Godhead,' for godhood, divimty, d,v,.

-Tsee Alford, in /oc., and my annotations in I'''"B«°"f "*'"'• P" '''•

+ Comp mv annotations in Lange on John, p. 54, 64, 79, 2JH.

S,in^oc.:.Thepa.o.>..isr^^^^^^^^^^^

'':i:l''^::r.::£::tztr^^^^
»{« nock,

"an iSii'ng the"one Spherd. and known of him.' Comp. my remarks in

Lange on John, p. 323.

vine

as
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the margin of the A.V. has it, ' the passing over' (napiatQ, not to be confound-

ed with diftinc).

Bom. xiii. 2, and 1 Cor. xi. 29, 'damnation' (altogether too strong), instead

of 'judgment' (Kpi/ia, not KaraKptpa).

1 Thess. v. 22, 'abstain from all appearance of evil' (so also Luther, Calvin,

Grotius, Wordsworth, but contrary to the meaning of iUos), instead of ' ev-

eryybrm,' or ' all hind of evil' (correct in the Geneva Version).

2 Thess. ii. 7, 'the mystery of iniquity,' for 'lawlessness' (fiviirriptov rrjs

avopiat).

1 Tim. vi. 5, ' gain is godliness,' instead of ' godliness is gain' (as Coverdale

renders iroptapbv iJvai r^v ivoi^iiav ; comp. for a similar position of the pred-

icate without the article John i. 1, 3«oc fjv a \6yoc, and iv. 24, irvtvpa o Beac).

1 John V. 1 6, ' He hear us' (which may be a misprint, or an old use of the

subjunctive), for ' heareth' (aicovii).

Heb. ii. 1 C, ' lie took not on him the nature of angels ; but he tooh on him

the seed of Abraham,' a double error, instead of 'he helpeth, doth help,' oi

'rescue, deliver, lay hold upon' (viXnck is the true meaning of iiriXapPdvirai,

now generally adopted in place of the older interpretation).*

Heb. xi. 13, 'embraced them' (the promises), for 'greeted' or 'hailed' them

from afar (^4 Xa/Sovrff rdf iwayyiXiac, dWi n-uppuidfv airdc iSovris, rai

dairaadpivot, and thus dying card irianv, to embrace and enjoy the prom-

ises hereafter).

The frequent word latpoviov, a demon or evil spirit, is usually rendered

devil (Matt. vii. 22 ; ix. 33, 34 ; x. 8 ; xii. 24, and often), and Saipomov Ix"", to

have a devil, and thus the distinction between the Prince of darkness (6 Sidfio-

Xoc,o Taravag) and his subordinate servants is obliterated. The phrase Sai-

/idfiov ixi'v refers to the popular belief in demoniacal possessions, and is ma-

lignantly applied to Christ, John viii. 48, 49 ; x. 20, 21 ; but in the passage

John vii. 20 it seems used of Christ, and Matt. xi. 18 of John the Baptist,

compassionately in the milder sense, 'he has a spirit of melancholy, he la-

bors under a hallucination.'

'AvaK\ivopat and di/dicci/iat, to recline, at table (on a couch or triclinium,

according to the well-known Oriental custom, are falsely rendered to sit or

sit down (Matt. viii. 11; ix. 10 ; Mark xiv. 18 ; Luke vii. 36 ; xiii. 20, etc.).

The coins, weights, and measures are very loosely translated, as Ipaxpri

(an Attic silver coin equal to the Roman denarius, worth about 1 6 American

cents) by 'piece' of silver, liSpaxpov (a double drachm or half shekel of the

Jews) by tribute-money, tribute (Matt. xvii. 24), and ararrip (double the for-

mer, or equivalent to a Jewish shekel) by ' a piece ofmoney' (Matt. xvii. 27)

;

but more frequently they are mistranslated. So ir/vapiov (denarius), a Ro-

man silver coin equivalent to the Attic drachma, used in the Gospels almost

always for a large sum (Matt. xx. 2, 9, 10, 13 ; xxii. 19 ; Mark vi. 37; xiv.

6 ; Luke vii. 41 ; John vi. 7 ; xii. 5 ; Rev. vi. C), is translated penny, when

frianc or shilling would come much nearer its absolute, and falls far short of

its relative, value at the time of Christ. A 'penny' would indeed be miserable

wages for a day's labor (Matt. xx. 2), and 'three hundred ;ience' a poor sum

* See notes of Moll and Kendrick in Lnnge on Hebrews, Am. ed. pp. GO, 69.

c
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for the precious ointment of Mary, in her ever-memorable deed of love (John

zii. 5). Dendry would require a marginal note ; tilverling (or ailver-piece),

though rather indefinite, might be used, as it is found in the A.V, in lea. vii.

23.*

'AaaapioVjB penny.(its exact value is a cent and a half), and KoSpavrric

(^qwulvans).,farthing (^Heller), are both translated alike, although the latter is

only one fourth part of the former. ^Measure' is used for xoXvii (about a

quart), oarov, a satum or seah, jSarof , the bath or ephah, and Kopor, a cor or

homer (equal to 15 bushels English), though the oarof is one third of the

pins, And fiarot one tenth of the Kopot.

3. Inaccuracies.

To rectify inexact and imperfect renderings, which ob-

scure, or weaken, or modify the sense intended by the sa-

cred writer.

These cases are far more numerous than positive errors, though often

scarcely less injurious. They may be classified under the following beads

:

(a.) Omission of the abticle.

Matt. iv. 5, 'a pinnacle,' for 'Me pinnacle (rA impvyiov) of the Temple.'

Mfttt. T. ], and other places, ' a mountain,' instead of ' the mountain' (to

ipo{).

Matt. xii. 41, 'rise up in judgment,' for 'in Me j.'(comp. ver. 42, where the

article is correctly retained in the A. V.).

Matt. xxir. 12, 'the love of many shall wax (grow) cold,' instead of 'the

love of the many' (ruv iroXXiIv), i. e. the vast majority of the disciples.

John vi. 4, ' the I'assover, a feast of the Jews,' instead of ' Me (great) feast'

(r) iopri) tCjv 'lot/^aiwv).

John xii. 13, ' They took branches of palm-trees,' where the original reads

' Me branches of Me palm-trees' (of the Mount of Olives).

Rom. v. IB, 17, 18, 19, 'one' and 'many' (opposed to few), for 'the one,' o

cic (i. e. Adam the one transgressor on one hand, and Christ the one restorer

on the other), and ' the many,' oi jroXXoi (i. e. the mass, the whole race, vavris

dvdpiDiroi,\er. 12). The omission of the article in this important passage

weakens the antithesis an,d obscnres the idea of the sufficiency and universal

intent of Christ's redemption.

Rom. V. 0, 'saved from wrath,' instead of 'Me wrath' to come (ajro rijc

ipyijc). Correct in 1 Thess. ii. 10.

1 Cor. ix. a, 'as well as other apostles,' instead of 'the other apostles' (oi

Xoitroi airoffroXoi).

Col. i. 19, 'all fulness,' instead of 'Me whole fuli)ess'(n-av to TrX^pu/ia), i. e.

the plenitude or totality of divine powers.

2 Thess. ii. 3, ' except a falling away, ' for ' Me falling away, ' i. e. the great

apostasy (v dvooraoid),

1 Tim. vi. 12, 13, 'a good profession,' for 'Me good profession.'

2 Tim. iv. 7, 8, 'fought a good fight . . . . my course .... a crown of

• See my annotation to Lange on Matthew, p. 332, textual note '.
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righteousness,' for 'Me good fight Me course .... Me crown of
righteousness.'

Heb. xi. 10, 'he looked for a city whicli hath foundations,' instead of 'hewas looking (.?««x'r«, imperf.) for Me (heavenly) city which has Me founda-
tions {TtivToisdtpi\lovetxouaavv6\w);comp.x\i.22;neY xxi 14 19 30

Uev. vii. 14, ;they which come out of great tribulation,' for 'Me great trib-
ulation (*«r^f 3X4ta>cr^c/i£ydAiji);comp.Matt.xxiv.22,29- Dan xii 1The article is often neglected before v6poc in the Romans and Galatlans'
where it designates the written Mosaic law, in distinction from vo,,oc, the un-
written, abstract, and universal law; and In theGospels before Christ, i Xoi^toc
the long-expected Messiah of the Jews(e. g. Matt. ii. 4; xi. 2; xvi 16- xxiv'
6 ; Luke xxiii. 36, 39).

' • .

Although the English idiom does not always admit the article where it is
in the Greek, yet it is generally safe to render it whenever it is emphatic or

•
"fi.f,

•' appears after a preposition, though there are exceptions, e. g. Matt
111. 1? (oTro r.,f raXiXaiag ivi riv lopWri/v wpbg tov 'luiawnv) King
James s revisers seem to have followed too often the Latin Version, where
the article disappears.

Gk^I^^^^™""
°' ^"^ ''^"""^ ARTICLE WHEIiE THEIIE IS NONE IN THE

Matt, xxyii. 54, 'Me Son of God,' for 'a Son of God' (comp. the parallel
passage, Luke xxiii. 47, 'a righteous man').

.

J""?" i''- 27, 'with Me woman,' as if the impropriety was in Christ's speak-
ing with this particular woman of Samaria, while the disciples, without know-
ing her character, took offense at bis talking with a woman (u.rd ywaucdc)
I. e. with any woman, contrary to the rabbinical rule.
Acts xxvi, 2, 'accused of Me Jews' (as if aU were included).
Rom. 11. 14, 'When Me Gentiles which have not the law observe by nature,'

etc.
,
instead of ' When Gentiles ;

' fS,.,. i. e. some, not aU
1 Thess. IV. 17, 'caught up together with them in Me clouds,' instead of 'in

clouds (Iv ve^iXmc).

1 Tim vi 10,
'
the love of money is Me root of all evil ;' as if It was the only

one, while the apost e calls it simply ' h roof (p.'fa) among other fruitful roots,
as pride, hatred, idolatry, intemperance, from which every form of moral evilmay spring.

(c.) Neglect of pbepositions.

.),w''-'"-H°'!l'°"°
^"^ ^"' f!e°ifying rest) and <,f (into, signifying motion),

the Jm with the genitive (instrumental, through, by mean, of, etc.) and s!d
withjhe accusative (indicating the moving cause, because of, on account of)« (-ei, out offrom, origin, motion out oQ, d^o (=ab,from, remoter than
«) and «To with genitive (from under, by), are very often confounded, to the
serious injury of the sense.

We have already mentioned, under a previous head, the exchange of «'c for
if in the baptismal formulo, which amounts to a mistranslation
Luke xxiii. 42, the Greek requires 'comest in thy kingdom' ('regno Jam

acquinto
,
as Maldonatus observes ; comp. Matt. xxv. 31 : ' When the Son

of man shall come in his glory,' etc.), instead of 'into thy kingdom '
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Rom. xi. 2, Iv 'HXi'ji, 'in (the history of) Elijah,' not 'o/Elias.'

Phil. ii. 10, iv Tif ivonan 'Iqctov, 'in the name of JesDB,' instead of 'at the

name.'

In 2 Pet. i. 6-7 the omission of the preposition (Iv ry TriVrfi

—

Iv rg yviini,

K.r.X.) tends to turn the organic development of the Christian graces and
their causal dependence one upon another into a mechanical accumulation.

In 1 Pet. ii. 12 and iii. 16 we have ' whereas,' instead of ' wherein' {Iv if).

'Ev is often wrongly translated by or through) where it signifies the life-ele-

ment, as in the important Pauline phrases ' tn Christ, '
' in the Lord, '

' in the

Spirit, 'e. g. Bom. vi. 11 ; xiv. 14 j xv. 16 ; 1 Cor. xii. 3, 9 ; while Bom. viii.

1,2; ix.l;xii.6; xiv.17; xvi. 2, 3, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13 ; 1 Cor. i. 2, etc. , it is

correctly rendered in.

(rf.) Neglect of pasticleb.

Every careful reader ofthe Greek Testament, and ofsuch commentators as

Meyer, Fritzsche, Ellicott, knows how much the full force of Paul's argument

'

depends upon a correct understanding and translation of the logical and ar-

gumentative particles, especially the illative apa, dpayi, dpa oiiv, the simpler

ovv (most frequent in John), the adversative aWa, etc. It is quite impossi-

ble, however, in the English language, to do full justice to the wealth of par-

ticles in which the Greek excels.

Examples: Gal. y. 11, 'fAen after all' (apa), for 'Men;' vi. 10,' Accord-

ingly then, as we have opportunity' (dpa oiv), for 'there/ore,' etc. ; iii. 5, ' He
then who is bestowing' (ovv, resumptive), for 'therefore;' so John xi. 6 ; and

John vi. 60, 'noio many of his disciples' (oJi', continuative), for 'many there-

fore,' etc. ; so xi. 33 ; xii. 9 ; Bom. vii. 7,' but I had not known sin' (dXXd),

for 'nay,' etc. ; Gal. iii. 22, 'but, on the contrary' (aXXa), for 'but;' Gal. v.

16, 'now I say' (Si), for ' This I say then ;' 1 Tim. i. 8, ' now we know' (Ji),

for ' but;' Gal. iii. 17, 'this, however, I say,' (Si'), for 'and.'

(e.) NON-ODSEBTANCE OP TENSES, HOODS, AND TOICES.

Aorists are very often confounded with perfects, perfects with aorists ; im-

perfects are rendered as aorists and perfects; the changes of moods and

voices are less frequent. A few examples must suffice.

The imperfect should be represented, Luke i. 59, ' they were calling' (Ua-

Xow), for 'called;' liuke v. 6, ' their net was breaking,' or ' began to break'

(iujipitywTo), for 'brake;' Luke xiv. 7, 'were choosing out' (liikiyovro), for

'chose out;' Acts iii. I, 'were going up' (avipaivov), for 'went up;' Mark ii.

18, 'were fasting' (vaav vrianvovrtt), for 'used to fast ;' Gal. i. 13, 'loos de-

stroying,' or 'wasting' (IwopBovv), for 'wasted;' and ver. 23, ' which once he

was destroying' (liropOn), for 'destroyed.'

The aorist should be rendered. Matt, xxvii. 4, li/iapTov irapaSois alpa iOu-

ov, ' I sinned in betraying innocent blood' (which is in better keeping with the

concise earnestness of the Greek and the desperate state of Judas than ' I

have sinned in that I have betrayed the innocent blood') ; Luke i. 19, ajnara-

Xijv, ' I was sent,' instead of 'I am sent' (djrioraX^ai) ; Mark xvi. 2, avarei-

XavTOt Toi yXlov, ' when the sun was risen,' instead of 'at the rising of the

sun ;' Bom. v. 12, ' nnnet^' (ijitaprov, ' omnes peccarunt peccante Adamo, ' Ben-

gel), for 'have sinned,'
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The present should be restored in Heb ii Ifi ;,riX«..fl,!.., <i, j ..

not angels, but he delivereth the seed'2'AL\';< S^ r* e^^^^^^^^^^^

T '12: : "Tk"
"" "^ •""" "" '''" *'"' '^'^ of Abraham

'""'""
The perfect should be given in Luke xiii. 2, 'they have suffered^ (\n .!,»past ^„rdveaa,v) such things, for ' they suffered

'

^ ^
"

{^^roKZ'f " " ""^ ''^'°" ''"'^"''^^'" ^^"' "^Chr^'

(/.) Non-observance of the genitive EspEriAirv ^„,,

rr; '^'"^•'

" --" ^-^
" "-"-irTroNTTNVD!

.i"bitSTSX'''«''"'"i.°'^''^
'to be spiritually iel'

^P'"' -"^°"e«'- "".n ' to be carnally minded,'

transia.ion''.orit%r;;' .s,rfo::s;'
^^' "'' ^-^-^"^ 'y "«

Uhe'i„XeK'''''*"'' ''' ''""• '"^ ^"P*' "^'-^ «-^'' -'-" of

^da^, i. e. they .n expect no more. VeTj'. Z^^^t

/ Matt. xxvu. 32, 'him (Simon of Cyrene) they compelled (for ,Zressed) tobear h.s cross,' which makes the act appear as an arbitra y as^on of

Matt xxvii. 49, 'Let be' (a rebuke), for the hortatory ' Come let us s,e
'

orsimply 'Ze< us see.' y., W.^., ;, „ shortened popdar fo™ o exp 'sion

But^man::^:' r "'""''J' V 'fi
''^'^-' '" ""«• "'*""<» Luke vi. 42^ (Tee

excelTenttrln^ir rw^-^P''''''''''''-'*' '«'l' """^ ^""'^'"''^ "»'« 'oh

ofe~^^^^ P- '''''."°"' '•) The elliptical or concise form

i.e''th:;ii;''""" "' ^''""' **"'""'' '"""•'"' "^ *"''"'*^'' *""''•

John i. 14,'d»e//erfamong „s,' where JaJernac/erf, orpitched his tent (Mey-
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er and Ewald, zelttlt; Godet, a dress€ sa tente), would better render the ob-

Tioas aUusion of the verb laaivuiat to the OKt,'^, or Shekinah (from 'piS), and

its typical appearance in the tabernacle and the temple of old, now actualized

in the essential and permanent indwelling of the Divine iu£o in the person

of the incarnate Logos. Comp. Apoc. vii. 15 ; xxi. 3.*

John i. 43 (in the English Bible, ver. 44 in the Greek), ' he would go,' for

'intended to go' (ijfliXijfftv). The force of ii\iiv is very often neglected.

See Diet.

Eom. v. 18, 'righteousness,' for 'riyliteous act,' iuaiiana (not diKaiomivri).

In the same chapter, ver. IG, the word is translated 'justification' (which

would require SiKaiiomt), while it means either righteous act, as in ver. 18, or

righteous sentence {Rechtsspruch).^

Rom. vii. 23, 'another law," for a 'different law' (iVipocnot dWoc), and

Gal. i. C,

'

another gospel,' for a 'different gospel.' In both cases Uripot (dt-

versus) is used, which means different in kind, while aXXot (a/ii«) means an-

other of the tame kind.

1 Cor. xiii. 1, 2, 8, 4, 8, 13, 'charity' (from 'caritas), which is now used m a

restricted sense, for the more comprehensive love (oyajrii) to God and man.

Gal. i. 6, ' Ye are so soon removed from him that called you into the grace

of Christ unto another gospel,' instead of ' so soon changing over (/ifrari0f-

oet, middle, not passive) from him that called you in (or 6y, iv, not tic) the

grace of Christ, unto a different gospel.'
_

Gal. i. 14, 'And profited in the Jews' religion above many my equah
;

bet-

ter,'And surpassed in Judaism many of my age' (cruviiXiictiirat). Verse 15,

' who separated me,' for ' set me apart.'
.

Gal. i. 18,' to see Peter,' for 'to mate the acquaintance' (iffroprjirai, which is

more than iSilv) of Cephas' (the correct reading, as in ii. 9, 1 1, 14).

Gal. ii. C,' those who seemed to be somewhat' (the pilUir apostles), for who

were rfeemed somewhat, 'or 'who are o/re;)u<a«ioii.' ,^„, .^
Gal. ii. 11, ' he was to be blamed' (from the reprehenstbihs of the Vulgatej,

{oT
'
v/BLS condemned' {Koreyvidaiiivot ijv).

Eph iv 3, ' endeavoring' (which, as now used, implies the possibility or prob-

abiUty"of failure)
' to keep the unity of the Spirit,' etc., instead of the stron-

ger 'giving all diligence,' ' striving earnestly' (ff«-o«ia?ovrtc)

Col. i. 15, ^po.r6roKOi ^a<r,c «r.Viu,c should be rendered ' begotten i./ore

every creature,' or 'be/ore the whole creation,' which is required by the con-

text • for Christ is said to be before all things, and all things were made by

him(ver 10) TheA.V.,'the first-born o/every creature,' mistakes the gen-

itive of comparison, or of the point of view (the genitive depends on rpu«-oc,

as irpHrot uov, John i. 15, 30) for a partitive genitive, and might furnish an

argument to Arianism, which regards Christ as the first creature («r.a,,a)

But there is an important distinction between ^puroTOKoi=npujroyovos, and

'''^ht^rsuL'' citbT^'L H r-r. (I^om.iii.4,6),and'Iwould

* See Lanee on JbAn, P- 71, textual note ', and 73.

t cTmp ofthis difilcult word, Bothe on Ron,ans r. 12-21, and my edition

of Lange on /Jomon*, p. 184 seq. „,,, r

t See the remarks of Meyer, Ellicott, and Braune-R.ddle, ,n loc.
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to God,' for ui)n\ov (I Cor. iv. 8), though strong and expressive (too much

Eo), sounds profane to a modern ear, and ought to be changed.

4. Inconsistencies.

To introduce consistency and uniformity in the trans-

lation of words and plirases.

The defects under this head are closely allied to those under the preceding

head, and are discussed with much care by Prof. Lightfoot.* Wherever the

variation does not affect the sense or weaken the emphasis, we would allow

considerable freedom and retain the traditional rendering. A mechanical

uniformity would often mar the beauty or the rhythmical flow of diction, and

do great injustice to the genius of the English language and its wealth in

bilingual duplicates, which is one of its characteristic advantages and ele-

ments of power, t But the A. V. goes to an extreme in two opposite directions,

* Dr. Lightfoot is no doubt right in principle, notwithstanding the strict-

ures of Mr.Eile in 'The Guardian for September 20, 1871, and January 10,

1872, and of an able reviewer in 'The London Quart. Review' for July, 1872.

The application of the principle is often a matter of taste and expediency.

t As 'act and deed,' 'head and chief,' 'might and power,' 'justice and

righteousness,' 'royal and kingly,' 'sacerdotal and priestly,' 'mature and

ripe,' ' omnipotent and almighty,' ' timely and early,' 'desire and wish,' 'sanc-

tij'y and hallow,' 'conceal and hide,' 'constitute and make,' 'baptize (Greek,

Latin) and christen' (Greek, Saxon). There is, however, mostly a shade of

difference between the Saxon and the corresponding Norman-Latin terms, as

between 'love,' the affection of the heart toward God and man, and 'charily,'

love in active exercise toward our neighbor ; 'freedom,' the inherent power,

and 'liberty,' in opposition to previous servitude or restraint; 'readable,

which refers to the matter, and ' legible,' which refers to the form or hand-

writing; between 'ox,' 'calf,' 'sheep,' ' rfccr, ' which signify the animals in

their natural state, and 'beef,' 'veal,' 'mutton,' 'wentson,' which are used of

the meat of these animals as prepared for the table of the Norman lord.

Nfhe framers of the original portions of the Anglican Common Prayer-book,

probably from a desire to reach the hearts of all classes of the people at a

time when the condition of the language was not yet perfectly settled, made
very frequent use of bilingual duplicates, as acknowledge and confess, dis-

semble and cloak, humble and lowly, goodness and mercy, assemble and meet

together, requisite and necessary, pray and beseech, remission andforgiveness,

loving and amiable. The Saxon is the democratic, the Norman the aristo-

cratic element in the English language ; the former gives it strength, the

latter dignity ; the Saxon supplies the vocabulary of common, cvery-day life,

the Norman the vocabulary of rank and fashion ; the one we need at home,

the other in the courts of law, on the chase, and in polished society. The
Saxon is the language in which we live and die, and express our deepest

thoughts and feelings. It therefore very properly predominates in the Prot-

estant versions of the English Bible since Tyndale, who excelled in the

purest and most vigorous Saxon. What can be finer than such truly Saxon

passages as ' My heart is smitten and withered like grass ;' or, ' If heart and
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by creating false distinctioni not intended by the sacred writers, and by oi-

literating reed di$tinclion$ which are more or less important. A glance into

the 'Englishman's Greek Concordance of the New Testament' will furnish an

abundance of examples.* The variation occurs often in the same context and

even the same verse, where the repetition would be as beautiful and forcible as

the repetition of Blessed are in the Sermon on the Mount. The revisers laid

down, in their preface, the false and mischievous rule ' not to tie themselves

to a uniformity of phrasing or to an identity of words,' lest they be charged

'with some unequal dealing toward a great number of English words.'

Perhaps the transition state of the English language, and the desire to melt

the Latin and Saxon elements, may have had something to do with this rule.

(a.) Needless ob injuriods tariations.

a I w V I o c, in the important passage Matt. xxt. 46, is used in both clauses

;

and yet the A.V. has there 'everlasting punishment' and 'life eternal.'

iiroKa\v}fii{ia rendered by revelation, Rom, li. 6 (and in most other pas-

sages); manifestation, viii. 19 ; coming, I Cor. i. 7; appearing, I Pet. i. 7.

i X E q (T a I and i; X • q v a, in the same verse, Matt, xviii. 33, have had com-

passion and had pity.

ivcpyf IV, in the same verse, workelh and (o </ff,Phil. ii. 13('God icorlreM

to will and to work').

lirioKottoQ\s uniformly translated (or transferred rather) bishop (Phil,

i. 1 ; 1 Tim. iii. 2; Tit. i. 7; 1 Pet. ii. 25), except in Acts xx. 28, where it is

Anglicized into overseers, and thus one of the best arguments for the identity

flesh fail, thou art the strength of my heart ond my portion (lot) for ever;'

or the version of the twenty-third Psalm ? In the Lord's Prayer some fifty-

four words are Saxon, and the remaining six, which are of Latin origin

(trespasses, trespass, temptation, deliver, power, glory), could easily be re-

placed by corresponding Saxon terms (sins, sin, trial, free, might, brightness).

The Douay Bible has retained from the Vulgate ' supersubstantial bread' for

'(fai7y bread!' The A.V., however, being the work of forty-seven scholars, is

not uniform in the preponderance of Soxon, and the difference is quite

marked. Comp. e. g. the concluding sentence of the Sermon on the Mount,

as given by Matthew and Luke, and there can be not a moment's hesitation

as to the superiority of the more Saxon rendering of Matthew.

Luke vi. 49.

'Against which the stream did beat

vehemently, and immediately it fell

;

and the ruin of that house was great.'

Matt. vii. 27,

'And the rain descended, and the

floods came, and the winds blew, and

beat upon that house ; and it fell, and

great was the fall of it.'

* Fifth, ed. , London, 1868. This is a most useful book for the proper esti-

mate of the Authorized Version, os it gives the possages in English, while re-

taining (from Bruder) the alphabetical order of the Greek words of the N. T.

The same is true of 'The Englishman's Hebrew and Chaldee Concordance of

the Old Testament,' third ed., London, 1866, 2 voU. It is more convenient

for purposes of revision than Buxtorf and FQrst. Hudson's Critical Greek

and English Concordance of the New Testament, 2d ed., Boston, 1871 (revised

by Dr. E.Abbot), is also of special value for the work of revision.
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of apostolic and primitive bishops and presbyters (comp. roue vpia^vrifiovQ,

the elders, ver. 17, who are the same persons ifith the JiriVcon-oi, ver. 28) is

lost to the English reader.*

dp Of Of is throne, Bev. i. 4 ; iii. 21 ; iv. 2, 3, 4, 6, 6, and many other pas-

sages, when used of God and of Christ, but the &p6vot of the twenty-four eld-

ers who reign with Christ in heaven are lowered into 'seats,' iv. 4, and the

Spovoc of Satan, ii. 13, as well as that of the beast from the abyss, xvi. 10, is

likewise changed into a 'seat,' and thus the intended antithetical correspond-

ence between the infernal counterfeit and the heavenly original is destroyed.

Xoyi^o/iaijin the sense to impute, a, very important word in Paul's doc-

trine of decUratory or forensic Justification, is rendered by three verbs in the

same chapter, and in the same connection with tiKaioaivri, viz. to count, Rom.
iv. 3, 5 ; to reckon, iv. 6, 9, 10 ; to impute, iv, C, 8, 11, 22, 23, 24.

KaraWayii, atonement, Rom. v. 11 ; reconciling, xi. 15 ; reconciliation, 2

Cor. v. 18, 19.

Kvpi6riic,government,2Fet.u.W,hatia the parallel passage, Jude S, dig-

nities.

{o^of, (far^ncM, 2 Pet. ii. 4; )nis<, 2 Pet. ii. 17 ; and in the parallel pas-

sage, Jude 17, blackness.

vapoKXtiroc, when used of the Holy Spirit, is rendered (with Wicliffe,

Luther) Comforter (John xiv. 16, 26 ; xv. 26 ; xvi. 7) ; when used, in the same
sense, of Christ, it is more correctly rendered (with the Vulgate) Advocate (1

John ii. 1). Grammatically, TrapdicXijroc, being passive in form (one who is

called in, or summoned to aid, a counsel for defense), can not well have the

active meaning of Consolator, Comforter (which would require iraparXriTiDp),

but the familiar Comforter, in old English, agreeably to its derivation from the

Latin comfortari, implied the idea of Strengthener, Supporter, which comes

nearer the meaning of Advocate, and expresses an important office of the

Holy Spirit, so that it should better be retained, either in the text with Ad-
vocate in the margin, or vice versa.

f

Xoyoc is represented in the A.V. by no less than twenty-eight difierent

terms, viz. cause, communication, saying, word, account, thing, talk, matter,

.question, fame, treatise, speaker (Acts xiv. 12), mouth (xv. 27), reason, speech,

woHe, utterance, to say, tidings, etc.

Karapyiui occurs twenty-seven times in the N. T., and is rendered by sev-

enteen different verbs, to cumber, to make void, to make of none effect, to do

away, to put down, etc.

"EXXij V, now Greek, now Gentile.

Kavxaofiai is rendered to make boast, to glory, to boast, and to rejoice.

* In this case one feels tempted to suspect King James's revisers of Epis-

copal bias, since most of them probably agreed with him in the false principle,

'No bishop, no king.' The primitive identity of bishops and presbyters in

the N. T. is now admitted by the best scholars of the Church of England.

See Alford on Acts xx. 17, and Lightfoot's Excurs. in Comm. on Philippians.

t This question is fully discussed by Archdeacon Hare in his Mission of
the Comforter, and by myself in Lange on John, pp. 440-442. Lightfuot (p.

S5, Engl, ed.) strongly pleads for Advocate in all the passages. No word in

the English language can express the full meaning of vapaicKtiroi.
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Ktj pi a Bill, mostly to preach, but several times to publish, and once to pro-
claim (Rev. V. 2).

liapTvp€ti),lo charge, to give, to record, to witness, and by other verbs.

irapaKaXiu is rendered to comfort, to beseech, to desire, to entreat, to exhort.

irp6 VKopua, offence, stumbling, stumbling-block, stumbUng-stone.

vp6aiairov, appearance, before, countenance, face,fashion, men's persons,

outward appearance, person, presence.

7rp6^aai{, which occurs but seven times,is rendered /ire/ence (3 times),

shew (once), cloke (twice), color (once).

Tvros, which occurs in 15 passages (10 times), is given by 8 variations,

viz. print, figure, fashion, manner, form, example, ensample, pattern.

H'tvu has 10, opi'^u 6, oxXof 6, iraiSiaicri 5, roAc/iOf 4, airovSri 7,

avvtpyos 7, auZia 7, iiwayut 6, iaripiu 9, ^iXaSiX^la 8, ^Ipu 16,

Xptia 9, yj/aX\ii> 3, ^vxq 8, Ciari 9 difierent translations.

(6.) Obliteration of iufobtant distinctions.

fiti{,i. e. the whole invisible spirit-world, the receptacle of all the dead

(Unterwelt, Todtenreich), corresponding to the Hebrew Sheol, is uniformly

(11 times in the New Testament) translated hell, except once (I Cor. xv. 65,

grave'), and thus confounded with yeivva, which is likewise (in 12 places)

so translated, and correctly, for gehenna means the eternal state and place of

damnation and torment. The same confusion is found in Luther's and other

versions, and hence the distinction between Hades or Sheol, and Hell, is almost

lost in the popular mind, and Christ's descent into Hades is very little under-

stood.

liaicovoi and ^oCXot, in the parable. Matt. xxii. 1-14, are alike ren-

dered servants, although the former are angels and the latter men.

itipia and JiSo, in the Apocalypse, iv. C, 7, 8, 9 ; v. 6 ; vi. 1, etc., are alike

translated ' beasts;' yet the KHa are the heavenly representatives of all created

life worshipping before the throne in heaven, and the very opposite of the Bjipia,

their hellish antagonists, which arise from the bottomless pit and demand idol-

atrous worship (vi. 8 ; xi. 7 ; xiii. 1 seq., 14 seq. ; xiv. 9, etc.).

With oil the wealth of the English language, one word is sometimes made

to do service for half a dozen or more Greek terms, without regard to their

nice and delicate shades of meaning.

abide stands for avaarpipi^i, aiXi Jo/ini, liarpipia, impivu, 'iartiiu, Karafiirw,

pivbi, irapafiivu), voiiu, vvopivoi.

acceptable for avoiiKroc, tiKrot, ivaptaroc, livpoatiKTOQ, x<if»C-

accusation for alrla, tanrfopia, icpiVic.

affliction for S\i\jns, taxuaic, trairipa.

appear for ava^ai'vo/iai, i/t^avi'Jw, iTri^oiVw, lpxoi""i ovropai, faivu, i>av-

tpoui.

bad for Kaic6(, irovijpoc, oavpof.

bringforth for avayii, anonviu, pXaoravu), yivvaui, iiliopt, U/3o\Xu, Ufipu,

IKayu), Kar&yut, irapaliSoipt, votiu, wpoayu, vpofepu, t'iktu, ^ipu.

but for iXXa, yap, lav, il fiil, Uris, f/, pivrot, pr,, liv pi,, p6vav, oiv, n\i,v.

call for liriKaXiopai, IwiXiyopa,, Irru, lorl, KaXiio, Xiyio, ptraicaXiopai, ivo-

paZia, irpoaayoptvopai, vpooKoXiopai, atriu, piraicaXiopai, pcrairipiru, irapa-

taXiu, irponKaXiopai, ipiDvin).
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child for Ppi^oQ, vr)inoQ, TratSapiov, rraiUov, waTg, tUvov, Viii.

choose for alpiopai, aip(ri(u>, UXiyopai, liriXiyopat, irpox'ip'iopai, X"po-
TOveu.

conversation for avaarpo^fi, rpowoc, iroXirivpa.

devil for tiaPoXog, iaipuiv, and Saipoviov.

gift for ava9ripa, iopa, Soaig, twpea, Siipripn, Iwpov, piptopog, xap'Ci X""
ptapa.

worship for liircpioi, BipatriviMt, Xarpevu), vpooKvviij), mPa^opai, ai0opai.

come stands for no less than 32 Greek verbs, command for 8, consider for 1 1

,

continue for 13, declare for 14, desire for 13, depart for 21, dwell for 5, eat for G,

except for 1, finish for 1, fulfil for 7, give for 14, go for 16, know for 7, make
for 13, mighty for7, raiment for 5, perceive for 11, receive for 18, servant for

7, shame for 6, take for 21, think for 12, yet for 10 different Greek words.

5. Archaisms.

To remove obsolete archaisms, and to substitute intelli-

gible words and phrases.

There is a diiference between antique and antiquated words and phrases.

The former should be retained, the latter be removed. Archaisms which,

though seldom or never used in modern English, are still intelligible, may
even enhance the solemnity and pungency of the Bible diction, which ought

to soar above the vulgarity and familiarity of common speech. Here belong

such words as 'list,' 'travail,' 'twain,' 'forasmuch,' 'howbeit;' the ending

'eth' for 's'in the third person singular of the verb; the old preterites 'clave,'

' brake,,' ' sware j' such phrases as ' well stricken in years,'* ' threescore years

and ten.'

Antiquated archaisms are

:

(a.) Words which have oone more on less oni of use, and are

NOT understood bt THE PEOPLE : taches, ouches, knops, neesings, daysman

(in the O. T.), all to (for altogether, in Judges ix. 53, 'and all to brake his

skull,' with no corresponding word in Hebrew), yoodman (for householder.

Matt. xxi. 11 ; comp. ver. 1), .Tewry (for Judaea,3o\m vii. 1 ; Luke xxiii. 5).

(6.) Words which are still used, but have changed their mean-

ing : to prevent, in the sense ol proevenire, to come before, to anticipate (Matt,

xvii. 25, Trpoi(p9aaiv) ; to let, in the sense to hinder (2 Tliess. ii. 7) ; charger

(now mostly used for a horse in battle), in the sense o[ platter (Matt. xiv. 8) j

carriages, for baggage (Acts xxi. 1 5) ; robbers of churches, for robbers of

(heathen) temples (iepoavXoi, Acts xix. 37) ; nephews, for grandchildren or de-

scendants (tieyova, 1 Tim. v. 4) ; to offend, for cause to stumble (aicnfitiXiJiii,

often); and offence, for stumbling-block, scandal, cause of sinning or ruin

(^OKavlaXov, Matt, xviii. 7, etc.); 'generation of vipers,' for brood, offspring

(yiviu) ; devotions, for idols or objects of devotion (of/3airparn, Acts xvii. 23)

;

'not slothful in business,' for diligence (Rom. xii.ll, rj airovly prj cSicwjpoi;

comp. ver. 8); conversation, in the sense of deportment, moral conduct (Fbil.

i. 27, for iroXiriicaBi,let your conversation be; Phil. iii. 20, for iro\ir£iipo,

* David Hume, in his brief iiutobiogra|ihy, uses this phrase of himself.
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which is mistaken for Avampo^if, also by Luther, but means either country,

commonwealth, ot citizenship); 'take no thought for your life,' for anxious

thought, or be not troubled about (fii) ficpi^ifarc, Matt. vi. 2'i, 31, 34) ;
' occu-

py till I come,' for trade ye ^wpay/iaTiiaaaOi, Luke xix. 13 ; comp. ver. 16)

;

coatt, frequently for border or region ; quarrel, for complaint (^querela. Col.

iii. 18) ; dishonesty, for shame (2 Cor. iv. 2) ; instantly, in the sense of ur-

gently (Luke vii. 4) ;
' I know nothing by myself (perhaps a mistranslation),

for 'against myself (1 Cor. iv. 4, ovSiv liiavrip avvotSa) ; 'do to wit' (2 Cor.

viii. 1), for 'mote known;' 'careful' (Fhil. iv. 6), for 'anxious.'

' To yield up the ghost' should give way, in Matt. xvii. 50, to ' yielded up

his spirit,' as the formtr is now used in a low or less serious sense.

As to the familiar which for who when referring to persons, the majority of

American revisers would probably prefer the change, as it has become quite

familiar in the use of the Lord's Prayer (in all American editions of the Com-

mon Prnyer-Book). It is unwise to bring the language of the Church into

conflict with the language of the school But the English feeling will prob-

ably retain this and a number of other archaic forms ; and concessions on

snch points should be readily made by the American revisers.

6. Proper Names.

To introduce uniformity in the Bpelling of proper names

of perBons and places, retaining, as a rule, the Hebrew

forms for Hebrew names, the Greek forms for Greek,

except where a foreign name has been thoroughly natural-

ized and unalterably fixed in English usage, as in the fa-

miliar names Jesus (the Saviour) for Joshua (the leader

of Israel), Mary for Miriam, James for Jacob, John for

Johannes, Matthew for Matthseus, Andrew for Andreas,

Paul for Paulus, Peter for Petrus, Stephen for Stephanus,

Jerusalem for Yerushalaim or Hierosolyma, Athens, Rome,

and a few more.

(a.) Hebkew and Greek foshs :

(1.) Persons:

Hagar (in the O. T.) and Agar (Gal. i* 24, 25). Elijah (in the O. T.)

and Elias (in the' N.). Elisha and Eliseus. Isaiah, Esaias, and Esay. Jer-

emiah (in the O. T.) and Jeremias (Matt. xvi. 14), also Jeremy (twice in

Matt. ii. 17 ; xvii. 9). Hosea and Osee (Rom. ix. 25). Jonah and Jonas.

Obadiah and Abdias. Zechariah and Zacharias. Korah and Core (Jude 11).

Noah (3 times in the N. T.) and Noe (5 times in the N. T.). Eahab and

Rachab. Jndah and Judas, also Jude. Joshua, and Jesus. The substitu-

tion of Jetus for Joshua in Acts vii. 45 (' brought in with Jesus into the pos-

session of the Gentiles'), and in Heb. iv. 8 ('IfJesus had given them rest'),

is especially mischievous, and should by all means be corrected.
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(2.) Places:

Asshur and Assyria. Cush and Ethiopia. Phrat and Euphrates. Edom
and Idumea. Koresh and Cyrus. Sodom (generally) and Sodoma (Hom.

ix. 29).

(6.) Double Hgbbew ob Gbeek fobus :

Balac and Balak. Enoch and Henoch. Enos and Enosh. Calnan and
Kenan. Gedeon and Gideon. Jephthae and Jephthah. Judah and Juda.

Jared and Jered. Jonah and Jona. Melchisedec and Melchizedek. Seth

and Sheth.

Canaan and Kanaan. Gomorrha and Gomorrah. Sina (in Acts) and Si-

nai (Gal. iv. 24, 25).

(c.) Latin (or Hebrew, ob Greek) and English terminations :

LncasandLuke(Col. iv. 14; Fhilem.24). Marcus(three times, Col. iv. 10;

Fhilem. 24; 1 Pet. v. 13) and Mark (four times in Acts, and once in the Epp.

2Tim. iv. 11). Judas and Jude. Timotbeus and Timothy (even in the same

chapter, 2 Cor. i. 1, 19). Jacob ('Iaicu/3, used of the patriarch) and James
('IdKu/Joc, of James the elder, James of Alpheus, and James the brother of

the Lord). Jeremiah and Jeremy (retained in English names, as that of

Bishop Jeremy Taylor). Miriam (of the sister of Moses) and Maiy (to be

retained for the mother of Jesus). Urbanus and Urbane (or Urban).

Grecia and Greece. Judosa and Jewry (the latter only in Kan. v. 13

;

John vii. 1 ; Luke xxiii. 5). Tyrus and Tyre. (Miletus, Acts xx. 15, 17,

and Miletum, 2 Tim. iv. 20.) Cretes and Cretians (Cretans is better than ei-

ther). Areopagus and Mars'-hill (in the same chapter, Acts xvii. 19, 22).

Calvary and 'A place of a skull.'*

7. Accessories.

To revise the orthography, the punctuation, the use of

capitals (as in Spirit, Father, Son, Redeemer, Scriptures,

etc.), the words in italics, the marginal references, the chro-

nology ^of Usher), and the headings of chapters and col-

umns, all in conformity with the style of translation, the

most approved standards, and present scholarship and usage.

* Our Calvary, which is used only in Luke xxii. 33, for xpaviov (a diminu-

tive of Kpavov), a skull, is derived from the Vulgate, which renders the He-

brew Golgotha by calvaria (fern. i. o. skull) in three other passages (Matt.

xxvii. 33, Mark iv. 22, and John xix. 17). It is too deeply imbedded in

Christian poetry and devotion to be given up. The popular expression 'Mount

Calvary' has no Scripture foundation, and is probably of monastic origin.

The Evangelists describe Golgotha simply as roTTof,' a place,' or ' the Place

of Skull.' It was probably only a small, round, and barren elevation in the

shape of a skull, and derived its name from its globular form. See my text-

ual notes in Lange, on Matthew xxvii. 33, p. 519 seq., and on John xix. 17,

p. 582 seq.
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These accessory matters, not being represented in tlie original text, belong

to the boundary-line between translation and interpretation, and more free-

dom should be allowed here to the revisers than in the translation proper.

The careful labors of the American Bible Society, as laid down in the edition

of 1852, which was set aside again by a subsequent standard edition of 18G0,

more nearly conformed to the older editions, might be made available to

good purpose.

8. Arrangement.

Finally, to combine with tlie received division into chap-

ters and verses an arrangement of the prose in paragraphs,

and' a metrical arrangement of poetry, according to the

laws of Hebrew parallelism.

The division into chapters, which dates from Cardinal Hugo de Santo Caro

in the 1 3th century (d. 12G3), and the division into verses,* first introduced

in the Old Testament by I'agninus, in his edition of 1528, then completely by

Robert Stephens, 1555, in his edition of the Vulgate, and 1551 , in his (4th) edi-

tion of the Greek Testament, though very defective,t must, of course, for the

sake of convenience, be retained, but should by all mpans be supplemented by

a more reasonable and appropriate arrangement according to sections, stan-

zas, and verses. Much of the beauty of the Bible is lost to the common

reader by the uniform printing of poetry and prose. If we have our hymn-

books printed like poetry, why not also the inspired hymn-book, the Psalter?

This improvement, in which scholars and educated men are more interest-

ed than the mass of Bible readers, will probably be strenuously opposed; for

since it strikes the eye, it would create the impression that the revised version

is a different version from the familiar old Bible.t But this difficulty can

• Not to be confounded with the older versus or ari'xoi.

t Thus the very first chapter of Genesis ought by nil means to include the

first three verses of the second chapter, which are an indispensable part of the

first account of creation. The first chapter of Matthew ought to contain only

the genealogy of Jesus till ver. 17, and the first chapter ofJohn the Prologue

to ver. 18. The versicular division which the learned printer Stephens (Eti-

cnne) is said to have made on a horseback jouraey {inter equitandum) from

Paris to Lyons (see Bleek, Einhitmg in das N. T., p. 093), is entirely out of

place in the narrative sections of the Bible, and very often breaks the connec-

tion. The judgment of Reuss, in his Geschichte de> Neuen Testaments (p.

300, 4th ed.), is hardly too severe: •Die Eintheilnng (in Verse) ist an sich

unsinniff.umahlige Male/ehlerhqft und selbsl im besten Falle entbehrlichfur

das VerstSndniss, da» sie eher hindern als/Srdern kann.' At the snme^time,

for purposes of quotation, the division is very convenient, and has, no doubt,

contributed much to the comparative stndy of the Bible. Compare on the

whole subject Dr. William Wright, art. Ferse, in Kitto's Cyclof BM.Lit.,

where numerous errors of preceding writers are corrected.

X The way is prepared, however, by several editions of the A.V. in this

gtyle especially 'The Cambridge Paragraph Bible,' edited by the Rev. F. H.
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easily be removed by issuing two editions, one of which should be conformed

to the usual Bibles, in which the paragraphs should be marked by signs.

The metrical arrangement should be carried out in the Psalms, the Book
of Job (except the narrative prologue and epilogue), the Proverbs, the Song
of Songs, Lamentations, and the poetic portions of the Prophets ; also in the

lyric and prophetic parts of the historical books, as the Song of Lamech
(Gen. iv.), the Prediction of Noah (Gen. ix.), the Blessing of Jacob (Gen.

xlix.), the Song of Moses (Ex. xv.), the Prophecy of Balaam (Numb. xxiv.J,

the Song of Deborah (Judg. v.), the Elegy of David on Jonathan (2 Sam. i. ) ;

and as to the New Testament, in the Benedictus of Zuchariah, the Magnifi-

cat of the Virgin Mary, the Parting Song of Simeon, the poetic citations scot-

tered through the Gospels and Epistles (e. g. 1 Tim. iii. 10), and the anthems

of the Apocalypse.

A few examples must suffice.

THE BONO OF LAMECH. Gen. iv. 23, 24.

Tills proud, defiant song ofblood-revenge, or ' sword-song' (as Herder colls

it), which commemorates the invention of weapons of brass and iron by Lo-
mech's son Tubal-Cain, and the invention of musical instruments by his son

Jubal (= Harper), and which marks the origin of worldly poetry and music

among the descendants of Cain, has already all the characteristics of Hebrew
poetry : parallelism, rhythm, and assonance.

'Adah and Zillah ! hear my voice.

Ye wives of Lamech, henrken unto my speech :

Por a man have I slain* for wounding me.

Even a young man for hurting me.

Truly, Cain shall be avenged seven-fold.

But Lamech seventy-and-sevenfold.'

THE BONO OF THE VIRGIN MART. Luke i. 40-55.

And Mary said

:

" My soul doth mognify the Lord,

*l And my Spirit rejoiccdt in God my Saviour,

"Because he looked upon the low estote of his bondmaid.

For, behold, from henceforth all generations will call me blessed.

Sciivener, for the syndics of the University Press, Cambridge and London,

1870.

* The perfect, / have slain (''PJf '^i Sept. QTrtn.Tfii'a, Vulg. occidi), is prob-

ably used in the spirit of arrogant boasting, to express the future with all the

certainty of an accomplished fact. Chrysostom,Theodoret, Jerome, Rashi,

set Lnmech down as a murderer (of Cain), confessing his deed to ease his

conscience ; but Aben-Ezra, Calvin, Herder, Ewald, Delitzscli, take the verb

as a threat : ' I will slay any man who wounds me.'

1 1 have throughout substituted the Greek aorists, rjyaWiaaiv, iiri/SXti/'fi',

liroiijafv, K.r.\.,for the perfects of the A.V. ; but as the Magnificat is incor-

porated into the Anglican Liturgy, such changes will scarcely be made.
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" For the Mighty One did great things for me
j

And holy is His name,
" And His mercy is from generation to generation

Upon them that fear Him.

" He wrought strength with hia arm

:

He scattered the prond in the imagination of their hearts.

" He put down princes from thrones.

And raised up them of low degree.

" The hungry he filled with good things

;

And the rich he sent away empty.
" He gave help to Israel, His servant,

In remembrance of His mercy
" (As he spake to our fathers)

To Abraham* and his seed forever.

Conclusion.

In the preceding discussion I liave barely touched upon

the Gld Testament, wliich would require a separate treat-

ise. In some respects a revision of the English translation

of the Hebrew Scriptures, especially the Book of Job and

the Prophets, is even more needed than that of the Greek

Testament. Shemitic scholarship is not so abundant in

England and America as classical learning ; but it is far

more critical and accurate in the nineteenth century than

it was in the sixteenth and seventeenth. Important addi-

tions to the Old Testament exegesis are now made almost

every year. But if we are to wait for perfection, we shall

have to wait forever. Let us make our work as perfect

as we can, and let future generations make it still more

perfect.

The revision must be chiefly a work of Biblical scholar-

ship. But its success will depend by no means on scholar-

ship alone. The most thorough knowledge of Hebrew and

Greek would, after all, only enable us to understand the

letter and the historical relations of the Scripture, but not

* Tip 'APpaaii must be connected with fivriaS^vai iXiovc, not with iXcAtjinv,

na in the Authorized Version.
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its soul, which lives in the body of the letter. The Bible
is a divine as well as a human book, and reflects the thean-
thropic character of the incarnate Logos. To understand
to translate, and to interpret the Word of God, we must be
in sympathy with its spirit, which is the Holy Spirit. Pro-
found sympathy with the ideas of the Bible, religious en-
thusiasm, a reverent and devout spirit, breathe through the
Vulgate, Luther's German, and the authorized English ver-
sions, and gave them sucli enduring power; and only the
same qualities, united M'itli superior scholarship, can com-
mend the proposed revision to the acceptance of our
Churches.

No. 40 Bible House, New York, October 4, 1872.
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PREFACE
TO THE FIRST EDITION.

DuKiNG the last Bumnier, immediately before the Com-

pany appointed for the revision of the English New Testa-

ment held its first sitting, I was invited to read a paper on

the subject before a clerical meeting. Finding that I had

already written more than I could venture to read even to

a very patient and considerate audience, and receiving a

request from my heareis at the conclusion that the paper

should be printed, I determined to revise the whole and

make additions to it before publication. The result is the

present volume. Owing to various inteiruptions, its appear-

ance has been delayed much longer than I had anticipated.

This statement of facts, was perhaps needed to justify

the appearance of a book which, as occupying well-known

groun^Pc2.n not urge the plea of novelty, which has many
imperfections in form, and which makes no pretensions to

completeness. At all events, it appeared necessary to be

thus explicit, in order to show that I alone am responsible

for any expressions of opinion contained in this, volume,

and that they do not (except accidentally) represent the

views of the Company of which I am a member. In pre-

paring the original paper for the press, I have been careful

' not to go beyond verbal alterations where I was discussing

the prospects of the new revision or the principles which

in my opinion ought to guide it. On the other hand, I
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have not scrupled to develop these principles fieely, and to

add fresh illustrations from time to time, but in most cases

this has been done without any knowledge of the opinion

of the majority of the Company ; and in the comparatively

few instances where this opinion has become known to me,

I have expressed my own individual judgment,which might

or might not accord therewith.

I ought to add, also, that I am quite prepared to find, on

consultation with others, that some of the suggestions of-

'fered here are open to objections which I had overlooked,

and which might render them impracticable in a version

intended for popular use, whatever value they may have

from a scholar's point of view.

The hopeful anticipations which I had ventured to ex-

press before the commencement of the Avork have been

more than realized hitherto in its progress. On this point

I have not heard a dissentient voice among membei-s of the

Company. I believe that all who have taken part regular-

ly in the work will thankfully acknowledge the earnestness,

moderation, truthfulness, and reverence which have marked

the deliberations of the Company, and which seem to jus-

tify the most sanguine auguries.

This feeling contrasts strangely with the outcry which

has been raised against the work by those who have had

no opportunity of witnessing its actual progress, who have

been disturbed by rumors of its results either wholly false

or only partially true, and who, necessarily judging on d

priori grounds, have been ready to condemn it unheard.

This panic was perhaps not unnatural, and might have been

anticipated. Meanwhile, however, other dangers from an

unforeseen.quarter have threatened the progress of the re-

vision, but these are now happily averted ; and, so far as

present appearances can be trusted, the momentary peril

hafi resulted in permanent good, for the Company has been
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taught by the danger which threatened it to feel its own
strength and coherence, and there is every prospect that

the work will be brought happily and successfully to a

conclusion.

Great misunderstanding seems to prevail as to the ulti-

mate reception of the work. The alarm which has been

expressed in some quarters can only be explained by a

vague confusion of thought, as though the Houses of Con-

vocation, while solemnly pledged to tlie furtherance of the

work on definite conditions, were also pledged to its ulti-

mate reception whether good or bad. If the distinction

had been kept in view, it is difficult to believe that there

would have been even a momentary desire to repudiate the

obligations of a definite contract. The Houses of Convo-

cation are as free as the different bodies of Nonconform-

ists represented in the Companies to reject the Revised

Version, when it appears, if it is not satisfactory. I do not

suppose that any member of either Company would think

of claiming any other consideration for the work, when
completed, than that it shall be judged by its intrinsic mer-

its ; butTon the otiier hand, they have a right to demand
that it shall be laid before the Church and the people of

England in its integrity, and that a verdict shall be pro-

nounced upon it as a whole.

I can not close these remarks without expressing my
deep thankfulness that I have been allowed to take part in

this work of revision. I have spent many happy and profit-

able hours over it, and made many friends who otherwise

would probably have remained unknown to me. Even

though the work should be terminated abruptly to-morrow,

I, for one, should not consider it lost labor.

In choosing my examples, I have generally avoided dwell-

ing on passages which have been fully discussed by others

;

but it was not possible to put the case fairly before the
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public without venturing from time to time on preoccupied

ground, thougli in such instances I have endeavored to tread

as lightly as possible.

The discussion in the Appendix perhaps needs some

apology. Though it has apparently no very direct bearing

on the main subject of the volume, yet the investigation

was undertaken, in the first instance, witli a view to my

work as a reviser; and hoping that the results might con-

tribute towards permanently fixing the meaning of an ex-

pression which occurs in the most familiar and most sacred

of all forms of words, and which nevertheless has been and

still is variously interpreted, I gladly seized this opportunity

of placing them on record.

TbINITY C0LLEQE,CAMBniD0E,/l/>ri7 3, 1871.

PREFACE
TO THE SECOND EDITION.

This second edition is in all essential respects a reprint

of the first. A few errors have been corrected, and one or

two unhnportant additions made, but the new matter alto-

gether would not occupy more than a page.

The reception accorded to this book has taken me by

surprise, and the early call for a new edition would have

prevented me from making any great changes, even if I

had felt any desire to do so. To my critics, whether pub-

lic or private, 1 can only leturn my very sincere thanks for

their generous welcome of a work of whose imperfections

the author himself must be only too conscious.

From this expression of gratitude I see no reason to ex-

cept the critique of Mr. Earle in a letter addressed to tiie

editor of the Guardian; but I am sure that he will pardon

me if, while thankfully acknowledging the friendly tone of

his letter, I venture entirely to dissent from a principle of

translation to which he has lent the authority of liis name.

In fact, he has attacked the very position in my work

which I confidently held, and still hold, to be impregnable/

I had laid it down as a rule (subject, of course, to special

exceptions) that, where the same word occurs in the same

context in the original, it should be rendered by the same

equivalent in the version (p. 33 seq.) ; or, as Mr. Earle ex-

presses it, that " a verbal repetition in English should be

\ employed to represent a verbal repetition in the Gieek."
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Mr.Earle (I will employ his own words) would reverse this,

and say that in many of my details be would practically

come to my conclusion, but that the principle itself, with

all the speciousness of its appearance, is essentially un-

sound. This position he endeavors to establish by argu-

ments, which I feel bound to meet, for I consider the prin-

ciple which he assails to be essential to a thoroughly good

translation.

If, notwithstanding our opposite points of view, we had

arrived at the same results, or, in other words, if Mr.Earle's

exceptions to his principle of variety were coextensive or

nearly coextensive with my own applications of ray princi-

ple of uniformity, I should have felt any discussion of his

views to be superfluous; for then, so far as regards any

practical issues, the difference between us would have been

reduced to a mere battle of words. But when I find that

Mr. Earle defends such a rendering as Matt, xviii., 33,

" Shouldest not thou also have had compassion {iktnaai) on

thy fellow-servant, even as I had jpity {fikiriaa) on theeV
I feel that the difference between us is irreconcilable. In-

deed, I had vainly thought that my illustrations (with one

or two doubtful exceptions) would carry conviction in them-

selves, and I confess myself a little surprised to find their

cogency questioned by an English scholar of Mr. Earle's

eminence.

But, lest I should be misunderstood, let me say at the

outset that I entirely agree with Mr. Earle in deprecating

the mode of procedure which would substitute "the fidelity

of a lexicon" for "the faithfulness of a translation." I am

well aware that this is a real danger to careful minds trained

-

in habits of minute Tcrbal criticism, and I always have

raised and shall raise my voice against any changes which

propose to sacrifice forcible English idiom to exact con-

formity of expression. For instance, it would be mere
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pedantry to substitute " Do not ye ratlier excel them !" for

"Are not ye much Better than they?" in Mattvi., 26 (oii;^

i»|ue7e (laWov BiaijtiptTt avTwv) ; or " The hour hath ap-

proached," for " The hour is at hand," in Matt, xxvi., 45

(jiyyiKev r\ S>pa). But the point at issue seems to me to be

wholly different. I can not for a moment regard this as a

question of English idiom ; and my objection to the varietj'

of rendering which Mr. Earle advocates is that it does de-

part from " the faithfulness of a translation," and substi-

tutes, not, indeed, the fidelity of a lexicon, but the caprice

of a translator.

Mr. Earle says, " The stronghold of tlie Greek (I do not

speak of Plato and Demosthenes, but of the New Testa-

ment) is in the words ; the stronghold of the English lan-

guage is in its phraseology and variability." This is not

the distinction which I should myself give between the

characteristics of the two languages. Even in its later

stages, the wealth of particles, the power of inflection and

composition, and the manifold possibilities of order, still

constitute the peculiar superiority of the Greek over the

English. But it matters little whether I am right or wrong

here, for the objections to Mr. Earle's practical inferences

are equally strong in either case. He first of all alleges

examples where synonyms are coupled in English, and more

especially in rendering from another language, as, for in-

stance, in Chaucer's translation of Boethius's De Consola-

tione PhilosophioB, where claritudo is rendered " renoun

and clernesse of linage," and censor " domesman or juge ;"

and he then urges that as this method of double rendering

was "manifestly inadmissible in translating Scripture," "the

translators fell upon a device by which they allowed some

play to the natural bent of the English language ; and

where a Greek word occurs repeatedly in a context, they

rather leaned to a variation of the rendering."
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Now it is one tiling to give a double rendering to a sin-

gle word at any one occurrence, and another to give it two

different renderings at two different occurrences in the same

context. The two principles have nothing in common. In

the former case the translation will at the woret be clumsy;

in the latter it must in many cases be absolutely misleading;

for by splitting up the sense of the word, and giving one

half to one part of the sentence and the lemaining half to

the other, a disconnection, perhaps even a contrast, is in-

troduced, which has no place in the original. If, therefore,

tlie English on any occasion furnishes no exact and coex-

tensive equivalent for a given Greek word as used in a

given context (and this difficulty must occur again and

again in translation from any language to anothier), it will

generally be the less evil of the two to select the word

which comes nearest, in meaning to the original, and to re-

tain this throughout

,

But the examples of capricious varieties which I had

chosen to illustrate this vicious principle of translation, and

which Mr. Earle is prepared to defend, can not in most

cases plead this justification, that a single English word

does not adequately represent the Greek. It would re-

quire far more minute scholarehip than I possess to discern

any difference in mpaiiing between diVc and " son." Yet

Mr. Earle stands forward as the champion of the rendering

in Matt. XX., 20, "Then came to him the mother of Zebedee's

children {vluv) with her sons (uliiiv)." The particular ren-

dering is comparatively unimportant in itself, but as illus-

trating the capricious license of our translators it is highly

significant. It introduces a variety for no reason at all

;

and this variety is incorrect in itself ; for "the mother of

Zebedee's children" is a wider expression than "the mother

of Zebedee's sons," by which the evangelist intends only

to describe her as the mother of James and John, with
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whom the narrative is concerned, and which neither implies

nor suggests the existence of other brothers and sisters.

Again, Mr. Earle is satisfied, and more than satisfied, M'ith

the rendering of Matt, xviii., 33, " Shouldest not thou also

have had compassion {l\ii]aai) on thy fellow-servant, even

as I had pity {r\\ir\aa) on thee ?" " If," he asks, " we com-

pare pur 'compassion— pity,' with the one Greek word,

what loss is there in the variation ? Is there not a gain in

breadth ?" I answer, a very serious loss ; and I do not al-

low that breadth (or, as I prefer to call it, looseness) is any

gain where exact correspondence in the two clauses is es-

sential to the main idea of the passage. What would be

said if I were to suggest such translations as " Blessed are

\\\G pitiful {i\i{\novig),ior they shall obtain mercy {tXtriBt)-

aovrai)" in Matt, v., 7, or "If ye forgive (o^^te) not men
their trespasses {irapaTrTilifiara), neither will your heavenly

Father remit {a<pijaii) j-our transgressions (TropaTmi/iara),"

in Matt, vi., 15, or " Be ye therefore faultless (rfAfioi) as

your Father which is in heaven is perfect {TiXctog)," in Matt,

v., 48 ? I do not doubt that if these passages had been bo

translated in our Authorized Version, the variations would

have found admirers ; but as it is, who will question the

vast superiority of the existing renderings, where the repe-

tition of the English word corresponds to the repetition of

the Greek ? In all these passages the thought is one and the

same, that the ideal of human conduct is the exact copying

of the divine. In the other examples quoted our translators

have preserved this thought unimpaired by repeating the

same word, but in Matt, xviii., 33 it is marred by the double

rendering " compassion, pity ;" while the idea of "fellow-

feeling," which is implied in " compassion," and in which

the chief fault lies, has no place in the original iXtiiv.

Again, Mr. Earle defends the double rendering of Siaipi-

aiig in 1 Cor. xii., 4, " There are diversities of gifts, but the
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same Spirit; and there are differences of admiuistrations,
but the same Lord ; and there are diversities of operations,

but it ia the same God, etc.," and seems even to regret the
abandonment of Tyndale's triple rendering diversities, dif-
ferences, divers manners. What again, I ask, would be said
if I were to propose to translate 2 Cor. xi., 26, "In perils of
watere, in dangers from robbers, in perils by mine own
countrymen, in dangers from the heathen, in hazards in the
city, in hazards in the wilderness, etc.," thus gaining breadth
by vaiying the rendering of kjvSuvoic? Happily, conserva-
tive feeling in this instance is enlisted on the right side,

and it may be presumed that no change will be desired.

But, so far as I can see, the two cases are exactly analo-

gous
;
the efFect of the sentence in each case depending on

the maintenance of the same word, which arrests the ear,

and produces its effect by repetition, like the tolling of a
bell or the stroke on an anvil. Indeed, I must conclude
that my mind is differently constituted from Mr. Earie's

when I find him defending the translation of James ii., 2,

3, "If there come unto your assembly a man with a gold
ring in goodly apparel {iv iaOnTi \a/iirpa), and there come
in also a poor man in vile raiment (iaOnTi), and ye have re-

spect unto him that weareth the gay clothing {rfiv iaOiiTa

Ttiv XafiTrpav), etc." Not only do I regard the variation

here as highly artificial (a sufficient condemnation in itself),

but it seems to me to dissipate the force of the passage,

and therefore I am prepared to submit to the " cruel im-

poverishment" by which the English would be made to con-

form to the simplicity of the Greek. Nor again am I able

to see why, in Eev. xvii., 6, IQavftaaa Oaiifia fjiiya, " I won-

dered with great admiration," is to be preferred to the nat-

ural rendering, " I wondered with great wonder," as in 1

Thess. iii., 9, iir\ vaay ry X"/"? V Xo'pofuv El ifiag is trans-

lated " for all the Joy wherewith we Joy for your sakes,"
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and not "for all the gladness." In this passage from the

Revelation the words immediately following (ver. 7) run in

the English Version, "And the angel said unto me,Where-

fore didst thou marvel {iOavnaaag)^" where, by the introduc-

tion of a tliird rendering, a still further injury is inflicted on

the compactness of the passage.

So far with regard to the sense. But Mr. Earle urges

that the sound must be consulted ; that the ear, for instance,

requires the variations compassion, pity, in Matt, xviii., 33,

and wonder, admiration (he omits to notice marvel) in Rev.

xvii., 6, 7 ; that generally there is this " broad modulatory

distinction between the ancient tongues and the great mod-

ern languages of Western Europe, that the former could

tolerate reverberation to a degree which is intolerable to

the latter;" and that "perhaps there is not one of them

that is more sensitive in this respect than the English."

In reply to this, I will ask my readeis whether there is

any thing unpleasant to the ear in the frequent repetition

of " perils" in the passage already quoted, 2 Cor. xi., 26, or

of " blessed" in the beatitudes, Matt, v., 3-11. But this last

reference suggests an application of the experimental test

on a larger scale. I should find it diflicult (and I venture

to hope that Mr. Earle will agree with me here) to jjoint to

any three continuous chaptere in the New Testament which

are at once so vigorously and faithfully rendered, and in

which the rhythm and sound so entirely satisfy the ear, as

those which make up the Sermon on the Mount. Indeed,

this portion of our Authorized Vereion deserves to be re-

garded as a very model of successful translation. What,

then, are the facts? In the original the reverberation is

sustained throughout, beginning with the beatitudes and

ending with the closing parable, so that there are not many

verses without an instance, while some contain two or three.

Happily, in our Authorized Version, this characteristic is
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faithfully reproduced. The temptation to capricious Ta-

riety to which our translators elsewhere give way is here

foregone; and, indeed, the whole number of the repetitions

in the English is slightly greater tlian in the Greek ; for

though, either from inadvertence or from the exigencies of

translation^ one is dropped here and there (e. g., Xa/nrti, Xaju-

\paTu, giveth light, shine, v., 15, 16 ; bring, offer, npoa<l>lpi}Q,

irp6aif>epe, v., 23, 24 ; avoXiay, anoXtXv/xlvriv, put away, di-

vorced, v., 31, 32 ; lniopK{)aiig, upKo\)c,fors\oear, oaths, v., 33

;

at^avltiovai, t^avCiai, disfigure, ajrpear, vi., 16 ; BttaavplZtTC,

Otiaavpovi', lay up, treasures, vi., 19 ; irtpitfiaXtTO, irtpifiaXw-

fiiOa, arrayed, clothed, vi., 29, 31 ; filrpni, /utrptTrt, measure,

mete (?), vii., 2 ; qiKoSo/itiacv, oiicfav, huilt, house, vii., 24), yet,

on the other hand, the balance is more than redressed by

the same rendering of different words in other parts (e.g.,

light, Kalovaiv, Xafiiru, 0(uc,v.,14-16 ] fulfill, vXt)pu>aai,yivtf

rai, v., 17, 18 ; righteousness repeated, though diKatoavvri oc-

curs only once in the original, v., 20 ; whosoever, ttoc 6, oc

ov, v., 22 ; divorcement, divorced, airoaraaiov, aTroXiXvftivtiv,

v., 31, 32 ;
forswear, swear, ImopKitaiig, bfioaai, v., 33, 34

;

reward, fuadov, htrolwau, vi., 2, 4, 5, 6, 16, 18 ; streets, pvfiaiq,

vXaTiiCtv, vi., 2, 5 ; day, daily, anfupov, imovaiov, vi., 11

;

light, Xvxvog, ^pwruvov, <f>wc, vi., 22, 23 ; raiment, arrayed,

iv^vfiaTog, nipnfiaXiTo, vi., 28, 29 ; clothe, clothed, npiptivw-

aiv, vtptPaXwfitOa, vi., 30, 31 ;
good, ayaOov, icaXouc, "vii., 17,

18 ; beat, irpoaiinaav, trpoaUo^av, vii., 25, 27). If my read-

era are of opinion that the general method adopted by our

translatore in the Sermon on the Mount is faulty, and that

these three chapters would have gained by greater breadth

and variety, I have nothing more to say ; but if they are

satisfied with this method, then they have conceded every

thing for which I am arguing.*

• I confess myself quite unnble to follow Mr. Eaile's logic when he criti-

cises what I had said of the Kheims Version. My words are (p. 44), " Of
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But Mr. Earle proceeds :
" There is no end to the curi-

osities of scholarship, and the perilous minutiae that such a

principle may lead to, if it is persevered in ;" and by way of

illustration he adds, "Dr. Lightfoot seems to ignore what I

should have regarded as an obvious fact, that it is hardly

possible in modern English to make a plaj' upon words

compatible with elevation of style. It was compatible with

solemnity in Hebrew, and also in the Hebrew-tinctured

Greek of the New Testament, but in English it is not. Ex-

plain it as you may, the fact is palpable. Does it not tax

all our esteem for Sliakspeare to put up with many a pas-

sage of which in any other author we should not hesitate

to say tliat it was deformed and debased by a jingle of

word-sounds?"

To this I answer fearlessly that I certainly do desire to

see the play of words retained in the English Version,

wherever it caii be done without forcing the English. I

believe that our translators acted rightly when they ren-

dered \pwfiivoi, Karaxpwiitvoi, by use, abuse, in 1 Cor. vii.,

31 ; I believe that they were only wrong in translating

KaTOTOfjiil, TrepiTOfifi, concision, circuincision, in Phil, iii., 2, 3,

because the former is hardly a recognized English word,

and would not be generally understood. I freely confess

that in many cases, perhaps in most cases, the thing can not

all the English versions, the Rhemish nlone has paid attention to this point,

and so far compares advantageously with the rest, to which, in most other re-

spects, it is confessedly inferior." On this he remarks: "It is certainly un-

fortunate for our author's position that, by his own showing, the version which

has kept to his principle should nevertheless be confessedly inferior in most

other respects, including, as I apprehend, the highest respects that can affect

our judgment of a version of Holy Scripture. To put this admission with

the clearness due to its importance : the Kheims Version is the best ia that

it has observed our author's principle, but as a rendering of Scripture it is the

worst." Why unfortunate? Does experience suggest that the man or the

book that is right on five points out of six, must be right on the sixth point

also? Does it not rather lead us to expect some element of right in the

most wrong, and some element of wrong in the most right ?

E
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be done; but I am sorry for it.* I can not for a moment

acquiesce in Mr. Earle's opinion that it is incompatible with

"solemnity," with " elevation of style." Above all, I repu-

diate the notion, which seems to underlie whole paragraphs

of Mr. Earle's critique, that it is the business of a translator,

when he is deWing with the Bible, to improve the style of

his author, having before my eyes the warning examples of

the past, and believing that all such attempts will end in

discomfiture.f Is it not one great merit of our English

• On my suggestion that in 2 Thess. iii., ll.tlie ploy on lpyat,onivovQ,

TipupyaZonivovt, might be preserved by the words business, busy-bodies, Mr.

Earle remarks: "As a matter of history, the word business has no radical

connection with bust/ : it is merely a disguised form of the French besognes.

This is, however, a secondary matter, because, if the word-play be desirable

as a matter of English taste, these words would answer the purpose just as

well as if their affinity were quite established." Without hazarding any

opinion on n question on which Mr. Earle is so much more competent to

speak than myself, I would venture to remark : (I .) That the direct deriva-

tion of business from busy is maintained by no less an authority than Jacob

Grimm, Deutsche Grammalik, ii., p. 237 seq.
; (2.) That other authorities

maintain (whether rightly or wrongly I do not venture to say) the radical

connection of the Teutonic words busy (Engl.), bezig (Dutch), with the Eo-

mance words besogne, bisogna; and (3.) That this very play of words occurs

in the earliest English translations of the Scriptures, the WicUffite Versions,

in 1 Cor. vii., 32,"I wole you for to be withoute bisynesse (d/itpi>vowc,Vulg.

tine sollicitudine). Sothli lie that is withoute wyf is bysy Oifp'/Jvff.Vulg. sol-

licitua est) what thingis ben of the Lord."

Mr. Earle remarks that in 2 Thess. iii., 11, "Even the Rheims Version

keeps clear of this (the play of words) : it has 'working nothing, but curiously

meddling."' The fact is, that after its wont it has translated the Vulgate,

"Nihil operantes sed curiose agentes," in which this characteristic of the

original has disappeared.
, . .

,

This paronomasia is not confined to St.Paul,but occurs also m Aristides,

ii., p. 418, raura I'lpyaarai /.tv . . . . viptiipyaaTm ii /»i)ia/iuic, just as the

apostle's 0poviri/,ow0poviIv (Rom. xii., 3) has a parallel in a passage quoted

by Stobaus as from Charondas, F/ori7., xliv., 40, vpoairouiaBu, it eVaffrof riv

iroKirHv owfpavilv iiaXKov ri ^povitv.

t The anxiety to impart dignity to the language of the apostles and.evan-

eelistB reaches a climax in A Liberal Translation of the New Testament,

being an attempt to translate the Sacred Writings with the same Freedom

Spirit and Elegance with which other English Translations from the Greek

Classic, have lately been executed: by E. Hanvood, London, 17G8. In this

Btranee production the following is a sample of St.Luke s narrative (xi.
,
40)

:

"Absurd and preposterous conduct! Did not the Great Beiug, who made
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Version, regarded as a literary work, that it has naturalized

in our language the magnificent Hebraisms of the original ?

But the case before us is even stronger than this. The

paronomasia is a characteristic of St. Paul's style, and

should be reproduced (so far as Jhe genius of the English

language permits) like any other characteristic. That it is

admissible, the example of Shakspeare which Mr. Earle ad-

duces, and that of Tennyson, whose " name and fame" he

himself has already quoted, and who abounds in similar ex-

amples of alliteration and assonance, not to mention other

standard writers whether of tlie Elizabethan or of the Vic-

torian era, are sufficient evidence. I am not concerned to

defend Shakspeare's literary reputation, which may be left

to itself ; and I have certainly no wish to maintain that he

was entirely free from the affectations of his age ; but I am
unfeignedly surprised to find plays on words condemned

wholesale, as incompatible with elevation of style. Under

the external form, create the internal intellectual powers, and will he not be

more solicitous for the purity of the mind than for the showy elegance of the

body?" and this again of St.John's (iii., 32) : "But though this exalted per-

sonage freely publishes and solemnly attests those heavenly doctrines, etc."

The parable of the prodigal son in the former begins (xv,, 1 1), " A gentleman

of splendid family and opulent fortune had two sons." Even Dr. Johnson

himself, the great master of grandiloquent English, could not tolerate this

book. "Returning through the house," we are told, "he stepped into a

small study or book-room. The first book he laid his hands upon was Har-

wood's Liberal Translation of the New Testament. The passage which first

caught his eye was that sublime apostrophe in St. John upon the raising of

Lazarus, Jesus wept, which Harwood had conceitedly rendered, And Jesus,

the Saviour ofthe world, burst into aflood oftears, lie contemptuously threw

the book aside, exclaiming ' Puppy ! '" (Appendix to Boswell's Life ofjohn-
• son, in Croker's edition, London, 1866, p. 836.) Johnson's biographer. Bos-

well, speaks of it as " a fantastical translation of the New Testament in mod-

ern phrase" (p. 606). See also Mr. Matthew Arnold's opinion (quoted below,

p. 159) on a very similar attempt at a revised version by FrankUn. I am
quite sure that Mr. Earle's sufTrage would be on the same side ; but when be

. asks that the distinctive features of the sacred writers may be sacrificed to

" elevation of style," and pleads that the language may be made more "fall-

bodied" to suit " the public taste" than it is in the original, is he not leading

us, though by a different road, to the edge of the very same precipice ?
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certain circumstances, paronomasia, alliteration, and the

like, are not only very natural, but, as indicating intensity

of feeling, may produce even a tragic effect. With the ap-

preciation of a great genius, Shakspeare himself has ex-

plained and justified their use under such circumstances.

When John of Gaunt, in his last illness, is visited by Eich-

ard, and, in reply to the king's inquiry, keeps harping on

his name,
" Old Gaant indeed, and gaunt in being old,"

the king asks,

"Can sick men play so nicely with their names?"

The old man's answer is,

"No ; misery makes sport to mock itself."

The very intensity of his grief seeks relief in this way.*

Again, who will question the propriety of the play on

words in Queen Elizabeth's outburst of anger against Glou-

cester after the murder of her children?

" Cousins, indeed ; and by their uncle cozen'd

Of comfort, kingdom, kindred, freedom, life."

The very fierceness of her wrath seeks expression in the

iteration of the same sounds.

And in cases where no intensity of passion exists, there

may be some other determining motive. Thus we find a

tendency in all languages to repetition of sound where a

didactic purpose is served. Of this motive, the fondness

for rhyme, alliteration, and the like, in the familiar prov-

erbs of all languages, affords ample illustration, as in Waste

not, want not; Forewarned, forearmed ; Man proposes,

Ood disposes; Compendia dispendia ; iraOi'ifiara /laOiifiara.

To this category we may assign St. Paul's /irj {nrcp(t>poviiv

nap S Set (ppoviiv, aWa ijipovt'iv tie to auxjipoviXv (Roin. xn.,

3). Indeed, it would not be difficult to show that in every

• Similarly Cicero, speaking of the Sicilians playing on the name of Verres,

says (Terr., Act u., 1, 46), "etiam ridicuU inveniebantur ex dolore.
'
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instance the apostle had some reason for employing this

figure, and that he did not use it as a mere rhetorical play-

thing. We may find ourselves unable, in any individual

case, to reproduce the same effect in English, and thus may
be forced to abandon the attempt in despair; but not the

less earnestly shall wo pi-otest against the principle that the

genius of our language requires us to abstain from the at-

tempt under any circumstances, and that a form of speech

which is natural in itself and common to all languages must

be sacrificed to some fancied ideal of an elevated style.

Tbinitt College, St. John's Day, 1871.
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A FRESH REVISION

OF THE

ENGLISH NEW TESTAMENT.

More than two centuries had elapsed since the first Latin

Version of the Scriptures was made, when the variations and

errors of the Latin Bible began to attract the attention of

students and to call for revision. It happened providentially

that, at the very moment when the need was felt, the right

man was forthcoming. In the first fifteen centuries of her

existence the Western Church produced no Biblical scholar

who could compare with St. Jerome in competence for so

great a task. At the suggestion of his ecclesiastical superior,

Damasns, bishop of Rome, he undertook this work, for which

many years of self-denying labor had eminently fitted him.

It is no part of my design to give a detailed account of

this undertaking. I wish only to remark, that when Jerome

applied himself to his task, he foresaw that he should expose

himself to violent attacks, and that this anticipation was not

disappointed by the result. " Who," he asks, in his Preface

to the Gospels, the first portion of the work which he com-

pleted, " who, whether learned or unlearned, when he takes

up the volume, and finds that what he reads differs from the

flavor he has once tasted, will not immediately raise his voice

and pronounce me guilty of forgery and sacrilege for daring

to add, to change, to correct any thing in the ancient books?"*

• Op. , X. , coo (ed. Vnllarai).
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Again and again he defends himselfagainst his antagonists.

His temper, naturally irritable, was provoked beyond measure

by these undeserved attacks, and betrayed him into language

which I shall not attempt to defend. Thus writing to Mar-

cella,* he mentions certain "poor creatures (homunculos) M'ho

studiously calumniate him for attempting to correct some

passages in the Gospels against the authority of the ancients

and the opinion of the whole world." "I could afford to de-

spise them," he says, " if I stood upon my rights, for a lyre is

played in vain to an ass." " If they do not like the water

from the purest fountain-head, let them drink of the muddy
streams." And after more to the same effect, he returns

again at the close of the letter to these " two-legged donkeys

(bipedes asellos)," exclaiming, " Let them read. Rejoicing in

hope, serving the time / let us read. Rejoicing in hope, serving

the Lord ;\ let them consider that an accusation ought under

no circumstances to be received against an elder ; let us road,

Against an elder receive not an accusation but before two or

three witnesses; them that sin rebuke.l Let them be satisfied

with, i< is a human saying, and worthy of all acceptation;

let us err with the Greeks, that is, with the apostle who spoke

in Greek, It is a faithftd saying, and worthy of all accepta-

tion."^ And elsewhere, referring to these same detractors,

he writes, with a severity which was not undeserved, " Let

them read first and despise afterward, lest they appear to

condemn works of which they know nothing, not from delib-

erate judgment, but from the prejudice of hatred."|| "Thus

much I say in reply to my traducers, who snap at me like

dogs, maligning me in public and reading me in a corner, at

once my accusers and my defenders, seeing that they approve

in others what they disapprove in me."%

If these attacks had been confined to personal enemies like

• Epist., 28 (i.,P- 133). t The rending Kaipip for «ipiV,Rom. xii., 11.

t The omission of the clause it fifi iirJ Suo h rpiHv itapripuv, 1 Tim. v., 19.

§ The reading avBpiiirtvog for moToc, 1 Tim. iii., 1.

II
C!p.,ix.,684. H Oy»., ix., 1408.
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Rufinus,* who were only retaliating upon J«romc the harsh

treatment which they had received at his hands, his com-

plaints would not have excited much sympathy. But even

friends looked coldly or suspiciously on his noble work. His

admirer, the great Augustine himself, wrote to deprecate an

undertaking which might be followed by such serious results.

He illustrated his fears by reference to the well-known inci-

dent to which Jerome's version of the Book of Jonah had

given occasion, as a sample of the consequences that might

be expected to ensue. A certain bishop had nearly lost his

flock by venturing to substitute Jerome's rendering "hedera"

for " cucurbita," and could only win them back again by re-

instating the old version which he had abandoned. They
would not tolerate a change in an expression " which had

been fixed by time in the feelings and memory of all, and had

been repeated through so many ages in succession."f

Of the changes which Jerome introduced into the text of

the New Testament, the passage quoted above affords suffi-

cient illustration. In the Old Testament a more arduous task

awaited him. The Latin Version which his labors were des-

tined to supersede had been made from the Septuagint. He
liimself undertook to revise the text in conformity with the

original Hebrew. It will appear strange to our own age that

this was the chief ground of accusation against him. All the

Greek and Latin churches, it was urged, had hitherto used

one and the same Bible ; but this bond of union would be

dissolved by a new version made from a different text. Thus

the utmost confusion would ensue. Moreover, what injury

might not be done to the faith of the weaker brethren by

casting doubt on the state of the sacred text ? What wounds

might not be inflicted on the pious sentiments of the believer

by laying sacrilegious hands on language hallowed by long

time aud association ?

See Hieron., Op., ii. , 6G0, where Rufinus exclaims, " Istud commissum die

quomodo emendabitur ? iramo, nefas quomodo cxpiabitur ?" with more to the

same effect. t Hieron., ii)««.,10t (i.,03G seq.)-
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But, independently of the dangerous consequences which

might bo expected, no words were too strong to condemn

the arrogance and presumption of one who thus ventured to

set aside the sacred text as it had been used by all branches

and in all ages of the Church from the beginning. To this

cruel taunt Jerome replied nobly : " I do not condemn, I do
' not blame the Seventy, but I confidently prefer the apostles

to them all."* " I beseech you, reader, do not regard my la-

bors as throwing blame on the ancients. Each man offers

what ho can for the tabernacle of God.f Some, gold, and

silver, and precious stones ; others, fine linen, and purple, and

scarlet, and blue : I shall hold myself happy if I have ofiered

skins and goats' hair. And yet the apostle considers that the

more despised members are more necessary (1 Cor. xii.,22)."J

Moreover, there was a very exaggerated estimate of the

. amount of change which his revision would introduce. Thus

Augustine, when endeavoring to deter him, speaks of his new

translation; Jerome, in reply, tacitly corrects his illustrious

correspondent, and calls the work a revision.^ And through-

out he holds the same guarded language : he protests that he

has no desire to introduce change for the mere sake ofchange,

and that only such alterations will be made as strict fidelity

to the original demands. His object is solely to place the

Hebraica Veritas before his readers in the vernacular tongue,

and to this object he is steadfast.

In executing this great work, Jerome was in constant com-

munication with Jewish rabbis, who were his Hebrew teach-

ers, and to whom ho was much indebted in many ways. How
great a gain this assistance was to his revision, and how large-

ly after ages have profited by the knowledge thus brought to

bear on the sacred text, I need hardly say. We may suspect

(though no direct notice on this point is preserved) that with

• Op., ix., G. t Exod. XXV., 2 seq. X 0/)., ix., 400.

§ See llieron., Epiat.,10i,i.,G37,{oT Augustine's letter ("Evangelium ex

GriECO intei-pretatus es"),«ind JE)>i»<., 112, i., 753, for Jerome's reply ("in

Novi Testamenti emendatione"). See Dr. Westcott, in Smith'i Dictionary of

the Bible, s. v. Vulgate, ii.
, p. 1696.
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his contemporaries this fact was prominent among the counts

of the indictment against him. At least it is certain that

they set their faces against his substitution of the Hebrew
text for the Septuagint Version on the ground that the for-

mer had been tampered with by the malignity and obduracy
of the Jews. But, if this suspicion wrongs them, and they

did not object to his availing himself of such extraneous aid,

then they evinced greater liberality than has always been

shown by the opponents of revision in later years.

Happily Jerome felt strong in the power of truth, and could

resist alike the importunity of friends and the assaults of foes.

His sole object was to place before the Latin-speaking church-

es the most faithful representation of the actual words of the

sacred text, and the consciousness of this great purpose nerved

him with a strength beyond himself. The character of this

father will not kindle any deep afiection or respect. We arc

repelled by his coarseness and want of refinement, by his as-

perity of temper, by his vanity and self-assertion. We look

in vain for that transparent simplicity which is the true foun-

dation of the highest saintliness. But in this instance the

nobler instincts of the Biblical scholar triumphed over the

baser passions of the man; and in his lifelong devotion to

this one object of placing the Bible in its integrity before the

Western Church, his character rises to true sublimity. "I
beseech you," he writes, "pour out your prayers to the Lord
for me, that so long as I am in this poor body I may write

something acceptable to you, useful to the Church, and wor-
thy of after ages. Indeed, I am not moved overmuch by the

judgments of living men : they err on the one side or on the

other through affection or through hatred."* " My voice,"

he says elsewhere, " shall never be silent, Christ helping me.
Though my tongue be cut off, it shall still stammer. Let
those read who will ; let those who will not, reject."f And,
inspired with a true scholar's sense of the dignity of consci-

entious work for its own sake, irrespective of any striking

• 0/>.,ix.,1361. tl<l.ib.,1526.
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results, after mentioning the pains which it has cost him to

unravel the entanglement of names in the Books of Chroni-

cles, he recalls a famous word of encouragement addressed

of old by Antigcnidas the flute-player to his pupil Ismenias,

whose skill had failed to catch the popular fancy: "Play to

me and to the Muses." So Jerome describes his own set pur-

pose :
" Like Ismenias, I play to myself and to mine, if the-

ears of the rest are deaf"*

Thus far I have dwelt on the opposition which Jerome en-

countered on all hands, and the dauntless resolution with

which he accomplished his task. Let me now say a few

words on the subsequent fate of his revision, for tliis also is

an instructive page in history.f When completed, it received

no authoritative sanction. His patron, pope Damasus, at

whose instigation he had undertaken the task, was dead. The

successors of Damasus showed no favor to Jerome or to his

work. The Old Latin still continued to be read in churches
:'

it was still quoted in the writings of divines. Even Augus-

tine, who, after the completion of the task, seems to have

overcome his misgivings, and speaks in praise of Jerome's

work, remains constant to the older version. But first one

writer, and then another, begins to adopt the revised transla-

tion of Jerome. Still its recognition depends on the caprice

or the judgment of individual men. Even the bishops of

Rome had not yet discovered that it was " authentic." One

pope will use the Hieronymian revision; a second will retain

the Old Latin ; while a third will use either indifferently, and

a fourth will quote from the one in the Old Testament and

from the other in the New.J As late as two centuries after

Jerome's time, Gregory the Great can still write that he m-

tends to avail himself of either indifferently, as his purpose

may require, since "the Apostolic See, over which, by the

• C!p.,ix.,1408,"Mihimet ipsi et meis juxta Ismeniam canens.si aures

BurdiB sunt ceterorum." ... . „j •

t The history of the gradual reception of Jeromes revision is traced in

Kaulen'sG'«eA.cA<erferr«Ma,p.l90Beq.(Mamz 18G8).

t These statements may be verified by the quotations in Ivaulen s work.
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grace of God, he presides, uses both."* Thus slowly, but sure-

ly, Jerome's revision won its way, till at length, some centu-

ries after its author's death, it drove its elder rivals out of

the field, and became the one recognized version of the Bible

throusihout the Latin churches.

IL

I can not forbear to call attention in passing to the close

parallel which these facts present to the history of the so-

called Authorized Version. This too, like Jerome's revision,

was undertaken amid many misgivings, and, when it appeared,

was received with coldness or criticised with severity. When
the proposal for a revision was first brought forward, " my
Lord of London" is reported to have said that " if every

man's humor should be followed there would be no end of

translating." The translators themselves, when they issue

their work to the public, deprecate the adverse criticism

which doubtless they saw very good reason to apprehend.

Such a work as theirs, they say in the opening paragraph of

the Preface to the Reader, " is welcomed with suspicion in-

stead of love, and with emulation instead of thanks; . . .

and if there be any hole left for cavil to enter (and cavil, if

it do not find a hole, will make one), it is sure to be miscon-

strued, and in danger to be condemned. This will easily be

granted by as many as know story or have any experience.

For was there ever any thing projected that savored any

way of newness or renewing but the same endured many a

storm of gainsaying or opposition?" and again: "Whosoever

attempteth any thing for the public (especially if it pertain

to religion, and to the opening and clearing of the Word of

God), the same setteth himself upon a stage to be glouted

* Greg. Magn.,ilfor.in /oi. , Kpist. ad fin. "Novam translntionem dissero;

sed cum probationis causa exigit, nunc novam, nunc veterem per testimonia

assumo; ut, quia sedes Apostolica cui Deo auctore pricsideo utraque utltur,

mei quoque labor studii ex utraque fulciatur" (0/)., i., p. C,Venet., 1708).
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upon by every evil eye, yea, he casteth himself headlong upon

pilies, to be gored by every sharp tongue. For he that med-

dleth with men's religion in any part, mcddleth with their

custom, nay, with their freehold ; and thougl; they find no

content in that which they have, yet they can not abide to

hear of altering."

The parallel, moreover, extends to the circumstances of ils

reception. It seems now to be an established fact (so far as

any fact in history which involves a comprehensive negative

can be regarded as established) that the Revised Version

never received any final authorization either from the eccle-

siastical or from the civil powers; that it was not sanctioned

either by the Houses of Parliament, or by the Houses of Con-

vocation, or by the king in council. The Bishops' Bible still

continued to be read in churches ; the Geneva Bible was

still the familiar volume of the fireside and closet.* Several

years after the appearance of the Revised Version, Bishop

Andrewcs, though himself one of the revisers, still continues

to quote from an older Bible. Yet, notwithstanding all ad-

verse circumstances, it overpowered both its rivals by the

force of superior merit. It was found to be, as one had said

long before of Jerome's revisioii, "et verborum tcnacior et

perspicuitate sententise clarior ;"f and this was the secret of

its success. " Thus," writes Dr.Westcott, " at the very time

when the monarchy and the Church were, as it seemed, final-

ly overthrown, the English people, by their silent and unani-

mous acceptance of the new Bible, gave a spontaneous testi-

• The printing of the Bishops' Bible was stopped as soon as the new revision

was determined upon. The lost edition of the former was published in ICOfi.

The Revised Version states on its title-page (ICl 1) that it is " Appointed to

be read in Churches," but we are not told by whom or how it was oppointed.

As the copies of the Bishops' Bible used in the churches were worn out, they

would probably be replaced by the Revised Version ;
but this seems to hove

been the onW advantage which was accorded to it. On the other hand, the

Geneva Bible continued to be printed by the king's printer some years after

the appearance of the Revised Version, and was still marked " Cum privilegio

RegiiE maiestatis."
r. ^». r i lo

t Isidor/Hispal., Elym.,y\.,i; com^.De Off. Eccl.,i., 1-.
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mony to the principles of order and catholicity of which both

were an embodiment." "A revision which embodied the

ripe fruit of nearly a century of labor, and appealed to the

religious instinct of a great Christian people, gained by its

own internal character a vital authority which could never

have been secured by any edict of sovereign rulers.'"*

But the parallel may be carried a step farther. In both

these cases alike, as we have seen, God's law of progressive

improvement, which iii animal and vegetable life has been

called the principle of natural selection, was vindicated here,

so that the inferior gradually disappeared before the superior

in the same kind; but in both cases also the remnants of an

earlier Bible held and still hold their ground, as a testimony

to the past. As in parts of the Latin Service-books the Vul-

gate has not even yet displaced the Old Latin, which is still

retained either in its pristine or in its partially amended form,

so also in our own Book of Common Prayer an older version

still maintains its place in the Psalter and in the occasional

sentences, as if to keep before our eyes the progressive his-

tory of our English Bible.

IIL

All history is a type, a parable. The hopes and the mis-

givings, the failures and the successes of the past reproduce

themselves in the present ; and it appeared to me that at

this crisis, when a revision of our English Bible is imminent,

we might with advantage study the history of that revised

translation, which alone among Biblical Versions can bear

comparison with our own in its circulation ahd influence.

And, first of all, in the gloomy forebodings which have ush-

ered in this scheme for a new revision, we seem to hear the

very echo of those warning voices, which happily fell dead on

the ear of the resolute Jerome. The alarming consequences

which some anticipate from any attempt to meddle with our

• History 0/ the English Bible, f. 158, IGO.

F
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time-honored version have their exact counterpart in the

apprehensions by which his contemporaries sought to deter

him. The danger of estranging divers churches and con-

gregations at present united in the acceptance of a common

Bible, and the danger of perplexing the faith of individual

believers by suggesting to them variations of text and uncer-

tainties of interpretation—these are now, as they were then,

the twin perils by which it is sought to scare the advocates

of revision.

Moreover, there is the like exaggerated estimate of the

amoimt of change which any body of revisers would proba-

bly introduce. To this we can only give the same answer

as Jerome. Not translation, but revision, is the object of all

who have promoted this new movement. There is no inten-

tion of snapping the thread of history by the introduction of

a new vereion. Our English Bible owes its unrivaled merits

to the principle of revision, and this principle it is proposed

once more to involse. " To whom ever," say the authors of

our Received Version, "was it imputed for a failing (by such

as were wise) to go over that which he had done, and to

amend it where he saw cause?" "Truly, good Christian

reader, we never thought from the beginning that we should

need to make a new translation, nor yet to make a bad one

a good one . . . but to make a good one better . . . that

hath been our endeavor, that our mark."

Nor again will the eminence of antagonists deter the pro-

moters of this movement, if they feel that they have truth on

their side. Augustine Avas a greater theologian, as well as a

better man, than Jerome. But in this matter he was treading

on alien ground ; he had not earned the right to speak. On

the other hand, a life-long devotion to the study of the Bibli-

cal text in the original languages had filled Jerome with the

sense alike of the importance of the work and of the responsi-

bility of his position. He could not be deterred by the fears

of any adversaries, however good and however able. He felt

the iron hand of a strong necessity laid upon him, and he
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could not choose but open out to others the stores of script-

ural wealth which he himself had been permitted to amass.

And again, we may take courage from the results which

followed from his design, dauntlessly and persistently carried

out. None of the perilous consequences which friend and foe

alike had foreboded did really ensue. There was, indeed, a

long interval of transition, during which the rival versions

contended for supremacy ; but no weakening of individual

faith, no alienation of churches, can be traced to this source.

The great schism of the Church, the severance of East and

West, was due to human passion and prejudice, to fraud, and

self-will, and ambition. History does not mention any re-

laxation of the bonds of union as the consequence ofJerome's

work. On the contrary, the Vulgate has been a tower of

strength to the Latin churches, as Jerome foresaw that it

would be. He labored for conscience sake, more than con-

tent if his work proved acceptable to one or two intimate

friends ; he sought not the praise of men ; his own genera-

tion viewed his labors with suspicion or hatred, and he has

been rewarded with the universal gratitude of after ages.

Nor is it uninstructive to observe that the very point on

which his contemporaries laid the greatest stress in tlieir

charges against him has come to be regarded by ourselves as

his most signal merit. To him we owe it that in the West-

ern churches the Hebrew original, and not the Septuagint

Version, is the basis of the people's Bible ; and that a broad

and indelible line has been drawn once for all between the

canon of the Old Testament as known to the Hebrew nation,

and the later accretions which had gathered about it in the

Greek and Latin Bibles. Thus we are reaping the fruits of

his courage and fidelity. We are the proper heirs of his la-

bors. The Articles of the Church of England still continue

to quote St. Jerome's authority for the distinction between

the canonical and apocryphal books, which the Council of

Trent did its best to obscure.

. But there is yet another lesson to be learned from the his-
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tovy ofJerome's revision. The circumstances of its reception

are full of instruction and encouragement. It owed nothing,

as we have seen, to official sanction ; it won its way by ster-

ling merit. Now let us suppose that the revision which we

are about to undertake is successfully accomplished. How
are we to deal with it ? Ifthe work commends itself at once

to all or to a large majority as superior to the present version,

then let it by all means be substituted by some formal au-

thorization. But this is quite too much to expect. Though

St. Jerome's revision was incomparably better than the Old

Latin, though the superiority of our received English version

to its predecessors is allowed on all hands, no such instanta-

neous welcome was accorded to either. They had to run the

gauntlet of adverse criticism ; they fought their way to ac-

ceptance inch by inch. I suppose that no one who takes

part in this new revision is so sanguine as to hope that his

work will be more tenderly treated. This being so, it does

not seem to be necessary, and it is perhaps not even advisa-

ble, that the now Revised Version, if successfully completed,

should at once authoritatively displace the old. Only let it

not be prohibited. Give it a fair field, and a few years will

decide the question of superiority. I do not myself consider

it a great evil that for a time two concurrent versions should

be in use. This, at least, seems a simple practical solution,

unless, indeed, there should be such an immediate conver-

gence of opinion in favor of the revised version as past ex-

perience does not encourage us to expect.

IV.

But let it be granted that the spectres which a timid ap-

prehension calls into being are scared away by the light of

liistory and experience, and that the dangerous consequences

of revision are shown to be imaginary; we have still to ask

whether there is sufficient reason for undertaking such a

work or (in other words) whether the defects of the existing
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version are such as to call for systematic amendment ? Here

again we are met by the same objection, of which our trans-

lators were obliged to take notice: "Many men's mouths,"

they write, " have been open a good while (and yet arc not

stopped) with speeches about the translation so long in hand

. . . and ask what may be the reason, what the necessity of

the employment : Hath the Church been deceived, say they,

all this while? Hath her sweet bread been mingled with

leaven, her silver with dross, her wine with water, her milk

with lime?"

In addressing myself to this question, I can not attempt

to give an exhaustive answer. Materials for such an answer

will be found scattered up and down Biblical Commentaries

and other exegetical works.* In Archbishop Trench's in-

structive volume On the Authorized Version of the New
Testament, published a few years ago, they are gathered into

a focus; and quite recently, in anticipation of the impending

revision. Bishop EUicott has stated the case concisely, giving

examples of different classes of errors which call for correc-

tion. For a fuller justification of the advocates of revision I

would refer to these .and similar works, confining myself to a

few more prominent points, in which our version falls behind

the knowledge of the age, and offering some examples in il-

lustration of each. While doing so, I shall be led necessarily

to dwell almost exclusively on the defects of our English Bi-

ble, and to ignore its merits. But I trust it will be unneces-

sary for mo, on this account, to deprecate adverse criticism.

No misapprehension is more serious or more unjust than the

assumption that those who advocate revision are blind to the

excellence of the existing version. It is the very sense of

this excellence which prompts the desire to make an admira-

ble instrument more perfect. On the other hand, they can

not shut their eyes to the fact that the assiduous labors of

scholars and divines during -two centuries and a half have

* For the literature of the subject, see Professor Plumptre's interesting ar-

ticle in Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, s.v. Version, Authorized, p. 1C79.
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not been fruitless, and they are naturally anxious to pour

into the treasury of the temple these accumulated gains of

many generations.

§1.

And first of all let us boldly face the fact that the most

important changes in which a revision may result will be due

to the variations of reading in the Greek text. It was not

the fault, it was the misfortune, of the scholars from Tyndale

downward, to whom we owe our English Bible, that the only

text accessible to them was faulty and corrupt. I need not

take up time in recapitulating the history of the received

text, which will be known to all. It is sufficient to state

that all textual critics are substantially agreed on this point,

though they may difier among themselves as to the exact

amount of change which it will be necessary to introduce.

No doubt, when the subject of various readings is men-

tioned, grave apprehensions will arise in the minds of some

persons. But this is just the case where more light is wanted

to allay the fears which a vague imagination excites. The

recent language of alarmists on this point seems incredible

to those who have paid any attention to the subject. I can

only state my own conviction that a study of the history and

condition of the Greek text solves far more difficulties than

it creates. More especially it brings out the fact of the very

early and wide diffusion of the New Testament writings

with a clearness and a cogency which is irresistible, and thus

bears most important testimony to their genuineness and in-

te<Trity. Even the variations themselves have the highest

value in this respect. Thus, for instance, when we find that

soon after the middle of the second century divergent read-

ings of a striking kind occur in St. John's Gospel, as, for in-

stance, fxovoytvitt Qtot and o fiovoyeyfit vloc (i., 18), we are led to

the conclusion that the text has already a history, and that

the Gospel, therefore, can not have been very recent. This

evidential value of textual criticism, moreover, shows itself
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in other ways.- I will select one instance, which has always

appeared to me very instructive, as illustrating the results of

this study—apparently so revolutionary in its methods, and

yet really so conservative in its ends.

The Epistle to the Ephesians, after having been received

by churches and individuals alike (so far as wo know), with-

out a single exception, from the earliest times, as the unques-

tioned work of the apostle whoso name it bears, Las been

challenged in our own generation. Now there is one for-

midable argument, and one only, against its genuineness. It

is urged with irresistible force that St. Paul could not have

written in this strain to a Church in which he had resided

for some three years, and with which he lived on the closest

and most affectionate terms. So far as regards reference to

persons or incidents, this is quite the most colorless of all St.

Paul's Epistles ; whereas we should expect to find it more

full and definite in its allusions than any other, except per-

haps the letters to Corinth. To this objection no satisfactory

answer can be given without the aid of textual criticism.

But from textual criticism jve learn that an intoUigent and

well-informed, though heretical writer of the second century,

called it an Epistle to the Laodiceans ; that in the opening

verse the words " in Ephesus" arc wanting in the two oldest

extant Greek MSS. ; that the most learned of the Greek fa-

thers in the middle of the third century—himself a textual

critic—had not the words in his copy or copies ; and that

another learned Greek father in the middle of the fourth

century declares tliem to be absent from the oldest manu-

scripts—not to mention other subsidiary notices tending in

the same direction. Putting these facts together, we get a

complete answer to the objection. The epistle is found to

be a circular letter, addressed probably to the churches of

Proconsular Asia, of which Ephesus was one and Laodicea

another. From Ephesus, as the metropolis, it derived its

usual title, because the largest number of copies in circula-

tion would be derived from the autograph sent thither ; but
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here and there a copy was extant in early times addressed to

some other Church (as Laodicea, for instance) ; and still more

commonly copies existed taken from some MS. in which the

blank for the name of the Church had not been filled up.

This circular character of the letter fully explains the ab-

sence of personal or historical allusions. Thus textual criti-

cism in this instance removes our difficulty ; but its services

do not end here. It furnishes a body of circumstantial evi-

dence which, I venture to think, must ultiipately carry irre-

sistible conviction as to the authorship of the letter, though

for the present some are found to hesitate. For these facts

supplied by textual criticism connect themselves with the

mention of the letter which the Colossians are charged to

get from Laodicea (Col. iv.,16), and this mention again com-

bmes with the strong resemblances of matter and diction, so

as to bind these two epistles inseparably together, while,

again, the Epistle to the Colossians is linked not less indis-

Bolubly with the letter to Philemon by the references to per-

son, and place, and circumstance. Thus the three epistles

form a compact whole, to resist the assaults of adverse criti-

cism. A striking amount of undesigned coincidence is gath-

ered together from the most diverse quarters, converging

unmistakably to one result. And the point to be observed

is, that many of these coincident elements are not found in

the epistles themselves, but in the external history of the

text, a circumstance which gives them a far higher evidential

value. For, even if it were possible to imagine a forger in

an uncritical age at once able to devise a series of artifices so

subtle and so complex as on the supposition of the spurious-

ness of one or all of these letters we are obliged to assume,

and willing to defeat his own purpose by tangling a skein

which it would require the critical'education of the nineteenth

century to unravel, yet there would remain the still greater

improbability that a man in such a position could have exer-

cised an effective control over external circumstances—the

diffusion and the subsequent history of his forgeries—such as

this hypothesis would suppose.
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This instance will illustrate my meaning when I alluded to

the conservative action of textual criticism, for such I con-

ceive to be its general tendency. But, in fact, the considera-

tion of consequences ought not to weigh with us in a matter

where duty is so obvious. It must be our single aim to place

the Bible irt its integrity, before the people of Christ; and, so

long as we sincerely follow the ti;uth, we can afford to leave

the consequences in God's hands ; and I can not too strongly

urge the truism (for truism it is) that the higher value we set

on the Bible as being or as containing the Word of God, the

greater (if we are faithful to our trust) will be our care to

ascertain the exact expressions of the original by the aid of

all the critical resources at our command. We have seen

that St. Jerome's courage was chiefly tried in the substitution

of a purer text, and that his fidelity herein has been recog-

nized as his greatest claim to the gratitude of after ages.

The work which our new revisers will be required to execute

is far less revolutionary than his. Where his task required

him to substitute a wholly new text in the Old Testament,

they will only be required to cancel or to change a word or

expression, or, in rare cases, a verse, here and there in the

New. Where he was faithful in great things, we may trust

that they will not be faithless in small.

The question, therefore, is not one of policy, but of truth.

Yet still it is well to face the probable results, because ap-

prehension is especially alive on this point, and because only

by boldly confronting the spectres of a vague alarm can we
hope to lay them.

Let us, then, first of all, set it down as nn unmixed gain

that we shall rid ourselves of an alliance which is a constant

source of weakness and perplexity to us. No more serious

damage can be done to a true cause than by summoning in

its defense a witness who is justly suspected or manifestly

perjured. Yet this is exactly the attitude which the verse re-

lating to the heavenly witnesses (1 John v., 7) bears towards

the great doctrine which it proclaims, so long as it retains a
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place in the Bible which wo put into the hands of the people.

Shortly after the question of revision was firat mooted, an

article on the subject appeared in a popular daily paper, in

which the writer, taking occasion to refer to this verse, com-

mitted himself to two statements respecting it : first, that

the passage in question had done much towards" promoting

the belief in the doctrine which it puts forward; and, scco?irf-

lij, that the interpolator knew well what he was about, and

used very efficient means to gain his end. Now both these

statements were evidently made in good- faith by the writer,

.and would, I suppose, bo accepted as true by a very large

number of his readers. But those who have given any spe-

cial attention to the subject know that neither will bear ex-

amination. The first contradicts the plain facts of history;

the second militates against the most probable inferences of

criticism. As regards the first point, it seems unqnestionable

that the doctrine was formally defined and firmly established

some time before the interpolation appeared. A study of

history shows that the Church arrived at the catholic state-

ment of the doctrine of the Trinity partly because it was in-

dicated in other passages of the New Testament (e. jr.. Matt.

xxviii.,19; 2 Cor. xiii.,14), and partly because it was the only

statement which, recognizing the fact of the Incarnation of

the Divine Word, was found at once to satisfy the instincts

of a devout belief and the requirements of a true philosophy

;

and that the text in question had not, and could not have,

any thing to do with its establishment. Indeed, the very

fact that it is nowhere quoted by the great controversial

writers of the fourth and fifth centuries has been truly re-

garded as the strongest evidence against its genuineness.

And in more recent times, when the doctrine began to be

challenged, the text was challenged also; so that at this stage

the doctrine did not gain, but lose, by the advocacy of a wit-

ness whose questionable character threw discredit upon it.

Again, the second statement equally breaks down when in-

vesti<Tated. Textual criticism shows that the clause contain-
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ing the three heavenly witnesses was not, in the first instance,

a deliberate forgery, but a comparatively innocent gloss,

which put a directly theological interpretation on the three

genuine witnesses of St. John—the spirit, and the water, and

the blood—a gloss which is given substantially by St. Au-

gustine, and was indicated before by Origen and Cyprian,

and which first thrust itself into the text in some Latin MSS.,

where it betrays its origin not only by its varieties of form,

but also by the fact that it occurs sometimes before and

sometimes after the mention of the three genuine witnesses

which it was intended to explain. Thus both these state-

ments alike break down, and we see no ground for placing

this memorable verse in the same category with such fictions

as the False Decretals, whether we regard its origin or its

results ; for, unlike them, it was not a deliberate forgery,

and, unlike them also, it did not create a dogma. I only

quote this criticism to show how much prejudice may be

raised against the truth by the retention of interpolations

like this; nor can we hold ourselves free from blame if such

statements are made and accepted so long as we take no

steps to eject from our Bibles an intrusive pass.age against

which external and internal evidence alike have pronounced

a decisive verdict. In this instance our later English I)il)les

have retrograded from the more truthful position of the ear-

lier. In Tyndale's, Coverdale's, and the Great Bibles, the

spurious words are placed in brackets and printed in a differ-

ent type, and thus attention is directed to their suspicious

character. In Luther's German Translation (in its original

form), as also in the Zurich Latin Bible of 1543, they were

omitted. In the Geneva Testament first, so far as I am aware,

and in the Bishops' Bible after it, the example was set, which

the translators of our Authorized Version unhappily followed,

of dispensing with these marks of doubtful genuineness, and

printing the passage uniformly with the context.

In other doctrinal passages where important various read-

ings occur, the solution will not be so simple; but in doubt-
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fal cases the margin may usefully be employed. Altogether,

the instances in which doctrine is directly or indirectly in-

volved are very few; and, though individual texts might be

altered, the balance of doctrinal statement would probably

not be disturbed by the total result, a change in one direction

being compensated by a change in the other. Thus, for in-

stance, if the reading " God was manifest in the flesh" should

have to give place to " Who was hianifest in the flesh" in 1

Tim. iii., 16, and retire to the margin, yet, on the other hand,

the " Only-begotten God" would seem to have equal or supe-

rior claims to "the Only-begotten Son" in John i., 18, and

must either supersede it, or claim a place side by side with it.

The passages which touch Christian sentiment, or histo-

ry, or morals, and which are afiected by textual difierences,

though less rare than the former, are still very few. Of these,

the pericope of the woman taken in adultery holds the first

place in importance. In this case a deference to the most

ancient authorities, as well as a consideration of internal evi-

dence, might seem to involve immediate loss. The best solu-

tion would probably be to place the passage in brackets, for

the purpose of showing, not, indeed, that it contains an un-

true narrative (for, whencesoever it comes, it seems to bear

on its face the highest credentials of authentic history), but

that evidence external and internal is against its being re-

garded as an integral portion of the original Gospel of St.

John. The close of St. Mark's Gospel should possibly be

treated in the same way. If I might venture a conjecture, I

should say that both the one and the other were due to that

knot of early disciples who gathered about St. John in Asia

Minor, and must have preserved more than one true tradition

of the Lord's life and of the earliest days of the Church, of

which some, at least, had themselves been eye-witnesses.*

Afain, in St. Luke's Gospel, it might be right to take ac-

• The account of the woman taken in adultery is known to have been re-

lated by Papias, a disciple of thia school, early in the second century, who

also speaks of the Gospel of St. Mark. Euseb.,n.E., iii. , 89.
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count of certain remarkable omissions in some texts, and

probably in these cases a marginal note would be the best

solution. Such, for instance, are the words addressed to

James andl^uke, ix.,55,"Ye know not of what spirit ye are;"

or the agony in the garden, xxii., 43, 44 ; or the solemn words

on the cross, xxiii., 34. It seems impossible to believe that

these incidents are other than authentic ; and as the text of

St. Luke's Gospel is perhaps exceptional in this respect (for

the omissions in St. John's Gospel are of a different kind),

the solution will suggest itself that the evangelist himself

may have issued two separate editions. This conjecture will

be confirmed by observing that in the second treatise of St.

Luke similar traces of two editions are seen where the pas-

sages omitted in many texts, though not important in them-

selves (e.^.,xxviii.,l 0,29),bear equal evidence of authenticity,

and are entirely free from suspicion on the ground that they

were inserted to serve any purpose, devotional or doctrinal.

On the other hand, some passages, where the external tes-

timony is equivocal or adverse, are open to suspicion, because

the origin of, or the motive for, the insertions or alterations

lies on the surface. Thus, in St. Luke, ii., 33, "his father" is

altered into " Joseph ;" and ten verses later, "Joseph and his

mother" is substituted for " his parents," evidently because

the transcriber was alarmed lest the doctrine of the Incarna-

tion might be imperiled by such language ; an alarm not

entertained by the evangelist himself, whose own narrative

directly precluded any false inference, and who therefore

could use the popular language without fear of misapprehen-

sion. And again, the mention of "fasting" in connection

with praying in not less than four passages (Matt, xvii.,21

;

Mark ix., 29 ; Acts x., 30 ; 1 Cor. vii., 5), in all of which it is

rejected by one or more of the best editors, shows an ascetic

bias ; though, indeed, there is ample sanction elsewhere in

• the New Testament for the practice which it was thus sought

to enforce more strongly. Again, allowance must be made

for the influence of liturgical usage in such passages as the
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doxology to the Lord's Prayer, Matt, vi., 13; and a similar ex-

planation may bo given of the insertion of the eunuch's con-

fession of faith preparatory to baptism, Acts viii.,37. And,

again, when a historical difficulty is avoided by a various

reading, this should be taken into account, as in Mark i., 1,

where, indeed, the substitution of iv rf 'Uaatif ry irpo^^rij for

the common reading iv ro7c irpo^qratc would introduce a diffi-

culty the same in kind, but less in magnitude, than already

exists in the received text of Matt, xxvii., 9. Or, lastly, the

desire to bring out the presence of a supernatural agency

may have had its influence in procuring the insertion of the

words describing the descent of the angel in John v., 3, 4.

On the other hand, in some cases these considerations of in-

ternal probability favor the existing text, where external evi-

dence taken alone might lead to a different result, as in 1

Cor. XV., 51, where the i-eceived reading Trdvrec ou rat/iijOijiro-

/icOa, TTavTtt St aXXayijfro/iEda, is SO recommended against navrtc

KOifiri6qirufu8a, nb jtoitec St aWayritrofuOa.

I believe that I have not only indicated (so far as my space

allows) the really important classes of various readings, but

given the most prominent illustrations in each instance. The

whole number of such readings, indeed, is small, and only a

very few remain after the examples already brought forward.

On the other hand, variations of a subordinate kind are more

numerous. These occur more frequently in the Gospel than

elsewhere, arising out of the attempt to supplement the evan-

gelical narrative by the insertion of a word or a clause from

another, or to bring the one into literal conformity with the

other by substitution or correction ; but no considerations of

moment are involved in the rectification of such passages. It

is very rarely indeed that a various reading of this class rises

to the interest of Matt, xix., 17, tI fit ipwr^q irtpi tov dyaOoD

(compared with Mark x., 18; Luke xviii., 19); and, for the

most part, they are wholly unimportant as regards any doc- •

trinal or practical bearing.

The same motive which operates so powerfully in the Gos-
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pels will also influence, though in a far less degree, the text

of those epistles which are closely allied to each other, as, for

instance, the Romans and Galatians, or the Ephesians and

Colossians, and will be felt, moreover, in isolated parallel pas-

sages elsewhere; but, for the most part, the corruptions in

the epistles are due to the carelessness of scribes, or to their

officiousness exercised on the grammar or the style. The

restoration of the best supported reading is in almost every

instance a gain, either as establishing a more satisfactory

connection of sentences, or as substituting a more forcible

expression for a less forcible {e. g.,irapa^o\ivaafitvog for irapa-

fiovXevirafityoc, Phil, ii., 30), or in other ways giving point to

the expression, and bringing out a better and clearer sense

(e.ff.yliom. iv., 19, Karevoriacv rii tavrov aHfia . . . tis he r/jv iiray-

yeXiav tov BtoD ov SitipiOij for oii Karevorjirey, I'.r.X., where the

point is that Abraham did fully recognize his own condition,

and notwithstanding was not staggered; or 2 Cor. i., 20, ei/

atrtJ TO vat, 2io ca! hi avTov to ctfifiv, c.r.X., where rai denotes the

fulfillment of the promise on the p.irt of God, and a/iiiv the

recognition and thanksgiving on the part of the Church, a

distinction which is obliterated by the received reading iv

aiirjf TO vat icai iv avT^ to ci/iijv; or 2 Cor. xii., 1 , Kav^aaBat St7, ov

avfiipipov fiiv, iXevaofiat Si, k.t.\., where the common text, kuv-

\atTOai hi) oil (Tw/j0t'pEc fiot, iXtvnofiai yap, k,t.\., is feeble in com-

parison). It is this very fact, that reading of the older au-

thorities almost always exhibits some improvement in the

sense (even though the change may be unimportant in itself),

which gives us the strongest assurance of their trustworthi-

ness as against the superior numbers of the more recent copies.

Altogether it may be safely affirmed that the permanent

value of the new, revision will depend in a great degree on

the courage and fidelity with which it deals with questions

of readings. If the signs of the times may be trusted, the

course which is most truthful will also be most politic. To

be conservative, it will be necessary to be adequate, for no

revision which fails to deal fairly with these textual problems
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can be lasting. Here also the example of St. Jerome is full

of encouragement.

§2.

From errors in the Greek text which our translators used,

we may pass on to faults of actual translation. And here I

will commence with one class which is not unimportant in

itself, and which claims to be considered first, because the

translators have dwelt at some length on the matter, and at-

tempted to justify their mode of proceeding. I refer to the

various renderings of the same word or words, by which arti-

ficial distinctions are introduced in the translation which have

no place in the original. This is perhaps the only point in

which they proceed deliberately on a wrong principle. " We
have not tied ourselves," they say in the Preface, " to a uni-

formity of phrasing or to an identity of words." They plead

that such a course would savor " more of curiosity than wis-

dom," and they allege the quaint reason that they might "be

charged (by scoffers) with some unequal dealing towards a

great number of English words" if they adopted one to the

exclusion of another, as a rendering of the same Greek equiv-

alent. Now, if they had restricted themselves within proper

limits in the use of this liberty, no fault could have been

found with this vindication ; but when the translation of the

same word is capriciously varied in the same paragraph, and

even in the same verse, a false effect is inevitably produced,

and the connection will in some cases be severed, or the read-

er more or less seriously misled in other ways. To what ex-

tent they have thus attempted to improve upon the original

by introducing variety, the following examples, though they

mi^rht be multiplied many times, will suffice to show.

Why, for instance, should we read in Matthew xvni., 33,

"Shouldest not thou also have had compassion {iXtij^ai) on

thv fellow-servant, even as I had pity {f,\(r,aa) on thee ;" or m

XX 20 " Then came to him the mother of Zebedcc's children

(yi^^ .lithher sons {yl^^f or in xxv.,32,"He shM separate
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{atpopiti) them one from another, as a shepherd divideth {a<popi-

fti) his sheep from the goats?" Why, in St. John xvi., 1,4, 6,

should Taiira 'KtXaKriKa vfiiv be rendered in three different ways

in the same paragraph: "These things have I spoken unto

you," " These things have I told you," " I Iiavo said these

things unto you;" or St. Thomas be made to say, ^^Put my
finger," and ^^ Thrust my hand," in the same verse, thougli

the same Greek word jiaXto stands for both (xx., 25) ? Why
again, in tlie Acts (xxvi., 24, 25), should Festus cry, "Paul,

thou art beside thyself" (yati-ri, IlaDXf), and St. Paul reply, "I

am not mad, most noble Festus" (ou fiaiynfiai, tcpuTtari 4>»7oTf) ?

Why, in the Epistle tp the Romans (x., 15), should ol tto^cc riiv

luayycXiiofjtivwy tlprii'riv, tUv ivayyeXtiofitruy Ta ayaOa be trans-

lated " the feet of them that preach the Gospel of peace, and

bring glad tidings of good things ?" Why, in the same epis-

tle (xv., 4, 5), should we read, " That we through patience and

comfort of the Scriptures (Sta rijc vTrofioyijQ ko'i rijc TTapaicXiitniitc

tSiv ypa^CJv) should have hope," and in the next sentence,

"Now tlie God of patience and consolation (o QtiiQ rijc virofio-

yTit Kai rng vapaKXt'iatuis) grant you to be like minded," though

the words are identical in the two clauses, and tlie repetition

is obviously intended by St. Paul? And why again, in the

salutations at the end of this epistle, as also of others, should

uanaaaoBi be translated now " salute" and now " greet," tlie

two renderings being interchanged capriciously and without

any law ? Again, in the First Epistle to the Corinthians, iii.,

17, the same word ^Odpuv is differently translated, "If any

man defile (<f>Oiipu) the temple of God, him shall God destroy

(^flfjon)," though the force of the passage depends on the iden-

tity of the sin and the punishment. And in a later passage

(x., 16 seq.), koivuvoX tov OvmaaTtipiov is translated "partakers

of the altar," and two verses below, uoivuvoi tUv latfioiduv,

"have fellowship with devils," while (to complete the confu-

sion) in a preceding and a succeeding verse the rendering "be

partakers" is assigned to fierixen', and in the same paragraph

koivuyia tov atfxaTO{,rou truiftaroQ, is translated " commwiion of

G
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the blood, of the body." The exigencies of the English might

demand some slight variation of rendering here, but this ut-

ter confusion is certainly not required ; and yet this passage

is only a sample of what occurs in numberless other places.

Again, in the same epistle (xii., 4 seq.), it is not easy to see

why SiatpiaeiQ yapuriiaTuf, SiaipiactQ otaKoviUVf Siaipiauc kvipyrifia-

Tuv, are translated respectively "diversities of gifts," "differ-

ences of administration," "diversities of operations," while in

the same passage ivcpyiifiara is rendered first operations aind'

then working. Each time I read the marvelous episode on

charity in the xiiith chapter, I feel with increased force the

inimitable delicacy, and beauty, and sublimity of the render-

ing, till I begin to doubt whether the English language is not

a better vehicle than even the Greek for so lofty a theme

;

yet even heie I find some blemishes of this kind. Thus, in

the 8th verse, tlie same English word " fail" is given as a ren-

dering for both iKniirTttv and Karapyi'iaBai, while conversely the

same Greek word KaTapyeloBai is translated first by^aj7 and

then by vanish away, and two verses afterward, where it oc-

curs again, by a third expression, be done away. This word

Karapytiv is translated with the same latitude later on also

(xv., 24, 26), " When he shall have put down (i.-arapyi((r/)) all

rule, and all authority, and power,'' and immediately after-

ward, "The last enemy tliat shall be destroyed {Karapyurai)

is death." Let me add another instance from this epistle, for

it is perhaps the most characteristic of ail. In xv., 27, 28,

the word {nroTaaanv occurs six times in the same sense within

two verses; in the first three places it is rendered 7>m< under,

in the fourth be subdued, in the fifth be subject, while in the

last place the translators return again to their first rendering

put wider. Nay, even the simple word \oyia, when it occurs

in successive verses (xvi.,!, 2), has a different rendering, first

" collection" and then " gathering."

The Second Epistle to the Corinthians is especially remark-

able for the recurrence, through whole sentences oi- para-

graphs, of the same word or words, which thus strike the'
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key-note to the passage. This fact is systematically disre-
garded by our translators, who, impressed with the desire of
producing what they seem to have regarded as an agreeable
variety, failed to see that in such cases monotony Ts force
Thus, in the first chapter, the words rapaKaXuu, Tapa.Xnmc,
and eXifiin; eXiiPic, occur again and again. In the rendering
of the first our translates are divided between comfort and
consolation, and of the second between tribulation, trouble
and affliction. Again, in the opening of the second chapter'
where the tone is given to the paragraph by the frequent
repetition of Xi;,r,, Xvmly, we have three distinct reiideringe
heaviness, sorrow, grief. Again, in the third chapter, several
instances of this fault occur. I„ the first verse this passion
for variety is curiously illustrated. They render ^.<rran.i.
iiriTToXdy npdc i/i"c V ('£ {,fiQy avaraniciiv by "Upistles of com-
mendation to you or letters ofcommendation from you," where
even in supplying a word (which were better loft out alto-
gether) they make a change, though in the original the ad-
jectives refer to the same substantive. In tliis same chapter,
again, they hover between sufficient and able as a rendering'
ofkavoc, kavovy, imy6rr,c (ver. 5, 6), wliilc later on they inter-
change abolish and done away for Karapyi-iaOai (ver. 7, 13, 14),
and fail to preserve the connection of uyaKCKaXvfjfil,y (ver. 18)
witli K^Xvfifia (ver. 13 seq.) and dm^aXuirro/it.'oi/ (ver. 14) and
of KeKaXvfifii.'oy {xv., 3) with all three. Again, in the fifth chap-
ter, ipSnfii-iv is rendered in the same context to be at home and
to be present (ver. 6, 8, 9), where the former rendering, more-
over, in ver. 6, obscures the direct opposition to k^nfiuy, this
last word being rendered throughout to be absent; and a little
later (ver. \0)tTovc jrarrac Vftas (pavEpweijyai, k.t.X., is translated
"We must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ,"
where, independently of the fatal objection that appear gives
a wrong sense (for the context lays stress on the manifesta-
tion of men's true characters at the great day), this render-
ing is still further faulty, as severing the connection with
what follows immediately (ver. 11)," We are made manifest
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{n(^avtpi)fitQa) unto God, and I trust also are made manifest

{ireijtayepiiadai) in your consciences." Again, in vii., 7, conso-

lation and comfort are once more interchanged for irapaKaXciv,

irapai:\t)ais i
in viii., 10,11, 12, ro diXuv is translated to he for-

ward and to will, and Trpodv/ila readiness and a willing mind

in successive verses ; in ix., 2, 3, 4, 5, ready &aA prepared are

both employed in rendering vaptOKeiiaaTai, irapiOKtvaajiivoi, awa-

paacciiairrowc, while conversely the single expression "be ready"

is made to represent both iraptoKivaarai and troi'/iijf tlvm ; in

X., 13,15,16, Kayiir, after being twice translated rule, is varied

in the third passage by line; in xi.,16, 17, 18, the rendering

of ifauxfiirOai, nawxifric, is diversified by boast and glory ; and

in xii., 2, 3,ouic olSa, 6 Gtoc olScv, is twice translated "I can not

tell, God knoweth," while elsewhere in these same verses olla

is rendered " I foiew," and oW oTSa, " I can not tell'" This re-

pugnance to repeating the same word for olSa has a parallel

in Jphn xvi., 30, where vvv oilafnv on olSac vavra is given,

" Now are we sure that thou knowest all things."

Nor is there any improvement in the later books, as the fol-

lowing instances, taken almost at random from a very large

number which might have been adduced, will show : Phil, ii.,

13," It is God which worketh {ivtpyHv) in you both to will and

to do {ifipyuy) ;" Phil, iii., 3 sq., " And have no confidence (ov

irtiroiOortc) in the flesh ; Though I might also have confidence

(ixu>y irtwoiOricty) in the flesh ; If any other man thinketh that

he hath whereof Ae might trust (?o«i irtjroiOtVai) in the flesh,

I

more . . . as touching the law {kotu vufiov), a Pharisee ;
con-

cerning zeal (Kara (ijXot), persecuting the Church ;
touching

the righteousness {Karh iiKaioaiyv'') which is in the law, blame-

less;" 1 Thess. ji.,4, "As we were allowed (hioKiftaaftida) of

God ... not as pleasing men, but God, which trieth {ioKt^i-

(oyri) our hearts ;" 2 Thess. i., 6, "To recompense tribulation to

them that trouble you" {AyrairoSovrai to7c OXipouoiy b^&t eXi^^ty);

Heb. viii., 1 3, " He hath made the first old {wewaXaiuKiy nj*/ irpi,-

TJiy)
• now that which decayeth {,ra\mov^iyoy) and waxeth old

(y,pLo.) is ready to vanish away;" James ii., 2, 3, "If there
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come (ciircXVp) unto your assembly a man with a gold ring in

goodly apparel (ey iaOiin Xaftvp^), and there come in (iiaiXBrf)

also a poor man in vile raiment {iaBijTi), and ye have respect

to him that weareth the gay clothing (ri)i' inBiJTu Tt/y Xafivpuy),

etc. ;" 2 Pet. ii., 1, 3, "Who privily shall bring in damtiable her-

esies {a'lpiatiQ aiTuiXuai) . . . and bring on themselves swift

destruction (ouriiXtiaf) . . . and their damnation {aniiXtta)

slumbcreth not;" 1 John v., 9, 10," This is the witness (jiaprv

pia) of God which he hath testified (jicfiapTvptikey) of his Son

. . . He believeth not the record (fiapTvpiay) that God gave

(juiiapTvpriKcv) of his Son ;" Rev. i., 15,"His voice (•/iwj'i/) as the

sound {(jtbiyfi) of many waters ;" iii., 1 7, " I am rich {TrXovtrws)

and increased in goods (imrXovrtiKa) ;" xvii., 6, 7," And when I

saw her,I wondered {iBalifiaaa) with great admiration {davfia) ;

and the angel said unto me, Wherefore didst thou marvel

(fOau/jaffof) :" xviii., 2, " And the hold {(pvXaK>i) of every foul

spirit, and a cage {(^vXaKi]) of every unclean and hateful bird."

In the instances hitherto given the variation of rendering

is compai'atively unimportant, but for this very reason they

serve well to illustrate the wrong principle on which our trans-

lators proceeded. In such cases, no more serious consequences

may result than a loss of point and force ; but elsewhere the

injury done to the understanding of the passage is graver.

Thus, when the English reader finds in St. Matthew xxv., 46,

"These shall go away into everlasting (alutywy) punishment,

but the righteous into life eternal {aliiyiov')" he is led to spec-

ulate on the difference ofmeaning between " everlasting" and
" eternal," if he happens to have any slight acquaintance with

modei'n controversy, and he will most probably be led to a

wrong conclusion by observing different epithets used, more

especially as the antithesis of the clauses helps to emphasize

the difference. Or take instances where the result will not

be misunderstanding, but non-understanding. Thus, in the

apocalyptic passage 2 Thess. ii., 6, 7," And now ye know what

withholdeth (ro Karix^y) . . . only he who now letteth (6 Kari-

X(ay &pn) will let," the same word should certainly have been
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repeated, that the identity of the thing signified might be

clear; and in the doctrinal statement,Col. ii., 9, 10,"In him
dwelleth all the fulbiess {to vXi'ipwfia) of the Godhead bodily,

and ye are complete {irewXripufiivot) in him," it was still more
necessary to preserve the connection by a similar rendering,

for the main idea of the second clause is the communication

ofthe irX^pu/ia which resides in Christ to the believers (comp.

Ephes. i., 23). Again, the word Qpuvot in the Revelation is

translated throne when it refers to our Lord, but seat when it

refers to the faithful (iv., 4 ; xi., 16*) or when it refers to Sa-

tan (ii., 13 ; xvi., 10). Now by this variation, as Archbishop

Trench has pointed out,f two great ideas which run through

this Book, and indeed, we may say, through the whole of the

New Testament, are obliterated ; the one, that the true serv-

ants of Christ are crowned with him and share his sovereign-

ty; the other, that the antagonism of the Prince of Darkness

to the Prince of Light develops itself in " the hellish parody

of the heavenly kingdom." And in other passages, again, the

connection between different parts of the same discourse or

the same narrative is severed. Thus, in St. Luke xix., 13, 15,

the nobleman, going into a far country, gives charge to his

servants rrpayfiarevaaaOe iv ^ ipxofiai, and when he re-

turns he summons them ti'O yvf [or ycoi] tIq n linrpayfiartv-

oavTo. If the former had been translated,"7Varfe ye till I

come," it would then have corresponded to the nobleman's

subsequent demand of them to " know how much each man

had gained by trading." But the rendering of our transla-

tors," Occt/py till I come," besides involving a somewhat un-

intelligible archaism, disconnects the two, and the first indi-

cation which the English reader gets that the servants were

expected to employ the money in trade is when the master at

length comes to reckon with them. Another instance, where

the connection is not, indeed, wholly broken (for the context

will not suffer this), but greatly impaired, is Matt, v., 15, 16,

* Rev.iv., 4, "And round the throne {Qpovov) were four-and-twenty scats

(Bpovoi)." t On the Authorized Version, p. 80 seq.
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Xa/iirti xaffic roic iy rq oiicif' ovTut \afi\paTU to (fiws i/fiSiy f^B-poo-fltf

Tiiy avOpiiirii>v, which should run, "It ahineth upon all that arc

in the house : Even so let your light 8hi7ie before men, etc.''

But in our translation, "It giveth light unto all that are in the

house : Let your light so shine befoi'e men that they may sec

your good works, etc.," the two sentences are detached from

each other by the double error of rendering Xa/iirti, Xa/zi/^Hrw by

different words, and ofmisunderstanding oKruc. I say "misun-

derstanding," because the alternative that " so" is a mere am-

biguity of expression seems to be precluded by the fact that

in our Communion Service the words "Let your light so shine

before men, etc.," detached from their context, are chosen as

the initial sentence at the Offertory, where the correct mean-

ing, " in like manner," could not stand.

This love of variety might be still further illustrated by

their treatment of the component parts of words. Thus there

is no reason why n-oXu/itpwe »-'ai xoXurpoTrug in Ileb. i., 1, should

be translated " At sundry times and in divers manners," even

though for want of a better word we should allow the very

inadequate rendering times to pass muster, where the original

points to the Aivers parts of one great comprehensive scheme.

And again, in Mark xii.,39 (comp. Matt. xxiii.,6),it is equally

difficult to see why irpioTOKadtZpiaq IV toIq avvayioyaiq kqi irpu)-

TOKXtaias iv Toig Silvvoig should be rendered " the chief scats in

the synagogues and the uppermost rooms at feasts." On the

archaic rendering "room" for the second element in TrpurotXi-

aia I shall have something to say hereafter.

These instances which have been given will suffice. But,

in fact, examples illustrating this misconception of a transla-

tor's duty are sown broadcast over our New Testament, so

that there is scarcely a page without one or more. It is due

to our translators, however, to say, that in many cases which

I have examined they only perpetuated and did not intro-

duce the error, which may often be traced to Tyndale himself,

from whom our version is ultimately derived ; and in some in-

stances his variations are even greater than theirs. Thus, in
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a passage already quoted, 1 Cor. xii., 4 seq.,he has three dif-

ferent renderings of iiaipeattc in the three successive clauses

where they have only two: "Ther are diversities of gyftes

verely, yet but one sprete, and ther are differences of admin-

istration and yet but one lordc, and ther are divers vianei's

of operacions and yet but one God;" and in Rom. xvi.,his in-

terchanges of "salute" and "greet" are still more frequent

than theirs. Of all the English versions the Rhemish alone

has paid attention to this point, and so far compares advan-

tageously with the rest, to which in most other respects it is

confessedly inferior. And I suppose that the words of our

Translators' Preface, in which they attempt to justify their

course, must refer indirectly to this Roman Catholic Version,

more especially as I find that its Latinisms arc censured in

the same paragraph. If so, it is to be regretted that preju-

dice should have blinded them to a consideration of some

importance.

But not only is it necessary to preserve the same word in

the same context and in the same book; equal care should

bo taken to secure uniformity where it occurs in the same

connection in different passages and different books. Thus,

where quotations are given once or more from the Old Testa-

ment in the New, the rendering should exhibit (as far as pos-

sible) the exact coincidence with or divergence from the

original and one another in the language. Again, when the

same discourses or the same incidents are recorded by differ-

ent evangelists, it is especially important to reproduce the

features of the original, neither obliterating nor creating dif-

ferences. Again, in parallel passages in allied epistles, as, for

instance, those of St. Paul to the Romans and Galatians, or to

the Colossians and Ephesians, or the Epistle of St. Jude and

the Second Epistle of St. Peter, the exact amount of resem-

blance should be reproduced, because questions of date and

authenticity are affected thereby. Again, in the writings

which claim the same authorship, as, for instance, the Gospel

and Epistles and the Apocalypse of St. John, the similarity

/
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of diction should be preserved. Tliough this will be a some-

what laborious task, let us hope that our new revisers will

exercise constant vigilance in this matter. As the authors

of our Received Version allowed themselves so much license

in the same context, it is no surprise that they did not pay-

any attention to these coincidences of language which occur

in separate parts of the New Testament, and which did not,

therefore, force themselves on their notice.

Of their mode of dealing with quotations from the Old Tes-

tament, one or two instances will suffice by way of illustra-

tion.

Deut. xxxii., 35 is twice quoted in exactly the same words.

In our English Version it appears in these two forms

:

Rom. xii., 19. Ileb. x., 30.

Vengeance is mine: I will Vengeance belongeth unto

repay, saith the Lord. me, I will recompense, saith

the Lord.

Again, the same words, Gen. xv., 6 (LXX.), iKoyiixdi) aWf
tic Sik-aioffivi/c, are given with these variations: Rom. i v., 3,

"It was counted unto him for righteousness;" Rom.iv.,22, "It

was imputed unto liira for righteousness ;" Gal. iii., 6, " It was

accounted to him for righteousness" (with a marginal note,

" or imputed") ; James ii., 23, " It was imputed to him for

righteousness;" while in an indirect reference to it, Rom. iv.,

9 (in the immediate context of two of these divergent render-

ings), a still further variation is introduced: "We say that

faith was reckoned to Abr.aham for righteousness."

Again, raXwi^tt TrXrjSoc a/iapnwv (from Prov. x.,12) is trans-

lated in James v., 20, " shall hide a multitude of sins," and in

1 Pet. i v., 8, "shall cover the multitude of sins" (with a mar-

ginal reading " will" for " shall").

The variation in the last instance which I shall give is still

more astonishing, because the two quotations of the same

passage (Psa. xcv., 11) occur in the same context.

S
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Heb. iii.,11. Heb. iv.,3.

So I aware in my wrath, As I have sworn iu my

They shall not enter into my y/iath,I/they shall enter into

rest. ™y ""est;

Here there is absolutely no difference in the Greek of the

two passages; and, as the argument is continuous, no justifi-

cation of the various renderings can be imagined.

On the parallel narratives of the different evangelists it

will not be necessary to dwell, because this part of the sub-

ject has been discussed at some length elsewhere.* I will

content myself with three examples. The first, which affects

only the diction, is a fair sample of the defects of our ver-

sion in this respect, because it is in no way striking or excep-

tional.

Matt, xvi., 26.

Ti yap li^fXeTrat

&vOpuiTOC, cav roy Koa-

fiov oXov Kfpltiari, rqv

?£ ^vxflv avTOV lirifii-

"For what is a

man profited, if he

shall gain the whole

world and lose his

own soul ?"

Mark viii.,36.

Ti yap biijieXriau av-

Bpiiiirov, lav KtpSqirj)

Tov Koa^ov o\oy, koj

avTOU ;

"For what shall

it profit a man, if he

shall gain the whole

world and lose his

own soul ?"

Luke ix., 25.

Ti yap iipeXinai av-

0pti)TOt, wpSq<rac roi'

Koayiov o\ov, kavrov It

aTToXcVac ») l^r\fiiM)6i.ii;

"For what is a

man advantaged, if

he gain the whole

world, and lose him-

self, or bo cast

away?"

Here the coincidences and divergences of the first two evan-

gelists are fairly preserved, but the relations of the third to

either are wholly confused or obliterated.

My second example shall be of a different kind, where the

variation introduced affects not the expression only, but the

actual interpretation.
. ^ T.r i

In the explanation of the parable of the sower m St. Mark

• See, for instance, Dean Alford's Bjj-way, ofNew Testament Criticism,

Contemporary Beview, July, 18G8.
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iv.,16, 01 iwl ra ircTpwSri owtipufitvoi is properly translated "they

which are sown on stony ground," and the corresponding ex-

pressions are treated similarly; but in St. Matthew xiii., 20,

6 t'lrJ TO. KiTpitlm anapitc becomes "He that received the seed into

stony places," where (besides minor variations) the person is

substituted for the seed, and the corresponding expressions

throughout the parable are manipulated similarly iu defiance

of grammar. This rendering is unhappy on many accounts.

Besides making the evangelists say different things, it has

the still further disadvantage that it destroys one main idea

in the parable, the identification (for the purposes of the par-

able) of the seed wJien soion with the person himself, so that

the life, and growth, and decay of the one are coincident with

the life, and growth, and decay of the other. The form of

expression in St. Luke (viii., 14, ro he fie raz iiKovQaQ irtaov ovroi

iiaiv oi &Ko'.aavTCi) brings out this identity more prominently;

but it is expressed not obscurely in the other evangelists, and

should not have been obliterated by our translators in one

of them through an ungrammatical paraphrase.

My third example concerns the treatment of a single word.

In the account of the scenes preceding the Crucifixion, men-
' tion is made of a certain building which by three of the evan-

gelists is called irpaiTupwv. In St. Matthew (xxvii., 21) it is

translated "common-hall," with a margin.!! alternative "gov-

ernor's house ;" in St. John (xviii., 28, 33 ; xix., 9), " hall of

judgment" and "judgment-hall," with a marginal alterna-

tive, " Pilate's house," in the first passage; while in St. Mark
(xv., 16) it is reproduceii in the English as " priEtorium." It

should be added that this same word, when it occurs in the

same sense, though referring to a different locality, in Acts

xxiii., 35, is rendered "judgment-hall," though a "judgment-

hall" would obviously be an unfit place to keep a prisoner in

ward; and again, in Phil, i., 13, tV oXj) r^ vpairiopiui (where

probably it signifies the " prsetorian army," but where our

English translators have taken it to mean another siich build-

ing), it appears as " palace." This last rendering might very
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properly have been adopted in all the passages in the Gos-

pels and Acts, as adequately expressing the meaning.

So, also, in those epistles which are allied to each other,*

the treatment of identical words and expressions is neither

more nor less unsatisfactory than in the Gospels.

In the instances already given, though there may be differ-

ences of opinion as to the importance of the subject, all prob-

ably will agree on the main point, that it is advisable to pre-

serve uniformity of rendering. The illustration which I shall

next select is more open to criticism; and as Archbishop

Trench, and Dean Alford, and the Five Clergymen all take a

diflFerent view from my own,f I can hardly hope that my ar-

gument will carry general conviction. Yet the case seems

to be strong. I refer to the translation of TrapdkXijroc in the

Gospel and in the First Epistle of St. John. In the former it

is consistently translated Comforter (xiv., 16, 26 ; xv., 26 ;
xvi.,

7), while in the one passage where it occurs in the latter (ii.,

1)' the rendering Advocate is adopted. Is there sufficient

reason for this difference ? No one, probably, would wish to

alter the word "Advocate" in the Epistle, for the expressions

in the context, " with the Father," "Jesus Christ the riffht-

eous (Saaiov)," "a propitiation for our sins," fix the sense, so

that the passage presents a sufficiently close parallel with the

common forensic language of St. Paul. (e.g., Rom. in., 24-26).

But why should the same word be rendered "Comforter m
,

the Gospel ? Now I think it m.iy fairly be maintained,/rs«,

that the word napi.\r,ro, in itself means "Advocate," and can

not mean "Comforter;" and, seccidly, that the former ren-

dering is more appropriate to the context in all the passages

in which it occurs.

. See Blunfs Dutie, of the Parish Prie»t, p. 71 ;
EUicotfs Revision of the

Yette Igrees substantially with the view of the meaning wh.ch I have mam-

tained in the text.
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On ihe first point—the meaning of the word—usage ap-

pears to be decisive. It commonly signifies " one who is sum-

moned to the side of another (TrapataXeTrai)" to aid him in a

court of justice, and more particularly "an advocate" or "a

pleader," being applied especially to the "counsel for the <?e-

_/ensc/"* nor, so far as I am aware, does it ever bear any other

sense, except perhaps in some later ecclesiastical writers whose

language has been influenced by a false interpretation of these

passages in St.John. In other words 7rapa(.Xijroe is passive, not

active ; one who 7rapacaXe7ra(, not one who irapataXtJ ; one who
" is summoned to plead a cause," not one who " cxiiorts, or en-

courages, or comforts." Nor, indeed, if we compare the sim-

ple word cXrjroc and the other compounds avacXj/roc, tytXT/roc,

ticitXijroe, <7r('KX»)roc, <Tuy<.Xj)roc, etc., or if we observe the general

rule affecting adjectives similarly formed from transitive

verbs, does it seem easy to assign an active sense to irapukXij-

Toc- Yet it can hardly be doubted that the rendering " Com-

forter" was reached by attributing this active force to irapa-

icXr/rof , and that therefore it arises out of an error ; for the

Holy Spirit, the Paraclete, is again and again explained by the

fathers as one who 5rapa».-aX£i,f encourages or comforts men

;

and the fact that even Greek writers are found to explain the

* See Ilermnnn, Griech. Antiq., iii., § 143, p. 320. The origin of this sense

is illustrated by such jassages as ^schines c. Ctesiph.
, § 200, icai ri Sii oc Aij-

fioaBivri irapoKaXtiv ; oTav I' VTrip-TrijSliaac rijv Smaiav niroXoyiav itapa-

raXyc KaKovpyov avdp<i)irov ica'i rfx''<ri)i' Xdyuv, rXiTrreif Trjv aKp6amv,K.T.\.

t So Origen, De Princ, ii., 7 (i., p. 93), a passage which unfortunately is

extant only in the Latin, but in which (if correctly represented) Origen tnlies

TraparXijroc both in the Gospel and in the Epistle in on active sense, explain-

ing it, however, consolator in the Gospel and deprecator in the Epistle. See

also Cyril of Jerusalem, Ca<ecA. J xvi., 20 (p. 255), jroprieXijrof Ii jcoXtlrot Sii

TO TzapaKaXtiv Kat napapvQtiaQai Kai avvavTi\afif3avetj9ai rijc daOtvtiaQ r'lfiiitv.

And many of the Greek fathers explain it similarly. The fact to be obsened

is, that even in the Epistle, where it manifestly has the sense "Advocate," they

equally derive it from irapataXiiv, and not irapaicaXciadai, thus giving it an

active force, whereas the passage quoted in the last note shows that the mciin-

ing "Advocate" is not to be derived in this way. The Latin fathers gener-

ally follow the old Latin "Advocatus;" but Hilary, though most frequently

giving "Advocatus," yet once, at least, rendera it "Consolator" (in Psalm.

cxxv., i., p. 4GI).
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word thus is the only substantial argument (so far as I know)

which has been brought against the view here maintained.

It is urged, indeed, that the word " Comforter," being derived

from the Latin " confortator," " strcngthener," and therefore

implying something more than " comfort" in the restricted

sense of "consolation," adequately represents the function of

the TrapdkXtjroc, who thus strengthens the cause and confirms

the courage of the accused at the bar ofjustice. But the his-

tory of the interpretation, as already given, shows that this

rendering was not reached in the way assumed, but was based

on a grammatical error, and therefore this account can only

be accepted as an apology after the fact, and not as an ex-

planation of the fact. Moreover, it is not fair translating to

substitute a subordinate and accidental conception for the

leading sense of a word. And, lastly, whatever may be the

derivation of" Comforter," the word does not now suggest

this idea to the English reader.

But, «ccoM%, if" Advocate" is the only sense which irapd-

KX»iroc can properly bear, it is also (as I can not but think) the

sense which the context suggests wherever the word is used

in the Gospel. In other words, the idea of pleading, arguing,

convincing, instructing, convicting, is prominent in every in

Stance.* Thus, in xiv., 16 seq., the Paraclete is described as

the "Spirit o{ truth" whose reasonings fall dead on the ear of

the world, and are vocal only to the faithful (5 6 k-<J<T/ioc oi, Si-

lara. Xa/Sti.' . . . hfiile yiviiffwrt aM). In xiv, 26, again, the

function of the Paraclete is described in similar language, " He

shall teach you all things, and remind you of all things." In

XV., 26, he is once more designated the " Spirit of truth," and

here the office assigned to him is to bear witness of Christ.

And, lastly, in xvi.,7 seq.,the idea pf the ^^feacZer appears still

more definitely in the context, for it is there declared that "he

In xiv 1 8 the English Version, " I will not leave you comfortkn," lends

a fictitiona aid to the Bense "Comforter," to which the original o« a^/i^u, .,^ac

Ap0« voic gives no eneouragement. The marg.n.however, offers the altein-

ative "orphans" for fp^avovt-
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shall convince" or "convict {IXey^i) the world of sin, and of

righteousness, and ofjudgment." And generally it may be

said that the Holy Spirit, the Paraclete, is represented in these

passages as the Advocate, the Counsel, who suggests true rea-

sonings to our minds and true courses of action for our lives,

who convicts our adversary the World of wrong, and pleads

our cause before God our Father. In short, the conception

(though somewhat more comprehensive) is substantially the

same as in St. Paul's language when describing the function

of the Holy Ghost: "The Spirit itself beareth witness with

our spirit that we are children of God;" "The Spirit helpeth

our infirmities ; for we know not what we should pray for as

we ought, but the Spirit itselfmaketh intercession for us with

groanings which can not be uttered (Rom. viii., 16, 26.)"

Thus, whether we regard the origin of the word, or wheth-

er we consider the requirements of the context,* it would seem

that " Comforter" should give way to "Advocate" as the iu-

* In a case like this we should naturally expect tradition to nid in deter-

mining the correct sense, and for this purpose sliould apply to the earliest ver-

sions as giving it in its best authenticated form ; but in the instance before us

Ihey do not render as much assistance as usual. (I.) The Uld Latin seems

certainly to have had Advocatua originally in all the four passages of the Gos-

pel, as also in the passage of the Epistle. It is true that in the existing texts

Paraclettu (or Paraclitus) occurs in one or more of the passages, and in some

MSS. in the others ; but the earliest quotations from Tertulliun onward must

be considered decisive on this point, t-o far, therefore, tradition favors llio

sense which I om maintaining. Jerome retained the Greek word " I'aracle-

tus" in the Gospel, but gave " Advocatus" in the Epistle. It would appear,

however, that " I'aracletns" had already displaced " Advocotus" in some pas-

sages in the Gospel in one or more of the many texts of the Old Latin which

were current in the fourth century. (2.) In the Syriac versions the Greek

word is retained. This is the case with the Curetonian in John xiv., IG (the

only passage preserved in this version), and with the Peshito throughout in

both the Gospel and the Epistle. (3.) In the Egyptian versions also this is

generally the case. In the Memphitic TrapdirXijToc appears in all the passages.

In the Thebaic the rendering is different in the Gospels and in the Epistle.

In the Epistle it is given, "One that prayeth (entreateth) for (over) us;" but

in the Gospel (at least in xiv. , IG ; xv. , 2G) the Greek word is retained. These

parts of the Gospel in the Thebaic Version are not published, so far as I am
aware ; but I am enabled to state these facts from some manuscript additions

made by Dr.Tattam in my copy ofWoide which was formerly in his ))osBOssion.
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terpretation of irapa.X^roc The .void " Comforter" docs in-

deed express a true office of the Holy Spirit, as our most heart-

felt experiences will tell us. Nor has the rendering, though

inadequate, been without its use in fixing this fact in our

minds; but the function of the Paraclete, as our Advocate, is

even more important, because wider and deeper than tins.

Nor will the idea of the "Comforter" be lost to us by the

chan-e,for the English Te Deum will still remain to recall

this office of the Paraclete to our remembrance, while the res-

toration of the correct rendering in the passages of St. Johns

Gospel will be in itself an unmixed gain. Moreover (and this

is no unimportant fact), the language of the Gospel will thus

be linked in the English Version, as it is in the original, with

the lan-uage of the Epistle. In this there will be a twofold

advanta.rc. We shall see fresh force in the words thus ren-

dered " IIo will give you another Advocate," when we re-

member that our Lord is styled by St. John our "Advocate:

the advocacy of Christ illustrating and being illustrated by

the advocacy of the Spirit. At the same time, we shall bring

out another of the many coincidences tending to establish an
.

identity of authorship in the Gospel and Epistle, and thus to

make valid for the former all the evidences, external and in-

ternal, which may be adduced to prove the genuineness of the

'"*

This connection between the Gospel and the Episllc leads

me to another illustration, which links the Gospel with the

Apocalypse. The idea that the Shechinah, the ..n-'h ^)^f^^P

wEich betokened the divine presence in the Holy of Ilohes,

and which was wanting to the second Temple, would be re-

stored once more in Messiah's days, was a cherished hope of

the Jewish doctors during and after the apostolic ages In

the Apocalypse St. John more than once avails himself of m-

a'ery derived from this expectation. Thus, vi.,15,"IIe that

BUteth on the throne shall dwell among them (a.n^'-'.u t^ av-

." x^i 6 "He opened his mouth in blasphemy agains

Sod, to blaspheme his name and his tabernacle {..n^h''), and
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them that dwell {tovq ffcijioufrat) in heaven ;" xxi., 3, "Behold,

the tabernacle {ai:i)y>i) of God is with men, and he will dwell

with them ((ncq^uKrct fiir' aurd)')." Here it is much to be re-

gretted that the necessities of the English language required

our translators to render the substantive tricriyl) by one word

and the verb aKrivoiiy by another. In the first passage the

significance is entirely lost by translating aKr)\'i>aci " shall

dwell," combined with the erroneous rendering of tTri ; and no

English reader would suspect the reference to the glory, the

Shechinah, hovering over the mercy-seat.* But our regret is

increased when we turn to the Gospel, for there also the same

image reappears in the Greek, but is obliterated by the En-

glish rendering :
" The Word was made flesh, and dwelt (eViq-

fiDijiv) among us, and we beheld his glory." The two writ-

ings, which attribute the name of the Word of God to the In-

carnate Son, are the same also which especially connect Mes-

siah's advent with the restitution of the Shechinah, the light

or glory which is the visible token of God's presence among

men. In this instance the usage of the English language may
have deterred our translators. Still they would have earned

our gratitude if, following the precedent of the Latin taber-

naculavit, they had anticipated later scholars, and introduced

the verb " to tabernacle" into the English language ; or, fail-

ing this, if by some slight periphrasis they had endeavored

to preserve the unity of idea.

In other cases where artificial distinctions are introduced,

our translators must be held blameless, for the exigencies of

the English language left them no choice. Thus, in John ill.,

8, ro TTViUfia (the wind) ovov OiXit (blowetli) .... oUruif iafiy

irfic 6 ytvevyriiiivoi Ik tou Uvevfiaroi (the Spirit), we must pa-

tiently acquiesce in the different renderings, though the com-

parison between the m.aterial and immaterial vyevfia is im

paired thereby, just as in a later passage (xx., 22, iyt<piariat}'

• In 2 Cor. xii., 9, 'iva lTriaKt]viiay iir' liii t) Suva/uQ tov Xpurrou, trans-

lated " that the power of Christ may rest upon me," there seems to be a sim-

ilar reference to the symbol of the divine presence in the Holy of Holies.

H
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Koi Xeytt a&roic, Aapen Ilvevfia &yiov) the symbolical act of
breathing on the disciples loses much of its force to an En-

'

glish reader. Again, it might be necessary to vary the ren-

derings of ypi,xn between " soul" and " life," and of tr^tty be-

tween " to save" and " to make whole." But, in case of the

former word, such variations as we find, for instance, in Matt,
ivi., 25, 26, and the parallel passages, deserve to be reconsid-

ered
; and in their treatment of the latter, as Dean Alford

has shown,* our translators have diversified the rendering ca-

priciously.

And the same excuse also holds good with another class

of words—where a paronomasia occurs in the original, but
where it is impossible in English at once to preserve the sim-

• ilarity of sound and to give the sense adequately. In Phil,

iii., 2, 3, indeed, our translators, following some of the earlier

versions, have endeavored to reproduce the paronomasia, "Be-

ware of the concision (cararo/i^v), for we are the circumcision

{iripiTOfii}) ;" but the result is not encouraging, for it may be

questioned whether " concision" conveys any idea to the En-

glish reader. Again, the attempt is made in Rom. xiL, 3, ^i)

virepippovely irap o Sel t^povi'iv, aWa <ppoviiv tiQ to auKJipove'ii', but

with no great success, for in the rendering " not to think of

himself more highly than he ought to think, but to think so-

berly," the force of the original is evaporated. On the other

hand, the rendering of 1 Cor. vii., 31, oi ^wfuvoi rovroi rf Koa-

/iy [/. Tov K6aftov\ dc /") KaTayputfieyot, " they that use this world

as not abusing it," is adequate. In other passages, such as

Acts viii., 30, ytvwtrKeie a ayayivixrKtts, " understandest thou

what thou readest?" 2 Cor. 'n\.,2,yivu)iTK0fiiyri cai ayayivuaKO-

fiiyti, " known and read ;" 2 Cor. i., 13, 5 avayiyixTKerc >) ca! tV«-

ytyuoKtrc, " what you read or acknowledge;" 2 Cor. x., 12, ou

ToXfiuficy iyKpli-ai )} avyKpHyai iavrovc, " we dare not make our-

selves of the number or compare ourselves," it would be im-

possible to reproduce the effect of the original. But in other

cases, sn-ch as 1 Cor. xii., 2, wc ay ijyttrBc, dnayofuyot, "carried

Contemporary Beview, July, 1608, p. 823.
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acknowkdffe, and Paul I know." Again, in such passages as

2 Cor. v., 16, diro TOv vvv ovSeVa o'iSafUv Kara aapKa, tl Kai cyvuKa-

fitv Kara aapKa Xptfrrov, aXXa vvy ovKin ytviiaicoficv (and this is

a type of a large class of passages, where oUa and yivixricw oc-

cur together), some improvement should be attempted ; nor,

iu the instance given, could there be any difficulty in vary-

ing the rendering, though elsewhere the task might not prove

so easy.

From these allied words I pass on to the distinction be-

tween yivuivKiiv and iTTiyivwaKeiy, which is both clearer and

more easily dealt with. Those who have paid any attention

to the language of St. Paul will recognize the force of the

substantive liriyvwaic as denoting the advanced or perfect

knowledge which is the ideal state of the true Christian, and

will remember that it appears only in his later epistles (from

the Romans onward), where the more contemplative aspects

of the Gospel are brought into view, and its comprehensive

and eternal relations more fully set forth. But the power

of the preposition appears in the verb no less than in the sub-

stantive; and, indeed, its significance is occasionally forced

upon our notice, where the simple and the compound verb

appear in the same context. Thus, in 1 Cor. xiii., 12, fipn yi-

yitaKU) IK ficpovc, totc te iirtyviii(Toiiai xaBiis xal iweyvuxidriv, the

partial knowledge (yiviiimtiv Ik fiepouc, comp. ver. 9) is contrast-

ed with the fuU knowledge {iirtyivixiKciv) which shall be at-

tained hereafter, though our translators have rendered both

words by " know." Yet, strangely enough, where the special

force of the compound was less obvious, it has not escaped

them; for in 2 Cor. vi.,9, ic Ayvoovftevoi cal tiriyivuo-Ko/iej'oj is

translated " as upknown, and yet well known."

In this particular—the observance of the distinctions be-

tween a simple word and its derivatives compounded with

prepositions—our English Version is especially faulty. The

verb Kph'tty and its compounds will supply a good illustration.

St. Paul especially delights to accumulate these, and thus, by

harping upon words (if I may use the expression), to empha-
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has the authority to institute the inquiry, and the ability to

sift the facts : 6 Ik avaKpivav fit Ki/piot iariv. Of this half tech-

nical sense of the word the New Testament itself furnishes a

good example. The examination of St. Paul before Festus is

both in name and in fact an dfacpimc. The Roman procurator

explains to Agrippa how he had directed the prisoner to be

brought into court {vpot'iyayov auroc), in order that, having .

held the preliminary inquiry usual in such cases {TijsayaKpiacioc

ytvofiivtii), he might be able to lay the case before the emperor

(Acts XXV., 26). Thus St.Paul's meaning here suffers very

seriously by the wrong turn given to avaicplvciy; nor is this

the only passage where the sense is impaired thereby. In 1

Cor. xiv., 24, tXtyxerat iiiro n-dcruc, afocpifcrat vko irayruy, [vai

ovru] ra »:pu7rra riji capSi'ac avrou <j>ayepa yiVtrai, the S6nse re-

quired is clearly " sifting, probing, revealing," and the render-

ing of our translators, " he is judged of all," introduces an

idea alien to the passage. Again, only five verses lower down
(xiv., 29), another compound of xpiyeiy occurs and is similarly

treated : Trpo^^rm Se ivo >) rpci£ XaXetrdiirav icat ol aWot SiaKpiviriii-

aay, " let the prophets speak two or three, and let the other

judge" where it would be difficult to attach any precise

meaning to the English without the aid of the Greek, and

where certainly StaKpiyirwaay ought to be rendered " discorn"

rather than "judge."

Another passage which I shall take to illustrate the mode

of dealing with Kplytiy and its compounds is still more impor-

tant. In 1 Cor. xi., 28-34, a passage in which the English

rendering is chargeable with some serious practical conse-

quences, and where a little attention to the original will cor-

rect more than one erroneous inference, the rendering of i.pi-

vety, itaxplyciy, Karaxpiveiy, is Utterly confused. The Greek runs

Somuai'tni) St ayOpuTroc iavToy tai ovtioc '» tov aprov eadiirtii kai ii:

Tov voffipiov irtytTu' o yiip inOiiity rol Trii'uy [draf/uc] Kpi/Jia cavry

iaOUt icai iriyit, fit) StaKpiyuy to aHfia \tou Kwpi'oi;] . . . fi li lav

Tovt SitKplyofiey, ovk av cKpivofieBa, Kpiyoficyoi St vko tov Kv-

piov vaiSevofitOa, Ua fii) avv t^ Koafi^ KaraKpiddfitv . . . . tt rij
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for whereas liaKplvovrit to odfia is correctly translated "dis-

cerning the body of the Lord" at the first occurrence oiliaKpl-

veiv, yet when the word appears again it is rendered "judge,"

to the confusion of the sense: c! cavrovc SuKplvofuv, oIk av tKpi-

vo/ieea/'lf we wouldjudge ourselves, we should not hejudged"

where it ought to stand, "If we had discerned ourselves, we
should not have been judged." In fact, St. Paul speaks of

three stages, marked respectively by haKpii>iit; Kpiviiv, and ca-

TaKpivtiv. The first word expresses the duty of persons before

and in communicating: this duty is twofold; they must dis-

cern themselves and discern tlie Lord's body, that they may
understand, and not violate the proper relations between the

one and the other. The second expresses the immediate con-

sequences which ensue from the neglect of this duty—the

judgments which are corrective and remedial, but not final.

The third denotes the final condemnation, which only then

overtakes a man wlien the second has failed to reform his char-

acter. But this sequence is wholly obliterated in our ver-

sion. In Rom. xiv., 22, 23, again, where the words occur to-

gether, it would have been well to have kept the distinction,

though here the confusion is not so fatal to the meaning:

" Happy is he that condemneth not himself (o /ii) Kpii'otv lavTOf)

in that thing which he alloweth (tv ^ Soii/in^fi) : and he that

doubteth (o it SiaKpivoftcvot) is damned (caroveV-pirai) if he cat,

because he eateth not of faith." St. Paul is not satisfied in

this case that a man 'should not condemn himself; he must

not even judge himself In other words, the case must be so

clear that he has no need to balance conflicting arguments

with a view to arriving at a result. Otherwise he should ab-

stain altogether, for his eating is not of faith. Here our trans-

lators have rendered SiaKpivviieyoc rightly, but a misgiving ap-

pears to have occurred to them, for in the margin they add,

"Or discerneth and putteth a difference between meats,"

which would be the active o BiaKplyuiv. Indeed, an evil desti-

ny would seem to have pursued them throughout when deal-

ing with compounds of <rp.'i'«.', for in another passage (2 Cor. i.,
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9) they render M^pi^a " sentence," though the correct mean-
ing "answer'' is given in the margin.

This neglect of prepositions in compound words is a very
frequent fault in our version. In the parable of the wheat
and the tares, indeed, though the correct readin<r describes
the sowing in the one case by a^rapeiy, and in the other by
ima^upuy (Matt. xiiL, 24, 25), yet no blame can attach to our
translators for not observing the distinction, as they had in
their text the faulty reading eWt.pe for inh^up.y. But else-
where this excuse can not be pleaded in their behalf Thus
in the parable of the wedding-feast, there is a striking varia-
tion of language between the commission of the masTer and
Its execution by the servants, which ought not to have been
effaced. The order given is ^optbttrBt im rhc he^oScvc rCy
o2<-.,but as regards its fulfillment we read simply i^,xe6yrnm racoSovc (Matt, xxii., 9, 10). In this change of expression
we seem to see a reference to the imperfect work of the hu-man agents as contrasted with the urgent and uncompromis-
ing terms of the command, which bade them scour the public
thoroughfares, following all their outlets; and certainly it is
s oyenly work to translate both ra, Su^6Sovc r^y oKy a.ul ™,
c2o«c alone by the same rendering "highways." A similar
defect, again, is the obliteration of the distinction between
«a,ra.d. and Ula^ayay in 2 Cor. xii., 15, "I will very gladly
spend (la^aylj^u,) and be spent (.\Sa;rar,0,)^o;za.) for you "
jvhere " wholly spent" would give the force of the compound.
But examples of this kind might be multiplied. Would it not
be possible, for instance, to find some rendering which, with-
out any shock to good taste, would yet distinguish between
<^0,uy and Kara^CKCiy in such passages as Matt, xxvi., 48,49 hy
ay <t>,\i,„u airoc i.r.y .... .aJ Kart<^l\r,aty at™., and Luke
Vll.,45,46,^/X,^<i ^0. ok- llu>Ka,, airr, Se . . . cv 2«W. .ara-
^\o«^a ro„c n6Sa,^ov, SO as to bring out the extravagance
of the treachery in the one case and the depth of the devo-
tion in the other, implied in the strong compound .ara^.W?
Hardly less considerable is the injury inflicted on the sense
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by failing to observe the different force ofprepositions when

not compounded. Of this fault one instance must suffice. In

2 Cor. iii.,ll,£i yap to Karapyoufiivov 8ia 8o£jjc, ToWji fiaWoi'

TO fiivov iv go£p,"For if that which is done away was glorious,

much more that which remaineth is glorious," the distinction

of Sia 2ci£i)c and iy So£p is obliterated, though the change is sig-

nificant in the original, where the transitory flush and the

abiding presence are distinguished by the change of preposi-

tions, and thus another touch is added to the picture of the

contrast between the two dispensations.

Again, how much force is lost by neglecting a change of

gender in the English rendering of John i.,ll,"no came to

his own (tic Tk -iha), and his own {o\ 'iS.o.) received him not."

Here the distinction in the original between the neuter n. 'iSm

and the masculine ol •i2.o. at once recalls the parable in Matt.

xxi 33 seq., in which the vineyard corresponds to ra 'iha and

the husbandmen to oi W.o.; but our version makes no distmc-

tion between the place and the persons-betwecn " his own

home" and " his own people." Doubtless there is a terseness

and a strength in the English rendering which no one would

willingly sacrifice; but the sense ought to be the first con-

sideration. >

. , . , t. „„„

Let me pass to an illustration of another kmd, where con-

fusion is introduced by the same tendering of different verbs:

1 Cor xiv.,3C,« What, came the word of God out from you?

or came it unto you only?" Here there appears to the En-

Elish reader to be an opposition between /rom and unto, and

the two interrogatives seem to introduce alternative proposi-

tions. The original, however, is T, if V-; ^/"y"'/'" %""

ilnxee. r, .!c V"t F--C .ar/i.r,«v, where the fault of the En-

glish Version is twofold; the same word is usedin rendering

Im^. and .anW,-", andH-- ^^ yepresented by the ambig-

uous "only." Thus the emphasis is removed from the po-

noun you in both clauses to the prepositions, and the two hy-

potheses are made to appear mutually exclusive. The trans-

it on of Tyndale, which was retained even m the Bishops
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Bible,though somewhat harsh, is correct and forcible,"Sprongo

the worde ofGod from you ? Ether came it unto you only ?"*

Much attention has been directed by recent writers to the

synonyms of the New Testament. They have pointed out

what is lost to the English reader by such confusions as those

oi avKi), fold, and Troifivt), flock, in John x., 16, where in our ver-

sion the same word fold stands for both,f though the point

of our Lord's teaching depends mainly on the distinction be-

tween the many folds and the one flock ; ofSovXoi and ctui:oyoi,

in the parable of the wedding-feast (Matt, xxii., 1 seq.), both

rendered by servants, though they have different functions as-

signed to them, and though they represent two distinct class-

es of beings—the one human, the other angelic ministers
;J of

Kti^o'ot and avvpiltQ, in the miracles of feeding the five thou-

sand and the four thousand respectively—both translated bas-

kets—though the words are set over against each other in the

evangelic narratives (Matt, xvi., 9, 10 ; Mark viii., 19, 20),and

seem to point to a different nationality of the multitudes in

the two cases; of iJ'jJa and Or^pia in the Apocalypse, both rep-

resented by beasts, though the one denotes the beings who

A very important passage, in which the hnnj of the reviser is needed,

may perliaps be noted liere. The correct Greek text of Matt, v., 32 is ttus

o anoXvtov ti)v yvvaiKa avTOv, iraptKTuQ \6yov nopvtiat-^ notii avri)v /ioi-

X^vBrivaij Kai of lav airoXtXvfitvTiv yafit'iajf ^^oixuTai^ ^vliere our Knglish

Version has "Whosoever shall put away his wife saving for the cause of for-

nication eauseth her to commit adulteri/ ;" and "whosoever slinll marry her

that is divorced committeth adultery." Here the English Version casts equal

blame on the woman, thus doing lier an injustice, for obviously she is not in

the same position with the husband as regards guilt j but Ihc Greek fiotxivBT]-

vai (not ^lotxiiaBai), being a passive verb, implies something quite different.

In this instance, however, the fault does not lie at the door of our translators,

who, instead of/ioi;(<v9^vai, bad the false reading fioixaa0at; but, the correct

text being restored, a corresponding change in the English rendering is nec-

essary. Compare also the various reading in Matt, xix., 9.

t Tyndale and Coverdale preserve the distinction offlock and fold. In the

Great Bible it disappears.

X Here again the older versions generally presene the distinction, trans-

lating Sov\oi,iiaKovoi,\>j " servants," "ministers," respectively. ThelJheims

Version has "waiters" for iiaKovoi. In this case the Geneva Bible was tho

first to obliterate the distinction, which was preserved even in the Bishops'.
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worship before the throne of heaven, and the other the mon-

sters whose abode is the abyss beneath. For other instances,

and generally for an adequate treatment of this branch of

exegesis, I shall be content to refer to the works of Archbish-

op Trench and others ; but the following examples, out of

many which might be given, will serve as further illustrations

of the subject, which is far from being exhausted.

la John xiii., 23, 25, ^y Sc avoKilfiivot tic Ik tUv iiaBnTCiv av-

Tov iv Tbi ifoXjry Tou 'Iijirou . . . avaTfcaiiv IkcIvoq oiriits eVi ro arrj-

Ooc TOV 'Itiaov Xeytt, " Now there was kaning on Jesus' bosom

one of his disciples ... He then /yiH^ on Jesus' breast saith,"

the English Version makes no distinction between the reclin-

ing position of the beloved disciple throughout the meal, de-

scribed by avaKiifitvot, and the sudden change of posture at

this moment, introduced by avaittaitv. This distinction is fur-

ther enforced in the original by a change in both the prepo-

sitions and the nouns, from iv to iiti, and from koXttoq to arridot.

StJohn was reclining on the bosom of his Master, and he sud-

denly threw back his head upon his breast to ask a question.

Again, in a later passage, a reference occurs—not to the re-

clining position, but to the sudden movement*—in xxi.,20,

Sc Koi aviviaiv iv Ttf StiVi'w ivt to ariidoc avTOV lal tlirti', where

likewise it is misunderstood by our translators, " which also

leaned on his breast and said." This is among the most strik-

ing of those vivid descriptive traits which distinguish the

narrative of the fourth Gospel generally, and which are espe-

• The word dvaTTi'jrrjiv occurs several times in the New Testament, and al-

ways signifies a change of position, for indeed this idea is inherent in the word.

It is used of a rower bending back for a fresh stroke (e.g., Tolyb., i., 21, 2),

of a horse suddenly checked and rearing (Plat., Phirdr., 254 b, e), of a guest

throwing himself back on the couch or on the ground preparatory to a meal

(Matt.xv.,35; Johnxiii.,12,etc.).

The received text of xiii., 25 runs, lirnrcaCiv Si iiuXvoc M to ffTi)9oc,r.r.X.,

but the correct reading is as given above. The substitution o{im-iriawv, how-

ever does not tell in favor of our translators ; for this word ought to have

shown even more clearlv than ivaweaiiv, that a change of posture was intend-

ed The oiiroic, which appears in the correct text, and gives an additional

touch to the picture, has a parallel in iv., G, UadiZiro oiiru-c ini rj Tr^yj. In

xxi., 20, there is no various reading.
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cially remarkable in these last scenes ofJesus's life, whei-e the

beloved disciple was himselfan eye-witness and an actor. It

is therefore to be regretted that these fine touches of the pic-

ture should J}e blurred in our English Bibles.

Again, in 1 Cor. xiv., 20, fit) iratSia yiviade Toic (Ppeaiv, uWa
rp kUKiif KijTTtdf erf, much force is lost by the English render-

ing, "Be not children in understanding; howbeit in malice

be ye children." In the original St.Paul is not satisfied that

his converts should be merely children in vice ; they must be

something less than this; they must be guileless as babes,-

and we can not afford to obliterate the distinction between

vaiSia and vriirioi. Again, in this same chapter (ver. 1), Sfiwg

Ta ui/'i'X'* <pii^vl^v SiSovTU . . . iav ota(rTo\))v roTf (pOoyyots tii) Sw is

translated " Even things without life giving sound . . . ex-

cept they give a distinction in the sounds," where certainly

different words should have been found for iputvij and (pOoyyos;

and yet our translators did not fail through poverty of ex-

pression, for three verses below they have rendered <j>ii>vai

voices, and a(l)uvov without signification. In the margin they

suggest tunes for tpOoyyots, and this would be preferable to re-

taining the same word. As ^fldyyoc is used especially of mu-

sical sounds, perhaps notes might be adopted. This is just a

case where a word not elsewhere found in the English Bible

might be safely introduced, because there is no incongruity

which jars upon the ear. Again, in the following chapter (xv.,

40), iTcpa fiev y tS>v ivovpuvluv So^a, tripa li i/ riji' iiriyuujv. aXKr\

Sclia j/Xiou Ka\ aXXi; lo^a a{Kiivr\q icat aXXij lui,a amipotv, the words

aXXij'and Iripa are translated alike,"The glory of the celestial

is one, and the glory of the terrestrial is another. There is one

glory of the sun, another glory of the moon, and another glory

of the stars." Yet it is hardly to be doubted that St. Paiil

purposely uses irlpa when he is speaking of things belonging

to different classes, as i-irovpavia and iwiyua, and ciXXij when he

is speaking of things belonging to the same alass, as the sun,

and moon, and stars ; for this is the proper distinction between

aXXi) and crepa, that, whereas the former denotes simply dis-
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tinction oHndividuals,iha latter involves the Becondaiy idea

of difference of kind. In fact, the change in the form of the

sentence by which I6la, Soja, from being marked out as the

subjects by the definite article and distinguished by fiiv . . .

It in the first place, become simply predicates, and are con-

nected by Koi . . , KoX in the second, corresponds to the change

from trepa to fiXXij in passing from the one to the other. These

words oXXoc, trepoc, occur together more than once, and in all

cases something is lost by effacing the distinction. In Gal.

i.,6,0avfxa2^ui oTi ouTu raxii^t fttTaridtade . . , fit tTipov tvayyi-

\iov^ 5 061c ioTtv &Wo, translated " I marvel that ye are so soon

removed . . . unto another Gospel which is not another;" the

sense would be brought out by giving each word its proper

force; and again, in 2 Cor. xi., 4, fiWof 'Itiaovy Ktipvaan hv ovk

iieripv^afity *; wvtvfia trtpov Xafifiavtrc o ouk eXajStrr, though the

loss is less considerable, the distinction might with advantage

have been preserved. In these instances, however, a reviser

might be deterred by the extreme diflSculty in distinguishing

the two, without introducing some modernism. In the pas-

sage first quoted (1 Cor. xv.,40),the end might perhaps be at-

tained by simply substituting "other" for "another" in ren-

dering tTcpa.

Still more important is it to mark the distinction between

clyat and ylvetrOat, where our translators have not observed it.

Thus our English rendering of John viii., 58, "Before Abra-

ham was, I mn," loses half the force of the original, Trpii'

'APpaitfi yeviffOai, iy'a eifit, " Before Abraham was born, I am."

The becoming only can be rightly predicated of the patri-

arch ; the bein'gi^h fife^rved for the Eternal Son alone. Sim-

ilar in kind, thoughts in degree, is the loss in the rendering

of Lnke yi.,36,ylvt-^!0Vj^KTlpnovis K-aBitc [koi] 6 irarrjp vftHf olK-

Hpfiuv iarlv, "Be ye merciful, as your Father also is merci-

ful." Here also the original expresses the distinction between

the imperfect effort and the eternal attribute.*

• In 1 Pet. i., 16, oar translators, when they gave the rendering "Be je

holy, for I am holy," had before them the reading Sym ykv((i0c, or. lyu,

liyiis ilfii, but the correct text is liytoi 101081, 'on lyi> nr'oc (omitting tlpi):
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Illustrations of similar defects might be multiplied, though

in many cases it is much easier to point out the fault than to

suggest the remedy. Thus such a rendering as 2 Cor. vii.,

10, "For godly sorrow worketh repentance {fierayotay) to sal-

vation not to be repented of (a/itra^tXijToi')," belongs to this

class. Here the Geneva Testament has " causeth amendment

unto salvation not to be repented of," and perhaps it were

best, in this instance, to sacrifice the usual rendering of ^iira.-

voia. in order to preserve the distinction (unless, indeed, we
are prepared to introduce the word "regret" for fitrafUXua),

especially as fUTafiiXcadai in the context is consistently trans-

lated " repent." Again, it were desirable to find some better

rendering of iratra hoaic ayaOi) koI nay Supr/fia TiXetoy in James

i., 17, than "every good gift and every perfect gift," since a

contemporary of St. James^especially distinguishes S6mc,S6fia,

from Siipoy, Su)pta, etc., saying that the latter are much stron-

ger, and involve the idea of magnitude and fullness, which is

wanting to the former (Philo, Zeg. All., iii., 70, p. 126, t^^amy

fieyiOovs TfXfluiv ayaOuiy SriXovaiy, c.r.X.; comp. de Cherub., 23,

p. 154), and applying to them the very same epithet "perfect"

which occurs in the passage before us. And yet the distinc-

tion would be dearly purchased at the cost of an offensive

Latinism. But, whatever difficulty there may be in finding

different renderings here, it was certainly not necessary in

the sentence immediately preceding, "When lust hath con-

ceived, it bringethforth sin ; and sin, when it is finished, 6<ijj (7-

ethforth death," i) iwtBvfila trvXXaPouaa tIktci afiapTtaVjjiJSi'aiiap-

Tia aTTOTeXiaOtlaa (nroKvti QavaTov, either to ^lit^^e a real

distinction by giving the same rendcritjAjwftCjS and airoKuu,

or to create an artificial distinctioiW)Y^don(Hg different

forms of sentences for ^ iiriOvfiia avXX(^Sf^a^m »/ ufiapna cmo-

TeXfaBiiira. The English rnight ruKOTLf!!^ when it hath con-

ceived, bringeth forth sin, aii^®n, when it is perfected (or

"grown"), gendereth death.^ Again, in Rom. xii.,2, "Be not

conformed to this world, but be ye transformed by the renew-

ing of your mind," for fii) ava^rifiariiiaBi tu almvi TOVTtf aXXci
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fitTOfiopipovtiOc Tj avaKatvuati tou vooc [ii/iu»'], the English not

only suggests an identity of expression which has no place

in the original.but obliterates an important distinction be-

tween the°«rx5/ia, OT fashion, and the fiop<^ll, or/om—between

the outward and transitory, and the abiding and substantial.

We might translate fxfi (w^xw^^'^^'^'^ "r^-^-^
" ^^ ^^ "°* ^''^^'

ioued after this world, but be ye transformed in the renew-

ing, etc.," thus partially retracing our steps, and following on

the track of Tyndale's and other earlier versions, which have

" Fashion not yourselves like unto this world," and so pre-

serve the distinction of erx^/'a and ^top<l>l, (though they are not

very happy in their rendering of/i£ra,iop0oD<r6f,"Be ye changed

in your shape)." In this instance our translators have fol-

lowed the guidance of Wicliffe and the Rheims Version, which

have conformed and reformed. In another passage, Phil., ii.,

6 seq., where the distinction of isopffi and axvi^a is still more

important, it is happily preserved in our Authorized Version

:

«' Being in tho form of God," " took upon him the form of a

servant," "being found in/as/tion as a man."

In other cases, where it is even more important for the

sense to observe the distinction of synonyms, we seem to

have no choice but to acquiesce in the confusion. At an ear-

lier sta<To of the language it might have been possible to es-

tablish different renderings, but now the English equivalents

are so stereotyped that any change seems impossible. Thus

the rendering of S.n^oXoc and iai^dnoy by the same word dev-

il" is a grievous loss ; and it is much to be regretted that

Wicliffe's translation of ga./ioHo. by "fiend" was not adopted

by Tyndale, in' which case it would probably have become

the current rendering. Now the sense of incongruity would

make its adoption impossible. Still greater misundeistand-

incr arises from translating JIades the place of departed spu-

. its: and Gehenna the place of fire and torment by the same

word "hell," and thus confusing two ideas wholly distinct.

In such a passage as Acts ii., 27, 31, the misconception thus

created is very serious. Is it possible even now to naturalize
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the word Hade?, and give it a place in our version, or must

we be satisfied with pointing out in the margin in each case

whether the word " hell" represents Hades or Gehenna f An-

other, though a less important instance, is the word " tem-

ple," which represents both I'oof, the inner shrine or sanctu-

ary, and upov, the whole of the sacred precincts. Thus, in the

English Version, an utter confusion of localities results from

a combination oftwo such passages as Matt. xxiii.,35,"Whom

ye slew between the temple (jov vaov) and the altar," and

Matt, xxi.,12, "Them that sold and bought in the temple" (tV

rif iip^). In the first case, for rov raoD St. Luke (xi.,51) uses

Toij o'lKov, " the house," the building which is, as it were, the

abode of the divine presence ; but our English translators

have boldly rendered even rov o'ikov by "the temple." More
hopeless still is it to preserve the distinction between Ovaiaa-

Ttiptoy, the Jewish, and (iufios, the heathen altar, the latter word
occurring only once in the New Testament (Acts xvii., 23),

and the poverty of our language obliging us there to trans-

late it by the same word as BvatatnTipiov.

The contrast of Jew and Gentile involved in these last

words recalls another pair of synonyms, which present the

same relation to each other, and in which the distinction is

equally impracticable— Xaof, used especially of the chosen

people and in contradistinction to the Gentiles (e.g.. Acts iv.,

25, 27; X., 2; xxi., 28; Rom. ix., 25, 26; 1 Pet. ii., ID, etc.),

and iijfjioe, denoting the people of a heathen city, and more

particularly when gathered together in the popular assembly

(e. g., at CiEsarea, Acts xii., 22 ;* at Thessalonica, Acts xvii.,

5 ; at Ephesus, Acts xix., 30, 33).

* A heathen multitude, such as would naturally be found in a city which

was the seat of the Roman government, is contemplated here, as the whole in-

cident shows. Hence Tyndale and the later versions rightly translate 9io!i

^luvrj Kai ovK avBpiiiirov (ver. 22)," The voice of a god and not of a man,"

where Wicliffe has "The voice of God and not of man." When the Jews

of Ccesarea are especially intended, i Xalit is used instead of 6 Ifjfios : Acts

x.,2.
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§4.

Another class of erioiB, far more numerous and much more

easily corrected than the last, is due to the imperfect knowl-

edge of Greek grammar in the age in which our translators

lived. And here it is instructive to observe how their accu-

racy fails for the most part just at the point where the Latm

lan"ua<re ceases to run parallel with the Greek. In two i-e-

markable instances, at all events, this is the case. The Latm

lan<ruage has only one past tense where the Greek has two;

a Roman was forced to translate i\a\r,<,a and XtXaXij^a by the

same expression " locutus sum." Accordingly, we find that

our English translators make no difference between the aorist

and th^ perfect, apparently giving the most olviom render-

ing on each occasion, and not being guided by any grammat-

ical principle in the treatment of these tenses. Agam, the

Latin language has no definite article, and correspondingly,m

our EnMish Version, its presence or absence is almost wholly

di8re<ra°ded. Indeed, it would hardly be an exaggeration to

s«y that, if the translators had been left to supply or omit the

definite article in every case according to the probabilities

of the sense or the requirements of the English, without any

aid from the Greek, the result would have been about as ac-

curate as it is at present.

I am not bringing any charge against the ability of our

translators. To demand from them a knowledge ot Greek

Grammar which their age did not possess would be to de-

mand an impossibility. Accustomed to write and to speak

in Latin, they unconsciously limited the range and capac. y

of the Greek by the measure of the classical language with

which they were most familiarly acquainted. But our own

Li-e accurate knowledge may well be brought to bear o

correct these deficiencies. Tyndale had said tru y that the

Greek tongue agreeth more with the English than the La -

i„.» and itshouTd be our endeavor to avail ourselves of h

agreement, and so to reproduce the meaning of the original
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with greater exactness. I hope to show, before I have done,

that it is uo mere pedantic affectation which would prompt

us to correct these faults, but that important interests, some-

times doctrinal, sometimes historical, arc involved in their ad-

justment.

1. Under the head of faulty grammar, the tenses deserve to

be considered first. And here I will begin with the defect

on which I have already touched—the confusion of the aorist

and the perfect. It is not meant to assert that the aorist can

always be rendered by an aorist and the perfect by a perfect

in English.* No two languages coincide exactly in usage,

and allowance must be made for the difference. But still I

think it will be seen that our version may be greatly im-

proved in this respect without violence to the English idiom.

Thus, in John i., 3, \ii)ptc avrov Lyivtro olSt tv u yiyovev, or

in 2 Cor. xii., 17, 18, /ifi rtya Zyy aniaToKKa Trpoc vfiac, Si avrov

iirXfoviKTriaa vftas', vaptKaXtaa Thov Kai (rvyaniariiXa tov aStX-

^d>', or in Col. i., 16, 17, eV avru tKriadr) rh nayra . . . . rd iray-

ra hi aiiTOv nai elg avroy tKTtarai, is there any reason why the

tenses should not have been preserved, so that the distinction

between the historical.fact and the permanent result would

have appeared in all three cases? Yet our translators have

rendered tytVfro, yiyoyey equally by " were made" in the first

passage, dn-taraXk-a, airlartiXa by " I Sent" in the second, and

ia-iodri, iKTifrrai by "were created" in the third. Again, in

1 John iv., 9,10,14, airiaraXKcy, airttrreiXiy, atriaraXKey, are all

rendered in an aoristic sense " he sent," though the appropri-

ateness of either tense in its own context is sufliciently notice-

able. On the other hand, in an exactly parallel case, 1 Cor.

IX., 22, tyfyd/if >/ roij aaOivtaiv naOeviic lya roue cWOf I'tic Kephijaii)'

Toic irdaiv yiyova Trajra, where in like manner the aorist gives

an isolated past incident, and the perfect sums up the total

present result, the distinction of tenses is happily preserved,

* A comparison of English with the languages of Continental Europe will

illustrate the difference of idiom in this respect.
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"To the weak became I weak, that I might gain the weak: I

am made all things to all men :" though " I am become" would

have been preferable, as preserving the same verb in both

cases. But I fear that this correct rendering must be ascribed

to accident ; for the haphazard way in which these tenses are

treated will appear as well from the instances already quoted

as from such a passage as 2 Cor. viL, 13, 14 :
"Therefore we

were comforted {^cipwtK\h}^i6a) in your comfort, yea, and ex-

ceedingly the more joyed we (tx^PW'") 'or the joy of Titus,

because his spirit was refreshed (di-airfVaura.) by you all. For

if I have boasted (^.aux-J/i"') any thing to him of you, I am

not ashamed <.arj,<rx6^en.'), but as we speak {iXoXhaatuv) all

things to you in truth, even so our boasting which I made

before Titus ([ft] stI T.Vou) is found {kyiviiH » truth."

Such passages as these bring out this weakness of our trans-

lation the more strikingly because the tenses appear m juxta-

position But it is elsewhere that the most serious injury is

inflicted on the sense. I will give examples of the aons< first

and I hope to make it clear that more than the interests of

exact scholarship are concerned in the accurate rendenng.

IfI read St.Paul aright, the correct understanding of whole

paragraphs depends on the retention of the aoristic sen^e, and

L substitution of a perfect confuses his meamng,abliterat.ng

the main idea, and introducing other conceptions which are

alL to the passages. As illustrations of this, take two pas-

::« Rom. 'i.. 1 feq. ; Col. il. H seq. In the first passase.

^y.J.pi,Bn (ver. 6), i..eavo,e. (ver. 8) ..,.ov.a« (ver. 17 ,

•Mi.C rp Su-a.o.6.;,(ver. 18),eXe.e.po.e..«C «^o r„c o,.«f.r^ ,

A.„ea.d.«c (ver. 6). In the second passage, .ep...p,Ve (

.

11), avyra^ivr.,, cv.,yip9,r. (ver. 12), .„.ef.o.o.,« (ver. 13)

ai;,.J. (ver. 15), ...ea.« (ver. 20), -''r^«;'" -;^j';;;

a ' rvpr 3^ Now the consistency with which St.Paul uses

hrJorist in^'thelTwo doctrinal passages which treat of the

saL subject (scarcely ever interposing a perfect, and then
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only for exceptional reasons which are easily intelligible) is

very remarkable: "Ye died, ye were buried, ye were raised,

ye were made alive;" and the argument might be very much

strengthened by reference to other passages where the apos-

tle prefers the aorist in treating of the same topics.* In short,

St.Paul regards this change—from sin to righteousness, from

bondage to freedom, from death to life—as summed up in one

definite act of the past; potentially to all men in our Lord's

Passion and Resurrection, actually to each individual man

when he accepts Christ, is baptized into Christ. . Then he is

made righteous by being incorporated into Christ's righteous-

ness, he dies once for all to sin, he lives henceforth forever to

God. This is the ideal. Practically we know that the death

to sin and the life to righteousness are inchoate, imperfect,

gradual, meagerly realized even by the most saintly of men
in this life ; but St.Paul sets the matter in this ideal light to

force upon the consciences of his hearers the fact that an en-

tire change came over them when they became Christians,

that the knowledge and the grace then vouchsafed to them

did not leave them where they were, that they are not, and

can not be their former selves, and that it is a contradiction

of their A-ery being to sin any more. It is the definiteness,

the absoluteness of this change, considered as a historical cri-

sis, which forms the central idea of St. Paul's teaching, and

which the aorist marks. We can not, therefore, afford to ob-

scure this idea by disregarding the distinctions of grammar.

Yet in our English Version it is a mere chance whether in

such cases the aorist is translated as an aorist.

The misconception which arises from this neglect of the

aorist has vitally affected the interpretation of one passage.

In 2 Cor. v., 14, "If one died for all, then were all dead" {[el]

tif ujrip navTuv airiBavEv, upa oi navriQ airtdavov), our version snb-

• For instance, Gal. ii., 16, 17, 18, 19, 21 ; iii., 3, 27 ; v. 13, 24 (o! rov Xpia-

Tov n)i< aapxa iaravpuaav) ; Ephes. i., 11, 13 ; ii., 6, 6 (ffuvejuoiroi'ijirfv, avvfi-

yupev, avvudBiaiv), 13, 14 ; iv., 1, 4, 7, 30 QvippayiaOtiTc) ; Col. i., 13 (Ippi-

aaro, ptriartiatv) ; iii., 15 ; 2 Tim. i., 7, 9 ; Tit. iii., 6 (iiroifffv) : see also I

Pet. i., 3, 18; ii.,21i iii., 9.
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stitutea the state of deatt for the fact of dying, and thus in-

terprets the death to be a death ihro%iffh sin instead of a death

to sin. The reference in the context to the old things pass-

ing away, and the language of St.faul elsewhere, c.f^, Rom.

vi!',2,8; viii.,6; Col.ii.,20; iii., 3, already quoted, seem to

show that the true sense is what would naturally be suggest-

ed by the correct rendering of the aorist; that all men have

participated pot,entially in Christ's death, have died with him

to their former selves and to sin, and are therefore bound to

lead a new life.*

Not very unlike the passages which I have been consider-

ing is Acts xix., 2, li ir«5/ia Hytoy IXijitre mirrevaayTts, which

our translators give " Have ye received the Holy Ghost since

ye believed ?" It should run, " Did ye receive the Holy Ghost

when ye believed ?" for the aorist oiwimtitiv is used very com-

monly, not of the continuous state of belief, but of the definite

act of'accepting the faith; e.j7.,Acts xi.,l7; Rom. xiii.,11;

1 Cor. iii., 5 ; xv., 2 ; Gal. il, 7, etc.

The instances which have been given hitherto more or less

directly affect doctrine. In the two next examples, which oc-

cur in quotations from the Old Testament, a historical con-

nection is severed by the mistranslation of the aorist In

Matt, ii., 15, lUiyiTTou e<aX.<ra rb. via. ^o« is rendered Ou

of Ecypt have I called my son.;" but, turning to the original

passage in Hosea (xi., 1). we find that the proper aorist.c sense

Lst be restored: "When Israel was a child, then I loved

him, and calUd my son out of Egypt." Again, >" 2 Cor. .v.,

13,Lv.v.a l.h iXaXv.a is given « I believed, and therefore

have I spoken," a rendering unsuited to its position in the

LXX. of Psa. cxvi.,10 (cxv., 1) whence it is quoted.

Th« onlv DassaKCS which would seem to favor the other interpretation are

, r„T XV 22T^?AiaM 7rav«c d.o9./i«o«..., and Horn v.. 15, u yap r^

1 Cor. XV., JA «v r,^ «" f
. , ,a„^ Yet even if th s intei-pretation

„5 M,.apa.ri:.,ar.o, "»'^^;'
^'^jJXvov o^^^^ preser^-ed because

were ^dopU^d the aonstK .e„ e o^^i^Sav^^^
^^

^^^P^^^^^.^^
^.^^ ^^^,,

tVr: cSt'rS "^"e"rd>lviu« beenVected once for aU in Adams

transgression, as in Kom. v., I".
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Such examples as these, however, are very far from exhaust-

ing the subject. In one passage the aorist k-n'iaaadai is treat-

ed as if icfirrqo-Sai, and rendered " possess" instead of" acquire,''

in defiance of a distinction which it does not require the eru-

dition of Lord Macaulay's school -boy to appreciate: Luke

xxi., 19, iv rp VTTO/JOJ'p vfiiiv KTi'iaaade [I. KTijoiade^ roc 4"'X'*^ vfiSiv,

" In your patience possess ye your souls." Errors, however,

occur also in this same word in 1 Thess. iv., 4, where the pres-

ent is similarly treated, iicivai iKaaroy vfiSiy to iavrou (tkcvoq KTaa-

6at iv liyiaufxi^ kcA rifip, " that every one of you should know
how to possess his vessel in sanctificatiou and honor;" and

again, in Luke xyiii., 12, where oaa unijim is translated "all

that I possess ;" and thus it seems probable that the mistake

first arose from a misapprehension of the meaning of *Ta<r0ai

rather than from a direct confusion of tenses. Yet even so

this very misapprehension must have been owing to the ina-

bility to see how the sense " possess" is derived from the prop-

er force of the perfect.*

The treatment of iho perfect is almost equally faulty with

the treatment of the aorist. Thus, in 1 Cor. xv., 4 seq., St.

Paul lays the stress of his argument on the fact that Christ

is risen. This perfect lyi'iyiprat is repeated six times within a

few verses (ver. 4, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 20), while the aorist vyipOri

is not otice used. The point is not that Christ once rosefrom
the grave, but that, having risen, lie livesforever, as a first-fruit

or earnest of the resurrection. Indeed, thecontrast between

the tenses on £ra0i) uai on tyi'/ytprai (ver. 4) throws out this

idea in still stronger relief. In the 13th and following verses

this conception becomes so patent on the face of St. Paul's

language that our translators could not fail to see it, and ac-

* In Matt. X., 9, fif) K-riimtaOt xpnaiiv, the older versions generally render

KTTimiaBi by "possess," for which the A. V. substitutes "provide," with the

marginal alternative " get;" and in Acts i., 18, UTnaaro xwpiov, tlie oldest

versions have "hath possessed," for which the A.V. (after the Bishops' and

Geneva Bibles) substitutes "purchased." These facts seem to show that the

proper distinction between KraaOai and KdcrrjaSai (which latter docs not occur

in the New Testament) was beginning to dawn upon Biblical scholars.
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covdihgljr from this point onward the perfect is correctly

translated ; but the iact that in the two earliest instances

where it occurs (ver. 4,12), iyi,yipTai is treated as an aorist,

"he rose," shows that they did not regard the rules of gram-

mar,-but were guided only by the apparent demands of the

sense. Another example, closely allied to the last, occurs in

Heb. vil, 14, 22. The context lays stress on the unchangeable

priesthood: "Thou art a priest forever," "He continuethever"

(ver. 21, 24). Hence, in ver. 14, the writer says, trp6lr\\ov on

ii,'lovla avariraXKey b Kipiot hfH", and in ver. 22,ra7a roaouTO

ral KpuTToyot hae{,^t,e yiyoyey lyyvoc 'lioove. But these refer-

ences to present existence are obliterated in the A. V., which

substitutes aorists in both cases, "Our Lord sprang out of

Juda," " was Jesus made a surety."

These instances have a more or less direct doctrinal bear-

ing. The examples vhich shall be given next are important

in°a historical aspect. In the passage (2 Cor. xii., 2 seq.) in

which St.Paul describes the visions vouchsafed to one "caught

up to the third heaven," it can hardly be doubted that he re-

fers to himself. This appears not only from the connection

of the context, but also (in the original) from the mode of ex-

pression, oUa ayOpuinoy, oUa tov toiovtov iyOpuiwoy. I have al-

ready pointed out (p. 50) the capricious variations in the ren-

derings of oI2a, olhy, in the context of this passage. But m

these two clauses our translators are not only capricious, but

absolutely wrong, for they give to olSa an aoristic sense which

it can not possibly have, ^^ I knew a man," "I A;ne«> such a

man " thus disconnecting the actual speaker from the object

of the vision, and suggesting to the English reader the idea

that the apostle is speaking of some past acquaintance.

A-rain, St. Matthew, in three several passages (i.,22; xxl,

4- x°xvi.,56), introduces a reference to prophecies in the Old

Testament which have had their fulfillment in incidents of

the Gospel history by the words roCro le [S\oy] yiyoy.y .m

,x™.0ii (or r.a .X,po.eai...), r.r.X. In all three passages it will

be obsei-ved, the evangelist has the perfect yiyoy.y, «» come
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to pass;" and in all three our English Version gives it as an

aorist, "waa done." Now it can not be urged (as it might

with some plausibility in the case of the Apocalypse) that St.

Matthew is careless about the use of the aorist and the per-

fect, or that he has any special fondness for yiyoviv. On the

contrary, though the aorist (lyivtro, ytviodat, etc.) frequently

occurs in this Gospel, there are not many examples of the

perfect yiyoviv; and in almost every instance our version is

faulty. In xix., 8, dn-' dpx^c ou yiyoviv ovTioc, the aoristic ren-

dering, "From the beginning it was not so," entirely misleads

the English reader as to the sense; in xxiv., 21,oi'a oh yiyoviv

air apyiiti " Such as hath not been from the beginning," would

(I suppose) be universally accepted as an improvement on

the present translation, " Such as was not from the begin-

ning ;" and lastly, in xxv., 6, Kpauyi) yiyoviv, the startling ef-

fect of the sudden surprise is expressed by the change of

tense from the aorist, " a cry is raised" and ought not to be

neglected. When, therefore, this evangelist in three distinct

places introduces the fulfillment of a prophecy by yiyoviv, the

fact can not be without meaning. In two of these passages

editors sometimes attach the tovto U oKov yiyoviv to the words

of the previous speaker— of the angel in i., 22, and of our

Lord in xxvi., 56—in order to explain the perfect. But this

connection is very awkward even in these two cases, and

wholly out of the question in the remaining instance (xxi.,

4). Is not the true solution this : that these tenses preserve

the freshness of the earliest catechetical narrative of the Gos-

pel history, when the narrator was not so far removed from

the fact that it was unnatural for him to say "This is come

to pass ?" I find this hypothesis confirmed when I turn to

the Gospel of St. John. He, too, adopts a nearly identical

form of words on one occasion to introduce a prophecy, but

with a significant change of tense: xix.,36, tyti/froyap ravra

ii'o i) ypaipij nXripwO^. To one writing at the close of thcicen-

tury, the events of the Lord's life would appear as a historic

past; and so the yiyoviv of the earlier evangelist is exchanged

for the iyiviTo of the later.
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An able American writer on tie English language, criticis-

ing a j)^i-evious effort at revision, remarks somewhat satiric-

ally that, judging from this revised version, the tenses "are

coming to have in England a force which tliey have not now

in America."* Now I have already conceded that allowance

must be made from time to time for difference of idiom in

rendering aorists and perfects, and I do not know to what

passages in the revision issued by the Five Clergymen this

criticism is intended to apply. But it is important that our

new revisers should not defer hastily to such authority, and

close too eagerly with a license which may be abused. The

fact is, that our judgment in this matter is apt to be misled

by two disturbing influences : we must be on our guard alike

against the idolafori and against the idola specus.

I'irst,the language of the Authorized Version is so wrought

into the fabric of our minds by long habit, that the corre-

sponding conception is firmly lodged there also. Thus it hap-

pens that when a change of words is offered to us, we uncon-

sciously apply the new words to the old conception, and are

dissatisfied with them because they seem incongruous; and

perhaps we conclude that English idiom is violated because

they do not mean what we expect them to mean, not being

prepared to make the necessary effort required to master the

new conception involved in them. Idola fori omnium mo-

lestissima sunt guce exfoedere verborum et nominum se insin-

uarunt in intellectum.

Bni, secondly, the idols of our cave are scarcely less mis-

leading than the idols of-«be market-place. Living in the

middle of the nineteenth century, we can not, without an ef-

fort transfer ourselves to the modes of thought and of lan-

guaU which were common in the first. The mistranslation

from which this digression started affords a good instance of

• Marsh's Lectwe, en the EngU>h Language, No. xxviii., p. C33, speaking

of thVtranslation of St.John by the Five Clergymen. The passage is quoted

•

by Bp EIHeott {Re«iHon of the English New Testament, p. 20), «ho seems

half disposed to acquiesce in the justice of the criticism.
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this source of misapprehension. We should not ourselves say

" This is come to pass" in referring to facts which happened

more than eighteen centuries, ago, and therefore we oblige

the eye-witnesses to hold our own language, and say "This

came to pass."

From the perfect tense I pass on to i\\Q present. And here

I find a still better illustration of the errors into which we
are led by following the idola specus. In the Epistle to the

Hebrews, the sacred writer, when speaking of the Temple serv-

ices and the Mosaic ritual, habitually uses the present tense:

e.g., ix., 6, 7, 9, eioiaaiv o't iiptic, wpoaiptpet virtp eavTOv, iwpa tc

(.ai dvaiai Trpoat^ipovrai ; X., 1, dvaiaiQ as irpoaftpovaiv. Now
I do not say that this is absolutely conclusive as showing

that the epistle was written before the destruction of Jerusa-

lem, but it is certainly a valuable indication of an early date,

and should not have been obliterated. Yet our translators

in such cases almost invariably substitute a past tense, as in

the passages just quoted, " the priests went in," " he offered

for himSelf," " were offered both gifts and sacrifices," " sacri-

fices which they offered." And similarly, in ix., 18, they ren-

der iyKCKaiyiarai " was dedicated," and in ix., 9, rdy Kaipov Tov

tVtanjKora, " the time then present." Only in very rare in-

stances do they allow the present to stand, and for the most

part in such cases alone where it has no direct historical bear-

ing. The Temple worship was a^ thing of the remote past to

themselves in the seventeenth century, and they forced the

writer of the epistle to speak their own language.

Another and a more important example of the present

tense is the rendering of o! aioioiieyoi. In the language of the

New Testament salvation is a thing of the past, a thing of

the present, and a thing of the future. St. Paul says some-

times " Ye (or we) weie saved" (Uom. viii., 24), or " Ye have

been saved" (Ephes. ii., 5, 8) ; sometimes " Ye are being saved"

(1 Cor. XV., 2), and sometimes " Ye shall be saved" (Horn, x.,

9,13). It is important to observe this, because we are thus

taught that awrripta involves a moral condition which must
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have begun already, though it will receive its final accom-

plishment hereafter. Godliness, righteousness, is life, is salva-

tion. And it is hardly necessary to say that the divorce of

morality and religion must be fostered and encouraged by

failing to note this, and so laying the whole stress either on

the past or on the future-on ihe first call or on the final

change. It is therefore important that the idea of salvation

as a rescue from sin through the knowledge of God in Christ,

and therefore a progressive condition, a present state, should

not be obscured ; and we can not but regret such a transla-

tion as Acts ii., 4Y, " The Lord added to the Church daily such

as should be saved, where the Greek roh <r«.fo,i£Vo«c implies a

different idea. In other passages, Luke xiii., 23 ; 1 Cor. i., 1 8

;

2 Cor ii ,15 ; Rev. xxL, 24 (omitted in some texts), where o.

„^K6^^yoi occurs, the renderings " be saved, are saved" may

perhaps be excused by the requirements of the English lan-

guage, though these again suggest rather a complete act than

a continuous and progressive state.

In other cases the substitution of a past tense inflicts a

slighter, but still a perceptible injury. It obscures the vivid-

ness of the narrative or destroys the relation of the sentences

Thus, in Matt, iii., 1,13, the appearing of John the Baptist

and of our Lord are introduced in the same language: e. ra.c

aylL. o •in.oDc. It iB a misfortune that we are obliged

to translate the expression .apay.Ve™. by the very ordinary

word "come;" but the English Version, by rendering the fi.st

Tentence "In those days came John," while it gives the sec-

ond correctly, "Then cometh Jesus," quite unnecessarily im-

°pah-s both the vigor and the parallelism of the narrative. Ex-

actly similar to this last instance is another in St. Luke vu.,

33 34 r^X„9.v yap •IU..,C 6 /3a^-^C • • •
eX6X«e.K 6 vice ro«

r^X Where' a'sain the first iM,..e.. is translated came,

''irell'i'^^perfect tenses, it is for the most part im-

possible to give thV full sense without encumbermg the En-
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glish idiom unpleasantly. But in exceptional usages, as, for

instance, where the imperfect has the inchoate, tentative force,

its meaning can be preserved without any such sacrifice, and

ought not to be obliterated. Thus, in Luke i., 59, irnXovv

avTo Zaxapiav is not " They called it '(the child) Zacharias,"

but "They werefor calling it," "They woidd have called it."

Closely allied to this is the conditional sense of the imper-

fect, which again our English translators have rendered in.ad-

equately or not at all. Thus, in Gal. iv., 20, fiOeXov SI napdvai

wpoe vfi&e apri is not "1 desire to be present with you now," as

our translators have it, but "I could have desired;" and in

Matt, iii., 14, 6 'ImawriQ ouKuiXvtv avTov is not " John ybjJarfe

him," but " John would have hindered him." Again, in Horn,

ix., 3, ijiixo/ii/i' yap uvaOtfia tiyai avTOC iyi> otto tov Xptarov, the

moral difficulty disappears when the words are correctly

translated, not, as the English Version, "I coidd wish that

myself were accursed for Christ," but " I could have wished,"

etc. ; because the imperfect itself implies that it is impossible

to entertain such a wish, things being what they are. Again,

in Acts XXV,, 22, i(iov\6fit)v Ka\ aiiTuz tov aydpuiirov aicovaat, the

language of Agrippa is much more courteous and delicate

than our English version represents it. lie docs not say "I

would also hear the man myself," but " I myself also coidd

have wished to hear the man," if the favor had not been too

great to ask. Elsewhere our version is more accurate, e. g.,

Acts vii., 26, (TvyriWaaaey ai/rouc «'£ f'pfiyVi "would have set

them at one aciain."*

2. If the rendering of the tenses affords wide scope for im-

provement, this is equally the case with the treatment of the

definite article. And here again I think it will be seen that

theology is almost as deeply concerned as scholarship in the

correction of errors. In illustration, let me refer to the pas-

sage which the great authority of Bentley brought into prora-

• Here, however, our translators appear to have read avyiiXaaiv, so that

their accurney is purely accidental.
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inence, and wluch has often been adduced since his time. In

Rom. v., 15-19, there is a sustained contrast between "the one

(o elc)" and " the many (of ttoXXo/) ;" but in the English Version

the definite article is systematically omitted: "If, through

the offense of one, many bo dead," and so throughout the

passage, closing with, " For as by otie man^a disobediencp

many were made sinners, so by the obedience of one shall

many bo made righteous." In place of any comment of my
own, I will quote Bentley's words. Pleading for the correct

rendering, he says :
" By this accurate version some hurtful

mistakes about partial redemption and absolute reprobation

had been happily prevented. Our English readers bad then

seen, what several of the fathers saw and testified, that ol

jToXXoi, the many, in an antithesis to the one, are equivalent to

iravTcc, all,ia ver. 12, and comprehend the whole multitude,

the entire species of mankind, exclusive only of the one."*

In other words, the benefits ot Christ's obedience extend to

all men potentially. It is only human self-will which places

limits to its operation.

Taken in connection with a previous illustration (p. 82 seq.),

this second example from the Epistle to the Romans will en-

able us to estimate the amount of injury which is inflicted

on St. Paul's argument by grammatical inaccuracies. Both

the two great lines of doctrinal teaching respecting the Re-

demption, which run tlirough this epistle—the one relating

to the mode of its operation, the other to the extent of its ap-

plication—are more or less misrepresented in our English

Version owing to this cause. The former is obscured, as we

saw, by a confusion of tenses, while the latter is distorted by

a disregard of the definite article.

This, however, is the usual manner of treating the article

when connected with wo\\o\ and similar words; e.g., Matt,

xxiv., 12, "The love oimany shall wax cold," where the pict-

ure in the original is much darker ; twv ttoXKHv, " the many,"

the vast majority of the disciples; or again, Phil, i.,1 4, "And

* Bentley's Works, iii., p. 244 (ed. Djce).
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rT„;Vlr
'"'"" '" '" ^"'•'^ ^^^'"=" -»«'^e„t," wherethe ei.oi s even greater, for St.Paul distinctly wri es

'

were ^^^<^,J^::^^^^Z 7^7.
,'""

»bf,»t . .i«,c,-, a wife, a. wl, „ „L .^;^il*<:
,^° '.""

arS t! .
^'"""""' °'" '^'' •'^'^^«"«« of the definiteai title. The d.stniction between vauoc and /,

.' •

common,, dis,.,.,,.,, .„a ,, , ,
« ^ ;2;- '^7

peotB) evo„ .0 lifelXJt2 \T'"; "1 «" »™ «

ana,
,. „„i, rej.c.;.i2;,:;;.e «i rB.: ?;Ta"°'i
mments ot the evangelists themselves (e.g., Matt, i, ]

;
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Mark i., 1 ; John i.,l1), no instance of this usage can be found.

In the body of the narratives we read only of 6 Xpiarot, the

Christ, the Messiah, whom the Jews had long expected, and

who might or might not be identified with the person "Je-

sus," according to the spiritual discernment of the individual.

XpioToe is nowhere connected with 'IqiroCc in the Gospels with

the exception of John xvii., 3, where it occurs in a prophetic

declaration of our Lord, lya yivitirKumv t6v fiovoy aXriOivov Oeoi'

cai Of airtareiXac 'Iri^ovv Kpiarov; nor is it used without the

definite article in more than four passages, Mark ix., 41, iy

oyofiari on XpcoroD eort ; Luke ii., 11, aiorljp St iariy Xpiirroc Ku-

piO£ ; xxiii., 2, Xiyoyra iavToy Xpimoy ; John ix., 22, avrov ofioXo-

ytltrtf Xpunoy, where the very exceptions strengthen the rule.

The turning-point is the Resurrection : then, and not till then,

we hear of " Jesus Christ" from the lips of contemporary

speakers (Acts ii., 38 ; iii., 6), and from that time forward

Christ begins to be used as a proper name, with or without

the article. This fact points to a rule which should be- strict-

ly observed in translation. In the Gospel narratives o Xpiaroc

should always be rendered " the Christ," and never " Christ"

simply. In some places our translators have observed' this

(e.g.. Matt, xxvi., 63 ; Mark viii., 29), and occasionally they

have even overdone the translation, rendering 6 Xpiarus by

" that Christ," John L, 25, [vi., 69], or " the very Christ," John

vii., 26 ; but elsewhere, under exactly the same conditions, the

article is omitted, e.g., Matt. xvi., 16; xxiv.,5', Luke xxiii., 35,

39, etc. Yet the advantage of recognizing its presence even

in extreme cases, where at first sight it seems intrusive, would

be great. In such an instance as that of Herod's inquiry.

Matt, ii., 4, TToD 6 Xpiarot ytvyara,, "Where Christ should be

born," probably all would acknowledge the advantage of

substituting " the Christ ;" but would not the true significance

of other passages, where the meaning is less obvious, be re-

stored by the change ? Thus, in Matt, xi., 2, 6 U 'lui.^c imi-

„at h TV iti'fi'iTVpiv '» Vy ^"^ ^P^'^o"^ tlie evangelist's meann

ing is not that the Baptist heard what Jesus was doing, but
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that he was informed of one performing those works of mercyand power which the evangelic prophet had foretold as thepecal function of the Messiah.* I have studiously confined

the Gospels, and excepted the evangelists' own prefaces and

biough out with much greater force by understanding ZV^o. to apply to the office rather than the individual, andtranslatmg it "the Christ." In the genealogy of St.Matthew
fb instance, where the generations are divided symmetricair;

h 1 st"V >,

"'•"°' ^'^ ^^^"^^^'^^ -->« ^« --eel

sra I th r? "'J''' ' "''"^' ^^°''^ '" "^« history ofIsrael; the first reaching from the origin of the race to thecomn^encement of the monarchy (ver. 6, « David the kinf).the second from the commencement of the monarchy to thecaptivity in Babylon; the third and last from the capt'w y o
.

the coming of the Messiah, the Christ (eV ro. Xp.J). Co„nected with the title of the Messiah is that oUhe prophetwho occiipied a large space in the Messianic horizon oftheJews-the prophet whom Moses had foretold, conceived bysome to be the Messiah himself, by others an aUendant'u h'l

.IpH
.^" °°^P^««»Se only (John vii., 40) is 6 .pop',r,t, so

25 ;rf4 'f.T^'^
" ""^^•^^«'°"- I" '^'^ -st (Join I's,20

,

VI 14) Us force is weakened by the exaggerated render

how httle they understood the exigencies ofthe article) ourtranslators have offered an alternative, "Art thou a prophe "

imnor ?'lf ^ *'•' P""" '""^ '^'^ "^ ^^"'^^ ^^^ihel very

decla.es tha e. aur^ ,„3o.„... .av r6 .X,',pu,f.a Karoi.r,.a,, which
IS rendered "For it pleased the Father that in him should all

K
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fullness dwell." Here an important theological term is sup-

pressed by the omission of the article ; for to nXripuifia is " the

fullness," " the plentitude," pleroma being a recognized ex-

pression to denote the totality of the divine powers and at-

ti-ibutes (John i., 16 ; Eph. i.; 23 ; iii., 19; iv., 13 ; Col. ii., 9),

and one which afterwards became notorious in the specula-

tive systems of the Gnostic sects. And with this fact before

us, it is a question whether we should not treat to ir\i}pwfia as

a quasi-personality, and translate, "In Him all the Fullness

was pleased to dwell," thus getting rid of the ellipsis which

our translators have supplied by the Father in italics ; but, at

all events, the article must be preserved.

Again, more remotely connected. with our Lord's oflSce is

another error of omission. It is true of Christianity, as it is

true of no other religious system, that the religion is identified

with, is absorbed in, the Person of its founder. The Gospel is

Christ, and Christ only. This fact finds expression in many
ways, but more especially in the application of the same lan-

guage to the one and to the other. In most cases this iden-

tity of terms is equally apparent in the English and in the

Greek; but in one instance it is obliterated by a mistransla-

tion of the definite article. Our Lord, in St. John's Gospel,

in answer to the disciple's question, " How can we know the

way?" answers, "I am the way" (xiv.,5, 6). Corresponding

to this, we ought to find that in no less than four places in

the Acts of the Apostles the Gospel is called " the way" ab-

solutely : ix., 2, " If he found any that were of the way {lay

Tivac cvpji Trjc oSov ovras) ;" xix., 9, " Divers believed not, but

spake evil of the way;" xix., 23, "There arose no small stir

about the way;" xxiv., 22, "Having more perfect knowledge

of the way;" but in all these passages the fact disappears in

the English Version, which varies the rendering between" this

way" and " that way," but never once translates ri)v 6S6i; "the

way."

But more especially are these omissions of the article fre-

quent in those passages which relate to the second advent
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and once in StLuke (ziii., 28), to describe the despair and
misery of the condemned ; iKti Imai 6 KkavBfiot cal b fipvyfide

rOy oSoyriiiv, where the rendering should be corrected into

" There shall be the wailing and the gnashing of teeth."

The last instance which I shall take connected with this

group of facts and ideas relating to the end of the world is

more subtle, but not, on that account, less important. I refer

to the peculiar sense of ^ upyfi, as occurring in a passage which

has been variously explained, but which seems to admit only

of one probable interpretation, Rom. xiL, 10, /ii) tavrove Uii-

Kouvretf ayaTTijro/, aXKa Sotc tokov rp opyp' yiypavrai yap '£/ioi ck-

Siictitric, iyit avraTroSiiau), \iyti Kvpioc. With this compare Rom.

v., 9, ou^toofuda St' avTou airb rqc opylc, which is rendered "We
shall be saved from wrath through him," and more especial-

ly 1 Thess. ii., 16, i<^Qaaiv {f^Oaxiv) Sc fir' ahrovs >/ opyii tit reXoc,

where the definite article is correctly reproduced in our ver-

sion, " For the wrath is come upon them to the uttermost."

From these passages it appears that ^ opyi), "the wrath," used

absolutely, signifies the divine^ retribution ; and the force of

St, Paul's injunction in Rom. xii., 19, Ion tokov rp dpyp is this

:

"Do not avenge yourselves: do not anticipate the divine

retribution ; do not thrust yourselves into God's place, but

leave room for his judgments"—a sense which the English

rendering " rather give place unto wrath" does not suggest,

and probably was not intended to represent. In the same

way, TO diXTifia is the divine will (Rom. ii., 18, ytviiantis to BiXtf

/jo),* and TO ovofia the divine name (PhiL ii., 9, to ovofia to virtp

* This word OiXtjita came to be so appropriated to the divine will that it is

sometimes nsed in this sense even without the definite article ; e. g.,Ignat.,

Horn., 1, lavieip 9i\jiiia y tov KaTaKiodijvai pe (the correct text) ; Ephes., 20,

lav pi KaraUbiay 'Itiaoit Xpuniic Iv Tf wpoaivxy vpHv itai OiXjjpa y; Smi/rn.,

1, v'liv 8iov tard 9i\tiita ca> iuvapai [ecoii] (where 6(ov is doubtful).

These passages point to the true interpretation of 1 Cor.xvi.,12,ouK fiv

BiXcpa 'iva vvv l\9y, IXtiairai ii orav luicaipjjay, which is (I believe) univers-

ally interpreted as in our English Version, "his will was not to come," but

which ought to be explained, "It was not God's will that he should come."

They dso indicate, as I believe, the true reading in Bom.xv.,32,iVa Iv

vapS i\Bu irpbs iiiae M SiXq/taroc, where varioos additions appear in the
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mo8t 'every instance of this kind tlie article is neglected in

our version, though it is obviously important at a time when

the evidences of Christianity are so narrowly scanned that

these more minute traits of special knowledge should be kept

in mind. Thus, for instance, iri John xii., 13, "They took

branches of palm-trees," the original has ra ^ata tS,v ^mvlmv,

''the branches oithe palm-trees"—the trees with which the

evangelist himself was so familiar, which clothed the eastern

slopes of the Mount of Olives, and gave its name to the vil-

latre of Bethany, " the house of dates." Thus, again, in the

Acta (ix.,35),the words translated "Lydda and Saron" are

^{.l^a Ka\ Thy 2apa,.a, " Lydda and the Sharon,"* the former

being the town, the latter the district in the neighborhood,

and therefore having the definite article in this, the only pas-
.

sage in which-it occurs in the New Testament, as it always

has in the Old Testament, Hash- sharon, Uhe Sharon," the

woody plain, just as we talk of "the weald," "the downs,

etc t A-ain, there is mention of " the pinnacle (to xr.puy.o.)

of the Te°mple" in the record of the temptation (Matt, iv., 5 ;

Luke iv 9)-the same expression likewise being used by the

Jewish Christian historian Hegesippus in the second century,

when describing the martyrdom of James, the Lord s brother,

who is thrown down from "the .npn.o.;"t bo that (whatev-

er may be the exact meaning of the word translated pmna-

cle") some one definite place is meant, and the impression

conveyed to the English reader by " a pinnacle" is radically

note of Ongen (.r;, "vh "« i- r
,. » contrast to this uncon-

':;':\::^:tS!^^oto:^- '•>« "". ^-^ -' understanding the presence

"S'Xtlustration is Mr. GroWs, in Smith's Dictionary of t,e Bllle, s. v.

^"IT^ ,1, TT F ii
23,aTneioiulirlTb^Tipiy">^TOvUpov...lonioap

TQv vaov.
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wrong. Again, in the history of the cleansing of the Tem-

ple, the reference to the seats of them that sold " the doves"

(rac wepiiTTepas) in two evangelists (Matt, xxi., 12; Mark xi.,

15) indicates the pen of a narrator who was accustomed to

the sight of the doves which might be purchased within the

sacred precincts by worshipers intending to ofier the purifi-

catory offerings enjoined by the Mosaic law (Luke ii., 24). In

like manner, "the bushel" and ".the candlestick" in the Ser-

mon on the Mount (Matt, v., 15 ; comp. Mark iv., 21 ; Luke

xi., 33) point to the simple and indispensable furniture in ev-

ery homely Jewish household. And elsewhere casual allu-

sions to "the cross-way" (Mark xi.,4),"the steep" (Mark v.,

13, "a sleep place," A.V), "the synagogue" or "our syna-

gogue" (Luke vii., 5, "He hath built us a synagogue," A.V.*),

and the like—which are not unfrcquent^all have their value,

and ought not to be obscured.

But there are two remarkable instances of the persistent

presence ofthe definite article—both connected with the Lake

of Galilee—which deserve special attention, but which, nev-

ertheless, do not appear at all to the English reader.

Most students of the New Tcstament^havc had their atten-

tion called to the fact that our Lord, before delivering the

discourse which we call " the Sermon on the Mount," is re-

corded to have gone up, not " into a mountain," but " into the

mountain" (to £poe), Matt, v., 1 ;f and they have been taught

* In Acts xvii., 1 , also, where the A.V. has " Thessalonica, wliere was a

synagogue of the Jews," our translators certainly read otou ?Ji' >/ mivayuiyri,

though the article must be omitted in the Greek, if a strong combination of

the oldest authorities is to have weight.

t Dean Stanley (^Sinai and Palestine, p. 3C1), supporting the traditional

site of the "Mount of Beatitudes," writes, " None of the other mountains in

the neighborhood could answer equally well to this description, inasmuch as

they are merged into the uniform barrier of hills round the lake, whereas this

stands separate— ' the mountain,' which alone could lay claim to a distinct

name, with the one exception of Tabor, which is too distant to answer the re-

quirement." If the view which I have taken in the text be correct, this " uni-

form barrier of hills" would itself be rb upoc : at all events, the fact that to

opof is the common expression in the evangelists shows that the definite ar-

ticle does not distinguish the locality of the Sermon on the Mount from those
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to observe also that StLuke (vi., 17), in describing the locali-

ty where a discourse very similar to St.Matthew's Sermon on
the Mount is held, says, " He came down with them and
stood," not (as our English Version makes him say) " in the

plaiti" (as if tV rj* veSi^), hut "on a levelplace" {itI rdirow ire-

Sivov), where the very expression suggests that the spot was
situated in the midst of a hilly country. Thus, by respecting

the presence of the article in the one evangelist and its ab-

sence in the other, the two accounts are so far brought into

accordance that the description of the localities, at all events,

ofiers no impediment to our identifying the discourses.

But it is important to observe in addition that whenever

the evangelists speak ofincidents occurring above the shores

of the Lake of Galilee, they invariably use rd 6poc* and never

^c or TO opt), either of which, at first sight, would have seemed

more natural. The probable explanation of this fact is, that

TO opoc stands for the mountain district—the hills as opposed

to the level shores—more especially as the corresponding He-

brew ifin is frequently so used, and in such cases is trans-

lated TO opoc in the LXX. : e. g., " the mountain of Judah,"

"the mountain of Ephraim," Josh, xvii., 16 ; xix., 50; xx., 7,

etcf But, whatever may be the explanation, the article ought

to be retained throughout.

Only less persistentj is the presence of the article in " the

ofBCreral other incidents in this neigliborbood, though possibly the independ-

ent reasons in favor of the traditional site may be sufficient without this aid.

* The only exceptions, I Believe, to the insertion of the definite article are

in the cases of the temptation (Matt, iv., 8 [Luke iv., 5]) and of the transfig-

Dration (Matt, xvii., 1 ; Mark ix., 2), in all which passages the expression is

fi'c Spot v\fni\ov [Ai'ax].

t It is no objection to this interpretation that St.Luke twice uses the more

classical expression ij bpuvri in speaking of the hill-country ofJudiea: i., 39,

66. Wherever he treads on the same ground with St.Matthew and St. Mark,

be has r* opot. The portion of his narrative in which q ipuvq occurs Is de-

rived from some wholly independent source.

X The common text, however, inserts the article in a few passages where it

is absent from one or more of the best MSS. (e. g., Matt, viii., 23 ; ix., 1

;

xiii., 2 ; xiv., 22 ; Mark iv., 1 j vi., 30, 45). In Matt, xiv., 13, Iv jrXo.'v is

read by all the ancient authorities which have the words at all. In cases
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'^
wl '" '=°°°^'=*'«° ^'tl» the navigation of the Seaof Gahiee. Whatever may be the significance of this fact-whether :t s.mp.y bears testimony to the vivldne s w thwh.ch each scene m succession presented itself to the fi stnarrator or narrators, or whether some one well-known bttwas intended (as the narrative ofJohn vi 22 s 1

"
;T.

gest)-the article ought to have been p'.; . J ^'f.^^fglish Version
;
whereas in this case, as in the last th. f

r-'frth'^^"
':'-'' -^ '^^--^^z:z

• -, ,
^ «*ppedi nist m connection with a fi«ci.

Yet, on the other hand, where this phenomenon appears inthe original Gi.ek, that is, where an object is indefinUe w ^
first introduced and becomes definite after its first menUonour t.ansators have frequently disregarded this "commoi!
Bense rule, and departed from the Greek. Thus in the ac

that one of the ma.d-servants (^/a roi. na.U.u,.) of the hi<rh-
priest" questioned him and elicited his first denial; the;'

ZZ 'f" t'"
''''" '^''^"™ ^'V-."^/'^ -aid-servant, s^-mg h.m again, began to say;" but our translators in the second passage render it "a maid-servant," thus making twod. tinct persons. The object was doubtless to biin. the n^rative into strict conformity with Matt, xxvi., 69, 7^ (,/„Z

17 \
' ' "^.'^

'
^"'' ^''""Sh there might seem to be an im-n diate gain here, this disregard of grammar is really a hinderance to any satisfactory solution, whore an exact a^ree-m nt m details is unimportant, and where strict harmony, if

attainable, must depend on the tumultuous character of hecene,in which more than one interrogator would sneak athe same tune.* Our translators, however, were at fS.not

at™et?sts^':;ec.i^^jr r^'"^^
- "°' '^« "--'- o^'--

with ^rXorov is more pers^tentin th^n^r ^ " "^.^ '"' '"'" """ "'" ""^'o

*See the solution LTrrt^rr-^^r.^^^^^^^^^^^
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through any want of honesty, but from their imperfect knowl-

edge of grammar, for they repeatedly err in the same way
where no purpose is served; e.g.,Mark ii.,15,16," Many pub-

licans and sinners (iroXXol rcXuit'at Kal aftapruXoi) sat also to-

gether with Jesus . . . and when the scribes and Pharisees

saw him eat with publicans and sinners {fiera. rdy TiXtoi'dv kuI

AfiapruXdv) . . . How is it that he eateth and drinkcth with

publicans and sinners {ftcra tuiv TeXuvioy Kal afiapruXHv) ?" . . .

1 John v., 6, "This is he that came by water and blood (St iia-

Tos Kol a'/iaroc), even Jesus Christ ; not by water (tV rji uJan)

only, but by water (tV ry uSan) and.blood (r^ alfian)-" Rev.

xi., 9, 11," Shall see their dead bodies three days and a half

(Jifiipas rptic i:aJ ijfiiiTv) . . . And after three days and a half

(/icrci rac rptlc iifiipas Kai ijfiiav), etc." Omissions of this class

are very numerous.

The error of inserting the article where it is absent is less

frequent than that of omitting it where it is present, but not

less injurious to the sense. Thus, in 1 Tim. iii., 11, ywdiKat

iiaavTbit (Tffivhc would hardly have been rendered " even so

must their loiues be grave" if the theory of the definite article

had been understood ; for our translators would have seen

that the reference is to ywalKas Siacdcovc, "women-deacons" or

"deaconesses," and not to the wives of the deacons.* Again,

in John iv., 27, cOavfia^ov Sn ficTa yuvaiicoc fXaXtt, the English

Version, " They marveled that he talked with the woman,"

implies that the disciples knew her shameful history—a high-

ly improbable supposition, since she is obviously a stranger

whoso character our Lord reads through his divine intuition

alone; whereas the true rendering, " He talked with a wom-

* The office of deaconess is mentioned only in one otlier possagc in tlie New

Testament (Kom. x^^., 1), and tiiere also it is obliterated in the English Ver-

sion by the substitution of the vague expression "which is a servant" for the

more definite ovaav tioKovov. If the testimony borne in these two passages

to a ministry of women in the apostolic times had not been thus blotted out

of our English Bibles, attention would probably have been directed to the .sub-

ject at an earlier date, and our English Church would not have remained so

long maimed in one of her bands.
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an," which indeed alone explains the emphatic position of yu-
vatKui, points to their surprise that he should break throuo-h
the conventional restraints imposed by rabbinical authority
and be seen speaking to one of the other sex in public*
Again, in Luke vi., 16, Sj [ko!] lyivno wpoSorric ought not to be
translated " which also was the traitor," because the subse-
quent history of Judas is not assumed to be known to St.

Luke's readers, but " who also became a traitor." Again, it is

important for geographical reasons that in Acts viii.,5, Philip
sliould not be represented as going down " to the city of Sa-
maria" {el{ nuXtf Tijg Safiapeiac), if the reading which our trans-
lators had before them be correct,f because the rendering may
lead to a wrong identification of the place. And, lastly, Kara
lopTttv, which means simply " at festival-time," should not be
translated "at the feast" (Luke xxiii., 17), still less " at that
feast" (Matt, xxvii., 15; Mark xv., 6), because these render-
ings seem to limit the custom to the feast of the Passover—'
a limitation which is not implied in the original expression,
and certainly is not required by the parallel passage in St.

John (xviii., 39). Happily, in another passage (John v., 1,

fUTa TaZra 7iv eoprij rHy'IovSaiiDy), which is important in its bear-
ing on the chronology of our Lord's life, our translators have
respected the omission of the article before lopr,', ; but that
their accuracy in this instance was purely accidental appears
from the fact that a chapter later (vi., 4),ro riaxa .', iopn) rCy
'lovlaiioy is rendered " the Passover, a feast of the Jews."
But if, after the examples already given, any doubt could

still remain that the theory of the definite article was wholly
unknown to our translators, the following passages, in which
almost every conceivable rule is broken, must be regarded as
conclusive

:
Matt, iii., 4, aWhi U 6 •iwiy^s el^cy to eyhv^ia, "And

the same John had liis raiment" (where the true rendering,
"But John himself," involves an antithesis of the prophetic

• A rabbinical precept was, " Let no one talk with a woman in the street,
po, not with his own wife :" see Lightfoot's Works, ii., p. 543.

t lie rijv TroXiv, however, ought almost certainly to be read.
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announcement and the actual appearance of the Baptist)

;

John iv., 37, iv roury o Xdyoc i(niv o aXjiOii-oc, " Herein is that

Baying true ;" ib., v., 44, rr}v Sojai/ r^v wapa. roD fiovov Qeoii, "The

honor that cometh from God only f^ Acts xi.,17, ri)v wnv lia-

ptav iSuKtv aiiToit o 6toc <I>C icai tifiiv Triareiaaaiv tn'i tov Kvptoy,

" God gave them the like gift as he did unto us toho believed

on the Lord;" 1 Cor. viii.,10,11, »/ avviilriai!: aiirov aaOevove ot^

roc .... Tvirroyres avTuv Tijy miytihrimv aadcfovaav, The con-

science ofhim that ia weak . . . wound their weak conscience ;"

2 Cor. viiL,19, irpoc riiy afcroD tov Kvptov lo^av, "To the glory

o{the same Lord ;" 1 Tim. vi., 2, iriarol t'laiy xai ayajrijroJ 01 Ttje

tiiepyealai: amXa/ijSdcdfjcj'oi, "They are faithful and beloved,

partakei-B of the benefit ;" ib., vi., 5, vofui;6vTb)v iropiafioy ihai

Tify fW/Stiaf, " Supposing that gain is godliness;" 2 Tim. ii.,

19,0 fiiyroi trrcpiog difiiXtos tov Biov t<rrr)K£y*, " Nevertheless, the

foundation of God standeth sure ;" Ileb. vi., 8, Uipipovaa M

AKiyOas ical Tpt(i6\ove ASS^tfiot, " But that which beareth thorns

and briers is rejected ;" i6.,vi.,ie,iri<rric aJ-roic AvnXoy/at iripac

tic fie(ialu<riy b SpKoc, "An oath for confirmation is to them an

end of all strife
;" ib., ix., 1, r«5 rt fiy.ov .w;iud,',"And a worldly

sanctuary;" ib., X.,1, ra.c airaic Ovmaiq as npotT<l>ipovmy,"Wlth

those sacrifices which they oflfered;" Rev. xix.,9,oSm ol X<iyo«

&Xne,yol c!<r. rov Geou," These are the true sayings of God."

There is, however, -one passage in which this fault is com-

mitted, and on which it may be worth while to dwell at

greater length, because it does not appear to have been prop-

erly understood. In John v., 35, the words i«7.'oc ?•' i> X«x'"'c

i, .a.d«t.oc .al i,aly,.y, in which our Lord describes the Bap-

tist, are translated in our version, "He was a burning and a

shining light." Thus rendered, the expression appears as in-

tended simply to glorify John. But this is not the sense

which the context requires, and it is only attained by a fla-

grant disregard of the articles. Commentators have correctly

pointed out that John is here called 6 Xvx.oc, « the lamp
;

he

was n6t r6 ^oc, "the light" (i., 8);* for Christ himself, and

• Here again (i., 8) much is lost in the English Version by rendering oi.

Hy Myoc rb <p:-s,
" He was not that light.'
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Christ only, is "the light" (i., 9; iii., 19; ix., 5, etc.). Thus

the rendering of d Xvy^os is vitally wrong, as probably few

would deny. But it has not been perceived how much the

contrast between the Baptist and the Savior is strengthened

by a proper appreciation of the remaining words d Kaid^cfoc

ra! (paivuiy. The word Kaiity is " to burn, to kindle," as in Matt,

v., 15, otiSt Kaioviriv Xux^ov, " Neither do men light a candle:"

so, too, Luke xii., 35, ol Xixvoi Kaiofitvoi, Rev. iv., 5 ; viii., 10.

Thus it implies that the light is not inherent, but borrowed

;

and the force of the expression will be, "He is the lamp that

is kindled, and so shineth." Christ himself is the centre and

source of light; the Baptist has no light of his own, but draws

all his illumination from this greater one. He is only as the

light of the candle, for whose rays, indeed, men are grateful,

but which is pale, flickering, transitory, compared with the

glories of the eternal flame from which itself is kindled.

3. After the tenses and the definite article, the prepositions

deserve to be considered ; for here, also, there is much room
for improvement.

Of these, Sta holds the first place in importance
;
yet, in

dealing with this preposition, we are met with a difliiculty.

The misunderstandings which arise in the mind of an English

reader are due in most passages rather to the archaisms than

to the errorp of our translators ; and archaisms are very in-

tractable. Where, in common language, we now say " by"

and " through" (i. e., " by means of") respectively, our trans-

lators, following the diction of their age, generally use " of"

and " by" respectively—" of" denoting the agent (Wd), and
" by" the instrument or means {lia). This, however, is not

universally the case; but in^d is sometimes translated "by"
(e.g., Luke ii., 18), and Sta sometimes "through" (e.g., John

i., 7). Such exceptions seem to show tTiat the language was
already in a state of transition ; and this supposition is con-

firmed by observing that in the first passage Tyndale and the

earlier versions render riuy XaXridiyTuiv airoTj inro rdy noiftiyoii',
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"those things which were told them o/the Bhoplieids"—a ren-

dering Btill i-etained even in the Bishops' and Geneva Bibles,

and first altered apparently by King James's revisers.

From these archaisms great ambiguity arises. When we

hear ""it was said o/him," we understand at once "about or

concerning him," but this is not the meaning which this prep-

osition bears in our New Testament. And again, when we

read " it was sent by me," we understand " I sent it," but

neither again is this the meaning intended. In the modern

language" by" represents the sender (utto), whereas in the old

it denotes the bearer (Sm) of the letter or parcel. We do not

venture to use "6y," meaning the intermediate agency or in-

strument, except in cases where the form or the matter of the

sentence shows distinctly that the primary agent is not in-

tended, so that no confusion is possible, as " I sent it by him,"

"I was informed by telegraph." Otherwise misunderstand-

ing is inevitable. Thus, in Acts xii., 9, " He wist not that it

was true which Was done by the angel" (to yiv6iiivov ma tov

6yy(Xo«),orin Acts ii., 43, "Many words and signs were done

by the apostles" (?<a tUv in^ocrSKi^v ey.Vtro), no English reader

would suspect that the angel and the apostles respectively

are represented as the doers only in the sense in which a

chisel may be said to carve a piece of wopd, as instruments

in the hands of an initiative power. In the same way, Acts ii.,

23, "Ye have taken and by wicked hands have crucified and

slain" is, I fancy, wholly misunderstood ; nor, indeed, would

it be easy, without a knowledge of the Greek, S.a x"P=>^

&,^6fia,yf to discover that by the "wicked hands," or rather

" lawless hands," is meant the instrumentality of the fivo/io(,

the heathen Romans, whom the Jews addressed by St. Peter

had used as their tools to compass our Lord's death. And

a-ain, such renderings as Gal. iii., 19, "ordained by angels

{Lrayut hi Ayyao,v),-and Ephes. iii., 10, « might be known by

• I have taken x'.p-v as the readinR which our translators had before them

Bat the correet text is unquestionably l.A X"POC avo,u.v,"by the hand of

lawless men," which brings out the sense st.ll more clearly.
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the Church {yvwpioQ^ Ita rtjc iKKXrialat, i. €., might be made

known througli the Church) the manifold wisdom of God,"

are quite misleading. It was not, however, for the sake of

such isolated examples as these that I entered upon this dis-

cussion. There are two very important classes of passages,

in which the distinction between vno {and) and Sia is very im-

portant, and in which, therefore, this ambiguity is much to be

regretted.

The first of these has reference to Inspiration. Wherever

the sacred writers have occasion to quote or to refer to the

Old Testament, they invariably apply the preposition iia, as

denoting instrumentality, to the lawgiver, or the prophet, or

the psalmist, while they reserve vvo, as signifying the primary

motive agency, to God himself. This rule is, I belier\'e, uni-

versal. Some few exceptions, it is true, occur in the received

text, but all these vanish when the readings of the older au-

thorities are adopted ;* and this very fact is significant, be-

cause it points to a contrast between the persistent idea of

the sacred writers themselves and the comparative indifier-

ence of their later transcribers. Sometimes ha occurs alone,

e. g.. Matt, xxi., 4, ro prjOev iiix TOV npoipliTov; xxiv., 15, TO pr)6ty

iia AavifiX, etc. ; sometimes in close connection with vw6, e. g.,

Matt, i., 22, TO prjOtv vnu Kvpiov Sia tov irpoijx'iTov (comp. ii., 15).

It is used, moreover, not only when the word is mentioned as

spoken, but 9lso when it is mentioned as written; e. g.. Matt.

'u.,5,ouTii) yap yiypavrai Sia tov irpo(j>iiTov ; Luke xviii., 31, n-d»Ta

Ta yiypajifiiva Ota tUv irpofriTiiv. Yet this significant fact is

wholly lost to the English reader.

* In Matt, ii., 17; iii. ,3, the readings of the received text are iiwo 'lipi/ilov,

inb 'Haatov respectively, but all the best critical editions read ^id in both

places, following the preponderance of ancient authority. In Matt, xxvii.,

35; Mark xiii., 14, the clauses containing iirb in this connection are inter-

polations, and are stn^ck out in the best editions.

In all these four passages our A.V. has "by," though the translators had

viro in their text, and (following their ordinary practice) should have rendered

it "of." Tyndale,who led the way, probably having no distinct grammatical

conception of the difference of iini and Sta, followed his theological instinct

herein, and thus extracted the right sense out of the false reading.
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The other class of passages has a still more important the-

ological bearing,having reference to the Person of Christ. The
preposition, it is well known, which is especially applied to

the Office of the Divine Word, is hd ; e. g., John i.,3,10,ira»'ra

ii avTOv iyivtTO . . . o KoafioQ Si alrrov iyiycTo; 1 Cor. viii., 6, iIq

Kvpioc 'IijffoDc Xpiirroc S»' o5 ra TraiTO Kai hfieic 2«' ahrov', Col. i.,

, 16, Ta irayra Si' ai/rov icai tic alrov to-iorai; Heb. i., 2, 5i' ov cat

iirolriaEV roue aiufac; 11., 10, Si ov ra TraiTa xai ti ov to. Travra.

In all such passages the ambiguous " by" is a serious obsta-

cle to the understanding of the English reader. In the Ni-

cene Creed itself, the expression " By whom {?i' ol) all things

were made," even when it is seen that the relative refers not

to the Father, but to the Son (and the accidental circumstance

that the Father is mentioned just before misleads many pei--

Bons on this point), yet fails to suggest any idea difiercnt

from the other expression in the Creed, "Maker of heaven

and earth," which had before been applied to the Father.

The perplexity and confusion are still further increased by

the indistinct rendering, " God of God, Light of Light," etc.,

for Gtoc IK 0EoD, <pSie ck ipCiTos, k.t.X.— words which in them-

selves represent the doctrine of God the Word as taught by

St. John, but whose meaning is veiled by the English prepo-

sition of. Thus the Nicene doctrine is obscured in the Ni-

cene formula itself as represented to the English ear, and the

prejudice against it, which is necessarily excited by misun-

derstanding, ensues. The same misconception must attend

the corresponding passages in the New Testament ; c. g., John

i., 3, 10, "All things were made by him," "The world was

made by him." In this case it is much easier to point out

the defect than to supply the remedy ; but surely the English

Version in this context is capricious in rendering Si' alrov in

the two passages already quoted "by him," and yet in an in-

termediate verse (1) translating irdn-tc irumvouaiv Si' ahrov,

" all men through him might believe," and then again return-

\n<r to by in ver. 17, 6 vd/ioc Sia Muuirewc tSoflij, h X"P'C "f"' ^ "^^"

fltm lia 'Itiaov Xpi(TTov lyiycro, "Tho law was given by Moses,
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bnt grace and truth came by Jesus Christ." If prescription
IS too powerful to admit the rendering "throu<^h" for S.i
throughout the passage, some degree of consistency, at least
rn.ght be attained, so that niarei.u.^,, S.' alrov and S,a Mo,vaiJc
iBoBr, should be translated the same way.

But, though in the renderings of S,a with the genitive we
are confronted by archaisms rather than by errors, and it
might be difficult, and perhaps not advisable, in many cases
to meddle with them, the same apology and the same impedi-
ment do not apply to this preposition as used with the accu-
sative. Here our translators are absolutely wrong, and a cor-
rection is imperative. Though they do not ever (so far as I
have noticed) translate S.a with a genitive ns though it had
an accusative, they are frequently guilty of the con°verse er-
ror, and render it with an accusative as though it had a geni
tive. Thus Matt, x v., 3, 6, "Why do ye transgress the com-
mandment of God? . . . ye have made the commandment
of none effect by your tradition (S.a r^^ napi^omy If^Hy," i e
"for the sake of your tradition," or as it is expressed in the
parallel passage, Mark vii., 9, Ua r!,y napaloaiv l^^y rvpfi^re
[ar/,^,rf])

;
John xv., 3, « Now ye are clean throuffh the word

{Sia rhy Xoyov) ;» Horn, ii., 24, "The name ofGod is blasphemed
among the Gentiles /^Wi^A you (S.' i-^iac) ;" 2 Cor. iv., 15, "That
the abundant grace might throurjh the thanksgiving ofmany
redound to the glory of God (".a h x«P'c -X.o.<5.a.a S.i r/.
T\u6yioy rfiy elxapiariay ^epi^irciar, t ,'c Ti)y So^ay rov GfoD)," where
It 18 perhaps best to govern ri,y .Ixupiariay by n,piaa,b,rr, taken
as a transitive, but where the English Version, at all events
has three positive errors: (1.) translating ;, x"f>.c ^X^oyicaca
as It „ ^Xtoy^^a^a x&pn; (2.) rendering rHy nXa6yo>y as if ^oX-
X^y; (3.) giving the wrong sense to Sm with the accusative-
Heb. IV., 1, "Bringing forth herbs meet for them by whom it
IS dressed (S.' otc yeupyurai)." Yet in Rom. viii.,l l, " Ho shall
also quicken your mortal bodies by his Spirit that dwellethm you," our translators were apparently alive to the differ-
ence of signification in the various readings Sm roD lyoi.ovyrot

±J
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. . . vftifiaroc and Sia to ivoiKovi' . . . wvivfta, for they add in

the margin, " Or, because of his Spirit."

In translating the other prepositions also there is occasion-

al laxity. Thus iirl rdv yttjicXSiv is rendered " in the clouds"

(Matt, xxiv., 30 ; xxvi., 64), though the imagery is marred

thereby, and though the mention of " him that sat on the

cloud (tTrirqc yt<ptkt,tr i° ^^^ Apocalypse (xiv.,15,16) ought

to have insured the correct translation. And similarly in

Matt, iv., 6; Luke iv., 11, the English rendering "In their

hands they shall bear thee up" presents a different picture

from the iirl xeipw" of the original* Again, the proper force

of tic is often sacrificed where the loss is not inappreciable.

Thus, in 2 Cor. xi., 3, ovtu ^Oapy ra vofinara vfiuv otto t^c airXo-

rijroc rw «c rov Xptaruy is rendered " So your minds should be

corrupted from the simplicity that is in Christ," where the

true idea is " sincerity or fidelity towards Christ," in accord-

ance with the image in the context, " That I may present you

as a chaste virgin to Christ." Even more serious is the in-

jury done to the sense in 1 Cor. viii., 6, dW ft/iiv Jc Bibc o na-

T^p it o5 TO. Trivra k-al V"C «= ""''"•'> ''°' '^'^ ^^<"°^ '^'^""''^ Xp.<rroc

IC o5 TO. TT^vra Ka\ hf^uc S.' airoD, where the studiously careful

distribution of the prepositions in the original is enUrely de-

ranged by rendering cJc alrdy « in him" instead of" wUo him,"

though here a marginal alternative "for him" is given.

Again, a common form of error is the mistranslation of /Jar-

. In Mark xii. , 2G, oi« iviyyo.r, ly r» /3./3Xv Wu.vaU.e l^ri roS P^rov.jrHi:
in

f""'^^ - „> '

^ i„ the book of Moses how in the bush

old ™kr;nthh„?"reCng idea conveyed in .he English Version arises

God spake pmoniinr
mistranslation of the preposition.

mhVo^S^r o? hllitdi trusted, our translators would have seen

lZ::%hro.n.Z,n^nJ the pas..^
^f^^.^nrh-i. of"S

passagecalled *« ^•-•^"(-"P,
;/J^„'''g''^eX;g''o/Elias"). Strangely

Han ,.M nd m *• >«•' "i"™" „V ..nd-iS oto.rA.il.or-

translfltiong "besides the bush."
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Hiiiiv {('c, as 1 Cor. i.,13, " Or were ye baptized in the name of

Paul (ti'c 7-0 ovofxa IlauXou) ?" So again, Matt, xxviii.,19 ; Acts

viii., 16. In Acts xix., 3, 5, after being twice given correctly,

"Unto what, then, were ye baptized? And they said unto

John's baptism," nevertheless, when it occurs a third time, it

is .wrongly translated, "When they heard this, they were bap-

tized in the name (eis to ovofia) of the Lord Jesus." On the

other hand, in Rom. vi, 3 ; 1 Cor. x., 2 ; xii., 13 ; Gal. iii., 27,

the preposition is duly respected.

Again, though the influence of the Hebrew and Aramaic

has affected the use of tV, so that it can not be measured by a

strictly classical standard, still the license which our version

occasionally takes is quite unjustifiable. In such passages as

Rom. xiv., 14, oila Kot iriiriiafiai Iv Kvpi^ 'Iijo-ow, " I know and am
persuaded by the Lord Jesus;" 1 Cor. xii.,13, ral yap tv ivl

TlvivfiaTi I'lfii'ic 7rd»T£c tic Iv auifia t^avTiaOrtiitv, " For by one Spir-

it are we all baptized into one body," the Hebraic or instru-

mental sense of tV is indefensible.

Lastly, even prepositions with such well-defined meanings

as avo and Ivip are not always respected ; as, for example, in

2 Thess. ii., 1 , 2, " Now wc beseech you, brethren, by (yirip) the

coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, and by our gathering to-

gether unto him, that ye be not soon shaken in mind {avu rod

vooe) ;" while elsewhere vapa is similarly ill treated, 1 Pet. ii.,

4, "Disallowed indeed of men (Ifo ay6pinriav),\)\xi chosen of
God (jrapa Gfy CKXtKroy)."

Under these three heads the most numerous grammatical

errors of our version fall. But other inaccuracies of divers

kinds confront us from time to time, and some of these are of

real importance. Any one who attempts to frame a system

of the chronology of our Lord's life by a comparison of the

Gospel narratives with one another and with contemporary

Jewish history will know how perplexing is the statement in

our English Version of Luke iii., 23, that Jesus, after his bap-

tism, "began to be about thirty years of age." But the orig-
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inal need not and (in fact) can not mean this ;
for ^i- Apxo/Jfoc

riKTri irHv rp^Uovra must be translated "was about thirty years

old when he began" {i. e., at the commencement of his public

life, his ministry) ; where i,«A is sufficiently elastic to allow

a year or two, or even more, either under or over the thirty

years; and, in fact, the notices of Herod's life in Josephus

compared with St. Matthew's narrative seem to require that

' our Lord should have been somewhat more than thirty years

old at the time. Again, such a translation as Phil, iv., 3, aw-

\aul3iyov airaTc aJn.ec . . • evyfiOM'^y ,io.,"Help those women

which labored with me," is impossible; and, going hand in

hand with an error in the preceding verse, by which a man,

"Euodias," is substituted for a woman, « Euodia,"* calls for

correction. Again, in 2 Pet. iii., 12, the rendering of airevSo^rac

„). ^apovolay rij, roD Ocou VP'-E. "Hasting unto the coming

of the day of God," can not stand, and the alternative sug-

gested in the margin, "Hasting the coming," should be placed

in the text; for the words obviously imply that the zeal and

steadfastness of the faithful will be instrumental in speeding

the final crisis. Again, the substitution of an interrogative

for a relative in Matt, xxvi., 50, Iralpe, i^' S rrapti. Friend,

wherefore art thou come?" is not warranted by New-Testa-

ment usage, though here our translators are supported by

many modern commentators, and the expression must be

treated as an aposiopesis, " Friend, do that for which thou art

come."t Again, our translators have on more than one oc-

casion ndulged in the grammatical fiction oUlypaUage, ren-

dering .po.LV,).. r,. xP-'-c,
" for the use of _eMy-g|J

Ephes. iv., 29, and A^.'mc ri. n,c apx*»C ro. Xp.^ro. Xoyoj "^k

vi 1) " leaving the principles of the doctrme of Christ In

ioih of these passages, however, there is a marginal note.
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though in the first the alternative ofiered " to edify profita-

bly" slurs over the difliculty. Such grammatical deformities

as these should be swept away. Neither, again, should we
tolerate such a rendering as 1 Cor. xii., 28, avTtX^fi^uc, icvfiep-

vijatK, " helps in governments,"* where the original contem-

plates two distinct functions, of which ayn\rifi\pci{ would ap-

ply mainly to the diaconate and Kvfiepviiaetc to the presbytery,

but where our translators have had recourse to the grammat-
ical fiction oi Hendiadys. A somewhat similar instance to

the last, where two detached words are combined in defiance

of the sense, is 1 Cor. xvi., 22, "Let him be Anathema Maian-
atha," where doubtless the words should be separated; i/rw

aff'tOefia' Mapav aOd, " Let him be anathema. Maran Atha"
{i. e., " The Lord cometh," or " is come"). ,

Isolated examples of grammatical inaccuracy such as these

might be multiplied; but I will close with one illustration,

drawn from the treatment of the word <paiv£tv. The distinc-

tion between ipaiyeir, " to shine," and ipaiyeaOai, " to appear,"

is based on an elementary principle of grammar. It is there-

fore surprising that our translators should not have observed

the difterence. And yet, though the context in most cases

leads them right, the errors of which they are guilty in par-

ticular passages show that they proceeded on no fixed prin-

ciple. Thus we have in Acts xxvii., 20, firiTc aarptav iwi^aivov-

riov i-Ki. irXeiofoc vfitpac, " Nor stars in many days appeared"

and conversely in Matt, xxiv., 27, cai (palverai iiog SvirfiHy,"And
shineth even unto the west," and in Phil, ii., 15, iv olc <paiyiaOt

ut <t>(t>(TTijpcg iv Koafi^, " Among whom ye shine as lights in the

world" (where the marginal alternative of an imperative

" shine ye" is given, but no misgiving seems to have been

suggested to our translators by the voice of (j)aivt(rOe).\ When
• This is the rendering in the edition of IGll ; but the preposition was

struck out in the Cambridge edition of 1037 (and possibly earlier), and the

text is commonly printed " helps, governments," but without any authority.

t Again, in Rev. xviii., 23, pic Xixvov ov /«) pavy Iv ao'i In, if the word
was accentuated as a passive (^ai'p) in the text used by our translators, as

was probably the case, they have rendered it incorrectly, " The light of the
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they have gone so far wrong in a Bimple matter of inflection,

it is not surprising that syntactic considerations should have

been overlooked, and that they should not have recognized

the proper distinction between ^aiVo/iai elme, "I appear to

be," and ^a/vo/ioi &v, " Tam seen to be." Of this error they

are guilty in Matt, vi., 10, 18, vkuq fav&aiv roTc avdpinroiQ vr]a-

TtuoiTtCi oiruyt fti) ^avpc ro7c a»'0ji)(iTOic vtartvuv, " That they may

appear unto men to fast," " That thou appear not unto men

to fast," though the sense is correctly given by Tyndale (with

whom most of the older /versions agree substantially), "That

they might be seen of men how they fast," " That it appear

not unto men how that thou fastest."

The directly opposite fault to that which has just been

discussed also deserves notice, and may perhaps be consid-

ered here. If hitherto attention has been directed to the ig-

norance or disregard of Greek grammar in our translators,

it may be well to, point out instances in which they have

attempted to improve the original, where the connection is

loose or the structure ungraramatical. This happens most

frequently where past aud present tenses are intermingled

in the original ; e.g., Matt, iii., 15, 16, o 'Jritroic tJrrev irpis avTov

. . . Tore a<l>tTiaiv aiiroi' . . . cai /JairrKrOflc 6 'IijiroCc dvt/3ij, where,

for the sake of symmetry, atpivf is translated suffered; or

Mark xiv., 53, 54, xal airityayov tov 'hioovv . . . koI avi'ipxot-

rai aury ira«TCC . . . ral o Iltrpoc cWo fiaKpoBev ijKoXoufli/iTf J- aurjl,

where, for the same reason, avvipxovrai is given were assembled.

In all such cases there is no good reason for departing from

the original. This is not a question of the idiom in different

languages, but of the style of a particular author; and pe-

culiarities of style should, as far as possible, be reproduced.

candle shall thiw no more in thee ;" but here Lachmnnn and others read the

active «avo. In Rev. viii., 12, they read -paivy, and rightly translated it

"Bhone-" but modern critical editors substitute <pavy or 0avy. In Acts xxi.,

3 "When we had discovered Cyprus," the correct text is probably ava^a-

vtvrtc U Ti)v Kvwpov, but "discovered" seems to be intended as a transla-

tion of the other reading, ivaipdvavrif:.
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Moreover, our translators themselves have not ventured al-

ways to reduce the tenses to uniformity, so that the license

they have taken results in capricious alterations here and

there, which serve no worthy purpose.

These, however, arc nothing more than loosenesses of style.

But even grammatical inaccuracies ought to be preserved as

far as possible, for it will generally bo found that in such

cases the grammar is sacrificed to some higher end—cither

greater force of expression or greater clearness of meaning.

More than one instance of this occurs in the Apocalypse. In

the letters to the Seven Churches the messages close with

words of encouragement to the victor in the struggle. In

the last four of these the words 6 vaw*- are flung ont at the

beginning of the sentence without any regard to the subse-

quent construction, which in three out of the four is changed

so that the nominative stands alone without any government:

li., 26, n'ot 6 fuuv Swaui avr^ i^ovaiay; iii., 12, 6 vIkHv,

iroiriaii) aiiTuv artiXov', iii., 21,6 vtKuiy, Sutrw avr^ i:aOiaai. In the

first instance only have our translators had the courage to re-

tain the broken grammar of the original, "And he that over-

cometh . . . <o Aim will I give," acting thus boldly, perhaps,

because the intervening words partly obscure the irregularity.

In the other two cases they have set the grammar straight

;

"Him that overcometh will I make a pillar," "To him that

overcometh will I grant to sit." Yet there was no sufficient

reason for making a difference, and in all alike the English

should have commenced as the Greek commences, " He that

overcometh."

Would it be thought overbold if I were to counsel the same

scrupulous adherence to the form of the original in a still

more important passage ? In Rev. i., 4, x^P't V'"' •'"' ^''p''i''l

airo \rov] 6 Siv Ka\ b ^v cai 6 ipxpfitvoQ, the defiance of grammar

is even more startling. It may be true that a cultivated

Athenian could hardly have brought himself to write thus;

but certainly the fisherman of Galilee did not so express him-

self from mere ignorance of Greek, for such ignorance as this
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supposition would assume must have prevented his writing

the Apocalypse at all. In this instance, at least, where the

apostle is dealing with the Name of names, the motive which

would lead him to isolate the words from their context is

plain enough. And should not this remarkable feature be

preserved in our English Bible? If in Exod.iii.,14,the words

run, "I AM hath sent me unto you," may we not also be al-

lowed to read here, " from He xhat is, and tuat was, and

THAT IS TO COME?" Certainly the violation ofgrammar would

not be greater in the English than it is in the Greek.

§5.

If the errors ofgrammar in our EnglishVersion are very nu-

merous, those of lexicography are not so ficquent. Yet even

here several indisputable errors need correction ; not a few

doubtful interpretations may be improved ; and many vague

renderings will gain by being made sharper and clearer.

Instances of impossible renderings occur from time to time,

though the whole number of these is not great. By impossi-

ble renderings I mean those cases in which our translators

have assigned to a word a signification which it never bears

elsewhere, and which, therefore, we must at once discard, with-

out considering whether it does or does not harmonize with

the context.

Such, for instance, is the treatment of the particles m and

ifiri in occasional passages where their meaning is inter-

• changed in our version, as in Mark xiii.,28,07ai' aWnt fih o

KKaloQ ItnaXbt yivnrai, ic.r.X., " When her branch is yet tender,"

for » As soon as its branch is tender" (the sign of approaching

summer) ; and 2 Cor. i., 23, ohKin J,\eov tic KdpivOov, "I came

not as yet unto Corinth," for " I came no more unto Corinth"

(I paid no fresh visit) ; or the rendering oi Airal in Ileb. xii.,

26, in &.TTal iyii aciw, " Yet once more I shake ;" or of i.al yap in

Matt. XV., 27, vai, Kipn, rai yap ra Kvyipta icOiei, " Truth, Lord,

yet the do<»8 eat." And when we turn from particles to nouns

and verbsrexamples will not fail us. Such are the renderings
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of afci/'ioc in Col. iv., 10, " Marcus, sister's son to Barnabas" (6

dfet//ioc Bapi'a/3a),for cousin/ o{ <j>divojri,>pivoQ in Jude 12, "Trees

whosefruit withereth, without fruit {SivSpa <ti6ivoKb)ptva &KapTra.),

twice dead, plucked up by the roots," for "autum7i trees with-

out fruit, etc.," where there appears to be a reference to the

parable of the barren fig-tree (Luke xiii., 6), and where, at all

events, the mention of the season when fruit might be ex-

pected is significant,* while under any.circumstances the awk-

ward contradiction of terms in our English Version should

have suggested some misgiving; o( dpiafijitvuv in 2 Cor. ii.,

14, " God, which always causeth xis to triumph (™ wavrore Opt-

ofxpevovTi iiiias) in Christ," for " leadeth us in triumph," where

the image of the believer made captive and chained to the car

of Christ is most expressive, while the paradox of the apostle's

thanksgiving over his own spiritual defeat and thraldom is at

once forcible and characteristic; and of Trnpfo-cc in Rom. iii.,

25, " To declare his righteousness for the remission of past

sins (Sia Tiiv traptaiv tUv izpoyiyovoTiov afiaprriiiaTiiti')" for " by

reason of the passing over of the former sins;" where the

double error of mistranslating lia, and of giving Kupiaiz tiie

sense of afems, has entirely shattered the meaning, and where

the context implies that this signal manifestation of God's

righteousness was vouchsafed, not because the sins were for-

Strange to say, the eniliest versions all rendered ^Bivoviopivii correctly.

Tyndale'a instinct led him to give wliat I can not but think the right turn to

the expression :
" Trees with out frute at gudringe [gathering] time, "i.e., at

the season when fruit was looked for; 1 can not agree with Archbishop Trencli

(p. 1* I), who maintains thaf'Tyndnle was feeling after, though he has not

grasped, the right translation," and himself explains (p9tvoniuptvd, uKapwa, as

" mutually completing one another," without leaves, without fruit. , Tyndalo

was followed by Coverdale and the Great Bible. Similarly Wicliffo has " her-

vest trees without fruyt,"and the Rheims Version "Trees of Autumne, un-

fruiteful." The earliest offender is the Geneva Testiiment, wliicli gives "cor-

rupt trees and without frute," a rendering adopted also in the Geneva Bible.

The Bishops' Bible strangely combines both renderings, " trees withered [ip8i-

vtiv] at fruite geathering [ijrwpn] and without fruite,"which is explained in

the margin "Trees withered in Autumne when the fruite harvest is, and so

the Greke woord importeth," while at the same time otiier alternative inter-

pretations are given.
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given, but because they were only overlooked for the time

without being forgiven.* Other examples, again, are av\a-

yiayiiv in Col. ii., 8, ^// t7c vfidt iarai o ffuXayuywv, " Lest any

man spoil you," for " make spoil of you," " carry you off as

plunderf irpo/Gi/Safeii- in Matt.xiv.,8,7rpo/34j3aiT9e7(To utto r^c /it-

rpoc airqr," Being before instructed hy her mother," for "being

put forward, urged, by her mother," for there is no instance

of the temporal sense of the preposition in this compound

;

ivipiiTtifia in 1 Pet. iii.,21,"The answer of a good conscience

toward God," for " the question" where the word may mean

a petition, hat certainly can not mean an answer ; iucaiiifiara

in Rom. ii., 26, " If the circumcision keep the righteousness of

the law," for " the ordinances of the law ;" -iriipovv, iritpuatc, in

the Epistles (Rom. xi., 7, 25; 2Cor.iii.,14; Eph.iv., 18), where

they are always rendered "blind, blindness," though correctly

translated in the Gospels (Mark iii., 5 ; vi., 52 ; John xii., 40),

" harden, hardness."f

In some cases the wrong rendering of our translators arose

from a false derivation, which was generally accepted in their

age. Thus acepatoc is rendered " harmless" (from «'pac, Kcpaifu),

Matt. X., 16 ; Phil, ii., 15, instead of " simple, pure, sincere"

(from Kepavvvfii," to mix, adulterate"), though in Rom. xvi.,19

it is correctly given. J So also ipSeia is taken to mean " strife,

contention" (Rom. ii., 8 ; 2 Cor. xii., 20 ; Gal. v., 20 ; Phil, i.,

lY; ii., 3; James iii., 14, 16), from its supposed connection

with tp<c; whereas its true derivation is from tpjfloc, " a hired

partisan," so that it denotes " party spirit." And again, in

An alternative sense otirapiatv is given in the margin, "or passing over;"

but this is not sufficient to elicit the right meaning without also correcting the

rendering of 2id.

t This illustrates the incongruity which results from assigning different

parts of the New Testament to dilTerent peraons. In the instance before us,

however, a compromise is effected by marginal alternatives. In Mark ni.,

5 the margin has"or blindness;" in Rom. xi., 7,26; Eph.iv., 18, "or hard-

ened," "or hardness." In the other passages there is no margin m the edition

t In Matt. X., 16, however, the margin has "or simple," and in Phil, ii.,

15, "or sincere."
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Jude 12,iOvroi tlaiv iv toIq ayavaiz vfiuv (TiriXdJer, " These are

spots in your feasts of charity," (rn-iXdSff, " rocks," is translated

as if aw'tXoi, " spots ;"* our translators having doubtless been

influenced by the parallel passage 2 Pet. ii.,13, airUXQi koI fiufim

ivrpv^SivTiQ iv rale dirdraif avruiv,"Spots are they and blemishes,

sporting themselves with their own deceiving8."f The last

example of this class of errors which I shall take is the snr-

name of Simon the apostle, "the Canaanite." The correct

form ofthe word is Kavavaioc, not Kavavirrit, in both passages

where it occurs (Matt, x.,4 ; Mark iii., 18), but the latter stood

in the text which o\ir translators liad before them. Yet this

false reading certainly should not have misled them, for \ava-

vaioi, the word for the Canaanite in the LXX. and in Matt.

XV., 22, is even farther from Ka^anVijc than from Kavavawt.

The parallel passages in St. Luke (Luke vi., 15; Acts i., 13)

point to the fact that this surname is the Aramaic word Ka-

nan, IWp, corresponding to the Greek ^ijXunjc, " the Zealot •,\

* At least this is the view taken by modem commentators almost univer-

sally ; but it does not seem to me certain that awi\aSit here can not menn
"spots ;" for (1.) All the early versions connect it with this root, translating

it either as a substantive "stains," or as an adjective "polluted." This is

the case with the Old and the Revised Latin, with both the Egyptian versions,

ond with the Philoxenian Syriac j nor have I noticed n single one which ren-

ders it
'

' rocks." (2. ) As (tttIXos (or oTrikoi), which generally signifies a" spot"

or " stain," sometimes has the sense " a rock," so conversely it is quite possi-

ble that (rn-iXdc, "a rock," should occasionally exchange its ordinary mean-
ing for that offfiriXof. (3.) In one of the Orphic poems, ii(A., (il4, raj-rionr-

rov aniKa^foai trvpaymv \iVKalQ rt fitXaivoftkvatg \\ofpatz rf , it has this sense

;

and, though this poem was ap]>arently not written till the fourth century, still

it seems highly improbable that the writer should have derived this sense of

the word solely from St.Jude. If he did so, it only shows how fixed this in-

terpretation had become before his time. (4.) The extreme violence of the

metaphor, " rocks in your feasts of charity," is certainly not favorable to the

interpretation which it is proposed to substitute. And (5.) though this ar-

gument must not be pressed, yet the occurrence of viriXoi rai fiUpoi in the

parallel passage (2 Pet. ii., 13) must be allowed some weight in determining

the sense of airiKaiiQ here.

t I have quoted the passage as it stands in the received text, Iv toIq aira-

raic, but 2V raif ayaitaiQ is read by Lachmann and Tregelles, as in Jude 1 2.

X See Ewald, Gesch. de$ V. Isr., v., p. 322 ; Derembourg, L'Histoire de la

Palestine, p. 238. This is a common tei'mination of names of sects when
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and this being so, it is somewhat strange that our translators

should have gone astray on the word, seeing that the Greek

form for "SSJa, " Canaanite," is invariably spelt correctly with

an X corresponding to Caph, and not with a K correspond-

ing to Koph. The earlier versions, however, all suppose the

word to involve the name of a place, though they do not all

render it alike. Tyndale, Coverdale, and the Great Bible

have " Simon of Cane" or " Cana ;" the Geneva Testament

(1557) has " of Canan" in the one place, and of" Cane" in the

other ; the Geneva Bible " Cananite" in both. The Bishops'

Bible, so far as I have observed, first prints the word with a

double a (Matt. x„ 4), thus fixing the reference to Canaan.*

Grecized ; e. g., 'kaaiiaioq, *aptamot, ^aliovKaXos, 'Eaaalos (Hegesippus in

Enaeb., H. E., n., 28). This fact seems to have escaped Meyer when he

points to the termination as showing that Kavava'tos denotes the name of a

place, ond thus exhibits a false tradition, while the true account is preserved

in the :^Xur4f of St.Lnke. Indeed, the formation otKavavawe from Kanan

is exactly analogous to that of *apiffaTot from Pharish, or 'Aaailaios from

Hhasid. Meyer confesses himself at a loss to name any place to which he

can refer Kavavaioc.

In the Pcshito Kavavaioc is translated r^jAlD, but Xavavntoc (<Lil^>l&,

where the difference of the initial letter and the insertion of the S. in the lat-

ter word show thot in this version the forms were not confounded.

• To this list of false derivations some would add eardvufic in Kom. xi., 8,

where irvtv/ia raravuSfut is rendered "the spirit of slumber," though with

the marginal alternative remorse ; but I doubt whether Archbishop Trench

is right in saying (p. 1C3) that " our translotors must have derived Karavv^ti

from vvoTaluv, as many others have done." The fact is, that Karavvaaiw,

raro'w&c,«re frequently used in the LXX. to translate words denoting heavy

Bleep, silence, amazement, and the like, e.g., Levit. x. , 3 ; Psa. iv.
, 5 ;

xxx.

,

13 ; XXXV., 15 ; Isa. vi., 5 ; Dan. x., 9 ; and in the very passage to which St.

Paul here refers, Isa. xxix., 10, icardv«?if represents the Hebrew naTnn,

" deep sleep." The idea of numbness is the connecting link between prick-

ing, wounding, ond stupor, heavy sleep. Fritzsche (TJom., ii., p. 558 seq.) has

an important excursus on the word, but is not always happy in his explana-

tion of the LXX. renderings. The earlier English versions generally adopt-

ed the more Uternl meaning of icar<iw?ic. Thus Wieliffe and the Rheims

Version have "compunction," after the Vulgate; Tyndale, Coverdale, and

the Great Bible, "unquietness;" the Bishops' Bible, "remorse," w^th the

marginal note, "That is, pricking and unquietnesse of conscience. The Ge-

neva Testament (1557) is as usual the innovator, rendering the word heavy

sleep." For this the Geneva Bible substitutes " slumber," but with a margin

"or pricking."
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There are other passages where, though tlie word itself

will admit the meaning assigned to it in our version, and so

this meaning can not be called impossible, yet the context

more or less decidedly favors another sense. Examples be-

longing to this class are James iii., 5, llov oKiyov [1. i;\kov] irvp

yXtKiiv vXtjv avairrti, " Behold how great a matter a little fire

kindleth," where the literal meaning of i/Xij is certainly to be

preferred to the philosophical, and where it is most strange

that our translators, having the correct word, " wood," pres-

ent to their minds, should have banished it to the margin

;

Matt, xxvi.,15, t<rT?;(7av ai/ry rptoKovra apyvpia, " They covenant-

ed with him/or thirty pieces of silver," where the passage in

Zechariah (xi., 12, "They weighed for my price thirty pieces

of silver," LXX. tarriaav) to which the evangelist alludes

ought to have led to the proper rendering of the same word

here, " loeighed unto him ;" Ileb. ii., 1 9, oh yap h'lwov ayyiXuy

intXafifiavtTai oXXci awipjiarOQ 'Ajipaafx iwiKafijiaverai, " lie took

not on him the nature of angels, but he took on him the seed

of Abraham," where the context suggests the more natural

meaning of iin\afifiavi.aOai, " To take hold of for the purpose

of supporting or assisting" (comp. ver. 1 8, (iorieijam) ; Mark i v.

,

29, oray trapaioi 6 (cojoTrdc, "When the fruit is brought forth"

where the right meaning ripe is given in the margin; Acts

11., 3, Siaftepiiofiirat yXwaaai ixru irvpoQ, " Cloven tongues as of

fire," where the imagery and the symbolism, not less than the

tense, suggest a different rendering of iiq^iptl^ofttyai, parting

asunder/ 2 Cor. iv., 4, tic to fii) avyaaai [aurois] Tov <l>u)Tiai^6v

Tov tia yytXiow, " Lest the light of the Gospel . . . should shine

unto them," where indeed the fault was not with the trans-

lators, but with the reading, since, having ni/roTc in their text,

they had no choice but to translate the words so ; but when
avroic is Struck out (as it should be), a different sense ought

perhaps to be given to aiya<rai, " That they might not behold

The reasons why I do not class Imoiawc among these words, in wliich a

mistaken derivation has led to a wrong translation, will be given in the Ap-
pendix.
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the light," etc. Another and a very important example of

this class of errors is the rendering of ttoIc in Acts iii.,13, 26;

iv., 27, 30, where it is translated "son" or "child" in place

of "servant," thus obliterating the connection with the pro'

phetic announcement of the " servant of the Lord" in Isaiah.*

It is not here, as elsewhere, the Sonship, but the ministry, on

which the apostles dwell. In Matt, xii., 18, where the proph-

ecy itself (Isa. xlii., 1) is quoted and applied to our Lord, the

words are rightly translated, " Behold, I send my servantf
and, indeed, when confronted with the original, no one would

think of rendering it otherwise. Other instances, again, are

the rendering of aVpecV m John i., 29, 6 a'ipiiiv Tqv a/iapTiay tov

Koofiov, " Which taketh away the sin of the world," where the

marginal reading beareth should probably be substituted in

the text; and similarly of avtviyKc'iv in Heb. ix., 28; 1 Pet.

ii.,24, avei'tyk-tTi' afiapHat, "To bear the sins," where the true

idea is not that of sustaining a burden, but of raising upon

the cross. So, again, ircir\ripo(j>opriiJiiru)v in Luke i., I, probably

means " fulfilled" rather than " most surely believed," as in

the latter sense the passive is used only of the persons con-

vinced, and not of the things credited. On the other hand, it

is not certain whether jSairrafeiv means "to carry off, to steal,"

in John xii., 6, ra /SaXXo/itca ifiaara^iy, or whether the English

Version "bare what was put therein" should stand.

In another class of words, the English rendering, while it

catf not be called incorrect, is vague or inadequate, so that

. the exact idea of the original is not represented, or the sharp-

ness of outline is blurred. This defect will be most obvious

in metaphors. For instance, in Rom. vi., 13, where orXa aSi*.-

I'ac J8 rendered "instruments of unrighteousness" instead of

arms or weapons (which, however, is given as an alternative

in the margin), we fail to recognize the image of military

service rendered to Sin as a great king (ver. 12, p) jiaaiKtviToi)

who enforces obedience {maKoiitiv) and pays his soldiery in

the coin of death (verse 23, r'a difivia rijc a/iopn'ac Oavaroi).

* See especially Trench-, Authorized Version, p. 95.
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Again, the rendering of Col. ii., 5, IfiHv riiv ra^tv i.ai to aripcui-

fia Ttjc tic XpioToj' viaTtiDc l/iuiv, " Your order and the steadfast-

ness of your faith in Christ," fails to suggest the idea of the

close phalanx arrayed for battle which is involved in the orig-

inal;* and similarly in 2 Cor. x., 5,nav v\pufia tiraipofuvoy mra

rijc yviiawQ tov Qiov, our translators, in rendering the words

"Every high thing that exalleth itself ag&m&l the knowledge

of God," appear not to have seen that this expression contin-

ues the metaphor of the campaign {oTpaTivofiiBa) and the, for-

tresses (oxvpi^/iara) in tlie context, and that the reference is

to the siege-works thrown vp for the purpose of attacking the

faith. Again, the metaphor of KaTavapKav is very inadequate-

ly given in 2 Cor. xi., 9, "I was chargeable to no man," and

in xii., 13,. 14, "I was not, I will not be, burdensome to any

one;" and the "thorn in the flesh" in the English Version of

2 Cor. xii., 7 has suggested interpretations of St. Paul's mal-

ady, which the original ot^oKo^, "a stake," does not counte-

nance, and is almost as wide of the mark as the Latin stim-

ulus carnis, which also has led to much misunderstanding.

These are a few instances out of many which might be given

where a metaphor has suffered from inadequate rendering.

Other examples also, where no metaphor is involved, might

be multiplied. Thus, in Matt, ix.,16; Mark ii., 21, it is difficult

to see why our translators should have abandoned the natu-

ral expression "undressed cloth," which occurs in the Geneva

Testament as a rendering of pa*.-oc ayvaipoy, for " new cloth,"

contenting themselves with putting "raw or unwrought" in

the margin. In Matt, xxvi., 36 ; Mark xiv., 32, we read in the

English Version of "a place called Gethsemane;" the Greek,

however, is not xi^poc, but ^wpioi' ; not a place, but " a parcel

of ground" (as it is rendered in John iv., 5), an inclosure, a

field or garden, and thus corresponds more closely to i;i}7rof,

by which St. John describes the same locality, though with-

out mentioning the name (xviii.,1). In Acts i., 3, oTrrai'd/iEi'oc

* 1 Mace, ix., 14, lUtv 'loiSac 'in BokxHic «<«' to OTtpiuiia Tijt wapifi-

jSoXqc Iv rolf tiitoXs.
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avTois should not have been translated " being seen of them,"

for the emphatic word oTTTaveadat, which does not occur else-

where in the New Testament, expresses much more than this,

and "ahoioing himself unto them" would be a better, though

still an inadequate rendering. In Rom. ii., 22, o fihXvaaofitvos

ra ciSwXa IcpoavXite, the inconsistency of the man who plun-

ders a heathen temple while professing to loathe an idol is lost

by the rendering "dost thou commit sacrilege;" and indeed

it may be suspected that our translators misapprehended the

force of itpo(rv\e'i{, more especially as in most of the earlier

versions it was translated " robbest God of his honor." In

Acts xiv., 13, "Then the priest of Jupiter which was before

the city brought oxen and garlands unto the gates," the En-

glish reader inevitably thinks of the city gates ; but as the

Greek has iruXwvac, not iruXac, the portal, or gateway, or vesti-

bule of the Temple is clearly meant. This was seen by Tyn-

dale, who quaintly translates it " the church porch." In Acts

xvii., 29, St. Paul, addressing an audience of heathen philoso-

phers, condescends to adopt the language familiar to them,

and speaks of r6 di'tov—an expression which does not occur

elsewhere in the New Testament ; but in the English render-

ing " Godhead" this vague philosophical term becomes con-

crete and precise, as though it had been Otorijc in the original.

In Acts xiii., 50, and elsewhere, ol mfiofitvoi, al trcliofievm, by

which St. Luke always means " proselytes, worshipers of the

one God," are translated " devout ;" and hence the strange

statement (which must perplex many an English reader) that

"the Jews stirred up the devout and honorable women . . .

and raised persecution against Paul and Barnabas." In 2 Cor.

xiii., 11, Karoprifeffflt is rendered '^ he perfect" and in the 9th

verse, t>)v vfiHv KaTapnatv, " youT perfection ;" but the context

shows that in these parting injunctions St. Paul reiterates the

leading thought of the Epistles, exhorting the Corinthians to

compose their differences; and this is the meaning of 1 Cor.

i., 10, JJTt Si KaTJipritTfiivot iv ry avr^ vot, where it 18 better

rendered " jhat ye be perfectlyjoined together, etc." Lastly,
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in 1 Tim iii., 3 j Tit. i., 1, ^^ .<;,„,,„, ;, translated '
not givento wine;" but m the first passage this idea is already expressed by .,^a.o., and, natural as the more obvious render-ing might seem, the usage oinupo^.o, elsewhere shows that itdenotes "a brawler," "a .ua^eUome person" (wh h s thealternative meaning offered in the margin).

I will close this section with an illustration, of which it is

de. the head of lexicography or ofgrammar. Afifiara is theAramaic form of the Hebrew word for «a sabhath"; ttenout m Greek letters. Appearing i„ this form, it is natural.^
dec! ned as a pluraUri/3/3„.a, .a/5/5c5..., but nevertheless retains us proper meaning as a singular. How widely thisform was known, and how strictly it preserved its foL aa ingular. will appear from Horace's « Hodie tricesima sah-
bata. In our version of the New Testament, whenever themeaning ,s unmistakable it is translated as a singular fc e
Matt, xii.. Ill; Mark i., 21 ; ii., 23 ; iii., 2 ; Act^ xiii. l'^
but where the sense is doubtful a plural rendering is mostly
preferred(e.g.,Matt.xii.,5,ip,12; Mark iii., 4). In all these
cases, however, it is much better treated as a singular in ac-
cordance with the sense which it bears in the same contexts •

and in such a passage as Col. ii., 10, .V ,lp,, V/c 5 .ec,r,.ial
ya/3/3„r<-v, the plural "sabbath- days" is obviously out of
place, as co-ordinated with two singular nouns. The onlv
passage in the New Testament where ad/?/3ara is distinctly
plural ,s Acts xvii., 2, U\ <,,i/3/3ara rpia, wlieie it is defined by
the numeral. ^

§6.
Over and above the ordinary questions of trauslatibn, there

IS a particular class of words which presents special difficul-
ties and needs special attention. Proper names, official titles,
technical terms, which, as belonging to one language and one
nation, have no direct equivalents in another, must obviously
be treated in an exceptional way. Are they to be reproduced

M
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as they stand in the original, or is the translator to give the

terms most nearly corresponding to them in the language of

his version? Is he to adopt the policy of despair, or the

policy of compromise? Or may he invoke either principle

according to the exigencies of the case? and, if so, what laws

can be laid down to regulate his practice and to prevent

caprice ?

Of this class of words, proper names are the least difficult

to deal with ; and yet even these occasionally offer perplex-

ing problems.

The general principles on which our translators proceeded

in this matter are twofold. First, where no familiar English

form of a name existed, they retained the form substantially

as they found it. In other words they reproduced the Hebrew

or Chaldee forni in the Old Testament, and the Greek in the

New. Secondly, where a proper name had been adopted into

the English language, and become naturalized there with

some modification of form, or where the person or place M'as

commonly known in English by. a name derived from some

other language, they adopted this English equivalent, how-

ever originated. Instances of English equivalents arrived at

by the one process are Eve, Herod, James, John, Jude, Luke,

Ma'gdalene, Mary, Peter, Pilate, Saul, Stephen, Zebedee, Italy,

Rome, etc. ; of the other, Assyria, Ethiopia, Euphrates, Idu-

mea, Mesopotamia, Persia, Syria, etc., Artaxorxes, Cyrus, Da-

rius, etc., for Asshur, Gush, Phrath, Edom, Aram-Naharaim,

Pharas, Aram, etc., Arta-chshashta, Coresh, Daryavcsh, etc.,

in the Old Testament,* the more familiar classical forms being

substituted for the less familiar Hebrew ; and of Diana, Ju-

piter, Mercurius, for Artemis, Zeus, Hermes, in the New, the

more familiar Latin being substituted for the less familiar

• In this, however, there is great inconsistency. Tlius we have Cush in

Isa. xi.,ll,but Ethiopia in xviii., 1, etc.; Edom in Isa.xi.,14; lxiii.,l,but

Idumea in xxxiv., 6, 6 ; Asshur in Hos. xiv., 4, but Assyria elsewhere in this

same prophet ; Jnvan in Isa. Ixvi. , 1 9, but Greece or Grecia in the other proph-

ets ; and so with other words.
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;
while in some few cases, e. ^., E-r^nt Tvm * , J?

was so ordered • «Tho ^„ l- .
translators it
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"'""'°°^' ^'^^^
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Point. however, was
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„Y^,.
""^^ "' 'be patriarchs are written ;

inthe01d?c7tal'n7'™'""''"'''"^''*'"'^'''"''"''^.«"d^i'''"utanyrnle,
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Izhak and laakob, and in the Bishops' Bible we meet with

such forms as Amariahu, Zachariahu.

This tendency was not left unassailed. Gregory Martin, in

his attack on the " English Bibles used and authorized since

the time of the schism," published at Rheims in 1582, writes

as follows

:

Of one thing we can by no means excuse you, but it must savor

Tanity or novelty, or both. As when you affect new strange words
which the people are not acquainted withal, but it is rather Hebrew
to them than English : fiaXa aifivCiq jvo/id^ovrcc, as Demosthenes speak-

eth, uttering with great countenance and majesty. "Against him
came up Nabuchadnezzar, king of Babel," 3 Par. xxxvi., 6, for " Nab-
uchodonosor, king of Babylon ;'' " Sanehcrib" for " Sennacherib ;"

"Michaiah's prophecy" for "Michoea's;" " Jehoshaphat's prayer" for

" Josaphat's ;" " Uzza slain" for " Oza ;" " when Zerubbabel went about

to build the Temple" for " Zorobabel ;" " remember what the Lord
did to Miriam" for " Marie," Deut. xxxiv. ; and in your first* transla-

tion "Elisa" for "Elisseus;" "Pekahia" and "Pekah" for "Phaceia"

and " Phacee ;" " Uziahu" for " Ozias ;" " Thiglath-peleser" for " Teg-

lath-pbalasar ;" " Ahaziahu" for " Ochozias ;" " Pcka, son of Rcma-
liahu," for " Phacee, son of Romelia." And why say you not as well

" Shelomoh" for " Salomoh," and " Corcsh" for " Cyrus," and so alter

every word from the known sound and pronunciation thereof? Is

this to teach the people*whcn you speak Hebrew rather than English?

Were it goodly hearing (think you) to say for " Jesus," " Jeshuah ;"

and for " Marie," his mother, " Miriam ;" and for " Messias," " Mes-

siach;'.' and "John," "Jachannan;" and such-like monstrous novel-

ties? which you might as well do, and the people would understand

you as well, as when your preachers say " Nabucadnczer, king of Ba-

bel."

To these charges Fulke gives this brief and sensible reply:

Seeing the most of the proper names of the Old Testament were

unknown to the people before the Scriptures were read in English, it

was best to utter them according to the truth of their pronunciation

in Hebrew rather than after the common corruption which they had

received in the Greek and Latin tongues. But as for those names

which were known to the people out of the New Testament, as Jesus,

*
t. e.,The Great Bible, which was the first Bible in use after "the schism;"

the edition to which Martin refers is that of 15C2. The two Bibles to which

Martin's strictures mostly apply are the Genevan and the Bishops', as being

most commonly used when he wrote. See Fulke's Defunct, etc., p. 67 seq.
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crence to Amariahu, Zachariahu of the Bishops'.
^
''

With the general treatment of the Old T^of^m. .
I ave no desire to find fault: perhaps the^rLlrr
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^'
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'''-''T
''''''''''''"
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Matt, xvii 10 won],! r y r ^
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disciples id hmsalLtwh'T '''' ^'"^•- '^"^ "'^

' ""^'"2. Why then say the Scribes that

(plrSste^XTdltifnr
^"''"' ''"""''"^'" "^ '^^ ^'W. p. 588 seq.
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Elijah must first come?' as compared with what it now is

likely to create." And this argument applies, though in a

less degree, to the scene of the transfiguration. It is most im-

portant, as the same writer has observed, to "keep vivid and

strong the relations between the Old and New Testament in

the minds of the great body of English hearera and readers

ofScripture."*

I imagine that few would deny the advantage of substi-

tuting the more familiar Old Testament names in such cases

for the less familiar Septuagint forms preserved in the New;

but many more may question whether such a substitution is

legitimate, and I venture therefore to add a few words in de-

fence of this reform which I should wish to see introduced.

If at this point we were to Invoke the second principle

(which has been mentioned above and will be considered pres-

ently), that whenever a familiar English form of a name oc-

curs, this shall be substituted for the original, e.g., John for

loannes, James for lacobos, Mary for Mariam, this principle

alone would justify the change which I am advocating. For,

to our generation at least, the familiar English names of the

Old Testament personages are Elijah, Elisha, Isaiah, etc., and

therefore, on this ground alone, the Greek forms Ellas, Elise-

us, Esaias, should give place to them. In the 16th and I7th

centuries it might be a question between Esay, Esaie, Esaias,

Isaiah; between Abdy, Abdias, Obadiah; between Jeremy,

Jeremias, Jeremiah; between Osee, Oseas, Osea, Hosea (or

Hoshea) ; between Sophony,Sophonia,Sophomas,Zephaniah;

between Aggeus, Haggeus, Haggai, and the like; but now

long familiarity has decided irrevocably m favor of the last

forms in each case, and there is every reason why the ess la-

miliar modes of representing the names should give place to

the more familiar. But, quite independently of this consid-

eration of familiarity, we should merely be exercising the le-

eitiraate functions of translators if in most cases we were to

return to the Old Testament forms; for (with very few ex-

• Authorized Veriion, p. C6.
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ceptions) the Greek forms represent the original names as

nearly as the vocables and the genius of the Greek language

permit, and in translating it is surely allowable to neglect

the purely Greek features in the words. This applies espe-

cially to terminations, such as Jeremias, Jonas, Manasses, for

Jeremiah, Jonah, Manasseh ; and, in fact, the name Elias it-

self is nothing more than " Elijah" similarly formed, for the

Hebrew word could not have been written otherwise in Gieek.

It applies also to the change of certain consonants. Thus a

Greek had no choice but to represent the sh sound by a sim-

ple s. Like the men of Ephraim, the Greeks could not frame

to pronounce the word Shibboleth right; and it is curious to

observe to what straits the Alexandrian translator of the nar-

rative in the book of Judges (xii., 5, 6) is driven in Ills at-

tempt to render the incident into this language.* Remem-
bering this, we shall at once replace Cis (Acts xiii., 21) by
Kish,f and Aser (Luke ii., 36; Rev. vii.,6) by Asher; while

the English reader will at length discover that the unfamiliar

Saron, connected with the history of .iSlneas (Acts ix., 35), is

the well-known Sharon of Old Testament history. Combin-

ing this principle ofchange M'ith the foregoing, we should re-

store Elisha in place of Eliseus. For the Hebrew gutturals

again the Greeks had no equivalent, and were obliged either

to omit them, or to substitute the nearest sound which their

language afforded. On this principle they frequently repre-

sented the final n by an t ;t and hence the forms Core, Noe,

which therefore we should without scruple replace by the

more familiar Korah, Noah. In the middle of a word it was

often represented by a x, which our Old Testament transla-

tors in this and other positions give an h; and thus there is

* He can only sny tlitbv Sri araxvc [A has I'lirari Sr) aivBtifiay Kai oii ta-

TtvBvve [A Kai Karijv9vvav] rou \a\ijaat ol^ruf.

t It is not easy to see why oar translators should have written Cis, Core,

rather than Kis, Kore.

t The genealogies at the beginning of the Books of Chronicles in the LXX.
ofTer very many instances of this change. Sometimes this final e represents

an J) or a h.
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no reason why RacAab, Ac^az, should stand in the New Tes-

tament for RaAab, AAaz in the Old. Again, the fact that the

aspirate, though pronounced, was never written in Greek,

should be taken into account, and any divergence from the

Hebrew form which can be traced to this cause might be

neglected ; thus Agar, Ezekias, would be replaced by Hagar,

Hezekiah, and Josaphat, Roboam, by Jehoshaphat, Rehobo-

am.* By adopting this principle of neglecting mere peculiar-

ities and imperfections of the Greek in the representation of

the Hebrew names, and thus endeavoring to reproduce the

original form which has undergone the modification,we should,

in almost every important instance, bring the names in the

Old and New Testament into conformity with each other.

A very few comparatively trifling exceptions would still re-

main, where the Greek form can not be so explained. These

might be allowed to stand ; or, if the identity of the person

signified was beyond question (e.g., Aram and Ram), the Old

Testament form might bo replaced in the text, and the Greek

form given in the tnargin.

(2.) The aeconrf of the two principles which were enunciated

above as guiding our English translators also requires some

consideration.

Under this head the inconsistency of our Authorized Ver-

sion will need correction, for it is incapable of defense. If

the prophet was to be called Oseef in the New Testament

* For 'Pad/J (Heb. xi., 31 ; James ii., 25) our translators have boldly writ-

ten " Kahab." While speaking of aspirates, it may be mentioned that in the

edition of 1611 the normal spelling in the New Testament is " Hierusalem
;"

the only exceptions which I have noticed being 1 Cor. xvi.,3; Gal. i., 17,

18j ii.,1; iv.,26,2C', Ileb. xii., 22, and thefieadings ofsomech(ipter3(e.g.,

Acts xxi. ; Rev. xxi.), where " lerusalem" appears. On the other hand, in

the Old Testament it ia "lerusalem," though "Hierusalem" occurs in the

heading of 3 Sam. xir.

t It may be questioned whether this word should be pronounced as a dis-

gyllable, the double e being regarded as an English termination, as in Zebe-

dee Pharisee, etc., or as a trisyllable, the word being considered as a repro-

duction of the Greek 'Qarti.

On the other hand, there can, I think, be no doubt that the modem fashion

of pronouncing the final « of Magdalene, as though it represented the <j of the
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(Rom. ix., 26), there is no reason why he should have remain-
ed Hosea in the Old. If the country appears as Greece in

Zechariah (ix., 13) and in the Acts (xx., 2), why should it be
named Grecia in the book of Daniel (viii., 21 ; x., 20 ; xi., 2) ?
If the inhabitants of this country are Greeks in the New Tes-
tament, why should they be Grecians in the Old (Joel iii., 6) ?*

IfMark is substituted for Marcus iu some passages (Acts xii.,

12, 25 ; 2 Tim. iv., IJ), why should Marcus have been allowed
to stand in others (Col. iv., 10; Philera. 24; 1 Pet. v., 13)?
Nay, so far does this inconsistency go, that Jeremy and Jere-
mias occur in the same Gospel (Matt, ii., 17 ; xvi., 14) ; Luke
and Lucas in two companion epistles sent at the same time,
from the same place, and to the same destinntion (Col. iv., 14 •

Philera. 24) ; and Timothy and Tiraotheus in the same chap-
ter of the same epistle (2 Cor. i., 1,19). In all these cases,
the form which is now the most familiar should be consist-
ently adopted. This rule would substitute Jeremiah for Jer-
emy, but, on the other hand, it would prefer Mark to Marcus.
At the same time, both Cretes (Acts ii., 11) and Cretians (Tit.
i., 12) would disappear, and Cretans take their place.

01 iginni, is erroneous. The word is far older than the translations made from
the Greek m the ICth and 17th centuries, and came from the Latin. Thouch
in the A.V. (IGU) the spelling is always "Magdalene," yet in the earlier ver-
sions It IS indifferently Magdalen and Magdalene. Wicliffe writes it

" Mnw-
deleyn"-o pronunciation which has survived in the names ofour colleges and
in the adjective " maudlin." There is no more reason for sounding the last
letter in Magdalene than in Urbane (Rom. xvi., 9).

This last word is printed " Urbane" in all the early editions of the A V.
which I have consulted (1611, 1C12, 1G17, 1G29, 1C30, 1637). On the other
hand the earlier versions, without exception, so far as I have noticed, have
Urban or Urbanus." In the Authorized Version (161 1) these final «'s

were common
;
thus we find Hebrewe, Jewe, Marke, Romane, Samaritane, etc.

• In the New Testament "Grecian" is reserved for •EA\,v.ar/if, while
Greek represents E\X,v. This distinction is good as far as it goes ; but,

1VI r f
° fio^^ey any idea to an English reader, £XA„v.ar,if should be trans-,

lated by Grecian Jew" or by some similar phrase.
As "£AX,v is translated " Gentile" without hesitation elsewhere (e g 1

Cor. X., 32; xii., 13), it is strange that this rendering is not adopted for 'EX-
A.iv,c, wTiere it would have avoided an apparent contradiction, Mark vii., 26,A Greek, a Syrophenician by nation."
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This principle, if consistently carried out, would rule one

very important example. Familiar usage, wLich requires that

the name Jesus should be retained when it designates the

most sacred Person of all, no less imperatively demands that

Joshua shall be substituted when the great captain of Israel

and conqueror of Palestine is intended. For the same reason,

we speak of the patriarch as Jacob and the apostle as James;

of the sister of Moses as Miriam, and the mother of the Lord

as Mary. It so happens that both the passages in which the

name Jesus designates the Israelite captain (Acts vii., 45

;

Heb. iv., 8) are more or less obscure either from difficulties in

the context or from defects of translation ; and the endless

confusion which is created in the minds of the uneducated

by the retention of this form is a matter of every-day expe-

rience.

This last example leads me to speak of another point.

There can be little doubt that, when the same person is in-

tended, the same form should be adopted throughout. But

what should be done when the name which has a familiar

English form applies to unfamiliar persons? Thus the En-

glish John corresponds to the Greek 'Iwdi'j/c or 'Ibtdvvm, and

to the Hebrew Jehohanan or Johanan (ifimtv or iJm''). Are

we then, in every case, to substitute John where either the

Greek or the Hebrew form occurs? No one would think of

displacing John the Baptist, or John the son of Zebedee, or

John surnamed Mark. But what are we to do with the Old

Testament personages bearing this name ? What with those

who are mentioned in St.Luke's genealogy, where apparent-

ly the name occurs more than once in forms more or less dis-

guised (iii., 24 (?), 27, 30) ? . What with John i., 43 ;
xxi., 15,

16, 17, where our English Version gives " Simon, son of Jona,"

but where the true reading in the original is doubtless 'lud-

vovl I do not know that any universal rule can be laid

down; but probably the practice, adopted by our translators,

of reproducing the name when it occurs in the Hebrew form,

and translating it when in the Greek, would be generally ap-
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proved. Yet perhaps an exception might be made of John

i., 43; xxi., 15,16, 17, wlicre it is advisable either in the text

or in the margin to show the connection of form with the Bap-

luyd of Matt, xvi.,17.* Again, in the English Version there

is the greatest confusion in the forms of another name, Ju-

dah, Judas, Juda, Jude. Thus the patriarch is called both

Juda and Judah in the same context (Heb. vii., 14; viii., 8),

and Judas and Juda in parallel narratives (Matt, i., 2, 3; Luk6

iii., 33); and, again, the brother of Jesus is called Judas in

one evangelist (Matt, xiii., 55), and Juda in another (Mark vi.,

3). The principle of familiarity suggests Jude for the writer

of the epistle ; Judah for the patriarch, and the tribe and

country named from him ; and Judas for Iscariot and. for the

other less known persons bearing the name ; while Juda,

which occurs for the patriarch or tribe (Luke iii., 33 ; Heb.

vii., 14 ; Rev. v., 5 ; vii., 5) and the country (Matt, ii., 6 ; Luke

i., 39), as well as for other unknown persons (Luke iii., 26 (?),

This form 'luva may represent two distinct Hebrew names : (1 .
) nsi^,

"A dove," the prophet's name,Jonah : (2.) 15n'l"',"The grace of Jehovah,"

Johanan or John. This last is generally written 'luiavav or 'luavrii; (the form

'liiidvvtic with the double v has inferior support). Contracted it becomes

'luvav or 'litiva, the first a being liable to be slurred over in pronunciation,

because the Hebrew accent falfs on the last syllable. For 'luvav, see 1 Chron.

xii., 12 (A, Iwav K); xxvi., 3 (A); Neh. vi., 18 (B) ; Ezra x., C (K corr.

from Iwavav); 1 Esdr. ix., 1 (B)j Luke iii., 27 (v. 1.); iii., 30 (v. 1.); for

'luva, 2 Kings xxv., 23 (B) ; Lulce iii., 30 (v. 1.). Thus the v'tos 'li»avov of

St. John is equivalent to the Bapimva of St. Matthew. The longer form of

the name of St. Peter's father was preserved also in the Gospel of the He-
brews, as we learn from a marginal note in an early cursive MS. (see Tisch-

eDdoTf,Notit.Cod.Sin.,p. 58) on Matt, xvi., 17, Bapiuva to 'lovlaitbv vii

'luavvov; and in an extant fragment inserted in the Latin translation of Oii-

gen,«n Matt, xix., 1!) (iii.,p.C71 6eq.,ed. Delarue),but omitted in the Greek,

we read "Simon fili Joanne, lacilius est camelum, etc." From not under-

standing that the two are forms of the same name, some harmonizer devised

the statement which we find in a list of apostles presened in the I'aris MSS.
Reg. 1789, 1026 (quoted by Cotelier, Patr. Apost., i., p. 27.'j), Htrpoc "at 'Av-

Ipias dli\^oi, it varpii 'luiva, firirpis 'luiavvS, or, as it is otheni'ise read,

Ik irarptic 'luiavvov, ni)Tpbi 'luvaf. Our Lord seems to allude to the mean-

ing of the word in Matt, xvi., 17," Blessed art thou, Simon Bar Jona (Son

of the Grace of God), for flesh and blood did not reveal it unto thee, but my
Father Which is in heaven." There is probably a similar allusion in all the

passages in St,John.
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30), ought to disappear wholly. And, so far as regards Ju-

dah and Judas, it would be well to follow this principle ; but

when the name is used of the author of the epistle, though

Jude might (if it were thought fit) be retained in the title,

yet Judas should be substituted for Jud9 in the opening verse,

BO as not to preclude the identification of this person with

the Lord's brother (which is highly probable), or again with

his namesake in St. Luke's lists of the apostles (which has

commended itself to many).

An errorigreater than any hitherto mentioned is the ren-

dering of the female name Euodia {EvoNay, Phil, iv., 2) by the

masculine Euodias ;* while conversely it seems probable that

we should render the name 'lowlav, one of St.Paul's kinsfolk,

who was "noted among the apostles" (Rom. xvi.,7),by Junias

(i.e., Junianus), not Junia.f

Whether, in certain cases, a name should be retained or

translated, will be a matter of question ; but no defense can

be offered for the inconsistency of retaining '' Areopagus" in

Acts xvii., 19, and rendering it "Mars' hill" three verses be-

low. Nor, again, is there any reason why Kpaviov roiros should

be translated "A (or the) place of a skull" in three gospels

(Matt, xxvii., 33 ; Mark xv., 22 ; John xix., IV), and o rdn-oc 6

KaXovfiivoc Kpavlov,"Tho place which is called Calvary," in the

fourth (Luke xxiii., 33).f In all places where it is possible,

the practice of rendering seems to be preferable; and by the

"Three Taverns" a fresh touch is added to the picture of St.

Paul's journey (Acts xxviii., 15), which would have been yet

more vivid if consistently therewith our translators had ren-

dered 'Ainriov *dpov,"The Market of Appius,"as it stands in

the Geneva Version.J

• See above, p. 114.

t The word " Jewry," which was common in the older Tersions for Jndah

or Judffia, has almost disappeared in the Authorized Version of the New Tes-

tament, but still remains in two passages (Luke xxiii., 5 ;
John vii., 1). In

Dan. v., 13, "The children of the captivity of Judah, whom the kmg my fa-

ther bronght out of Jewry," the same word in the original is rendered both

"Jndah" and "Jewry."

t Another fault is the rendering both oiwS, the haven of Crete (Acts
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The question between reproduction and translation be-

comes more important when we turn from proper names to

ofiicial titles and technical terms, such as weights, measures

and the like. In the Old Testament our translators have fre-

quently adopted the former principle, e. g., bath, cor, ephah,

etc. ; in the New they almost universally adhere to the latter.

In a version vhich aims at being popular rather than lit-

erary, the latter course seems to be amply justified.* Yet,

when the principle is conceded, the application is full of diffi-

culty. The choice very often lies between giving a general

expression which conveys no very definite idea, and adopting

some technical term which is precise enough to the English

ear, but suggests a conception more or less at variance witli

the original.

How, for instance, are we to treat dvOujraros? Wicliffe re-

produced the Latin " proconsul." The earlier versions of the

Reformed Church generally give " ruler of the county," " rul-

er." The Authorized Version adopts the rendering of the Ge-

neva and Bishops' Bibles,"deputy of the country," "deputy."

This last has now nothing to recommend it. In the 16lh

xxvii., 12), and *o(>'iici;, the country of Phoenicia (Acts xi., ]9 ; xv., 3), by
the same word " Phenice" (after tlie Bishops' and Geneva Bibles), while con-

versely 4>oivi'cij has two different renderings, "Phenice" (xi., I'J ; xv., 3) and
"Phenicia" (xxi., 2). The older versions generally, as late as the Great

Bible, have " Phenices" or " Phenyces" for both words. Did our translators

intend the final e of " Phenice," when it represents Phoenix, to be mute, on

the analogy of Beatrix, Beatrice?

• At all events, whichever course is adopted, it should be carried out con-

sistently. Thus there is no reason why 'Pn/3/3i should be sometimes repro-

duced in the English Version (Matt, xxiii., 7, 8; Johni., 89, 50; iii., 2, 2G;

vi., 25) and sometimes rendered "Master" (Matt, xxvi., 25, 49 ; Mark ix.,

5 ; xi., 21 ; xiv., 45 j John iv., 31 ; ix., 2 ; xi., 8), or in like manner why

'PaPfiovvi, which only occurs twice, should be once translated " Lord" (Mark

X., 51) and once retained (John xx., 10).

In the same way the word Taaxa, which is generally rendered " Passover,"

is represented once, and only once, by " Easter" (Acts xii., 4). This is a

remnant of the earlier versions in which naaxa is commonly translated so,

even in such passages as Luke xxii., 1, i; f opri) rJiv d^u^oiv ij Xiyo/tivri vaax")

"which is called Easter," where, however, the Geneva and Bishops' Bibles

substitute " Passover." •
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century, -when the lord lieutenant of Ireland was styled dep-

uty, the word would convey a sufficiently precise idea ; but

now it suggests a wrong conception, if it suggests any at all.

What sense, for instance, can an English reader attach to the

words " The law is open, and there are deputies" (Acts xix.,

38), which in the Authorized Version are given as the ren-

dering otaydpaioi Ayovrai* Kot avdvvaroi liaiv? The term which

in the 19th century corresponds most nearly to the deputy

of 16th is lieutenant governor, and indeed the Geneva Testa-

ment did in one passage (Acts xviii., 12) translate ayOviraTos

by "lieutenant of the country," but this rendering was drop-

ped in the Geneva Bible, and not taken up again. To this

precise language, however, exception might be taken ; and if

so, we should be obliged to fall back on some general term,

such as "governor," "chief magistrate," or the like. With

the rendering of ypafifiarcvs, " town clerk," in Acts xix., 35,

1

should not be disposed to find fault, for it is diflScult to sug-

gest a move exact equivalent. In the context of the same

passage, however (ver. 31), an English reader would not un-

derstand that the "chiefs of Asia" were officers appointed to

preside at the festivals, and perhaps "presidents of Asia"

might be substituted with advantage (for the word occurs in

the English Bible), though it is impossible entirely to remove

an obscurity which exists also in the Greek 'Aaiapxvs- I"

Rom. xvi., 23, the substitution of " treasurer" for "chamber-

lain" in the rendering of 6 okovofiog Tfjg nuXiuc would be an i\n-

provement ;f for " treasurer," again, is a good Biblical word,

and we do not use " chamberlain" to describe such an officer

as is here intended.^

* Why the slovenly translation, "the law is open," should have been al-

lowed to remain, it is difficult to see. In the margin our translators suggest

" the court days are kept." They would have earned our gratitude if in this

and other cases they had acted with more boldness, and placed in the text

the more correct renderings which they have been content to suggest in the

"Twicliffe has " treasurer," the Eheims Version " cofferer," while the ver-

sions of the Deformed Church render it " chamberlain."

i Perhaps I ought to except the Chamberlain of the City of London.
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On the whole, however, the rendering of official titles in

our version is fairly adequate, and can not be much improved.

If there is occasionally some inconsistency and want of meth-

od, as, for instance, when \i\iap-)(ot is translated " chief cap-

tain," and ixaToyTapxoc reproduced as " centurion" in the same

context* (Acts xxi., 31,32; xxii., 24-26; xxiii., 17-23), still

these renderings have established a prescriptive right, and an

adequate reason must be shown for disturbing them. In Acts

xvi., 35, 38, paPSovxoi, " lictors," is well rendered " sergeants ;"

and in xxviii., 16, the translation of (rrpaToireSapxvs, tbe prce/ec-

tus proEtorio, as " captain of the guard," is a great improve-

ment on the less precise renderings of the earlier versions

;

" chief captain of the host" (Tyndale, Great Bible, Bishops'),

"chiefcaptain" (Coverdale), "general captain" (Geneva); and,

with the addition ofone word, might very well stand," chief

captain (or captain general) of the guard." On the other

hand, in Mark vi., 27, <r7ri*,oi;Xarwp, which signifies "a soldier

of the guard," should not have been rendered " executioner"

(in the earlier versions it is " hangman"), for this term de-

scribes a mere accident of his office.

But if official titles are, on the whole, fairly rendered, this

is not the case with another class of technical terras denoting

coins, weights, and measures.

As' regards coins, the smaller pieces are more adequately

translated than the larger. No better rendering than " mite"

is possible for XtvTov, or than "farthing" for raJpairijc, "quad-

rans ;" and the relation of the two coins is thus preserved

(Mark xii., 42, XtTrra Ho, 6 iariv Kolpavrri^). But from this point

the inadequacy and inconsistency begin. Why aaaapiov, the

late Greek diminutive used for the as, of which, therefore, the

KolpaiTii is a fourth part, should still be translated &farthing\

(which elsewhere represents Kolpavrm) rather than a penny,

* Some of the older versions translate the words "upper" or "high cap-

tain," and " under captain," respectively.

t In Matt. X., 29, the Geneva Testament (1.557) had rendered aaaaptov by

a halfpenny (as Wicliffe), and similarly iio aaaapta, in Luke xii., 6, by a

penny. The rest give it a farthing, as in the A.V.
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it is difficult to seo (Matt, x., 29 ; Luko xii., 6). And, as we
advance in the scale, the disproportion between the value of

the original coin and the English substitute increases. Thus

the denarius^ a silver piece of the value originally often and

afterward of sixteen ases, is always rendered a penny. Its

absolute value, as so much weight in metal, is as nearly as

possible the same as the French franc. Its relative value as

a purchasing power, in an age and a country where provi-

sions were much cheaper, was considerably more. Now it

BO happens that in almost every case where the word lr)vapwv

occurs in the New Testament it is connected with the idea

of a liberal or large amount, and yet in these passages the En-

glish rendering names a sum which is absurdly small. Thus

the Good Samaritan, whose generosity is intended to appear

throughout, on leaving, takes out " two pence," and gives

them to the innkeeper to supply the farther wants of the

wounded man. Thus, again, the owner of the vineyard, whose

liberality ia contrasted with the niggardly, envious spirit, the

"evil eye" of othera, gives, as a day's wages, a penny to each

man. It is unnecessary to ask what impression the mention

of this sum will leave on the minds of an uneducated peasant

or shopkeeper of the present day. Even at the time when

our version was made, and when wages were lower, it must

have seemed wholly inadequate.* The inadequacy again ap-

pears, though not so prominently, in the two hundred pence,

the sum named as insufficient to supply bread to the five

thousand (Mark vi., 37; John vi., 1), and similarly in other

cases (e. g., Mark xiv., 5 ; John xii., 5 ; Luke vii., 41). Lastly,

in the Book of the Revelation (vi., 6), the announcement,

which in the original implicB famine prices, is rendered in our

• The rendering "a penny" was probably handed down in this familiar

parable from the time when this sum would be no inadequate remuneration

for a day's labor ; but long before the Versions of the Reformed Church were

made, this had ceased to be the ease. Even in Henry the Vlllth's reign a

•laborer earned from sixpence to eightpence a. day (Froude, i., p. 20 seq.),

though after the Restoration the .rate of wages does not seem to hare ad-

vanced ranch upon this amoant (see Macaulny, i
, p.413).
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English Version "A measure of wheat for a penny, and three

measures of barley for a penny." The fact is that the word
Xoivif, here translated "measure," falls below the amount of
a quart, while the word hrjvapwv, here translated " a penny,"

approaches toward the value of a shilling. To the English

reader the words must convey the idea of enormous plenty.*

Another word, drachma, occurs in the parable of the lost

money in St. Luke xv., 8, 9, where it is translated ^zece of sil-

ver. Yet the Greek drachma is so nearly equal in value to

the Roman denarius, that it may be questioned whether the

same coin is not meant by both tenns;f and, ifpiece of silver

or silverpiece is a reasonable translation of drachma, it might
very well be employed to render denarius. Again, in the in-

cident relating to the tribute-money (Matt xvii., 24 seq.),

mention is made of two different coins or sums of money, the

didrachma and the stater, the latter being double of the for-

mer
; and this relation of value is important, and should have

been preserved if possible,- because it explains our Lord's

words, "Take it (the stater), and give unto them /or me and
for thee." In our version, however, didrachma is rendered
" tribute-money, tribute," and stater " a piece of money." Of
larger amounts, mina {jiva) is translated a " pound" in one
parable (Luke xix., 13)4 while in two others (Matt, xviii., 24
seq. ; xxv.,14 seq.) talent is allowed to stand. From the lat-

ter of these comes the secondary metaphorical sense of the

* A "measure" in some parts of England is or was equivalent to a Win-
chester bushel. At all events, it would suggest a large rather than a small
quantity.

t SeePlin.,iV.fl:,xxi.,109: " Drachma Attica denarii argentel habet pon-
dus." This parable does not occur in St. Matthew and St. Mark, and must
have been derived by St.Luke from some Independent source. Hence, as ad-
dressing Greek readers chiefly, he would not unnaturally name a Greek coin
la preference. Similarly it was seen above (p. 102) that opuvh is confined to

St.Luke in that portion of his narrative which does not run parallel with the

other two evangelists.

t The Wicliffite Versions have " besaunt" for pva here ; but the careless-

ness with which the word is used appears from the fact that they employ it

also to render drachma on the one hand (Luke xv., 8), and talenlum on the

other (Matt, xviii., 24 [v. 1.] ; xxv., IG).

N
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word "talent," which has entirely superseded the literal mean-

ing in common language.

The treatment of measures, again, is extremely loose. The

fUTpnrhe, indeed, is fairly rendered " firkin" in John ii., C
;
and

the modiiis appears as "bushel" (Matt, v., 15; Mark iv.,21

;

Luke xi., 33), where the English measure, though greatly in

excess of the Latin, which is about a peck, may neverthe-

less remain undisturbed, since nothing depends on exactness.

With these exceptions, the one word " measure" is made to

do duty for all the terms which occur in the original. Thus,

in Rev. vi.,6, already quoted, it stands for a xo'""^, something

under a quart; and in other passages it represents not less

than three Hebrew measures, the <rilroi', or seah (Matt, xiii.,

33 • Luke xiii., 21), the /3droc, the bath, or ephah, and the ^o-

poc' the cor or homer (both in Luke xvi., 6, 1), though the

seah is one third of the bath, and the bath one tenth of the

cor In the former of these two passages from the Gospels

accuracy is unimportant, for the "three measures of meal" m

the parable will tell their tale equally, whatever may be the

contents of the measure; though even here we may regret

that our translators deserted the more precise "peck, which

they found in some of the older versions. But m Luke xvi.,

6 7 where the bath and the cor are mentioned in the same

context, they should certainly be distinguished. The .opo.

..Vou might very well be rendered ^^grcarters of wheat w.lh

Tyndale and several of the older versions. For the /,aro. eXa-

lol it is more difficult to find an equivalent :
Wicliffe renders

Q.'.rov, by "barrels ;" the Rheims Version by « pipes. In Rev.

vi 6 it is still more important to aim at precision, because

the extremity of the famine only appears when the proper re-

lation between the measure and the price ,s preserved. Heie

Xo-iyil might very well be translated " a quart.

§7-

This discussion has been occupied hitherto with questions

afi-ecting the correctness of our version as representing the
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Greek. It remains to consider the English in itself, as a lit-

erary production rather than as a translation, and to ask how
far it is capable of amendment from this point of view.

And here I certainly am not disposed to dissent from the

universal verdict, in which those least disposed to stubborn

conservatism have most heartily concurred, and which has

been reasserted only the more emphatically since the ques-

tion of revision was started ; but those who, having studied

our English Version most carefully, and therefore have en-

tered most fully into its singular merits, will be the least dis-

posed to deny that here and there the reviser's.hand.may be

employed with advantage.

Under this head the ardiaisms demand to be considered

first. Whatever may have been the feeling in generations

past, there is no disposition in the present age to alter the

character of our version. The stately rhythm and the archa-

ic coloring are alike sacred in the eyes of all English-speak-

ing peoples. On the other hand, it must be borne in mind

that our version addresses itself not to archajologists and crit-

ics, but to plain folk ; and these two considerations combined

should guide the pen of the reviser. So long as an archaism

is intelligible, let it by all means be retained. If it is mis-

leading, or ambiguous, or in.irticulate, the time for removing

it has come.

As examples of innocent archaisms we might quote " be-

wray," "despite," "list," "strait," "travail," "twain," and

hundreds of others. Whether it would be necessary to wring

the heart of the archaiologist by removing " all to brake" and

" earing," we need not stop to consider, as they do not occur

in the New Testament.

If, on the other hand, I were asked to point out a gtdlty

archaism, I should lay my finger at once on the translation

of fiepifiy^v in Matt, vi., 25, 31, 34, /hi) ficpi^yare rp ij/vxy itftwy ri

<l>ayt)Ti, "Take no thought for j'our life, what ye shall cat;" //i)

fiipififfitrriTe Xt'yovrtc ri <j>ayo)fiev, " Take no thoxight, saying What
shall we eat?" /117 fiipiftyiiariTi k'c r^y aipwy, "Take 710 thought
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for the morrow." I have heard of a political economiEt al-

leging this passage as an objection to the moral teaching of

the Sermon on the Mount on the ground that it encouraged,

nay, commanded a reckless neglect of the future. I have

known of cases in which scrupulous consciences have been

troubled by language seeming to condemn their most reason-

able acts of care and forethought ; of others in which relig-

ious persons have been misled by this paramount authority

(as it seemed to be) into a systematic improvidence. A
knowledge of the Greek would have shown that it is not rea-

sonable forethought, but distress and anxiety about the fu-

ture, which our Lord forbids ; for this, and not less than this,

is the force of fiipi^va, as may be seen from such passages as

1 Pet. v., 7, irairav r^v filpifivav vfiuiv iwipl^avTH iir avrov, on

avry /liXti irtpi vfiSiv, where the distinction oi iitpijiva and fiiXuv

is significant, though effaced in our English Version, " Cast-

ing all your care upon him, for he careth for you." A study

ofEnglish archaisms, again, would have taught that our trans-

lators did not intend what they seem to say, for to " take

thought" in the old language meant to distress or trouble

one's self* But the great mass of people have neither the

lime nor the opportunity, even if they had the capacity, for

such investigations. This archaism, therefore, is one which,

at all hazards, should disappear in any revision of the En-

glish Bible. For " take no thought" some have suggested

" be not careful." But this, though an improvement, is very

far from adequate. For carefulness, though in the 16 th and

17th centuries it might be a term of reproof,f in the modern

t. g., 1 Sam. ix., 5, "Come, and lej us return, lest my father .... lake

thought for ns," where the Hebrew verb is JRl, which Geseuius renders sol-

licitus/uit, anxie timuit. "To die of thought" in the old language was to

die heart-broken. On this archaism, see Trench, Authorized Version, p. 37

;

Wright, Bible Word-Book, s. v.

t In fact, it is used more than once to translate this very word /lepi/iva

;

e. g., 1 Cor. vii., 82, " I would have you without carefulness," i. e., anxiety

(StXtti u/iac ifupifivovc ilvai); Phil, iv., C,"Be careful for nothing" (jaiUv

ptpipvari).

Latimer, Serin., p. 400 (quoted in Wright's Bible Word-Book, ». v.), speaks
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language almost always implies commendation. In fact it
IS an archaism open to the same misapprehension, though not
to the same degree, as « take no thought." " Be not anxious"
or "be. not troubled" would adequately express the ori<rioal
The word « anxious," it is true, does not occur in our En°glish
Bible, but this is one of those rare instances where our new
revisers might well assume the liberty, which the authors of
the Received Version certainly claimed and exercised before
them, of introducing a new word where the language has
shifted and no old word conveys the exact meaning.

But, though "take no thought" is the worst offender of all
yet other archaisms might with advantage be removed We
may suspect that many an Englishman, when he hears of
Zacharias "asking for a writing table (Luke i., 63)," conceives
a notion very different from the evangelist's own meaning.We have heard how the inquiring school-boy has been per-
plexed at reading that St. Paul and his companions "fetched
a compass'^ when they set sail from Syracuse (Acts xxviii.,
13), not being able to reconcile this statement with the date
given for the invention of this instrument. We can well im-
agine that not a f^-w members of an average congregation
when the incident in the synagogue at Nazareth is read, and
they hear that the book, when closed, is handed « to the min-
ister- (Luke iv., 20), do not carry away quite the correct idea
of the person intended by this expression.

. We must have
misgivings whether our Lord's injunction to the disciples to
take no scrip" with them, or St. Luke's statement that the

apostle's company "took up their carnages and went up to
Jerusalem" (Acts xxi., ]5), are universally understood. We
may feel quite certain that the great majority of readers do
not realize the fact (for how should they?) that by the high-
est and the lowest rooms in the parable are meant merdy
the places or seats* at the top or bottom of the same table,

of "this wicked carefulness," an expression which in the modem language
would be a contradiction in terms.

• Again, in 1 Cor. xiv., 16,"He that occupieth the room of the unlearned,"
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and that therefore the invitation to " go up higher" does not

imply mounting a staircase to a more dignified reception-

room in the upper story-. We find that even a scholarly di-

vine* seems to infer from St.Paul's language that (1 Tim. v., 4)

the duty incumbent not only on children, but even on neph-

ews, of providing for their aged relations ; and finding this,

wo can hardly expect illiterate persons to know that in the

old language nephew signifies grandchild.

Among these misleading archaisms the word coast for "bor-

der" or " region" is perhaps the most frequent. It would be

unreasonable to expect the English reader to understand that

when St. Paul "passes through the vpper coasts'' (ra aiurtpi-

/ta nipv) on his way to Ephesus (Acts xix.,l),he does in fact

traverse the high land which lies in the interior of Asia Mi-

nor. Again, in the Gospels, when he reads of our Lord visit-

ing " the coasts of Tyre and Sidon" (Matt, xv., 21 ; Mark vii.,

31), he naturally thinks of the sea-board, knowing these to

be maritime cities, whereas the word in one passage stands

for filpv,
" parts," and in the other for Spta, " borders," and the

circumstances suggest rather the eastern than the western

frontier of the region. And perhaps also his notions of the

geography of Palestine may be utterly confused by reading

tharCapernaum is situated "upon the sea-coast" (Matt, iv.,

13).

Then, a«»ain,how is such a person to know that when St.

Paul condemns " debate" together with envy, wrath, murder,

and the like (Rom. i., 29 ; 2 Cor. xii., 20), he denounces not dis-

cussion, but contention, strife (£>«) ; or that when he says,"If

any man have a quarrel against any" (Col. iii.,13) he means

a complaint (querela), the original being ?xp ^o,.^.>; or that,

when St. James writes " Grudge not one against another (v..

9) the word signifies "murmur" or "bemoan" (<rn.<if.re)

?

a doable archaism obscureB the sense of the original i ivair\r,P-y "" ^i^'".

"
?C"tS/o;fc;«. nree Centuries, p. 27." She was to have none

of tho^e cSrTnL to n.inister to her, nor yet nephews." See Trench .

Authorized Version, p. 4 1

.
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Even if he is aware that "wicked letcdness" (Acts xviii., 14)

does not signify gross sensuality, will he also know converse-

ly that by "the hidden things oi dishonesty" (2 Cor. iv., 2)

the apostle means not fraudulence, want of probity, but " se-

cret deeds of shame" {a'laxvvvs) ? If context and common
sense alike teach him that the " highmindedness" which St.

Paul more than once condemns (in//ij\o^poi'E7»', Rom. xi., 20; 1

Tim. vi.,l7; rtTvcjxofiipoi, 2 Tim. iii., 4) is not what we com-

monly understand by the term, will he also perceive that the

"maliciousness" which is denounced alike by St. Paul (Rom.

i., 29," full of maliciousness") and St. Peter (1 Pet. ii., lC,"not

using your liberty for a cloak of maliciousness") does not de-

note one special form of evil, but the vicious character gen-

erally (Kada) ?

Again, the expressions instanthj and by-and-by may be

taken in connection, as being nearly allied
;
yet in Biblical

language neither signifies what it would signify to ourselves.

Instantly has not a temporal sense at all, but means " urgent-

ly," as in Luke vii., 4, "They besought him instanthj {inrov-

Zaiut) ;" while, on the other hand, by-and-by, having a tem-

poral sense, denotes not deferred, but immediate action, stand-

ing most frequently for tvQvQ or ivdiug, and therefore corre-

sponding to the modern sense of instantly. Thus, in the

Greek of the parable of the sower, the instantaneous welcome

of the word has its counterpart in the instantaiieotis .apostasy

under persecution (Matt, xiii., 20, 21), ivQvq fiCTa x°P"i ^"p
fiavo)v avTov, thdvg oKavhaXi^cTai; but in the English Version

this appears, "^wo?t with joy receiveth it," "Jiy-and-by he is

offended," where, partly through the archaisms and partly

through the change of words, the expressiveness of the orig-

inal is seriously blunted.

The passage last quoted contains another archaism, which

is a type of a whole class. Words derived from the Latin

and other foreign languages, being comparatively recent, had

very frequently not arrived at their ultimate sense when our

version was made, and were more liable to shift their mean-
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ing than others. We have witnessed this phenomenon in in-

stantly, and the same was also the case with offend, offence.

"If thy right eye offend thee," "Woe unto him through

whom the offences come," do not convey to any but the ed-

ucated reader the idea which they were intended to express.

By substituting " cause to offend" (or perhaps " cause to

stumble" or "to fall") for "offend," we may, in passages where

the verb occurs, bring out the idea more clearly ; but in the

case of the substantive, the right of prescription and the dif-

ficulty of finding an equivalent may plead for the retention

of the word. But where other Latinisms are concerned no

such excuse can be pleaded. Thus, " Occupy till I come"

(irpay/iart uiraffflt, Luke xix.,13), is quite indefensible. Wicliffe

has marchaundise ; Purvey chaffer; Tyndale buy and sell;

and it is difScult to see why a word should have been substi-

tuted in* the later Bibles, which must (one would think) have

appeared novel and affected at the time, and which has

changed its meaning since. I have suggested "Trade ye"

above (p. 52). Another example is " O generation {yivyttfiaTa)

of vipers," which the English reader inevitably takes to be a

parallel expression to " a wicked and adulterous generation

{ycvea)," though the Greek words are quite different, and gen-

eration in the first passage signifies " offspring" or " brood"

—two good old English words, cithei- of which might advan-

tageously be substituted for it. Another is the rendering of

Acts xvii., 23,"As I passed by and beheld your devotions"

{aifiaa/iara), where " your devotions" is not a misrendering,

but an archaism, signifying " the objects of your worship,"

" your gods or idols." Other instances, again, are 1 Tim. iii.,

13, "They that have used the office of a deacon v/e\l,purchase

{vepiwotovvrat) to themselves a good degree," where the idea

of traffic suggested by the modern use of the word is alien to

the passage ; and Matt, xvii., 25, " When he was gone into the

bouse, JBBue prevented {Kpoi(l>ea<nv) him, saying, What think-

est thou, Simon?" in which passage, at all events, the orig-

inal meaning of " prevent" would not suggest itself to the
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English reader. In both cases we might with advantage re-

cur to the renderings of Tyndale, " get" for "purchase," and
" spake first?' for " prevented."

From the word last mentioned we pass not unnaturally to

the verb which it has supplanted. Toprevetit has taken the

place of to let, meaning to check, to hinder, while this latter

verb has become obsolete in this sense. Unnecessary and
unadvisable as it would be to alter this archaism in such

phrases as " Sore let and hindered in running the race that is

set before us," where it can not mislead, its occurrence in the

New Testament is not always free from objection. In 2 Thess.

ii., 7, for instance—a passage difficult enough without any ar-

tificial obscurities—" He who now letteth, will let," should not

be allowed to stand.

Not very dissimilar to the last instance is the ambiguity

of"go about," used in our version as a common rendering of

(riTuy. In such passages as John vii., 19, 20, "Why go ye

abota to kill me ?" " Who goeth about to kill thee ?" Acts xxi.,

31, "As they went about to kill him," it can hardly occur to

the English reader that nothing more is meant than " seek

to kill," as the same phrase liijre'iv awoa-tlfai is translated else-

where, and even in the very context of the first passage (John

vii., 25). In Acts xxiv., 5, 6, again, the misunderstanding is

rendered almost inevitable by the context, "A mover of se-

dition among all the Jews throughout the world . . . who
also hath gone about to profane the Temple ;" where the ex-

pression represents another verb similar to ^ijreTi' in meaning,

TO iipov iirilpaaiv I3efirj\w(rat.

After disposing of the archaisms, little remains to be said

about the English of our version. There are, however, some
ambiguities of translation which arise from other causes.

Thus Ephes. vi., 12, "Against spiritual wickedness in high

places {irpos Ttt irvevfiariKa Tijt Trovripiat iv rolg iirovpayioig),

where the English reader is led to think of vice in persons

of rank and station; Phil, iii., 14, "The prize of your high

calling (r^c fi>'w i:X4<Tfwc)," where the English epithet rather
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suggests quality than locality, as the original lequiies ; Col.

iii., 8, " But now you also put off all these" (yvv\ It andOeade

Kal vfiiis TO iriiyra), where the sentence appears to be indica-

tive instead of imperative ; 1 Tim. iii., 10, "And without con-

troversy {ofioXoyovfiit'uis) great is the mystery of godliness,"

where the meaning of "controversy" is ambiguous, and where

the older versions translated ofioXoyovfiii'mg " without nay" or

"without doubt ;" Ileb. v., 2, " On the ignorant and on them

that are out of the way" (roTc ayvoovai rai TrXavw/jt'ioii), where

the repetition of the preposition leads the English reader still

farther away from the proper sense of vXavuftivoiQ ; Heb. v.,

12, "For when for the time ye ought to be teachers" (rai yap

ofiiKoyrtc tirai JiSairraXoi Ziii Tov ^ovoi), where without the

Greek no one would imagine that " for the time" means " by

reason of the long period of your training;" Apoc. iv., 11,

"For thy pleasure they are, mid were created {eial Kal iKrlirOri-

aav)"* where are reads as an auxiliary. In all such cases

(and many other examples might be given) the remedy is

easy.

The great merit of our version is its truly English charac-

ter—the strength and the homeliness of its language. Its

authors were fully alive to the importance of preserving this

feature, as impressed upon the English Bible by Tyndale, and

set their faces resolutely against the Latinisms to which the

Rheims Version had attempted to give currency.f In this

they were eminently successful as a rule, and it is only to be

regretted that they allowed themselves occasionally to de-

part from their principle where there was no adequate need.

The word occupy, which I have already considered from a

different point of view, is an -illustration. Another is addict

in 1 Cor. xvi., 15, " They have addicted themselves {iralav

* So the received text ; but the correct reading is fiaav for ilal.

t In this version I open a chapter accidentally (Ephes. iv.), and find " do-

nation of Christ," "inferior parts," "doctors," "circumvention of errour,

'

"juncture of subministration," "vanity of their sense," "impudicity, con-

tristate." Yet it was published nearly thirty yeais before the Authonzed

Version.
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eavTovi) to the ministry of the saints," which rendering seems

to have been introduced first in the Bishops' Bible, and can

not be considered an improvement on the Geneva Version,

"They have given themselves to minister uuto the saints."

A more flagrant instance is 2 Cor. ix., 13, where a concurrence

of Latinisms obscures the sense and mars the English, " By
the experiment of this ministration they glorify God for your

professed subjection unto the Gospel of Clirist," where " ex-

periment" and " professed" ought at all events to be altered,

as they have shifted their meaning, and where for once the

Rheims Version gives purer English, " By the proof of this

ministry glorifying God in the obedience of your confession

unto the Gospel of Christ" (oia r^c SoKi^ijc riJQ SiaKOvias ravrriQ

SoJa^oiTfc TOV Qitiv £jri ri} vvorayr] TtJQ OfioXoyiag vfiwv tij to tvay-

yiXiov TOV \pi(rTOv).

A fault of another kind is translating oiptXoy " I would to

God" (1 Cor. iv., 8), though the earlier versions all give it so

with the exception of Wicliffe, whose simpler rendering " I

would" might be adopted with advantage. In this case the

introduction of the divine name is hardly defensible. In the

case of fit) yii-oiTo, " God forbid," the diflSculty of finding an-

other idiomatic rendering may possibly excuse it. Yet. even

here wc can not but regret a rendering which interferes so

seriously with the argument, as it presents itself to the En-

glish reader, in such passages as Horn, iii., 4, 6,
" God forbid

;

yea, let God bo true (/*») yiyoiTO, yiviaBu hi 6 Qtoc aXr)8rie) ,"

" God forbid, for then how shall God judge the world (jji) yi-

voiTO, iirci iruic Kptvil 6 9eoc roi' Koofioy) ?"

I shall pass over instances of careless grammar in the En-

glish, because these are not numerous, and have been dealt

with elsewhere. But it may be worth while to point out in-

advertences of another kind—where the same word is twice

rendered in the English Version, or where conversely the same

English word is made to do duty for two Greek words. Of

the latter, examples occur in John xi., 14, "Then {tote olv)

said Jesus unto them plainly," where " then" stands for two
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words, " then" local and " then" argumentative ; or Rora. vi.,

21, "What fruit had ye then {riva oiv Kapvov fi\tTt rort) in

those things whereof ye are now ashamed ?" where exactly

the same error is committed. Of the converse error— the

double rendering of the same word—we have an instance in

James v., 16, iroXO itrx«tt Siriait Su-a/ov ivtpyov^ivtf, "The effect-

ual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much," where

the word " effectual" is worse than superfluous. This last ren-

dering I am disposed to ascribe to carelessness in correcting

the copy for the press. The word would be written down on

the copy of the Bishops' Bible which the revisers used either

as a tentative correction or an accidental gloss, and, not hav-

ing been erased before the copy was sent to the press, would

appear in the text.*

To the same cause, also, we may perhaps ascribe the ren-

dering of 1 Cor. xiv., 23, iav oZv awiXQri fi iKxXriaia o\ri cirl to

avTo. In the Bishops' Bible this stands, " If therefore all the

Church be come together into one place," but in the Author-

ized, " If therefore the whole Church be come together into

some place." I presume that the revisers intended to alter

" one" into " the same," but that this correction was indis-

tinctly made, and being confused with the other correction in

the same clause which required a transposition of " the," led

to the error which stands in our text. What misconception

may arise from a mere error of the press appears from the

often discussed phrase, " Strain at a gnat," where unquestion-

ably our translators intended to retain the rendering of the

earlier versions, " Strain out a gnat," and the existing text can

only be explained as a misprint. Indeed, the printing of the

edition of 1611 is very far from correct; and if our present

• In the Bishops' Bible, which the translators had before them, the passage

mn8,"The fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much." The only fact

connected with previous versions which I can discover as throwing any light

on the insertion of this word "effectual" is a marginal note in Tomson's

New Testament, printed with the Geneva Bible: "He commendeth prayers

by the effects that come of them, that nil men may understand that there is

nothing more effectual than they are, so that they proceed from a pure mind."
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Bibles for the most part deserve praise for great accuracy,

we owe this to the fact that the text of this first edition was

not regarded as sacred or authoritative, but corrections were

freely introduced afterwards wherever a plain error was de-

tected. Thus, in Exod. xxxviii., 11, "^Toopas of the pillars"

has been altered into "hooks of the pillars;" in Isaiah xlix.,

20, "The place is too straight" into "The place is too strait;"

in Hos. vi., 5, "Shewed them by the prophets" (where the

word " shewed" was evidently introduced by an ingenious

compositor who did not understand the correct text) into

"Hewed them by the prophets ;" in Ecclus. xliv., 5, "Jiejected

verses" into "recited verses;" and the like. In the headings

of the chapters, too, some curious errors in the edition of 1611

were afterwards corrected: e. g., 2 Sam. xxiv.,"elei}en thou-

sand" into " thirteen hundred thousand ;" 1 Cor. v., " shamed"

into "shunned."* Nay, in some passages the changes made
in later editions are even bolder than this, as, for instance, in

1 Tim. i., 4, o'tKoSofiiay [the correct reading is o'lKOfOfilav] Qtov

Ti)v ey wiaru, " Edifying which is in faith," the word Qcov by
some inadvertence was untranslated in the edition of 1611,

and so it remained for many years afterwards, until in the

Cambridge edition of 1638 "godly" was inserted after the

earlier versions, and this has held its ground ever since.f As
this wise liberty was so freely exercised in other cases, it is

strange that the obvious misprint " strain at" should have
survived the successive revisions of two centuries and a half.

* The corrections in Ecclus. xliv., 5, 2 Snm. xxiv., were made in 1612;
those in Exod. xxxviii., 11, Isa. xlix., 20, Hos. vi., 5, 1 Cor. v., in 1G13. A
number of errors, however, Btill remained, which were removed from time to

time in later editions. The edition of 1GI3, though it corrected some blun-
ders, was grossly inaccurate, as may be seen from the collation with the edi-

tion of 1611 prefixed to the Oxford reprint of the latter (1833).
t I owe this fact, which has probably been noticed elsewhere, to some val-

uable MS. notes of the late Prof. Grote on the printing of the English Bible.

The error may be expkined by supposing that the word " godly" was sti-uck

out in the copy of the Bishops' Bible altered for the press, while the proposed
substitution was omitted to be made, or was made in such a way that it es-

caped the eye of tho compositor.
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While speaking of errors and corrections of the press, it

may be worth while, in passing, to observe how this license of

change has affected the orthography. It would be a surprise

to an English reader now to find in his Bible such words as

aliant, causey, charet, cise, crudle, damosell, fauchion, fet, fift,

flixe, iland, mids, moe, monethes, neesiug, oweth (Lev. xiv., 35,

for " owheth"), price (Phil, iii., 14, for " prize"), renowme, etc.

While these have been altered into alien, causeway, chariot,

size, curdle, damsel, falchion, fetched, fifth, flux, island, midst,

more, months, sneezing, owneth, prize, renown, respectively,

a capricious conservatism has retained the archaic spelling in

other cases, such as fat, fetches, graff, hoise, pilled, strawed,

throughly, for vat, vetches, graft, hoist, peeled, strewed, thor-

oughly. In some cases this caprice appears in the same word

;

thus neeainga is retained in Job xli., 18, while sneezed is sub-

stituted for neesed in 2 Kings iv., 35. This license has had its

disadvantages as well as its advantages ; if the substitution

of " its" for " it" (Lev. xxv., 5, " it owne accord," 1611*) was

imperatively demanded by the change in the language, the

alteration of " shamefast, shamcfastness" into " shamefaced,

shamefacedness" is unfortunate, as suggesting a wrong deri-

vation and an inadequate meaning. Amid all these changes

it is a happy accident that the genuine form of the name of

Philemon's wife has survived, though the precedent of the

older versions and the authority of modern commentators

alike would have led to the substitution of the Latin name
" Appia" for the Phrygian " Apphia."f

• See Wright's Bible Word-Book, s.v. //.

t In I'hilem. 2 the reading 13 unquestionably 'At0i<i, though some uncini

MSS. (of little value on a point of orthography) have d^^i'y.a legitimate form,

or d/i0i'{i, a manifest corruption : the authority for 'A-n-Trlf is absolutely worth-

less. The fact is, that this word has no connection (except in sound) with the

Boman Appia, but represents a native Phrygian name, which, with various

modifications, appears again and agam in the Phrygian inscriptions: e.g.,

Jioeckh, Corp. laser., 3SH,ViiKavipoc rai 'A<p<t>ia yviii airov; 382G,npuro-

liaxos 'A0[^]ff yvvaiKi ; 3932 m, r^ yvvaia airov 'A[ff]0ip ) 39G2, 'Ajr^i'a

tyui riT/iat; 3827 1 (Appx. ), 'A#0i<i MivdvSpoVi 3846 z(Appx.),Bw\ac 'A00ip

avi'ftlv. Frequently, also, we meet with the diminutive an-^iov, d^^iov, or
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I have attempted to show in what directions our En<rlish
"Version is capable of improvement. It will be necessary to
substitute an amended for a faulty text; to remove artificial

distinctions which do not exist in the Greek ; to restore real
distinctions which, existing there, were overlooked by our
translators; to correct errors of grammar and errors of lexi-
cography

;
to revise the treatment of proper names and tech-

nical terms; and to remove a few archaisms, ambiguities, and
faults of expression, besides inaccuracies of editorship, in the
English. AH this may be done witJiout altering the character
of the version.

In this review of the question I have done nothing more
than give examples of the different classes of erroi^. An
exhaustive treatment of the subject was impossible; and the
case, therefore, is much stronger than it is here made to ap-
pear. If, for instance, any one will take the trouble to go
through some one book of the New Testament, as tlie Epistle
to the Hebrews, referring to any recent critical edition of the
Greek text and comparing it carefully with the Englisli, he
will see that the faults of our version are very far from beinf
few and slight, or imaginary. But, if a fair case for revision
has been made out, it still remains to ask whether there is

any reasonable prospect of success if the attempt be made at
the present time.

Now in one important point—perhaps the most important
of all—the answer must, I think, be favorable. Gicck schol-

d^ioi/, as a female name: e.j., 3849, 3801, 3899, 3902 m, 384G z (Appx.).
The form "An-irij, however, sometimes occurs. This word may be compared
with other common PhrygUn names, Ammia, Nania, Tatia, and the masculine
Pappias or Papias.

Not observing the Phrygian origin of the name, the commentators speak as
though it were the feminine corresponding to the masculine m Acts xxviii.,
15, 'Ajnriov 0dpov, and call attention to the diflerence in form, w^ for rn.
All the older translations, so far as I have observed, print it Appia, so that
the Authorized Version stands alone in its correctness.
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raship has never stood bigher in England than it does at the

present moment. There is not only a sufficient body of

scholars capable of undertaking the work, but there is also

(and this is a most important element in the consideration)

a very large number besides fully competent to submit the

work of the revisers, when completed, to a minute and search-

ing criticism. And, though we may trust that any one who

is called to take his share in the work will do so with a deep

sense of the responsibility of the task assigned to him, still it

will be a great stimulus to feel that he is surrounded by com-

petent critics on all sides, and a great support to be able to

gather opinions freely from without. But I would venture

to go a step beyond this. I should be glad to think my ap-

prehensions groundless, but there is at least some reason to

forebode that Greek scholarship has reached its height in En-

gland, and. that henceforth it may be expected to decline.*

The clamors of other branches of learning—more especially

of scientific studies—for a recognized place in general educa-

tion are growing louder and louder, and must make them-

selves heard; and, if so, the almost exclusive dominion of the

Classical languages is past. I need not here enter into the

question whether these languages have or have not been

overrated as an instrument of education. It is sufficient to

call attention to the fact that, whether rightly or wrongly,

public opinion is changing in this respect, and to prepare for

the consequences.

And, if wo turn from the Greek language to the English,

the present moment seems not unfavorable for the undertak-

\n<T. Many grave apprehensions have been expressed on this

point, and alarming pictures are drawn of the fatal results

• Mr.Marsh (^Lectures on the English Language, xxviii., p.C39) snys," There

is no sufficient reason to doubt that at the end of this century the knowledge

of Biblical Greek and Hebrew will be as much in advance of the present

standard as that standord is before the sacred philology of the beginning of

this century." I wish I could take this very sanguine view of the probable

future of the Greek language in England: as regards Hebrew I have ab-

stained from expressing an opinion.
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which will follow from any attempt to meddle with the pure

idiom of our English Bible. Of the infusion of Latinisms

and Gallicisms with which we are threatened I myself have

no fear; In the last century, or in the beginning of the pres-

ent, the danger would have been real. The objections urged

against the language of our English Bible by those who then

advocated revision are now almost incredible. The speci-

mens M'hich they offisred of an improved diction of the mod-

ern type would appear simply ludicrous to us if the subject

on which the experiment was tried had been less grave.*

The very words which these critics would have ejected from

our .English Bibles as barbarous, or uncouth, or obsolete,

have again taken their place in our highest poetry, and even

in our popular language. And though it is impossible that

the nineteenth century should ever speak the language of

the sixteenth or seventeenth, still a genuine appreciation .and

careful study of the Authorized Version and of the older

translations will (we may reasonably hope) enable the present

revisers, iu the corrections which they may introduce, to avoid

any anachronisms of diction which would offend the taste or

jar upon the car. There is all this difference between the

present advocates of revision and the former, that now we
reverence the language and idiom of our English Bibles,

whereas they regarded it as the crowning offense which

seemed most to call for amendment. In several instances

the end may be attained by returning to the renderings of

the earlier versions which the revisere of 1611 abandoned.

* See examples in Trench's A uthonzed Version, p. 32 seq. , and Prof Pliimp-

tre's article in Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, s. \. Version, Authorized. " I

remember the relief," writes Mr. Matthew Arnold (Cu//ure and Anarchy, yi.

44), "with which, after long feeling the sway of franklin's imperturbable

good sense, I came upon a project of his for a new version of the Book of Job

to replace the old version, the style of which, says Franklin, has become obso-

lete, and thence less agreeable. '1 give,' he continues, 'a few verses which

may serve as a sample of the kind of version I would recommend' .... I

well remember how, when first I read that, I drew a deep breath of relief, and

said to myself. After all, there is a stretch of humanity beyond Franklin's vic-

torious good sense."
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In almost every other case, the words and even the expres-

sions which the correction requires will be supplied from

some other part of the Authorized Version itself. Very rare

indeed are the exceptions where this assistance will fail, and

where it may be necessary to introduce a word for which

there is no authority in the English Bibles. In these cases

care must be taken that the word bo introduced shall be in

harmony with the general character of our Biblical diction.

So much license the new revisers may reasonably claim for

themselves, as it was certainly claimed by the revisers of

1611. If these cautions are observed, the Bible will still re-

main to future generations what it has been to past—not

only the storehouse of the highest truth, but also the purest

well of their native English. Indeed, we may take courage

from the fact that the language of our English Bible is not

the language of the ago in which the translators lived, but

in its grand simplicity stands out in contrast to the ornate

and often afiFected diction of the literature of that time;* for if

the retention of an older and better model was possible in the

seventeenth century, it is quite as possible in the nineteenth.

Nor, a"-ain, can there bo any reasonable ground for appre-

hension Ts to the extent and character of the changes which

may be introduced. The regulations under which the new

company ofrevisers will act arc a sufficient guarantee agamst

hasty and capricious change. The language which public

speakers and newspaper critics have held on this pomt would

only then have force if absolute power were given to each in-

dividual reviser to introduce all his favorite crotchets. But

any one who has acted in concert with a large number of in-

dependent men, training apart and under separate influences,

will know how very difficult it is to secure the consent of two

thirds of the whole body to any change which is not a mani-

fest improvement, and how wholly impossible it would be to

obtain the suffrages of this number for a novel and question-

able rendering, however important it might seem to Us pro-

See Marsh's Lectures, p. C21 seq.
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poser. It is very possible that several corrections which I

have suggested here may appear to others in this unfavora-

ble light. Indeed, it is hardly probable that in all cases they

should escape being condemned; for any one interested in

such a subject is naturally led to give prominence to those

views on which he lays stress himself, just because they ap-

pear to him not to have received proper attention from oth-

ers; but if so, it is morally certain that they will be treated

as they deserve, and not suffered to disfigure the Revised

Version as it will appear before the public. Indeed, if there

be any. reasonable grounds for apprehension, the danger is

rather that the changes introduced will be too slight to sat-

isfy the legitimate demands of theology and scholarship, than

that they will be so sweeping as to affect the character ofour

English Bible.

Lastly, in one respect, at least, the present revision is com-

menced under very auspicious circumstances. There has been

great liberality in inviting the co-operation of those Biblical

scholars who are not members of the Anglican communion,

and they, on their part, have accorded a prompt and cheerful

welcome to this invitation. This is a matter for great thank-

fulness. It may be accepted as a guarantee that the work is

undertaken not with any narrow sectarian aim, but in the

broad interests of truth; while also it is an earnest that if

the revision, when completed, recommends itself by its in-

trinsic merits (and if it does not, the sooner it is forgotten

the better), then no unworthy jealousy will stand in the way
of its general reception.* And meanwhile may we not cher-

ish a loftier hope ? Now, for the first time, the bishops of

* "At this day,'' wrote Mr. Mnrsh in 1859, "there could be no harmony of

action on this subject between different churches ... So long as this sec-

tarit^n feehng—for it can be appropriately designated by no other term—pre-

vails on either side, there can be no union upon conditions compatible with

the self-respect of the parties" (p. 641 seq.)- This preliminary difflculty,at

least, has been overcome ; the " better counsels," of which this able writer

seems to have despaired, have prevailed ; no wound has been inflicted on

self-respect ; and entire harmony of action has been attained.
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our Church and the representatives of our Convocation will

meet at the same table with Nonconformist divines, and will

engage in a common work of a most sacred kind—the inter-

pretation of those writings which all alike reverence as the

source of their truest inspiration here and the foundation of

their highest hopes hereafter. Is it too much to anticipate

that by the experience of this united work the Christian com-

munities in England may be drawn more closely together,

and that, whether it succeed or fail in its immediate object,

it may at least dissipate many prejudices and jealousies, may
promote a better mutual understanding, and thus, by foster-

ing inward sympatiiy, may lead the way to greater outward

harmony among themselves, and a more intimate union with

the Divine Head ?*

* It will be remembered that this hope was expressed before the Kevision

Company had met. If I felt at liberty to modify the expression by the light

of subsequent experience, I should speak even more strongly.

APPENDIX.
On the Words iniovmo^, TrepioCmoc.

I.

The former of ihese two words, found only in a pe.ition of the lordsPrayer as given both by St. Matthew (vi., ujro. iprl ,)°l nXoZtl
.wrZ^' •" -"^

"v '"
''•,f;""'

^"- •'• ''" «""" ^"^ '"" -'0-3 r>miP TO ,^a9„^,pa„), IS a well-known difficulty in Biblical interpretation and.t .s certainly a remarkable fact that so much diversity of op!l™ s oul'd ",eposs.bIe regarding an expression which occurs in this most amiUa and oftcnest repeated passage of the Gospels.
Origen tells us (lie Oral., 27, i., p. 245, Delarne) that the word .V.o^mo;.

loadanln""" "T '"
^'.r'^,"'-'""™.

-J «''at it is not current i^Theeo,-Ioqun.1 language (.„paoW«W r.J. 'EXX-jv.. ovr, rC. c.^Cv u.v6^a,r.. ofr.

oVnlT 'tr^^?"'?"?
rirp^^ra.). " It seems," he adds, to have beenCO ned (...X„,9„,) by the evangelists. Matthew and Luke agree in uLg Uwithout any difference. The same course has been taken in other case also

rh.s statement .s .mpor.nnt, because it shows that the Greek fa.hers de-ved no assistance m the interpretation of the word from .he spoken or vriten language and thus their views are not entitled to the deference wh ch weshould elsewhere accord to them as interpreters of a living language of whichwe on y possess .he fragmentaiy remains. In this par.icula
'

nsTance I Jcease to be authonfes. The same data which were open .o them are opento US also and from these we are free to draw our conclusions ind^.endenrThese data are threefold
: (1.) The Etymological Form

; (2.) The Keq" elments of the Sense
; (3.) The Tenor of Tradition.

' ^ -". "« "«1""^«

case. Ihe Lords Prayer was doubtless used from very early times in nri

•n whtr r- '' •"'""'^ """'"' " ""' °' '"« P"''"'^ Ben-ices'of theCuren which (.0 mention no other use) it was repeated at .he celebration o7^
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It was chiefly the conviction that justice had not been done to this consid-

eration which led me to institute the investigation afresh.* Previous writers

have laid stress on the scholastic interpretation of Origen and his successors,

as though this were the best authenticated tradition, when they ought rattier

to have sought for the common sense of the Church in the primitive versions,

which are both earlier in date than Origen, and cover a much wider area. I

hope to make the force of the distinction between the scholastic and tradi-

tional interpretations clearer in the sequel.

The different explanations which have been given to the word fall into

two classes: (1.) Those which connect it with i'ii/ai, deriving it from i-itiivai

through litiuiv or litwvaa, and (3.) Those which connect it with ilvai, as a
compound from M and ova'ta. Each class includes various explanations,

but the one is distinguished from the other by a simple criterion. The mean-
ings belonging to the one class are temporal ; to the other, qualitative.

In the ^r<t class we find the following: (i.) to-morrow's, derived directly

from imovaa," the coming dny,"or" the morrow:" (ii.) coming, either talien

from imoiaa, and meaning the same as the last, but more vaguely expressed,

or derived directly from iiruvat, iiriiiv (without the intervention of the femi-

nine tirioCira) : (iii.) daily, which seems to be got from the first sense, "for

the coming day:" (iv.) continual, which is probably a paraphrastic mode of

expressing (i.) or (iii.): (y.) future, "yet to come," from Ittiuv; in which

case the expression is most often applied in a spiritual sense to Christ, the

bread of life, who shall come hereafter.

Under the second head, also, various explanations are comprised : (i. )/or

our sustenance, and so " necessary," ovaia being referred to physical subsist-

ence ; (."•)/<» our essential life, ond so " epiritual, eternal," ouaia signifying

the absolute or higher being; l}ii.) pre-eminent, excellent, surpassing, as be-

ing "a)x)ve all oliaiai," and so nearly equivalent to iripioiaiot ; (iv.) abun-

dant, a meaning akin to the last, and apparently reached by giving the same

sense "above" to iiri
;
(v.) consubstantial, a sense which is attained by forcing

the meaning of the preposition in another direction, t

In this list I have enumerated only those meanings which were given to

the word during the first five centuries. More recent writers have added to

the number, but their interpretations, when not deduced directly from one or

other of the senses already given, are so far-fetched and so unnatural that

they do not deserve to be seriously considered.

Again, I have confined myself to direct interpretations of lirioiaiot, not re-

garding Bucl> variations of meaning as arise from different senses attached to

the substantive aprot. Thus, for instance," our daily breod" might be either

the daily sustenance for the body or the daily sustenance for the soul. But,

though these two senses are widely divergent, their divergence is not due to

any difference of interpretation affecting imobaioQ, with which word alone I

am concerned.

* The Tallest recent Investigation of the meaning ottitiovcto^ with which I am ac-

quainted Is In Tbolnck's Exposition of tlit Sermon on the Mount, 11., p. ITS seq. (Engl,

trans.), where he arrives at conclusions dllTerent from my own. He gives a list of

previous treatises on the subject. Among the more Important are those of PfeiSer

and Stolberg In the Thesaur. Theol. Pliilol, II., p. 116 seq., 128 seq. (Amslel., 1T02).

t See the passage bom Victorians qaoted on p. 174-3.
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I shall now consider the two classes of meanings which are distinguished
above, testing them by the considerations already enumerated : (I.) The Kt-
ymology of the Word

; (2.) The Kcquirements of the Sense
; (3.) The Tenor

of Tradition.

§ 1. The Etymology of the Word.

'H iiriovaa is commonly used for " the coming day," " the morrow." In
this sense it occurs frequently without the substantive iipipa both in Biblicol
Greek (Prov. xxvii., 1, ou yap ywiioKiis ri riUrai y Imoiaa, Acts xvi., 11
XX., 15

;
xxi., 18) and elsewhere (e. g., Polyb., ii., 25, 11 ; Pausan., iv., 22, 3

;'

Pint.
,
Mor.

,
205 e, 838 D, etc. ). See also the references in Lobeck, Phryn.

,

p. 4C4. From this word, which had become practically a substantive, the
adjective imovaioi would be formed in the usual way.

It is urged, indeed (see Saicei; Thes., a. v. imoioioc), that the analogy of
iivrtpaioe, rpirnioc, etc., would require imoiHraiof. In replying to this ob-
jection we need not (I venture to think) acquiesce in the negative answer
that such adjectives are not valid to disprove the existence of a different
form in -loe. AVhctlier we regard the ctymolygy or the meaning, the analogy
seems to be false. The termination -awe in all these adjectives is suggested
by the long « or ij of the feminincs from which Ihcy are derived, Sivripn,
Tpirt), etc. j* and the short ending of imoiaa is not a parallel case. More-
over, the meaning is not the same ; for the ndjectives in -aioQ fix a date, e.g.,
TiraprawQ r,\eiv, " he came on thefourth day," whereas the sense which we
require here is much more general, implying simply ;,osjMsion or connection.

Or, again, the word might be derived from the masculine participle imuv,
as Uouaioc from tKiiv, iBiXoiatot from iei\uv,y,poiaios from yipuiv,Trvyouot-
ot from n-uyiiv, 'Axipouaioc (or 'Axtpovriot) from 'Axfpuiv, etc. : see Lobeck,
Phryn., p. 4. To this derivation there is no grammatical objection. Only
it may be pleaded tliot no motive existed for introducing on adjective by the
side of Imuv sufficiently powerful to produce the result in on advanced stage
of the language, when the fertility of creating new forms hud been greatly
impaired.

On the other hand, the derivation of imoioioi: from iwi and ovaia, if not
impossible, is at least more difficult. Two objections have been taken to this
etymology—the one, as it seems to me, futile ; the other really formidable, if
not insuperable. (1.) It is alleged that an adjective in -oidioc would not be
formed from the substantive oiala. To this it is sufficient to reply, that from
this very word ovaia we find the compounds avovaios (Clem. Alex., Axe.
Theod, p. 970, ed. Potter; Pseudo-Justin, Con/ dogm. Arist., § r.Q, p. 145

j

ib., Quast. Christ, ad Cent., p. 185 ij), ivoiaioc (Victorin., c. Arium, ii., I
;

Synes., Hymn., 2, p. 318 ; Cyril. Alex., in .roann.,y.,n, p. 527), itoimoc (Philo,
in Flacc, § 10,ii.,p. 528,Mang.), iripoiatoc (irfpowmwc, Porphyr. in Stob.,
Ael. Phys., 41, ii., p. 822), povoiaiot, l)poovaio{, iiiripoiaiot (Victorin., 1. c.

;

Synes.
,

I. c. ), npoavoiaws (Synes., Hymn. , 1. c. , and Hymn., 3, p. 322), etc. ;

'

and from iKovoia the compounds airrtioiaioc (frequently, e. g.,I)iod., xiv.,

• U Is not meant to assert that forms In aZor can not he derived from other words
than remlnlnes In q or n ;

but, as a rule, they are derived in this way, though acme ei-
ceptlous occar

: see Buttmsun, Aw/. Gramm., II., p. 44a
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10-)) and viraoiaiot (gee Steph., Thet., s. v'., ed.Dindorf and Hase). (2.) On

the other hand, to the objection that the foi-m should he liroiatot, not tmovm-

oc, I do not see what valid answer can be given. It has been thought suffi-

cient to adduce in reply such words as iniavSavb>,iTrlovpa,ini6a<ronat,vhicb,

however, are confined to poetr>- ; and, again, iwuiKht, IniopKot:* which occur

also in prose. To this list other words might be added, such as ImiXirroc,

Imivvvfii, iirlnpa, imiipavoc, imii,i,ov, Initaruip. But the maintainers of this

view have never inquired why the i of iTr.', which elsewhere is elided, has been

exceptionally retained in such instances. The real f-ict is, that all these

words, without exception, were originally written with the digamma, Imfav-

iavuj, l'mfitici,s,imff\wTos, IniFopKoe, etc., so that elision was out of the

question ; and even when the digamma disappeared in pronunciation or was

leplaccd by a simple aspirate, the old forms maintained their ground.

In the present instance no such reason can be pleaded to justify the reten-

tion of the I. The derivation of imovaioi from iiri, ovoia, can only be main-

tained on the hypothesis that its form was detennined by false analogies, with

a view to exhibiting its component parts more clearly. But this hypothesis

is not permissible if any other satisfactory explanation of the word can be

given • for ImoiaioQ would then be the single cxcejition to the rule which de-

termines compounds, of iiri. In fact, the compound inov„iu,S,K is found oc-

casionally, thus showing that the final vowel of the preposition is naturally

elided before oiiria.

§ 2. The Requirements of the Sense.

It has been shown that etymological considerations favor the root Ihm as

against ilvai. It will be necessary, in the next place, to ask whether the ex-

igencies of the sense require us to reverse the decision to which etymology has

led us. Is there really any solid objection to our taking rtiv iprov .y/idv rov

iirioiffioi- to mean " our bread for the coming day ?"

One objection, and one only, is urged repeatedly against this explanation.

The petition so explained, it is thought, would be a direct violation of the pre-

cept which our Lord gives at the close of the chapter, vi., 34, m^ ovu ^ipi^vi-

™« «.{ T,)v aup.c.t To this I would reply, >rs<, that though Uiovaa is

most frequently a synonym for .} aup.ov, yet t^e words are not coextensive

in meaning. If the prayer were said in the evening, no doubt ., iT,ou<,a

would be "the following day, the morrow;" but supposing it to be used at

or before dawn, the word would designate the day then bieaking. Thus, in

the licclesiazusm of Aristophanes, one of the speakers, after describing the

tine (ver. 20), ra.ro. ^p6i ipBpov y Jar.V,"'tis close on daybreak, exclaims

(ver 105), v,) r,).. i^ioieav mipav, where rf^v aip,ov would be quite out of

,,lace This instance shows the different power of the two words, which in

Tme' aspects may be said to contrast with each other; for the one implies

• t.,o,io« Is also addnced: bat la the only passage quoted for this form, Plat.,

m.-_ ii« . n the best editions bttve the nsual form tirorloot.

'^Tt'.? il.nnl.hln<r to see with what persistence this worthless argament Is repeat-

/
', i„a IL tor inefance ?n Ivo of the most recent theological books which have come

f:n Ivhandrwntterrom directly opposite polnU of view =
Dclitzsch, Bn,/ an d.«

ll.,p.27»tlSTl).
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time approaching, end the other time deferred. But, secondly (and this seems

to be a complete answer to the objection), this argument, if it proves any

thing, proves too much. If the command ftri fiipifivav is tantamount to a

prohibition against prayer for the object about which we are forbidden to be

anxious, then not only must we not pray for to-morrow's food, but we must

not pray for food at all. For he who says (ver. 34) /iij fiipipvljariTe jif riji'

avpiov, says also (ver. 25) firi fupi/ivari ry i/'i'XV i'/"^" ''' ^''yirf ; and on

this showing, whatever inter])retation we put upon imoimov, a precept will he

violated. 'I'he fact is, that, as fiipi/iva means anxiety, undue thought or care

(see above, p. 146 seq.), prayer to God is not only consistent with the absence

of nipifiva, but is a means of driving it away. One apostle tells us (1 1'et. v.

,

7) to "cast all our anxiety (/jipi/jva) on God, for he careth {avrif /ttXii) for

us." Another directs us " not to be anxious about any matter {fitjSiv //tpip-

vari), but in every thing, with prayer and supplication joined with thanksgiv-

ing, to make our desires known unto God" (Fhil. iv., 6). These injunctions

we fulfill when we use the petition in the Lord's Prayer in a proper spirit.

At the same time, even in our prayers we are directed specially to the needs

of "the coming day," for in the very act of asking for distant material bless-

ings there is danger of exciting in ourselves tbis iiipi/tva which it is our duly

to crush.*

On the other hand, if iirioiawv he derived from ivi,ovaia,vB have the

choice between the two senses of oiktio, (I.) "subsistence," and (2.) "essence,

being." Of these the latter must be rejected at once. It is highly improba-

ble that a term of transcendental philosophy should have been chosen, and a

strange compound invented for insertion in a prayer intended for every-day

use. Indeed, nothing could well be conceii ed more alien to the sim[ilicity of

the Gospel-teaching than such an expression as iTrioimoc, meaning "suited

to," or " conducive to the oiiala, the essential being." If, therefore, this deri-

vation from ovaia is tenable at all, we must be prepared to assign to it the

more homely meaning "subsistence," so that imovawc will be "sufficient

to sustain us," "enough for our absolute wonts, but not enough for luxury."

Such a sense in itself would meet the requiiements nf the passage. Only it

does not seem likely that a strange word, which arrives at this meaning in on

indirect way, should have been invented to express a very simple idea for

which the Greek language had already more than one equivalent. Kor, in-

deed, is it a natural sense for the word to hear. In I'orpliyr., Isag., Id, and

elsewhere, iirovaiiulric is used to signify accidental as opposed to essential,

denoting what is superadded to the oiiria ; and if such a compound as tTrioi-

aiof (from oiiaia) were possible, it ought to have a similar moaning.

§ 3. TTie Tenor of Tradition.

Hitherto we have seen no sufficient reason for abandoning the derivation

from I'evni, while, on the other hand, serious difficulties are encountered by

* The moral bearing of this petition la well pnt by St Basil {Reg. brev. (rant., cclll.,

IL, p. 500), though he wrongly luterprets the word Itself: 6 tp7u(6jucvor tivritioffvuv rov

uvpiov X^^OVTOr Mil fitpifivari T^ ^vx^ vfiiuv ri ^ayrtTt n Tl niriTe . , . tov Iniovciov Of^roi',

TOirrfart rov npov Trf¥ i^rfiepov ^uttjv rfj oiiaif Fipuiv XPMfflMCI/ol'Ta, ot/x iavjif kwtrpilTit uWii

Tip 0€lp IvTV^XO^tl fftfli roUTOV, K.T.\.
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ndopting the alternative, and deriving tlie word from itvai. It remains to

inquire how far this result is borne out by tradition.

Tholuck, discussing the two derivations of Imoiaiot, from ilvai and livai

respectively, states, "The oldest and most widely spread ia the former j" and

Suicer, mentioning the derivation from t) iirtovaa, adds, "Nemo ex veteribus

ita explicat." I hope to show that such statements are the very reverse of

the truth ; that, so fur as our evidence goes, the derivation from livm is de-

cidedly the more ancient ; ond that, though the other prevailed widely among

Greek interpreters after Origen, yet it never covered so wide an area os its

elder rival. I shall take the great divisions of the Church as distinguished

by their several languages, and investigate the traditional sense assigned to

the word in each.

1. In the Greek Church the first testimony is that of Origen (Z)e Oral.,

27 1. c.). He himself derives the word from ovaia, adducing vcpiovaioe as

an' analogy. This analogy, as we have already seen, is false
;

for, whereas

im loses the final vowel in composition, iripi retains it; so that while the one

compound would be mpioicr.oc, the other would be fttow.oc. Thus derived,

the word signifies, according to Origen, riv u( r.)!- oiaiav viiZv ovii^aXKoju-^

vov iprov. It is the spiritual bread which nourishes the spiritual being, o ry

<kiau Ti Xoyiry raraUqXororoc »ai ry oicri? air^ avyyivhc, r.r.X. This view

Origen supports by quoting other passages where the heavenly bread is men-

tioned, and at the close of the discussion he adds (p. 240 c), " Some one will

say that l^ioiaov is formed p. ran.Txw""''^'"] f™™ ^""'"''"'. ""!' T"
are bidden to ask for the bread which belongs to the future life {ruv cicor

roO niWovTOt alCvoQ), that God may anticipate and give it to us even now,

so that what shall be given as it were to-morrow may be given to us to-day

(Hare ri oiowi aSp.ov ioS^.o^tvov ah^ipov r/plv «o9,va0
;
the future life be-

ing represented by to-morrow, and the present by to-day; but the former ac-

ceptation is better in my judgment, etc." Thus the earliest notice among

G eek-speaking Christians reveals a conflict between the two derivations I

is true that in either case Origen contemplates a spiritual rather than a literal

interpretation of the bread, but this fact accords with the general principles

of the Alexandrian school from which the notice emanates, for tins sc^hool is

given to importing a mystical sense into the simple language of the Gospel.

This ulterior question does not affect the derivation of tlie word.

So far ns I am acquainted with the language of Ongen elsewhere, his mode

of speaking here is quite consistent with the supposition that he •nself first

IrL the derivation from u.a,, oMa. At all events tlus supposition ac-

cords with his fondness for importing a reference to " absolute being into

the language of the apostles and evangelists elsewhere as, for instance when

he inte^re« rol, ayL rote oiS... (omitting the words i. E^..^) " Ephe .

? an^ -.Va riWra .arapynoy in 1 Cor. i., 28, in this sense (see Cramers

V-' .Jn nn Vnhes \ c ). A derivation which transferred the word .,r.ou<r.oc

a? nee f?om Sdolin of the material to the domain of the suprasensual

wou"d have a strong attraction for Origen's mind. Still, .t must remain a

puie hy^thesis that he himself invented this derivation. He may have go

? i !^. nf his oredecessors, PantKnus or Clement ,
but, at all events, it

bel^sVe fmpresl oTthfAtxa-ndrian school. On the other hand, his own
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language shows that the other etymology (from iirihat) had its supporters.

How few or how numerous they were, the vagueness of his expression will

not ollow us to speculate. It is only when we come to the versions that we
find solid ground for assuming that in the earliest age this was the prevoiling

view.

The next Greek writer whose opinion is known was also un Alexandrian.

The great Athanasius (De Incarn., § IG, i., p. 70C) derives the word from

j)rici'ai,but gives it a theological meaning: "Elsewhere he calls the Holy

Spirit heavenly bread, saying, Give us litis day riv aprov t'jftiuv ruv iirioiaiov,*

for he taught us in his prayer to ask in the present life for ruv Imoimov aprov,

that is, thefuture, whereof we have the first-fruits in the present life, partak-

ing of it throught tlie flesh of the Lord, as he himself said, The bread which I
shall give is my flesh, etc." This is exactly the occount of the word which

Origen rejects.

To those, however, who have studied the early history of Biblical interpre-

tation, it will be no surprise to find that Origen's explanation of this word ex-

erted a very wide and lasting influence. It is a common phenomenon to find

nearly all the Greek expositors following him, even in cases where his inter-

pretation is almost demonstrably wrong. If his explanations had the good

fortune to be adopted by the Antiochene school, ns was frequently the case,

they passed unchallenged, and established themselves in the Church at large.

In this particular instance the procedure of the Antiochene school would ap-

pear to have been characteristic, both in its agreement with and in its de-

parture from Origen. While accepting his derivation, they seem to have

substituted n realistic for his mystical sense of aproQ imoiiaioQ. The adjec-

tive, thus explained, becomes "for our material subsistence," and not "for

our spiritual being."

The views of the earliest representatives of the Antiochene school on this

point are not recorded. But they may perhaps be assumed not only from the

general tenor of later interpretations in this school (from Chiysostom down-

ward), but also from the opinions of the Cappadocian fathers.

In the treatise of GnECORV Nyssen, De Oral. Domin., iv., i,, p. 74.'), this

view is stated very explicitly :
" We are ordered, "he says,

'
' to ask for what

is sufficient for the preservation of our bodily subsistence (ro irpoc n)v <n<vrl\-

ptiaiv rijf oupdTiicqf oiaias)." The same interpretation is adopted by

his brother ^abil (Refj.brev. tract., cclii., ii.,p. J500), who explains roviTriov-

aiov aprov as that "which is serviceable for our daily life for our subsistence

(r6v vpds rijv iplifitpov Jujiji/ ry oiiaif I'liiiov xpi<"l"iovTa)." The same der-

ivation, though not quite the same meaning, is assigned to it also by Ctril

OF Jerusalem, CatecA., xxlii. (Myslng., v.), 15, p. 32'J : "This holy bread is

{irioviriof, being appointed for the subsistence (or substance) of the soul (I'lri

Tn'iv oiaiav rijc i^X'/C Kararaaaofuvoc). This bread does not go into the bel-

• The Beoedlctine editor translates Imoiaiov here by tupfraubatantiaUm utter Je-

rome, though the context of SuAthaDBBlus is directly against this. At the same time,

Aihanaslns arrives nt the same mystical meaning of tuc aprov tov intoixriov as Jerome,
thongh tbrongh a difTercnt derivation.

t itu Is absent from some texts, but seems to be correct. If It la omitted, the sense

will he " partaking of the flesh.

"
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\y, nor is it cast ont into the draught, but is distributed into the whole of thy

complex frame (ii'c iraaav aov r^v avaraaiv avaSlioTm) for the benefit of

body and soul;" where an application chiefly, though not exclusively spirit-

ual, is given to ovaia. Again, St. Curybostoh, De Ang. Port,, etc.,o,* iii.,

p. 35, interprets {ttiovitiov " which passes to the substance of the body (tiri

r^v ovoiav tov trot^aroQ SiafSaivovTa), and is able to compact ^avyKpoTtfaai)

this ;" but elsewhere, in his Homily on St. John (xliii., § 2, viii., p. 2.'>7), he

explnins tov aprov tov intovaiov, rovrtffri, tov Ka9rifitpivov ; while on St. Mat-

thew, where the passage itself occurs, he expresses himself in such a vague

way as if he were purposely evading a difficulty (xix., § r>, vii.. p. 2ril seq.),

Ti ian TOV dpTOV tov Iviovaiov ; tuv ifi]fiipov . . . SuTat [>; ^vaic] rpo^qf Ttji

avayicaiat . , . iirip dpTov fiovov UiXtvai ti'/v ivxflv notiioBat, icai virip aprov

TOV iijitiiiipov, UOTI litj virip Hjc ovpiov fttpiftvav lia tovto wpoaiBriKt, tov dp-

Tov T&v IniovaioVf TovrioTt, riiv Itpijptpov' Kal oiiSi rovTtft rjpKioQri rtp ptifxaTi

(iXXd Kai iripov fUTa tovto irpoaiBiiKiv, iliruiv, tig iiplv aiiptpov Hart ftt) jri-

paiTtpu mivTpifiuv iavToi{ ry ippovriSi Trjs tjriouffijc I'lfiipag, where he shelters

himself under the vagueness of t^q/itpoc without explaining how he arrives at

this meaning, and where the somewhat ambiguous words "not to afflict our-

selves/uiMcr with the thought of the coming (in-iouffijc) day" seem to allow,

if not to suggest, the derivation from lirlovaa. In a later passage of the same

Homilies (Iv., § 5, p. 502), and in his Exposition of Psalm cxxvii. (v., p. 3C1),

he again quotes this petition, but avoids an explanation ; in his Homilies on

Genesis (liv., § 5, iv., p. 530 scq.) ho adduces it as setting the proper limits

to our desire for temporal goods, tvv dpTov yfiHv tuv Imovmov lig I'lpiv aliiii-

poVydvTt roi"", Tiiv r^c i/fiipag Tpoipriv ; while on Phillppians iv. , I'J (//om.xv.,

§ 4, xi., p. 316), commenting on the words TrXi/piiim wSaav xpe'ov iipuv, he

adds " so as not to be in want, but to have what is needful (rri rrpog XP"'<'>')>

for Christ also put this in his prayer when teaching us tov dprov iiftuiv tuv

imovmov Wc t'liiiv ariitipov." Thus he seems throughout to be wavering be-

tween the meanings daily and necessary, i.e., between the derivations from

livai and iivat, though he tends towards the latter. Again, Theodohet, on

Phil, iv., 19, following Chrysostom, quotes this petition an warranting St.Paul

in asking for his converts rijv rard riiv irapovTa fliov xpiiav.

• Somewhat later, Ctril of Alexandria, on Luke xi., 3 (Mai, ii., p. 2CC),

thus comments on imoiawv :
" Some say that it is that which shall come and

shall be given in the future life ; ... . but if this were true, . . , . why

do they add. Give us day by dayt For one may see likewise by these words

that they make their petition for daily food ; and we must understand J)y

Imovmov what is sufficient {rbv avrapKti), etc."t

Later Greek writers contented themselves with repeating one or moie of the

interpretations given by their predecessors. Thus Damascene (Ortliud. Fid.,

iv., 13, i., p. 272, I^equien) says, ovTog i dpTog laTiv t) dirapxri tov /itXXovroc

dpTOV, og toTiv imoiimog- to yup imovmov ItiXol r) tov iiiXXovTa,TovTsan, tov

ToU fiiWovTog aiUvog, ^ tiiv irpitg mivnipijaiv d'/c ovaiag ii/iuiv Xa/i/Jnvo/ievoy j

• It is right to mention that the anthoreblp of this Homily has been qnestloned.

See the Preface In Montfaocou's edltloD.

t In Glaphyr. in Exod., II., L, p. 2S6, ed. AobertI, he explains this petition es equiva-

lent to asklug for ri (ir Caiji' JiiTijitm.
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and Theophylact (on Luke xi., 3) explains it tov itri ry otim<f t'lpdv icni rj

avardmi Tqg ^w^f ov/ijiaWoptvov, oi/ tov mptTTov irdvTuig dWd tuv dvay-

ralov (see also on Matt, vi., 11).* ^
2. From the Aramaic Christians, the testimony in favor of the derivation

from Imivai is stronger.

We leum from St.Jerome (in Matth. vi., 11, vii., p. 34) that in the Gospel
ACCORDING TO THE Heurews the word imoiiatov, which he translated "su-
persubstantialem," was rendered by Malinr (irro), "quod dicitur craslinum,

ut sit sensus, Panem nostrum crastinum, id est /i/<ar«in, da nobis hodie."

Whatever view be adopted of the origin of this apocryphal Gospel, its evi-

dence has the highest value in this particular instance. Of its great antiquity

no question can be entertained. It can hardly have been written much later

tliun the close of the first century. It was regarded as an authoritative docu-
ment by the Judaizing Christians ofPalestine. It adhered very closely to the
Gospel of St. Matthew, and was even thought by some to be the Hebrew (i. e.,

Aramaic) original of this Gospel, though the variations are too considerable

to admit this simple solution. On .the whole, wc mfty conclude with high prob-

ability that its traditions were not derived through the Greek, but came from
some Aromaic source or sources—whether from an oral Gospel, or from writ-

fen notes put together for catechetical jiurposes, or from the Aramaic copy of

St. Matthew's Gospel altered to suit the purposes of the writer. But, even if

it were derived from our Greek Gosjiels, its inteipretation of tTriouoiov would
still have the greatest weight as proceeding from Palestine at this very early

date. In a familiar expression in the most familiar of all the evangelical rec-

ords, it is not unrcasonoble to assume that the tradition would be jireservcd

at the close of the apostolic age unimpaired in the vernacular language of our
Lord and his disclples.t

From the Gospel according to the Hebrews we turn to another Aramaic
source, emanating from a difl'erent quarter, the Cubetonian Syuiac Version
of the New Testament.

In Matt, vi., 11, this version has:

.^ sm K^SSOj.I f<Xa99(<' poulo
" And-our-bread continual of-the-day give-to-u.s.'

In Luke xi., 3 :

.^oA^ai r<llA=nr<' r^soui ^ ^eno
" And-give to-us the-bread continual of-every-day."

Here the temporal sense "continual," given to ijrioi'jirioi/, connects it with
imivai, whether through i-movaa, " for the coming day," and so "daily, con-
stant," or, more directly, " ever coming," and so " perpetual. "t

* A nntnbcr of different Interpretations are hadilled together by au anonymouB
writer In Origen, Op. I., p. 910 (cd. Delarue).

t It is unnecessary here to discuss the question to what extent Greek was spoken
in Palestine at the Christian era. Even If, with Dr. Roberts, In his instrncllve work,
DiKvasiant on the Gospels, we take the view that the PalcBtlnlan Jews were hl-lluguul,
the argnment In the text will sllll hold good.

t Cureton compares Numbers, ch. Iv., v. 7, l^am Cnb, translated In the Syriac
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When, however, we turn from the Curetonian to the Inter revision, the Pe-
8HIT0 Svnuc, we find that the influence of the Greek interpreters has been
at work meanwhile. The word "necessary" is substituted for "constant,"
the qualitative sense for the temporal, i.e., the derivation from ilvai for the
derivation from livai.

In Matt, vi., 1 1 of this version, the petition runs,

.r^isscu ^iAieuQ9.i i^IsoaA A jseo
"Give to-ns the-brend of-our-necessity ihis-day."

In Luke xi., 3 :

.^aA& ^lAiAflo.i t<-nij\ A Acn
"Give to-us the-bread of-our-necessity every-dnv."

This is only one of the many instances where the Feshito betrays the influ-

ences of the fourth century whether in the te.xt or in the interpretation.*

In the still later IIarclean Version (A.D. GIC), agiiin, this snme inter-

pretation is adopted in both passages, though slightly varied in form.

In Matt, vi., U :

'r<i..snOjt ^ oen T^micvjo* ocb Aai r^s&uA
" The-bread of-us that necessaiy give to-us this-day."

In Luke xi.,3:

"The-bread of-necessify of-us give to-us this-day :"

with a v. 1. KlSQCU AskSn Cm (>-e., r6 xaff vfiipav) for I^JSJCU
(ai'lliipov).

Again, the JunnsALEM Sviiiac, which was perhaps translated from a Greek
Lectionary, and can hardly be earlier than the 6th century, also appears to

derive IniovmoQ from ilvat, ouaia, but gives it n diHerent sense, apparently

confusing it with n-fpiovirioc, as St.Jerome does.

In Matt. vi.,ll,it has,

••..XSQO' ^ •am (t'i^cc^.t ^sa4A
"Our-bread of-opulence (or " abundance") give to-us this-day" (i.,p 234, ed.

Miniscalchi-Erizzo). The corresponding passage in St. Luke is not extant

in this version.

Thus among the Aramaic Christians, the earliest tradition, which has reach-

ed us by two distinct channels, connects the word with (iric'vni; while in the

later versions, after the influence of the Greek interpreters had made itself

felt, this traditional sense has been displaced by the derivation from oiiaia.

It will be seen hereafter how the later rendering substituted by St. Jerome

failed to suppress the traditional quotidianum of the Old Latin. In the same

Ol«r^Jj91l^ r<l9XMJ- Bis own epecDlatlons respecting the original read-

ing In St. Matthew seem both nnnecessorr and untenable.

* Prof.Wright InTorins me that he has not found any variation in the earliest MSS.

of the Pesbito in the British Moseam helouging to the 6th, 6tb, and Ttb centuries.
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way the j^JitSfiT^ of the Old (Curetonian) Syriac, though it does not

show equal vitality, occurs occasionally, and still survives long after the later

revision of the New Testament, which we call the I'eshito, had superseded

the earlier version or versions. Thus, in the Syriac recension of the Acts of
Thomas—which must be a very ancient work, for it has a distinctly Gnostic

character—the Lord's Prayer is quoted towards the end, and the petition in

question runs

f<sqcu:t r^Xisnr< rCr7\v\ ^ ^cno
closely following this version. * Again, in one of the poems of Jacob of Sa-

rug, who died A.D. 521 (Zingerle's Monumenta St/riaca, p. 31, Innsbriick,

18611), it is said of the patriarch Jacob (see Gen.xxviii., 20)that he "prayed
the prayer which our Lord taught

:

.oi JDCO r^2i30ji.i r^-usar^ r^suA
Tlie-bcead continual of-the-day give to-me."

And lower down he again repeats the characteristic words

:

.r^2aeun n^li 'nr^ r^9iuA^
This rendering of rov dprov riv ivtoiaiov is found also in an Exposition of

the Lords Prayer by the same writer, preserved in the MS., Brit. Has., Add.,
17, 157 (dated A.G. 87G=A.D. 5G5), In which the e.xpression is repeated not

less than three times, fol. 48 a, 49 a. t

3. The testimony of the Egyptian versions, again, is highly valuable, both
as presening a very ancient tradition (for it would seem that they mu.stboth

be assigned to the close of the second or beginning of the third centun), and
as representing a distinct and isolated section of the Church.

The Mehpiiitic, the version of Lower Kgypt, and the Thehaic, the ver-

sion of Upper Kgypt, agree in the derivation from iivai ; and their agreement
is the more valuable, inasmuch as their general character shows them to be

independent the one of the other.

• These Acts are fonnd In a British Unscnm MS., AM., 14, C45, and have been re-

cently edited by Prof. Wright, In his Apocryphal Acts of the ApoHtles, 1871. The text

of the Lord's Prnyer lu these Acts agrees generally with the Curetonian Version as
against the Peshlto.

t This pasaogo was pointed out to me by Mr. Bensly, of the Cambridge University
Library. 1 hod also hoped that I might And this petition quoted In the works of one
of the earlier Syriac writers, Aphraates or Ephrem, bnt my search has not been attend-
ed with success. An Indirect reference In Ephrem (Op.,vl., p. 542) omits the word
in question.

'^

"The bread of the day shall enfflce thee, as thou hast learnt In the Prayer." Ai the

same time, Ephrem agrees with the Curetonian against the Peshlto In f^lajCteS,
so that It seemsprotatie he nsedtheCuretoninn Version. Prof.Wrlght, atmyrcqucFt,
examined several Syriac Service-books In the British Mnseum Library. He reports

that all the volumes which he examined are Jacobite, and that " the reading Invaria-

bly agrees with the Peshlto text of Matt. vl.,H. They belong to the 9th, 10th, and
nth centuries," t These references were communicated to me by Frnf.Wright,
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The Memphitic Version has t

In Matt, vi.,11

:

nCNCOIK NTCpiiCTI MHiq NJiN M(t>OOY>

" Our bread of-to-moirow give-it to-us to-day."

In Lnke xi. , 8 :

neNOiiK eONHOY wHiq nan mmhni.
^

'•Our breiid iliat-cometh give-it to-us daily."

The Thebaic Version

:

InMatt. \i.,ll ; _ _ _
neNociK eTNHY Npn Mwoq n*n mtiooy.

'•Our bieud tliat-cometh give-thou it to us to-day."

The corresponding passage of St.Luke in tliis version is not preserved.

Here we have a choice of two translations, both founded on the same deri-

vation, tlie one through iiriovaa, the other directly from imivai.

In all the Coptic (i. e. , Memphitic) Service-books which I have seen, ihe

rendering odmovaiov is NTCp^CTI. " of to-morrow."

4. The Latin churches presei-ve a still more ancient tradition. The Old

Latin Version, which dates certainly from the second century, and not im-

probably, so far as regards the Gospels, from the first half of the century, ren-

ders iTTioimov by quolidianum in both evangelists. Of this rendering there

can be no doubt. It is found in the extant mnnuseripts of the Old Laiin

Version in both places. It is quoted, moreover, by the early Latin f.uhers

TertuUian (De Orat.,G) and Cyprian (De Oral.,]>. 104, Fell). Though both

these fathers are commenting especially on the Lords I'rayer, and both adopt

a spiritual sense of the petition, as referring to Christ the living bread and to

the eucharistic feast, yet they comment on " quotidlonum" fiora tins point of

Tiew, and seem to be unaware that any other rendering is possible.

At length, in the fourth century, the influence of ihe scholastic interpreta-

tion, put forward by Origen and the Greek fathers, makes itself felt in Lntm

writers The first semblance of any such influence is found in Juvencus, the

I^tin poet, who wrote a metrical history of the Gospel about A.U. 330-335.

He renders the words
" Vitallaqne hodle fnncti «uI>»(antio paiils

Provenlat Bobla."—Evanj. UUt, 1., 031.

Here however, though the coincidence is curious, no inference can safely be

drawn from the occurrence of" substantia," since Juvencus elsewhere uses

the word with a genitive as a convenient periphrasis to eke out his metre,

without any special significance; e.g., i., 4ir,, " substantia pnnis' (Matt..v

4V i 510, "salis substantia" (Matt, v., 13); ii., 420, "vocis substantia

(Matt.' ix. , 32) ; ii., 524, " aniraoi substantia" (Matt. xi.
,

.-i)
;

ii., C77 cre-

dVndi substantia" (John v., 38) ; iii., C(i8, " arboris substantia" (Matt. xx...

"'in VicToniNUS the Rhetorician, who was acquainted with the Greek com-

mentators, the first distinct traces of this interpretation .n the Latin Church

°e found In his treatise against Ari.,, completed abou the year 305 he

writS (i , 31 , Bibl. Vet. Patr., viii. , p. 163, ed. Galland.)
:
" Unde deductum
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Imoiatov quam a substantia ? Da panem nohla itnoiaiov hodiernum, Qno-

niam Jesus vita est, et corpus ipsius vita est, corpus autcm panis iSig-

nificat imoiaiov ex ipsa aut in ipsa substantia, hoc est, vitic panem." And
again (ii., 8, ib., p. 177) :

" iTrioirffioi' aprov, ex eadem oiiaia panem, id est, de

vita Dei, consubstantialem vitam. . . . Groecum igitur evnngelium habet tjri-

oiaiov, quod denominatum est a substantia, et utique Dei substantia : hoc

Latini vel non intelligentes vel non valentes exprimere non potuerunt diccre,

Ct tantummodo quolidianum posnerunt, non tTrioutrioi'." Setting himself to de-

fend the ofioomiov of the Nicene Creed against the charge of novelty, Victo-

linus seizes with avidity a derivation of iiriovatov which furnishes him with a

sort of precedent.

Again, in St. Amurose we find distinct references to this derivation. In

a treatise ascribed to this father (De Sacram.,v.,4,§ 24, ii., p. 378) we read,

" Quaro ergo in oratione dominica, quie postea eequitur, ait Panem nostrum f

Panem quidem sed Imoiaiov, hoc est, sujiersubalantialem. Non iste panIs

est qui vadit in corpus ; sed ille panis vitis isterna; qui aniino: nostra: substan-

tiam fulcit. Ideo Grscce ^iriouirioi; dicitur : Latinus autem hunc i>anem quo-

tidianum dixit [quem Grieci dicunt aduenientem'\ ;• quia Grieci dicunt rrju iiri-

oiaav iifiipav advenientem diem. Krgo quod Latinus dixit et quod Groscus,

utrumque utile videtur. Grxcus utrumque uiio sermone significavit, Latinus

quolidianum dixit. Si quotidianus est panis cur post annum ilium sumis,quem-

admodum Gricci in oriente f.icere consuerunt? Accipe quotidie, quod quo-

tidle tibi prosit, etc." The writer seems here to combine the two derivations

of imomiov, as though the word could have a double etymology. At least I

can not interpret "Groicus utrumque uiio sermone eignific.ivit" in any other

way.t The authorship of the treatise, however, is open to i|ucstion, as it con-

tains some suspicious statements and expressions. But, whoever may have

been the writer, the work appears to be early. If ho owed the expression su-

persubstanlialis to St.Jerome's leviBioir, ns was probably the case, even this

is consistent with the Aiiibrosian authorship, as several of his father's works

were written after St.Jeroino had completed the Gospels.

Again, in an unquestioned treatise of St. Ambrose (De Fide,iu., !">, § 127,

ii., p. 51 'J), written in the years 377, 378, this father, defending the word lipoov-

aiov against the Arians, uses the same argument as Victoriniis :
" An negare

possunt ovaiav lectam, cum et panem tnwvaiov Domlnus dixerit et Moyses
scripserit vfiilc iaiaOi /loi Xnof Triptovaioi ? Aut quid est ovaia, vel unde dicta,

nisi oiSiTa aii, quod semper maneat ? Qfli eiilm est, et est semper, Deus est
j

et ideo muiicns semper oixri'a dicitur divlna substantia. Piopterea t;rioi<(rioc

panis, quod ex verbi substantia substantiam virtutis manentis rordi ct aiilmic

subministret ; scriptum est enira, Et panis confirmat cor hominis (I'sa. ciii.,

15)." The etymological views of a writer who derives ouaia from oiaa aii

can have no value In themselves. The notice is only important as showing

that the derivation from oixri'a was gaining ground. At the same time, like

the passage of Victorinus, it suggests a motive which would induce many to

* The words In brackets are omitted In many MSS., nnd Becm to be out of plncc.

t PfelfTer, In the Thesaur. Thiol. Philol., II., p. IIT (Amstel., 1702), explains " utrumque
nno eermoue slgnlflcavit" by "crastinum scii. dicendo, bodlernam iucludens diem,"

which seems to me meanlugless.
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accept the etymology offered, as furnishing a ready answer to an Arian ob-

jection. • , >T rn

When St.Jehome (about A.D: 8K3) revised the Latin of the New festii-

ment, he substituted tupertubttantialem for quotidianum in the text of St. Mat-

thew ; but, either prevented by scruples from erasing a cherished expression

from the Latin Bibles, or feeling some misgiving about the correctness of his

own rendering, he allowed quotidianum to stand in St. Luke. Altogether his

language is vague and undecided whenever he has occasion to mention tlie

word In his Commentary on the Epistle to Titus (O/i., vii., p. 720), writ-

ten about A.D. 387, he thus expresses himself: " Unde et illud, quod m evan-

gelio secundum Latinos interpretes scriptum est Panem nostrum quotidianum

da nobU hodie, melius in Grieco hnbetur Panem nostrum imoiaiov, id est pra-

cipttum,enrenium,peculiarem* eum videlicet qui de calo descendens ait (Joh.

vi 51 ), Ego sum panis qui de calo descendi. Absit quippe ut nos, qui in cras-

tinum cogitare prohibemur, de pane isto qui post paululum concoqucndus et

abjiciendus est in secessum in prece dorainica rogare jubeamur. Nee multum

differt inter imoiaiov et vtpioiatov ;
pricpositio enim tantummodo est routa-

ta non veibum. Quidnm imovaiov existimant in oratione dominica panem

dictum quod super omnes oiaias sit, hoc est super universas substantias.

Quod si accipitur, non multum ab eo sensU differt quem exposuimus. Quid-

nuid enim egregium est et projcipuum, extra omnia est et super omnia. And

similarly in his Commentary on St. Matthew (0/.., vii., p. 31), written a few

years afterward (A.D. 3<J8) : " Quod nos supersubstantialem cxpressimus, in

GnECohabetur i:r.ou<T.ov,quod vcibum Septuaginta interpretes ^-.p.oia.ov fre-

ouentissime transferunt Possumus supersubstantialem panem et aliter

intellegere, qui super omnes substantias sit et universas supciet creaturns.

Alii simpliciter putant, secundum apostoli sermonem dicentis Ilabentcs vtctum

et vestitum hi. contenti simus, de proisenti tantum cibo sanctos curnm agere

Hitherto he is apparently consistent with himself in connecting 'h« «ord v Uh

oiala, but in a later work, the Commentary on Ezekiel (0;.., v., p. 209), wiit

ten from A D 411-414, he says, "Melius est ut intelligamus panem justi eum

esse qui didt,^., sum panis vivus qui de crlo descendi et quem >"«'»''«'"«

nobis tribui deprecamur, Pa«em nostrum substantxoum, s.ve supervcnturum^^ ,a

"r, ut quem'postea semper accepturi sumus, in pra=sent, --lo quotid.e

mere;mur accipere." And in a still later work against the ?« i^ans, w.it-

ten about A.D. 41.1, he speaks with the same uncertainty (in., 15 ii., p. 800).

.' Sic do lU apostolos suos ut quotidie in corporis iUius sacr ficio credentes

. audeant loqui Pater noster, etc Panem guotidianu,.,, s.ve super omnes

ir„S venturum apostoli deprecantur ut digni sint assumtione corporis

Christ"" in one point only is he consistent throughout He insists on a

sniritunl as opposed to a literal, interpretation of the bread.

'Tetd cis?on, or the scruple, or the carelessness which led J-o- «;-

taU, quotidianum in one evangelist while he removed it from ""^ ^e^ bore

tain quoiiai n
^ j^ ; Version became the Bible of the West-

rXuS^ 'ZTn::tedgeoVthe Greek tongue died out The fact Uiat

Z ieW i...««o. occurs in both Gospels passed out of memory. The

.i,.f ih« .pn.« which St. Jerome himself nttaches to his rendering

„;i!.'lrZirrdirrrrrt wmch some theo.og..a. have assigned to It.
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difference which was found in the Latin Vulgate came to he regarded as a
difference in the language of the evangelists tliemselres. As such it is com-
mented upon by the most learned Latin writers in successive ages. So it is

treated even by his own younger contemporary Cassianus, who, though him-
self not ignorant of Greek, yet in a treatise written soon after the death of St.
Jerome, writes (,Collat., ix., 21)," Panem nostrum imovaiov, id est, suiiersub-
stantialem, da nobis hodie: quod alius evangelista quotidianum." So, again,
it is taken by Anselm in the 1 1 th or 1 2th century ( Comm. in Matlh.), by Nic-
olas of Lyra in the 14th {Comm. in Matth.), and by Dionysius Carthusinnus
in the 15th {Enarr. in Matth.),* all of whom remark on the different epithets
used by St. Matthew and St.Lukc.

But the most remarkable instance of this blunder is furnished by a contro-
versy between the two foremost men of their time, St. Bernard and Abelard.
The Abbot of Clairvaux, having occasion to visit the convent of the raraclele,
of whicli Heloise was abbess, obsened that in repeating the Lord's I'rayer nt

the daily hours a change was made in the usual form, the word " supersub-
stantialem" being substituted for "quotidianum." As Ilcloise had made this

change under the direction of Abelard, she communicated the complaint to

him. Upon this he wrote a letter of defense to St.Bernard, which is extant
(P. Aboilardi Opera, i., p. G18, ed. Cousin). He pleads that the form in St.

Matthew must be more authentic than the form in St. Luke, the former hav-
ing been an apostle, and heard the words as uttered, the latter having de-
rived his information at second-hand—"do ipso fonte Mattliaius, de rivulo

fontis Lucas est,potatHS." Hence St.Matthew's form is more complete, and
contains seven petitions, while St.Luke's has only five. For this reason, the

Church, in her offices, has rightly preferred St.Matthew's form to St.Luke's.

"What may have been the reason, therefore," he proceeds, " that while we
retain the rest of St.Matthew's words, we change one only, saying quotidia-

num for supersubstantialem,^ let him state who can, if indeed it is sufficient to

state it. For the word quotidianum does not seem to express the excellence

of this bread, like supersubstantialem ; and it seems to be an act of no slight

• See Pfelffcr, I. c p. 119 oeq.

t We mny pardon the mistake of Abelard more readily when we find fhnt a learned

modern historian, commenting on the lucldcut, le gallty of a still greater error. Mit-

man (History iif Latin Christianity, 111., p. 2«2, ed. 2) remarks on this diepate: "The
question was the clause In the Lord's Prayer, our daily bread, or oiir bread day by
day." Here two wholly different things are conrueed together. (1.) St.Matthew and
StLnke alike have ^irioi>iriov. This was rendered qitotidianum In both evangelists lu

the old Latin, as It is rendered daily In both In our English Version. But Jerome, by
BubBtltuttng supersubstantialem In St.Matthew, and retaining quotidianum In St.Lnke,

made an artificial variation, which misled Abelard. Meanwhile the quj}tidiantim of

the Old Latin Id St.Matthew maintained Its place In the Service-books, and puzzled

Abelard by Its presence. Abelard's remarks are confined solely to the cpUiict at-

tached to aprow. (!.) There la a real difference between StMatthew and StLuke In

another part of the sentence, the former having irlj^i€pov, this day, the latter to Ka9'

r,^/pal', day bii day. This distinction was obliterated by the Old Latin, which tuck
the false reading aijtupov In St.Luke, and so gave hodie In both evangelists. It reap-

pears again in the original Vnlgate of Jerome, which has hodie lu StMatthew and coti-

die In St.Luke (though once more obliterated In the Clementine recension). Of this

difference Dean Mllman seems to have had some not very clear Idea, and to have cnn-

fused It with the dispute about lirioinioif, but Abelard does not mention It at all.
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presumption to correct the words of an apostle, and to make np one prayer

out of two evangelists, in such a manner that neitlier seems to be sufficient in

respect of it (the prayer), and to recite it in a form in which it was neither

spolien by the Lord nor written by any of tlie evangelists, especially when, in

all other portions of their writings which are read in church, their words are

kept separate, however much they may differ in respect of completeness or

incompleteness (impermixta sunt verba eorum, quacunque perfectione vcl im-

perfectione discrepent). Therefore, if any one blames me for innovating in

this matter, let him consider whether blame is not rather due to the person

who presumed out of two prayers written in old times to make up one new

prayer, which deserves rather to be called his own than an evangelist's (non

tam erangelicam quam suam dicendam). Lastly, the discernment of the

Greeks, whose authority (as St.Ambrose saith) is greater, hath, owing to the

aforesaid reasons, as I suppose, brought the prayer of St Motthew alone into

L'ommon use, saying riv dprov •//niv rt>v in-iouiTiov, which is translated Pano/i

nostrum lupermhstantialem." Strange it is, that, though quoting the Greek

words of St.Matthew (apparently, however, nt second-hand), Abelard did not

take the trouble to consult the original of St. Luke, but here, as elsewhere,*

allowed himself to follow the Vulgate implicitly. Strange too, but less strange,

that he should not have recognized in the quotidianum of the Church services

the remnant of an older version, which in this instance Jerome's revision bed

been powerless to disploce. We do not hear that St. Bernard refuted his

pertinacious adversary by exposing his error. It is improbable that he pos-

sessed the learning neces3ai7 for this purpose, for in learning, at least,lie was

no match for his brilliant opponent. He probably fell back on the usage of

the Church, and refused to cross weapons with so formidable an adversary.

Yet, notwithstanding such notices os these, the marvel is that Jerome's su-

persubstanttalia took so little hold upon the Latin Church at large. When,

after some generations, his revised Vulgate superseded the Old Latin,the word

confronted students of the Bible in St.Matthew, and .in this position it was

commented upon and discussed. But here its influence ended. St. Augus-

tine, on the morrow of Jerome's revision, still continues to quote and to ex-

plain the petition with the word quotidianujn, as St.Hilaryt had quoted and

explained it on the eve. Despite the great name of Jerome, whose authority

reigned paramount in Western Christendom for many centuries in all matters

of scriptural interpretation, quotidianum was never displaced in the Lord s

Prayer as used In the offices of the Church. Roman, Galilean, Ambrosian,

and Mozarabic Liturgies all retained it. The word mpersubstantialem is not,

BO far as I can learn, once substituted for quotidianum in any public services

of the Latin Church, t The use which Abelard introduced at the Paraclete

• Abelard ases similar langnage elsewhere, In Ditbu» Bo!,at.Serm.,Op.,\.,vm'

"Non Bine admlratlone vldetur .Miplendnm quod apnd nos In con.uetodlnem ecc^-

.IB venerit ut qnum oratlonem domlulcam Id verbis Matthffil freqaentemas, qnl earn,

nt d[ctnm est, perfectlcs scripserlt. n.mra ejas verbum c«terU omnibus retenlm com-

mutemo" pr° «per«.6.e«««alm scilicet, quod Ipse posuU. d cen.es ,««(.<f.an«m.slcal

fnrM alL etc" On the other hand, in the ExpoMio Oratwm, Doviimca ( , p. BW

i'"q"he ^mment, on ,«oe.dian«m. and does not even mention „.per«.b.tar.tmUn^.

I ft"- be?u"poin?;ro*at to me that the word, "panem nostrum quotidianum su-
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was obviously isolated and exceptional, and appeors to have been promptly

suppressed. The devotional instinct of the Church would seem to have been

repelled by a scholastic term so little in harmony with our Lord's mode of

speaking, and so ill adapted to religions worship. Even in the Catechismus

ad Parochos, issued by the Council of Trent as a manual for the guidance of

the Roman clergy, end containing a very full exposition of the Lord's Pray-

er, the word quotidianum is regained, while the alternative supersuhstantiukm

is not once mentioned, though a eucharistic application is given to the peti-

tion, and the epithet quotidianum explained in accordance therewith.*

The pre-Refoimation versions of the Lord's Prayer in the languages of

Western Europe, being derived from the Latin, naturally follow the render-

ing which the translator in each case had before him. If token from the Old

Latin or from the Service-books, tjiey give daily; if from the Vulgate, super-

substantial. Among a large number of versions and paraph rases of the Lord's

Prayer in the various Teutonic dialects,! the latter rendering occurs very

rarely, and then (for the most part) only in situ in the Gospel of St.Mat-

thew, as, e. g.,"ofer-wistlic" in the Lindisfanie Gospels, and "over other sub-

Btaunce"' in Wicliffe.

The early Reformers also, for the most part, adopted the familiar render-

ing. In Luther's Version it is interpreted " unser tiiglich brodt," and Calvin

also advocates the derivation from iiritvai. So, too, it is taken in the Latin

of Leo Juda. Our own Tyndale rendered it in the same way, and in all the

subsequent English versions of the Reformed Church this rendering is retoin-

ed. On the other hand, the derivation fio^ ovaia was adopted by Beza,^

whose interpretation, howevci-, in this particular instance, does not api)ear to

have influenced the Reformed versions.§

To sum up the results of this investigation into the testimony of the most

ancient versions : The Syrian, the Egyptian, the Latin churches, are distinct

from one another, yet all alike bear witness in the earliest forms of the Lord's

Prayer to the one derivation of Imovaiov as against the other. In the Syri-

an churches we have testimony from two distinct sources. The Egyi>tian

churches likewise tell the same tale with a twofold utterance. All may be

regarded as prior to Origen, the first Greek father who discusses the meaning

persnbstiintiulem" occur lu the Brevlnry in the Oratlonnm Actio post Missam, the two
epithets being combined ; but this Is only an indirect reterence to the Lord's Prayer,

* It Is worthy of notice, as showing how little favor this rendering found, that a

Roman Catholic commentator of the I61I1 ceutnry, Maldonatns (on Matth. vl., 11), snp-

poBca that Jerome never intended to place »uper8ubJitantialeni_ in the text, and that

It gut there by carelessness: "Hleronymns euperfiubfitantlalem vertlt, quamqnam In

eo veterem verelouem nolnit corrlgere. Itaque Incaute quidam nostro tempore in

vnlgata editione pro qnotidlano supersnbstantlnlem posueruut." Thia view Is quite

groundless.

t See the collection In Marsh's Origin and Hiatorjf of the Engliitk Lanfjiuuie^ p. 76

seq, ; and also Tlie Ooftpcl of St.Uattliew in Anglo-Saxon and A'orthumbrian Versions

(Cambr.,]85S).

t Indeed, he himself, though he explains the word "qui nostrls viribns sustcntan-

dls Bufllclat," yet retains quotidianum in the text, saying "Mlhl rellglo fult qulcqnam
Immutare in hac precatlonis formula In ecclesia Dei tauto Jam tempore ueurpata."

9 In Tomsou's Version of the N, T., however, which is attached to the Geneva Bible,

though It Is rendered " dayly," a marginal note is added, "That that Is meele for our

nature for oar dayly foodc, or such as may suffice onr nature and complexion."
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of the word. In the Syrian and the Latin churches we hare seen how, at a
later date, the scholastic interpretation was superposed upon the traditional,

but with different success. In the former it ultimately prevailed ; in the lat-

ter it never obtained more than a precarious footing. The Egyptian churches,

being more effectually isolated from Greek influences, preserved the tradi-

tional sense to the end.

These versions alone have any traditional value. But others, which were
made in the fourth century and later, are not without their importance, as

showing how widely the older interpretation still prevailed in the Greek
Church, notwithstanding the tendency in the Greek fathers towards the deri-

vation adopted or invented by Urigen. It is a remarkable fact that nil the

remaining versions which can with probability be assigned to the fourth or

fifth centuries give the temporal sense to tirtovaiov, or (in other words) derive

it from liricvai. In the Gothic, whose date is about the middle of the fourth

century, it is rendered by n'nfeinan, "continual;" in the Armenian, which

was made some time before the middle of the fifth, being begun from the Syr-

iac, and afterwards revised and completed from the Greek, it is likewise trans-

lated "continual, daily ;" and similarly in the ./Gthiopic, whoso date is some-

what uncertain, it is given "of each day" in both St.Matthew and St.Luke.

Thus tradition is not only not adverse to the derivation which etymological

considerations seem to require, but favors it very decidedly. With this strong

confirmation, we need not hesitate to adopt it. On the other band, it is only

fair to notice that, though tradition is in accordance with itself and with ety-

mology so far OS regards the derivation from iirtivm, yet the same degree of

coincidence can not be claimed on behalf of the derivation from the feniinino

iiriovaa, and the more precise meaning Jor the coming dny thus obtained.

Yet this meaning seems to be supported by the oldest tradition, and to otter

a better justification of the coinage of a new word. At the same time, when

the word was once in use, it would require a conscious effort of the mind to

separate two etymologies so intimately connected, and the close alliance of

meaning,,/br the comimj day andfor the cominij tune, would encourage a cer-

tain vagueness of conception within these narfow limits. It was only when

the meaning was stereotyped by translation into another language that it

would assume definitely the one or the other of these two allied senses.

Thus the familiar rendering "daily," which has prevailed uninterruptedly

in the Western Church from the beginning, is a fnirly adequate representation

of the original ; nor, indeed, does the English language furnish any one word

which would answer the pui-pose so well.

II.

Tlie word imoiaios was connected, as we have seen, by several of the fa-

thers with TTfpioiVioc. I hope that sufficient reasons have been given already

for rejecting this connection as based on a false analogy. But still the word

irepioiaiot is important in itself, and (as its meaning has been somewhat mis-

understood by modem as well as by ancient commentators) I take this oppor-

tunity of explaining what seems to be its proper force.

Origen (Z)e Orat., 27, »., p. 24G), in the passage of which I have already

quoted the context (p. 1G3 seq.), distinguishes these two words, iffioi«rioc,»re-
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ptovmoc, as follows : »; fiiv tov iIq t))v ovalav avfifiaWoftivov dprov lr)\oti(ia,

i) cl TOV TTtpi Tt)v ovaiav Karaytviiftevov Aaof rat KotvtvvovvTa aiirip. With
this brief account of the word he contents himself. Apparently he under-

stands iripwiaioc to mean "connected with and participating in absolute be-

ing," thus assigning to it a sense closely allied to that which he has given to

imovmof. This meaning may be dismissed at once. It does not correspond

with the original Hebrew, and it is an impossible sense to attach to the word
itself. Nevertheless, it is taken up by Victorinus, who writes (c. Arium, i.,

&\,Bibl. ret.Patr.,viii.,p.l(i3, ed.GalIand.),"Slc ruisus et Paullus in Epis-

tola ad Titum populum viptoimov, circa substantiam, hoc est circa vitam con-

sistentem populum;" and again (ii.,8, ib.,p. 177), "Latinus cum non intelli-

geret ireptovaiov i^xXov, mpiovatov, tov irtptovTa [read irepi vvra ?] id 6st, circa

vitam quam Christus et habet et dat, posuit populum ubnndantem." And
,

Cyril of Alexandria on St.Luke (Mai, ii.,p. !JfiG),in the context of a passage

already quoted (p. ) 70), likewise connects it with imovmog, giving it an equal-

ly impossible sense, dvri tov tTriouaiov tvv Trfpiovfftov tiiruiv, tovteoti tvv ap-

Koitvra Kai too TfKiiiog 'X^**' ov^ yiTTwptvov.

On the other hand, Jerome (on Tit. ii., 14, vil., p. 72."i seq.) snys that, hav-

ing thought much over the word Tripiovowv, and consulted "the wise of this

world' whether they had met with jt elsewhere, without getting any satisfac-

tion, he betook him to the passages in the Old Testament where it occurs,

and by a comparison of these arrived at the meaning egregium, jirirtipuum,

peculiaretii, a sense which (as we have seen) he gives to tTrioiaiov also.

Though wholly wrung as applied to Ivriovaiov, this meaning is f^irl}' adequate

to represent jriptoitriov ; hut it is clear from the context that Jerome does

not seize the exact force of the word, which appears also to have escaped later

commentators.

We may reasonably infer from the notices of Origen and Jerome that this

word was unknown out of Biblical Greek, and we have therefore no choice

but to follow the method of the latter, and investigate the passages of the Old

Testament where it occurs.

The expression Xnog irtpioiijioQ is found four times in the LXX. : Exodus

xix.,5; Dcut. vii.,C; xiv.,2; xxvi.,18. In the first p.issnge it is a render-

ing of the single word nbjD, in the three last of flijp 135. Moreover, in

I'sa. cxxxiv. (cxxxv.), 4, inbip? is tianslnted (I'lj Tripiovcina/iuv iavTiji. In

all these passages the reference is to the Israelites as the peculiar people of

God. Once more, in Eccles. ii., 8 we have awfiyayov /loi icalyi apyipiov

Kaiye \pvaiov,Kai inptovaiaopoix (iaai\twv Ka't tCjv ^bjpuiv, where again TTtpi-

ovataapovQ represents flfesp, but in this instance without any reference to tlio

chosen people. These appear to be the only passages in the LXX. where mp<-

ouffioc, TTipiovmaapoc occur. But flS5p is found, besides, in two other places

:

in Mai. iii., 17, where again it refers to the chosen people, and where it Is

rendered ii'c tnpnroii\oiv ; and in 1 Chroii. xxix., .1, where Solomon snys, " I

have a flbjp [translated inonr version "of mine own proper good"], gold and

silver which I have given to the house of my God, over and above ;ill that I

have prepared for the holy house," rendered by theXXX. iVn poi 8 jripim-

iroitipai XP^"'"" ""' npyvptnv, k.t.X.

Of these two renderings which the LXX. offers for fl^JP, the one is adopt-
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ed by St.Paul, Tit. ii., 14, Xaoc iripiouffioc , tho other by f.t.Peter, 1 Tet. li.,

0, Xait lis Trcpiiroltjaiv. The reference in St. I'eter is to Exod. xix. , G, where,

however, the rendering n-fpioumoc is found in the LXX.
The Hebrew root ^30, from which ThiO comes, is not fonnd in the Bible.

But the senses of l^indred roots in Hebrew, such as "IID, Bnd of other deriva-

tives of this same root in tho allied languages, point to its meaning. It sig-

nifies " to surround on all sides," and so to " gather together, set apart, re-

serve, appropriate."

In grammar, the Babbinical expression for a proper name is hsiaft D13.

In logic, the predicable jiroprium is designated h31)D by them.

Applied to property, the word nVso would denote the private treasure

which a person acquires for himself, or possesses by himself nlone, as distin-

guished from that which he shares with others. Of a king, we might say

that it was the " fiscus" as distinguished from the " airarium," the privy purse

ns opposed to the public treasury. It is something reserved for his private

nses. In two of the passages where it occurs, Eccles. ii., 8 ; 1 Chron. xxix.,

3, it refers to kings ; and in the lotter it seems to be carefully distinguished

from the money which would naturally be devoted to expenditure on public

works.

Thus there is no great difficulty about the original Hebrew word. On the

other hand, it is less easy to see how the same idea can be represented by tho

Greek jripjouoioc. Jerome speaks as though the leading notion of the word

were "superiority," derived from iripiiivai in the sense " to excel." Obvi-

ously this meaning would not correspond to the originol.

We arrive at a more just conception of its force by considering a synonym

which Jerome himself points out. This same Hebrew word, which in the

LXX. is given iriptoiaiov, was rendered by Symmnchus Haiptrov (Ilieron.,

Op., vi., p. 34, 726). Jerome indeed is satisfied with translating i^aiptToyhj

prcecipuum or egregimn, but its meoning is much more precise and forcible.

It was used especially of the portion which was set apart as the share of tho

king, or general, before the rest of the spoils were distributed by lot or other-

wUe'to the soldiers of the victorious army. The e^^emption from the com-

mon mode of apportionment in favor of rank or virtue is the leading idea of

the word. Thus, in Plutarch, Vil. Cor., 1 0, we are told that when Coriolanus,

as a reward for his bravery, was asked to select from the spoils ten of every

kind before the distribution to the rest (UiXwSai SUa vavra npi tov viptiv

roTc dXXoit), he declined to do so, saying that he would take his chance with

the others ; but he added, i^aipirov piav ahoipm xapiv, " I have one favor

to ask as an exceptional boon." In the triumphant anticipation of Siscras

mother, " Have they not divided the prey ? to every man [ht., to the head of

a man] a damsel or two, to Sisera a prey of divers colors, etc." we have the

idea which a Greek poet might express by iKaipiTov liipnfa (e. g., JEsch.,

£um.,380; comp.Agam.,^27% the special treasure assigned to the captain

over and above the distribution which was made to the rest, counted by heads.

This sense of iKaip'Tov is too common to need farther illustration ;
and I can

not doubt thatSymmachus selected it on this account as an appropriate word

to express the idea of the original. The leading idea is not superiority, as

Jerome seems to imagine, but exception. " Egregium, strictly mteipieteJ,
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might represent it, but not "prajcipuum." It is the "exsortem ducere hono-

rem" of Virgil. This idea fitly expresses the relations of Jehovah to Israel,

whom in the language of the Old Testament elsewhere he retained under his

special care (see the notes on Clem. Rom., 29).

The same conception seems to be involved in npiovaioc. This word may
have been invented by the LXX. translators, or it may have had some local

currency in their age ; but, if the latter was the case, the fact was unknown
to Orlgen and Jerome, for they speak of 7rfpio«(rior as not occurring out of the

Bible. In either case, it might be derived from iriptiiv, on the analogy of

iKoiaiog, WiXovaiog, etc., or from obaia, like ivovaiot, avovaioc, etc. (see above,

p. 200, 201). Thus its meaning would be either "existing over and above,"

or "possessed over and above," nnd the same idea ofexception from the com-

mon laws of distribution would be involved as in tfaiprroc.

St. Jerome mentions also* that in another passage Symmachus had adopt-

ed the Latin v/ord peculiarem as n rendering of flbjD. He doubtless ventured

on this bold expedient because the Greek language did not furnish so exact

an equivalent as peculium , for iiaipirov, cdequatc ns it is in some respects,

introduces the new idea of division of spoils, which is wanting in the original.

Oil the other hand, the Latin peculium, being used to denote the private purse

which a member of the family, whether slme or free, was allowed in particu-

lar cases to possess and accumulate for his own use, distinct from the prop-

erty which the paterfamilias administered for the good of the whole, approach-

ed very closely to tho meaning of the Hebrew ; and, moreover, there wos a

convenient adjective peculinris derived therefrom. Impressed, it would ap-

))car, with tho value of the word which he had thus learned from Svmmachus,
Jerome himself has almost universally adopted peculium, peculiuris, as a ren-

dering of il730 in the Old Testament ; e g.,Exod. xix., 6, "Eritisraihiin/ie-

culium de cunctis populis ;" 1 Chron. xxix., 3, " Qua; obtuli in domum Dei mei

lie peculio ;" Uent. xxvi., 18 (comp. vii., (i; xiv., 2), "Elegit te hodie ut tis

oi populus;jecu/ian»," etc.t

Our English translators, in adopting this word "peculiar" after the Vul-

gate, were obviously aware of its appropriate technical sense. This appears

from the mode in which they use it j e. g., Psa. cxxxv., 4,"The Lord hath

chosen Jacob unto himself, and Israel for his peculiar treasure" (comp. Exod.

xix., 5 ; Eccles. ii., 8, in both which passages the word " treasure" is added).

Twice only have they departed from the word " peculiar" in rendering nbao :

in l)eut. vii., G, where it is translated " a special people," and in Mai. iii., 1 7,

where it is represented by "jewels," but with a marginal alternative," fpe-

*Hleron.,Op.,vl.,p. 34, "licet in qnodam loco pcmliart Inlerpretatus sit," i6., vl.,

p. 726, *' lu alio volnroine Latino serrooim nteus^ecutiareni Interpretatus est" Di0er-

ent loterpretatlouB of this second passage tiave beeu given, but, cotnpnred with tlie first,

It can 0UI7 meon that " In another book of Scripture Syinmachos adopted a Latin ex-

pression, tranelatlDg the word by jxculMrcm," Jnst lu the siiroe way as Ignatius, writ-

ing In Greek, nses iteiprup. itnooira, uKKciTTa (Poltjc-, G), because the Greek language
did not supply each coDveulent terms to express his meaulug. It Is extremely liuprob-

able that Symmacbns wrote any work In Latin, as some have supposed.

t The normal rendering In the Old Latlu (which was translated Trom the LXX.) was
ttbunians: see, e.g., Exod. xix., 6; Tit II., 14; nnd the quotatlou orVlcturiuns given

above (p. 1T4-S). This would be a very natural Interpretation of irepmilirioc to any one
unacquainted with the Hebrew.
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cial treasure.'' In this last passage the rendering should probably be," And
they Bhall be to me, saith the Lord of Hosts, in the day which I appoint, fur

a peculiar treasure," and not, as our version has it, "And they shall be mine,

aoith the Lord of Hosts, in that day when I make up my jewels." In Tit. ii.,

H, Xaot TTtpiouffioc, and 1 Fet. ii., 0, X«ot d'c ff(pnroi'ij<riv, where (as 1 have

already observed) we have two distinct Greek renderings of the same Hebrew,

the expressions arc once more united in our version, which, following Tyn-

dnle, translates both by "a peculiar people." Strangely enough, St. Jerome,

who introduces pecutium, peculiaria, in the Old Testament, has other and di-

verse renderings in both these passages of the New
;
populus acceptahilis in

the one case, and po/m/ui aJqnisitionts in the other. His New Testament

was executed before his Old ; and it would appear that in the intei-val he had

recognized the value of the rendering suggested by Symmachus, and adopted

it accordingly.
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Beza, 179.

Bible. See A ulhoriied Vertion.
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Bishops', 80, 41, 72, 73, 86, 114, 119,

122, 129, 131, 189 (bis), 141, 163,

164 (bis), 166.

Coyerdale's, 41,78, 114, 119, 122, 129,

141.

Geneva,8I,73, 85, 114, 119, 122, 129,

181, 139 (bis), 141, 163 ; Testa-

ment (1557), 41, 114, 119, 122, 126,

140, 141; Tomson's Testament,

164, 179.

Great, 41, 73, 114, 119, 122, 130, 189,

141.

Rheims, 54, 73, 78, 1 19, 122, 140, 144,

150, 153.

Tyndalc's, 41, 63, 72, 73, 78, 79, 80,

109, 114, 119, 122, 126, 141, 144,

160, 151, 152, 179, 184.

Wicliffe's (and Wicliffite), 78, 79,

119, 122, 189, 140, 141, 143, 144,

160, 163, 179.

Breviary, 178.

^affra?«v, 124.

/3dror, 144.

^u/iof, 0vaiaiTrq(aio>',79.

Calvin, 179.

Caasianus, 177 seq.

Christ and the Christ, 93 seq.

Chrysostom (St.) on Imovoioi, 170 seq.

Coins, rendering of, 141 seq.

Corinthians, 2d Epistle to the, recurrence

of words in, 48 seq.

Coverdale's Bible. See Bibh.

Cretans, Cretes, Crctians, 135.

Cureton, 172.

Cyprian (SL), 41, 174.

Cyril (St.) of Alexandria on iirioimot,

170; on ircpiovffiac, 181.

Cyril (St) of Jerusalem on iiriaiaioi,

169.

KaiiaOai, 107.

KavnvaToc, Kai/awnjC, 121.

raravvC'C) Karaviaaiiv, 122.

KarapriZuv, 126.

ciiXTroc. irrqfloc, 74.

Kiipoc, 144.

cd^ivoi, airvptSit, 78.

Kpivtiv and its compounds, 67 seq.

KTaaOai, i«icr^a8ai, 85 seq.

XoTvi?,143,144.

XUpiov, 126.
p

Damascene (St. John) on lm»iaios, 1™
Damasus, Tope, 23, 28.

Deaconesses, 104 seq.

Didrachma, 143.

Digamma, 166.

DionysiuB Carlhusianus, 177.

Drachma, 143.

j>}fioc,Xaof,79.

Sijvdptov, 142 seq.

iid, distinguished from virii, 107 seq. ; its

connection with Inspiration, 109 seq.

;

with the doctrine of the Word, 110

seq.; misrendered with the accusative,

111 seq., 119 seq.

!ial3o\o{, Sttiitoviuv, 78 seq.

tmpipOitaBai, 123.

tiKatiopa, 120.

loan, Siipriiui,n seq.

ioiiXoi, jidcovoi,73.

E.

Easter, 139. •

Egyptian Sen'ice-boolis, 173-4.

Egyptian Versions, rendering of wapd-

ic\i)roc,62; of ffTriAuijc, 120 ; odni-

ovaioQ, 173 seq., 179,

Elias, Elijah, 131, 133.

EUicott (Bishop) on Kevision, 85, 68, 88.

English language, present Imowledgc of

the, 158 seq.

Ephesians, Epistle to the, its destination

and genuineness, 38.

Ephrcm Syrus, 173.

Evangelists, parallel passages in the, 45,

50 seq., 101, 103 seq., 125, 138.

Arm, yiviaOat, 70 seq.

n'f wrongly translated, 112 seq.

"EXX;/v, 'EWtinarne, 135.

Iv wrongly translated, 113.

liaipiToe, 182, 183.

i7ripi!)Tt)pa, 120.

Im wrongly translated, 112 ; the i elided

in composition, IGG.

iiriyiviioKftv, ^TTiyviuffif, CO seq.

iin\aplidvta9ai, 123.

Iniovaa, 105, 160.

liTtoiatog, 103 seq.

iirotHTiwoijCi l''''! l"^'

Iptdtia, 120.

Five Clergymen, Revision of the, 58, 88

seq.

Fulke's answer to Martin, 130 seq.

G.

Gehenna, Hades, 78-9.

Gender, change of, disregarded, 72.

Geneva Bible, Testament. See Hible.
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Gothic Version of Imovmoc, 180.

Greeic, Grecian, Greece, Grecia, 185.

Greek forms of Hebrew names, 133 seq.

Greek scholarship in England, 158 seq.

Gregory the Great on the Latin Versions,

28.

Gregory Nyssen on iirioiaios, 1C9.

Grote (Professor), 165.

Gutturals (Hebrew), how dealt with in

Greek, 133.

yivotaKttv, 65, 66.

ypapparivs, 140.

H.

Hare (Archdeacon), 68.

Hebrews, Gospel of the, its origin and
value, 171 seq. ; rendering of tiriovirioc,

171.

Heloise, 177.

llendiadys, 116.

Hilary (St.) on Iwioiaioc, 178.

Hypollage, 114 seq.

I.

Idols of the cave, market-place, 88 seq.

Imperfect tense mistranslated, 90 seq.

Isidore of Seville, 80.

Ismenias, 28.

icpov, i/aoc,79.

lipoiTvXitVf 126.

lardvat, 123.

Jacob of Sarug, 173 seq,

James, Jacob, 136.

Jeremy, Jeremias, 135.

Jerome (St.) revises the Latin Bible, 23

;

his detractors and opponents, 24 sec;.,

82 ; version of the Book of Jonah, 25

;

corrects the text, 25 seq., 33, 39 ; docs

not translate, but revise, 26 ; his Jew-
ish teachers, 26 ; his devotion to tlie

work, 27 Bcq.
;
gradual reception of

his version, 28 seq., 34 ; his rendering

of irapdrXtrof , 61 ; of iirioimo(, 17G

seq. ; of vepioiatoQ, 176, 181 seq., 182

seq.

Jerusalem, spelling of, 134.

Jesus, Joshua, 136.

Jewry, 1-38.

Johanan, John, etc., 136 seq,

John, the father of St. Peter, 137.

John (St.), disciples of, 42.

John (St.), Gospel of: its genuineness,

88; minute traits in, 74, 100; coinci-

dences with the Revelation, 64,62 seq.

;

with the First Epistle, 64, 58 seq., 62;
later than the other Gospels, 87.

John (SL), Apocalypse of: broken syn-

tax of; 117 seq. See John (SI.), (Jos-

pel of.

Jona, two distinct names, 137.

Jude, Juda, Judah, Judas, 137.

Juvencus, 174.

Laodiceans, Epistle to the, 37, 38.

Latin, Old, folae readings in, 24 seq. ; re-

tained in Service-books, 31 ; rendering

of irapdcXijroc, 61 ; of iTTtXdSis, 120

;

of Imovatog, 174 seq. ; of nfptovatoc,

184; various reading in the Lord's

Prayer, 177.

Latin Vulgate. Sec Jerome (St.).

Latinisms, 145 seq., 152, 159 seq.

Lindisfarne Gospels, 179.

Lord's Prayer, the early use of, 1 63. See

also Appendix (^passim),

Lucas, Luke, 135.

Luke (St.), Gospel of, two editions of, 43

seq. ; its classical language, 102, 143.

Luther's Bible, 41, 179.

\vxvoc, ^(<>i*f 106 seq.

U.

Magdalene, spelhng and pronunciation

of, 135.

Maldonatus, 179. i

Marcus, IMark, 1 35.

Mark (St.), Gospel of, the conclusion of

the, 42.

Marsh (Mr.) on revision, etc, 88 seq.,

158,100,101.

Martin's (Gregory) attack on English

Bibles, 130 seq.

Mary, Miriam, 136.

Matthew (St.), Gospel of, peculiarities of

language in, &} seq,, 103 ; its relation

to the Gospel of the Hebrews, 171.

Measure, in what sense used, 143, 144.

Metaphors obscured, 124 seq.

Milman (Dean), error of, 177.

Mudius, 144.

Mount, Sermon on the, its locality, 101

seq,

SlUnster's Latin Bible, 129.

pipifiva, pipipvav, 145 seq., 167 ; dis-

tinguished from piXiiv, 146.

pirdvoia, ptrapiXtia, 76.

ptrpiiriic, 144.
_ ^

fiotxdoBat, poixfv9qvat,7Q seq.

popipli,ax'ipa,77BC(i.
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N.
Nicene Creed, aisunderetanding of, 10

eeq.

Nicolas of Lyra, 177.

vqirioi, natiia, 76,

v6/ioc, u v6fio{, 93.

O.

OiBcial titleg, rendering of, 139 seq.

Origen on imovaiot, 168 aeq., 168 eeq.;

on viptoiowt, 180 eeq. ; his method
of interpretation, 168 ;

general adop-

tion of bis interpretations, 169.

uSos (»)),96Beq.

oUa, ytviiatiD, iirinTaitat, etc., 65 eeq.

uvo/ia (rd), 98 seq.

un-ravfirOai, 126.

"pyi W).98eeq.
upo£ (to), 101 eeq.

-ovmoc, adjectives in, derived from -uv,

166,183; from ovffia, 166.

oiSriuc, 74.

P.

Tapias, 42, 167.

Paronomasia, 64 seq.

Paul (St.), his use of the aorist, 82 seq.

;

his vision, 86 seq. ; his teaching of

redemption, 92; his conception of law,

93 ; his thorn in the flesh, 125.

Peculium, peculiaris, 183 seq.

Peculiar, 183 seq.

Perfect, confused with the aorist, 81

;

misrendered, 86 seq.

Peshito. See Sj/riac Vernans,

Pfeifrer,175.

Phenice, Phcenix, Phoenicia, 138.

Pleroma, the, 95 seq.

Prepositions, in composition neglected,

71 seq.; variation of, disregarded, 72

;

mistranslations of, 107 seq.

Present tense, mistranslated, 89 seq.

Plumptre (Professor) on Revision, 36, 159.

Proper names, how to be dealt with, 128

seq.; should conform in the O.T. and

N.T., 131 seq.; whether to be trans-

lated or reproduced, 138 seq.

irorc, servant, 124.

vapaKXtiTOS, 68 seq.

wapiaic, il9 seq.

iriptovaiaafioc, 181.

wipiovatos, 163, 168, 180 seq.

iripiiroino'Ct 181 seq.

irXoiov, ri vXoiov, 103 seq.

Trvfv^a, wind, spirit, 63 seq.

TroXXoi, oi n-i;XAoi,etc.,92seq.

irpaypa (ro), 99 seq.

wpoPifidZuv, 120.

frpofrirrit (u),96.

n-vXuvcc, 126.

iTTipv-flov (to), 100.

iruipovv, viipuais, 120.

ipaivuv, faivioBai, 115 seq.

tpaivofiat uv, ^aivo/iai ilvat,llG.

<l)9ivoiriDpiv6{, 119,

0iiivq, ^9oyyc'c, 76.

Rabbi, Rabboni, 139.

Kahab, spelling of, 134.

Redemption, 92.

Revision (the new) of the English Bible,

historical parallel to, 31 seq.; gloomy
forebodings of, 31 ; exaggerated views
of, 32 ; antagonism to, 32 ; disastrous

results anticipated from, 33 ; ultimate

acceptance of, 34 seq. ; need of, 34 seq.

(paitim)
; prospects of, 151 seq. ; con-

servative tendencies of rules affecting,

160 seq.; liberal conditions of, 161;

favorable circumstances attending, 161

seq.

Roberts (Dr.), 171.

Rome, bishops of, their use of the Ijitiu

Versions, 28 seq.

Rufinus,25.

S.

Salvation, how regarded in the New
Testament, 89, 90.

Saron. See Sharon,

Second advent, 96 seq.

Shamefaced, shamefast, 156.

Sharon, the, 100 seq., 133.

Shechinab, ociivq, 63 seq.

Shibboleth, 133.

Sower, parable of the, 56-7.

Stanley (Dean), 101 seq.

Stater, 143.

SubsUntis, 174.

Suicer, 168.

Supersubstantialis, 169, 175, 176 seq., 177.

Symmachus, 183,

Synonyms, 65, 73 seq.

Syrian Service-books, 173.

Syrian Versions

:

Curetonian, rendering of jrapdeXijroc,

61 ; otiwioiaioe, 171, 173 (bis), 180.

Jerusalem, rendering ofi7riov(rioc,172.

Peshito, rendering of jrnpdcXijrof , 61

;

of Kavavaioc and Xavavaios, 122

;

of ivtovaios, 172, 173, 179.

INDEX n. 195

Fhiloxenian (Harclean) rendering of

VTriAdJtC, 120; of ittiovaioQ, \11

eeq.

aajJjiaTa, 127.

aaTov, 144.

fffjSo/ici'oi, 126.

aaivii, (nn]voi<>>, 63 eeq.

OTTtKovXartop, 141.

(ririXoi, airiXdlis, 120,

impeiafia, 125 seq.

iwXayuiyuv, 120.

outZofuvoi (oi), 89 seq.

nb3C,181eeq.

Talent, 144.

Tenses wrongly rendered, 80 eeq.

Tertullian, 174.

Text, importance of a correct, 39 seq.

Textual criticism, its tendencies, 30 seq.

Teutonic Versions of the Lord's Prayer,

179.

Theodoret on iirioitatoi^, 170.

Theophylact on Imomioc, 171 eeq.

Tholuck, 164, 168.

ThomaSjActsof, 173.

Trench (Archbishop) on the Authorized
Version, 35, 52, 58, 74, 84, 119, 122, 124,

131, 146, 148, 159.

Trent, Council of, 33, 179.

Tyndale's Bible. See Bibk.

Btiov (to), 126.

9iXt]pa,98 seq.

dpia/i/Sfvcif, 119.

U.

Urbane, 135.

iiXij, 123.

trjrd, tia, 107 seq.

V.

Various readings, 41 seq.

Victorinus on iirtoiiaiot, 174 ; on irtpioi-

aioc, 181.

Vulgate. See Jerome (St.).

W.

Wages of laborers, 142 seq.

Way, the, 96 seq.

Westcott (Dr.), 30 seq., 103.

Wicliffe's Bible. See Sible.

Witnesses, the three heavenly, 40 seq.

AVrath,the,98 seq.

Wright (Professor), 172, 173 (bis).

Z.

Zurich Latin Bible, 41, 179.

K'po, 9ripia,73,
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ON THE AUTHORIZED VERSION

NEW TESTAMENT.

CHAPTER I.

INTKODUCTOEY EEMAEKS.

It 18 clear that the question, Are we, or are we not, to have

a new translation of Scripture ? or rather—since few would

propose this who did not wish to lift anchor and loosen from

its moorings the whole religious life of the English people-r-

Shall we, or shall we not, have a new revision of the Author-

ized Version ? is one which is presenting itself more and more

familiarly to the minds of men. This, indeed, is not by any

means the first time that this question has been earnestly dis-

cussed; but that which distinguishes the present agitation

of the matter from preceding ones is, that on all former occa-

sions the subject was only debated among scholars and di-

vines, and awoke no interest in circles beyond them. The

present is apparently the first occasion on which it has taken

serious hold of the popular mind. But now indications of

the interest which it is awakening reach us from every side.

America is sending us the instalments—it must be owned

not very encouraging ones—of a new version as fast as she

can.* The wish for a revision has for a considerable time

• With more haste, it is to be feared, than good speed. It is certainly not

Tery encouraging, in respect of the equipment of those who undertalce the

work, when in the American Bible Union's version of the Ejiistle to the He-

brews, published with an enormous oppnratus of what present themselves as
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been working among Dissenters here; by the voice ofone of

these it has lately made itself heard in Parliament, and by
the mouth of a Margaret Professor of Divinity in Convoca-

tion. Our Reviews, and not those only which are specially

dedicated to religious subjects, begin to deal with the ques-

tion of revision. There are, or a little while since there were,

frequent letters in the newspapers, either urging such a step,

or remonstrating against it ; few of them, it is true, of much
value or weight, yet, at the same time, showing how many
minds are now occupied with the subject.

It is manifestly a question of such immense importance,

the issues depending on a right solution of it are so vast and

solemn, that it may well claim a temperate and wise discus-

sion. Nothing is gained, on the one hand, by vague and gen-

eral charges of inaccuracy brought against our version ; they

require to be supported by detailed proofs. Nothing, on the

other hand, is gained by charges and insinuations against

those who urge a revision, as though they desired to under-

mine the foundations of the religious life and faith of En-

gland ; were Socinians in disguise, or Papists—Socinians who
hoped that, in another translation, the witness to the divinity

learned notes, we fall, in the fifth page, upon this note [on i., 9, " Thou hast

loved righteousness, and hated iniquity"] :
" riyairtiaat . . . . Kai Ifiiaiiaat.

These pcariiciplea are usually rendered by verbs." The translator congratu-

lates himself that the errata are few. Bunning over a few of the notes I de-

tected these : lari^avoaas, p. 9 ; i/ioidnra, p. 21
;

fioriOiav, do. ; irovtpaQ,

pp. 14, 53
;

^ortffflivric, p. 65 ; Karawodtiaav, p. 64 ; airovSaaofuv (Heb. iv.,

II), p. 19 ; nXavoiiivoie, p. 21 ; ourtpiaq, p. 27 ; ivriKoxiat, p. 32 ; iicoifii-

voi, p. 73 ; tiaOniuv, p. 40 ; lufiapTvpirai, p. 58 ; Ipiuvwoiuvoc, p. 30 ; tu\6-

yitf, p. 31 ; Karavavae, p. 19 ; Karaa'xoptv, p. 15—all these, except perhaps

one or two, testifying for themselves that they are not mere printer's errata ;

such I have omitted. The Ephesians yields a similar harvest : as x<"P<^i',

X<"pov, p. 4 ; UXiipuBiitiv, ib. ; tiayyaXiJoi, p. 5 ; Ivipyia, p. 6 ;
nvarepiov, p.

8 ; Epiphanias, p. 4 ; avviliuwoitat, p. 7 ; iZonoiiai, bis, p. 8 ; irptTot/iaaiv, p.

9 ; wopoot, p. 19 ; Ivipytiat, p. 6.

[In justice to the Bible Union, I beg leave to add that the work referred to

belongs to its early publications, and that this society should be judged rather

by the New Testament which has since been completed, and by the scholarly

works of Dr. Conanton Job, Genesis, Psalms, and Proverbs, prepared for, and

published by the Bible Union.—P. S.]
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of the Son and of the Spirit might prove less clear than in

the present—Papists who desired that the authority of the

English Scripture, the only Scripture accessible to the great

body of the people, might be so shaken and rendered so

doubtful, that men would be driven to their Church, and to

its authority, as the only authority that remained. As little

is the matter profited, or in any way brought nearer to a set-

tlement, by sentimental appeals to the fact that this, which

it is now proposed to alter, has been the Scripture of our

childhood, in which we and so many generations before us

first received the tidings of everlasting life. All this, well

as it may deserve to be considered, yet, as argument at all

deciding the question, will sooner or later have to be cleared

away; and the facts of the case, apart from cries, and insinu-

ations, and suggestions of evil motives, and appeals to the

religious passions and prejudices of the day—apart, too, from

feelings which in themselves demand the highest respect, will

have to be dealt with in that spirit of seriousness and ear-

nestness which a question aflFecting so profoundly the whole

moral and spiritual life of the English people, not to speak

of nations which are yet unborn, abundantly deserves.

It is no main and leading purpose in the pages which follow

either to advocate a revision or to dissuade one; but rather

I have proposed to myself to consider the actual worth ofour

present translation ; its strength, and also any weaknesses

which may affect that strength ; its beauty, and also the

blemishes which impair that beauty in part ; the grounds on

which a new revision of it may be demanded ; the inconven-

iences, difficulties, the dangers it may be, which would at-

tend such a revision; some of the rules and principles accord-

ing to which it would need, if undertaken at all, to be carried

out ; and thus, so far as this lies in my power, to assist oth-

ers, who may not have been able to give special attention to

this subject, to form a decision for themselves. I will not, in

so doing, pretend that my own mind is entirely in equilibri-

um on the subject. On the whole, I am persuaded that a re-
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vision ought to come; I am convinced that it will come.

Not, however, let us . trust, as yet ; for we are not as yet in

any respect prepared for it ; the Greek (I mean that special

Hellenistic Greek here required), this, and the English no

less, which would he needful to hring this work to a success-

ful end, might, it is to he feared, he wanting alike. There is

much of crude and immature in nearly all the contrihutions

which have been, and for some time yet will he made, to this

object. Nor, certainly, do I underrate the other difficulties

which would beset such an enterprise; they look, some of

them, the more serious to me the more I contemplate them.

Still, believing that this mountain of difficulty will have to be

surmounted, I can only trust and confidently hope that it,

like BO many other mountains, will not, on nearer approach,

prove so formidable as at a distance it appears. Only let the

Church, when the due time shall arrive, address herself to

this work with earnest prayer for the divine guidance, her

conscience bearing her witness that in no spirit of idle inno-

vation, that only out of dear love to her Lord and his truth,

and out ofan allegiance to that truth which overbears every

other consideration, with an earnest longing to present his

Word, whereof she is the guardian, in all its sincerity, to her

children, she has undertaken this hard and most perilous

task, and in some way or other every difficulty will be over-

come. Whatever pains and anxieties the work may cost her,

she will feel herself abundantly rewarded if only she is able

to offer God's Word to her children, not indeed free from all

marks of human infirmity clinging to its outward form—for

we shall have God's treasure in earthen vessels still—but

with some of these blemishes which she now knows of re-

moved, and altogether approaching nearer to that which she

desires to see it, namely, a work without spot, or wrinkle, or

any such thing—a perfect copy of an archetype that is perfect.

In the mean time, while the matter is still in suspense

and debate, while it occupies, as it needs must, the anxious

thoughts of many, it can not misbecome those who have been
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specially led by their duties or their inclinations to a more

close comparison of the English Version with the original

Greek, to offer whatever they have to offier, be that little or

much, for the helping of others toward a just and dispassion-

ate judgment, and one founded upon evidence, in regard to

the question at issue. And if they consider that a revision

ought to come, or, whether desirable or not, that it will come,

they must wish to throw in any contribution which they

have to make toward the better accomplishing of this ob-

ject. Assuming that they have any right to mingle in the

controversy at all, they may reasonably hope that, even if

much which they bring has long ago been brought forward

by others, or must be set aside from one cause or another,

yet that something will remain, and will survive that rigor-

ous proof to which every suggestion of change should bo

submitted. And in a matter of such high concernment as

this the least is much. To have cast in even a mite into

this treasury of the Lord, to have brought one smallest stone

which it is permitted to build into the walls of his house, to

have detected one smallest blemish that would not otherwise

have been removed, to have made in any way whatever a sin-

gle suggestion of lasting value toward the end here in view,

is something for which to be forever thankful. It is in that

intention, with this hope, that I have ventured to publish

these pages.

The work, indeed, which I thus undertake, can not be re-

garded as a welcome one. There is often a sense of some-

thing ungenerous, if not actually unjust, in passing over large

portions of our Version, where all is clear, correct, lucid, hap-

py, awakening continual admiration by the rhythmic beauty

of the periods, the instinctive art with which the stylo rises

and falls with its subject, the skillful surmounting of difficul-

ties the most real, the diligence and success with which al-

most all which was best in preceding translations has been

in it retained and embodied ; the constant solemnity and se-

riousness which, by some nameless skill, is made to rest upon
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all ; in passing over all this and much more with a few gen-

eral words of recognition, and then stopping short and urging
some single blemish or inconsistency, and dwelling upon and
seeming to make much of this, which often in itself is so lit-

tle ; for the flaws pointed out are frequently so small and so

slight that it might almost seem as if the objector had arm-

ed his eye with a microscope for the purpose of detecting

that which otherwise would have escaped notice, and which,

even if it were faulty, might well have been suflered to pass

by, unchallenged and lost sight of, in the general beauty of

the whole. The work of Momus is never, or at least never

ought to be, other than an ungracious one. Still less do we
welcome the office of fault-finder when that whose occasional

petty flaws we are pointing out has claims of special grati-

tude, and reverence, and afiection from us. It seems at once

an unthankfulness and almost an impiety to dwell on errors

in that to which we for ourselves owe so much; to which

the Avhole religious life of our native land owes so much

;

which has been the nurse and fosterer of our national piety

for hundreds of years ; which, associated with so raucli that

is sad and joyful, sweet and solemn, in the heart of every

one, appeals as much to our aficctions as to our reason.

But, admitting all this, we may still reconcile ourselves to

this task by such considerations as the following ; and, first,

that a passing by of the very much which is excellent, with

a dwelling on the very little which is otherwise, lies in the

necessity of the task undertaken. What is good, what is per-

fect, may have, and ought lo have, its goodness freely and

thankfully acknowledged ; but it offers comparatively little

matter for observation. It is easy to exhaust the language

of admiration, even when that admiration is intelligently and

thoughtfully rendered. We are not tempted to pause till we

meet with something which challenges dissent, nor can we

avoid being mainly occupied with this.

And then, secondly, if it bo urged that many of the objec-

tions made are small and trivial, it can only be replied that

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS. 11

nothing is really small or trivial which has to do with the

Word of God, which helps or hinders tlie exactcst settiug

forth of that Word. That Word lends an importance and a

dignity to every thing connected with it. The more deeply

wo are persuaded of the inspiration of Holy Scripture, and

of the extent of this inspiration, the more intolerant we shall

be of any lets and hinderances to the arriving at a perfect

understanding of that which the mouth of God has spoken.

In setting forth his Word in another language from that in

which it was first uttered, we may justly desire such an ap-

proximation to perfection as the instrument of language—to

which so much of imperfection cleaves—will allow ; and this

not merely in greatest things, but in smallest.

Nor yet need the occasional shortcomings of our transla-

tors be noted in any spirit of disrespect to them, or dispar-

agement of their work. Some of the errors into which they

full were inevitable, and belonged in no proper sense to them

more than to the whole age in which they lived, as, for in-

stance, in the matter of the Greek article. Unless we were

to demand a miracle, and that their scholarship should have

been altogether on a .different level from that of their age,

this could not have been otherwise. We may reasonably re-

quire of such a company of men, undertaking so great and

solemn a work, that their knowledge should approve itself

on a level with the very best which their age could supply

;

even as it does; but more than this it would be unfair and

absurd to demand. If other of their mistakes might have

been avoided, as is plain from the fact that predecessors or

contemporaries did avoid them, and yet were not avoided

by them, this only shows that tlie marks of human weakness

and infirmity, which cleave to every work of men, cleave

also to theirs. Nor will I refrain from adding, to preoccupy

that charge of presumption, which is so ready at hand to cast

in the face of any one who objects to any part of their work,

^' that he who ventures to do this does not in this presumptu-

ously affirm himself a better scholar than they were. He
for the most part only draws on the accumulated stores of

R
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the knowledge of Greek, which have heen lahoiiouBly got to-

gether in the two hundred and fifty years that have elapsed

since their work was done ; he only claims to be an inheritor

in some sort of the cares specially devoted to tlie elucidation

of the meaning of Holy Scripture during this period. It

would be little to the honor of those ages if they had made

no advances in this knowledge; it would be little to the

honor of our own if we did not profit by their acquisitions.

What our translators said on this point concerning those who

went before them, we, or those who come after us, may in

turn say of them ; and I can not do better than quote here

the very words in which they disclaimed for their work that

it implied any disparagement of those upon whose labors they

rather were entering with praise to God, and with tiiankful

gratitude to them : " We are so far oflF from condemning any

of their labors that travailed before us in this kind, . . . that

we acknowledge them to have been raised up of God for tlie

building and furnishing of his Church, and that they deserve

to be had of us and of posterity in everlasting remembrance.

, Blessed be they, and most honored be their name, that

break the ice, and give the onset upon that which helpeth

forward to the saving of souls Yet for all that, as

nothing is begun and perfected at the same time, and the

later thoughts are thought to be the wiser; so if we.build-

ine upon their foundation that went before us, and bemg

holpen by their labors, do endeavor to make that better which

they left so good, no man, we are sure, hath cause to mislike

us; they, we persuade ourselves, if they were alive, would

thank us ... Of one and the same book of Aristotle s

Ethics there are extant not so few as six or seven several

translations. Now, if this cost may be bestowed iipon the

.ourd. which affordeth us a little shade, and which to-day

Lurisheth,but to-morrow is cut down, what may we bestow

-nay what ought we not to bestow upon the Vine, the f uit

whe^'of maketh glad the conscience of "-n, and the ^tem

whereof abideth forever? And this is the Word of God,

which we translate."

ON THE INFERIORITY OF TRANSLATIONS, ETC. 13

CHAPTER II.

• ON TUE NECESSARY INFERIORITY OP TRANSLATIONS TO

THEIR ORIGINALS.

It is good and necessary that all wlio seek accurately to

measure in a translation what it yields and what it fails in

yielding, should present clearly and distinctly to their own
minds the fact that in all translations there are losses un-

avoidable, as well as losses avoidable ; tliat if, in emptying
the precious wine from one vessel to anotJier, a careless hand
may cause sometimes that to be spilt which might have been

preserved, there is a further spilth which not the utmost care

and skill could have prevented altogether. Avoidable losses,

as has just been implied, are those which more pains, more

watchfulness, a more complete mastery of the language out

of which the translation is made, a more complete mastery

of that into which it is made, enabling to call forth all its la-

tent capacities, and, I will add, more genius, would have hin-

dered from occurring; and it is for these alone that any trans-

lators can be held responsible. Unavoidable arc those in-

herent in the nature of the task; in the relations of one lan-

guage to another; in the lack ofaccurate correlations and cor-

respondencies between them ; in the very different schemes

on which they are constructed ; in what one might venture

to call the innate stubbornness of the uXij out of which a new
cosmos, the rival of that already existing, has to be evoked;

the inferiority, if not throughout, yet in special points, of the

translators' language— losses, therefore, which no labor, no

skill, no genius, no mastery of one language or the other, no

employment of all helps within reach, would have prevented.

The translators may have done their part to the full ; may
have turned, and not overtitmed, their original (Jerome com-
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plains that in Lis time many versionea deserved to be called

everaiones rather) ; they may have given the lie to the Ital-

ian fTO\eTb,"Traduttori traditori,''^ or " Translators traitors"

—men, that is, who do not render, but surrender, their au-

thor's meaning—their shortcomings may in weight and nura-

her bo as few as it is possible to conceive, nay, let them be

none at all, and yet the losses of which I speak will not have'

been therefore excluded.

It is not possible always to draw the exact line between

these losses and the others. Thus a passage may have baf-

fled the skill of one and of another adequately to give it back

in a second tongue ; it may seem as though the thing were

not to be done ; when another may arise, who, a greater mas-

ter of language, or in a more genial hour, may untie or cut

the knot which has baffled the skill of all who went before

him, may take the impregnable fortress before which so many
others have sat down in vain. It is to such translators, most

few in number, that the magnificent encomium which Jerome

gives to Hilary and his renderings from the Greek belongs
—" quasi captivos scnsus in suam linguam victoris jure trans-

posuit" (Ep. 33). We can seldom, therefore, absolutely af-

firm of any particular passage that its difficulties can never

be completely overcome, though ofmany that they have nev-

er yet been overcome. Yet this must not prevent us from

recognizing a large number of the shortcomings which at-

tend all translation as ranging under this category—to be

regretted, therefore, but not to be imputed ; seeing that, if

any fault is to be found, it must be found with language it-

self, which, marvelous gift ofGod as it is, yet working through

men's limited faculties and powers, proves often so imperfect

an implement ; which, capable of so much, is yet not capa-

ble of all.

It needs hardly be observed that, in thus speaking of the

mountains which will not become plains, I assume through-

out that the work to be rendered has mountains ; that it is

grand in features, original in design ; that the genius of its

ON THE INFERIORITY OF TRANSLA TIONS, ETC.
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author travels more or less by unwonted paths, moves in an

unwonted sphere, advances to the limits of human thought,

and thus stretches to the utmost the capabilities of human
sjjeech. No one will deny that where thought, feeling, pas-

sion, imagination are absent, or are only slightly present, it

will be quite possible to render from one language to anoth-

er with little or no loss in the transfer ; but the Agamemnon,
the Divina Commedia, or the Faust—what translator (unless

he has entered upon his task with that utter unfitness for it

which prevents him even from comprehending the greatness

and the difliculties of it) has not been staggered and amazed
at the vastness, the variety, the infinite perplexity of the

problems which are in these offered for his solution—prob-

lems ofwhich some will have to be evaded rather than solved,

some to be solved imperfectly, and some not to be solved at

all?

And if this be so with works of man's art and device, how
much more certainly and how much more signally must it be

the case where the book that is to be rendered is sole and

unparalleled of its kind, reaching to far higher heights and

far deeper depths than any other ; having words of God, and

not of man, for its substance; where the garments of man's

speech must be narrower than the body of God's truth, whicli

yet by one means or another has to be clothed with it ; while

the importance of doing the best possible with the far-reach-

ing issues which will follow on success or failure falls in each

other case into absolute insignificance as compared with its

importance here.

This imperfection, it may be replied, is an imperfection

cleaving to all human languages alike ; the original language

must suffier from it no less than that into which the version

is to be made. It can not be doubted that this, to a certain

point, is true. No doubt, in whatever human tongue God
may please to make his will to be known, his thoughts will

transcend our speech. Wherever the sons of heaven are mar-

ried to the daughters of earth—divine thouehts to human
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words—tho inequality of the union, the fact that, whatever

richest blessings it may bring with it, it is still a marriage

of disparagement, will make itself plainly to appear. We
shall have his treasure, if I may repeat the image, in earthen

vessels still. At the same time, one vessel may be of far

finer, another of far coarser earth. T^us, where a language

for long centui'ies has been the organ and vehicle of divine

truth, there will be in it words which will have grown and

expanded into some meetness for the task to which they have

been put. Long set apart for sacred uses, for the designa-

tion of holy persons or things, there will float a certain sanc-

tity round them. Life and death, good and evil, sin and re-

pentance, heaven and hell, with all the mysteries of each, will

have found utterances not wholly inadequate to them.

But how different will it be in a language now for the first

time brought into the service of divine truth. Here all will

be by comparison slight and superficial, common and pro-

fane. For the most solemn, the most sacred, the augustest

mysteries of our redemption, words will have to be employed

which have little, ifany thing, of solemn, or sacred, or august

about them—words which haw sometimes almost to be pick-

ed out of tho mire,* in the hope that they might be cleansed,

may little by little be filled with a higher sense, a holier

* How often the missionary translator must make the experience which

the Jesuits made in Japan long ago. One who has written the wonderful

history of their labors there speaks thus :
" Though the language be so co-

pious, still it wants several proper words for expressing the mysteries of our

religion, which makes the preachers of the Gospel very uneasy ;
for to use n

word with an equivocal sense either turns the discourse into ridicule, or at

least makes it unintelligible. As, for examjile, the vcorijtivtogi, a cross, sig-

nifies olso a letter of the alphabet and the number ten ; and therefore a preach-

er who makes use of this word to denote the cross of Christ our I>ord, leaves

his auditory at a loss for his meaning. In like manner, if lie would speak of

a soul, they'll conclude he means the devil, the same word and character be-

ing common to both. To avoid, then, all equivocations, and give the infidels

a more lively idea and higher veneration for our sacred mysteries, the fathers

of the society thought fit to make use of the Tortuguese words
j
and so tliey

call God Dios, the soul alma, the cross cruz, the devil demonio."—History of

the Church of Japan, written originally in French by Monsieur I'Ahbi de T.

London, 1700 ; vol. i., p. 7; comp. p. 73.
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meaning, than any which before their adoption into this sa-

cred service they knew. And so no doubt they will at last

;

heathen " Ostara" will become Christian " Easter ;" " suona,"

and"sunta," and "sculd," words touching once but the out-

er circumference of life in the old German healhcndoni, will

severally, as " SUhne," and " SUnde," and " Schuld," touch the

centre and core of the Christian life of men. "Ilriuwa,"

which meant so little, will become "Keue," which means so

much ;
" galauba," " Glaube ;" not to speak of innumerable

other words, to which the same or a yet more wonderful

transfiguratiou will arrive.

We have examples new and old of the extreme perplexity,

of which this which I have just mentioned will continually

be the cause. Thus the missionary translator, if he be at all

aware of the awful implement which he is wielding, of the

tremendous crisis in a people's spiritual life which has arrived

when their language is first made the vehicle of revealed

truths, will often tremble at the work he has in hand—trem-

ble lest he should be permanently lowering or confusing the

whole religious life ofa people by choosing a meaner and let-

ting go a nobler word for the setting forth of some leading

truth of redemption ; and yet the choice how difficult, the

nobler itself falling how infinitely below his desires, and be-

low the truth of which he would make it the bearer. Even
those who are wholly ignorant of Chinese can yet perceive

how vast the spiritual interests which are at stake in China

;

how much will be won or how much lost for the whole spir-

itual life of that people, it may be for ages to come, accord-

ing as the right or the wrong word is selected by the trans-

lators of the Scriptures into Chinese for expressing the true

and the living God.* As many of us as are ignorant of the

language can be no judges in the controversy which on this

matter is being carried on ; but we can all feel how vital the

question, how enormous the interests which are at stake ; and

not less, having heard the allegations on the one side and on

* See the Bev. S. C. Malan's Who is God in China, Shin or Shang-te t
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the Other, that there is only an alternative of difficulties

here.

And even where the issues are not so vast and awful as in

this case, how much may turn on having, or not having, the

appropriate word. Two, or it may bo more, will present

themselves, each inadequate, yet each with its own advan-

tages, so that it shall be exceedingly difficult for the most

skillful master of language to determine which ought to be

preferred. Thus it was not indifferent whether Adyoc in the

prologue of St.John's Gospel, and in the other passages whicli

would naturally be ruled by that passage, should be render-

ed in ecclesiastical Latin " scrmo" or " verbum." The fact

that "verbum" has from the beginning been the predominant

rendering, and that " verbum" is a neuter impersonal, pos-

sessing no such mysterious duplicity of meaning as Auyor,

which is at once " the Word" and " the Reason," has, I do not

hesitate to affirm, modified the whole development of Latin

theology in respect of the personal " Word of God." I do

not, indeed, believe that the advantages which in " verbum"

are foregone, would have been secured by the choosing of

"sermo" rather; any gains from this would have been ac-

companied by more than countervailing losses. I can not,

therefore, doubt that the Latin Church did wisely and well

in preferring " verbum" to " sermo ;" indeed, it ultimately

quite disallowed the latter; but still the doubts and hesita-

tion which existed for some time upon this point* illustrate

well the difficulty of which I am speaking.

Or take another question, not altogether unlike this. Did

the old " poenitentia," or the " resipiscentia" which some of

the Reformers sought to introduce in its room, best represent

fitT&voia ? should utravotiTt be rendered " poenitentiam agite"

or "resipiscite?"t The Roman Catholics found great fault

with Beza, that, instead of the " poenitentia," hallowed by

• SeePetavius,/)* rrtn.,vi.,l,4.
„ ^ v • o x. n n

t See Fred. Spanheim's Dub. Evangehca, pars 8', dub. vu.
;
Campbell On

the Four Gospels, vol. i., p. 292 sgq.
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long ecclesiastical usage, and having acquired a certain pre-

scriptive right by its long employment in the Vulgate, he, in

his translation of Scripture, substituted "resipiscentia." Now
Beza, and those who stood with him in this controversy, were

assuredly right in replying that, while a serious displeasure

on the sinner's part at his past life is an important element in

all true jitravoia or repentance, still " poenitentia" is at fault,

in that it brings out nothing but this, leaves the changed

mind for the time to come, which is the central idea of the

original word,* altogether unexpressed and untouched; that,

moreover, " resipiscentia" was no such novelty, Lactantius

having already shown the way in a rendering with which now
so much fault was found. Taking his ground strictly on ety-

mology, Beza was perfectly justified ; but it was also true,

which he did not take account of, that /j-iravoia. even before

it had been assumed into scriptural usage,f and much more

after, had acquired a superadded sense of regret for the past,

or "hadiwist'* (had-I-wist), as our ancestors called it; which,

if " poenitentia" seemed to embody too exclusively, his "re-

sipiscentia," making at least as serious an omission, hardly

embodied at all.J On the whole, I can not but think that it

would have been better to leave " pocnitenti.i" undisturbed,

while yet how much on either side there was here to be

urged.

This, however, only by the way. The painful perplexity

alluded to above, and felt so deeply by many a missionary

translator at the present day, did not touch ours. Thanks

to Gregory the Great, to the monk Augustine, to Alfred, to

Wicliffe, to Tyndale, and so many more, English was a lan-

* Tertullian hod noted this long before (Adv. Marc, ii., 24) : "In Grreco

sermone poenitentiiB nomen non ex delicti confcssione, sed ex animi demuta-

tione compo8itum est."

t I'lutarch (Pericles, u. 10) : Mivavoia liiv^ roic 'AOrivalovi icai wu9oi

taxi Tov Ktfiuivog,

t A very recent translator of the New Testament in America seeks to make

good for the English what Beza would have made good for the Latin ; and

for "Repent" every where substitutes "Change your minds," and for "re-

pentance," " change of mind !" '
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guago in which the wonderful works of God had been pro-

claimed so long, the language and the faith had so grown to-

gether, that those who in the latter days undertook this task

of translating the Scriptures into English had not to com-

plain ofany strangeness in the one to the truths'of the other,

or of any profane, much less degrading, associations clinging

to the words which they were obliged to use. Still the

transcendent ciiaracter of the Book to be rendered, being the

Book of Ilim whose thoughts arc not as our thoughts, must

not be left out of sight when we seek to take a measure of

what we may call the insuperable difficulties which attended

the work they undertook.

But, setting aside this the unique character of the Bible,

there are reasons enough why the translation of any con-

sidierable book must always in many points halt behind the

original. These reasons are plain. In every language of

highly-cultivated men— probably, indeed, more than all in

those two which God has willed shall contain the authentic

records of his revelation of himself to mankind—there will be

found -subtleties, felicities, audacities, and other excellencies

of speech, which are not capable of reproduction in any oth-

er. Each will have idioms in the strictest sense of the word

—turns of speech, that is, proper and peculiar to itself; and

though other languages may have compensations more or

fewer, which in like manner are theirs alone, still these, not

being found there where exactly the translator wants them,

are not likely to assist him much, or to redress the balance

in his favor again.

One people will seize differences and distinctions, and em-

body them in words, which another has not cared, or, it may

be, has not had the skill or the good fortune to make its own.

Thus the Greek will often have two words where we have

but one. Hannibal is " one-eyed" for us, and a Cyclops or

Ariraaspian is " one-eyed ;" but in the Greek ho who is con-

ceived to have by nature but a single eye is /lovd^OaX/ioc ; he

who has only one, because the other has been lost, is iTcpoip-
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OaX/ioc. It is an indication of the Greek in its decline when
It ceased any longer to trouble itself with these fine but most
real distinctions, that the Hellenistic has not cared to retain
this distinction (see Matt, xviii., 9 ; Mark ix., 47). The more
suhtle-thoughted a people are, the finer and more numerous
the differences will be whicli they will thus have apprehend-
ed, and to which they will have given permanence in words.
For—to remain on our own immediate ground of the New
Testament-what, we may ask, can an English translator do
to express the distinction, oftentimes very significant be-
tween d^V and t!^9pa,xoc?—the honor which lies often in' the
first (Acts xiii.,16; xvii., 22),the slight which is intended to
be conveyed in the second (Matt, xxvi., 72)? At this pbint
the Latin, with " vir" and <» homo," is a match for the Greek
though we arc not. In like manner, the differences, almost
always instructive, occasionally important, between hp6i< and
va6u fiiot and fa.q, aUoc and irepo^, „'oc and .a.^o'e, iX,0,K and
dX,e<^<Jc, <t>i\iuy and ayanaio, fidaKu, and ^oifiahu,, mostly disap-
pear, and, as it seems to me, there is no help but that they
must disappear, in any English tianslatipn. Such facts re-
mind us that language, divine gift to man as it is, yet work-
ing itself out through human faculties and powers, has cleav-
ing to it a thousand marks of M-eakness, and infirmity, and
limitation,

To take an example of this, the obliteration of distinctions,
which is quite unavoidable, or which could only have been
avoided at the cost of greater losses in some other direction,
and to deal with.it somewhat more in detail—the distinction'
between ^Sm, the invisible underworld, the receptacle of all
departed, and yhupa, the place of torment, quite disappears
in our Version. They are both translated " hell," ^2,c being
so rendered ten times, and y/t^m twelve ; the only attemp't
to give 4S,,s a word of its own being at 1 Cor. xv., 55, where it

is translated "grave." The confusion of which this is the oc-
casion is serions; though how it could have been avoided, or
how it would be possible now to get rid of it, I do not in the
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least perceive. It would not bo possible to render ^Sijc, wher-

ever it occurs, by " grave," thus leaving " hell" as the ren-

dering of yitvva only ; for see Matt, xi., 23 ; xvL, 18, the two

first places of its occurrence, where this plainly would not

suit. On the other hand, the popular sense links the name

of "hell" so closely with the place of torment, that it would

not answer to keep " hell" for ySi;c, and to look out for some

other rendering of yitvva, to say nothing of the difficulty or

impossibility of finding one; for certainly " gehenna," which

I have seen proposed, would not do. The French liave, in-

deed, adopted the word, though it is only " gfine" to them

;

and Milton has once used it in poetry ; but it can not, in any

sense, be said to be an English word. It is much to be re-

gretted that " hades" has never been thoroughly naturalized

among us. The language wants the word, and in it the true

solution of the difficulty might have been found.*

Then, too, it will continually happen that one language will

have words so elastic, so many-sided, so capable of being em-

ployed now in a good sense and now in a bad, in irony or

in earnest, that other tongues can produce no equivalents for

these. It is quit4 possible that they also, though transcend-

ed in some points, may themselves transcend in others; yet

this will not help the translator. "In all languages what-

ever," to use Bentley's words, " a word of a moral or politic-

al signification, containing several complex ideas arbitrarily

joined together, has seldom any correspondent word in any

other language which extends to all these ideas."f But the

remark is capable of far wider application, and we recognize

here the source of one necessary imperfection in all transla-

tion. Looking at the work from an ideal point of view, it

would be manifestly desirable to render constantly one word

• On the " debasing limitation" which Christ's magnificent prerogative, rai

fvii» Tie «*»'C rov dav&Tov rat roii fSav (Rev. i., 18), endures, when it is ren-

dered,
" and have the keys of death and of hell," see some good observa-

tions in Howe's grand sermon, " The Redeemer's dominion over the invisible

world."— irorfc»,London,1832, pp. 809, 810.

t On Freethinking, p. xxx.
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in one language by one and the same in another; having

given to each its equivalent, to adhere to this throughout.

But the rule, however theoretically good, is discovered, when

the application of it is attempted, to be one which it is whol-

ly impossible to carry out. If this has ever been proposed

as an inflexible law, it must have been on the assumption

that words in one language cover exactly the same spaces

of meaning which other words do in another; that they have

exactly the same many-sidedness, the same elasticity, the

same power of being applied for good or for evil, for honor

or for shame. But nothing is farther from the case. Words
are inclosures from the great outfield of meanings ; but differ-

ent languages have inclosed on different schemes, as chance,

or design, or the deeper instincts unconsciously at work in

men's minds have determined ; and words in different lan-

guages which are precisely co-extensive and commensurate

with one another, are much rarer than we incuriously assume.

It is easy to illustrate this, the superior elasticity ofa word
in one language to that ofone which is in part its equivalent

in another. Thus we have no word in English wliich at once

means heavenly messengers and earthly, with only the con-

text to determine which of the two is intended. There was
no choice, therefore, but to render ayyiXoi by " messengers"

at Luke vii., 24 ; ir., 52 ; Jam. ii., 25, however it might be

translated "angels" in eachother passage of the New Testa-

ment where it occurs. Again, no word in English has the

power which /idyoc has in Greek, of being used at will in an

honorable sense or a dishonorable. There was no help, there-

fore, but to render fiaym by " wise men,"* or some such hon-

orable designation, Matt, ii., 1, and /iayoc by " sorcerer," Acts

xiii., 6. Thus, again, it would have been difficult to repre-

sent napacXijroc, applied now to the third Person of the Holy

• Milton, indeed, speaks of these wise men as the "star-led wizards," and
" wizard" is the word which Sir John Cheke employs in his trnnslntion of St.

Matthew ; but the word is scarcely honorable enough for the fiaym of this

place, nor opprobrious enough for the /iriyoc of the Acts.
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Trinity (John xiv., 16, 26), and now to the second (1 John i.,

21), by any single word. " Paraclete" would alone have been

possible ; and such uniformity of rendering, if indeed it could

be called rendering at all, would have been dearly purchased

by the loss of " Comforter" and "Advocate"—both of them

Latin words, it is true, but much nearer to the heart and un-

derstanding ofEnglishmen than the Greek " Paraclete" could

ever have become.* To have rendered Sat/idvia " devils," and

not " gods," at Acts xvii., 18, because it has been elsewhere

so rendered, as Tyndale and Cranmer have done, would have

been a confusing mistake. In the mouth of heathen men,

such as the Athenians who are speaking here, the word meant

something quite different from what it meant elsewhere in

the mouth of Jews, and demands to be differently rendered.

So, too, it would have been unadvisable to render krupa, as

the compellation of one person by another, always " Sir," or

always " Lcft-d," The word has a wider range than either of

these two ; it is only the two together which cover an equal

extent. " Sir" in many cases would not be respectful enough

;

" Lord" in some would be too respectful (John xx., 15). Our

translators have prudently employed both, and in most cases

have shown a fine tact in their selection of one or the other.

One's only doubt is whether, in the conversation of our Lord

with the Samaritan woman (John iv.), they should not have

changed the "Sir," which is perfectly in its place at vcr. 11,

where she is barely respectful to her unknown interrogator,

into "Lord" at ver. 15, or, if not there, yet certainly at ver.

1 9. The Rheims version beginning, as we do, with " Sir," al-

ready has exchanged this for « Lord" at ver. 15, and thus del-

icately indicates the growing reverence of the woman for the

• mysterious stranger whom she has met beside Jacob's well.

. We should not forget, in measuring the fitnesS of " Comforter "that the

fundamental idea of " Comforter," according to its etj-mology and its early

nse, is that of " Strengthener," and not " Consoler," even as
^\^'P^'J^Y°!

is one who, being summoned tq the side of the accused or .mpenled man («J-

ILaL). stands by to aid and encourage. See the instructive note m Arch-

deacon Hare's Mission of the Comforter, p. 521-527.
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Or, again, a language will have words resting on and em-

bodying some picturesque image, which, so far as they do
this, have no counterparts elsewhere. I(we met the Spanish
" pavonear" or the Fiencli " pavaner," we might render these

by the English "to strut;" there would, indeed, be hardly any

choice but to do so; but where is the peacock (pavon) here?

the strutting as the peacock does, which underlies and looks

through the word which we thus inadequately render ? We
might render " fourmiller" " to swarm;" we could scarcely

do otherwise ; but wliere is tjie swarming as the ants do, the

" formiculare," if one might so say, of the French original ?

So, too, our translators may say, "^e clothed with humility"

(1 Pet. v., 5) ; and fitly ; for no word in English would ex-

press all which iyKOfifiixraaOt does in Greek, namely, " Fasten

humility upon you as a garment which is tied with knots—
not, therefore, to be lightly removed from you again." Still

there is loss here.

Once more, one language will have words which utter in

their own brief compass what it takes two or three, or, it may
be, half a dozen words in another langu.age to utter. The
New Testament furnishes many such, as the tviripitn-aToc of

Ileb. xii., 1, not expressible, or, at least, not expressed by us

in less than six words, " which ' doth so easily beset us ;"

as the aWoTpioeiritTKowos of 1 Pct. iv., 15, which costs us only

one Avord less
—" busy-body in other men's matters"—to ren-

der. I do not venture to affirm that in these particular cases

such long circumlocutions were absolutely inevitable. One

of the old Latin versions, which renders iviripiaraTOQ afiapria,

"affile peccatum," has at any rate, so far as the Latin goes,

avoided this in the first instance ; and then there is " med-

dler" (though I am not prepared to recommend it), which

would have done the same in the second. Still, even if these

instances were in one way or another got rid of from our

Version, shown to be needless circumlocutions, it would not

the less remain certain that any language, rich in expressive

words, will frequently offer those which will need two, three,
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or, it may be, more, adequately to express in some other,

though that other, it may be, elsewhere is as rich, or richer

in the same kind. For example, when Montaigne says that

women have " I'esprit />ri»ie«aM<ier," that they reach a right

conclusion, if they reach it at all, at thefirst bound, what could

we do in English with this "primesautier?" and this impos-

sibility of always matching one word by one must be accept-

ed as another necessary imperfection in this work.

One language will give scope and opportunity for preg-

nant plays upon words, such as St. Paul delights in, for which

others afford no answering opportunity ; for it is only by a

rare good fortune that Xhn paronomasia of one language can

be represented by that of another. I refer to such as the yi-

vuoKOfiivi\ and avayivuMTKOfiivti of 2 Cor. iii., 2 ; the cpyafo/itVouc

and Tttpupyal^ofiiiovc of 2 Thess. iii., 11; and probably the

ifiaOE and inaOe [iraOijuaTa, /loeVra) of Ileb. v., 8. The loss,

to be sure, on these occasions is not very serious
;
yet this

can not always be said. It can not, for instance, at Ephes.

iii. 14, 15 : "For this cause I bow my knees unto the Ihther

of our Lord Jesus Christ, of whom the whole/aMu7y in heav-

en and earth is named." How profound a significance the

words of the apostle have, which wc only imperfectly repro-

duce, and this because the word " family" does not stand in

etymological relation with "father," as warpia does with na-

rlipi while no other word can be proposed in its stead capa-

ble of presenting in English the sublime play on words which

exists in the Greek. To God the name " Father" by highest

right competes, and "every family" which subsists upon

earth subsists as such by right of its relation to him, and wit-

nesses for this in the fact that the word Trarpm (here our En-

glish breaks down) involves, and, indeed, is only the unfold-

ing of, the word Karfip. If irarpii were abstract, which some

have attempted to prove, but quite failed in so doing, we

mic-ht venture on "fatherhood" instead of "family," which,

induced, would only be a going back to Wicliffe's translation.

He, finding " paternitas" in the Vulgate—I do not know how
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this came there, whether from a partial misunderstanding of

TTorpia, or from a praiseworthy determination to reproduce at

all costs by aid of " paler" and " paternitas" the Greek paro-

nomasia— very fitly rendered it by "fatherhood." Ilarpiu,

however, is not thus abstract, but concrete ; and being so,

help is not here to be found ; nor, I believe, any where, ex-

cept in that living interpretation, that ministry of the Word,
which should set before it as a constant aim to redress what-

ever wrongs the readers of the Scripture not in its original

tongues may be in danger of suffering.

Again, our translators say, " Now Iknoio in part, but then

shall I know even as also lam known" (1 Cor. xiii., 12) ; and

we acquiesce in this, but reluctantly; for who can be quite

content here to lose the very remarkable change from the

simple yiviioKii) to the composite and intenser ETriyyoxro^ai, by

which the apostle expresses how much deeper, fuller, richer

will be the knowledge of the world to come ?—we acquiesce

in it, because we have no verb connected with "to know"

which expresses this higher, more intimate knowledge and

insight. "Nosco" and " pernoscam" would do it in the Lat-

in ; nothing that I see but "know" and "perfectly know" in

the English. Commenting on these words—and it is only by

commentary, not by translation, that their force can in En-

glish be brought out-^one of our divines has well said,"'Eiri-

yVbiaiQ and yvHaiQ differ. 'ETr/yi'wirtc is 7/ /ifra t)}v irpu)Tr\v tov

TtpayfiaroQ yvuiaiv iravTikin Kara Siiyafitv Karavoriatc. It is bring-

ing me better acquainted with a thing that I knew before, a

more exact viewing of an object that I saw before afar off.

That little portion of knowledge which we had here shall be

much improved; our eye shall be raised to see the same

things more strongly and clearly."*

Then, too, w^at one may call the audacities of a language,

new and daring combinations of words, images so bold that

no one ventures to reproduce them in another language

—

such as, keeping clear of, do yet approach so close to the

Culverwell, Spiritual Opticks, p. 180.

s
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verge of extravagance, that tolerable, even sublime, in one

language, they would bo intolerable, perhaps ridiculous, in

another;—these will add to the perplexities of a translator.

The New Testament does not, indeed, offer any large num-

ber of these ; but the Old how many. In iEschylus they

must well-nigh drive a transLitor to despair. But even in

our version of the New a more vigorous image has been

sometimes changed under a real or presumed necessity for a

weaker, or, it may be, the imaginative word let go altogether,

and replaced by one strictly literal. Tims we have shrunk

from "the lip of the sea" (Heb. xi., 12), "the mouths of the

sword" (Heb. xi., 34), and might with still better reason have

done so from " the calves of the lips" (IIos. xiv., 2). One is,

indeed, disposed to think that in this matter we have some-

times run before the need, and let go a strength that might

have been perfectly well retained. Thus, why should «tx'Jo-

fiivovi (Mark i., 10) be " opened," and not rather " rent," which

is only suggested in the margin (" cleft" in the Geneva) ?

Or why should ^aaavi^ontvov (Matt, xiv., 24) be merely " toss-

ed" (a very little sea will " toss" a boat), and not rather " tor-

mented," or some such word ? Wicliffe has the vigorous old

word "shogged;" De Wette, "geplagt." Compare Mark

vi., 48.

Other finer and more delicate turns of language must be

suffered to escape. Thus our translators make St. Luke to

say that " all the Athenians and strangers spent their time*

in nothing else but either to tell or to hear some new thing"

(Acts xvii., 21) ; for, indeed, how could they express that ex-

quisite n Kaiviripov of the sacred historian ? not " some new

thing" only, but " something newer than the tot"—the new

so soon growing old and stale that a newer was ever needed

to tickle their languid and jaded curiosity.f

* Better I think," spent their leisure" (wKaipovv :
" vacabant" in the Vul-

gate) ; the word implying further that all their time was leisure, that " vaca-

tion, "'to nse Fuller's pun, " was their whole vocation.

"

t Bengel: "Nova statim sordebantj noviora quicrebantur.
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And, lastly, it may be observed that what is perfectly clear

in one language, through the wealth of inflections and other

grammatical helps which it has, will lie open to misapprehen-

sion and misunderstanding in another, which has either now

renounced, or has never been a possessor of, these. What
English reader of 2 Pet. iii., 16, coming to the words "i«

which are some things hard to be understood," does not refer

"in which" to the "epistles" of St. Paul, mentioned in the

verse preceding, and see in these words a general statement

of the hardness and obscurity of those writings ? but no read-

er of the Greek could do this, or help seeing at once that " in

which" referred to " these things" immediately going before,

the things, namely, which St. Paul had spoken in his epistles

concerning the long-suffering God, which things the unstable,

as St. Peter declares, might easily wrest to their harm. If

our Lord declares that the woman who has found her lost

piece of silver "calleth herfriends and her neighbors togeth-

er" (Luke XV., 9), the Greek says that it is her female friends

and neighbors ; the English says—and, as English now is,*

it can say—nothing of the kind. At Luke xviii.,lC, one read-

ing in the English might be in doubt to .whom the earlier

" them" referred, to the " disciples" or " the little children ;"

no doubt is possible in the Greek. There are, I dare say,

some hundreds of such passages in the New Testament.

One word I will add, in conclusion, in regard of such inev-

itable losses as these, and those others which must also be

considered as inevitable, in that, whatever men do, they will

do it with a certain imperfection. We may say, looking at

the matter from one point of view, that no book suffers so

much from the accruing of these as the Bible; while, looking

at it from another, none suffers so little. Both which asser-

tions may be illustrated thus : It were a matter ofmore re-

gret if a grain or two were rubbed off from a solid mass of

* I make this restriction ; for if we had preserved " friendess" and " neigh-

bouress, " both employed by Wicliffe, though not in this place, our English

mi^ht have said all which the Greek says.
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gold in its transmission from hand to hand (for the loss would

be greater), than if the same injury had befallen some lump

of meaner ore ; while yet, at the same time, no other could

at all so well afford this detriment, which would not affect its

value in any appreciable degree. It is even so with Holy

Scripture. Its preciousncss is such that any, the slightest,

wrong which may befall it can not but be dearly grudged

;

every precaution must needs be taken to avert such wrongs,

or to reduce them to a minimum; while yet the bulk and

parcel of truth which is there is so vast, so far exceeding all

measures of value which we know, that the very slight harm

and loss which may thus come to pass leaves it to all intents

and purposes the same treasure, transcending all price, which

before it was.
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CHAPTER HI.

ON THE ENGLISH OP THE AUTHORIZED VERSION.

There is a question, namely. What is the worth of the En-

glish in which our translation is composed ? which manifest-

ly may be considered apart from another question, IIow far

does this translation adequately represent its original? and
there are some advantages in keeping the two considerations

separate. The English of our version, which I propose in

this way to consider apart, has been very often, and very

justly, the subject of highest praise, or, indeed, the occasion

of thankful gratulation to the Giver of every good gift, who
has given such an excellent gift to us; and if I do not reiter-

ate in words of my own or of others these praises and grat-

nlations, it is only because they have been uttered so often

and so fully that it has become a sort of commonplace to re-

peat them. One fears to encounter the rebuke which befell

the rhetorician of old, who, having made a long and elabo-

rate oration in praise of the strength of Hercules, was asked,

Who has denied it? at the close. Omitting, then, to pr.aise

in general terms what all must praise, it may yet be worth

while to ask ourselves in what those singular merits of dic-

tion, which by the confession of all. it possesses, mainly con-

sist; nor shall I shrink from pointing out what appear to me
its occasional weaknesses and blemishes, the spots npon the

sun's disk, which impair its perfect beauty.

When, then, we seek to measure the value of any style,

there are two points which claim our attention ; first, the

words themselves ; and then, secondly, the words in their re-

lations to one another, and as modified by these relations

—

in brief, the dictionary and the grammar. Tliese I propose

to consider in their order; and, first, the dictionary of our
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English Version. Now of this I will not hesitate in express-

ing my conviction that it is superior to the grammar. The

first seems to me nearly as perfect as possible; there are

more frequent flaws and faults in the second. In respect of

words, we every where recognize in it that true delectus ver-

borum on which Cicero* insists so earnestly, and in which so

much of the charm of style consists. All the words used are

of the noblest stamp, alike removed from vulgarity and ped-

antry ; they are neither too familiar, nor, on the other side,

not familiar enough ; they never crawl on the ground, as lit-

tle are they stilted and far-fetched. And then how happily

mixed and tempered are the Anglo-Saxon and Latin vocables.

No undue preponderance of the latter makes the" language

remote from the understanding of simple and unlearned men.

Thus we do not find in our version, as in the llheims, whose

authors might seem to have put off their loyalty to the En-

glish language with their loyalty to the English crown, "ed-

ible" (Rom. i., 30), nor " impudicity" (Gal. v., 19), nor " lon-

ganimity" (2 Tim. iii., 10), nor " coinquinations" (2 Peter ii.,

13, 20), nor " comessatipns" (Gal. v., 21), nor " postulations"

(I Tim. ii., 1), nor "exinanitc" (Phil, ii., Y), nor " contristate"

(Eph. iv., 30), nor " zealatours" (Acts xxi., 20), nor " agnition"

(Philem. 6), nor "suasible" (Jam. iii., 17), nor " domesticals"

(1 Tim. v., 8), nor " repropitiate" (Heb. ii., 11).\ Our trans-

lators, indeed, set very distinctly before themselves the avoid-

* De Orat.,ln.,37.

t Where the word itself Avhich the Rheims translators employ is a perfect-

ly good one, it is yet curious and instructive to obsene how often they have

drawn on the Latin portion of the language, where we have drawn on the

Saxon; thus they use "corporal" where we have "bodily" (I Tim. iv., 8),

" coadjutor" where we have " fellow-worker" (Col. iv., 11 ;
" work-fellow" m

the old versions was better still), "Incredulity" where we have "unbelief

CHeb iii., 19, and often), " donary" where,we have "gift" (Luke xxi., 5),

" superedified" where we have " built up" (I Pet. ii., C), "precursor" where

we have " forerunner" (Ileb. vi., 20), " dorainator" where we have ' Lord

rJude 4) " cogitation" where we have " thought" (Luke ix., 4G), fraterni-

ty" where we have "brotherhood" (1 Pet. ii., 17); or they have the more

Latin word where we the less, as "obsecrations' where we have "prayers

(Luke v., 33).
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iug of " inkhorn" terms. Speaking of their own version, and

comparing it with the Rlicmish, published some thirty years

before, they say, " We have shunned the obscurity of the Pa-

pists in the 'Azims,' 'tunicke,' ' rational!," holocausts,' 'pre-

puce,' 'pasche' [they might have added ' scenopegia,' Jolm

vii., 2], and a number of such like, whereof their late transla-

tion is full, and that of purpose to darken the sense." It is

not a little curious tliat three of the words thus found fault

with, namely, " tunic," "rational," and " holocaust," Ijave he-

come thoroughly naturalized in the language.

And yet, while it is thus with the autliors of our Version,

tliere is no extravagant attempt on the other side to put un-

der ban words of Latin or Greek derivation, where there are

not, as. very often there could not be, sufficient equivalents

for them in the homelier portion of our language. Indeed,

they now and then employ those Latin where tliese were

close to their hand : witness " celestial" and " terrestrial" (1

Cor. XV., 40), where it was free to thcra to employ "heaven-

ly" and " earthly ;" " omnipotent," of which they make such

sublime employment at Rev. xix., C, where " almighty" would

have equally served tlieir turn, and would liave been cm-

ployed if their first thought had been always to find an An-

glo-Saxon word. But there is no affectation upon their part

of excluding those other, which in their measure and degree

have as good a right to admission as the most Saxon vocable

of them all; no attempt, like that of Sir John Chcke, who in

his version of St.Matthew—in many respects a valuable mon-

ument of English—substituted " hundrudcr" for " centurion,"

" freshman" for " proselyte," " g.ainbirth"

—

i. c, " againbirth"

for " regeneration," with much else of the same kind. The

fault, it must be owned, was in the right extreme, but was a

fault and affectation no less. In regard of the rendering of

one very notable word, I mean dyair;j, they liave gone back,

as is well known, in a large number of passages (the most

remarkable is 1 Cor. xiii.), from the rendering of the earlier

Anglican versions, and for the Saxon " love" substituted the
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Latin "charity," and this, which is the more worthy of note,

in the face of Tyndale's strong protest against any such ren-

dering.*

One of the most effectual means by which our translators

have attained their rare felicity in diction, while it must di-

minish to a certain extent their claims to absolute originali-

ty enhances in a far higher degree their good sense, moder-

ation, and wisdom ;
justifies the character which in a ccrtam

proud humility they claim to themselves, as " men greater m

other men's eyes than in their own, and that sought the truth

rather than their own praise." I allude to the extent to

which they have availed themselves of the work of those who

went before them, and incorporated this work into their own

every where building, if possible, on the old foundations, and

displacing notliing for the mere sake of change. On this

point we may fitly quote their own words, as best revealing

to us the £>spect under which they contemplated the work

which they had in hand: "Truly, good Christian reader we

never thought from the beginning that we should need to

xnake a new translation, nor yet to make of a bad one a good

one • . but to make a good one a better, or out ofmany

gooi 'ones one principal good one, not justly to be excepted

a.^ainst-that hath been our endeavor, that our mark

°It has thus come to pass that our Version, like a costly mo-

saic besides having its own felicities, is the inher.toi of the

uc^esses in language of all the translations -hich went be-

fore Tyndale's was singularly rich in these, which is the

more rcLrkable, as his other writings do -t -JP-s
-

beauty or charm of language the average ment "^ hi^«°"

temporaries ; and though much of his work has been removed

: th'e succe'ssive revisions which our Bible has undergon

eiT much of it still remains: the alterations are foi the

Lit It verbal, while the forms and moulds into which he

Tas th entences have been to a wonderful extent retained

Ty aU who succeeded him. And not -rely these an^ t^;

\ See his An,.er unto Sir Uo^na. M.re's Dialo,j.e-Work.,^^ .Z, V 253.
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rhythm which is dependent upon these, are his, but even of

his Xi'iic very much survives. To him we owe such phrases

as " turned to flight the armies of the aliens,"* " the author

and finisher of our faith ;" to him, generally, we owe more

than to any single laborer in this field—as, indeed, may be

explained partly, though not wholly, from the fact that he

was the first to thrust in his sickle into this harvest. So

willing were King James's translators to profit by all who

went before them, that they did not decline to use what good

the Rliemish Version occasionally, though rarely, oflFered.

Thus the felicitous phrase, " the ministry of reconciliation"

(2 Cor. v., 18), first appears in it; and the singularly ha])py

rendering of /St'/SijXoc by "profane person" (Ileb. xii., IC);

and were probably derived from it into our Version. Still,

while they were thus indebted to those who went before

them in the same sacred oflice, to Tyndale above all, for in-

numerable turns of successful translation, which they have

not failed to adopt and to make their own, it must not be

supposed that,very many of these were not of their own in-

troduction. A multitude of phrases which, even more than

the rest of Scripture, have become, on account of their beau-

ty and fitness, " household words" and fixed utterances of the

religious life of the English people, we owe to them, and they

first appear in the Version of 1 61 1 ; such, for instance, as " the

Captain of our salvation" (Ileb. ii., 10)," the sin Avhich doth

so easily beset us" (Ileb. xii., 1)," the Prince of life" (Acts

iii., 15).

But in leaving, as I now propose to do, these generals, and

entering on particulars, it is needful to make one preliminary

observation. He who passes judgment on the English of our

version—he, above all, who finds fault with it, should be fair-

ly acquainted with the English of that age in which this Ver-

sion appeared. Else he may be very unjust to that which

he is judging, and charge it with inexactness of rendering,

• It may be said that this is obvioos
;
yet not so. The Rheims does not

get nearer to it than " turned away the cninji of foreigners."
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where, indeed, it was perfectly exact according to the En-

glish of the time, and-has only ceased to be so now through

subsequent changes or modifications in the meaning of words.

Few, I am persuaded, who have studied our translation, and

tried how far it will bear a strict comparison with the origi-

nal which it undertakes to represent, but have at times been

tempted to make hasty judgments here, and to pass sen-

tences of condemnation, which they have afterward, on bet-

ter knowledge, seen reason to recall, and to confess their own

presumption in making. Certainly, for myself, in many places

where I once thought our translators had been wanting in

precision of rendering, I now perceive that, according to the

English of their own day, their version is exempt from the

faintest shadow of blame. It is quite true that their ren-

dering lias become in a certain measui'e inexact for us, but

this from circumstances quite beyond their control, namely,

through those mutations of language which never cease, and

which cause words innumerable to drift imperceptibly away

from those meanings which once they owned. In many cases,

no doubt, our Authorized Version, by its recognized authori-

ty, by an influence silently working, but not the less pro-

foundly felt, has kept words in their places, has given a fixity

and stability ofmeaning to them which otherwise they would

not have possessed ; but the cufients at work in language

have been sometimes so strong as to overbear even this con-

trolling power. The most notable examples of the kind

which occur to me are the following

:

Matt, vi., 25.—"Take no thought for your life what ye shall

eat, or what ye shall drink." This "take no thought" is

certainly an inadequate translation in our present English of

/ij) fitpiftrart. The precept, as we read it now, seems to ex-

clude and to condemn that just forward-looking care which

belongs to man, and differences him from the beasts which

live only in the present ; and " most English critics have la-

mented the inadvertence ofour Authorized Version, which, in

biddin'' us 'take no thought' for the necessaries of life, pre-
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scribes to us what is impracticable in itself, and would be a
breach of Christian duty even were it possible."* But there

is no " inadvertence" here, nor, in this point at least, at Matt,
x., J 9. When our translation was made, " Take no thought"
was a perfectly correct rendering of ^1) ficpifiyaTe. "Thought"
was then constantly used as equivalent to anxiety or solicit-

ous care, as let witness this passage from Bacon
:f

" Harris,

an alderman in London, was put in trouble, and died with
thought and anxiety before his business came to an end ;" or,

still better, this from one of the Somera Tracts (its date is of
the reign of Elizabeth) : "In five hundred years only two
queens have died in child-birth. Queen Catharine Parr died
rather ofthought:'X A yet better example even than either

of these is that occurring in Shakespeare's Julius Ccesar%
(" take thought, and die for Cajsar"), where " to take thought"
is to take a matter so seriously to heart that death ensues.

A comparison of 1 Sam. ix., 5 with x., 2, and of both with the
original text, will niakp still more evident what force our
translators gave to the phrase " take thought."

Luke xiii., 7.—" Why cumbereth it the ground ?" « Cum-
bereth" seems here too weak and too negative a rendprin"'

of rarnjoytT, a word implying active positive mischief; and
so no doubt it is in the present acceptation of " to cumber,"
which means no more than " to burden." But it was not
so always. "To cumber" meant once to vex, annoy, injure,

trouble ; Spenser speaks of " cumbrous gnats." It follows

that when Bishop Andrews quotes the present passage,!
" Why troubleth it the ground ?" (I do not know from whence
he derived this "troubleth," which is not in any of our trans-

* Scrivener, Notet on the New Testament, vol. i., p. 1G2; and comp. Al-
ford, in loco.

t History ofHenry the Seventh. J Vol. i., p. 172.

§ Act ii., sc. 1. The Paston Letters (vol. ii., p. C9, ed. 1840) supply an-
pther ^ood example ; and Golding's Ooid, b. x., another

:

"Seven days be snt forloni upon the bank, and never eat
A bit of bread. Care, teara and thought, and lorrow were bla meot."

II Works, vol. ii., p. 40.
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lations), and when Coverdale renders it, " Why hindereth it

the ground?" they seem, but are not really, more accurate

than our own translators were. The employment by these

last of " cumber" at Luke x., 40 (the only other place in the

Authorized Version where the word occurs), is itself decisive

of the sense they ascribed to it. Ilfpicffjraro (literally " was

distracted") is there rendered by them " was cumbered."*

Acts xvii., 23.—"As I passed by and beheld your devo-

tions." This was a perfectly correct rendering of ae/iairfiaTa

at the time our translation was made, although as much can

scarcely be affirmed of it now. " Devotions" is now abstract,

and means the mental offerings of the devout worshiper; it

was once concrete, and meant the outward objects to which

these were rendered, as temples, altars, images, shrines, and

the like ; " HeiligthUraer" De Wette has very happily render-

ed it; comp. Bel and Drag., 27, and 2 Thcss. ii., 4, the only

other passage in the New Testament where the word occurs,

and where we have rendered iravra \iyvftivov Oeov ») al/iaafia,

" all that is called God or that is toorshijyed." It is such—not

the " devotions" of the Athenians worshiping, but the objects

which the Athenians devoutly worshiped—which St. Paul af-

firms that he " beheld," or, as it would be better, " accurately

considered" {iLyadtupwy). Yet the following passage in Hid-

ncfa Arcadia will bear out our translators, and justify their

use of "devotions" as accurate in their time, though no lon-

ger accurate in ours : " Dametas began to look big, to march

up and down, swearing by no mean devotions that the walls

should not keep the coward from him."t

• I have no doubt that most renderB of that magnificent passage iny««>"

Ca.ar, where Antony prophesies over the dead body of Cmsar the ills of wh.ch

that murder shall be the cause, give to "cumber" a wrong sense m the fol-

lowing Unes

:

__ po^eBtlc fary «nd fierce civil strife

Bball camber all the parts of Italy."

Thev understand, shall load with coT.ses of the slain, or, as we say, "encum-

W^_" oTleast I understood it long. A good, even a grand sense, but .t .s

r,^ • ..™'= Ha means sliall trouble or mischief.

""jfhavTnTrlmofedThrXgraph in this second edition, hut the fact
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Acts xix., 37.—"Ye have brought hither these men, who
are neither robbers of churches (itpoffuXowe), nor blasphem-

ers of your goddess." I long counted this " robbers of

churches" if not positively incorrect, yet a slovenly and in-

defensible transfer of Christian language to heathen objects;

that "robbers of temples" or some such phrase, should rath-

er have stood here. But there is no incorrectness in the

phrase, as judged by the language of that day. "Church"

is in constant use in early English for lieathen and Jewish

temples as well as for Chiistiijn places of worship. I might

quote a large array of proofs ; I suppose Gelding's Ovid

would yield fifty examples of this use. Two, however, will

suffice. In the first, which is from Holland's Pliny* the

term is applied to a heathen temple :
" This is that Latoiia

which you see in the Church of Concordia in Rome;" while

in the second, from Sir John Cheke's translation of St. Mat-

thew, it is a name given to the temple at Jerusalem :
" And,

lo, the veil of the Church was torn into two parts from the

top downward" (Matt, xxvii., 51).f

Acts xxi., 15.—"After three days we took up our carriages

and went up to Jerusalem." A critic of the early part of

this century makes himself merry with these words, and their

inaccurate rendering ofthe original :
" It is not i)robablc that

the Cilician tent-maker was either so rich or so lazy." And
a more modern objector to the truthfulness of the Acts asks,

How could they have taken up their carriages, wlien there is

no road for wheels, nothing but a mountain track, between

Caesarea and Jerusalem ? But " carriage" is a constant word

in the English of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuryj for

which I had not, but ought to have noted, namciy, that our translators give

as a marginal reading "gods that you worship, 2 Tliess. ii., 4," leaves it, on

the whole, more probable that they employed "devotions," not in this ob-

jective, but in its modern subjective sense, in which case the rendering is nut

to be defended. * Vol. ii., p. 502.

t Again, in Marlowe's Translation of the First Booh of Lucan:

"These troops sbonld soon poll down the Church of Jove."

} Spaiincus charged his [Lentulus'n] lieutenants, that led the army, over-
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baggage, being that which men carry, and not, as now, that

which carries them. Nor can there be any doubt that it is

employed by our translators here, as also in one or two other

passages where it occurs, iu this sense (Judg. xviii., 21 ; 1

Sam. xvii., 22) ; and while so understood, the words " took up

our carriages" are a very sufficient rendering of the tinaKtva-

aiifuvoi of the original. The Geneva has it correctly, though

somewhat quaintly, " we trussed up our fardels."

1 Cor. iv., 4.—" I know nothing bij myself." This hardly

conveys any distinct meaning to the English reader, or, if it

suggests any, it is a wrong one. In his o'vUv ifiavru aivoila

the°apostlc would say, "I know nothing of myself," in other

words," against myself;" "I have, so far as I can see into my

own heart and life, a conscience void of offense." Examples

of "by" thus used with the power of our modern "against"

al-e not common even in our early literature, but from time

to time occur. Thus, in Foxe's Booh of Martyrs, an inquis-

itor to a poor woman whom he is examining, "Thou hast

spoken evil words by the queen ;" and she answers,
'|
No man

living upon earth can prove any such things by me."*

Ephes iv., 3.—" Endeavoring to keep the unity of the

Spirit in the bond of peace." Passages like this, in which

the verb "endeavor" occurs, will sometimes seem to have

been carelessly and loosely translated, when, indeed, they

were rendered with perfect accuracy accordmg to the tn-

clish of that day. " Endeavor," it has been well said,
'
once

denoted all possible tension, the highest e.iergy that could

be directed to an object. With us it means the last feeble,

hopeless attempt of a person who knows that he can not ac-

complish his aim,b^t makes a conscience of gomg through

some formalities for the purpose of showmg that the fa.Ime

is not his fault."! Mdro than one passage suffers from this

threw them,' and took all their carriage" [r.jv a..«.t.4. aVaaa.]. North's

''n^aiS^/SLi^M ro„.. ^V K«r.„ ^«..V.

t Lincoln'»-Inn Sermons, by F.D. Maunce, p. 1C6.
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change in the force of " endeavor," as 2 Pet. i., 15, and thisj

from the Ephesians still more. If we attach to " endeavor"

its present meaning, we may too easily persuade ourselves

that the apostle does no more than bid us to attempt to pre-

serve this unity, and that he quite recognizes the possibility

of our being defeated in the attempt. He docs no such

thing; he assumes success. 2n-ouSafovrfc means "giving all

diligence," and "endeavoring" meant no less two centuries

and a half ago.

1 Tim. v., 4.—" If any widow have children or nephews."

But why, it has been asked, are tk-yora translated " nephews"

here, and not "grandchildren" or "descendants?" and why
should "nephews" be specially charged v.ith this duty of

supporting their relatives? The answer is, that "nephews"

(=" nepotes") was the constant word for grandchildren and

other lineal descendants, as witness the following passages

;

this from Hooker :
" With what intent they [the apocryphal

books] were first published, those words of the nephew of Je-

sus do plainly signify, 'After that my grandfather Jesus had

given himself to the reading of the Law and of the Prophets,

he purposed also to write something pertaining to learning

and wisdom ;' "* and this from Holland :
" The warts, black

moles, spots, and freckles of fathers, not appearing at all

upon their own children's skin, begin afterward to put forth

and show themselves in their nephews, to wit, the children of

their sons and daughters."! There is no doubt that " neph-

ews" is so used here, as also at Judges xii., 14. Yet it has

misled a scholar so accurate as the late Professor Blunt, who,

writing of the apostolic times, urges that in them the duties

of piety extended so far, that not children only, but " neph-

ews," were expected to support their aged relations.^

1 Pet. ii., 4, 5.—"To whom coming, as unto a living stone,

.... ye also as lively stones are built up." Many proljably

* Ecclesiastical Polity, b. v. , c. xx.

t Plutarch's Morals, p. 555.

t Church of the First Three Centuries, p. 27.
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before row have wondered and regretted that \iOov iCivTa be-

ing translated " a living stone," XiBoi fwcrtc, which follows im-

mediately after, should be no more than "lively stones;"

" living," as applied to Christ, being thus brought down to

" lively," as applied to Christians, with no corresponding re-

duction in the original to warrant it. Now I think it certain-

ly is to be regretted that our translators did not retain one

and the same word, namely,'" living," in both places, seeing

that they found one and the same in their original. Still, for

all this, it must not be forgotten that " lively" was far more

nearly equipollent to " living" once than now it is, even if it

was not BO altogether. Examples in proof are given below.*

I can not but think that, in case of a revision, words like

these, which have imperceptibly shifted their position since

our translation was made, should be exchanged fur others -

now occupying the place which they occupied once. Such

words, current intellectual money still, but whose value is

different now from what once it was, are more perilous, more

likely to deceive than words wholly obsolete. The last are

like rocks which stand out from the sea ; we are warned of

their presence, and there is little danger of our making ship-

wreck upon them. But words like those just cited, as famil-

iar now as they ever have been, but employed in quite dif-

ferent meanings from those which they once possessed, are

hidden rocks, which give no notice of their presence, and on

which we may be shipwrecked, if I may so say, without so

much as being aware of it. It would be manifestly desirable

that these unnoticed obstacles to our seizing the exact sense

of Scripture—obstacles which no carelessness of our transla-

tors, but which Time in its onward course, has placed in our

^ay—should be removed. " Res fugiunt, vocabula manent"

• "Had I bat seen thy picture In this plight,

It nonld have madded me. What ahall I do,

Now I behold tby Kselj/ body eo r"

Titut Androninu, Act lU., ac. 1.

"That hla dear father might Interment have.

See, the yonng man entered a liveli/ grave."

Haaalnger, The Fatal Dowry, Act 11., eel.
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of the two
" """"'' "' """" "'""'^'^ ^ .eadjustment

Let me too observe that in thus changing that which bves.,ent changes of time has become L^. to mil.olt wlshould only be working in the spirit, and according to themam^st intention, which in their time guided the U^J^:.ot 1611. They evidently contemplated as part of their taskthe removing from their revision of such wo.'is as in the L "eof years had become to their contemporaries unintelligible o
misleadincr. For instan^P '^t^A \„ ,

<-"'i,iuiL 01

seoarato. .n/
instance, to depart" no longer meant to

depart was changed in the Marriage Service for thnt «,)„Vh

love of God
) at Rom. vi.,., 39. "To allow" hardly meantany longer "to praise" (allaudare), « to have pleasure in

""
was not therefore, suffered to remain as the rendering of

vttft 1 T T' ' ?""^'' "''•' '' ''"•'»'" "'-n-tenc^y, it

;::iatt!:^'^'"^
'--' ' ^^-"^^^ ^ '^"^^ -^ -^^.^-

At Matt: xxiii., 25, we have another example of the sameT^ words stood there up to the time of the Geneva version.'Ye make clean the outer side of the cup and of the platterbut within they are full of ,ril>er,j and excess." Z£y^
however, about their time was losing, or had lost, its me';-ing of rapine or extortion, and was, therefore, no lon<.er a fitrendering of.p.„,^ ; the " bribour" or " briber" was no°t equiv-
alent to the robber

:
they therefore did wisely and well i^ ex-changing < bribery" for « extortion" here. They dealt n tl'esame spirit with "noisome" at 1 Tim. vi., 9. In the earii rversK>„s of the English Church, and up t'o their vis

stood, "They that will be rich fall into temptation and snai^eand ,nto many foolish and noisome (/S^.^dc) lusts." "n1some," that is, when those translations were made, was sim-
T
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ply cqaivalent to noxious or hurtful ;* but in the beginning

of the seventeenth century it was acquiring a new meaning,

the same which it now retains, namely, that of exciting dis-

gust rather than that of doing actual hurt or harm. Thus a

tiger would have been " noisome" in old English ; a skunk or

a polecat would be " noisome" in modern. Here was reason

enough for the change which they made.

Indeed, our only complaint against them in this matter is,

that they did not carry out this side of their revision con-

sistently and to the full. Thus they have suffered the very

word last mentioned, " noisome" I mean, to remain in some

other passages from which it should no less have disappeared.

Three or four of these occur in the Old Testament, as Job

xxxi., 40 ; Psa. xci., 3 ; Ezek. xiv., 21 ; only one in the New,

Rev. xvi., 2, where i:aKo»' eXicoc is certainly not "a noisome

sore" in our sense of " noisome," that is, offensive or disgust-

ing, but an " evil," or, as the Rheiins has it, " a cruel sore."

It°i9 the same with " by-and-by." Tliis, when they wrote,

was ceasing to mean " immediately." The inveterate procras-

tination of men had caused it to designate a remoter term,

even as " presently" does not any longer mean " at this pres-

ent," but " in a little while ;" and " to intend any thing" is

not' now " earnestly to do," but " to pniTOse doing it." They

did well, therefore, that in many cases, as at Mark ii., 12, they

did not leave " by-and-by" as a rendering of ei/Ofwi and Mt.

They would have done still better if they had removed it in

every case, and not suffered it in four places (Matt, xiii.,21

;

Mark vi., 25 ; Luke xvii., 7 ; xxi., 9) to remain.

Again, " to grudge" was ceasing in their time to have the

sense of" to murmur openly," and was already signifying "to

repine inwardly;" a "grudge" was no longer an open utter-

ance of discontent and displeasure at the dealings of another.f

• " He rthe superstitious person] is persuaded that they be gods indeed,

but such as be noi«>me, hurtful, and doing mischief unto men. Holland,

T" vtiSi'^S.,. Ch.ist suffered the cruel Je.s to crown him
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but a secret resentment thereupon entertained. It was only

proper, therefore, that they should replace " to grudge" by
" to murmur," and a " grudge" by a " murmuring," in such

passages as Mark xiv., 5 ; Acts vi., 1. On two occasions,

however, they have suffered " grudge" to stand, where it no

longer conveys to us with accuracy the meaning of the orig-

inal, and even in their time must have failed to do so. These

are 1 Pet. iv., 9, where they render avcv yoyyva^Siv, " without

grudging," and James v., 9, where fii) arivaliiTe is rendered

" Grudge not."* These renderings were inherited from their

predecessors, but their retention was an oversight.

In another instance our translators have failed to carry out

to the full the substitution of a more appropriate phrase for

one, which indeed, unlike those others, could have been at no

time worthy of praise, or any thing else than more or less

misleading. They plainly felt that "Easter," which had

designated first a heathen, and then a Christian festival, was

not happily used to set forth a Jewish feast, even thougli that

might occupy the same place in the Jewish calendar which

Easter occupied in the Christian ; and they therefore removed
" Easter" from places out of number where in the earlier ver-

sions it had stood as the rendering of nd(rx"> substituting

"Passover" in its room. With all this, they have suffered

"Easter" in a single instance— at Acts xii., 4, "intending

after Easter to bring him forth to the people"—to remain

;

sometimes, I am sure, to the perplexity of the English read-

er. "Jewry," in like manner, which has been replaced by

"Judaea" almost every where else, has yet been allowed, I

must needs believe by the same oversight, twice to continue

(Luke xxiii., 5 ; John vii., 1).

with most sharp thorns, and to strike him with a reed." Examination of

William Thorpe, in Koxe's Book of Martyrs.

* As an evidence of the perplexity which "grudge,'' used as it is here, was

calculated to create, see Manton's Commentary on St. James, in /oco, lC5I,p.

.'>I9, who is " unwilling to recede from our own translation," but is unable to

accept " Grudge not," to which he gives its modern sense, as a fair rendering

of /i^ ffrtfditrf, which indeed, so reg.trded, it is not.
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Thus much in regard of obsolete uses of words not iu

themselves obsolete ; but the way of dealing with words act-

ually themselves obsolete is not by any means so clear. It

does not, indeed, seem difficult to lay down a rule here ; the

difficulties mainly attend its application. The rule seems to

' me to be this : Where words have become perfectly unintel-

ligible to the gi'eat body of those for whom the translation is

made, the iSiurai of the Church, they ought clearly to be ex-

changed for others ; for the Bible works not as a charm, but

as reaching the heart and conscience through the intelligent

faculties of its hearers and readers. Thus is it with "taches,"

" ouches," " knops," " neesings," " mufflers," " wimples," " ha-

bergeon," "brigandiue," " boiled," " ear" {arare), " daysman,"

in the Old Testament, words dark even to scholars, where

their scholarship is rather in Latin and Greek than in early

English. Of these, however, there is hardly one in the New
Testament. There is, indeed, in it no inconsiderable amount

of archaism, but of a quite diffijrcnt character ; words which,

while they arc felt by our people to be old and unusual, are

yet, if I do not deceive myself, perfectly understood by them,

by wise and simple, educated and uneducated alike. Tlicse,

shedding round the sacred volume the reverence of age, re-

moving it from the ignoble associations which will often

cleave to the language of tlic day, should on no account be

touched, but rather thankfully acknowledged and carefully

preserved. "The dignity resulting from archaisms,"* in

Bishop Ilorsley's words," is not to be too readily given up."

For, indeed, it is good that the phraseology of Scripture

should not be exactly that of our common life; that it should

be removed from tiie vulgarities, and even the familiarities,

of this
;
just as there is a sense of fitness which dictates that

the architecture of a church should be different from that of

a House.

It might seem superfluous to urge this, yet it is far from

so being. It is well-nigh incredible what words it has been

Biblical Criticiim, vol. iii., p. 301.
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sometimes proposed to dismiss from our version on the

ground that they "are now almost or entirely obsolete."

Symonds thinks "clean escaped" (2 Peter ii., 18) "a very

low expression ;" and, on the plea of obsoleteness, Wcmyss
proposed to get rid of "straightway," "haply," "twain,"

"athirst," "wax," "lack," "cnsample," "jeopardy," "gar-

ner," "passion," with a multitude of other words not a whit

more aloof from our ordinary use. Purver, whose New and
Literal Translation of the Old and New Testament appeared

in 17C4, has an enormous list of expressions that are "clown-

ish, barbarous, base, hard, technical, misapplied, or new coin-

ed," and among these are " beguile," "boisterous," " lineage,"

" perseverance," " potentate," " remit," " seducers," " shorn,"

"swerved," "vigilant," "unloose," "unction," "vocation."

For each of these (many hundreds in number) he proposes to

substitute some other.

And the same worship of the fleeting present, of the tran-

sient fashions of the hour in language, with the same con-

tempt of that stable past which in all likelihood will be the

enduring future, long after these fashions have passed away
and are forgotten, manifests itself to an extravagant degree

in the version of the American Bible Union. It needs but
for a word to have the slightest suspicion of age upon it, to

have ceased, it may be only for the moment, to be the cur-

rent money of the street and the market-place, and there is

nothing for it but peremptory exclusion. "Chasten" and
"chastening," "to better," "to faint," "to quicken," "con-

versation," " saints," " wherefore," " straitly," " wroth," with

hundreds more, are thrust out, avowedly upon this plea, and
modern substitutes introduced in their room. I can fancy no

more efiectual scheme for debasing the version, nor, if it were

admitted as the law of revision, for the lasting impoverish-

ment of the English tongue. One can only compare this

course with a custom of the Fiji islanders, who, as soon as

their relations begin to show signs of age, put them out of

the way. They, however, have at least this to say for them-
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selves, that these old would grow older, more helpless, more

burdensome every day. It is nothing of the kind with the

words which, on something of a similar pica, are forcibly dis-

missed. A multitude of these, often the most precious ones,

after a period of semi-obsoleteness, of withdrawal from active

service for a while, obtain a second youth, pass into free and

unquestioned currency again. In proof of this, we need only

to refer to such a document as Speght's Glossary of " old and

obscure words" in Chaucer, of date 1667.* A very large pro-

portion of these are not " old" and not " obscure," have not

the faintest shadow of obsoleteness clinging to them at the

present. But nothing would so effectually hinder this reju-

venescence, this palingenesy of words, as the putting a ban

upon them directly they pass out of vulgar use ; as tliis reso-

lution, that if they have withdrawn for ever so brief a time

from the every-day service of men, they shall never be per-

mitted to return to it again. A true lover of his natiyc

tongue will adopt another course.

" Obscurata diu populo bonus eruet
;"

and words which are in danger of disappearing, instead of

bidding them begone, he will do his best to win back and to

detain.

This retaining of the old diction in all places where a high-

er interest, that, namely, of being understood by all, did not

imperatively require the substitution ofanother phrase, would

be most needful, not merely for the reverence which attaches

to it, and for the avoiding every unnecessary disturbance in

the minds of the people, but for the shunning of another dan-

ger, which ought not lightly to be hazarded. Were the sub-

stitution of new for old carried out to any largo extent, this

most injurious consequence would follow, namely, that our

translation would be no longer of a piece, not any more one

web and woof, but in part English of the seventeenth centu-

ry, in part English of the nineteenth. Now, granting that

• See some more proofs of the same in my Englith Past and Present,

foartb edition, p. 80.
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English of the nineteenth century is as good as English of
the seventeenth, of which there may be very reasonable

doubts, still they are not the same ; the differences between
them are considerable. Some of these differences we can ex-

plain, others, we must be content only to feel. But even
those who could not explain any part of them would yet be
conscious of them, would be pained by such a work in a sense

of incongruity, of new patches on an old garment, and of

those failing to agree with this.* Now all will admit that it

is of vast importance that the Bible of the nation should be

a book capable of being read with delight—I mean quite

apart from its higher claim as God's Word to be read with

devoutest reverence and honor. It can be so now. But the

sense of pleasure and satisfaction in it, I mean merely as the

foremost English classic, would be greatly impaired by any
alterations which seriously affected the homogcneousuess of

its style. And this, it must be remembered, is a danger al-

together new, one which did not at all beset the former re-

visions. From Tyndale's first edition of his New Testament

in 1526 to the Authorized Version there elapsed in all but

eighty-five years, and this period was broken up into four or

five briefer portions by Cranmcr's, Coverdale's, the Geneva,

the Bishops' Bible, which were published in the interval be-

tween one date and the other. But from the date of King
James's Translation (1611) to the present day nearly two

* The same objection would attend the introduction of words in themselves

old, but employed in modern senses, such as were quite foreign to them when
our Version was made. For instance, the American Bible Union substitutes

"reflexion" for "discretion,"a3arenderingof nHlp,Prov. ii., 1 1. Kut "re-

flexion" was not used to designate a mental operation till toward thq end of

the seventeenth century. It belongs to the Lockian period of mental philos-

ophy, not to the Baconian ; if, indeed, Locke himself was not the first to em-

ploy "reflexion" in this sense. Webster, in like manner, substitutes "ex--

pire" for "give up the ghost;" but "expire," in this sense at least, belongs

also to the latter half, not to the former, of the same century. He substitutes

"plunder" for "spoil"—a worse error; for "to plunder," as is familiar to

most, was a word unknown to the language till it was brought here, just

about the beginning of our ("ivil Wars, by some who had served under Gns-

tavus Adolphus in Germany.
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hundred and fifty years have elapsed ; and more than this

time, it can not be doubted, will have elapsed before any

steps are actually taken in this matter. When we argue for

the facilities of revision now from the facilities of revision on

previous occasions, wc must not forget that the long interval

of time whicli has elapsed since our last review of the En-

glish text, so very much longer than lay between any of the

preceding, has in many ways immensely complicated the

problem, has made many precautions necessary now, which

would have been superfluous then.*

Certainly, too, when we read what manner of stuff is offer-

ed to us in exchange for the language ofour Authorised Ver-

sion, we learn to prize it more highly than evei". Indeed, wc
hardly know the immeasurable worth of its religious diction

till we set this side by side with what oftentimes is proffered

in its room. Thus, not to speak of some suggested changes

which would be positively offensive, wc should scarcely bo

gainers in perspicuity or accuracy if for Jam. i., 8, which now
stands "A double-minded man is unstable in all his ways,"

we were to read, "A man unsteady in his opinions is uncon-

stant in all his actions" (Wemyss). Our gains would not be

greater if "Count it all joy when ye fall into divers tempta-

* It is an eminent merit in the Revision of the Authorized Version hy Five

Clergymen, of which the Gospel of St. John and the Kplstle to the Romans
have already appeared, that they hare not merely urged by precept, but shown

by proof, that it is possible to revise our Version, and at the some time to pre-

serve unimpaired the character of the English in which it is composed. Nor
is it only on this account that we may accept this work as by far the most

hopeful contribution which we have yet had to the solution of a great and

difficult problem, but also as showing that where reverent hands touch that

building, which some would have wholly pulled down that it might be wholly

built up again, these find only the need of here and there replacing a stone

which bad been incautiously built into the wall, or which, trustworthy materi-

al once, has now yielded to the lapse and injury of time, while they leave the

building itself in its main features and frame-work untouched. Differing as'

the revisers occasionally do even among themselves, they will not wonder that

others sometimes differ from the conclusions at which they have arrived ; but

there can, I think, be no difference upon this point, namely, that their work

deserves the most grateful recognition of the Church.
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tions" (Jam. i., 2) were replaced, as Turnbull, one ofour latest

workers in this field, would have it, by the following : " Keep
yourselves perfectly cheerful when you arc exposed to a va-

riety of trials." So, too, the first clause of Col. ii., 22 may
not be very satisfactory as it now stands; yet who would
recognize " injunctions which are all detrimental by their im-

proper use," which is TurnbuU's again, as indeed an improved
translation ? Neither would the advantage be very evident

if" I have a baptism to be baptized with" (Luke xii., 50) gave
place to " I have an immersion to undergo." "Wrath to

come" we may well bo contented to retain, though we are of-

fered "impending vengeance" in its place. "Shall cut him
asunder" is certainly a more vigorous, not to say a more ac-

curate rendering of htxorofii'iact than " will punish him with
the utmost severity" (Ifatt. xxiv., 51). There is not so great
plainness of speech in "the deadness of Sarah's womb" that
it needs to bo exchanged for " Sarah's incapacity for child-

bearing" (Rom. iv., 20).* " In chambering and wantonness"
would not be improved on even though wc were to substi-

tute for it " in unchaste and immodest gratifications." Dr.
Campbell's work "On the Four Gospels" contains disserta-

tions which have their value
; yet the profit would be small

of superseding Mark vi., 19, 20, as it now stands, by the fol-

lowing: "This roused Ilcrodias's resentment, who would have
killed John, but could not, because Ilerod respected him, and,

knowing him to be a just and holy man, protected him, and
did many things recommended by him, and heard him with
pleasure." Of Ilarwood's Liberal Translation of the JVew
Testament (London, 1768), and the follies of it, not very far

from blasphemous, it is unnecessary to give any specimens.

' I thought at first that it was the mere love of slip-slop in the place of
genuine Knglish which had induced this change

; but when, turning to anoth-
er page of Mr. Sawyer's new Version (Boston, 1858), from which tliis and the
last specimen are drawn, I met, "Can he become an unborn infant of his

mother a second time?" substituted for " Can he enter the second time into
his mother's womb?" (John iii., 4), I at once recognized that it was that ex-
aggerated sense of propriety, so rife in America, which we more justly count
impropriety, that dictated both these alterations.
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When we consider, not the words of our Version one by

one, but the words in combination, as they are linked to one

another, and by their position influence and modify one an-

other—in short, the accidence and the syntax, this, being

good, is yet not so good as the selection of the words them-

selves. There arc undoubtedly inaccuracies and negligences

here. Bishop Lowtli long ago pointed out several faults in

the grammatical construction of sentences ;* and although it

must be confessed that now and then he is hypercritical, and

that his objections will not stand, yet others which he has

not pressed would be found to supply the place of those which

must therefore be withdrawn.

But here too, and before entering on this matter, there is

room for the same observation which was made in respect of

the words of our translation. Many charges have also been

lightly and ignorantly, some presumptuously, made. Our

translators now and then appear ungrammatical because they

give us, as they needs, must, the grammar of their own day,

and not the grammar of ours.f It is curious to find Bishop

NewcomeJ taking them to task for using " his" or " her"

where they ought to have used " its," as in passages like the

following : " But if the salt have lost Aw savor, wherewith

shall it be salted ?" (Matt, v., 13). " Charity doth not behave

itself unseemly, seeketh not her own" (1 Cor. xiii., 5 ;
comp.

* In his Short Introduction to Englith Grammar.

t The French Academy, in the Preface to the new Dictionnaire Iliitorique

de la Langue Franfaise, has some excellent remarks in respect of acts of sim-

ilar injustice which often are committed, p. xv. : "Ccs fcrivains y seront

quelquefois dc'fendus centre d'indiscretes critiques, qui leur ont reproche

comme des fautes de Inngage ce qui n'dtnit que I'emploi legitime de la langue

de lear temps. A chaque ipoque s'dtablissent des habitudes, des conventions,

des regies mSme, auxquelles n'ont pu assurdment se conformer par nvance Ics

icrivains des dpoques anidrienres, et quil nest ni juste ni raisonnable de lenr

opposer, comme s'il s'agissait de ces premiers principes dont rautoritd est ab-

solue et universelle. C'est pourtant en vertn de cette jurisprudence retroact-

ive qu'ont 6t4 condamnces, chez d'excellents auteurs, des maniilres de par-

ler alofB odmises, et auxquelles un long abandon n'a pas toujours enlevd ce

qu'elles avaient de grftce et de vivacite."

t JJistorical View of the English Biblical Trantlationa, Dublin, 1 792, p. 289.
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Rev. xxii., 2). " This sometimes," he complains, " introduces

strange confusion." But this " confusion," as he calls it, " this

inaccuracy in grammar," as Webster has styled it, was indeed

no confusion, no inaccuracy at all. When our translators

wrote, it was inevitable, or at least could only be avoided by

circumlocutions, as by the use of " thereof;" nor, moreover,

did this usage present itself as any confounding of masculine

and neuter, or of personal and impersonal, at the time when

our Version was made ; for then that very serviceable, but

often very inharmonious little word " its," as a genitive of

" it," had not appeared, or had only just appeared, timidly

and rarely; in the language,* and "his" was quite as much a

neuter as a masculine.

Others have in other points found fault with the grammar

of our Version where, in like manner, they "Iiave condemned

tlie guiltless," their objections frequently serving only to re-

veal their own unacquaintance with the history and past evo-

lution of their native tongue—an unacquaintance excusable

enough in others, yet hardly in those who set themselves up

as critics and judges in so serious and solemn a matter as is

* I have elsewhere entered on this matter somewhat more fully {English

Past and Present, 4th ed., p. 128 sqq.), and have there observed that "its"

nowhere occurs in our Authorized Version. Lev. xxv., 5 ("of i(s own ac-

cord"), which had been urged as invalidating my assertion, does not so real-

ly
J

for reference to the first, or, indeed, to any of the early editions, will

show that in them the passage stood "of it own accord." Nor is "it"here

a misprint for "its;" for we have exactly the same "by it own accord" in

the Geneva Version, Acts xii., 10 ; and in other Knglish books of the begin-

ning of the seventeenth century, which never employ "its." Thus, in Itog-

ers's iVaaman the Syrian, published in 1G42, but the lectures delivered some

eight years earlier :
" I am at this mark, to withdraw the soul from the life

of it own hand," Preface, p. 1. ; and again :
" The power of the Spirit is such

that it blows at it own pleasure," p. 441 ; and once more : "The scope which

mercy proposes to herself in the turning of the soul to God, even the gloi-y

of i7 own self," p. 442. There are a few examples of "its" in Shakespeare,

but several of "it," as it were gradually preparing the other's way. Thus,

in The Winter's Tale, Act iii., sc. 2 : "The innocent milk in it most inno-

cent month;" and again, ^in^ .7oA», Act ii.,sc. 1: "Go to it grnndame,

child." There is a full treatment of this word, with notices of the first ap-

pearance of it, in Mr. Craik's very valuable work. On the English of Shake-

speare, p. 9 1

.
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here brought into judgment. This ignorance is indeed some-

times surprising. Thus Wemyss* complains of a false con-

cord at Rev. xviii., 17: "For in one hour so great riches is

come to naught." lie did not know that " riches" is proper-

ly no plural at all, and the final " s" in it no sign of a plural,

but belonging to the word in its French form, " richesse,"

and that "riches" has only become a plural, as "alms" and

" eaves" are becoming, and "peas" has become, such, through

a general forgetfulness of this fact. When Wicliffe wants a

plural he adds another " s," and writes " richessis" (Rom. ii.,

4 ; Jam. v., 2). At the same time it is undoubtedly true that,

when our Version was made, " riches" was already commonly

regarded and dealt with as a plural ; in this Version itself it

is generally so used,f and therefore it would have been better

for consistency's sake if they had made no exception here

;

but there is no grammatical error in the case any more than

when Shakespeare writes, "The riches of the ship is come to

shore." The same objector finds fault with "asked an alms"

(Acts iii., 3), and suggests " asked some alms" in its room, ev-

idently on the same assumption that " alms" is plural. Nei-

ther can he tolerate our rendering of 1 Tim. v., 23: "Use a

little wine for thine often infirmities ;" but complains of" oft-

en," an adverb, here used as though it were an adjective

;

while, indeed, the adjectival use of "oft," "often," surviving

still in "o/rtimes," " o/<entimes," is the primary, the adverb-

ial merely secondary.

But, all frivolous, ungrounded objections set aside, there

will still remain a certain number of passages where the

grammatical construction is capable of impt-ovement. In gen-

eral, the very smallest alteration will set every thing right.

These are some

:

Heb. v., 8.—"Though he were a Son, yet learned he obe-

• Biblical Gleanings, p. 212.

t But not always; for at Jer. xlviii., 3G it stood in the early editions,

" The richft that he hath gotten i> perished." In such modem editions as I

have consulted, " is" has been tacitly changed into " are."
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dience by the things which he suffered." If the apostle had

been putting a possible hypothetical case, this would be cor-

rect ; for example, " Thovgh he slay me, yet will I trust in

him" (Job xiii., 15), is without fault. But here, on the con-

trary, he is assuming a certain conceded fact, that Christ was

a Son, and that, being such, and though he was such, yet in

this way of sufiering he learned obedience. "Though" is

here a' concessive conditional particle, the Latin " etsi" or

" etiamsi" as followed by an indicative, and should have it-

self been followed by such in our Version. It ought to be,

"Though he was a Son, etc."

John ix., 31.—" If any man be a worshiper of God, and do-

eth his will, him he heareth." As in the passage just noted

we have a subjunctive instead of an indicative, an actual ob-

jective fact dealt with as though it were only a possible sub-

jective conception, so here we have just the converse, an in-

dicative instead of a subjunctive. It is true that in modern

English the subjunctive is so rapidly disappearing, that "If

any man doeth his will" might very well pass. Still it wiis

an error when our translators wrote; and there is, at any

rate, an inconcinnity in allowing the indicative "docth," in

the second clause of the sentence, to follow the subjunctive

" be" in the first, both equally depending upon " if:" one

would gladly, therefore, see a return to "t/o his will," which

stood in Tyndale's version.

1 John v., 15.
—"And if we know that he hear us, whatso-

ever we ask, we know that we have the petitions that we de-

sired of him." In this sentence the two verbs " know" and

" hear" are not both dependent on " if," but only the former

;

" hear," therefore, inherited from Tyndale, is incorrect, and

the correction of the Geneva version should have been admit-

ted; "And if we know that he heareth us, etc."

Matt, xvi., 15.—" Whom say ye that I am ?" The English

is faulty here. It ought plainly to be, " Who say ye that I

am ;" as is evident if only " who" be put last :
" Ye say that

I am wjiof" The Latin idiom, " Quem me esse dicitis?"
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probably led our translators, and all who went before them,

astray. Yet the cases are not in the least parallel. If the

English idiom had allowed the question to assume this shape,

" Whom say ye me to be ?" then the Latin form would have

been a true parallel, and also a safe guide ; the accusative

" toAowi," not, indeed, as governed by " say," but as correla-

tive to the accusative " me" being then the only correct case,

as the nominative " who," to answer to the nominative " I,"

is the only correct one in the passage as it now stands. The
mistake repeats itself on several occasions ; thus, at Matthew

xvi., 13; Mark viii.,27, 29; Luke ix., 18, 20; Acts xiii.,25.

Ileb. ix., 5.
—"And over it the cherubims of glory." But

" cherubim" being already plural. It is excess of expression

to add another, an English plural, to the Hebrew, which our

translators on this one occasion of the word's occurrence in

V the^cwTestaracnt, and always in the Old, have done. Their

"choice was between " cherubim" or " cherubs." In this latter

case they would have dealt with " cherub" ns a naturalized

English word, forming an English plural. There would have

been nothing to object to this, just as there would be noth-

ing to object to " automatons" or " terminuses," which ulti-

mately, no doubt, will be the plurals of " automaton" and
" terminus," as " dogmas" and not " dogmata" (Hammond) is

now the plural of "dogma;" while there would bo much to

object to " automatas," or " terminies," or to " erratas," though,

strangely enough, we find this in Jeremy Taylor, as we do
" synonymas" in Mede. It might be free to use either " ge-

niuses" or " genii" as the plural of " genius" (we do, in fact,

employ both, though, like the Latin " loci" and " loca," in dif-

ferent senses), but not " geniies ;" and it is exactly this sort

of error into which our translators have here fallen.

Phil, ii., 3.
—"Let each esteem other better than themselves."

Compare with this Rev. xx., 13: "They were judged, cwery

man according to their works." The same exception must

be taken against both passages. "Each" and " every," though

alike implying many, alike resolve that many into its units.
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and refer to it in these its constituent parts, with only the

difference that "each" segregates, and "every" aggregates

the units which compose it.

Rev. xxi., 12.— "And Aac? a wall great and high." The

verb " had" is here without a nominative. All that is neces-

sary is to return to Wicliffe's translation: "And it had a

wall great and high."

Again, we much regret the frequent use of adjectives end-

ing in " ly" as though they were adverbs. This termination,

being that of so great a number of our adverbs, easily lends

itself to the mistake, and at the same time often serves to

conceal it. Thus our translators at 1 Cor. xiiL,5 say of char-

ity that it " doth not behave itself unseemly." Now this,

at first hearing, does not sound to many as an error, because

the final "ly" of the adjective "unseemly" causes it to pass

with them as though it were an adverb ; but substitute an-

other equivalent adjective—say "doth not behave itself im-

proper" ov "doth not behave \tse\{ tmbe/tttinff"—and the vi-

olation of the laws of grammar makes itself felt at once.

Compare Tit. ii., 12 : "soberly, righteously, and ffodli/ in this

present world." It ought to be " godlily" here, as " unseem-

lily" in the other passage ; or, if this repetition of tlie final

" ly" is unpleasing to the ear, as indeed it is, then some other

word should be sought. The error, which, it must be owned,

can plead some of the greatest names in English literature in

its support, recurs in 2 Tim. iii., 12 ; Jude 15 ; and is not un-

frequent in the Prayer-book. Thus we find it in the Thirty-

sixth Article :
" We decree all such to be rightly, orderly, and

lawfully consecrated.*

* It is curious to note how frequent are the errors arising from the snme

cause. Thus I rememher meeting in Foxe'a Book of Martyrs (t have not

the exact reference) the words "if tliis be perpend." Here it is clear that

IToxe was for the moment deceived by the termination of " perpend," so like

the usual termination of the past participle, and did not observe that he ought

to have written "if this be perpended. " How often we hear of the
'

' Diocle-

tian persecution :" the English is here as faulty as if we were to speak of the

"Decius persecution ;" so, too, of the ^'Novation schism." In each case the

final "an" deceives. In our own day Tennyson treats "enves" as If the
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Should a revision of our version ever be attempted, it

Becms to me that the same principle should rule in dealing

with archaic forms as I have sought to lay down in respect

of archaic words. Nothing but necessity should provoke al-

teration ; thus there can be no question but that our old En-

glish prseteritea " clave," " drave," " sware," " tare," " brake,"

"spake," "strake," and I think also "lift," should stand.

They are as good English now as they were two centuries

and a half ago : in many cases they arc.the forms still in use

among our common people, if not in towns, yet in the coun-

try ; and even where they arc not, they create no perplexity

in the minds of any, but serve profitably to difference the

language of Scripture from the language of common and ev-

ery-day life. It is otherwise, as it seems to me, with archa-

isms which are in positive opposition to the present usage

of the English tongue. Thus "his" and " her" should be re-

placed by "its" at such passages as Matt, v., 13; Mark ix.,

60 ; Luke xiv., 34 \ Rev. xxii., 2 ; 1 Cor. xiii., 5 ; which might

be done almost without exciting the least observation ; so

also " which" by " who," wherever a person, and not a thing,

is referred to. This, too, might be easily done ; for our trans-

lators have no certain law here : for instance, in the last chap-

ter of the Romans, " which" occurs seven times, referring to

a person or persons, " who" exactly as often. The only temp-

tation to retain this use of" which" would be to mark by its

aid the distinction between ootiq and or, so hard to seize in

English. At the same time, a retention with this view would

involve many changes, seeing that our translators did not

turn " which" to this special service, but for oc and oanc em-

ployed " who" and " which" quite promiscuously.

final " b" were the sign of the plural, which being dismissed, one might have

"cave" for a singular; and he writes "the cottage eave" but "eaves"

(" efese" in the Anglo-Saxon) is Itself the singular. With the same moment-

ai^- inadvertence Lord Macaulay deals with the final "s" in "Cyclops' as

though it were the plural sign, and speaks in one of the late volumes of his

history of a "Cyclop;" and pages might be filled with mistalies which have

their origin in similar causes.

ON THE ENOLISir OF OVU YESSJON. go

Before leaving this part of the subject, it raiy be well to
observe that a large amount of tacit unacknowledged revi-
sion of our version has found place at different times, lead-
ing to the removal of many antiquated forms, out of which
it results tliat a copy of the Authorized Bible at tljc present
day differs in many details from the same as it first was is-

sued by the king's printer, though professing to be absolute-
ly identical with it. It would be hypercritical to object to
all which has been in this way done, though one hardly sees
by what right the changes, however desirable, were made.
The following alterations, which have come under my eye,
may be noticed. "Moe," which stood in several places in
the exemplar edition (at John iv., 41 ; Gal. iv., 27), has been
replaced by " more ;" " fet," the old perfect of " fetch," is now
printed "fetched" (Acts xxvili., 13); "lift," where it stands
as a perfect, has been altered to "lifted" (Luke xi., 27; Acts
ix.,41), yet not uniformly, for in more than one place" lift"
has been allowed to stand (Luke xvi., 23). " Kinred," the
older form of the word, has every where been changed into
" kindred ;" and " fllx"-this, too, the older form*-has in like
manner yielded to "flux" (Acts xxviii., 8). "Apollo" stood
in several places instead of "Apollos," which in like manner
has been removed (1 Cor. iii., 22 ; iv., 6) ; « onght," as the per-
fect of" owe," has been changed into « owed" (Matt, xvlli 24
28

;
Luke vii., 41) ; the stately "Ilierusalem" has every where'

been changed to " Jerusalem." Less to be justified than any
of these is the change of "broided," another form of "braid-
ed," into « broidered" (1 Tim. ii., 9) ; while least excusable of
all IS the change of " shamc/as^ness," in the same verse, into
"shame/ace<fness,» another and later word growing out of
the corruption of the earlier. " Shamefastness" is formed
upon " shamefast," that is, « fast," or established, in honorable
" shame ;" just as " steadfastness" on " steadfast," " soothfast-
ness" on "soothfast," " rootfastness"-a good old word now
let go— on «rootfast.'« To change this into " shame/ace(f-

• See HolUnd.Pfiny', Natural IIi,ton/, vol. ii., pp. 37, 39, 40, and often.
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ness" is to allow all the meaning and force of the word to

run to the surface, to leave it ethically a far inferior word,

and marks an unfaithful guardianship of the text, both on

their part who fii-st introduced, and theirs who have so long

allowed the change.
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CHAPTER IV.

ON SOME QUESTIONS OP TRANSLATION, AND THE ANSWERS
TO THEM WHICH OUR TRANSLATORS GAVE.

I HAVE already touched in the second chapter, devoted ex-

clusively to this subject, on various graver difficulties which
lie in the path of the translator, some of which it is only

given him at the best partially to overcome, others of which
will wholly overcome him. But, besides these harder ques-

tions, not to be solved, or to be solved only in part, there are

others, themselves also oftentimes hard enough, wliich will

offer themselves for his solution—which will meet him, so to

speak, on the very threshold of his work. I propose in this

chapter a little to consider what sort of answer our own
translators have given to some of these questions, as they

presented themselves to them. It need scarcely be observed

that, wherever they acquiesced in and adopted the answers

which their predecessors had given, they did by this course

make these their own, and we have a right to regard them

as responsible for such.

Let us take, first, a question which in all translation is con-

stantly recurring—this, namely : In what manner ought tech-

nical words of the one language, which have no exact equiv-

alents in the other, which indeed can not have, because the

exact thing itself is not thej'e, to be rendered ; measures, for

instance, of wet and dry, as the /3aroc and KupoQ of Luke xvi.,

6, 7 ; the fifTpriTfic of John ii., 6 ; coins, such as the StBpa)(jiov

of Matt, xvii., 24 ; the oTarfip ofMatt, xvii., 27 ; the Spaxfii) of

Luke XV., 8 ; titles of honor and authority which have long

since passed away, and to which, at best, only remote resem-

blances now exist, as the ypajjfiarevs and vciiiKopot ofActs xix.,

35 ; the 'Awiapx"' of the same chapter, ver. 31 ; the ayOvTraroc

of Acts xiii.,7?
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The ways in which such words may be dealt with reduce

themselves to four, and our translators, by turns, have re-

course to them all. The first, which is only possible when
the etymology of the word shines clearly and transparently

through it, is to seize this, and to set against the one word

another, either adopted or newly coined, which shall utter

over again in the language of the "translation what the orig-

inal word uttered in its own. It is thus, for instance, with

Cicero's "indolentia," which he invented and set over against

the wraOcia of the Stoics ; his " teriloquium," as against the

Greek fVv/ioXoy/a. This course was chosen when our trans-

lators rendered 'Apcioc irdyoc, "Mars Hill" (Acts xvii., 22),

nrpaSioK, " quaternion" (Acts xii., 4), AiOocrrpwro*', "the Pave-

ment" (John xix., 13) ; when Sir John Cheke rendered iicaT6v-

Topxpe " hundreder" (Matt, viii., 5), (rfXij^iafo/itcoc " mooned"

(Matt, iv., 24). But the number ofwords which allow of this

reproduction is comparatively small. Of many the etymol-

ogy is lost ; many others do not admit the formation of a

corresponding word in another language. This scheme, there-

fore, whatever advantages it may possess, can ofnecessity be

very sparingly applied.

Another method, then, is to choose some generic word,

such as must needs exist in both languages, the genus of

which the word to be rendered is the species, and, without at-

tempting any closer correspondence, to employ this. Our

translators have frequently taken this course ; they have

done so, rendering fiarot, nopot, xolnl, (ruToy, alike by " meas-

ure" (Luke xvi., 0, 7 ; Eev. vi., 6 ; Matt, xiii., 33), with no en-

deavors to mark in any of these places the capacity of the

measure ; 2pax/"» ^7 " piece of silver" (Luke xv., 8), araTrip by

"piece of money" (Matt, xvii., 27), not attempting in either

case to designate the value of the coin ; AvdviraTos by " depu-

ty" (Acts xiii., 8), trrparriyoi by " magistrates" (Acts xvi., 22),

XiX/apxoc by " captain" (Rev. xix., 18), ffu-ripioi by " murderers"

(Acts xxi., 38), /jayoi by " wise men" (Matt, ii., 1). A mani-

fest disadvantage which attends this course is the want in
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the copy of that definite distinctness which the original pos-

sessed, a certain vagueness which is given to the former, with

the obliteration of all strongly marked lines.

Or, thirdly, they may seek out some special word in the

language into which the translation is being made which

shall be more or less an approximative equivalent for that in

whose place it stands. Wo have two not very happy illus-

trations of this scheme in " town-clerk," as the rendering of

ypafifxarivt (Acts xix., 35), though doubtless the town-clerk in

the sixteenth and seventeenth century was a very difierent

and far more important personage than now ;* and "Easter"

as that of ndirxo (Acts xii., 4). The turning ofEp^^c into

"Mercurius" (Acts xiv.,12) is, in fact, another example of

the same, although our translators themselves, no doubt, were

unconscious of it, seeing that in their time the essential dis-

tinction between the Greek and the Italian mythologies, and

the fact that the names of the deities in the former were only

adapted with more or less fitness to the deities of the latter,

was unknown even to scholars.! This method of translating

has its own serious drawback, that, although it oflen gives a

distinct and vigorous, yet it runs the danger of conveying a

more or less false, impression. Except by a very singular

felicity, and one which will not often occur, the word select-

ed, while it conveys some truth, must also convey some error

bound up with the truth. Thus Kodpavrris is not what we
have rendered it, "a farthing" (Mark xiL,42), and iaaapiov

(Matt. X., 29) as little
;J

nor Siji'dpioj' "a penny" (Matt, xx., 2),

• T. G., the author of some Notes and Observations upon some Passages of
Scripture, Oxford, 1C4G, p. 42, would substitute " actuary"—scarcely an im-

proTement. He complains with Justice (p. 45) that "a worshiper" is too fee-

ble a rendering of vcuKopoc, Acts xix., 35, and would put " the sacrist" in'its

room; but, while much might be said in favor of " sacrist," Hilmmond also

suggesting it, this is just that sort of word which our translators hare every

where sought to avoid.

t Curiously enough, '£p/inCi one of the lioman Christians whom St. Faul

salutes (Rom. xvi., 13), is also rendered " Mercurius" in Cranmer's and the

Geneva Version.

t How fiir our wordg fail to express not merely the actual, but the relative
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Ka\ \iyu a^^oTc, AajSert Hvtvfia &yiov) the symbolical act of

breathing on the disciples loses much of its force to an En-

glish reader. Again, it might be necessary to vary the ren-

derings of i/zuxf between " soul" and " life," and of aiil^uv be-

tween " to save" and " to make whole." But, in case of the

former word, such variations as we find, for instance, in Matt.

xvi., 25, 26, and the parallel passages, deserve to be reconsid-

ered ; and in their treatment of the latter, as Dean Alford

has shown,'" our translators have diversified the rendering ca-

priciously.

And the same excuse also holds good with another class

of words—where a paronomasia occurs in the original, but

where it is impossible in English at once to preserve the sim-

• ilarity of sound and to give the sense adequately. In Phil,

iii., 2, 3, indeed, our translators, following some of the earlier

versions, have endeavored to reproduce the paronomasia, "Be-

ware of the concision (rararo/inf), for we are the circumcision

{wepiTOfili) ;" but the result is not encouraging, for it may be

questioned whether " concision" conveys any idea to the En-

glish reader. Again, the attempt is made in Rom. xii., 3, fit)

Jnttpfpovtiy vap 3 hi ^poviiv, aXXa i^povtiv i'iq to awippoi'tit', but

with no great success, for in the rendering " not to think of

himself more highly than he ought to think, but to think so-

berly," the force of the original is evaporated. On the other

hand, the rendering of 1 Cor. vii., 31, oi xp<^iitvoi toIjtu, t^ k6(t-

/ly [/. TOV Koaiiov] ilc f")
KaraypwfiEVOi, " they that USB this World

as not abusing it," is adequate. In other passages, such as

Acts viii., 30, yiviiaKtii a avayiviiaKiiQ, " understandest tliou

what thou readest?" 2 Cor. iii., 2, yiviDaw/itiij rai avayivuiaKo-

liivri,
" known and read ;" 2 Cor. i., 13, 5 dvayivitaKin j) koI iin-

yiyuoKtrc, " what you read or acknowledge ;" 2 Cor. x., 12, ob

ToXfiUfiev tyKpXrai *( avyKpoai lavroit, " we dare not make our-

selves of the number or compare ourselves," it would be im-

possible to reproduce the effect of the original. But in other

cases, such as 1 Cor. xii., 2, <ic av Jjyecrflf, anayofieyoi, " carried

Contemporary Beview, July, 1868, p. 823.

JIEAL DISTINCTIOXS OBLITERATED
DO

away as ye were led ;" 2 Cor. iv., 8. &rropo{.,.yoi dXV ot. i^.^o-
povfiiuo,, 'we are perplexed, but not in despair;" or 2 Cor vi
10 ic /.,&V 'e^oyrec >ca\ nArra Kari^oyr.c, "as having nothinrr'
and yet possessing all things," the rendering n.ight be im-'
proved. Nor is there any reason why the play on IpyaHoul-
^o«f,^.p.pyafo;..Vo„f, in 2 Thess. iii.,ll,shou]d not be preservedby busmess," " busy-bodies ;" or why, in Ephes. v.flS,^ ^c
«<r<.0o. ^>X u,t ao^oi should not be rendered "not as unwise
but as wise." In this latter passage the word fi.o^o^, which
occurs nowhere else in the New Testament, has been purpose-
ly preferred to the usual ,,o.p6,. Yet our translators have ren-dered 5.000. "fools" here, and reserved « unwise" for fi^„„.ectwo verses below, where it is not wanted.

• §3.
From the creation of artificial distinctions in our EnHish

Version by different renderings of the same word.we^pass
naturally to the opposite fault, the obliteration of real distinct
tions by the same rendering of different words. The formererror ,s easily corrected for the most part, the latter not al-ways so; for the synonyms of one language frequently cannot be reproduced in another without a harsh expression or acumbersome paraphrase. Thus oJSa, y,.^..., ?,J,„, ,,,Whave different shades of meaning in the Greek, but the ob-vious equivalent for each in English is "I know." Still some
effort should be made (though success is not always plre

discriminate between them, where they occur in the sam
context, and where, therefore, their position throws a special
emphasis on the distinction. Thus,in Acts xix.,15,we sLld
not acquiesce in "Jesus I know, and Paul I know," as a ren-
dering of ro. VoD. y.yi,,,^ ,„J ,>, naSXo. inUrafiai, though
all the precedmg translations unite with our Authorized Ver-
sion m obhterating the difference. The significant distinc-
tion which ,8 made ,n the original between the kind of reco.^-
Bition m the case of the divine agent and of the human in-
strument may easily be preserved by rendering "JesuS I
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of persons in the Old Testament which had gradually as-

Bumed a form somewhat different from their original on the

lips of Greek-speaking Jews, and which appeared in these

their later Hellenistic forms in the New Testament. Should
they bring them back to their original shapes, or suffer them
to stand in their later deflections ? Thus, meeting 'IlX/ac in

the Greek text, should they render it " Elias" or " Elijah ?"

We all know the answer which for the most part they gave
to this question ; but I am not the less deeply convinced

that, for the purpose of keeping vivid and strong the rela-

tions between the Old and New Testament in the minds of

the great body of English hearers and readers of Scripture,

they ought to have recurred to the Old Testament names,

which are not merely the Hebrew, but also the English

names, and which, therefore, had their right to a place in. the

English text ; that 'HXi'ac, for instance, should have been

translated into that which is not merely its Hebrew, but also

its English equivalent, " Elijah," and so with the others.

They have acted so in respect of " Jerusalem ;" and, because

they found 'lepoaoXvfia very often in their Greek text, they

did not, therefore, think it necessary to write "Hierosoly-

jna." To measure how much wc lose by the scheme which

they have preferred, let us just seek to realize to ourselves

the difference in the amount of awakened attention among a

country congregation which Matt, xvii., 10 would arouse if it

were read thus, "And his disciples asked him, saying. Why
then say the Scribes that Elijah must first come ?" as com-

pared with what it now is likely to cieate. Elijah is a per-

son to them; the same who once raised the widow's son,

who on Mount Cai'mel challenged and overcame alone the

army of the prophets of Baal, who went up in a fire-chariot

to heaven. Elias is for them but a name.

As it is, we have a double nomenclature, and for the un-

learned members of the Church a sufficiently perplexing one,

for very many places and persons of the earlier Covenant.

It would be curious to know how many of our people recog-
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nize the widow of" Zarephath" (1 Kings xvii., 0) in the wom-
an of "Sarepta," spoken of by our Lord in the synagogue of
Nazareth (Luke iv., 26). And then what confusion in r^espect
of kings, and prophets, and othei-s, many of them familiar
enough if they had presented themselves in their own forms,
but strange and unrecognized in their Hellenistic disguise

'

Not to speak of "Elijah" and "Elias," we have "Elisha"and
"Eliseus" (Luke iv., 26) ; « Hosea" and « Osee" (Rom. ix. 25) •

"Isaiah" and "Esaias" (Matt, iii., 3) ; to which the Apocry-
pha adds a third form,"Esay" (Ecclus. xlviii., 22); "Uzziah"
and " Ozias" (Matt, i., 9) ;

« Abijah" and "Abia" (Matt, i , 7) •

"Kish"aud "Cis" (Acts xiii.,21); " Ilezekiah" and "Ezcki-
as"(Matt.i., 10); "Terah" and "Thara" (Luke iii., 34) ; "Zech-
ariah" and "Zacharias" (Matt, xxiii., 35) ; " Korah" and "Core"
(this last commonly pronounced as a monosyllable in our na-
tional schools), " Rahab" and " Racliab," " Pelog" and " Tha-
leg,"and (most unfortunate of all) " Joshu.a" ai^d "Jesus."

It is, indeed, hardly possible to exaggerate the confusion
of which the "Jesus" of Ileb. iv., 8 must be the occasion to
the great body of unlearned English readers and hearers, not
to speak of a slight perplexity arising from the same cause
at Acts vii., 45. The fourth chapter of the Hebrews is any-
how hard enough

; it is only with strained attention that we
follow the apostle's argument. But when to its own diffi-

culty is added for many the confusion arising from tlie fact
that " Jesus" is here used, nbt of him whose name is above
every name, biit of the son of Nun, known every where in
the Old Testament by the name of "-Joshua," the perplexity
to many becomes hopeless. It is in vain that our translators
have added in the margin, "that is, Joshua;" for all practi-
cal purposes ofexcluding misconception, the note, in most of
our Bibles omitted, is useless. In putting " Jesus" here they
have departed from most ofour preceding versions, and from
many foreign. Even if they had counted that the letter of
their obligation as translators, which yet I can not think,
bound them to this, one would willingly have here seen a
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breach of the letter, that so they might better have kept the

epirit.

There is another difficulty, entailing, however, no such se-

rious consequences, even if the best way of meeting it is not

chosen : how, namely, to deal with Greek and Latin proper

names ? whether to make them in their terminations English,

or to leave them as we find them ? Our translators in this

matter adhere to no constant rule. It is not merely that

some proper names drop their classical terminations, as

" Paul,"'and " Saul," and " Urban" (Rom. xvi., 9),* while oth-

ers, as " Silvanus," which by the same rule should be " Sil-

van," and "Mercurius," retain it. This inconsistency is prev-

alejit in all books which have to do with classical antiquity.

There is almost no Roman history in which " Pompey" and

"Antony" do not stand side by side with "Augustus" and

"Tiberius." Merivale's, who also writes "Pompeius" and

" Antonius," is almost the only exception which I know. If

this were all, there would be little to find fault with in an ir-

regularity almost, if not quite, universal, and in some cases

hardly to be avoided without so much violence done to usage

as might leave it doubtful whether the gain exceeded the

los8.t But in our version the same name occurs with a

Greek or Latin ending, now with an English, as though it

were now "Pompeius" and now "Pompey," now "Antonius"

and now "Antony," in the same volume, or even the same

page, of some Roman history; and the fault^extends to He-

brew names as well Consistency in such details is avowed-

ly difficult, and the difficulty of attaining it must have been

much enhanced by the many hands that were engaged in

our version. But it is strange that not only in diffijrent

parts of the New Testament, which proceeded from different

So it ought to be printed in onr modern Bibles, not " Urbane," which is

now deceptive, though it was not so according to the orthography of 1611

;

it suggests a trisyllable, and the termination of a female name. It is OvpPa-

i/ov in the original.
. „ . .u %f u

t See an article with the title Orthographic Mutineers, m the JUtscella-

neoui Essayt of De Quincey.
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hands,* we have now "Marcus" (Col. iv., 10 j Philem. 24; 1

Pet. v., 13) and now "Mark" (Acts xii., 12, 25 ; 2 Tim. iv., 11)

;

now " Lucas" (postscript to 2 Cor.) and now " Luke" (2 Tim.

iv., 11) ; now " Jeremias" (Matt, xvi., 14) and now "Jeremy"

(Matt, ii., IT) ; now " Apollos" (Acts xviii., 24; xix., 1), now
"Apollo"t (1 Cor. iii., 22; iv., 6); now " Noij" (Matt, xxiv.,

38) and now "Noah" (1 Pet. iii., 20) ; now "Simon, son of

Jonas" (John xxL, 15, 16, 11), and now "Simon, son of

Joria" (John i.,42) ; now "Judas" (Matt, i.,2) and now "Juda"

(Luke iii, 33; Ileb. vii., 14) : this in respect of the patriarch

of this name,' while the apostle is now "Judas" (Acts i., 13)

and now " Jude" (Judc 1) ; now "Timotlicus" (Acts xvi., 1)

and now " Timothy" (Ileb. xiii., 21) ; but in the same chapter

we have Ti/ioOtoc rendered first "Timothy" (2 Cor. i., 1) and

then "Timothcus" (ifi., ver. 19). In like manner wo have
" Corinthus" in one place (postscript to the Ep. to the Ro-

mans) and "Corinth" elsewhere; " Sodoma" (Rom. xix., 29)

and "Sodom" (Matt, x., 15; Judo 1); while the inhabitants

of Crete (Kpqrfc) are now "Crctes" (Acts iL, 11), which can

not be right, and now " Cretians" (Tit. i., 12) ; " Cretans" is a

form preferable to both.

There are other inconsistencies hi the manner of dealing

with proper names. Thu3"Af.£toc vayoq is "Areopagus" at

Acts xvii., 19, while three verses farther on it is "Mars Hill."

In which of these ways it ought to have been translated may
very fairly be a question; the subsequent mention of "Dio-

nysius the Areopaffite" (ver. 34) may perhaps give a prefer-

ence to the former rendering ; but one rendering or the oth-

er, once chosen, should have been adhered to. Then, again,

if our translatoi-s gave, as they properly did, the Latin termi-

nation to the names of cities, "Ephesws," "Miletus," not

" Ephesos," " Miletos," they should have done this through-

* In the same way it is "Tyrus" throughout Jeremiah (xxvi., 2), and
" Tyre" throughout Isaiah (xxiii., 5).

t This latter form, manifestly inconvenient, ns confounding the name of

an eminent Christian teacher with that of a heathen deity, has been, as al-

ready remarked, tacitly removed from later editions of our Bible.
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breach of the letter, that so they might better have kept the

Bph-it.

There 18 another difficulty, entailing, however, no such se-

rious consequences, even if the best way of meeting it is not

chosen : how, namely, to deal with Greek and Latin proper

names ? whether to make them in their terminations English,

or to leave them as we find them ? Our translators in this

matter adhere to no constant rule. It is not merely that

some proper names drop their classical terminations, as

"Paul,""and"Saul," and "Urban" (Rom. xvi.,9),* while oth-

ers, as " Silvanus," which by the same rule should bo " Sil-

van," and " Mercurius," retain it. This inconsistency is prev-

alejit in all books which have to do with classical antiquity.

There is almost no Roman history in which " Pompey" and

"Antony" do not stand side by side with "Augustus" and

"Tiberius." Merivale's, who also writes "Pompeius" and

" Antonius," is almost the only exception which I know. If

this were all, there would be little to find fault with in an ir-

regularity almost, if not quite, universal, and in some cases

hardly to be avoidedwithout so much violence done to usage

as might leave it doubtful whether the gain exceeded the

loss.t But in our version the same name occurs with a

Greek or Latin ending, now with an English, as though it

were now "Pompeius" and now "Pompey," now "Antonius"

and now "Antony," in the same volume, or even the same

page, of some Roman history; and the fault ^extends to He-

brew names as well Consistency in such details is avowed-

ly difficult, and the difficulty of attaining it must have been

much enhanced by the many hands that were engaged in

our version. But it is strange that not only in diffi:rent

parts of the New Testament, which proceeded from diffiarent

So it ought to be printed in onr modem Bibles, not " Urbane," which is

now deceptive, though it was not so according to the orthography ofl 611

;

it suggests a trisylUble, and the termination of a female name. It is Ovppa-

vav in the original. • i. u-- ;;

t See an article with the title Orthographic Mutineers, m the Mucelta-

neout Eaays of De Quincey.
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hands,* we have now "Marcus" (Col. iv., 10; Pliilem. 24; 1

Pet. v., 13) and now "Mark" (Acts xii., 12, 25 ; 2 Tim. iv., 11)

;

now " Lucas" (postscript to 2 Cor.) and now " Luke" (2 Tim.

iv., 11) ; now " Jeremias" (Matt, xvi., 14) and now "Jeremy"

(Matt, ii., 17); now " Apollos" (Acts xviii., 24; xix., 1), now
"Apollo"f (1 Cor. iii., 22; iv., 0); now " Noo" (Matt, xxiv.,

38) and now "Noah" (1 Pet. iii., 20) ; now "Simon, son of

Jonas" (John xxL, 15, 16, 1'?), and now "Simon, son of

Joiia" (John i, 42) ; now "Judas" (Matt, i.,2) and now "Juda"

(Luke 111,33; Ileb. vii., 14) : tliis in respect of the patriarch

of this name,' while the apostle is now "Judas" (Acts i., 13)

and now "Judo" (Jude 1) ; now "Timothcus" (Acts xvi., 1)

and now " Timothy" (Ileb. xiii., 21) ; but in the same chapter

we have Ti/iofleoc rendered first "Timothy" (2 Cor. i., 1) and

then "Timotheus" (iJ., ver. 19). In like manner wo have
" Corinthus" in one place (postscript to the Ep. to the Ro-

mans) and "Corinth" elsewhere; " Sodoma" (Rom. xix., 29)

and "Sodom" (Matt, x., 15; Judo V) ; while the inhabitants

of Crete (Kpqrtc) are now "Cretes" (Acts iL, 11), which can

not be right, and now " Cretians" (Tit. i, 12) ;
" Cretans" is a

form preferable to both.

There are other inconsistencies in the manner of dealinjt

with proper names. Thus "Afjiios wayos is " A-reopagus" at

Acts xvii., 19, while three verses farther on it is "Mars Hill."

In which of these ways it ought to have been translated may
very fairly be a question; the subsequent mention of "Dio-

nysius the Areopaffite" (ver. 34) may perhaps give a prefer-

ence to the former rendering ; but one rendering or the oth-

er, once chosen, should have been adhered to. Then, again,

if our translators gave, as they properly did, the Latin termi-

nation to the names of cities, "Ephesws," "31ileti/s," not

" Ephesos," " Miletos," they should have done this through-

* In the same way it is "Tyrus" throughout Jeremiah (xxvi., 2), and
" Tyre" throughout Isaiah (xxiii., C).

t This latter form, manifestly inconvenient, as confounding the name of

An eminent Christian teacher with that of a iieathen deity, has been, as al-

ready remarl^ed, tacitly removed from later editions of our Bible.
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lives. Oflentimcs it is prudently done, and with a due rec-

ognition of the Hebrew idiom which has moulded and mod-
ified the Greek phi-ase with which they have to deal. ThuH
" forgetful hearer" is unquestionably better than " hearer of

forgetfulness" (James i., 25) ;
" his natural face" than " face

of his nature" or " of his generation" {ib.) ;
" unjust steward"

than " steward of injustice" (Luke xvi., 8). Yet at other

times they have done this without necessity, and occasional-

ly with manifest loss. " Deceitful lusts" is a very unsatis-

factory substitute for " lusts of deceit" (Eph. iv., 22). " Son

of his love," which the Ilheims Version has, would have been

better than "beloved son"* (Col. i., 13) ; "the Gospel of the

glory" than "the glorious Gospel" (1 Tim. i., 11); and cer-

tainly " the body of our vileness," or " of our humiliation,"

better than " our vile body ;" " the body of his glory" than

" his glorious body" (Phil, iii., 21). " The uncertainty of rich-

es," as it is in the Rheims, would be more accurate than " un-

certain riches" (1 Tim. vl.,17) ; "appearing of the glory," as

in the Geneva, than " glorious appearing" (Tit. ii., 13) ; " chil-

dren of the curse" than "cursed children" (2 Pet. ii., 14) ; in

which last case it has been forgotten that there was a second

Hebraism, that, namely, inherent in "children," to deal with.f

OiKovofiia Qiou can never mean "godly edifying" (1 Tim. i.,

4). " The glorious liberty of the children of God" (Rom. viii.,

21) not merely comes short of, but expresses something very

different from, "the liberty of the glory of the children of

.God" (see Alford, in loco). Doubtless the accumulated gen-

itives are in this last place awkward to deal with : it was

probably to avoid them that the translation assumed its pres-

ent shape; but still, when higher interests are at stake, such

awkwardness must be endured, and elsewhere our translators

have not shrunk from it, as at Rev. xvi., 19:" The cup of the

wine of the fierceness of his wrath."

• Aagnstine (Z)e Trin., xv., 19) lays a dogmatic stress on the genitive

(" Filing caritatig ejus nullos est alius, quam qui de substantia Ejus est geni-

tng"), but this may be questioned.

t See gome good obserrations on this phrase in Scholefield's Hinti, in loco,

p. 159.
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Calvary is a word so consecrated for us that one is almost

unwilling to urge that it has no right to a place in our Bi-

bles; and yet it certainly has none, and we owe to the Vul-

gate, or rather to the influence of Latin Christianity, that we
find it there :

" When they were come to the place which is

called Calvary, there they crucified him" (Luke xxiii., 33).

But this Kpavioy ought either to be dealt with as a proper

name, in which case " Cranium" would be the right rendering,

or else translated, in which case "A Skull," not " the jilace of

a skull," as in the margin here, this being drawn from Matt.

xxvii., 33. Li no case can recourse be had rightly to the

Latin ; or a Latin name, and one which did not, as applied

to this place, exist till many centuries aftc: , be properly em-

ployed. The same reasons which made "Calvaria" (being

the name for a skull in the silver age of Latinity) appropriate

in the Latin translation, make " Calvary" inappropriate in

ours. At the same time, I would much rather lie under the

charge of inconsequence than suggest that it should be now
disturbed.
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CHAPTER V.

ON SOME UNNECESSAKT DISTINCTIONS INTRODUCED.

It may be well, before entering on this subject, to make

one remark, which, having an especial reference to the sub-

ject-matter of this and the foUoAving chapter, more or less

bears upon all. I have already observed that the advantages

were great of coming, as our translators did, in the rear of

other translators ; of inheriting from those who went before

them BO large an amount of work well done, of successful

renderings, of phrases consecrated already by long usage in

the Church. It was a signal gain that they had not, in the

fabric which they were constructing, to make a new frame-

work throughout, but needed only here and there to insert

new materials where the old from any cause were faulty or

out of date ; that of them it was not demanded that they

should make a translation where none existed before ;
nor

yet, as they have remarked themselves, that they should

bring a good translation out of bad or indifferent ones; but

only a best, and that out of many good ones preceding.

None who have ever been engaged in the task of transfer-

ring from one language to another but will freely acknowl-

edge that in this their gain was most real, and they well un-

derstood how to turn these advantages to account.

Yet, vast as these doubtless were, they were not without

certain accompanying drawbacks. He who revises, above

all when he addresses himself to the task of revision with a

confidence, here abundantly justified, in the general excel-

lency of that which he is revising, is in constant danger of

allowing bis vigilance to sleep, and of thus passing over er-

rors which he would not himselfhave originated had he been

thrown altogether on his own resources. I can not but thmk
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that in this way the watchfulness of our translators, or re-

visers rather, has been sometimes remitted, and that errors

and inconsistencies which they would not themselves hav<i

introduced, they have yet passed by and allowed. A largo

proportion of the faults in our translation are thus an inher-

itance from former versions. This is not, indeed, any excuse

;

for they who, with full power to remove, passed them by, be-

came responsible for them ; but is merely mentioned as the

probable explanation ofmany among them. Willi this much
of introduction, I will pass on to the proper subject of this

chapter.

Our- translators sometimes create distinctions which have

no counterparts in their original by using two or more words

to render at different places, or, it may be, at the same place,

a single word in the Greek text.*

After what has been urged in a preceding chapter, it will

be readily understood that we by no means make a general

complaint against them that they have varied their words

when there is no variation in the original. Oftentimes this

was inevitable, or, if not inevitable, was certainly the more

excellent way. What we do complain of is that tliey have

done this where it was wholly gratuitous, and sometimes

where the force, clearness, and precision of the original have

consequently suffered not a little. It is true that what they

did here they did more or less with their eyes open, and not

altogether of oversight ; and it will be only fair to hear what

they, in an Address to the Reader, now seldom or never re-

printed, but, on many accounts, well worthy of being 80,f say

* Hugh Broughton Iins somo good remarks on this subject, Works, ICC2,

p. 702.

t Their " pedantic and uncouth preface" Symonds calls it. There would

certainly be pedantry in any one now writing with such richness and fullness

of learned allusion, a pedantry from which our comparatively scanty stores

of classical and ecclesiastical learning would in most cases effectually preserve

us. But this preface is, on many grounds, a most interesting study, chiefly,

indeed, as giving at considerable length, and in various aspects, the view of

our translators themselves in regard of the work which they had undertaken

;

while, " uncouth" as this objector calls it, every true knower of our lang^iage
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upon this matter, and bow they defend the courso which they

have adopted. Tlieso are their words :
" Another thing we

think good to admonish thee of (gentle reader), that wc liave

not tied ourselves to a uniformity of phrasing, or to an iden-

tity of words, as some peradventuro would wish that wo had

done, because they observe that some learned men sorac-

wiU acknowledge it a masterpiece of English composition. Certainly it would

not be easy to find a more beautiful or more affecting piece of writing tlian

the twenty or thirty lines with which the fourth paragraph, " On the praise

of the Iloly Scriptures," concludes. And this much I will quote of it for its

own sake, and in the h(^ that I may thus assist a little in drawing this pref-

ace from the obscurity and forgetfulness into which it has been bo strangely

allowed to fall : " Men talk much of ilpiaiiivt], how many sweet and goodly

things it had hanging on it ; of the I'hilosopher's stone, that it turneth cop-

per into gold ; of Cornu-copia, that it had all things necessary for food in it

;

of Panaces the herb, that it was good for all diseases ; of Catholicon the dnig,

that it is instead of all purges ; of Vulcan's Armor, that it was au armor of

proof against all thrusts, and all blows, etc. Well, that which they falsely cr

vainly attributed to these things for bodily good, we may justly and with full

measure ascribe unto the Scripture for spiritual. It is not only an armor,

but also a whole armory of weapons, both offensive and defensive, whereby

we may save ourselves and put the enemy to flight. It is not an herb, but a

tree, or rather a whole paradise of trees of life, which bring forth fruit every

month, and the fruit thereof is for meat, and the leaves for medicine. It is

not a pot of manna or a cruse of oil, which were for memory only, or for a

meal's meat or two, but as it were a shower of heavenly bread sufficient for a

whole host, be it never so great, and as it were a whole cellar full of oil-ves-

sels, whereby all our necessities may be pro>-ided for, and our debts dis-

charged. In a word, it is a I'anary of wholesome food against fcnowed tra-

ditions ; a rhvsician's shop (St. Basil calleth it), of preservatives against poi-

soned heresies'; a Pondcct of profitable laws against rebellious spirits; a

treasure of most cosily jewels against beggarly rudiments; finally, a fountain

of most pure water springing op unto everlasting life. And what manel?

the original thereof being from heaven, not from earth ; the Author being

God, not man ; the Enditer, the Holy Spirit, not the wit of the apostles or

prophets ; the penmen such as were sanctified from the womb, and endued

with a principal portion ofGod's Spirit ; tlie matter, verity, piety, purity, up-

rightness ; the form, God's Word, God's testimony, Gou's oracles, the word

of truth, the word of salvation, etc. ; the effects, light of understandmg, sta-

bleness of persuasion, repentance from dead work?, newness of lifte, holiness,

peace, joy in the Holy Ghost ; lastly, the end and reward of the study there-

of fellowship with the saints, participation of the heavenly nature, fruition ot

an inheritance immortal, undefiled, and that never shall fade away : Happy

is the man that delighteth in the Scripture, and thrice happy that meditateth

in it day and night."
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where have been as exact as they could that way. Truly,

that we might not vary from the sense of that which we had

translated before, ifthe word signified the same in both places

(for there be some words be not of the same sense every

where), wo were especially careful, and made a conscience

according to our duty. But that we should express the

same notion in the same particular word ; as, for example, if

we translate the Hebrew or Greek word once hj purpose,

never to call it intent ; if one v/herejourneying, never travel-

ing; if one where think, never suppose; if one where /laiw,

never ache ; if one where joy, never gladness, etc., thus to

mince the matter, we thought to savor more of curiosity than

wisdom, and that rather it would breed scorn in the atheist

than bring profit to the godly reader. For is the kingdom

of God become words or syllables ? why should we be in

bondage to them ifwe may be free; use one precisely, when

we may use another no less fit as commodiously ? "Wc might

also be charged (by scoifers) with some unequal dealing to-

ward a great number of good English words. For as it is

written ofa certain great philosopher that he should say that

those logs were happy that were made images to be worship-

ed ; for their fellows, as good as they, lay for blocks behind

the fire ; so if we should say, as it were, unto certain words.

Stand up higher ; have a place in the Bible always ; and to

others of like quality. Get ye hence ; be banished forever; we
might be taxed peradventure with St. James's words, namely,

'To be partial in ourselves and judges of evil thoughts.'"

Such is their explanation—to me, I confess, an insufficient

one, whatever ingenuity may be ascribed to it ; and for these

reasons insufficient. It is clearly the office of translators to

put the reader of the translation, as nearly as may be, on the

same vantage-ground as the reader of the original ; to give

him, so far as this is attainable, the same assistances for un-

derstanding his author's meaning. Kow every exact and la-

borious student of the Greek Testament knows that there is

almost no such help in some passage of difficulty, doctrinal
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or Other, as to turn to bis Greek Concordance, to search out

every other passage in which the word or words wherein the

difficulty seems chiefly to reside, occur, and closely to observe

their usage there. It is manifestly desirable that the reader

of the English Bible should have, as nearly as possible, the

same resource. But if, where there is one and the same word

in the original, there are two, three, half a dozen in the ver-

sion, he is in the main deprived of it. Thus he hears the doc-

trine of the atonement discussed ; he would fain turn to all

the passages where "atonement" occurs; ho finds only one

(Rom. v., 1 1), and, ofcourse, is unaware that in other passages

where he meets " reconciling" and " reconciliation" (Rom. xi.,

16 ; 2 Cor. v., 18, 19) it is the same word in the original. In

words like this, which are, so to speak, sedes doctrince, one re-

grets, above all, variation and uncertainty in rendering.

I confess that I would fain see more even than this—not

merely that each word in one language should have its fixed

and recognized equivalent in the other, not to be exchanged

for any other unless on the clearest necessity and in excep-

tional cases ; but it would bo further desirable that whcio

words had budded, and other words grown out ofthem

—

Kupi-.

drric, for example, out of Kvpioi—in such a case, if Kvptot had

been rendered " lord," then cuptorijc should be " lordship," and

not " dominion ;" that if liKaios is " righteous," Siicatoavvri shall

bo "righteousness"—if, on tho other hand, iiicaioe is "just,"

then let SiKatoauvri be "justice ;" that, in fact, not merely word

should answer word, but family should correspond to family.

It is much, indeed, that we here demand, and we only de-

mand it as an ideal toward which the nearest attainable ap-

proach should be made,being,as it is, probably far more than

any language could render, certainly far more than our own.

A circumstance which, in many aspects, constitutes our rich-

es, namely, that the English language has two factors, a Pe-

lasgic and a Gothic, and that thus we have often duplicate

words where other languages—the German, for example

—

have but a single one, as "just" and "justice" side by side
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with " righteous" and " righteousness," or, still more remark-

ably, " saint," " saintly," " sanctify," " sanctification," " sanc-

tity," over against "holy one," "holy," "hallow," "hallow-

ing," "holiness:" this circumstance, in some of the conse-

quences which have followed from it, works often injuriously

so far as the fulfilling our present demand is concerned. The

consequences I refer to are these, namely, that, as continual-

ly will happen, neither group is complete, some words having

dropped out from each, and only between them and by their

joint contributions the whole body of needful words is made

up. For instance, our translators use often " righteous" for

S«i:a(oe, and always, I believe, " righteousness" for StKawaiivr).

But they have presently to deal with maiow and hk-aiuiinc.

There are gaps here in our Saxon group ; no help to be found

in that quarter—no choice, therefore, but to take up with the

Latin, "to justify," and "justification," and this, moreover,

with the certainty that the etymology of " justificare," the

word which they were compelled to use ("justum facere"),

would be turned ag.ainst that truth which they most loved to

assert, and which SmraiouV did itself so plainly declare. Then,

too, while marts is " faith," and irt<rrdc " faithful," when we

reach viarivuv there is no proceeding further in this line : we

betake ourselves perforce to " believe," a word excellent in

itself, but with the serious drawback that it belongs to quite

another family, and stands in no connection with " faith" and

" faithful" at all. Observe, for example, how through this the

loop and link connecting the great eleventh chapter of the

Hebrews with the last verse of the chapter preceding has

been dropped in our version, and the most natural transition

obscured.

But, without pressing this farther, and returning to the

main proposition of this chapter, which is, that a Greek word

should have, so far as possible, its fixed and unchanged rep-

resentative in English, the losses which ensue from the neg-

lect or the non-recognition of this rule may be shown to be

considerable. Thus it will sometimes happen that when St.
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Paul is pursuing a close train of reasoning, and one which de-

mands severest attention, the difficulties of his argument, not

small in themselves, are aggravated by the use ou the trans-

lators' part of different words where he has used the same,

the word being sometimes the very key to the whole argu-

ment. It is thus in the fourth chapter of the Romans. Ao-

ylHofiai occurs eleven times in this chapter. We may say

that it is the key-word to St. Paul's argument throughout, be-

ing every where employed most strictly in the same, and that

a technical and theological, sense. But our translators have

no fired rule of rendering it. Twice they render it " count"

(ver. 3, 5) ; six times " impute" (ver, 6, 8, 11, 22, 23, 24) ; and

three times " reckon" (ver. 4, 9, 10) ; while at Gal. iii., 6 they

introduce a fourth rendering, " account." Let the student

read this chapter, employing every where " reckon," or, which

would be better, every where "impute," and observe how
much of clearness and precision St. Paul's argument would in

this way acquire.

In other places no doctrine is in danger of being obscured,

but still the change is uncalled for and sometimes perplex-

ing. Thus what confusion arises from turning Hfivaaot, which

in the Revelation is always translated " the bottomless pit"

(ix.,l,2,ll,andoften),into"thc deep" (Luke viii., 31); above

all, when this " deep," which it needs not to say is the <i>v\aK}'i

—that forlorn province of the Hades-world which is the re-

ceptacle of lost spirits—is so liable, as it is here, to bo con-

founded with " the lake" (" the sea," Matt, viii., 32), men-

tioned immediately after.

Or in other ways the variation is injurious. Take, for in-

stance. Rev, iv., 4 :
" And round about the throne (Opoyov)

were four-and-twenty seats" {6p6yoi). It is easy to sec the

motive of this variation ; and yet, if the inspired apostle was

visited with no misgivings lest the creature should seem to

be encroaching on the dignity of the Creator, and it is clear

that he was not—on the contrary, he has, in the most marked

manner, brought the throne of God and the thrones of the
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ly worship, him declare I unto you" (ver. 23) ; bo our trans-

lators ; but better, " Him set Iforth (narayyt'XXw) unto you."

He has their charge present in his mind, and tliis is his an-

swer to their charge. It Would more plainly appear such to

the English reader if the translators, having used "setter

forth" before, had thus returned upon the word, instead of

substituting, as they have done, " declare" for it. The Ilheims

Version, which has " preacher" and " preach," after " annun-

tiator" and " annuntio" of the Vulgate, has been careful to re-

tain and indicate the connection.

But the finer and more delicate turns of the divine rhetoric

of St. Paul are more seriously affected by another oversight

in the same verse. We make him there say, " As I passed

by, and beheld your devotions, I found an altar with this in-

scription.To the Unknown God {ayviiimf Gtji). Whom, there-

fore, ye ignorantly {ayvoouvrtq) worship, him declare I unto

you." But ifany thing is clear, it is that St. Paul in hyvoovv-

TEs intends to take up the preceding ayviiarif, the chime of

the words, and also, probably, the fact of their etymological

connection, leading him to this. He has spoken of their altar

to an " Unknown God," and ho proceeds, " whom, therefore,

ye worship unknowing, him declare I unto you." " Igno-

rantly" has the further objection that it conveys more of re-

buke than St. Paul, who is sparing his hearers to the utter-

most, intended.

In other passages, also, the point of a sentence lies in the

recurrence and repetition of the same word, which yet they

have failed to repeat, as in these which follow

:

1 Cor. iii., 17.—" If any man defile (<t>diipei) the temple of

God, him shall God destroy (^etptT)." It is the fearful law of

retaliation which is here proclaimed. He who ruins shall

himself be ruined in turn. It shall be done to him as he has

done to the temple of God. Undoubtedly it is hard to get

the right word which will suit in both places. " Corrupt"

is the first which suggests itself; yet it would not do to say,

"If any man corrupt the temple, of God, him shall God cor-
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rupt." The difficulty which our translators felt, it is evident

that the Vulgate felt the same, which in like manner has

changed its word :
" Si quis autem templum Dei violaverit,

disperdet ilium Deus." Yet why should not the verse be ren-

dered, " If any man destroy the temple of God, him shall God
destroy ?"

Matt, xxi., 41.—"He will miserably destroy those wicked

men." A difficulty of exactly the same kind exists here,

where yet the cacoi/c n-ancuc of the original ought, in some way
or other, to have been preserved, as in this way it might very

sufficiently be: "He will miserably destroy those miserable

men;" their doom shall correspond to their condition; as

this is, so shall be that. Neither would it Lave been hard at

2 Thcss. i., 6, to retiiin the play upon words, and to have ren-

dered roic OXiftovaiv vfids 0\'t\piv, " affliction to them tliat afflict

you," instead of" tribulation to them that trouble you," there

being no connection in English between the words " tribula-

tion" and "trouble," though some likeness in sound; while

yet the very purpose of the passage is to show that what
wicked men have measured to others shall be measured to

them again.

Let me indicate other examples of the same kind where
the loss is manifest. Who can doubt that the kayoiaEf of 2

Cor. iii., is an echo of kavol and iVavorijc of the verse pre-

ceding ? With the assistance of " able" and " ability," or
" ableness," as Tyndalc has it, or else with " sufficient" and
" sufficiency," it would have been easy to let this echo be

heard in the English no less than in the Greek. Ag.iin, if at

Gal. iii., 22, mviKXuatv is translated " hath concluded," avy-

KXewfuvoi in the next verse, which takes it up, should not be
rendered " shut up." The Vulgate has well " conclusit" and
"conclusi." Let the reader substitute "hath shut up" for

"hath concluded" in ver. 22, and then read the passage. He
will be at once aware of the gain. In like manner, let him
take Rom. vii., 7, and read, "I had not known lust {Lmdvfiiav)

except the law had said, Thou shalt not lust (ok ImQviiliatit) ;"
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or Phil. ii., 13, "It is God which worketh (6 ivcpydv) in you

both to will an4 to work {to ivcpytly)" and the passages will

come out with a strength and clearncBB which they have not

now. Not otherwise, if at 2 Thess. ii., 6, t6 Karixoy is ren-

dered " what withholdeth" 6 rart'x'^v, in the verse following,

should not be " ho wlio letteth." While, undoubtedly, there

is significance in the impersonal to xarixov exchanged for the

personal o KarEx^i', there can be no doubt that they refer to

one and the same person or institution ; but this is obscured

by the change of word. In like manner, one would have glad-

ly seen the connection between Xcnroftevoi and XtiVfrai at Jam.

i., 4, 5, reproduced in our version. " Lacking" and " lack,"

^which our previous versions had, would have done it. The

"patience and comfort of the Scriptures" (Uom. xv., 4) is de-

rived from " the God of patience and comfort" (ver. 5) ; for

BO one willingly would have read it ; and not " consolation,"

as it now in this latter verse stands, causing a slight obscura-

tion of the connection between the " comfort" and God, the

Author of the " comfort." Our version at 2 Cor. i., 3-7 veers

in the sdme way needlessly backward and forward, rendering

jrapaicX»j<ric four times by " consolation," and twice by " com-

fort."

How many readers have read in the English the third

chapter of St. John, and missed the remarkable connection

between our Lord's words at ver. 11, and the Baptist's tak-

ing up of those words at ver. 32 ;' and this because [tapTvpia

is translated " witness" on the former occasion, and *' testi-

mony" on the latter. Why, again, we may ask, should v/ipit

icat fi;/i«a be "hurt and damage" at Acts xxvii., 10, and "harm

and loss" at their recurrence, ver. 21 ? Both versions are

wood, and it would not much import which had been select-

ed • but whichever had been employed on the first occasion

ought also to have been employed on the second. St. Paul,

repeating in the midst of the danger the very words which

he had used when counseling his fellow voyagera how they

ml^ht avoid that danger, Avould remind them, that so ho
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might obtain a readier hearing now, of that neglected warn-
ing of his, which the sequel had only justified too well.
Of these and some other examples in the like kind which

I shall offer before leaving this part of the subject, some are
60 little significant that they might well be passed by, if any
thing could be counted wholly insignificant which helps or
hinders ever so little the more exact setting forth of the
Word of God. Thus, if in the parable of the Laborers in the
Vineyard (Matt, xx., 1), oUolian6TrK is " householder" at ver.

l,it should scarcely be "goodman of the house" at ver. 11.*
As little should the "governor of the feast" of John ii., 8, be
the "ruler of the feast" in the very next verse; or the "good-
ly apparel" ofJames ii., 2, bo the " gay clothing" of the verse
following, the words of the original in each case remaining
unchanged. Then why should not Xd/ijrti and Xa/x^-dru (Matt.
v., 15,10) reappear in our version in the intimate relation
wherein the Lord evidently means them to stand ? Seeing,
too, that he is especially urging the mercy which they who
have found mercy are bound in return to show, that here is

the very point of the .reproach which the king addresses to
the unmerciful servant (Matt, xviii., 33), £'X«7v ought either
to have been translated " have pity" or else " have compas-
sion" in both clauses of the verse, but not first by one phrase,
then by the other.

Again, it would have been clearly desirable that where in

two, sometimes it is in three, Gospels exactly the same words,

^^

• Scholefield {llints, p. 8) further objects to this last rendering as having
"a quaintneSs in it not calculated to recommend it." But it had nothing of
the kind at the time our translation was made. Compare Spenser, Faei-y
Queen, iv.,5, 34:

"There entering In, they fonnd the goodman eelf
Fall bneily opon bis work ybent."

And still more to the point, in Holland's Plutarch, p. 200 : "Finding by good
fortune the good man of the house within, [he] asked for bread and water."
So in Golding's Ovid, b. i. :

"The goodman lecks the goodwlve's death ;"

this last quotation showing how entirely all ethical sense had departed from
the word, as now from the French " bonhomme."
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recording the same event or the same conversation, occur in

the original, the identity should have been expressed by the

use of exactly the same words in the English. This continu-

ally is not the case. Thus, Matt, xxvi., 41, and Mark xiv.,

38, exactly correspond in the Greek, while in the translation

the words appear in St. Matthew :
" Watch and pray, that ye

enter not into temptation ; the spirit indeed is usilling, but

the flesh is weak;" in St. Mark: "Watch ye and pray, /cs< ye

enter into temptation ; the spirit truly is ready, but the flesh

is weak." Again, the words Matt, xix., 20, and Mark x., 20,

exactly agree in the original ; they are far from doing so in

onr version : in St. Matthew :
" All these things have I kept

from my youth upf in St.Mark: "All these have I observed

from my youth." So, too, "Thy faith hath satiec? thee," of

Luke vii., 50, represents exactly the same words as "Thy
faith hath made thee whole" of Luke xvii., 19: and compare

Matt. XX., 16 with xxii., 14.

It may seem a mere trifle that ^uivij IcpfiaTirrt is " a leathern

girdle" in St. Matthew (iii.,4), and " a girdle of a skin" in the

parallel passage of St. Mark (i.,6)
;
yet, not to urge the pure-

ly gratuitous character of this and similar variations, it must

not be forgotten that through them a most interesting ques-

tion, opening into boundless fields of inquiry, namely, the ex-

act relation of the four several Gospels to one another, and

the extent to which one sacred writer may have availed him-

self-of the work of a predecessor, is entirely foreclosed to the

English reader. "There is no reason," it has been well said,

" why such interesting discussions as those contained in Mi-

chaelis, and the notes of his learned translator and commen-

tator. Bishop Marsh, with reference to the correspondence,

verbal or substantial, and also to the variances, of the differ-

ent Gospel narratives, should not be as open to an English

reader as to the Greek scholar. While the harmony ofmany

passages, common to two or more evangelists, whether, as in

some cases, it be perfect, or, as in others, only substantial,

bears iu bo interesting a manner on the questions involved
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in the discussions alluded to, our version seems based on a

studied design to confound and mislead as to the actual

facts."

Not otherwise, in a quotation from the Old Testament, if

two or more sacred writers quote it in absolutely identical

words, this fact ought to be reproduced in the version. It

is not so in respect of the important quotation from Gen. xv.,

; but on the three occasions that it is quoted (Horn, iv., 3

;

Gal. iii., ; Janles ii., 23), it appears with variations, slight,

indeed, and not in the least affecting the sense, but yet which

would better have been avoided. Again, the phrase oofiii

tluSiat, occurring twice in the New Testament, has so fixed,

I may say, so technical a significance, referring as it does to

a continually recurring phrase of the Old Testament, that it

should not bo rendered on one occasion "a swcet-smelling

savor" (Eph. v., 2), on the other " an odor of a sweet smell"

(Phil, iv., 18).

In other ways interesting and important relations between

different parts of Scripture would come out more strongly if

what is precisely similar in the original had reappeared as

precisely similar iu the translation. The Epistles to the

Ephesians and to the Colossians profess to have been sent

from Rome to the East by the same messenger (comp. Eph. vi.,

21, 22 ; Col. iv., 7, 8) ; they were written, therefore, we may
confidently conclude, about the same time. When we come

to examine their internal structure, this exactly bears out

what under such circumstances we should expect in letters

proceeding from the pen of St. Paul—great differences, but

at the same time remarkable points of contact and resem-

blance, both in the thoughts and in the words which are the

garment of the thoughts. Paley has urged this as an inter-

nal evidence for the truth of those statements Avhich these

epistles make about themselves.* This internal evidence to

which he appeals doubtless exists even now for the English

reader, but it would press itself on his attention much more

^-

.

• Hora Paulina, vi.
, § 2.
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Strongly if tho exact resemblances in the originals had been
represented by exact resemblances in the copies. This often-
times has not been the case. Striking coincidences in lan-

guage between one epistle and the other, which exist in the
Greek, do not exist in the English. For example, eVtpy«a
is " working," Eph. i., 19; it is " operation," Col. ii., 12 : raire-

•vo^oiruwj is " lowliness," Eph. iv., 2 ; " humbleness of mind,"
Col. iii., 1 2 : trvfifitfiaio^tivoy is " compacted," Eph. iv., 1 6

; " knit
together," Col. iii., 19; with much more of the same kind; as
is accurately brought out by the late Professor Blunt,* who
draws one of the chief motives why the clergy should study
the Scriptures in the original languages from the shortcom-
ings which exist in the translations of them.

Before leaving this branch of the subject,! will take a few
words, and note tho variety of rendering to which they are

submitted in our version. I have not taken them altogether

at random, yet some of these are by no means the most re-

markable instances in their kind. They will, however, suffi-

ciently illustrate the matter in hand.

'Aderew, " to reject" (Mark vi., 26) ; " to despise" (Luke x.,

16); "to trlng to nothing" (1 Cor. i., 19); « to frustrate" (Gal.

ii., 21) ;
" to disannul" (Gal. ill, 15) ; " to cast off" (1 Tim. v.,

12).

'AvaaraTou, " to turn upside down" (Acts xvii., 6) ; "to make
an uproar" (Acts xxi., 38) ;

" to trouble" (Gal. v., 12).

'ATToicaXwi^tc, " revelation" (Rom. ii., 6) ;
" manifestation"

(Rom. viii., 19) ; " coming" (1 Cor. i., 7) ; " appearing" (1 Pet.

i.,7).

AeXtaliu, " to entice" (James i., 14) ; " to beguile" (2 Pet. ii.,

14) ; « to allure" (2 Pet. ii., 18).

'EXe'tx". "to tell of [his] trespass" (Matt, xviii., 15); "to

reprove" (John xvi., 8) ; "to convict" (John viii., 9) ; " to con-

vince" (John viii., 46) ;
" to rebuke" (1 Tim. v., 20).

Z6<t>os, "darkness" (2 Pet. ii., 4); "mist" (2 Pet. ii., 17);

"blackness" (Judo 13).

• Duties of the Parish Priest, p. 71 . The whole section (p. 47-70) is em-

inently instroctire.
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Karapyt'u, " to cumber" (Luke xiii., 7) ; " to make without

effect" (Rom. iii., 3); "to make void" (Rom. iii., 31); "to make

of none effect" (Rom. iv., 14) ; "to destroy" (Rom. vi.,6); "to

loose" (Rom. vii., 2) ; " to deliver" (Rom. vii., 6) ; " to bring

to naught" (1 Cor. i., 18) ; " to do away" (1 Cor. xiii., 10) ; "to

put away" (1 Cor. xiii., 11); "to put down" (1 Cor. xv., 24)

;

" to abolish" (2 Cor. iii., 1 3). Add to these, larapyt'o/iai, " to

come to naught" (1 Cor. ii., 6) ;
" to fail" (1 Cor. xiii., 8) ; " to

vanish away" (ibid.) ; " to become of none effect" (Gal. v., 4)

;

"to cease" (Gal. v., 11); and we havchere seventeen different

renderings of this word, occurring in all twenty-seven times

in the New Testament.

KarapWiTw, "to mend" (Matt, iv., 21); "to perfect" (Matt.

xxi., 16) ;
" to fit" (Rom. ix., 22) ; " to perfectly join together"

(1 Cor. i., 10) ;
" to restore" (Gal. vi., 1) ; " to prepare" (Ileb.

X., 5) ;
" to frame" (Heb. xi., 3) ; " to make perfect" (Ileb. xiii.,

21).

Kavjfaofiai, " to make boast" (Rom. ii., 17); " to rejoice"

(Rom. v.,2); "to glory" (Rom. v., 3); "to joy" (Rom. v.,11);

"to boast" (2 Cor. vii., 14).

Kpariu, " to take" (Matt, ix., 25) ; " to lay hold on" (Matt,

xii., 11) ; "to lay hands on" (Matt, xviii., 28) ; " to hold fast"

(Matt, xxvi., 48) ;
" to hold" (Matt, xxviii., 9) ;

" to keep"

(Mark ix., 10) ;
" to retain" (John xx., 23) ; " to obtain" (Acts

xxvii., 13).

UaparaXcw, "to comfort" (Matt, ii., 18); "to beseech" (Matt,

viii., 5) ; "to desire" (Matt, xviii., 32) ; "to pray" (Matt, xxvi.,

53) ;
" to entreat" (Luke xv.,28) ;

" to exhort" (Acts ii., 40)

;

" to call for" (Acts xxviii., 20).

Harpia, " lineage" (Luke ii., 4) ;
" kindred" (Acts iii., 25)

;

" family" (Ephes. iii., 15).

Let me once more observe, in leaving this part of the sub-

ject, that I would not for an instant imply that in all these

places one and the same English word could have been em-

ployed,but only that the variety might have been much small-

er than it actually is.
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CHAPTER VI.

ON SOME REAL DISTINCTIONS EFFACED.

If it is impossible, as has been shown alieady, in every case

to render one word in the original by one word, constantly

employed, in the translation, equally impossible is it, as was

shown at the same time, to render in every case different

•words in the original by different words in the translation

;

it continually happening that one language possesses, and

fixes in words, distinctions of which another takes no note.

But, with the freest recognition of this, the forces and capac-

ities' of a language should be stretched to the uttermost, the

riches of its synonyms thoroughly searched out; and not till

this is done, not till its resources prove plainly insufficient to

the task, ought translators to acquiesce in the disappearance

from their copy of distinctions which existed in the original

from which that copy was made, or.to count that, notwith-

standing this disappearance, they have accomplished all that

lay on them to accomplish. More might assuredly have been

here done than has by our translators been attempted, as I

will endeavor by a few examples to prove.

Thus one must always regret, and the regret has been oft-

en expressed-it was so by Broughton almost as soon as our

version was published*-that in the Apocalypse our transla-

tors should have rendered Onpioy and fi)ov by the same word,

" beast." Both play important parts in the book
;
both be-

long to its higher symbolism, but to portions the most differ-

ent" The ida, or "living creatures," which stand before the

throne, in which dwells the fullness of all creaturely life, as it

* Of the Ma or "wights," a3 he and other of our early divines called

them L s:/;r„'i:ng„«ge ha'rdly too strong," they are barbarously translated

bea,ts."-iVorks,f.G39.
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gives praise and glory to God (iv., 6, 7, 8, 9 ; v., ; vi., 1 ; and

often), form part of the heavenly symbolism ; the Oi;pia, the

first beast and the second, which rise up, one from the bot-

tomless pit (xi., 7), the other from the sea (xiii., 1), of which

the one makes war upon the two witnesses, the other opens

his mouth in blasphemies, these form part of the hellish sym-

bolism. To confound these and those under a common des-

ignation, to call those " beasts" and these " beasts," would be

an oversight, even granting the name to be suitable to both

;

it is a most serious one when the word used, bringing out, as

this must, the predominance of the lower animal life, is ap-

plied to glorious creatures in the very court and presence of

Heaven. The error is common to all the translations. That
the Rheims should not have escaped it is strange; for the

Vulgate renders ^wa by "animalia" ("animantia" would have

been still better), and only Oripiov by " beslia." If ^ia had al-

ways been rendered " living creatures," this would have had

the additional advantage of setting these symbols of the

Apocalypse, even for the English reader, in an unmistakable

connection with Ezek. i., 5, 13, 14, and often ; where "living

creature" is the rendering in our English Version of n*n, as

l^Siov is in the Scptuagint.

Matt, xxii., 1-14.—In this parable of the Marriage of the

King's Son, the ZouXoi who summon the bidden guests (ver. 3,

4), and the Imkovoi who in the end expel the unworthy intru-

der (ver. 13), should not have been confounded under the

common name of " servants." A real and important distinc-

tion between the several actors in the parable is in this way
obliterated. The ZoiiKot are men, the ambassadors of Christ,

those that invite their fellow- men to the blessings of the

kingdom of heaven ; but the Imkovoi are angels, those that

"stand by" (Luke xix., 24), ready to fulfill the divine judg-

ments, and whom we ever find the executors of these judg-

ments in the day of Christ's appearing. They are as distinct

from one another as the "servants of the householder," who
in like manner are men, and the " reapers," who are angels,

Y
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in the parable of the Tares (Matt, xiii., 27, 30). The distinc-

tion which we have lost the "Vulgate has preserved ; the SoDXot

are " servi," the Ii&kovoi "ministri;" and all our early transla-

tions in like manner rendered the words severally by " serv-

ants" and " ministers," the Rheims by " servants" and " wait-

ers."*

There is a very real distinction between amaria and anti-

Ocia. It is often urged by our elder divines, as by Jackson

in more passages than one, but it is not constantly observed

by our translators. 'Amaria is, I believe, always and rightly

rendered " unbelief," while An-e/fltia is in most cases rendered,

and rightly, "disobedience;" perhaps "contumacy" would still

better have expressed the positive active character which in

it is implied ; but on two occasions (Ileb. iv., 6, 11) it also is

translated " unbelief." In like manner, itmoTtiv is properly

" to refuse belief" avtSiiv " to refuse obedience;" but aireiQiiv

is often in our translation allowed to run into the sense of

tnrunCiv, as at John iii., 36; Acts xiv., 2; xix., 9; Rom. xi.,

30 (the right translation in the margin) ; and yet, as I have

said, the distinction is real ; aTrtiOna, or " disobedience," is the

result of imunla, or " unbelief ;" they are not identical with

one another.

Again, there was no possible reason why ao^s and ^puvifioe

* The remarkable fact that lovXoc is never rendered "slave" in our ver-

sion, that a word apparently of such prime necessity as "slave" only occurs

twice in the whole English Bible—once in the old Testament (Jer. ii., 14)

ond once in the New (Rev. xviii., 13, for aii/Aara), must be explained in part

by the comparative newness of the word in our language (Gascoigne is the

earliest authority for it which our Dictionaries give). This, honever, would

not of itself be sufficient to account for it, in the presence of the frequent em-

ployment of "slave" in the contemporary writings of Shakespeare. The rea-

son lies deeper. In the ancient world, where almost all service was slaver}',

there was no opprobium, no ethical contempt tinging the word IovXoq. It is

pther«-ise with "slave" in that piodem world where slavery and liberty exist

side by side, where it is felt that no man ought to be a slave, that no very

brave man would be ; that the sen-ice which the slave renders is rendered

not for conscience sake, but of compulsion. It is impossible to dissociate the

word now from something of contempt. " Taul, the slave of Jesus Christ,"

literally accurate, would in fact have said something very different from IlnC-

Xos, tovXos 'lijaov Xpiarov.
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should not have been kept asunder, and the real distinction
which exists between them in the original maintained also in
our version. We possess «« wise" for (ro^dc, and " prudent"
for ifpovtfioc. It is true that avveroc has taken possession of
" prudent," but might have better been rendered by " under-
standing," Our translators have thrown away their advan-
tage here, rendering, I believe in every case, both (to<i>6s and
<t>p6fifiOQ by « wise," although in no single instance are the
words interchangeable. The tppuyt^oc is one who dexterously
adapts his means to his ends (Luke xvi., 8), the word express-
ing nothing in respect of the ends themselves, whether they
are worthy or not; the aoijiot is one whose means and ends
are alike worthy. God is ooij>6c (Jude 25) ; wicked men may
be (ppoptfiot, while iro^oi, except in the aofia tov Koafiov, which
is itself an ironical term, they could never be. How much
would have been gained at Luke xvi., 8, iffpoylftuic had been
rendered not "wisely," but "prudently;" how much needless
offense would have been avoided

!

The standing word which St. Paul uses to express the for-

giveness of sins is &<t,etni &fiapnSv; but on one remarkable oc-
casion he changes his word, and instead of %<rtc employs tto-

piaig (Rom. iii., 25). Our translators take no note of the very
noticeable substitution, but render Trapeaiv afiapnCSv, or rather
here aftapTtifiaTutv, " remission of sins," as every where else
they have rendered the more usual phrase. But it was not
for nothing that St. Paul used here quite another word. He
is speaking of quite a different thing; he is speaking, not of
the " remission" of sins, or the letting of them quite go, but
of the " pretermission" {wapcaig, from vaplrifu), the passing of
them by on the part of God for a while, the temporary dis-

simulation upoii his part, which found place under the old
covenant, in consideration of the great sacrifice which was
one day to be. The passage is further obscured by the fact

that our translators have rendered Sm Tr)v napcmv as though
it had been Jia rrjt irapiaiuQ—"/or the remission," that is, with
a view to the remission, while the proper rendering of ha,
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with an accusative, would of course have been " because of
the remission," or, better, " the pretermission," or, as Ham-
mond proposes, " because of the passing by, of past sins."

What the apostle would say is this :
" There needed a signal

manifestation of the righteousness of God on account of the

long pretermission, or passing by, of sins in his infinite for-

bearance, with no adequate expression of his righteous wrath

against them during all those ages which preceded the reve-

latiob of Christ ; which manifestation of his righteousness at

length found place when he set forth no other and no less

than his own Son to be the propitiatory sacrifice for sin."

But the passage, as we have it now, can not bo said to yield

this meaning.

There are two occasions on which a multitude is miracu-

lously fed by our Lord ; and it is not a little remarkable that

on the first occasion in every narrative, and there are four

records of the miracle, the word ko^ivoq is used of the baskets

in which the fragments which remain are gathered up (Matt,

xiv.,20; Mark vi.,43; Luke ix., 17; John vi., 13), while on

occasion of the second miracle, in the two records which arc

all that we have of it, tm-vp/c is used (Matt, xv., 37 ; Mark

viii., 8) ; and in proof that this is not accidental, sec Matt.

xvi.,9, 10; Mark viiL, 19,20. The fact is a slight, yet not

unimportant, testimony to the pntire distinctness of the two

miracles, and that we have not here, as some of the modern

assailants of the historical accuracy of the Gospels assure us,

two confused traditions of one and the same event. What

the exact distinction between co^jyoc and tnrvpls is may be

hard to determine, and it may not be very easy to suggest

what second word should have marked this distinction ; for

" maunds" is now obsolete, and a " canister* is not a basket

any longer ;
yet I can not but think that where not merely

the evangelists in their narrative, but the Lord in his allusion

to the event, so distinctly marks a difference, we should have

attempted to mark it also, as the Vulgate by " cophini",and

" sportse" has done.
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Again, our translators obliterate, for the most part, thed.stmct.on between .a,, e.o. arid .loc G.D as applied toChnst There are five passages in the New Testament n

fir t of these (Matt, x.i., 18) they have rendered .a<c by "serv-

thiVin'."h J T'*^
^''' ^°"' ^^" '^ '^'y h-d abode bythis .n the other four. These all occur in the Acts, and in

son (Acts .n.,13,26),or "child" (Acts iv., 27, 30), intro-duced^ I can not but feci that in this they'wer'e iu'e,;::
na.c Geo. m,ght be rendered " servant of God," and I am per-suaded that U ought. It might be, for it needs not toZ
-a,c IS continually used like the Latin « puer" in the sen'se oJservant, and m the LXX. .„:, e.D as the "servant of God "
Davd calls h.mself so no less than seven times in 2 Sam vii'-

But not merely ,t might have been thns rendered -it alsoshould have been, as these reasons convince me : Eve y u

fore shall be, no prophecies in Sp.ir^f. .u
servant of J hovah"t I a"h ifllT^^

'''''"''''

«.. T •
I- 1 • ,T

^sa'an 19 israel accordinrr to the flesh

on : d'r;
''

^M'^*'
"""'y °^ ^'-« P'-Phet! collect'?;considered, or any other except Christ himself Rut it Lquite certain, f.om the inner harmonies of the ofd tIIment and the New, that wherever there s a arge^Jr f

S in ttr ', T'
""" ''"•^^'" '^"•^ ^"^ H "servant ofGod ,n the places where that phrase occurs in the Newthere wUl be no allusion throughout it all to that grofp of

ChToT '/Tr ''' '"''''^' - ^^« servfnt : Jehovah, who learned obedience by the things which he suffer-
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ed. I can not doubt, and, as far as I know, this is the conclu-

Bion of all who have considered the subject, that ttoTc Qiov

should be rendered "servant of God" as often as in the New
Testament it is used of Christ. His Sonship will remain suf-

ficiently declared in innumerable other passages.

Something of precision and beauty is lost at John x., 16,

through a rendering ofavX^ and iroiftyi) both by "fold :" "And
other sheep I have, which are not o{ thisfold (avXqc) ; these

also I must bring, and they shall hear my voice ; and there

shall be one/old (voifivt)) and one shepherd." It is remarka-

ble that in the Vulgate there is the same obliteration of the

distinction between the two words,"ovile" standing for both.

Substitute " flock" for " fold" on the second occasion of its

occurring (this was Tyndale's rendering, which we should

not have forsaken), and it will be at once felt how much the

verse will gain. The Jew and the Gentile are the two " folds"

which Christ, the Good Shepherd, will gather into a single

"flock."

As a farther example, take John xvii., 12: "While I was

with them in the world, I kept them in thy name. Those that

thou gavest me I have kept, and none of them is lost." It is

not a great matter; yet who would not gather from this

" kept," recurring twice in this verse, that there must be also

in the original some word of the like recurrence ? Yet it is

not so ; the first " kept" is htipovv, and the second i<t>v\a(,a

:

nor are rriptiv and ipvXaaaciy here such mere synonyms that

the distinction between them may be effaced without loss.

The first is " servare," or, better, " conservare ;" the second

" custodire ;" and the first, the keeping or preserving, is the

consequence of the second, the guarding. What the Lord

would say is, "I so guarded, so protected (t^uXafa), those

whom thou hast given me, that I kept and preserved them

(this the r^pijffic) unto the present day." Thus Lampe :
" nj-

ptlv est generalius, vitseque novmJinalem conservationem po-

test exprimere; (pvXatrauy vero specialiiis mediorum prajstati-

ouem, per quae finis ille obtinetur;" and he proceeds to quote,
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excellently to the point, Prov.xix., 16: vc fvXaaati ivToXrjy,

r»)p£ J Tljv,tavTov t//uj()j>'.

Before leaving this branch of the subject, I will give a few
examples more of the way in which a single word in the En-
glish does duty for many in the Greek. " To ordain" stands
for ail these words: KaOiin-rifii (Tit. i.,5); opl^u (Acts x.,42);

TToitu (Mark iii., 14); rd<r<ru (Acts xiii.,48); Hdnfn (John xv.,

16); xt'poToyiui (Acts xiv., 23). Again, we arc tempted to
ask, without always being able, even while we ask the ques-
tion, to offer a satisfactory answer to it, might not something
have been done to distinguish between ayaarpoffi (Gal. i , 13),

rpoiros (Ileb. xiii., 5), iroXhtvfia (Phil, iii., 20), all rendered "con-
versation ;" between ^oveuc (1 Pet. iv., 15), aiKupws (Acts xxi.,

38), ayepunroKTovoc (I John iii., 15), all rendered "murderer;"
between SUrvov (Matt, iv., 20), afi^i^\r)<rrpov (Matt, iv., 18), and
aayitvr) (Matt, xiii., 47), all translated "net?" Or take the

words " thought" and " to think." The Biblical psychology

is anyhow a subject encumbered with most serious perplexi-

ties. He finds jt so, and often sees his way but obscurely,

who has all the helps which the most accurate observation

and comparison of the terras actually used by the sacred

writers will afford. Of course, none but the student of the

original document can have these helps in their fullness ; at

the same time, it scarcely needed that " thouglit" should be
employed as the rendering alike of Ivdlifiriaie (Matt, ix., 4),

JmXoyiff/idc (Matt. XV., 19), ^iqvdij^a (Luke xi., 17),£Vi>oia (Acts

viii., 22), Xoytafioe (Rom. ii., 15), and yvtifia (2 Cor. x., 5) ; or

that the verb "to think" should in the passages wliich follow

be the one English representative of a still wider circle of

words, of ioKib) (Matt, iii., 9), vo/ii'^w (Matt, v., 17), ivOviiiofiai

(Matt, ix., 4), liaKoyi^oiiai (Luke xii., 17), luyQvfiiofiai (Acts x.,

19),ijrovo£'w (Acts xiii., 25), ijyto/iat (Acts xxvL, 2), ipiVu (Acts

xxvi., 8), i^povib) (Rom. xii., 3), Xoy/fo/iat (2 Cor. iii., 5), roiu

(Eph. iii., 20), oVofiai (James i., 7).*

For the distinction between some, at least, of these, a distinction which it
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One example more. The verb " to trouble" is a very fa-

vorite one with our translators. There are no less than ten

Greek words or phrases whicb it is employed by them to

render; these, namely : roTrouc irapf'xw (Matt, xxvi., 10), (tkuXXu

(Mark v., 35), liarapaaaia (Luke i., 29), rup/3dfu (Luke x., 41),

itaptvo)(kibi (Acts XV., 19), eopvfiiofiai (Acts xx., 10), Tapaaaio

(Gal. i., 7), Ayaararou (Gal. v., 12), eXifii^ (2 Thess. i., 6), ivox'

Xiu (Heb. xii., 15). If we add to these tKrapoTOu, " excecdr

ingly to trouble" (Acts xvi., 20), Bpoioiiai, " to be troubled"

(Matt, xxiv., 6), the word will do duty for no fewer than

twelve Greek words. Now the English language may not

be so rich in synonyms as the Greek ; but with " vex," " har-

ass," " annoy," " disturb," " distress," " afflict," " disquiet,"

"unsettle," "burden," "terrify," almost every one of which

would in one of the above places or other seem to me more

appropriate than the word actually employed,! can not ad-

mit that the poverty or limited resources of our language left

no choice here but to efface all the distinctions between these

words, as by the employment of" trouble" for them all has,

in these cases at least, been done.

would be quite possible to reproduce in English, seeVomel, Synon. Wirterbuch,

p. 181,8.T. "glauben."
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CHAPTER VII.

ON SOME BETTER EENDERINGS FORSAKEN, OR PLACED IN

THE MARGIN.

Occasionally, but rarely, our translators dismiss a better

rendering, which was in one or more of the earlier versions,

and replace it by a worse. It may be said of their version,

in'comparison with those which went before, that it occupies

very much the place which the Vulgate did in regard of the

Latin versions preceding. In the whole, an immense improve-

ment,,while yet in some minor details they are more accurate

than it. This is so in the passages which follow.

Matt, xxviii., 14.—"And if this come to the governor''s ears,

we will persuade him, and secure you." The Geneva Ver-

sion, but that alone among the previous ones,* had given the

* It is evident that there must have been some very good and carerul schol-

arship brought to bear on this version, or revision rather. I have observed,

on several occasions, that it is the first to seize the exact meaning of a pas-

sage, which all the preceding versions had missed. I will adduce, in a note,

three or four occasions which present themselves to me where this has been

the case.

Marl( xiv., 72.

—

Kai ivtfiaXuiv iicXaic. All versions, fromWicliffe to Cran-

mer inclusive, "And began to weep," a rendering which even our Authorized

Version has allowed in the margin. But the Geneva rightly, "And weigh-

ing that with himiel/ QwifiaXiiv, that is, riv voiv), he wept." Our version

is indeed better, "And when he thought thereon, he wept ;" but the Geneva

is correct, and the first which is so.

Luke xi., 17.—Kai o7cof iiri oIkov, irlvTU. l^ndale had it, "And one

house shall fall upon another ;" Cranmcr and Coverdale the some. Even to

this present day there are those who maintain this version—Meyer, for in-

stance, with that singular perversity which, amid his eminent cxegetical tact,

he contrives sometimes to display—making this not an independent clause

and thought, but merely a drawing out more at large the iptitiuimt of the

/JairiXcia, just before spoken of. But the Geneva rightly, assuming a comma
after oUov, and drawing a jia/ifpurdci'c from the preceding clause into this,

"And a house divided against itself, falleth :" comp. Matt. xii. , 35.

Acts xxiii.,27.
—

'ECtiXd/iiji' airiv, ftaOiiiv iiri 'Pw/inlof lariv. Here, too.
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passage rightly : "And if this come before the governor (ica!

til' iiKovoB^ TouTo ciri tou !iyefji6vot), we will pacify him, and save
you harmless." The words of the original have reference to

a judicial hearing of the matter before the governor ("si res

apud ilium judicem agatur," Erasmus), and not to the possi-

bility of its reaching his ears by hearsay ; but this our trans-

lation fails to express. In irelaofttv, I may observe, lies a eu-

phemism by no means rare in Hellenistic Greek (see Krebs,

Obss. e Josepho, in loco) : "We will take effectual means to

persuade him ;" as, knowing the covetous, greedy character

of the man, they were able confidently to promise.

the Geneva is the first which brings out the characteristic nntnith of which
Lysios, who otherwise recommends himself favorably to us, is guilty in his

letter to Felix. Wishing to obtain credit with his superior officer, to set his

own zeal in the most favorable light, he contrives, by a slight sliifting of the

order of events, to make it appear that he rescued Paul out of the hands of
the fanatic Jewish populace, "having understood that he was a liomnn;"
when, indeed, he only discovered the citizenship of Paul at a later period

(comp. xxi., 32, 33, and xxii., 27), and not until he had grossly outraged the

majesty of Rome in him, all mention of which he naturally suppresses. The
earlier Anglican versions had it, "Then came I with soldier's and rescued

him, and perceived thot he was a Roman ;" as though, which was indeed the

fact, but not what he, would present as the fact, he had perceived this after

the rescue; but the Geneva rightly, "^jercomBj that he was Roman"—not

the truth, but what ho would present as the truth. The attempt of Grotius

to make /iaduv here— cai c/iadoK must be decidedly rejected; see Winer,

Gramm., § 4G.

Acts xxvii., 9.

—

^id ri icat t^v vriaTitav ijlii irapi^tiKvBivai. None of our

earlier translators appear to have been aware that i) vtiania was a name by

which the great fast of the Atonement, being the only fast specially com-

manded in the Jewish ritual (Lev. xvi., 29; xxiii., 27), was technically

known ; see Fhilo, De Septen. , § 2. We may see from Tyndale's words, "be-

cause also we had overlong fasted," how utterly astray they would be, in con-

sequence of this ignorance, as regards the meaning of this passage. But the

Geneva rightly, " because also the time of the fust was now passed."

James i., 13.
—

'O yip Beit awitpaaros lart icaicuv. All the translations

which had gone before, from Wickliffe to Cranmer, giving to airtipaaros an

active signification, which it certainly might have, but has not here, had made

this clause n mere tautology to thot which follows. Thus Tj-ndale :
" For

God tempteth not unto evil, neither tempteth he any man." The Geneva first

ascribed to airtipaaroc its proper passive force (see Winer, Gramm., § 30, 4),

translating in words which our version has retained, "For God can not be

templed with evil, neither tempteth he any man."

ON SOME BETTER RENDERINOS FORSAKEN, ETC.
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Mark xi., IV.—" Is it not written, My house shall be called

of all nations the house of prayer? but ye have made it a
den of thieves." In Tyndale's version, in Cranmer's, and the
Geneva, "My house shall be called the house of prayer unto
all nations ; but ye, etc.," and rightly. There is no difficulty
whatever in giving 7rd<T. roTc iOvim a dative rather than an
ablative sense, while thus the passage is brought into exact
agreement with that in Isaiah, to which Christ, in his "Is it

not written ?" refers, namely, Isa. Ivi., 7 ; and, moreover, the
point of his words is preserved, which the present transla-
tion misses. Our Lord's indignation was aroused in part at
the profanation of the holy precincts of his Father's house,
but in part, also, by the fact that, the scene of this profana-
tion being the court of the Gentiles, the Jews have thus man-
aged to testify their contempt for them, and for their share
in the blessings of the covenant. Those parts of the Temple
which were exclusively their own, the Court of the Priests
and the Court of the Israelites, they had kept clear of these
buyers and sellers; but that part assigned to the Gentile
worshipers, the irtfii^tyoi tov efd.-, they were little concerned
about the profanation to which it was exposed, perhaps
pleased with it rather. But He who came into the world to
be a Redeemer, not ofJews only, but also of Gentiles, quotesm a righteous indignation the words of the prophet, which
they had done all that in them lay to irritate and defeat-
"My house shall be called the house of prayer unto aU na-
tions:" all which intention on his part in the citation of the
prophecy our version fails to preserve. Mede, in an interest-
ing discourse upon the text,* ascribes to the influence of Beza
this alteration, which is certainly one for the worse.
Luke xvi., 1.—"The same was accused unto him that he

had wasted his goods." The Geneva had corrected this, which
was m Tyndale and Cranmer, and given to <lc hacKop^iCoy iis
proper sense, "Ma< he wasted," the accusation referring not
to what the steward had done, but now was doing.

• Works, London, 1C72, p. 44 ; comp. p. U.
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Acts xxi., 3.—"For there the ship was to unlade her bur-

den." This, supported though it be by Valckenaer (" eo na-

vis raerces expositura eraf) and others, is incorrect. There
can no such future sense be given to Jiv airoipopTiliofitvoy ; see

Winer, Gramm., § 46, 5. St. Luke would say " was unlad-

ing," or " was engaged in unlading ;" and Tyndalo rightly,

whom Cranmer and the Geneva follow : "For there the ship

unladed her burden." He is speaking from a point of view

taken after the ship's arrival at this place, and of what it act-

ually did, not ofwhat it should do.

Ephes. iv., 18.—"Because of the blindness of their hearts."

The Geneva Version had given this rightly: "Because of the

hardness of their heart ;" which better rendering our trans-

lators forsake, being content to place it in the margin. But

there can be no doubt that irupunris is from the substantive

irwpos, a porous kind of stone, and from irupuu, to become cal-

lous, hard, or stony (Mark vi., 52 ; John xii., 40 ; Rom. xi., 7;

2 Cor. iii., 14) ; not from n-wpoc, blind. How much better, too,

this agrees with what follows—" who, being past feeling'''

(that is, having through their hardness or callousness of heart

arrived at a condition of miserable avoKrOija/a), " have given

themselves over to work all uncleanness with greediness."

I may observe that at Rom. xi., 7, they have in like manner

put " blinded" in the text, and " hardened," the correct ren-

dering of tJTupiiOijffoi', in the margin; while at 2 Cor. iii., 14,

where they translate dW iirupiiOri ra vofifiara avriiv," but their

minds were blinded" the correcter is not even offered as an

alternative rendering. Wicliffe and the Rheims, which both

depend on the Vulgate ("sed obtusi sunt sensus eorum"), are

here the only correct versions.

1 Thess. v., 22.—"Abstain from all appearance of evil."

An injurious rendering of the words dTro iravroc liSovc irovijpou

arixtirOt, and a going back from the right translation. "Ab-

stain from all kind of evil," which the Geneva Version had.

It is from the reality of evil, and ilSot here means this (see a

good note in Hammond), not from the appearance, which

ON SOME BETtEli RENDESINOS FORSAKEN, ETC. i q 3

God's Word elsewhere commands us to abstain ; nor does it

here command any other thing.* Indeed, there are times

when, so far from abstaining from all appearance of evil, it

will be a part of Christian courage not to abstain from such.

It was an "appearance of evil" in the eyes of the Pharisees

when our Lord healed on the Sabbath, or showed himself a

friend of publicans and sinners ; but Christ did not therefore

abstain from this or from that. How many "appearances of

evil," which he might have abstained from, yet did not, must
SLPaul's own conversation have presented in the eyes of the

zealots for the ceremonial law. I was once inclined to think

that our translators used " appearance" hero as we might
now use " form," and that we therefore had here an obsolete,

not an inaccurate rendering ; but I can find no authority for

this use of the word.

1 Tim. vi., 5.—" Supposing that gain is godliness." It is

difficult to connect any meaning whatever with this lan-

guage. But Coverdale, and he alone of our translators, deals

with these words, vo/ii^dtruf nopiofiov i\yat Tifv ivaifitiav, right-

ly—" which think that godliness is lucre," i. e., a means of gain.

The want of a thorough mastery of the Greek article and its

use left it possible here to go back from a right rendering

once attained.

Heb. ix., 23.—" It was therefore necessary that the patterns

of things in the heavens should be purified with these, but

the heavenly things themselves with better sacrifices than

these." " Patterns" introduces some confusion here, and is

not justified by the word's use in the time of our translators

any more than in our own. It is, of course, quite true that

vTTultiyjia may mean, and, indeed, often does mean, " pattern"

or "exemplar" (John xiii., 15). But here, as at viii., 5 (hiru-

luyfia rai ada), it can Only mean the " copy" drawn from this

* Jeanes, chiefly remembered now for his theological controversy with Jer-

emy Taylor, in which the greater man had not always the best of the argu-

ment, in a treatise of some merit, Concerning Abslinence/rom all Appearance

of Evil (Worki, 1C60, p. 08 «??.), defends our present version of the words.
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exemplar. The heavenly things themselves are "the pat-

terns" or archetypes, the "Urbilder;" the earthly, the Levit-

ical tabernacle, with its priests and sacrifices, are the copies,

the similitudes, the " Abbilder," which, as such, are partakers,

not of a real, but a typical purification. This is, indeed, the

very point which the apostle is urging, and his whole antith-

esis is confused by calling the earthly things " the patterns,"

being, as they are, only the shadows of the true. The earlier

translators, Tyndale, Cranmer, and the Geneva, had " simili-

tudes," which was correct, though it seems to me that " cop-

ies" would be preferable.*

Heb. xi., 13.—" These all died in faith ; not having received

the promises, but having seen them afar off, and were per-

suaded of them, and embraced them." But with all respect

be it said, this "embracing the promises" was the very thing

which the worthies of tlie Old Testament did not do, and

which the sacred writer is urging throughout that they did

not do, who only saw them from afar, as things distant and

not near. Our present rendering is an unfortunate going

back from Tyndale's and Cranmer's "saluted them," from

Wicliffe's " greeted them." The beautiful image of mariners

homeward bound, who recognize from afar the promontories

and well-known features of a beloved land, and " greet" or

"salute" these from a distance, is lost to us. Estius: "Chry-

Boslomus dictum putat ex mctaphora navigantium qui ex

longinquo prospiciunt civitates desideratas, quas antequam

ingrediantur ct inhabitcnt, salutatione prseveniunt." Comp.

Virgil,-<^n.,iii.,524:

" Italiam Isto Bocii clamore lalutant."

In other respects our own version is unsatisfactory. The

• It Is familiarljr known to all students of English that " pattern" is origi-

nally only another spelling of "patron" (the client imitates his patron ; the

copy takes after its pattern), however they may have now separated off into

two words. But it is interesting to notice the word when as yet this separa-

tion of one into two had not uttered itself in different orthography. We do

this Heb. viii., 5 (Geneva Version): "which pricstes serve unto the padrone

and shadow of heavenly things."

ON SOME SETTER JtENDESINOS FORSAKEN, ETC.
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words, "and were persuaded of them," have no ricrht to a
place in the text; while the "afar off" (n6pp.,e,,,) belon-s not
to the seemg alone, but to the saluting as well. How°beau-
tifully the verse would read thus amended : "These all died
in faith

;
not having received the promises, but havinc seen

and saluted them from afar." We have exactly such a salu-
tation from afar in the words of the dying Jacob: "I have
waited for thy salvation, Lord" (Gen. xlix., 18).

1 Pet. i., 17.—"And if ye call on the FalLr, who without
respect of persons judgeth according to every man's work,
pass the time of your sojourning here in fear." Here, too it
must be confessed that we have left a better and chosen a
worse rendering. The Geneva had it, "And if ye caU Jlim
Father, who without respect of persons, etc.," and tliis, and
this only, is the meaning which the words of the original, ^ai
il naripa tTriraXtiffOr tov airpoirwiroX^Trrwc Kpivovra, k.t.X., will bear.

It must not be supposed from what has been here ad-
duced that our translators did not exercise a very careful
revision of the translations preceding. In every pa.re of
their work there is evidence that they did so. Ofmany pas-
sages our Authorized Version is the first that h.is seized the
true meaning. It would be easy for me to bring forward
many proofs of this, only that my task is here, passing over
the hundred excellencies, to fasten rather on the sin-le fault-
and I must therefore content myself with just sufficient tJ
confirm my assertion. Thus, at Heb. iv., 1, none of the pre-
ceding versions; neither the Anglican, nor the Rheims, had
correctly given .c«raX«^o^.V;,f i^rayy.Xiat : they all translate,
it "forsaking the promise," or something similar, instead of,
as we have rightly done, " a promise being left us." Again]
at Acts xii., 19, the technical meaning of d,rnxe^.'a. (like the
Latin " duci," " agi"), that it signifies here to be " led away to
execution" (comp. Demosthenes, 431, 1), is wholly missed by
Tynd.ile ("he examined the keepers and commanded to de-
parV\ by Cranmer and the Rheims; it is only partially
seized by the GenevaVersion ("commanded them to be led
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to he punished'''), but perfectly by our translators. Fai- more

important than this is the clear recognition of the personali-

ty of the Word in the prologue of St.John by our translators

:

"All things were made hy Ifhn;" "In Jlim was life" (John

i., 3, 4) ; while in all our preceding versions it is read,"All

things were made by it" and so on. Our version is the first

which gives owaXil^ofUfot (Acts i., 4) rightly.

Improvements also are very frequent in single words and

phrases, even where those which are displaced were not ab-

solutely incorrect. Thus, how much better " earnest expec-

tation" (Rom. viii., 19) than "fervent desire," as a rendering

of aironapaSod'a ;
" moved with envy" (Acts vii., 9) than " hav-

ing indignation" of (tiXiiaavrct; " tattlers" than " triflers," as

a rendering of ^Xiapoi (1 Tim. v., 13); indeed, the latter could

hardly be said to be correct.* How much better " being got-

ten from them" than "he'mg parted from them" (Acts xxi.,1),

for it expresses, perhaps even it too weakly (airoairaoOivTat is

the word in the original), the painful struggle with which

this separation was effected, of which there is no hint in the

versions preceding. "Whited sepulchres" is an improvement

upon "painted sepulchres" (rd^oi Kenoviafiifot, Matt, xxiii., 27),

which all our preceding versions had. "Without distrac-

tion" (1 Cor. vii., 35) is a far better rendering of avepunrain-hit

than " without separation." " Leopard" is better than " cat

of the mountain," Rev. xiii., 2 (it is vapSaXtc in the original).

" Mysteries," i. e., " religious secrets," is much to be preferred

to " secrets," which all our preceding Anglican versions had

oflen, though not always, where the word fivarfiptoi- occurred

(Matt, xiii., 11; Rom. xi., 25; 1 Cor. xiii., 2). "Be opened"

or " be disclosed," with which all that went before rendered

&TroKa\v<l>efi (2 Thess. ii.,3)—and compare ver. 8, "be uttered"

—quite obscured the terrible signification of the revelation

• Unless, indeed, " trifler" once meant " utterer of trifles," and thus " tat-

tler;" which may perhaps be, as I observe in the fragment of a Nominate

published by Wright, National Antiquities, vol. i., p. 216, " nugigerulus" giv-

en as the Latin equivalent of " trifler."

ON SOME BETTER RENDERINGS FORSAKEN, ETC.
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of the Man of Sin, which the apostle sets over against the

revelation of the Son of God. It was slovenly to introduce

" Candy," the modern name of Crete, which all before our

own had done, at Acts xxvii., 7, 12, 21,but which in ours is

removed, and not less slovenly to confound " Nazarite" and
" Nazarene," substituting the former for the latter, an error

into which, in like manner, they all, at Matt, ii., 23, and Acts

xxiv., 5, had fallen, introducing, in the former of these places

at least, a new element of difficulty into a passage sufficient-

ly difficult already.

But this going back from preferable renderings already at-

tained is not all. There are better translations, derived either

from the labors of their predecessors or suggested to them-

selves, which, provokingly enough, they half adopt, placing

them in the margin, while they satisfy themselves with a

worse in the text. It may perhaps be urged that here, at

least, they offer the better to the reader's choice. But prac-

tically this can not be said to be the case. For, in the first

place; the proportion of our Bibles is very small even now
which are printed with these marginal variations, as com-

pared with those in which they are suppressed. At one time

it was smaller still ; from some words of Hammond in the ad-

vertisement to his New Testament, it would seem they had
entirely dropped out of use in his time—he speaks there of
" the manner which was formerly used in our Bibles of the

larger impression, of noting some other renderings in the

margin." They are thus brought under the notice of very

.
few among the readers of Scripture. Nor is this all. They
are very rarely referred to even by these. How many, for in-

stance, among these, even know of the existence of a varia-

tion so important as that at John iii., 3? And even if they

do refer, they generally attach comparatively little authority

to them. They acquiesce for the most part, and naturally

acquiesce, in the verdict of the translators about them, who,

by placing them in the margin and not in the text, evidently

Z
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declare that they consider them not the best,L«it the second

best and the less probable renderings. Then, too, of course,

they are never heard in the public services of the Church,

which, till the Scriptures are far more diligently studied in

private than now they are, must always be a chief source of

the popular acquaintance with them. It is impossible, then,

to attach to a right interpretation in the margin any serious

value, as redressing an erroneous or imperfect one in the text.

Marginal variations are quite without influence as modifying

the impression which the body of English readers derive of

any passages in the English Bible; and this leads me to ob-

serve, by the way, that the suggestion which has been some-

times made of a large addition to these, as a middle way and

compromise between leaving our version as it is, and intro-

ducing actual changes into its text, docs not seem to me to

open any real escape from our difficulties, nor to offer any

practical reconciliation of their wishes who claim and theirs

who disclaim a revision, while the objections which would at-

tend it are many.
, . , t

But to return. The following are passages in which 1 can

not doubt that the better version has been placed in the mar-

gin, the worse in the text.

Matt, v., 21 ; comp. ver. 27, 33.-"Ye have heard that it was

said by them of old time." This rendering of eVpte-j t-oTc ipx"'"

0.C is grammatically defensible, while yet there can bo no

reasonable doubt that "<o them of old time," which was in

all the preceding versions, but which our translators have dis-

missed to the margin, ought to resume its place in the text.

The four following passages, Rom. ix., 12, 26; Rev. vk, 11

;

ix , 4, are decisive in regard of the usage of the New Testa

me'nt, and that we have here a dative, not an ablative.

Matt ix 36 —"They fainted and were scattered abroad, as

sheep having no shepherd." But "scattered abroad" does

not exactly express .'pP'/'^-'''. ^^^
"""-^ ^'''^" ^°'%'^" ^"'

ther'B "zerstreut." It is not their dispersion one from an-

other but \.\iexv prostration in themselves, which is intended.
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The ippi/iixivot are the " prostrati," " temere projecti ;" those

that have cast themselves along for very weariness, unable

to travel any farther; comp. Judith xiv.,15,LXX. Tiie Vul-

gate has it lightly, "jaeentcs," which Wicliffe follows, "ly-

ing down." Our present rendering dates as far back as Tyn-

dale, who probably got it from Luther, and it was retained in

the subsequent versions, while the correct meaning is rele-

gated to the margin.

Matt, x.,16.
—"Bo ye therefore wise as serpents, and harm-

less as doves." Wicliffe, following the Vulgate, had ^^ simple

as doves." " Simple" our translators have dismissed to the

margin ; they ought to have kept it in the text, as rightly

they have done at Rom. xvi., 19. The rendering of aicipawc

by " harmless" here, and at Phil, ii., 15, grows out of wrong

etymology, as though it were from A and «'pac, one having no

horn with which to push or otherwise hurt. Thus Bengel,

who falls in with this error, glosses here : "Sine cornu, ungu-

is, dente, aculeo." But this " without horn" would be cictpa-

Toc, while the true derivation of aicipaioc, it need hardly be

said, is from a and Kcpayyvfii, unniingled, sincere, and thus sin-

gle, guileless, simple, without all folds. IIow much finer the

antithesis in this way becomes. "Be ye therefore wise" ("pru-

dent" would be better) " as serpents, and simple as doves"*

—having care, that is, that this prudence of yours do not de-

generate into artifice and guile ; letting the columbine sim-

plicity go hand in hand with the serpentine prudence. The

exact parallel will then be 1 Cor. xiv., 20.

Mark vi., 20.
—"For Herod feared John, knowing that he

was a just man and an holy, atid observed him." This may
be after Erasmus, who renders rat trvycrripei aMv "et magni

eum faciebat ;" so, too, Grotius and others. Now it is un-

doubtedly true that avyrtjpciy TO ikaia (Polybius, iv., 60, 10)

would be rightly translated " to observe things righteous ;"

* It 19 worthy of notice that Jeremy Taylor's great sermons on this text

are severally entitled "Of Christian Prudence" Bind "Of Christian Simplicity"

—a quiet rectification of the English text in the sense which is urged above.
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but here it is not things, but a person, and no such rendering

is admissible. Translate rather, as in our margin, " kept him

or saved him," that is, from the malice of Ilerodias; she laid

plots for the Baptist's life, but up to this time Ilerod awcTtipu,

sheltered or preserved him (" custodiebat eum," the Vulgate

rightl)'), so that her malice could not reach him; see Ham-

mond, im loco. It will at once be evident in how much strict-

er logical sequence the statement of the evangelist will fol-

low if this rendering of the passage is admitted.

Mark vii.,4.
—"The washing of cups and pots, brazen ves-

sels, and of tables." This can not be correct : our translators

have put " beds" in the margin, against which rendering of

kXivuv nothing can bo urged except that the context points

clearly here to these in a special aspect, namely, to the "bench-

es" or " couches" on which the Jews reclined at their meals.

Luke xvii., 21.—"The kingdom of heaven is within you."

Doubtless ivTui vfiHv may mean this ; but how could the Lord

address this language to the Pharisees? A very different

kingdom from the kingdom of heaven was within them, not

to say that this whole language of the kingdom of heaven be-

mf within men, rather than men being within the kingdom

of heaven, is, as one has justly observed, modern. The mar-

ginal reading, " among you," should have been the textual.

"lie in whom the whole kingdom of heaven is shut up as in

a germ, and from whom it will unfold itself, stands in your

midst."

John xiv., 18.—" I will not leave you comfortless." Upon

these words Archdeacon Hare observes :
" What led our trans-

lators, from Tyndale downward, to render ouc a^jjirw vfias 6p(pa-

vovt by ' I will not leave you comfortless,' I can not perceive.

Wicliffe has ' fadirless.' ' Orphans,' the marginal reading,

ou"ht to have been received into the text, for the force and

beauty of the original are much impaired by the change."*

If there was a difficulty working in their minds, namely, how

his departure could be said to leave them " orphans" or "fa-

* Mitsion of the Comforter, f. 527.
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therless" he being rather "the first-born among many breth-

ren" there was " destitute" and " desolate," either of which

would have been nearer to the original than " comfortless" is.

John xvi.; 8.
—"And when he is come, he will reprove the

world of sin, and of righteousness, and of judgment." We
have, perhaps, nowhere in our version more reason to regret

than here that the marginal reading " convince" has not

changed places with the textual " reprove"—that " convince"

is not in the text, and "reprove," if it had been thought de-

sirable to retain it at all, in the margin. It need hardly be

observed what a depth of meaning there is, or may be, in

i\iy)^etv—and being ascribed to the Holy Ghost, we must not

stop short of the fullest and deepest meaning that the word

will bear—how much more than is expressed by " reprove."

It is not to " reprove" alone, but to bring home to the con-

science of the reproved man, however unwilling he may be

to admit it, a sense of the truth of the charge; and all this,

or nearly all this, our word "convince" expresses, or might

be brought to express. Samuel reproved ^sm\ of sin (1 Sam.

XV., 19, 20), Nathan convinced 'Da.\\A (2 Sam. xii., 7-13), and,

though less effectually, Elijah co7winced M\ah (1 Kings xxi.,

27-29). How much more glorious a work this to ascribe to

the Holy Ghost than that other ! Indeed, it is properly his

work, and his only ; no man has in the highest sense been

convinced of sin unless He has wrought the conviction.*

Col. ii., 18.—" Let no man beffuile you of your reward." It

is evident that this Karaflpajjevi-u Ifiac seriously perplexed all

our early translators, and, indeed, others besides them. Thus

in the Italic we find " vos superet ;" in the Vulgate, " vos de-

cipiat ;" Tyndale translates, " make you shoot at a wrong

mark ;" the Geneva," wilfully bear rule over you ;" while our

translators have proposed as an alternative reading to that

• All familiar with Archdeacon Hare's Mission of the Comforter will re-

member how much of excellent there is there apon this point in the text, p.

3.'>-40, and in the long and learned note, which is appended to the text, what

tliere is more valuable etill, p. 528-644.
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which they admit into the text, "judge against you." The

objection to this last, which marks more insiglit into the true

character of the word than any which went before, is that it

is too obscure, and does not sufficiently tell its own story.

The meaning of Ppafievtiv is to adjudge a reward; of cara-

ftpa(itvtiv, out of a hostile mind (this is implied in the cara)

to adjudge it away from a person, with the subaudition that

this is the person to whom it is justly due. Jerome (ad Al-

gas.,Qu. 10) does not quite seize the meaning, for he regards

the Karafipafitviav as the Competitor who unjustly bears away,

not the judge who unjustly ascribes the reward; otherwise

his explanation is good: "Nemo adversum vos bravium ac-

cipiat : hoc cnim Gncc6 dicitur K-ara/Spa/Sti/tVu, quum quis in

certamine positus, iniquitate agonothctaj, vel insidiis magis-

trorum, Ppafic'iov et palmam sibi dcbitam pcrdit." It is im-

possible for any English word to express the fullness of allu-

sion contained in the original Greek, while long circumlocu-

tions, which should turn the version, in fact, into a comment- '

ary, are clearly inadmissible. If "judge against you" is at

once too obscure and too little of an English idiom, and

"judge away the reward from you" might be objected against

on at least the second of these grounds, the substitution of

" deprive" for " beguile" (which last has certainly no claim

to stand) would, in case of a revision, be desirable.

1 Thess. iv., 6.
—" Let no man go beyond or defraud his

brother in any matter." But ry here is not =T<pTivi, which

would alone justify the rendering of tV ry jrpciy/ian, "in amj

matter." A more correct translation is in the margin, name-

ly, " in the matter," that is, " in this matter," being the mat-

ter with which the apostle at the moment has to do. The

difference may not seem very important, but, indeed, the

whole sense of the passage turns on this word ; and, as wo

translate in one way or the other, we determine for ourselves

whether it is a warning against overreaching our neighbor,

and a too shrewd dealing with him in the business transac-

tions of life, strangely finding place in the midst of warnings
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against uncleanness and a libertine freedom in the relation

of the sexes, or whether an unbroken warning against this

latter evil is continued through all these verses (3-9). I can

not doubt that the latter is the correct view ; that to irpayfia

is a euphemism, and our marginal version the right one; the

apostle warning his Thessalonian converts that none, in a

worse irXiovilia than that which makes one man covet his

neighbor's goods, overstep the limits and fences by which

God has hedged round and separated from him his brother's

wife. See Bengel, i» loco. Accepting this view of the pas-

sage," overreach," which the margin suggests instead of "de-

fraud" as the rendering of irXioviKTi'iv, would also be an un-

doubted improvement.

Ileb. v.,2.—"Who can have compassion on the ignorant,

and on them that are out of the way, for that he himself also

is compassed with infirmity." But is, it may fairly be asked,
" who can have compassion," the happiest rendering otfierpto-

vaOi'ty ovyctfteyof:? and ought iifTpioiraBtiv to be thus taken as

entirely synonymous with avfnraeuvl The words fitTpwiraOilv,

HCTpiovadeta, belong to the terminology of the later schools of

Greek philosophy, and were formed to express that moderate

amount of emotion (the /Jtrptwc Tratrxnv) which the Peripa-

tetics and others acknowledged as becoming a wise and good
man, contrasted with the cnraBEta, or absolute indolency, which

the Stoics required. It seems to me that the apostle would
say that the high-priest taken from among men, out of a sense

of his own weakness and infirmity, was in a condition to es-

timate mildly and moderately, and not transported with in-

dignation, the sins and errors of his brethren ; and it is this

view of the passage which is correctly expressed in the mar-

gin :
" who can reasonably bear with the ignorant," etc.

2 Pet. iii., 12.

—

"Hasting unto the coming of the day of

God." The Vulgate had in like manner rendered the ainvlov

Tit T^v napovaiav, " properantes in adventum ;" and this use

of tnrtileiv may be abundantly justified, although " hasting

toward the coming" seems to me to express more accurately
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what our translators probably intended, and what the word

allows. This will then be pretty nearly De Wette's "er-

schnend." Yet the marginal version, "/tas^JH^ the coining"

(" accelerantes adventum," Erasmus), seems better still. The

faithful, that is, shall seek to cause the day of the Lord to

come the more quickly by helping to fulfill those conditions,

without which it can not come—that day being no day inex-

orably fixed, but one the arrival of which it is free to the

Church to help and hasten on by faith and by prayer, and

through a more rapid accomplishing of the number of the

elect (Matt, xxiv., 14).
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CHAPTER VIII.

ON SOME ERRORS OF GREEK GRAMMAR.

I iiAVE already spoken of the English Grammar of our

translators ; but the Greek Grammar is also occasionally at

fault. The most recurring blemishes which have been noted

here are these : 1. A failing to give due heed to the presence

or absence of the article ; they omit it sometimes wlien it is

present in their original, and when, according to the rules of

the language, it ought to be preserved in the translation

;

they insert it when it is absent there, and has no claim to ob-

tain admission from them. 2. A certain laxity in the render-

ing of prepositions ; for example, tV is rendered as if it were

ti'c, and vice versd; the different forces of S<a, as it governs a

genitive or an accusative, are disregarded ; with other negli-

gences of the same kind. 3. A want of accurate discrimina-

tion of the forces of different tenses; aorists being dealt with

as perfects, perfects as aorists; imperfects losing their im-

perfect, incompleted sense. Moods, too, and voices are occa-

sionally confounded. 4. Other grammatical lapses, which can

not be included in qny of these divisions, are noticeable.

These, however, are the most serious and most recurring. I

will give examples of them all.

I. In regard of the Greek article our translators err botli

in excess and defect, but oftenest in the latter. They omit

it, and sometimes not without serious loss, in passages where

it ought to find place. Such a passage is Ilev. vii., 14:

"These are they which came out of great tribulation."

Rather "out of the great tribulation" (tc rrje flXi'v^twc rqc >«-

ydXijt). The leaving out of the article, so emphatically re-

peated, causes us to miss the connection between this passage

and Matt, xxiv., 22, 29 ; Dan. xii., 1. It is the character of

the Apocalypse, the crowning book of the Canon, that it
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abounds with allusions to preceding Scriptures; and, numer-
ous as are those that appear on tlie surface, those which lie a

little below the surface are more numerous still. Thus there

can be no doubt that allusion is here to " the great tribula-

tion" (the same phrase, eXii^mc /utyciXij) of the last days, the

birth-pangs of the new creation, which our Lord in his proph-

ecy from the Mount had foretold.

Ileb. xi., 10.—"lie looked for a city wliich hath founda-

tions." Not so; the language is singularly emphatic: "He
looked for the city which hath the foundations" (n) v rout flt-

fuXiovs ix'""""' '^o^"')i that is, the well-known and often al-

luded to foundations—in other words, he looked for the New
Jerusalem, of which it had been already said, "Her,/bwwrfa-

tiona are in the holy mountains" (Psa. Ixxxvii., 1 ; comp. Isa.

xxviii., 16) ; even as in the Apocalypse great things are spo-

ken of these glorious foundations of the heavenly city (Rev.

xxi.,14, 19, 20). Let me here observe that those expositors

seem to me to be wholly astray who make the apostle to say

that Abraham looked forward to a period when the nomad

life which he was now leading should cease, and his descend-

ants be established in a well-ordered city, the earthly Jerusa-

lem. He may, indeed, have looked on to that as a pledge of

better things to come, but never to that as " the City having

the foundations ;" nor do I suppose for an instant that our

translators at all intended this ; but still, if they had repro-

duced the force of the article, they would, in giving the pas-

sage its true emphasis, have rendered such a misapprehension

on the part of their readers well-nigh impossible.

John iii., 10.
—"Art thou a teacher of Israel, and knowest

not these things?" Middleton may perhaps make too much

of 6 SiSaatcdKot here, as though it singled out Nicodemus from

among all the Jewish doctors as the one supercminent. Yet

it is equally incorrect to deny it all force. Christ, putting

him to a wholesome shame, would make him feel how little

the realities of his spiritual insight corresponded with the

reputation which he enjoyed. "Art thou the teacher, the
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famed teacher of Israel, and yet art ignorant of these tilings?"
and the question loses an emphasis, which I can not bur be-
lieve, with Winer and many more, it was intended to have, by
the omission in our version of all notice of the article.

Acts xvii.,l.-"They came to Thessalonica, where was a
synagogue of the Jews." Grotius gives well the force of I,

<Tvyayu>yl, hero, which we have not preserved : "Articulus ad-
ditus significat PhiHppis, Amphipoli et Apollonia; nullas fu-
isse synagogas, sed si qui ibi essent Judici, cos synagogam
adiisse Thessalonicenscm."

In other passages it is plain that a more complete mastery
of the use of the article would have modified the rendering
of a passage which our translators have given. It would
have done so, I am persuaded, at 1 Tim. vi., 2 : "And they that
have believing masters, let them not despise them, because
they are brethren, but rather do them service, because they
are faithful and beloved, partakers of the benefii" (oVi maroi
clai tai iiyairriToi, oi rijc tlepycaiae avTtXafiftayoftivoi). It is dear
that for them "partakers of the benefit" is but a farther un-
folding of "faithful and beloved," the "benefit" being the
grace and gift of eternal life, common to master and "slave
alike. But so the article in this last clause has not its rights,
and the only correct translation of the passage will make
wttnol Kai (lyairnToi the predicate, and o'l rrjc evepyftrlas ayuXafi-
fiat'ofiivoi the subject. St.Paul reminds the slaves that they
shall serve believing masters the more cheerfully out of the
consideration that they do not bestow their service on uncon-
verted, unthankful lords, but rather that they who arc "par-
takers of the benefit," that is, the benefit of their service, they
to whom this service is rendered, are brethren in Christ.
The Vulgate rightly :

" quia fideles sunt et dilecti, qui bene-
ficii participes sunt." It needs only to insert the words
" who are" before " partakers" to make our version correct.

But more important than in any of these passages, as ren-

dering serious doctrinal misunderstandings possible, is the
neglect of the article at Rom. v., 15,17. In place of any ob-
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Bcrvations of my own, I will beie quote Bentley's criticism

on our version. Having found fault with the rendering of

01 TToWoi, llom. xii., 6, he proceeds: "This will enable us to

clear up another place of much greater consequence, Rom. v.,

where, after the apostle had said, ver. 1 2, ' that by one man
sin entered into the world, and death by sin, and so death

passed upon all men (cic Trairac hvQpwirovi), for that all have

sinned,' in the reddition of the sentence, ver. 15, he says,' for

if, through the oifence of one (roD ti'oc), many (oJ ttoXXoI) be

dead' (so our translators), 'much more the grace of God by

one man (roO iviii) Jesus Christ hath abounded unto many''

(ti'c rout iroWouc). Now who would not wish that they had

kept the articles in the version which they saw in the origi-

nal ? ' If, through the offence of the one^ (that is, Adam), ' the

many have died, much more the grace ofGod by the one man

hath abounded unto the many.^ By this accurate version

some hurtful mistakes about partial redemption and absolute

reprobation had been happily prevented. Our English read-

ers had then seen, what several of the fathers saw and testi-

fied, that ol iroXW, the many, in an antithesis to the one, are

equivalent to Trairtc, all, in ver. 12, and comprehend the whole

multitude, the entire species of mankind, exclusive only of

the one. So, again, ver. 18 and 19 of the same chapter, our

translators have repeated the like mistake, where, when the

apostle had said 'that as the offence of one was vpon all men

(tic -ravTat avdpintovQ) to condemnation, so the righteousness

of one was upon all men to justification ; for,' adds he,' as by

the one man's (roD Ivhi) disobedience the many (ol ttoXXo!)

were made sinners, so by the obedience of the one (roO hk)

the many {o'l noWoi) shall be made righteous.' By this ver-

sion the reader is admonished and guided to remark that the

many, in ver. 19, are the same as irayrti, all, in the 18th. But

our translators, when they render it ' many were made sin-

ners, many were made righteous,' what do they do less than

lead and draw their unwary readers into error?"*

• A Sermon upon Popery. Works, vol. iii., p. 245 ;
comp. p. 129.
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By far the most frequent fault with our translators is th(

omission of the article in the translation when it stands in th(

original
;
yet sometimes they fall into the converse error, anc

insert an article in the English where it does not stand in the

Greek, and this too, it may be, not without injury to th(

sense and intention of the sacred writer. It is so at Rom. ii.

14, where we make St. Paul to say, "For when the Gentiles,

which have not the law, do by nature the things contained in

the law, these, having not the law, are a law unto themselves,''

One might conclude from this that the apostle regarded sucli

a fulfilling of the law on the part of the Gentiles as ordinary

and normal. Yet it is not to. tdrr), but lOfT], and the passage

must be rendered, "For when Gentiles, which have not the

law, etc.," the apostle having in these words his eye on the

small election of heathendom, the exceptions, and not the rule.

St.Paul has been sometimes charged with exaggeration in

declaring that "the love of money is the root of all evil" (1

Tim. vi., 10) ; and there have been attempts to mitigate the

strength of the assertion, as that when he said "all evil" he
only meant " much evil." The help, however, does not lie

here, but in more strictly observing what he docs say. " The
love of money," he declares, " is"—not " the root," biit—" a
root, of all evil." lie does not affirm that this is the bitter

root from which all evil springs, but a bitter root from wliich

all evil )nay spring; there is no siu of which it may not bo,

as of which it has not been, the impulsive motive.

Acts xxvi., 2.—"The things whereof I am accused of the

Jews." The insertion of the article in the English, where
there is no article in the Greek, works still more injuriously

here. St.Paul is made to account himself happy that he
shall answer before King Agrippa of all things whereof he is

"accused of the Jews." But he would not for an instant

have affirmed or admitted that "the Jews" accused him; all

true Jews, all who held fast the promises made to the fathers,

and now fulfilled in Christ, were on his side. It is true that

he is accused "of Jews," unfaithful members of the house of
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Abraham, by no means " of the Jews." The force of ver. 7,

in which our translators again make St.Paul to speak of be-

ing "accused of the Jews" is still more seriously impaired.

He there puts before Agrippa, a Jewish proselyte, and there-

fore capable of understanding him, the monstrous, self-con-

tradicting absurdity, that for cherishing and asserting the

Messias-hope of his nation he should now be accused—not of

heathens, that would have been nothing strange—but " of

e/ptos," when that hope was indeed the central treasure of the

whole Jewish nation. "The point of this part of his speech is

not that he is accused, but that it is Jews who accuse him.

Before leaving this point, I may observe that "a Hebrew of

Hebrews" (Phil, iii., 5)-, one, namely, of pure Hebrew blood

and language ('E/3paTo£ irE/Jpaiu.i'), while it is more accurate,

would tell also its own story much better than " a Hebrew

of the Hebrews," as we have it now.

H. Our translators do not always seize the precise force of

the prepositions. They have done so in the passages which

follow

:

John iv., 6.—Jesus therefore being wearied with his jour-

ney, sat thus on the well." It should be rather " by the well"

(fVl rp fl-ijyp, in its immediate neighborhood. On two other

occasions, namely, Mark xiii., 29 ; John v., 2, they have right-

ly gone back from the more vigorous rendering of tV. with a

dative, to which they have here adhered : comp. Exod. ii.,

15,LXX.*
.

Rev. XV., 2.—"And I saw, as it were, a sea of glass mingled

with fire ; and them that had gotten the victory over the

beast .... stand on the sea of glass, having the harps of

God." It is easy to perceive the inducements which led our

translators to render cTri n}*- ^aXaaaav t>)v {ia\ivr,v ''on the

sea of glass;" yet much is lost thereby, namely, the whole al-

lusion to the earlier triumph by the shores of the Red Sea,

typical of this the final triumph of the Church, when the lit-

• Yet it ought to be said that Winer {Gramm., § 52, c.) is on the side of

our Tersion as it stands.
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era! Israel sang "the song of Moses" (Exod. xv., 1), a song

which never grows old, for God is evermore triumphing glo-

riously, and which his saints are now at length taking up

again. It is, as Bengel gives it rightly, "Jy the sea of glass"

(" ad mare vitreum"), which " sea of glass" we are not to un-

derstand as a solid though diaphanous surface, on which these

triumphant ones stood or could stand, but "aa it tcere a sea

of glass"—not a " glassen," but a " glassy" sea—a sea that

might be compared to glass in its clearness and transparen-

cy. God's judgments, his government of the Church and the

world, this is the great deep, the mystical sea (Psa. xxxvi., 1),

on the shores of which his saints stand triunipliantly at the

end, while his enemies are swallowed up beneath its waves

—

"a sea as of glass," inasmuch as it is the visible utterance of

his holiness, and shall at the last appear such, clear and trans-

parent to all—but " as of glass mingled withfre," seeing that

the wrath and indignation of God against sin, of whicli wrath

fire is the standing symbol in Scripture, find their utterance,

no less than his love, in the world's story.

Heb. vi., 1.
—" Herbs meet for them l/y whom it is dressed."

The translators give in the margin as an alternative "for

whotn." But it is no mere alternative ; of Bi ovc (not h' uf) it

is the only rendering which can be admitted. What actual-

ly stands in the text, besides being faulty in grammar, dis-

turbs the spiritual image which underlies tlie passage. Tlic

heart of man is here the earth; man is the dresser; but the

spiritual culture goes forward, not that the earth may bring

forth that which is meet for him, the dresser bi/ whom, but

for God, the owner of the soil,/or whom, it is dressed. The

plural Si' owe, instead of St' Sv, need not trouble ns, nor remove

us from this, the only right interpretation. The earlier Lat-

in version had it rightly; see Tertullian, De Pudic, c. 20:

"Terra enim quso .... peperit herbam aptam h\s, propter

qiios et colitur, etc. ;" but the Vulgate, " a quibus" antici-

pates our mistake, in which we only follow the English trans-

lations preceding.
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Luke xxiii., 42.—"And he Baid unto him, Lord, remember
me when thou conicst into thy kingdom.'''' But how, it may
be asked, could our Lord come into his kingdom when he is

himself the centre of the kingdom, and brings the kingdom
with him, so that where he is, there the kingdom must be ?

The passage will gain immensely when, leaving that strange

and utterly unwarranted assumption that ti'c, a preposition

of motion (whither), is convertible with iv, a preposition of

rest (where), and thus that iv rp fiaaiKti<f, which stands here,

is the same as clc tI\v (iaaiKtiav, we translate, " Lord, remem-

ber me when thou comcst in thy kingdom" that is," with all

thy glorious kingdom about thee," as is so sublimely set forth.

Rev. xix.,14; comp. Judo 14; 2 Tliess. i.,7; Matt, xxv., 31

{tv rp loiff). It is the stranger that our translators should

have fallen into this error, seeing that they have translated

f.pX"t^cvov iv rjl (iaaiKiiif avrov (Matt, xvi., 28) quite correctly:

" coming in his kitigdom" The Vulgate also has " in regno

tuo" there, although it shares the error of our translation,

and has " in regnura tuuni" here. The exegetical tact of Mal-

donatus overcomes on this, as on many other occasions, his

respect for his " authentic" Vulgate, and he comments thus:

"Itaque non est scnsus, Cum veneris ad regnandum, sed,Cum

veneris jam regnans, cum veneris non ad acquirendum reg-

num, sed regno jam acquisito, quemadmodum venturus ad ju-

dicium est." The same faulty rendering of ti; and assump-

tion that it may have the force of cJc, that iv xnp'" means the

same as elc xapiy* occurs Gal. i., 6 ; and indeed this, or the

converse, in many other passages as well.f

* Some good words on tliis matter are foand in Windischmann's Com-

mentary on this Epistle, in loco: " Iv X"?""" wird zumeist mit Sii x"?"""!"

Oder (mit Berufung auf Kph.iv.,4) fi'c xop'™ (Vulg.,'in gratinm') identisch

genommen, ist aber eignificativer und bezeichnet, dnss der Ruf nicht bloss

zur Gnade Cliristi ergeht, sondern in der Gnade des Ileilandes, d. h. der von

ihm verdienten und von ihm als dcm Ilaupto austrumenden (Rom. v., IB)

wurzelt, dass die Auserwiihlung der Berufenen in der Gnade des Aiiserwiihl-

ter KOT l^oxfl" besehlossen ist (Eph. i., 4)."

t See Winer's Gramm., § C4, 4, where he enters at length into the question

whether ji'c is ever used for iv.or tV for fi'r, in the New Testament. Notwith-
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2 Cor. xi^, 3.-«But I fear lest . . . your minds should becorrupted/rom the simplicity that is in Christ" (i.6 rnc i.Xo-

tu)n that «c and .. may be confounded has been at worJ andto senous OSS m the bringing out of the meaning of the'pas-
Bage. The a;rXor,c here is the simple, undivided affection

v,ardChnst It ,s not their " simplicity in Christ," or Chris-
tian s.mphcty, which the apostle fears lest they may, throu..!.
add.ct.on to worldly wisdom, forfeit and let go; but stimovtng :„ the images of espousals and marriage, that'theymay not bnng a simple undivided heart to Christ. If after
u.\or,ro, we should also read .ai rr„ c'.y.6rvroc, which seems
probable, rt will then be clearer still what St. Paul's intenZ

2 Pet. i., 5-7 -"Add to your faith virtue, and to virtueknowledge, and to knowledge temperance, and to tempera^
patience, and to patience godliness, etc." (eV.xo,,y,).„;. .V .7^..ruv^u.. n). &p,rf,„ ..r.X.). Tyndale had rendered the pas-
eage, 7« your fa.th minister virtue, and in your virtue knowl-
edge, etc and all translations up to the Authorized hadfdlowed him. Henry More* has well expressed the objec-
tion to the present version: "Grotius would have .V to be
•edundant here, so that his suffrage is for the English trans-
lation. But for my own part, I think that h is so far frombeing redundant that it is essential to the sentence, and in-
torposed that we might understand a greater mystery thanthe mere adding of so many virtues one to anolher, whichwon,, b „ ,,,, ,^ ^^p^^^^,^ _^^^ .^ .^

^.
-hich

™^rz?:rr::-ijt^r^sr^^

On Godliness, b. viii., c. 3.

A A ,
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there is also implied how naturally they vise one out of an-

other, and that they have a causal dependence one of anoth-

er." See this same thought beautifully carried out in detail

by Bengel, in loco.

IIL Our translators do not always give the true force of

tenses, moods, and voices.

Oftentimes the present tense is used in the New Testament,

especially by St. John in the Apocalypse, to express the eter-

nal Now of him for whom there can be no past and no fu-

ture. It must be considered a fault when this is let go, and

exchanged for a past tense in our version. Take, for instance.

Rev. iv., 5 : " Out of the throne proceeded lightnings, and thun-

derings, and voices." But it is much more than this
;
not

merely at that one moment when St. John beheld, but ever-

more out of his Ihvone proceed (tV-Troptioira.) these symbols of

the presence and of the terrible majesty of God. Through-

out this chapter, and at chapter i., 14-16, there is often a

needless, and sometimes an absolutely incorrect, turning of

the present of eternity into the past of time.

Elsewhere a past is turned without cause into a present,

It is so at Acts xxviii., 4 :
« No doubt this man is a murder-

er whom, though he hath escaped the sea, yet Vengeance

suffereth not to live." A fine turn in the exclamation of these

barbarous islanders has been missed in our version, and in

all the English versions except the Geneva. The (iip^apoi,

the "natives," as I think the word might have been fairfy

translated, who must have best known the qualities of the

vipers then existing on the island, are so confident of the

deadly character of that one which has fastened itself on

Paul's hand, that they regard and speak ofhim as one already

dead, and in this sense use a past tense; ho is one wl^m

"Vengeance svffered not (<,{.. (ta«.) to live." Bengel
:

Jyon

sivit; j^ra nullum putant esse Paulum;" De Wette; n.ch

hat leben lassen." Let me observe here, by the way, that

our modern editions of the Bible should not have dropped

the capital V with which "Vengeance" was spelt in the ex-
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emplar edition of 1611. These islanders, in their simple but

most truthful moral instincts, did not contemplate " Ven-

geance," or Alxtj, in the abstract, but personified her as a god-

dess ; and our translators, who are by no means prodigal of

their capitals, in their manner of spelling the word, did their

best to mark and reproduce this personification of the di-

vine Justice, although the carelessness of printers has since

let it go.

Elsewhere there is confusion between the uses of the pres-

ent and the perfect. There is such, for example, at Luke

xviii., 12 : "I give tithes of all that I possess." But Saa m-a-

fiai is not " all that I possess" but " all that I acquire" (" qua)

mihi acquiro, quae mihi redeunt"). The Vulgate, which has

" possideo," shares, perhaps suggested, our error. In the per-

fect KiKTiifiai the word first obtains the force of" I possess,"

or, in other words, " I have acquired."* The Pharisee would

boast himself to be, so to say, another Jacob, such another as

he who had said, "Of all that thou shalt give me,I will sure-

ly give the tenth unto thee" (Gen. xxviii., 22 ; comp. xiv., 20),

a careful performer of that precept of the law which said,

"Thou shalt truly tithe all tlie increase of thy seed, that the

field bringcth forth year by year" (Deut. xiv., 22) ; but change

"acquire" into "possess," and how much of this we lose.

We must associate with this passage another, namely, Luke
xxi., 19: "In your patience possess ye your souls;" for the

same correction ought there to find place. It is rather, " In

your patience make ye your souls your own"—that is, "In

and by your patience or endurance acquire your souls as

something which you may indeed call your own" (" salvas

obtinete"). Thus Winer :
" Durch Ausdauer erwerbt euch

cure Seelen ; sie werden dann erst euer wahres, unverlier-

bares Eigenthum werden." It is noticeable that our trans-

lators have corrected the " possess" of all the preceding ver-

sions at Matt. X., 9, exchanging this for the more accurate

" provide" {KrhartifQc), or, as it is in the margin, " get," which

• See Winer, Oramm., § 41, .
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makes it strange that they should have allowed it iu these

other places to stand.

Imperfects lose their proper force, and are dealt with as

aorists and perfects. The vividness of the narration often

suffers from the substitution of the pure historic for what

may be called the descriptive tense ; as, for example, at Luke

xiv., 7 : "He put forth a parable to those that were bidden

when he marked how they chose out the chief rooms." Read,

" how they were choosing out (e'SfXtyovro) the chief rooms"

—

the sacred historian placing the Lord's utterance of the para-

ble in the midst of the events which he is describing. So

Acts iii.j 1 : " Now Peter and John roent vp together into the

Temple." Read, " were going vp" {iivi(iaivov). Again, Mark

ii., 18: "And the disciples of John and of the Pharisees used

to fast.'" Read, " were fasting" (Wv ytiTtvovrts), namely, at

that very time, which gives a special vigor to their remon-

strances; they were keeping a fast while the Lord's disciples

were celebrating a festival. The incomplete imperfect sense,

which 60 often belongs to this tense, and from which it de-

rives its name, they often fail to give; the commencement

of a work which is not brought to a conclusion, the consent

and co-operation of another party, which was necessary for

its completion, having been withheld; in such cases the will

is taken for the deed.* Thus Luke i., 59 :
"And they called

him Zacharias." It is not so, for Elizabeth would not allow

this name to be given him ; but with the true force of the m-

complete imperfect tense: "And they were calling {UaXovy)

him Zacharias." Once more, Luke v., 6: "And their net

brake " Had this been so, they would scarcely have secured

the fishes at all. Rather, « was in the act of breakmg," or

"was at the point to break" (iup^fiyyvro). Other passages

where they do not give the force of the imperfect, but deal

with it as though it had been a perfect or an aorist, are John

iii.,22; iv.,47; vi.,21; Luke xxiv.,32; Matt, xiii., 34
;
Acts

xi.,20.

gee Jeirs Kuhner'i Grammar, § 898, 2.
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Aorists are rendered as if they were perfects, and perfects

as if they were aorists. Thus we have an example of the

first, Luke i., 19, where a7r£<n-«\i)>' is translated as though it

were d7r£ffra\^ai, " I am sent," instead of "I was sent." Ga-

briel contemplates his mission, not at the moment of its pres-

ent fulfillment, but from that of his first sending forth from

the presence of God. Another example of the same occurs

at 2Pet. i., 14: "Knowing that shortly I must put off this

my tabernacle, even as our Lord Jesus Christ hath showed

me." By this "hath showed me" we lose altogether the

special allusion to an historic moment in the apostle's life, to

John xxi., 18, 19, which would at once come out if eSi/Xwirc fwt

had been rendered " showed me." Doubtless there are pas-

sages which would make difficult the universal application

of the rule that perfects should be translated as perfects, and

aorists as aorists: thus Luke xiv., 18, 19, where one might

hesitate in rendering ^yoftatra " I bought" instead of " I have

bought;" and some at least in the long line of aorists, iSoJaira

irtXiiwaa, iipavipuxra, iXafioy (vcr. 4, 6, 8), in the high-priestly

prayer, John xvii. Still, on these passages no conclusion can

be grounded that the writers of the New Testament did not

always observe the distinction.*

Again, the force of the aorist is missed, though in another

way, at Mark xvi., 2, where ayaruXavToc rov iiXiov is translated

" at the rising of the sun." It can only be " when the sun

icas risen." Did the anxiety to avoid a slight seeming dis-

crepancy between this statement and that of two other evan-

gelists (Matt, xxviii., 1 ; John xx., 1) modify the translation

here?

Examples, on the other hand, of perfects turned into aorists

are frequent. Thus, at Luke xiii., 2 :
" Suppose ye that these

Galileans were sinners above all the Galileans, because they

suffered such things?" Rather, "because they have suffered

(ircKuvOatrif) Such things." Our Lord contemplates the catas-

trophe in which they perished, not as something belonging

* See Winer, Gramm., § 41,5.
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merely to the historic past, but as a fact reaching into the

preseut, Btill vividly presenting itself to the mind's eye of his

hearers.

One other example must suffice. In that great doctrinal

passage, Col. i., 13-22, St. Paul declares, ver. 16, that "by

Christ were all things created.'''' The aorist imadt) has its

richt force given to it here ; but the apostle in a most re-

markable way, when in the last clause of the verso he re-

sumes the doctrine of the whole, changes the aorist imadii

for the perfect lnrtWai, And why ? Because he is no longer

looking at the one historic act of creation, but at the perma-

nent results flowing on into all time and eternity therefrom.

Our translators have not followed him here, but, as if no

change had been made, they render this clause also, "All

things were created by him and for him," but read rather,

"All things have been created by him and for him."*

Imperfects and aorists are turned without necessity into

pluperfects. It is admitted by all that an aorist, under cer-

tain conditions, may have this sense of a past behind another

past ;t nor, according to some, can this force be altogether

denied to the imperfect ; but a pluperfect force is given in

our version to these tenses where certainly no sort of neces-

sity requires it. Thus, for the words, "because he had done

these things on the Sabbath" (John v., 16), read, " because he

did (tiroiet) these things on the Sabbath." And, again, in the

same chapter read, " for Jesus conveyed himselfaway'" (i^fcv

atv) ; that is, as soon as this discussion between the Jews and

the healed man arose, not "had conveyed himself away'' pre-

viously, as our version would imply.

Neither do our translators always give its right force to a

middle verb. They fail to do so at Phil, ii., 15: "Among

• The fact that we almost all learn our grammar from the Latin, and that

in the Latin the perfect indicative does its own duty and that of the aorist as

well, renders ns very inobservant of inaccuracies in this particular kind till ve

have been specially trained to observe them.

t What these conditions are, see Winer's Gramm., §41,5.
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whom ye shine as lights in the world." To justify tliis "ye

shine" which is common to all the versions of the English

Ilexapla, St. Paul ought to have written ^aiVtre, and not <pai-

yeaOe, as he has written, ^faheiv, indeed, is " to shine" (John

i., 5 ; 2 Pet. i., 19; Rev. i., 16), but ipainaOai " to appear" (Matt,

xxiii., 27 ; 1 Pet. iv., 18 ; James iv., 14). It is worthy of note,

that while the Vulgate, having "lucetis," shares and antici-

pates our error, an earlier Italic version was free from it, as

is evident from the verse as quoted by Augustine (Enarr. in

Fsa.cxWi.,^): "In quibus aj^aretis tanquam luminaria in

mundo."

Sometimes the force of a passive is lost. Thus is it at 2

Cor. v., 10: "For we must all appear before the judgment

seat of Christ." The words contain a yet more solemn and

awful announcement than this :
" For we must all be made

manifest'" {navraQ fifidt <pat'epiDOi'ivat StJ), exhibited as what

we indeed are, displayed in our true colors, the secrets of our

hearts disclosed, and we, so to speak, turned inside out (for

the. word means nothing less) " before the judgment seat of

Christ." There is often reason to think that the exposition

of Chrysostom exercised considerable influence on our trans-

lators. Here it might have done so with benefit ; for, com-

menting on these words {in Cor. JTom., 10), he says: ol yap

TapaaTijyai fifias airXuic Set, aWit Kal <pavcpii>Orjyat, show-

ing that he would not have been satisfied with what our

translators have here done.

With one or two miscellaneous observations I will con-

clude this chapter. It would be very impertinent to suppose

that our translators, who numbered in their company many
of the first scholars of their time, were not perfectly at home
in the use of irfic, and familiar with the very simple modifica-

tions of its meaning as employed with or without an article,

and yet it must be owned that they do not always observe

its rules. One example may suffice.

Acts X., 12.—"Wherein were all manner offour-footed

beasts of the earth." But navra rh TtTpanoia can not possibly
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ive the meaning ascribed to it here. Translate rather,

Wherein were aU the four-footed beasts of the eartli"

—

omnia animalia," as the Vulgate rightly has it. Here prob-

»ly, as Winer observes, they were tempted to forsake the

lore accurate rendering from an unwillingness to ascribe

>mething which seemed to them like exaggeration to the

icred historian : how, they said to themselves, could " all

le four-footed beasts of the earth" be contained in that

fleet? For, indeed, this shrinking from a meaning which an

ccurate translation would render up is a very frequent oc-

asion of mistranslation, and also of warped exegesis. It is

luch better, however, that the translator should go forward

n his task without regard to such considerations as these.

Tie Word of God can take care of, and vindicate itself, and

oes not need to be thus taken under man's protection.*

It is remarkable how little careful our translators are to

lOto the difiTerenco between the verb oi being and that of 6e-

omingj between ti/jt and yiyova. I do not indeed think it

lossible to carry out the distinction between ilvai and yivitr-

>ai in every instance without occasional awkwardnesses of

ranslation : it seems to me that Professor EUicott has not

[uite escaped these, Ephes. v.,7, 1 7 ; and that we must recog-

lize at times a certain idiomatic use of yivov and yiyiaOe, best

epresented by " be" and " be ye." Still the passages are nu-

nerous where the words can not be confounded, as our trans-

• There are some good observations on this matter in Laurence Ilum-

ihrey's excellent treatise Interpretatio Linguarum, seu de ratione convertendi

luctores tarn sacros quam pro/anos. Basileo:, 1559. He is finding fault with

hose who, in translating, seek to mitigate such expressions as the (ncXjipivii of

lom. ix., 18, irapiStDKc of Ilom. i., 24, uaiviyicfc of Matt, vi., 13, and says,

' Non est locus hie interpretntionibus nostro Marte et ingenio confictis, cum

e Spiritus Sanctus exponit, optimus magister interpretandi, cnjus linguam fas

ion est bomini mutare aut temperare. Satis molliter loquitur, qui cum illo

lure loquitur.. Explicationia varietas relinquatur cuivis libera. Interpres

lanc libertatem n lollat, bonojure non tollit, ted lectorifacit injuriam." And

Isewhere, against some who rendered the wapiluKi above referred to, "per-

aisit,"he observes, "Non est durum quod Spiritus Sanctus putarit non esse

lurum, nee frigidis bominum temperamentis sermo divinus modificandus,"

. 174.
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lators have confounded them, without loss. Thus, at Heb.

v., 11, the apostle complains of the difficulty of unfolding

some hard truths to those whom he addresses, " seeing ye are

dull of hearing." But the rebuke is sharper than this
—

" see-

ing ye have become dull of hearing" (iiril vuOpot yiyovare

Talc aicoaic). This would imply that it was not so once, in

the former days, when they first were enlightened (x., 32),

but that now they had gone back from that liveliness of spir-

itual apprehension which once had been theirs (see Chrysos-

tom). The Vulgate has it rightly: "Quoniam imbecilles/ac^j

estis ad audiendum;" being followed by the Rheims: "Be-

cause ye are become weak to hear ;" so, too, De Wette :
" Da

ihr trage von Verstande geworden seid." Compare the next

verse, where ytyvvare again occurs, and where the force of it

is given. At Matt, xxiv., 32, there is the same loss of the

true forcp of the word. Not the being tender of the branch

of the fig-tree, but the becoming tender, that is, through the

returning sap of spring, is the sign of the nearness of summer.

Nor are the occasions wanting when the maintenance of

the distinction is far more important, as at John viii., 58.

They make no attempt to preserve there the antithesis, dog-

matically so important,between Abraham's birth in time, and

Christ's subsistence through eternity (Trpi*' 'Appaa/i ycviaOai, lyi>

€i/it). How this should have been effected may be a ques-

tion ; whether as Cranmer has done it, " Ere Abraham was

born, I am," or as the Rhemish, " Before that Abraham was

made, I am," or by some other device ; but in some form or

other it should assuredly have been attempted. In the Vul-

gate, " Antequam Abraham ^ere<, ego sum."*

In other points our translators are without fault, where yet

the modern copies, by careless reproduction of their work, in-

volve them in apparent error, which indeed is none of theirs,

Sydenham (The Arraignment of the Arian, p. 93) puts it well : "Was
points only to a human constitution ;/ am to a divine substance [qy., sub-

sistence] ; and therefore the original hath a yivioBai for Abraham, and an

II111 for Christ."
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but that of the too careless guardians of their text. They

have their own burden to bear ; they ought not to be made

to bear the burden of others ; but they do so in more places

than one. Thus, at Matt, xii., 23, correcting all our previous

translations, they gave the words /i»;n oSroc iariv 6 uJoc AajSi'S

;

with perfect accuracy :
" Is this the Son of David ?" fully

understanding that, according to the different idioms of the

Greek and English, the negative particle of the original was

not to reappear in the English ; comp. Acts viL, 42 ; John

viii., 22 ; xviii., 35. I am unable to say at what time the

reading which appears in nearly all our modern Bibles, " Is

not this the Son of David ?" first crept in ; it is already in

Hammond, 1659; but it is little creditable to those who should

have kept their text inviolate, that they have not exercised a

stricter vigilance over it. It is curious that, having escaped

error here, our translators should yet have fallen into it in

the exactly similar phrase at John iv., 29, /i>/n ovtoq iariv 6

XptoToc ; where they do render " Is not this the Christ ?" but

should have rendered " Is this the Christ ?" or " Can this be

the Christ ?" The Samaritan woman, in her joy, as speaking

of a thing too good to bo true, which she will suggest, but

dare not absolutely affirm, asks of her fellow-countrymen," Is

this the Christ ?—can this be he whom we have looked for

BO long ?"—expecting in reply, not a negative, but an affirm-

ative answer.

Let me take this occasion of observing that elsewhere we

have to complain of a like carelessness. Thus there are pas-

sages in which the punctuation of the exemplar edition of

1611 gave an accurate rendering, while the subsequent aban-

donment of that punctuation lends an appearance of incor-

rectness to our version from which it is really free. Thus, in

modern editions, we read at John xviii., 3, "Judas then.hav-

in<T received a band of men and officers from the chief priests

and Pharisees, cometh." This would make the traitor to have

received the " band of men" and the " officers" alike from

the chief priests and Pharisees. Such was not the case
;
the
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" band of men" were the Roman soldiers, whom he received

from the Roman authorities, while the " officers" only, or offi-

cials, as we should now say, he received from the chief priests

and Pharisees. In the original edition there was a comma
after " band of men," which has subsequently been dropped,

and then all was correct.

Being on this subject, I will call attention to another pas-

sage where the original punctuation has been abandoned. It

is Ileb. xii., 23. All who have critically studied this epistle

know that, in respect of this verse and that preceding, there

is a much-debated question how the diffijrent clauses should

be divided. Now I do not undertake to affirm that our trans-

lators were right, though there is much to say for the scheme

of the passage which they evidently favor; but when they

punctuated this verse as follows, " To the general assembly,

and Church of the first-born which arc written in heaven,"

they meant something different from that which the verse as

it is now punctuated, " To the general assembly and Church

of the first-born, which are written in heaven," means ; and

their punctuation should not have been disturbed. The dis-

turbing of it is, in fact, an unacknowledged revision of the

translation.
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CHAPTER IX.

ON SOUS QUESTIONABLE RENDEBINGS OF WORDS.

There are a certain number of passages in which no one

can charge our translators with error, the vei'sion they have

given being entirely defensible, and numbering among its

upholders some, it may be many, well worthy to be heard

;

while yet another version, on the whole, will commend itself

as preferable to that which they have adopted. I shall pro-

ceed to adduce a few such passages, where, to me at least, it

seems there is a higher probability, in some a far higher, in

favor of some other translation rather than of that which

they have admitted.

Matt, vi., 27 ; comp. Luke xii., 25.—" Which of you by tak-

ing thought can add one cubit unto his stature f" Erasmus

was, I believe, the first who suggested that iiKiKia here was

not ',' stature," but " length of life." With him it was no

more than a suggestion ; but it has since found acceptance

with many, with Hammond, Wolf, Wetstein, Olshausen, Mey-

er, and others. While the present translation may be abun-

dantly justified—Fritzsche stands out for it still—yet this

certainly appears far preferable to me, and for the following

reasons : o. In that natural rhetoric of which our Lord was

the great master, he would not have named a cubit, which is

about a foot and a half, but some very small measure, and re-

minded his hearers that they could not add even this to their

stature. It would have scarcely been in the spirit of this

rhetoric to ask, " Which of you with all his caring can make

himself a/oo< taller than God has made him ?" Rather Christ

would have demanded, " Which of you with all his anxious

care can add an inch or a hair's breadth {iXaxKTov, Luke xii.,

26) to his stature ?" y3. Men do not practically take thought
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about adding to their stature; it is not an object of anxiety
to one m a thousand to be taller than God has made him-
this could scarcely, therefore, be cited as one of the vain so^
hcitudes of men. y. On the other hand, every thing exactly
fits when w^e understand our Lord to be asking this question
about hfe and the possibility of adding the least fraction to
Its length. The cubit, which is much when compared with aman s stature, is infinitesimally little, and therefore most ap-'
propnate when compared to his length of life, that life being
contemplated as a course, or lp6^o, (2 Tim. iv., 7), which hemay attempt, but inefiectually, to prolong. I. And then, far-
ther, this prolonging of life is something which men do seek
striving by various precautions, by solicitous care, to length-
en the period of their mortal existence, to which yet they
can not add so much as a single cubit more than has been
apportioned to it by God.
Luke ii 49.-" Wist ye not that I must be about my Fa-

there busrness?" But i. ™7c roD Uarpc, will as well mean
"in my Father's house;" and if the words will mean this a^
well, they will surely mean it better. We shall thus have amore direct answer on the part of the child Jesus to the im-
plied rebuke of his blessed mother's words, "Behold, thy fa-
ther and I have sought thee sorrowing ;" to which he answers.How IS It that ye souglit me ?"-that is, in any other placed
Wist ye not that I must be in my Father^s house-here in

the Temple ? and here, without lengthened seeking, ye mi-rht
have found me at once." There was a certain mlsconclp-
t.on in respect of his person and character which had ledthem to look for him in other places of resort rather than in
tlie lemple.

John xii., 6.-" He was a thief, and bad the bag, and bare
what was put therein." I can not but think that it was StJohns intention to say not merely that Judas "bare," but
that he bare av,ay;' purloined, or pilfered what was put into
the common purse. It seems a tautology to say that he "had
the bag, and bare what was put therein," unless indeed it is
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said that the latter clause was introduced to explain the op-

portunities which he enjoyed of playing the thief; hardly, as

it appears to me, a sufiScient justification. On the other

hand, the use of /Sairrafeh-, not in the sense of'portare," but

of "anferre," is frequent; it is so used by Josephus, -4n«ig'.

xiv., 7, 1, and in the New Testament, John xx., 15, and such,

I am persuaded, is the use of it here. We note that already,

in Augustine's time, the question had arisen which was the

right way to deal with the words ; for, commenting on the

" portabat" which he found in his Italic, as it has kept its

place in the Vulgate, he asks, " Portabat, an exportabat ? Sed

ministerio portabat, furto exportabat." Here he might seem

to leave his own interpretation of the passage undecided

;

not 80, however, at Ep. 108,3: "Ipsi [apostoli] de illo scrip-

serunt quod fur erat, et omnia qua) mittebantur de dominicis

loculis auferebaf" After all is said, there will probably al-

ways remain upholders of one translation and upholders of

the other, yet to my mind the probabilities arc much in favor

of that version which I observe that the "Five Clergymen"

have also adopted.

Acts xvii., 1 8.—" What will this bahhler say ?" " Babbler"

here is very well, and yet I can not but feel that " chatterer"

, is the word. It unites by a singular felicity the two mean-

ings that meet in ffTrtp/ioXoyoc, being, like it, at once the name

of a bird, and a name given to a slight idle talker. Zmpiio-

Xdyoc is properly a little bird, so called from its gathering up

of seeds. It is then by transfer, Ist, a mean person, who gets

his living somewhat as this bird does, haunts corn-markets

and other places of resort for the gathering up of the offals

and leavings there—like Autolycus, « a picker up of uncon-

sidered trifles ;" 2dly, one who idly chatters as this bird does.

Some lines of Shakespeare so curiously illustrate this owtptio-

Xoyoc, even to the image on which the word rests, that I can

not resist quoting them. Ofa slight talkative person it is said,

" This fellow pecks up wit as pigeons pens,

And utters it again when God doth please.
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He is wit's peddler, and retails his wares

At wakes and wassails, meetings, markets, fairs.
"*

At the same time, it must always remain a question whether,

leaving this of babbling or chattering altogether out, " pal-

try fellow," or " base fellow," as in our margin, would not

better express the intention of the word.f The curious and

barbarous " serainiverbius" of the Vulgate, which reappears

as " word-sower" in the Rhemish, rests evidently on a mis-

reading of the word. It should be airttpoKuyoz—though in-

deed Xoyomropos is the form which the word must have as-

sumed to justify this.

Rom. i., 26, 27.—I spqak with hesitation, yet incline strong-

ly to think that in this awful passage, where St. Paul dares

to touch on two of the worst enormities of the heathen world,

and with purest lips to speak, and that with all necessary

plainness, of the irapurest things, we should have done well

if we had followed even to the utmost where he would lead

us. For " men" and " women," as often as the words occur

in these verses, I should wish to see substituted " males" and
" females ;" &patvte and BfiKtiai are throughout the words which

St.Paul employs. It is true that something must be indulged

to the delicacy of modern Christian ears; our translators

have evidently so considered in dealing with more than one

passage in the Old Testament ; but, reading these verses over

with this substitution, while they gain in emphasis, while they

represent more exactly the terrible charge which St.Paul

brings against the cultivated world of heathendom, they do

not seem to me to acquire any such painful explicitness as

they ought not to have, hardly more of this than they pos-

sessed before.

Love'a Labor't Lost, Act v., so. 1.

t See an excellent article on irirfp/joXdyoc in Suicer's Thesaurus. It is to

this conclusion that Boisius, in a learned note in his able work, Veteris Inter-

pretis cum Bezd aliisque Recentioribus Collatio,f. i28,aTnves: " Paulas ffTrtp-

/loXoyoc audit a philosophis Atheniensibns non ut locntuleius aut blaterator

aliquis, sed ut homo tenuissimiE fortunie, parumque splendide restitus. Est

cnim convicium in riles potius quam verbosos.

"
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1 Cor. xiii., 12.—"For now we see through a glass (Si' iam-

Tpov)f darkly." I can not but think that, for the avoiding of

misconception, it would have been preferable, " For now we
see by a glass, darkly," marking so that Sm is here instril-

mental. For what is the natural conclusion of every one

who, without reference to the Greek, hears or reads the

words as they now stand? What can it be but that they

express an imperfect seeing through some dim, only semi-

transparent medium, as talc, horn, crystal, lapis specularis, or

the like, such as did for the ancients that service which glass

now so much better accomplishes for us? This, however, it

is needless to say, would be iiorrrpa or lioirrpoy, while caoTrrpoy

{^=KaToirrpov) can mean only a looking-glass; and when we
remember the polished metallic mirrors, which were the only

ones which antiquity knew, and the dim, obscure awavyaa/ia,

which was all that they could have given back, we shall feel

the exquisite fitness of this image, both in respect of the in-

distinctness of the seeing, and in respect of its being, as is

well said in the passage which follows, " no immediate vis-

ion." That citation is drawn from an old English divine,

less known than he deserves, and is much to the point:

" Some that would be more critical than they need would

fain show ns a difference between taowrpoy and Karowrpoy. Kd-

TrntTpov indeed with them is a looking-glass, but laoin-pov is

some other glass ; either such a one as is for the help of weak

and aged eyes, and then 'tis, we see through spectacles ; or

else such as presents the object though afar off, and so 'tis,

we see through a perspective. The Vulgar Latin, that will

have it per transennam, ' through a lattice,' as the Spouse in

the Canticles is said to flourish through the lattices. And

all these urge the force of the preposition Si iaoirrpov, we see

through a glass or through a lattice. But they might easily

know that .St' iTOTrrpou here is the same as iv iaompif, and

though it be true that KaTmrpov be the more usual word for

a looking-glass, yet it is true that iamrpov signifies the same.

Hesychiaa makes them synonymous, and the word is but
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once more used in the New Testament, James i., 23, and
there can be.no doubt that there 'tis taken for a looking,
glass. Well, then, our dark, imperfect knowledge of God
here is thus set forth by seeing in a glass, because it is no
immediate vision

; the object is not primarily and immedi-
ately presented to the eye, but by way of resultancy and me-
diante specula, by the conveyance of the looking-glass, which
18 a silent interpreter of the object. And such is our knowl-
edge of God here, and such our communion with him ; only
some broken beams of glory, some glimpses of his presence
scattered here and there, in this ordinance and in that-
glasses of his own making, means of his proper institution."*

2 Cor. a, 14.-" Now thanks be unto God, which always
causeth us to triumph in Christ." Here, too, our translators
may be right, and, if they are wrong, it is in good company.
I must needs think that for "causeth us to triumph" we
should read "leadeth us in triumph;" and that the Vulgate
when It rendered Bpia^fith^y },^ac "qui triumphat no8,"and
Jerome (which is the same thing) "qui triumphat de nobis,"
though even he has failed to bring out his meaning with
clearness, were right. OpiapPdeiy occurs but on one other
occasion in the New Testament (Col. ii., 15). No one there
doubts that it means "to lead in triumph," "to make a show
of," as vanquished and subdued ; and it is hard to withdraw
this meaning from it here, being as it also is the only mean-
ing of the word in classical Greek; thus Plutarch, TAea. et

-Rom., iv.: PaaiXtle iOptafifJcvire Kai }iycft6yac,''he led kings and
captains in triumph ;" and see other examples in Wetstein.
But, it may be asked, what will St. Paul' mean by the decla-
ration "who every where leadeth us in triumph in Christ?"
The meaning is, indeed, a very grand one. St. Paul did not
feel it inconsistent with the profoundest humility to regard
hirnself as a signal trophy and token of God's victorious pow-
er in Christ. Lying with his face upon the ground, he had
anticipated, though in another sense, the words of another

• Culverwell, Spiritual Opticks, p. 173

Bb
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fighter against God/'Vicisti, Galilsee;" and now his Al-

mighty Conqueror was leading him about through all the

cities of the Greek and Roman world, an illustrious testimo-

ny of his power at once to subdue and to save. The foe of

Christ was now, as he gloried in naming himself, the servant

of Christ, and this, his mighty transformation, God was mak-

ing manifest to the glory of his name in every place. The

attempt of some to combine the meanings of " being led in

triumph," which they feel that the word demands, and " tri-

umphing," or " being made to triumph," which it seems to

them the sense demands, is in ray judgment an attempt to

reconcile irreconcilable images ; as, for instance, when Stan-

ley says, "The sense of conquest and degradation is lost in

the more general sense of'making us to share this triumph.'

"

But in the literal triumph, who so pitiable, so abject, so for-

lorn as the captive chiefor king, the Jugurtha or Vercingeto-

rix, doomed often, as soon as he had graced the show, to a

speedy and miserable death? But it is not with God as

with man ; for while to be led in triumph of men is the most

miserable, to be led in triumph^of God, as the willing trophy

of his power, is the most glorious and blessed lot which could

fall to any ; and it is this, I am persuaded, which the apostle

claims for his own.

2 Cor. ii., 17.—" For we are not as many, which corrupt the

Word of God." Doubtless there is much to be said in favor

of this version of KairriKtvovrtz tov \6yov rou Qiov. Ka-irr)\tvuv

is often to " adulterate," vnOtvuv, as Chrysostom expounds it,

» to mingle false with true," as the icarr/jXcc, or petty huckster,

-would frequently do. Still the matter is by no means so

clear in favor of this meaning of KairriKtwv, and against the

other, "to make a traffic of," as some in later times would

have it ; and the words it tlXiKptytiac, which Meyer conceives

decisive, seem to me rather an argument the other way.

What so natural as that St. Paul should put back the charge

of making a traffic with the Word of God; above all,seemg

how earnestly elsewhere in this epistle he clears himself from
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similar charges (xii.,14, 17) ? I believe, when Tyndale ren-

dered KaTTijXeueii' here, " to chop and change with," he was on

the right track ; and many will remember the remarkable

passage in Bentley's Sermon upon Popery., which is so strong

in this view that, long ^s it is, I can not forbear to quote it

:

" Our English translators have not been very happy in their,

version of this passage. We are not, says the apostle, Kan-jj-

\ivovTii: Tuv \oyov roil etoD, which Our translators have render-

ed 'We do not corrupt' or (as in the margin) deal deceitfully

with 'the Word of God.' They were led to this by the par-

allel place, c. iv. of this epistle, ver. 2, ' not walking in crafti-

ness,' \ir\li loKovvTiz Toy \uyoi' tou GeoC, 'nor handling the Word
of God deceitfully;' they took KairtjKiiovTei and hoXovyrec in

the same adequate notion, as the vulgar Latin had done be-

fore them, which expresses both by the same word, aduller-

antcs verbum Dei; and so, likewise, Ilesychius makes them

synonyms, iKKavTiKtvuv, ZoXoiiv. AoXoDv, indeed, is fitly render-

ed adulterare ; so ZuXovy roy ^vavy, Toy oTyoy, to adulterate

gold or wine by mixing worse ingredients with the metal or

liquor. And our translators had done well if they had ren-

dered the latter passage, not adulterating, not sophisticating

the Word. But i.-a7r>j\fiio»T£c in our text has a complex idea

and a wider signification ; Ka-irtiXti/uy always comprehends So-

\ovy, but ioXovy never extends to KOTTJiXcmty, which, besides

the sense of adulterating, has an additional notion of unjust

lucre, gain, profit, advantage. This is plain from the word

KaTTTiXoc, a calling always infamous for avarice and knavery

:

pcrfidus hie caupo, says the poet, as a general character.

Thence KanriXniciy, by an easy and natural metaphor, was di-

verted to other expressions where cheating and lucre were

signified : cairi/Xcvcif rov Xoyoy, Bays the apostle here, and the

ancient Greeks, KawriXiiciv rac S/uac, T>)y etpiiyi)y, r^v aofiay, to.

/iiaOq/iara, to corrupt and sell justice, to barter a negotiation

of peace, to prostitute learning and philosophy for gain.

Cheating, we see, and adulterating is part of the notion of

nairfiXiieiy, but the principal essential of it is sordid lucre.
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So cauponavi in the famous passage of Ennius, where Pynhus

refuses the offer of a ransom for his captives, and restores

them gratis

:

" ' Non mi aunun posco, nee mi pretium dederitis,

Non cauponanti bellum, sed belligeranti.'

• And BO the fathers expound this place. ... So that, in short,

what St.Paul says, Kair.|\t«o.Tcc tuv \6yov, might he expressed

in one classic word—\oye/iiropoi, or XoyoTrpdrai, where the idea

of gain and profit is the chief part of the signification. Where-

fore, to do justice to our text, we must not stop lamely with

our 'translators, ' corrupters of the Word of God,' but add to

it as its plenary notion, ' corrupters of the Word of God /or

filthy lucre:
"*

Col. ii., 8.—" Beware lest any man spoil you through phi-

losophy and vain deceit." This translation may very well

bold its place: avXaywyily does mean to rob or spoil; this,

however, is its secondary meaning; its first, and that which

a-rees with its etymology (<tDXox and &y,o), would be, "to

kad away the spoil," "prsdam abigere;" and certainly the

warning would be more emphatic if we understood it as a

warning lest they should become themselves the spoil or

booty of these false teachers: "Beware lest any rn^n make

a booty o/yoM, lead you away as his spoil, through philoso-

phy and vain deceit." Bengel: "<rv\ay.yu.y, qui non solum

de vobiB, sed vos ipsos spolium faciat."
. j „

Col ii 23.-" Which things have indeed a show of wisdom

in will-worship,, and humility, and
"ff

^'"S «:,<

^'"J^
not in any honor to the satisfying of the fiesh. The h.st

part of this verse, itself not very easy, appears to me to be

excellently rendered in our version. Perhaps, were it to do

a.ain, insLd of « a shou, of wisdom," « a r^utat^on of wis-

dom" would more exactly express Xoyo. acftac ;
and there may

be a question whether » neglecting" is quite strong enough

for 4.S-. whether « punishing" or « not Bpa""g.";'";^J
;

both suggested in the margin, would not, one or the other,

• »rorfc»,Tol.iii.,P-242.
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have been well introduced into the text. But in the latter

part of the verse, where its chief difficulties reside, our trans-

lators leave us in some doubt as regards the exact meaning

which the passage had for them. About the Geneva Version

I have no doubt. Its authors, evidently under the leading

of Beza, have seized the right meaning :
" [yet are] of no

value, [but appertain to those things] wherewith the flesh is

crammed." At the same time, their version is too paraphras-

tic, the words which I have inclosed within brackets having

no corresponding words in the original. Did our translators

mean the same thing ? I am inclined to think not, else they

would have placed a comma afler "honor;" but that rather

they, in agreement with many of the best interpreters of

their time, understood the verse thus ; " Which things have

a show of wisdom, etc., but are not in any true honor, as

things which serve to the satisfying of the just needs of the

body." If this be, as I feel pretty sure it is, their moaning,

there may be urged against it that ttX^jit/ioi'jj has a constant

sense of filling overmuch, or stuffing (Isa. i.,14; Psa. cv.,16;

Ezek. xvi.,49); and followed by (rapk-oe, could scarcely have

.iny other sense; it being impossible that aap^ here can be

used in an honorable intention and as equivalent to o-wfia, but

only in the constant Pauline sense of the flesh and mind of

the flesh as opposed to the spirit. Some rendering which

should express what the Geneva Version expresses, but in

happier and conciser terms, is that which should be aimed

at here. "A golden sentence," as he calls it, which Bengel

quotes from the Commentary of Hilary the Deacon on this

passage, " Sagina carnalis sensfls traditio humana est," shows

that this interpretation of it was not unknown in antiquity.

1 Tim. vi., 8.
—

" Having food and raiment, let us be there-

with content." Would it not be better to translate, " Hav-

ing food and covering, let us be therewith content ?" It is

possible that St. Paul had only raiment in his eye; and ad-

naa/ia is sometimes used in this more limited sense (Plato,

Polit., 279, d) ; but seeing that it may very well include, and
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does very often include, babitation,'^ tbis more general word, .

which it would have been still free for those who liked to un-

derstand as " raiment" alone, appears to mc preferable. The

Vulgate, which translates " Ilabentcs alimenta et quibua teg-

amur," and Do Wette, " Bcdcckung," give the same extent

to the word.

Heb. ii.,10.
—"For verily ho took }iot on him the nature of

anorels.but he tbok on him the seed of Abraham." It is well

known what a consent of ancient interpreters there was to

the fact that this verso contained an express allusion to the

Incarnation, and our translators are here only true to tho

universal exposition of their age. But there is almost an

equally universal denial on the part of modern expositors

that there is hero any reference to the Incarnation, but only

generally to the fact that Christ is a helper of men and not

of angels ; Castellio being, I believe, the first who asserted

that grammatically the other interpretation would not stand

;

and already we find in South a very clear statement of what

may be said, and said justly, against the traditional exposi-

tion, though ho himself, as it presently appears, is not pre-

pared to let it go. I will quote the objections as he puts

them, and will accept them rather than the refutation of

them which he afterward supplies. "As for the words that

I have here pitched upon, it must be confessed that the trans-

lation represents them very difierent from what they are in

the original, which runs thus : Oi> yap Hittov iTriXa/i/Jawrai rovt

AyytXouc—where wo find that what we render by the pretcr

tense ' He took,' the original has by the present, ' He takes
;'

and what wo render ' the nature of angels,' the original has

only Toie ayyiXovs, ' angelos.' Neither is it clear that 'to

take on him' or ' to assume' is the genuine signification of tVi-

\afi(iay€Tai. This text is generally used by divines, ancient

and modern, to prove Christ's Incarnation, or assuming of the

human nature, notwithstanding that this word in,\aii(iaycTai

(as Camero well observes) is nowhere else in Scripture taken

• XKiTTTicitTTuv iHoc, tA fUv ioBhi, TO U oUia. Philo, De Vit.Con., § 4.
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in this sense. St. Paul uses it in 1 Tim. vi., 19, but with him

there it signifies ' to apprehend,' ' to attain,' or compass a

thing. But its chief signification, and which seems most suit-

able to this place, is ' to rescue and deliver,' it being taken

from the usual manner of rescuing a thing, namely, by catch-

ing hold of it, and so forcibly wringing it from the adversa-

ry ; as David, when he rescued the Iamb from the bear and

the lion's mouth, might be properly said imXafijiavtaSai. And
Grotius observes that the proper sense of this word is ' vin-

dicare sen asserere in libertatem manu injecta.'
"*

James iii., 5.
—

" Behold how great a matter a little fire

kindleth !" This may be right. Our translators have the

high authority of St. Jerome on their side, wlio renders (in

Esai.,(,C): "Parvus ignis quam grandem succendit materi-

am;" and compare Ecclus. xxviii., 10; yet certainly it is

much more in the spirit and temper of this grand imagina-

tive passage to take CXiji' here as " wood" or "forest:" "Be-

hold how great a forest a little spark kindleth !" So the Vul-

gate long ago: "Ecce quantus ignis quam magnam siluam

incenditl" and De Wette: "Siehe, ein kleincs Fencr, welch

einen grossen Wald zUndet es an !" It need hardly be ob-

served how frequently in ancient classical poetry the image

of the little spark setting the great forest in a blaze recurs

—

in Ilomcr,/^., xi.,155; in Pindar, Py<A., iii., CO, and elsewhere;

nor yet how much better this of the wrapping of some vast

forest in a flame by the falling of a single spark sets out that

which was in St.James's mind, namely, ofa far-spreading mis-

chief springing from a smallest cause, than does the vague

sense which in our version is attached to the word. Our

translators have placed " wood" in the margin.

Rev. iii., 2.
—" Strengthen the things which remain, that are

ready to die." The better commentators are now agreed that

ra XoiTTti, thus rendered " the things which remain," should be

taken rather as =rouciJioi7rouf, and that the angel of the Sar-

dian Church is not bidden, as we generally understand it, to

Sermom, vol. iii., p. 272.
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strengthen the graces that remain in his own heart, but the

few and feeble believers that remain in the Church over

which he presides; the allusion being probably to Ezek.

xxxiv., 2. Vitringa: "Coramendat vigilantiam, qua sibi a

roorte caverent, et alios ab interitu imminento vindicarent."

The use of the neuter, singular and plural, where not things,

but persons are intended, is too frequent in the New Testa-

ment to cause any difficulty (Winer, Gramm., § 27, 4), and
may have a very deep significance here, where it designates

an inert and well-nigh lifeless mass.
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CHAPTER X.

ON SOME INCORnECT KENDERINGS OF WORDS AND PASSAGES.

Our translators occasionally fail in part or altogether to

give the true force of a word or a passage. In some cases it

is evident they have assumed a wrong etymology. These

are examples :

Matt, viii., 20.—" The birds of the air have nests." It stood

thus in the versions preceding ; the Vulgate, in like manner,

has " nidos ;" but some of the- earlier Latin versions, " diver-

soria ;" and Augustine, using one of these, has " tabernacu-

la;"* and these, with their equivalent English, are on all ac-

counts the preferable renderings. For, in the first place, birds

do not retire to their " nests" except at one brief period of

the year; and then, secondly, KaraaKriviiaui will not bear that

. meaning, or, at all events, has so much more naturally the

more general meaning of shelters, habitations (" latibula,"

"cubilia;" "Wohnungen," De Wettc), that one must needs

agree with Grotius, who here remarks: "Quin vox ha;c ad

arborum ramos pertineat, dubitaturum non pnto qui loca in-

fra, xiii., 32 ; Maj-c. iv., 32, et Luc. xiii., 19, inspexcrit."! lie

might have added to these, Psa. civ., 12 ; Dan. iv., 18,LXX.

Matt. X., 4; comp. Mark iii., 18.—"Simon the Canaanite."

I have often asked myself in perplexity what our transla-

tors meant by this " Canaanite," which they arc the first to

use, although Cranmer's " Simon of Canaan" and probably

Tyndale's " Simon of Canan" come to the same thing. Take
" Canaanite" in its obvious sense, and in that which every

where else in the Scripture it possesses (Gen. xii., ; Exod.

xxiii., 28; Zech. xiv., 21 ; and continually), and the word

' Quasi, xvii. in Matt., qu. 5.

t See an excellent note in Fischer, De Vitiis Lex. N. y., p. 28j.
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would imply that one of the twelve, of those that fshould sit

on the twelve thrones judging the tribes of Israel, was him-

self not of the seed of Abraham, but of that accursed stock,

which the children of Israel, going back from God's com-

mandment, had failed utterly to extirpate on tlieir entrance

into the Promised Land, and which, having thus been per-

mitted to live, had gradually been absorbed into the nation.

This, of course, could not be ; to say nothing of the word
which they had before them being Kaj-aWrijc, and not yiava-

vaToc, as would have been necessary to justify the rendering

of the Authorized Version. There can be no doubt that Ka-

laWri/c here is = fjjXurr/c, Luke vi., 15; Acts i., 13, and ex-

presses the fact that Simon had been, before ho joined him-

self to the Lord, one of those stormy zealots who, professing

to follow the example of Phinehas (Num. xxv., 11), took tlie

vindication of God's outraged law into their own hands.

There is, indeed, another explanation sometimes given of the

word, but; the manner in which our translators have spelt the

word will hardly allow one to suppose that they adopted

'

this, and by "Canaanite" meant " ofCana," the village in Gal-

ilee. This is Jerome's view, and I suppose Beza's ("Canan-

ites") andDeWette's (" der Kananit")
;
yet Kava would sure-

ly yield, not Kai'aWrtjc, but KaWrijE, as 'A/QSijpa, "A/J^F/piVijc. I

confess myself wholly at a loss to understand the intention

of our translators; for the reading KamraTor, which Tischen-

dorf and Lachmann have introduced into their text, hardly

known when they wrote, could certainly have exercised no

influence upon them, except, indeed, through the " Chananaj-

us" of the Vulgate.

Matt, xiv., 8.
—"And she, being before instructed of her

mother, said. Give me liere John Baptist's head in a char-

ger." A meaning is given here to irpo(ii(iaoQtiaa wliich it

will not bear, but to which the " prajmonita" of tlie Vulgate

may liavo led the way. llpo(ii(iuCiiv is to urge on, or push

forward, to make to advance, or sometimes, intransitively, to

advance; the trpo not being of time, but of place; thus irpofii-
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j^a^iiv Tijv Trarpi'Sa, to set forward the might of one's country

(Polybius ix.,10,4); and it is sometimes used literally, some-

times figuratively. On the one other occasion when it occurs

in the New Testament it is used literally ; vpoifiifiaaav 'A\i£,-

aySpov (Acts xix., 33), " theypushedforward Alexander," not,

as in our version, " they drew ow< Alexander;" here figura-

tively and morally. We may conceive the unhappy girl,

with all her vanity and levity, yet shrinking from the peti-

tion of blood which her mother would put into her lips, and

needing to be urged on, or pushed forward, before slie could

be induced to make it; and this is implied in the word. I

should translate, "And she, being urged on by her mother."

Matt, xiv., 13.—"They followed him on foot out of the

cities." Ilcf^ might very well mean "on foot," yet it docs

not mean so here, but rather " by land." There could be no

question that the multitude who followed Jesus would in the

main proceed " on foot," and not iu chariots or on horses, and

it is not this which the evangelist desires to state. The con-

trast which he would draw is between the Lord who reach-

ed the desert place bg ship (see the earlier part of the verse),

and the multitude who found their way thither bg land.

Compare the use of nelitvciv at Acts xx., 13, by the Rheims

rightly translated " to journey by land," but in our transla-

tion, not with the same precision, " to go afoot."

Matt, xxiii., 24.—"Which strain at a gnat, and swallow a

camel." This has often been found fault with. Long ago

Bishop Lowth complained, "The impropriety of the preposi-

tion has wholly destroyed the meaning of the phrase." Yet

it may well be a question here whether the inaccuracy com-

plained of lies at the door of the translators or the printers.

For myself, I feel strongly convinced that we have here a

misprint, which having been passed over in the first edition

of 1611, has held its ground ever since; and that our trans-

lators intended, " which strain out a gnat, and swallow a

camel ;" this being at once intelligible, and a correct render-

ing of the original, while our version, as at present it stands,
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is neither, or only intelligible on the eupposition, no doubt

the supposition of most English readers, that " strain at"

means swallow with difficulty, men hardly and with effort

swallowing the little insect, but gulping down meanwhile,

unconcerned, the huge animal. It need scarcely be said that

this is very far from the meaning of the original words, oi Si-

uXi'foiTtc Tov Ktaifuira, by Meyer rendered well " percolanda re-

moventes muscani," and by the Vulgate also not ill,"exco-

lantes culicem ;" for which use of iivXi^ety, as to cleause by
passing through a strainer, see Plutarch, (Sy»wp.,vi., 7,1. It

was the custom of the more accurate and stricter Jews to

strain their wine, vinegar, and other potables through linen

or gauze, lest unawares they should drink down some little

unclean insect therein, and thus transgress Lev. xi., 20, 2.3, 41,

42, just as the Buddhists do now in Ceylon and Hindostan

—

and to this custom of theirs the Lord refers. A recent travel-

er in North Africa writes in an unpublished communication

which he has been good enough to make to me, "In a ride

from Tangier to Tetuan I observed that a Moorish soldier

who accompanied me, when ho drank, always unfolded the

end of his turban and placed it over the mouth of his bota,

drinking through the muslin, to strain out the gnats, whose

larviB swarm in the water of that country." The further

fact that our present version rests to so great an extent on

the three preceding, Tyndale's, Cranmer's, and the Geneva,

and that all these have " strain out" is additional evidence

in confirmation of that about which for myself I feel no

doubt, namely, that we have here an unnoticed, and thus un-

corrected, error of the press; which yet, having been once al-

lowed to pass, yielded, or seemed to yield, some sort of sense,

and thus did not provoke and challenge correction, as one

making sheer nonsense would have done. There was no such

faultless accuracy in the first edition as should make us slow

to admit this ; on the contrary, more than one mistake, which

had in the exemplar edition of 1611 been passed over, was

subsequently discovered and removed. Thus it stood there.
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at 1 Cor. iv., 9, "God hath set forth us the apostles last, as it

were ajjproved to death ;" yet " approved" was afterward

changed for the word no doubt intended, "appointed." In

another passage, I mean 1 Cor. xii., 28, the misprint " helps

in governments," after having retained its place in several

successive editions, was afterward in like manner removed,

and the present corrector reading, " helps, governments"

(ofriXqi/'cic, yvfiepvfiaetc), Substituted in its room.

Mark xL, 4.—"^ place where two ways met." 'A/i^oJo£

{afupi and 62oc) is rather a way round, a crooked lane.

Mark xii., 26.—" Have ye not read in the book of Moses

how in the bush God spake unto him ?" But £7r! rfjc Parov, as

all acknowledge now, is not " in the bush," as indicating the

place from which God spake to Moses, but means " in that

portion of Scripture which goes by the name ofThe Bush"

—

the Jews being wont to designate different portions of Scrip-

ture by the most memorable thing or fact recorded in them;

thus one portion was called /; /3aroc. How, indeed to tell this

story in the English Version is not easy to determine, with-

out forsaking the translator's sphere and entering into that

of the commentator. I may observe that tV 'IIX19 (Ilom. xi.,

2) is a quotation of the same kini It can never mean "of

Elias," as in our translation, but is rather "in the history of

Elias," in that section of Scripture which tells of him ; so Do

Wette :
" in der Geschichte des Elia."

Acts xiv., 15.—"We also are meti of like passions with

you." This fact would not have disproved in the eyes of

these Lycaonians the right of Paul and Silas to be consider-

ed gods. The heathen were only too ready to ascribe to

their gods like passions, revenge, lust, envy, with their own.

'O/ioiorafltTc vfiiv means rather " subject to like conditions,"

that is, of pain, sickness, old age, death, " with yourselves."

Translate,"We also are men who suffer like things with your-

selves." The Vulgate, "Et nos mortales sumus," is on the

right track; and Tyndale, "We are mortal men like unto

you." The only other passage in the New Testament in
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which o/ioioira0i/£ occurs (James v., 1 7) will need to be slight-

ly modified in the same sense.

Acts xvii., 22.—" I perceive that in all things ye are too su-

perstitious." This, as Luther's " allzu aberglaubisch," is a

rendering very much to be regretted. Whatever severe

things St. Paul might be obliged to say to his hearers, yet it

was not his way to begin by insulting, and in this way alien-

ating them from himself, and from the truth of which he was

the bearer. Rather, if there was any thing in them which he

could praise, he would praise that, and only afterward con-

demn that which demanded condemnation. So is it here ; he

affirmed, and no doubt they took it for praise, that by his

own observation he had gathered they wore <lc Stio-iJai/ioi'tort-

povc, as men greatly addicted to the worship of deities, "very

religious," as I should render it, giving to " religious" its true

sense, and not the mischievous sense which it has now ac-

quired. So Beza, " religiosiores ;" and Dc Wettc, " schr got-

tesfilrchtig." This was the praise which all antiquity gave

to the Athenians, and which Paul does not withhold, using

at the same time with the finest tact and skill a middle word,

capable of a good sense, and capable of a bad—a word origi-

nally of honorable meaning, but which had already slipped in

part into a dishonorable sense ; thus finely insinuating that

this service of theirs might easily slip, or have slipped al-

ready, into excess, or might be rendered to wrong objects.

Still these words are to bo taken, not as a holding up to

them of their sin, but as a captatio benevoknticB, and it must

be confessed they arc coarsely rendered in our version.

Acta XXV., 5.
—" Let them, therefore, said he, which among

you are able, go down." But ol Swaroi is not "those which

are able," but " those Avhich are in authority," as the Vul-

gate rightly, " qui potentcs sunt :" sec Losner, Obss. in JV. T.,

in loco.

Rom. ii., 1?2.
—"Thou that abhorrest idols, dost thou com-

mit sacrilege f" This is too general, and fails to bring out

with sufficient distinctness the charge which the apostle in
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this 'upoavXi'iQ is making against the Jew. The charge is this:

" Thou professest to abhor idols, and yet art so mastered by

thy covetousness that, if opportunity offers, thou wilt not

scruple thyself to lay hands on these gold and silver abom-

inations, and to make them thy own" (see Chrysostora, tn

loco). Read, " Thou that abhorrest idols, dost thou rob tem-

ples ?"

Rom. xi., 8.—"According as it is written, God hath given

them the spirit of slumber." Our translators must have de-

rived icaravv^if: from yvara^iiv, as indeed many others have

done, before they could have given it this meaning. Yet they

plainly have their misgiving in respect of the correctness of

this etymology, for they propose "remorse" in the margin,

evidently on the corrector hypothesis that the word is not

from vvtTTuliitv, but vvaaeiv. Still, even if they had put "re-

morse," as the compunction of the soul (the Vulgate has

"compunctio"), into the text, though they would have been

ctymologically right, they would not have seized the exact

force of KaTuvvhc, at least in Hellenistic Greek, as is plain

from the service which it does in the Septuagint (Isa. xxix.,

10 ; Psa. lix., .1), and from the Hebrew words which it is there

made to render. This is no place for entering at length into

all (and it is much) which has been written on this word.

Sufficient to say that it is properly the stupor or stupefac-

tion, the astonishment, bringing "astonishment" back to its

stronger and earlier meaning, the stunnedness ("Bctaubung,"

De Wette) consequent on a wound or blow, viiaauv, as 1 need

hardly observe, being "to strike" as well as "to pierce."

"Torpor," only that tl)is so easily suggests the wrong ety-

mology, and runs into the notion of deep sleep, would not be

a bad rendering of it. " Stupor," which the " Five Clergy-

men" have adopted, is perhaps better. Hammond, whose

marginal emendations of the. Authorized Version are often

exceedingly valuable, and deserve more attention than they

have received, being about the most valuable part of his Par-

aphrase and Annotations upon the New Testament,\\a.% sug-
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gested " senseleasuess ;" but this is not one of his happiest

emendations.

Gal. L, 1 8,—" I went up to Jerusalem to see Peter." 'Iin-o-

ptiv is not merely " to see," but properly to inquire, to inves-

tigate, to interrogate, to arrive by personal knowledge, ocu-

lar or other, at the actual knowledge of past events ; and

then, secondarily, to set down the results of these investiga-

tions, just as loTopia is first this investigation, and then, in a

secondary sense, the result of it duly set down, or, as we say,

"history." Here, indeed, it is a person, and not things, which

are the object of this closer knowledge. " I went up to Je-

rusalem," says Paul, " to acquaint myself with Peter" (" ac-

curatius cognoscere; itaque plus inest quam in verbo JStiy."

—Winer).

Gal. v., 1 9, 20.—" The works of the flesh are manifest, . . .

seditions," It is at first perplexing to find this ns the render-

ing of Zixoaraaiai^ which is evidently a word of wider reach

;

but Archdeacon Hare has admirably accounted for its ap-

pearance in this place.* I will quote his words :
" When our

version is inaccurate or inadequate, this does not arise, as it

does throughout in the Rhemish Version, from a coincidence

with the Vulgate, yet its inadequate renderings oflen seem

to have arisen from an imperfect apprehension of some Latin

substitute for the word in the Greek text—from taking some

peculiar sense of the Latin word different from that in which

it was used to represent the Greek original. Let me illus-

trate this by a single instance. Among the works of the

flesh St. Paul (Gal. v., 20) numbers Sixo<rra<Tia«, which we ren-

der * seditions.' But ' seditions' in our old, as well as our

modern language, are only one form of the divisions implied

by hxo<rraaiai, and assuredly not the form which would pre-

sent itself foremost to the apostle's mind when writing to

the Galatians, At first, too, one is puzzled to understand

how the word ' seditions' came to suggest itself in the place',

instead of the more general term ' divisions,' which is the

* Mission of the Com/orter, p. 391.
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plain correspondent to lixparamai, and is so used in Rom.
xvi., 17, and in 1 Cor. iii., 3. Here the thought occurs that

the Latin word ' seditio,' though in its ordinary acceptation

equivalent to its English derivative, yet primarily and ety-

mologically answers very closely to SixocTaalai ; and one is

naturally led to conjecture that our translators must have

followed some Latin version, in which the word ' seditiones'

was used, not without an affectation of archaic elegance.

Now the Vulgate has " dissensiones,' but in Erasmus, whose
style was marked by that characteristic, we find the very

word ' seditiones.' Hence Tyndale, whom we know from his

controversial writings to have made use of Erasmus's ver-

sion, took his * sedition,' not minding that the sense in which

Erasmus had used the Latin word was alien to the English

;

and from Tyndale it has come down, with a mere change

of number, into our present version, while Wicliffe and the

Rhemish render the Vulgate by ' dissensions.'

"

Ephes. iv., 29.—"Let no corrupt communication proceed

out of your mouth,but that which is good to the me o/edify-

ing." But to justify these last words, to which Beza's " ad

ffidificationis usum" may have led the way, we should have

found, not irpoc okoSofiijv rijs XP^'PC) but irpoc or tic ypiiav TtJQ oko-

iofiijs. No one will affirm that we have such an hypallage

here. There is much more in the words than such a transla-

tion, even were it allowable, would educe from them. It is

not very easy to give, without circumlocution, a satisfacto-

ry English rendering ; but the meaning is abundantly clear.

"Let such discourse," St. Paul would say, "proceed from your

mouths as is profitable to the present emergent need or oc-

casion ; do not deal in v.ague, flat, unmeaning generalities,

which would suit a thousand other cases equally well, and

probably, therefore, equally ill ; let your words be what the

words of wise men will always be, nails fastened in a sure

place, words suiting the present time and the present person,

being for the edifying of the occasion." " Edification of the

need," EUicott has it ; and De Wette, " zur Erbauung nach

Cc
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Bedarfniss." An admonition of a similar character is couch-

ed in the ftSiVai iruc iti Ivi txaffry airoKphtaBai of the paral-

lel passage in the Colossians (iv., 6). Not so much " every \
man," as our version has it, but "each one" (elc eKairroc) must

have his own answer, that which meets his difficulties, his

perplexities. There must not be 07ie unfeeling, unsympatliiz-

ing, unvarying answer for all.

Phil, iv., 3.—"And I entreat thee also, true yokefellow,

help those women which labored with me in the Gospel, with

Clement also." Tiio alteration which this passage requires

is exceedingly slight. Let only "those" bo changed into

" these," and a comma be placed after " women," and then

the close connection of this verse with the vijrse preceding,

most necessary for its right understanding, will plainly ap-

pear, and otherwise it will render up its sense clearly, which

now it can hardly be affirmed to do. St. Paul has in that

verse besought two faithful women in the Pliilippian Church,

very probably deaconesses, Euodias* and.Syntychc, between

whom some difference had arisen, to lay this aside, and to be

again " of the same mind in the Lord." He now turns to

one who, from some cause or other, was eminently fitted to

be a peacemaker between these two, and addressing him as

" true yokefellow," as one made to be a knitter again of the

loosened bonds or yokes of love, exhorts him to " help these

women," that is, to help them in a coming together again

—

that he should remove all obstacles and hinderances to this

;

and the apostle finds a motive to this exhortation, a reason

why this " trne yokefellow" should be at pains herein, name-

ly, because these two (observe ai'rii'tc="quippe quae") had

labored with himself and others in the Gospel, and had both

of them well deserved by these labors of love that they

should not be left with any discord or dissension between

* I should prefer "Euodia,"as it is in the Geneva Version, which would

mark more clearly that it is a woman's name. Hammond, missing the fact

that we hare here to do with women at all, would change, on the contrary,

"Syntyche" into "Syntyches."
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them, if Christian help could remove this. Let this third
verse be read with these slight alterations here proposed,
and its meaning is sufficiently clear.

Col. i., 15.—"Who is the image of the invisible God,<Afl
first-born of every creature." This is one of the very few
renderings in our veraion which obscures a great doctrinal
truth, and, indeed, worse than this, seems to play into the
hands of Arian error. For does it not legitimately follow on
this " first-born of every creature," or " of all creation," that
he ofwhom this is predicated must be himself also a creature,
although the first in the creation ofGod ? But in the phrase
irpuTOTOKoi: iraatis n-iVeuc, we are not to regard Trainjc KTifftwc as a
partitive genitive, so that Christ is included in the "every
creature," though distinguished as being the first-born among
them, but rather as a genitive of comparison, depending on,

and governed by, the wpuiroc (see John i., 15, 30) which lies in

Trpurdrovof. I am not quite satisfied with " born before every
creature," or "brought forth before every creature," because
there lies in the original words a comparison between the be-

getting of the Son and the creation of the creature, and not

merely an opposition ; He is placed at the head of a series,

though essentially differing from all that followed in the fact

that ho was born and they only created; the great distinc-

tion between the ycway (or tIkthv, as it is here) and the ktI-

Huv, which came so prominently forward in the Arian contro-

versy, being hero already marked. Still, I could have no
question as between it and the "first-born of every creature"

of our version, which obviously suggests an erroneous mean-
ing, though it may be just capable of receiving a right one.

It was nothing strange that Waterland, who, in the begin-

ning of the last century, fought the great battle of the En-

glish Church against the Arianism which claimed a right to

exist in her very bosom, should have been very ill-content to

find a most important testimony to that truth for which he

was contending foregone and renonnced, so far, at least, as

the English translation reached. Nor was this all ; the verse
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was not merely taken away from Lim, but, in appearance at

least, made over to his adversariea. He often complains of

this, as in the following passage: "In respect of the words,

' first-born of every creatui'e' comes not up to the force or

meaning of the original. It should have been ' born (or be-

gotten) before the whole creation^ as is manifest from the con-

text, which gives the reason why he is said to be irpurororac-

iroffT/c KTlatut. It is because he is ' before all things,' and be-

cause by him were all things created. So that this very pas-

sage, which, as it stands in our translation, may seem to sup-

pose the Son one of the creatures, does, when rightly under-

stood, clearly exempt him from the number of creatures. He
was before all created being, and consequently was himself

uncreated, existing with the Father from all eternity."*

1 Tim. iv., 1,2, 3.—" In the latter times some shall depart

from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines

of devils ; speaking lies in hypocrisy ; having their con-

science seared with a hot iron ; forbidding to marry." It is

diiScult to say exactly how our translators intended here to

deal with our original. There is one very obvious meaning

to give to their version, that which almost every English

reader does give, but one which involves a greater, and yet

more obvious error than one is disposed to lay at their door.

Mede, however, in a passage which I quote, but abridge in

quoting, does not shrink from ascribing this to them. Yet I

quote him here, not so much for his criticism of what they

have done, or what ho supposes them to have done, as be-

cause he himself deals with the passage in the only right

way. Speaking of our version, he says, " The syntax of the

words in the Greek is incapable of such a construction ; for

the persons intimated in the former verse are expressed in

casti recto, as uvcc irpoalxoyns, but the persons intended here

(ver. 2) we find in the genitive, \ptvio\6ybty k.tX., which can

not agree with nct'c and Trpotrixoyrct-^ They would indeed

• Serm. 2, Christ's Diviniti/ provedfrom Creation.

t Another inconvenience he does not mention, that the seduced and the

seducers in the Church would thus be confounded.
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agree with Saifioviuy, but that would be a harsh sense every
way

;
for either we must say, as some do, that by ' devils' are

meant devilish men, which is a hard signification, or else

it would be a stranger sense to say that devils should lie,

have seared consciences, or forbid marriage or meats; so
that Beza and others had rather confess a breach of syntax
than incur the inconvenience of such a forced sense. But
what needs this, so long as there is a better way to solve it?

namely, to make all these genitives to be governed of tV Iwo-

Kpiait. I see no way but this to keep the syntax true and
even, and wholly to avoid the forementioned inconveniences.
As for the use ofthe preposition iv, to signify eausam, instru-

mentiim, or modum actionis, he that is not a stranger to the
Scripture knows it to be most frequent, the Greek text bor-

rowing it from the use of the Hebrew preposition a; comp.
Matt, v., 13 ; Acts xvii., 31 ; Tit. i., 9 ; 2 Pet. iii., 1 ; 2 Thess.
ii., 9, 10 ; so in my text, iv WoKplaei \pcvio\6yu)v c.r.X., this was
the manner, means, and quality of the persons whereby the
doctrine of demons was first brought in, advanced, and main-
tained in the Church, namely, through the hypocrisy of those

who told lies, ofthose who had their consciences seared, etc."*

Heb. xi., 29.—" Which the Egyptians essaying to do, were

drowned." Did our translators prefer the reading Kartvovria-

6r)irav ? This is not very probable, the authority for it being

so small. If they did not, and if they read, as is most likely,

KaTcir6dT]<rav, they should have rendered it by some word of

wider reach, as, for instance, " were swallowed up," or " were
ingulfed" ("devorati sunt," Vulgate; " verschlungen wur-

den," Blcek). " Swallowed up," besides being nearer the

original, would more accurately set forth the historic fact.

The pursuing armies of the Egyptians sunk in the sands quite

as much as they were overwhelmed by the waves of the Red
Sea, as is expressly declared in the hymn of triumph which
Moses composed on the occasion; Kariiritv ovtovq yij, Exod.

XV., 1 2 ; comp. Diodorus Siculus, i., 32, ijr' afifiov rarairiVtrat.

* Apostasy of the Latter rimes, part ii., c. 1.
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Jaines i., 26.—"Ifany man among you seem to be religious,

and bridleth not his tongue, but deceivcth his own heart,

this man's religion is vain." This verse, as it here stands,

can not but have perplexed many. How, it has been asked,

can a man " seem to be religious," that is, present himself to

others as such, when his religious pretensions are belied and

refuted by the allowance of an unbridled tongue ? But the

perplexity has been introduced by our translators, who have

here failed to play the part of accurate synonymists, and to

draw the line sharply and distinctly between the verbs lontiv

and i^alvtaQai. AoccTf expresses the subjective mental opin-

ion of any thing which men form, their Ula about it, which

may be right (Acts xv.,28; 1 Cor. iv.,9) or which may be

wrong (Matt, vi., 1 ; Mark vi., 49 ; Acts xxvii., 13) ; <^iviaflai

the objective external appearance which it presents, quite in-

dependent of men's conception about it. Thus, when Xeno-

phon writes iipalvtro Ixvia iinruy (Anab.,i., 0, 1), he would af

firm that horses had been actually there, and left their tracks.

Had he employed the alternative word, it would have im-

plied that Cyrus and his company took for tracks of horses

what might have been, or what also very possibly might not

have been, such at all. "AowTi' cernitur in opinione, qua3 falsa

esse potest et vana. Sed (jialveaOai plerumquc est in re extra

mentcm; quamvis nemo opinatur."* Apply this distinction

to the passage before us; keep in mind that Iokuv, and not

(paivtadai, is the word used, and all is plain :
" If any man

among you think himself religious (" se putat religiosum

esse," Vulgate), and bridleth not his tongue, etc." It is his

own subjective estimate of his spiritual condition which is

here expressed, an estimate which the following words de-

clare to be entirely erroneous. Let me observe here that the

same rendering oiloKiiv, Gal. ii., 6, 9, lends a color to St. Paul's

words which is very far from being justly theirs. As we read

in English, we seem to detect a certain covert irony upon his

part in regard of the pretensions of the three great apostles

• Viimel, Synonymische WOrterbuch, p 207.
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whom he met at Jerusalem (" who seemed to be something"—
" who seemed to be pillars"). There is, in fact, nothing of

the kind
:
he expresses, not what they seemed or appeared,

but what they by others were, and were rightly, held to be.

The Geneva having "which are in estimation"—" which are
taken to be pillars"—is here, as so often, correct ; correct also,

it will be observed, in making ioKovvree in both these verses a
present, and not an imperfect participle.

1 Pet. iii., 10.—"Having a good conscience, that whereas
they speak evil of you as of evil doers, they may be ashamed
that falsely accuse your good conversation in Christ." For
" whereas" (eV ^ substitute " wherein." The correction is

not trivial, but brings out the exact point of St. Peter's ad-
monition, which we now miss. It is this : Not the doc-
trine, but the mor.il walk and conversation of the Christians,

was the special object against which the calumnies of the
heathen were directed,* as, for instance, all manner of hideous
reports were afloat in regard of what they did in their secret

assemblies. Now, says the apostle, in that very matter in

tohich (tj- J) they calumniate you the most, put them in that

most manifestly to an open and wholesome shame, even in

your walk, by the blameless innoccncy and purity of your
conversation in the world: "ut in eo quod detrahunt vobis

confundantur" (Vulg.). At chap, ii., 12, precisely the same
emendation will need to be made. There indeed " wherein"
is suggested in the margin.

Jude 12.—" Trees lohose fruit loithereth." But (petrorruipivos

has here a meaning ascribed to it which it nowhere possesses,

as though it were =u\cirkapiroQ, the <l>eiv6Kapvot of Pin-

dar, Fyth., iv., 205, or the " frugipcrdus" of Pliny. The 06.-

yonuipov is the late autumn, the autumn far spent, which suc-

ceeds the oViipa, or the autumn contemplated as the time of

the ripened fruits of the earth, and which has its name wapa

TO (pdifcirOm Ti)v owiipav, from the waning away of the autumn
and the autumn fruits, themselves also often called the oTriipa;

* " ilMOi per flagilia ioTisos vulgiis Christinnos vocabat."— 7aci<iij.
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and ^Qivmrupivoi is always used in the sense of belonging to

the late autumn. The Latin language has no word which
distinguishes the later autumn from the earlier, and therefore

the " arbores autumnalea" of the Vulgate is a correct trans-

lation, and one as accurate as the language would allow, un-

less, indeed, it had been rendered " arbores senescentis autum-

ni," or by some such phrase as DeWette, in his German trans-

lation, has it, " spddierbstliche." We, I think, could scarcely

get beyond " autumnal trees," or " trees of autumn," as the

Rheims Version gives it. These deceivers arc likened by the

apostle to trees as they show in late autumn, when foliage

and fruit alike are gone. Bengel : "Arbor tali specie qualis

est autumno extremo, sine foliis et pomis." The (jiBtvovuipiva,

Aicap-a, will then, in fact, mutually complete one another:

" without leaves, without fruit." Tyndale, who throws to-

gether SivSpa fBiyoTTupiya &Kapira, and renders the whole phrase

thus, " trees without fruit at gathering time," was feeling aft-

er, though he has not grasped, the right translation.
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CHAPTER XL

ON SOME CHARGES UNJUSTLY BROUGUT AGAINST THE

AUTUOKIZED TEESION.

There are certain charges which have been brought, and

some of them are still repeated, against our translation, ol'

the injustice of which I feel deeply convinced. I do not now
allude to charges which have been already noticed, and which

testify to a want of familiarity on the part of those who
make them with the changes which the English language,

since the time when our version was published, has under-

gone. Those on which I now would say something are of

quite a diiferent kind. They move in quite a different sphere,

are of a far more serious character, and, indeed, touch so

nearly the honor and good faith of the authors of our ver-

sion, that they can hardly be passed over without observa-

tion. Our translators, then, are accused, as is familiar to

many, of a deceitful handling of the Word of God, of snatch-

ing at unfair advantages, gratifying their own leanings in re-

gard both of doctrine and discipline, at the expense of that

strict, impartial accuracy which it is the prime duty of those

holding their position of trust and confidence always to main-

tain, of slurring over passages of Scripture which seem to

make for an adversary, or compelling others to bear a testi-

mony in their own favor which, except on this undue com-

pulsion, they would never have borne.

These charges may, for clearness and convenience sake, be

divided under the following heads, which will include, if not

all, yet all the more important accusations of this kind which

have at any time been made.

1. Charges made by Roman Catholics that our translators

have compelled passages of Scripture to tell against Roman
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doctrine, which, fairly translated, would yield no such testi-

mony against it ; while they have weakened or destroyed

the witness of other passages, which, were the version a more

honest one, would he found on the side of Rome, in the points

at issue hetween her and the Reformed Church.

2. Charges, made chiefly in times past.hy Protestant Dis-

senters in respect of such words as bear upon the points of

Church government and discipline debated between them

and us, such, for instance, as "bishop," "church," "ordain"

—that we have not played true in respect of these, but have

every where given a more ecclesiastical tone and coloring to

the translation than, fairly and impartially rendered, it would

have borne.
•

3. Charges made by Arminians, either within or without

the Church, accusing our translators of Calvinistic tenden-

cies, out of which they have brought passages to bear on

this controversy, and in their own sense, that have no proper

reference to it at all—have given, so to speak, an edge to

some statements, and blunted the edge of others, according

as these seemed to make for or against the scheme of doc-

trine which they favored.

4. Charges made in modern times by Arians and Socm-

ians, who affirm that our version has put an undue emphasis

on various passages bearing on the nature and digmty of the

Son of God, had set him forth in a manner which the original

would not warrant as God in the very highest sense of the

word. To this is in general appended a further complaint,

but one closely connected with the preceding, to the effect

that sacrificial terms, as "propitiation," "atonement," and

the like have been needlessly and unwarrantably brought in.

It will at once be seen that it would be totally impossible

to enter into all the controversies which in these objections

are stirred. Any exhaustive dealing with them would lead

very far away from the main purpose of this book, while it

would be much easier to open than to close the discussions

in which it would thus become necessary to engage. De-
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dining to plunge into these, all that I can pretend to do is

to take one or two salient points under each of these heads

— one or two of the imputations of unfairness most often

made—to deal with these ; and, if they are capable of being

satisfactorily set aside, to argue from this that it is at least

probable that the others might be as successfully dealt with.

And, first, iii regard of the complaints made by the Roman
Catholics. The most elaborate attack upon the Anglican

Version from this quarter is contained in a work by Gregory

Martin, a seminary priest, published in 1582*— published,

therefore, some thirty years before our present translation. It

will naturally follow from this date that some of its charges

are, as regards our version, beside the mark, and do not touch

it. So very much, however, of the earlier translations sur-

vives in our final revision, that in a vast number of instances

they bear with the same force, or weakness, upon the version

as it stands now as they did upon its predecessors.

Let me here first observe, that it is very unreasonable to

find fault with our translators, that, in certain passages fairly

capable of two renderings, one of which gave a stronger tes-

timony in favor of what they believed to be the truth, or in

condemnation of what they believed to be error, than the

other, they should have adopted that which fell in with all

their antecedent convictions ; for instance, that at Ileb. xiii.,4,

they should incline to that interpretation, and adopt that ren-

dering, which justified the abolition in the Reformed Church

of the compulsory celibate of the clergy. The rendering of

* Tlie long title of the book is ns follows : A discovery of the manifold

Corruptions of the Holy Scriptures by the Heretics of our Day, especially by

the Enylish Sectaries, and of their foul dealing herein by partial and false

Translations, to the advantage of their Heresies, in their Enylish Bibles used

and authorized since the Time of Schism. Ilheims, l.')82. Fiilke's Defence

of the Sincere and True Translation of the Holy Scriptures into the English

Tongue, published in London the year following, contains a sufficient reply to

most of his cavils ; in respect of sincerity, I think, to nil. The most impor-

tant work in later times is Ward's Errata of the Protestant Bible, Dublin,

1810. In addition to these, there are many hostile criticisms upon our ver-

sion scattered over various polemical works.
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iv irqffi, "in all," i.e., "inter omnes" (a masculine and not a

neuter), was open to them ; it was the interpretation adopt-

ed by many of the ancient fathers
;
grammatically it can be

perfectly justified ; it is accepted to the present day by many

who are not in the least drawn to it by doctrinal, but pure-

ly by philological interests, and it is certainly very idle to

complain of them that they preferred it.

Setting, then, such passages aside,! will adduce one or two

others of a difierent character. The first is one where this

charge has been sometimes allowed by writers of our own

communion. Thus Professor Stanley is inclined to ascribe

to " theological fear or partiality" that, in St. Paul's state-

ment, " Whosoever shall eat this bread, or drink this cup of

the Lord unworthily, shall be guilty of the body and blood

of the Lord" (1 Cor. xi., 27), they have substituted " and" for

I' or." I have no suspicion that they did this "in order to

avoid the inference that the Eucharist might be received

under one kind." In the first place, there is authority for

" and ;" hardly, to my mind, sufficient authority, but so much

that an eminent scholar like Fritzche, with no theological

leaning on one side or the other, even now prefers it, and

Lachmann has given it a place in his text. Moreover, such

an inference from these words is so extravagantly absurd, so

refuted by several other statements in this very chapter, that

I can not see how they should have cared to exclude it. Even

had they been willing to sacrifice truth and honesty, they

were under no temptation to do so. They probably accept-

ed ml as the right reading.

Gal. v., 6.—"Faith which worketh by love." It was for a

lon<» time a favorite charge of the Romanists, even in the

face of their own Vulgate, which has rightly " fides qua per

'caritatem operaturr in the face, too, of the invariable use of

iv^pyuoQa. as a middle verb in the New Testament (Rom. vn.,

6 ; 2 Cor. i., 6 ; iv., 12 ; Ephes. iii., 20 ;
James v., 16), that we

had given to iy^pyov^^vr, an active sense when it ought to

have a passive; and that we had done this, dreading lest
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there should be found here any support for their doctrine of

the " fides formata," as the faith which justifies. Tiiey would

have had the words translated " faith which is wrought on"
i.e., animated, stirred up, "by love." Other unfriendly crit-

ics have repeated the charge. There is no need, however, to

refute it, as the later Roman Catholic expositors, Windiscli-

mann, for instance,* have acknowledged the accuracy of our

translation, have accepted it as the only true one, and thus

implicitly allowed the injustice of this charge.

Indeed, it is not too much to say that if, in the heat of

earlier controversy, any shadow of unfair advantage might

seem to have been taken by the first Protestant translators

after the Reformation, those of King James's Bible were care-

ful to forego and renounce every thing of the kind. Thus it

was a complaint, and I can not esteem it an unreasonable

one, on the part of Roman Catholic assailants of our earlier

versions,! ^^^^ tliey rendered liluXov "image," and not "idol;"

and tiJwXoXarpijc " worshiper of images" and not " worshiper

of idols" or " idolater ;" in this way confounding the honor

paid in the Roman Church to images with the idol-worship

of heathenism. They urged that, however we might repro-

bate and condemn the former, it was confessedly an entirely

difierent thing from the latter; while yet our translators

went out of their way, and departed from the more natural

rendering of tiiSuXoi', for the purpose of including both under

a common reproach ; that, indeed, by such renderings as this,

"How agreeth the temple of God with images?'''' (2 Cor. vi.,

16), they suggested and helped forward the destruction of

these in all the churches through the land. The complaint

was a just one, and our last translators seem to have so re-

garded it. They have nowhere employed the offensive term,

but always used " idolater" and " idol." . Thus, compare

1 Cor. X., 7; 1 John v., 21, in our version, with the same in

• ErklSruttff da Briefa an die Galater, Mainz, 1843, p. 131.
'

t See Ward's Errata of the Protestant Bible, p. 63 ; compare Fnlke's De-
fence of the English Translation, ch, iii., § 1,
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the earlier Anglican versions ; in the latter passage, indeed,

the Geneva bad anticipated this correction.

In respect of objections Bomctimes made by Dissenters

against our translation, it would be to little profit to make
this an occasion of entering on the long controversies be-

tween the English Church, which has recognized Episcopal

government as of divine intention and institution, and those

bodies which deny this. In the main, those bodies, in con-

senting, with no outward constraint upon them, to use the

Authorized Version, have admitted that in this matter no

very grievous wrong is done to them ; nor, it must be owned,

are there any loud complaints or charges of unfairness upon

this score made at the present day. Still, such do from time

to time make themselves heard. I shall content myself with

observing that, if not in all, yet in nearly all, those passages

which are most objected to, we have merely followed ver-

sions preceding, and those not exclusively the Bishops' Bible

or Cranmer's, but Tyndale's and the Geneva—neither of them

with any very strong sympathy for our Church government.

For instance, it was the Geneva which had the credit of re-

storing " Church" instead of" congregation" as the rendering

of inxXtjiria. Then, too, it has been often said, and the charge

is by no means obsolete, that the translation of tirio-Koirouc by

"overseers" at Acts xx., 28, and not by "bishops," as else-

where, is a flagrant piece of dishonesty, committed in the

hope of in this manner obscuring the fact that there were

many "bishops" in the single Church of Ephesus, ergo that

"bi8hop"=" presbyter." But so clear is it that imaKovot is

here not the technical name of an office, but the expression

of the fact of oversight, that Tyndale, Cranmer, Coverdale,

the Geneva, had all so rendered it before. Agaip, what " par-

ty zeal" was at work when iinaKovri was rendered " bishop-

ric" (Acts i, 20), or what we could hope to gain from this

translation, it is difficult to see. " Charge," or some such

word, would be preferable, for the same reason that cViVcojroc

(Acts XX., 28) is better rendered " overseer" than " bishop,"
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namely, because the word is not technical and official- but in
employing "bishopric" we did but retain the rendering of
Wichffe, Tyndale, Coverdale, and Cranmer.
The complaint that there were Calvinistic, as against Ar-

minian, leanings in our translators, modifying, consciously or
unconsciously, the rendering of various passages, differs from
all other with which in this chapter I have to deal, that it is
not urged exclusively by parties external to our Church but
proceeds quite as much and as often from those within it as
from those without. This charge rests mainly, thou-h not
exclusively, on the three following places, Matt, xx., 23° Acts
II., 27

;
Heb. x., 38. It may be worth while to speak a {gvt

words severally upon each.

Matt. XX., 23.-" To sit on my right hand and on my left
IS not mine to give, but it shall be given to them for whom it
IS prepared of my Father." On this rendering, to which the
Geneva Version showed the way, Professor Scholefield does
not scruple to say," By foisting in the supernumerary words
[it shall be given], we make the passage contain a doctrine
directly contrary to other places of Scripture : ex.gr., John
xvii.,2; Rev.iii.,21;" and Dr. Beard : "The Calvinism of
the Geneva Version stands out here in bold relief."* And
indeed, this charge of something like bad faith in our render-
ing of this passage reaches very far back. It occupies a
foremost place in the array of charges brought against our
version by Robert Gell.f « This translation," he complains,

• Revision of the English Bible, p. 30D.
f In the Pre/ace, unpaged, but p. 12-17 of his Essay toward the Amend-

ment ofthe last English Translation of the Bible, foUo ; London, 1G59 This
work 13 chiefly remarkable as being the first-the first, at least, with which Iam aequamted-which brings a series of accusations of deliberate mistransU-
tion against the authors of our version. The book, a folio of more than
eiglit hundred pages, but containing exceedingly little on the subject which it
professes to treat, and that little mainly having to do with the Old Testament
IS not hkely to be in the hands of many readers ; but those who miss it have
not missed much. GeU was a really learned man, but cross-grained, ill-tem-
pered, in his reaction against Calvinistic excesses running into dangerous ex-
tremes on the other side

;
ond his works, if the others may be judged by this
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" makes our Lord absolutely to deny that he hath any pow-

er to give the honor of sitting at his right hand and left, and

so they rob the Lord Jesus of his regalia, his royalties, and

those honors which he hath right and authority to bestow ;"

with some four pages more in the same style, aggravating

the greatness of the oflfense which they have herein commit-

ted Now I do not count it necessary to discuss the correct-

ness or incoi-rectness of this rendering; I will only observe

that such a scholar as the present Bishop of Ely, one certain-

ly not supposed to have any Calvinistic leanings, after a full

and careful consideration purely grammatical,* is disposed to

leave the passage as it now stands, to supply, as our transla-

tors have done, a 2o»/,«ra. «W.o.c, and to reject the proposed

emendation resting on the assumption that AXXi is here _«

uh Meyer, who has certainly no doctrinal interest to over-

bear his philological, speaks with still greater decision on the

M I render thus : ' Knowing that ye have in yourselves better wealth m

Slidy:S posSon oVthe be«er and n,ore enduring substance in them-
aireaoy a ™ 1~

snoiline of their outward goods with joy ; . . •
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matter: "Jesus weist hier die fragliclie Bitte mit der unum-

wundenen Erklilrung ab: die Verleihung des gebetenen ge-

hore zu den Reservaten Gottes : er der Messias habe diesc

Befugniss nicbt."

Acts iL, 47.—"The Lord added to the Church daily such

as should be «a«erf." It is urged against our translators that

in the original it is not roiis auOriaofiiyovs, which would alone

have justified this rendering, but rove (ru^ofiiyovt. Now ad-

mitting, which many scholars would refuse to do, that the

Greek imperfect participle can never have the force which is

given to it here; admitting, I say, this, the explanation would

still be sufficiently easy of their slight departure from an ac-

curate rendering, without ascribing to them, or those who
went before them in this translation, any undue dogmatic

bias. They were perplexed with a language which spoke of

those as already saved who only became saved through be-

ing thus added to the Church of the living God. They prob-

ably did not clearly perceive that by this language the sacred

historian meant to say that in this act of adherence to the

Church, and to Christ its Head, these converts were saved,

delivered from the wrath to come ;
" those that did escape,"

Hammond renders it. They had no wish, except to avoid a

fancied difficulty, and I do not believe that the thought of

predestination, least of all of predestination as involving rep-

robation, once entered into then- minds, however others may
have since employed the words as a support for the doctrine.

Indeed, it is well worthy of note that the Rhemish "Version

gives precisely the same future meaning to rovt o-ufo/itVouc,

and renders " they that should be saved."

Heb. X., 38.—" Now the just shall live by faith ; but if any

man draw back, my soul shall have no pleasure in him."

Bishop Pearson* brings a charge oi mala fides against Beza,

the first who rendered lav uTroort/Xijrai "si quis se subdiixe-

rit." But if bad faith in him, bad faith also in all who ac-

cepted from him this rendering of the words, and became ac-

• Minor TJteological Works, vol. ii., p. 264.

Dd
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cesBories after the fact. The charge, not always in langua<»e

quite BO strong, reappears continually ; no objection to the

entire good faith of our translators is indeed oftener urged.

In our own times. Professor Blunt* has not hesitated to af-

firm that the doctrinal tendencies of our translators exer-

cised here an unwarrantable influence on their work. So,

too, the present Bishop of Ely, who has a long and learned

note upon the subject,! plainly thinks the case not a good
one for any concerned in it. No unprejudiced person, it is

said, can read the verso in the original, and not acknowledge

that the person whose drawing back is supposed possible in

the second clause of the verse is " the just" ofthe first clause.

So Tyndale had translated it :
" But the just shall live by

faith ; and if Ae withdraw himself," etc.; Coverdale and Cran-

mer in the same way. But this verse, so rendered, would

have contradicted the doctrine of final perseverance ; and

therefore, it is said, in the Geneva Version, Beza's way of

escape from this conclusion was eagerly grasped at, and

"any" there substituted for "he," and "any man" in our

version. Now I certainly myself think that ^iVaioc is the

nominative to viroirrci'Xiirai, and that the passage does contra-

dict the doctrine of final perseverance in its high Calvinistic

or necessitarian shape. But to the present day, the other

scheme of the verse, that, namely, of our translation, which

would disengage an fit-flpwiroc or a r/j from lUawi, and make

it the nominative to i;ro<rr£(Xjjrai, is maintained by scholars

such as Dfe Wette and Winer,J who are certainly as remote

as well can be from any Calvinistic inclinations.

There is, lastly, the charge made by Arians and Unitarians.

I will content myself here with urging the fact that our trans-

lators, so far from pushing advantages against these too far,

if they have erred any where, erred rather in the opposite ex-

treme. One passage has already been dealt with, namely,

Dutie$ of the Parish Priest, p. 67.

t ne Text of the English Bible considered. Cambridge, 1 833, p. 78-8G.

i Gramm., § 49, 2.
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Col. i., 16, where they have thus fallen short of the force of
their original. Two others present themselves to me, in one
of which certainly, in the other probably, they have done the
same.

The first of these is John v., 18: "Therefore the Jews
sought the more to kill him, because he not only had broken
the Sabbath, but said also that God was his father {irarepa

"iSiov iXeyc tov Qtdv), making himself equal with God." It is

strange that our translators, who have recognized in so many
places the emphatic character oi •'ihwe (as at Matt, xxv., 14-
John i.,41

; Tit. ii., 9 ; 1 Pet. iii., 1), in some ofwhich it is very
doubtful whether this recognition ought to have found place,*
should have failed to recognize it here, where the whole con-
text imperiously demands its recognition. Unless Christ had
claimed that God was his own father in a special, peculiar
sense not common to him and to all men, or at least to him
and all the elect nation, what accusation of blasphemy could
the Jews have founded upon this? for had not God chal-
lenged this name (Mai. l.,6), and prophets given it to him?
or how could the words which follow, "making himselfequal
with God," which are evidently explanatory of the claim
which he made, have fitted that vaguer and more general as-
sertion of God as his father ? It is impossible to doubt that
there is here on Christ's part an assertion that he was God's
own son, his son by nature, as others are his sons by adoption
and grace. But this assertion does not come out in our ver-
sion with at all the clear distinctness which it has in the one-
mal. *

The other passage is Tit. ii., 13 : "Looking for that blessed
hope and the glorious appearing of the great God, and our
Saviour Jesus Christ." This verse, thus punctuated, and this

• See Winer Gramm., § 22, 7. Meyer demands that it shall always be
considered emphatic, never equivalent to the "proprius" of later Latin. Yet
I can not but see m th.s an example of that virtuosity, that pushing of mat-

Sn'gi^iheHS.^'''^'
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19 the punctuation of the edition of 1611, namely, with a com-

ma after " God," doea not identify, but clearly distinguishes

between " the great God," that is, the Father, and " our Sav-

iour Jesus Christ." I shall not enter into the grammatical

questions involved in this verse ; they are admirably dealt

•with by Professor EUicott, in loco, who shows that, while this

of our translators must always remain grammatically a pos-

sible rendering of the words, it is far more probable that they

should be rendered so as to contain an explicit confession of

the Godhead of the Son, even as they were taken to do by

many ofthe great teachers of the early Church, namely, thus:

" Looking for the blessed hope and glorious appearing ofour

great God and Saviour Jesus Christ." Modern editors of

the Authorized Version have sought to arrive, so far as they

could, at the same result by abolishing the comma after" the

great God." But this they have no right to do. The inten-

tion of the authors of our version was plainly the other way

;

and unacknowledged revisions of this kind, even where we

may think them made in the right direction, are altogether

to be condemned.

I freely acknowledge that I have not in this chapter an-

swered all, or nearly all, the objections which from these sev-

eral quarters have been made against our version, but I have

endeavored to show that some, at least, of those which are

counted the strongest, and, as such, are oftenest brought for-

ward, are capable of being successfully rebutted, and would

fain draw from this a conclusion that the spirit and temper

in which this translation was carried out was, in all its lead-

ing features, one of fairness, impartiality, and justice to all.
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CHAPTER XH
ON TUK BEST MEANS OP CARRYING OUT A REVISION.

I HAVE thus endeavored to make as just an estimate as I

could of the merits, and, where such exist, of the defects, of

our Authorized Version. In pointing out some of these last,

I trust I h.ave nowhere spoken a word inconsistent with the

truest reverence for its authors, the profoundest gratitude to

them for the treasure with which they have enriched the En-

glish Church. Such word I certainly have not intended to

utter; and I can truly say, that if a close and minute exam-

ination of parts of tbeir work reveals flaws which one had

not suspected before, it also makes us conscious how infinite

its merits are, discovers to us not a ievf of these whereof we

had liitherto been only partially aware.

A few words in conclusion. They shall be, first, on the

difliculties and dangers which manifestly beset a revision;

and, secondly, on the manner in which these, or some of these,

might be best overcome.

Among these difficulties,! will not more than touch on that

of the formation of a Greek text which the revised version

should seek to represent ; and yet it is a difficulty of enor-

mous magnitude, and lying at the very threshold of the work.

Let it once be admitted that any change is to take place, and

it will be clearly impossible to rest content with the text

which our translators used. Take those cases where every

critical edition of later times, and on overwhelming evidence,

has preferred some other readings to theirs. Thus, could we,

for instance, refuse to change "King of saints" into "King

ofnations^'' Rev. xv., 3 ? " zeal" into either " toil" or " labor,"

Col. iv., 13? "carried about" into "carried away," Ileb. xiii.,

9? "an ass" into "a son," Luke xiv.,5? "Why callest thou
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me good ?" into "Why askest thou me about the good?" Matt,

lix., 17 ? Nor are these cases of overwhelming evidence by
any means the hardest. These settle themselves, leaving no

ground of appeal on behalf of the displaced reading. But

how determine where the authorities are at all nearly bal-

anced ? Shall it, for instance, be, " bore with their manners

in the wilderness," or " bore them as a nurse in the wilder-

ness" (Acts xiii., 18)? "serving the <»«e," or "serving the

LorW (Rom. xii., 11)? "Greeks," or "Grecians" (Acts xi.,

20) ? with many such problems more.

But these are not all. It is impossible but that other

changes must find place, which would take many still more

by surprise, and be far more ofiensive than any of these. In-

deed, no other alterations in the English Bible would at all

startle and offend to the same degree as would those which

must follow from a reconsideration and reconstitution of the

Greek text ; and this, even though it should be determined

to make no single change which has not the consenting au-

thority of all the critical editions in its favor. This much
certainly, if this work is once taken in hand, could not be

avoided ; for none, it is to be hoped, would be so cowardly,

so distrustful of God's cause if left in his own keeping, so

ready to break down the distinctions between God's Word
and man's, or to snatch at and profit by unfair advantages,

as to suggest that passages, if once it was thoroughly made

out that they did not belong to the Word of God, or ought

to be read in some other form, should yet be retained as they

are, either because the people had become so used to them

that a great outcry would ensue at the first discovery of their

omission or alteration, or, more abjectly still, because they

were serviceable for the stopping of the mouth of some here-

tic. Every sense of honor revolts at this last suggestion.

And yet it is not to be denied that the effect would be start-

ling when some verse with which men all their life long have

been familiar was left out, as Acts viii., 37 must be ; or when

some phrase, which had seemed a precious witness, a dictum
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proband for a central truth, was found now to be so modified

as to bear this witness no longer :
" the Church ofGod, which

he hath purchased with his own blood," for instance, to be
changed into " the Church 0/ the Lord, etc." (Acts xx., 28) ;
or " God was manifest in the flesh" into " who was manifest

in the flesh" (1 Tim. iii., 16).f But, satisfying myself witli

merely indicating this difliculty, which presents itself at the

very outset, I pass on to others.

We must never leave out of sight that for a great multi-

tude of readers the English Version is not the translation of

an inspired Book, but is itself the inspired Book. And so

far, of course, as it is a perfectly adequate counterpart of the

original, this is true, since the inspiration is not limited to

those Hebrew or Greek words in which the divine message

was first communicated to men, but lives on in whatever

words are a faithful and full representation of these ; nay, in

words which fall short of this, to the extent of their adequacy.

There, and there only, where any divergence exists between
the original and the copy, the copy is less inspired than the

original; indeed, is not, to the extent of that divergence, in-

spired at ail. But these distinctions are exactly of a kind

which the body of Christian people will not draw, will hard-

ly understand when they are drawn by others. The English

Bible is to them all which the Hebrew Old Testament, which

the Greek New Testament, is to the devout scholar, and re-

ceives from them the same undoubting affiance. They have

never realized the fact that the divine utterance was not made
at the first in those very English words which they read in

their cottages and hear in their church. Who will not allow

that the little which this faith of theirs in their English Bible

has in excess is nearly or quite harmless ? that, on the other

hand, the harm would be incalculable of any serious disturb-

ance of this faith, supposing, as might only too easily happen;

very much else to be disturbed with it?

• See TTege\\ea,The Printed Text n/ the New Testament,i>.23l,23i,
'

t Ibid., p. 220-231.
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Neither can I count it an indifferent matter that a chief

bond, indeed the chiefest, that binds the English Dissenters

to us, and us to them, would thus be snapped asunder. Out
of the fact that Nonconformity had not for the most part fix-

ed itself into actual and formal separation from the Church

till some time afler our Authorized Version was made, it has

followed that when the Nonconformists parted from us, they

carried with them this translation, and continued to use and

to cherish it, regarding it as much their own as ours. Tho
Roman Catholics are, I believe, the only body in the coun-

try who employ a version of their own. With their excep-

tion, the Authorized Version is common ground for all in

England who call themselves Christians—is alike the herit-

age of all. But, even if English Dissenters acknowledged

the necessity of a revision, which I conclude from many indi-

cations that they do, it is idle to expect that they would ac-

cept such at our hands. Two things, then, might happen.

Either they would adhere to the old Authorized Version,

which is not, indeed, very probable, or they would carry out

a revision, it might be two or three, of their own. In either

case, the ground of a common Scripture, of an English Bible

which they and we hold equally sacred, would be taken from

us ; the separation and division, which are now the sorrow,

and perplexity, and shame of England, would become more

marked, more deeply fixed than ever. Then, further, while

of course it would be comparatively easy to invite our breth-

ren of tho Episcopal Church in America to take share in our

revision, yet many causes might hinder their acceptance of

this invitation, or their acquiescence in the work as we found

it expedient to do it. Thus the issue might only too easily

be, that we should lose in respect of them also the common

ground of one and the same Scripture, which we now pos-

sess. Such a loss, either in regard of the English Dissenters

or American churchmen, would not be a slight one, nor one

deserving to be regarded with indifference.

Another most serious consideration presents itself. Is it
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likely that one revision will satisfy ? If conducted with mod-

eration, it will probably leave much untouched about which

it will still be possible to raise a question. It can not be

but there will be some who will think the revision ought to

have been carried much further—who will refuse to accept

the compromise, which a revision in any case must prove.*

Is it not inevitable that, after a longer or shorter period, an-

other revision, and on that another, will be called for? Will

not, in this way, all sense of stability pass away from our

English Scripture ? And to look at a mere material fact

—

the Bibles in the hands of our people, in what agreement

with one another, after a little while, will they be ? It is idle

to expect that the great body of our population will keep

pace with successive changes, and provide themselves with

the latest revision. Inability to meet the expense, or unwil-

lingness to do so, or a love of the old to which they have

grown accustomed, a foregone conclusion that the changes

are for the worse or that they arc immaterial, lack of inter-

est in the subject, will all contribute to hinder this. The in-

conveniences, and much more than inconveniences, of such a

state of things assuredly will not be slight. This prospect,

indeed, so little alarms the author of an article in the Edin-

burg Revieu},\ " On the State of the English Bible," that ho

proposes the institution of a permanent commission, which

shall be always altering, always embodying in a new and im-

proved edition the latest allowed results of Biblical criticism.

It was startling enough to read somewhere else a proposal

that the Authorized Version should be revised once in ev-

ery fifty years ; but this proposal, if one could suppose there

was the slightest chance that it would be acceded to, is most

alarming of all.

These are the main arguments, as it seems to me, against

Upon this subject, see some admirable remarlcsin an article, " Revision

of the Authorized Version of the Bible," in the Christian Remembrancer, vol.

xxxii., p. 467 sqq. The discussion on the subject, and on the difficulties

which it presents, is excellent throughout. t October, 1 Srii".
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a revision of our version. None will deny their weight. In-

deed, there are times when the whole matter presents itself

as 60 full of diflSculty and doubtful hazard that one could

bo well content to resign all gains that would accrue from

this revision, and only ask that all things might remain as

they are. But this, I am persuaded, is impossible : however
we may bo disposed to let the question alone, it will not let

us alone. It has been too eiTectually stirred ever again to

go to sleep ; and the difficulties with which it is surrounded,

be they few or many, will have at no distant day to be en-

countered. The time will come when the perils of remain-

ing where we are will bo so manifestly greater than the per-

ils of action, that action will become inevitable. There will

be danger in both courses, for that saying of the Latin mor-

alist is a profoundly true one, " Nunquam periclum sine per-

iclo vincitur;" but the lesser danger will have to be chosen,

and that lesser danger will wait npon the course which I de-

sire, not that the Church should now take, but should pre-

pare herself for hereafter taking—should regard as one to-

ward which we are inevitably approaching.*

In respect of the actual steps which it will bo then advisa-

ble to take, I can not think that, even when the matter is

seriously undertaken, there should, for a considerable time,

be any interference with the English text. Let come togeth-

er, and, if possibly not of self-will, but with some authoriza-

tion, royal or ecclesiastical, or both, such a body of scholars

and divines as would deserve and would obtain the confi-

• dence of tlie whole Church. Fortunately, no points at issue

among ourselves threaten to come into discussion or debate,

so that the unhappy divisions of our time would not here

add any additional embarrassment to a matter embarrassed

enough already. Nay, of such immense importance would

* There is an interesting article in the Theol, Studien und Kriliken, 1849,

p. 427 iqq., with the title "Die Bibel nach der deutschen Uebersetzung des

D. Martin Luther, " dealing with the same questions, in respect of the great-

ly honored German translation of Luther, as agitate us in respect of our own.
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it be to carry with us, in whatever might be done, the whole
Christian people of England, that it would be desirable to in-
vite all scholars, all who represented any important portion
of the Biblical scholarship in the land, to assist with their
suggestions here, even though they might not belong to the
Church. Of course they would be asked as scholars" not as
Dissenters. But it were a matter so deeply to be regretted
that they should revise and we should revise, thus parting
company in the one thing which now holds us stron<rly to
gether, while it would be so hopeless, indeed so unreasonable
to expect that they should accept our revision, havin- them-
selves had no voice in it, that we ought not to stand°on any
punctilios here, but should be prepared rather to sacrifice ev-
ery thing non-essential for the averting of such a catastro-
phe. Setting aside, then, the so-6alled Baptists, who of course
could not be invited, seeing that they demand not a trans-
lation of the Scripture, but an interpretation, and that in
their own sense,* there are no matters of doctrine or even of
discipline likely to come into debate which should render it

impossible for such Dissenters as accept our doctrinal arti-
cles to take a share in this work, as regarded not from its

ecclesiastical, but its scholarly point of view. All points like-

• The author of a review, on the whole a courteous one, of this book in a
Baptist journal, The Freeman, November 17, 1858, assures me that I um mis-
taken in supposing that the Baptists claim to substitute "dij.," "immerse "

or " wash" for " baptize" wherever it occurs in the New Testament " Many
schokrs among us-indeed, all the most eminent whom we happen to know
are altogether indisposed to alter the word." I find it hard to reconcile
this with the fact that in their revision, that, namely, of the American Bible
Union, "baptize" is always changed into "immerse," and "baptism" into
imraersion,"and"Baptist"into"Immerser!" Thus, in the Gospelof St

Mark alone, "John was immersing in the desert, and preaching the immer-
-non of repentance," i., 4; "I indeed immerse you in water, but he will im-
merse you in the Holy Spirit," ver. 8; "The head of John the Immerser,-
VI., 25

;
He that believeth and is immersed shall be saved," xvi., 16; and

the same wherever I have examined it. The writer of this article has taken
some offense at the phrase "so-called Baptists." Certainly none was in-
tended; but only a protest, the shortest I could make, against being sup-
posed to admit that they who assumed this name more realized the truth of
baptism, or otherwise made more of it, than we do ourselves.
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ly to come under discussion would be points of pure Bcholar-

ship, or would only involve that universal Christianity com-

mon to them and us ; or, if more than this, they would be

points about which there is equally a difference of opinion

within the Church as in the bodies without it, for instance,

as between Arminian and Calvinist, which difference would

not be avoided by their absence.

Let, then, such a body as this, inspiring confidence at once

by their piety, their learning, and their prudence, draw out

such a list of emendations aa are liiled beyond all doubt in

the eye of every one whose voice has any right to be heard

on the matter—eschewing all luxury of emendation, abstain-

ing from all which is not of primary necessity, from much in

which they might have fitly allowed themselves, if they had

not been building on foundations already laid, and which

could not, without great inconvenience, be disturbed—using

the same moderation, and even the same self-denial here,

which Jerome used in his revision of the Latin. Let them

very briefly, but with just as much learned explanation as

should be needful, justify these emendations where they were

not self-evident. Let them, if this should be their conviction,

express the sense of the desirableness that these should at

some future day be introduced into the received text, as

bringing it into more perfect accord and harmony with the

original Scriptures. Having done this, let them leave these

emendations to ripen in the public mind, gradually to com-

mend themselves to all students of God's holy Word. Sup-

posing the emendations such as ought to, and would, do this,

there would probably, before very long, be a general desire

for their admission into the text, and in due time this admis-

sion might follow. All abrupt change would thus be avoid-

ed—all forcing of alterations on those not as yet prepared to

receive them. That which at, length came in would excite

no surprise, no perplexity, no offense, or, at most, a very

small amount of these, having already, in the minds of many,

displaced that of which it now at length took openly the

room.
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It is indeed quite true that "no man, having drunk old
wine, straightway desiieth new ; for ho saith, The old is bet-
ter; but it is on "straightway" that the emphasis, in this
saying of our Lord, must be laid. In those spiritual thi„..s
to which he intended that we should transfer this sayi„ff°aman may, and will, if he is wise, after a while desire the new
It may have a certain unwelcome harshness and austerity at
the first; the man may have to overcome that custom which
IS as a second nature before he heartily affects it. But still
just as the Western Church accepted in a little Jerome's'
revision of the Latin Version, notwithstanding the opposition
which It met at the first,* and even the uproar and extreme
confusion in the churches which its first introduction would
sometimes cause when some novelty took the place ofa read-
ing with which all were familiar, or, to come nearer home
just as our ancestors grew gradually in love with our pres-
ent translation, churchmen .weaning themselves from the
Bishops' Bible, and Puritans from the Geneva-as one and
the other of these versions fell quite out of use, churchmen
and Puritans finally agreeing in the decision, not that the old
was better, but the new-so will it be here. What amount
of difficulty those who lived in the reign of James the First
found in reconciling themselves to the change it is hard to
say. That the old versions had struck deep root in the affec-
tions of many is evident from the fact that the Bishops' Bi-
ble, if I mistake not, sometimes, and the Geneva Bible cer-
tainly many times, were reprinted, even after they had been
formally superseded by the present version. With the ex-
ception of this testimony, we have singulariy little on the
subject in the contemporary religious literature, the very ab-
sence of such notices seeming to imply that the difficulty
was not very great. In one respect it ought to be much
smaller now, inasmuch as, careful as King James's transla-
tors were not to change wantonly, and for mere change's
sake, still the alterations which they made were consider-

• See Van Ess, Ge,chichte der F«/^a/a, Tubingen, 1 824, p. 109-145.
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able, many times uiore than would be necessary or desirable

now.

And even if it were never thought good that this final step

should be taken, that these emendations should be transplant-

ed into the text, if I am mistaken in imagining such an issue

one sooner or later not to bo averted, what an invaluable

help to earnest students of Scripture such a volume might

prove 1 With a little management, its more learned portions

might be so separated off in notes as to leave the substance

of it accessible even to the English reader, who might thus

be put in possession, though in a somewhat roundabout and

less effectual way, of all which a revision would have given

him. If, too, he had been shaken by rumors of the inaccura-

cy of his English Bible, he might here see, on the warrant of

those best qualified to judge, how very little way this inac-

curacy reached, in what comparatively unessential matters

it moved ; or, if this could not always be asserted, yet this

much might, that a revision of his Bible would not draw aft-

er it, even in the minutest particular, a revision of his creed.

Granting that nothing else should come of it, such a volume

might prove an effectual check to wanton and mischievous

agitations, to disquieting suggestions that a revised Bible

would present God's truth in other lights from those in

which it is presented now, and, as such, the advantage of it

might be great.

Nor is it at all impossible that the very unsettlement of

men's minds, consequent upon the stirring of this question,

might be found to bring with it some compensating gain.

This putting to the proof of the words in which God's mes-

sage had hitherto been conveyed to them, might it not for

some be a motive to a more accurate and thoughtful consid-

ering of the message itself? It would not, I imagine, be for

most of us unprofitable to discover that the words in which

the truth has hitherto reached us are exchangeable for other,

in some places, it may be, for better, words. The shock, un-

pleasant and unwelcome as it would perhaps prove at the
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first, might yet be a startling of many from a dull, lethargic,

unprofitable reading of God's Word ; a breaking up of that

hard crust of formality which so easily overgrows our study

of th'6 Scripture ; while in the rousing of the energies of the

mind to defend the old, or, before admitting, thoroughly to

test the new, more insight into it might be gained, with more

grasp of its deeper meaning, than years of lazy familiarity

would have given. For, indeed, according to a profound

proverb, "what is ever seen is never seen;" and a daily fa-

miliarity with Scripture, full as it is of innumerable blessings,

carries, like each other privilege, its dangers with it—dangers

which the course here recommended might contribute much

to remove.

Thus much I have thought it desirable to say on this mo-

mentous subject. I am not so sanguine as to believe that,

with all precautions taken, great and serious, it might be

quite unexpected, difficulties would not attend this enter-

prise. There would need no little wisdom and prudence to

bring it to a successful end. Still it might be humbly hoped

that by Ilim who is ever with his Church this prudence and

this wisdom would be granted. And, lastly, let me observe

that when we make much of the inconveniences which must

wait upon any such step, we ought never to leave out of

sight their transitory character, as contrasted with the per-

manent character of the gain. How large an amount of in-

convenience men have willingly encountered with only some

worldly object in view, where they have felt that the incon-

venience would be merely temporary, the gain enduring—as

in the rectification of the coinage, the readjustment of the

calendar. And here too, serious as the inconvenience might

be at the first, and during the period of transition, still it

would every day be growing slighter; it would be but for a

few years at the longest ; while the gain, always supposing

the work to be well and wisely done, would be forever; it

would be riches and strength for the English Church to the

end of time.





APPENDIX.

At a time like the present, when the subject of the Revision of the

Authorized Version is occupying so much attention, it miglit be in-

teresting to some to have before them a tolerably correct list of works

bearing on the subject, which have been published in this country or

in America, either urging a revision or dissuading one, or showing by

actual example how such might be carried out. The list is as com-

plete as I could make it, and thus includes not merely works of im-

portance, but also some which are of comparatively slight value or of

none. I have not considered that entirely new translations belong

fitly to this list, but only those which accept our Version as a basis

and point of departure, and thus in their agreement with, or dissent

from it, may be regarded as oflFcring a running commentary and

criticism upon it.

All Essay toward the Ainciiilrti6nt of llie last English Translation of the Bible,

by Kobert Cell, D.D. Folio. Ix)n(lon, 1659.

Errata of the Protestant Bible, by Thomas Ward. 4to. London, 1C88.

All Essay for a New Translation of the Bible, by H.R. [Hugh Koss, see Todd's

Life ofBishop Walton, vol. i., p. 134], a Minister of the Church of England. 1702.

A New and Literal Translation of all the Books of the Old and New Testament,

with Notes critical and explanatory, by Anthony Turver. Folio, 2 vols, l/indon,

17G4.

Prospectus of a New Translation of the Holy Bible, by the Rev. Alexander

Ueddes. 4to. Glasgow, 1780.

Letter to the Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of I.ondon [Bishop Lowth], being an

Appendix to a Prospectus of a New Translation, by the same. 4to. London, 1787.

Reasons for revising by Authority our present Version of the Bible. 8\o.

Cambridge, 1788.

Observations on the Expediency of revising the present English Version of the

Four Gospels and the Acts of the Apostles, by John Symonds, Professor of Modern
History in the University of Cambridge. 4to. Cambridge, 1789.

A Historical View of the English Biblical Translations, the Expediency of re-

vising by Authority our present Translation, and the means of executing such a

Revision, by WiUiam Newcome, Bishop of Waterford. 8vo. Dublin, 1792.

Observations on the Expediency of revising the present English Version of the

Epistles, by the same. 4to. Cambridge, 1794.

Ee
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Letter to the Bishop of Ely on the Subject of a New and Authoritative Trans-

lation of the Holy Scriptures, by George Burges. 8vo. Peterborough, 1796.

Itemarka upon the Critical Principles adopted by Writers who have at various

times recommended a New Translation of the Bible as expedient and necessary, by

Archbishop Lawrence. 8vo. Oxford, 1820.

Reasons why a New Translation of the Bible should not be published without a

previous Examination of all the material Passages which may be supposed to be

misinterpreted. 8vo. Durham, 181C.
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PREFACE.

The following work is written to supply a need which,

at the present time, may be felt by many. We seem to

need a Hand-book which, in an easy and popular manner,

and yet, at the same time, with reasonable accuracy, might

put before us the whole subject of the Revision of the

Holy Scriptures.

This work aspires to be such a Hand-book in reference

to the New Testament. It has two main objects : First,

to give the general reader that competent knowledge df

the subject which may enable him to enter into tlie pres-

ent movement with interest and intelligence. Secondly, to

place on Vecord some experiences that were acquired by

the writer when engaged with othera in an attempt to le-

vise some portions of the Authorized Version of the New
Testament. Such experiences, it is humbly believed, will

be found useful at the present time, and may be perhaps

permitted to minister some guidance to individual scholars

who may be called upon to take part in the Eevision now

recommended by Convocation.

These are the two objects of the present work—to jjlacc

generally before the reader the work that has to be done,

and also to offer to those who may be actually engaged in

it some few hints as to the mode of carrying out the work.





VI PREFACE.

It is proper to state that the work has been composed iii

the midst of many other pressing duties and occupations

;

and that hours snatched from daily work, or secured before

the day's duties could commence, are all that have been

at the disposal of the writer for the compilation of these

notes and considerations. It is hoped that no serious inac-

curacies will be found on the pages that follow, but it is

frankly owned that the work has been written promptly

—

for the need seemed real— and that it has been written

concurrently with some of the events to which it alludes.

It was commenced a short time after the first meeting of

Convocation this year, and it was concluded shortly after

its second meeting. The time has thus been limited ; but

if the book was to do any good, or to exercise any useful

influence, its publication could not have been longer de-

layed.

It does not seem necessary to make remarks on any part,

except on the samples of revision that have been, some-

what courageously, submitted to the judgment of the read-

er. Great care has been bestowed upon them, but it is felt

very honestly that they themselves will probably disclose de-

partures ftom principles that may have been urged a few

pages before. It must be so. The individual reviser is

always liable to subjective influences that give a tinge to

his judgment when the special passage is under his con-

sideration, and the present reviser can not dare to hope

that he himself, even in these few chapters, has proved to

be free from them. So the passages are given honestly as

samples, and nothing more ; not as the writer's ideal of a

true revision, but as the best exemplification he could give

of his own rules.

PREFACE.
^,jj

The critical scholar is thus asked kindly to pass Jiis judg-
ment on these passages, as being what is here specified, and
as claiming to be nothing more.

This small volume is now offered to those wlio are inter-

ested in tlie subject of Eevision, and also, witli all humili-

ty, is placed before the Churcli at large as a small effort iu

a great cause that will soon largely occupy the thoughts,

and, it is hoped, will receive the prayers of all earnest and
devout readers of the Holy Bible.

May the blessing of God rest on the great and lioly

cause
; and if it be not presumptuous to add tlic words,

may it also be vouchsafed to this contribution to tlie gen-

eral subject, humbly offered by one wliose heart, at any
rate, is thoroughly in the cause and in the work.

C. J. Gloccestek and Bristol.

/.on(/on, May 23,1870.
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REVISION
OF THE

ENGLISH NEW TESTAMENT.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

On the 10th of February in the present year [1870] the

Recent raoye- following resolution, proposed by the Bishop of

qucBtioD. Winchester and seconded by the writer of these

pages, was carried unanimously by both houses of the Con-

vocation of Canterbury, viz., "To report upon the desirable-

ness of a Revision of the Authorized Vei'sion of the Old and

New Testament, whether by marginal notes or Qtherwise, in

all those passages where plain and clear errors, whether in

the Hebrew or Greek text originally adopted by the trans-

lators, or in the translations made from the same, shall, on

due investigation, be found to exist."

That such a resolution will in due time be followed by sys-

tematic and organized effort in the actual work of revision

can hardly be doubted. The general tone of the discussion,

the prevailing unanimity, though not without a full recogni-

tion of the difficulties that surround the question,* the deep-

* The difficulties and leading objections were stated both by the Bishop of

Winchester and the Bishop of St. David's. The latter, with his usual acutc-

ness, gave prominence to the only objection, which, as will be seen below (sea

chap, vii.), has any real weight, viz., that such a revision might involve the

necessity of continual revisions. The bishop, however, fully supimrted the

resolution, and expressed his belief that a judicious revision would be a great

advantage both in regard of the public and private reading of the Scriptures.

Sec the report in the Guardian for Feb. 16, and in the John Bull for Feb. 12,

p. 170.
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ening interest in the subject that has already shown itself,

the expressions ofpublic opinion in the leading journals,* all

point to one certain issue—that ere long the serious and re-

sponsible work of revision will actually be taken in hand.

We are the more confirmed in this view when we take fairly

into consideration, first, the circumstances under which the

subject has been brought forward, and, secondly, the partial-

ly forgotten fact that we are now only resuming a discussion

which seriously occupied public attention twelve or thirteen

years ago, and which was only then suspended owing to a

sort of general feeling that we had hardly at that time the

men or the materials forthcoming for an immediate com-

mencement of the work. There was, however, a sort of tacit

agreement that, whenever in God's providence a fresh call

should seem to be addressed to us, that call should be hum-

bly and reverently attended to, and the discussion resumed.f

That call has certainly been made, and the time, as many rea-

sons would seem to suggest, is not only ripe, but convenient

for a further consideration of the question, and even for the

commencement of the important work. Let us shortly con-

sider both the circumstances of the present call, and the gen-

eral aspects of the former discussion of the subject, as far as

they may throw any light upon our present position and our

hopes of further advance.

Now, in the first place, it can hardly bo denied that the

• A leading article of Bome importance will be found in the Times for Feb.

18 Vorious letters have also appeared in the same paper, some of conader-

abie ability and cogency of argument-*, r,. , on Feb. 26 by I^'- Seott, andby

."Hertfordshire Incumbent" on Feb. 21 and March 10, and by "Angl.ca-

nus" on March 9. The views of Dissenters are well expressed in an article

in The Freeman for Feb. 18, p. 133, and certainly deserve attention

t No better instance can be given of the prevalence of ih.s feeling at the

time than the general design and expressions of the revision of St. Johns

GosVl and several of St. Paul's Epistles by Five Clergymen, the first edition

of th^first part of which appeared in 1857. The writers state cleariy in their

introductonr preface that they were doing the.r present work more by way ofS a sl^le of the manner in which they believed revision ought to be

JlirfoLed. than of preparing themselves formally to undertake the great

work. See Pre/ace to Reviled Tranilation of St. John, p. u. seq.
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call to reconsider tlie subject has been made from a very un-

expected quarter. No one, except those who very closely

observe the directions and librations of modern religious

thought, could have expected that a resolution, such as we
have already referred to, would have been proposed in the

Convocation of the Province of Canterbury, and, when pro-

posed, so readily and even joyfully accepted.* It might have

been said d priori that the way in which the question had

been disposed of thirteen years ago supplied but little hope

that it would have received better treatment at the present

time. As the contrast is instructive, we may devote a few

sentences to a short notice of what took place in Convocation

in reference to the subject of revision when the question was
last formally brought forward.

On February 1, 1856, notice was given by Canon Selwyn
Earlier proceed- that a petition would be proposed to the Upper
cation. House of Convocation requesting them to take

into consideration an address to the crown, praying her maj-

esty to appoint a commission for receiving and suggesting

amendments in the Authorized Version of the Scriptures.

The notice, it must be confessed, was rather wide and ambi-

tious,! ^^^f "o* improbably, found but moderate favor at that

* The manner in which the message from the Upper House directing the

appointment of a joint committee was received by the Lower House may be

regarded as very distinctly showing how much, in the thirteen or fourteen si-

lent years that have elapsed since the subject was last discussed, the whole

question has ripened in the general minds of Churchmen. See the Guardian

for Feb. IG, p. 108.

t The exact terms of the notice of motion were as follows

:

" To propose a petition to the Upper House requesting his grace and their

lordships to take into their consideration the subject of an address to the

crown, praying that her most gracious majesty may be pleased to appoint a

body of learned men well skilled in the original languages of the Holy Scrip-

tures

—

" To consider such amendments of the Authorized Version as have been

already proposed, and to receive suggestions from all persons who may be

willing to offer them.

"To communicate with foreign scholars on difficult passages when it may
be deemed advisable.
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time among the members of Convocation. It had attracted,

however, some attention, and in. the July of the Bame year

was alluded to by Mr. Heywood in his speech on this subject

in the House of Commons.* In the February of the foUow-

inn' year it reappeared, but in a more modest and practical

form.f The original motion was withdrawn, and the request

limited to the appointment of a joint committee of both

houses, which was to be empowered to deliberate on the im-

provement of the Authorized Version, and to publish the re-

sults of their inquiry. But even this proposal, moderate as

it was, failed to secure general assent even on the part of

those whose knowledge ofsacred criticism and exegesis might

have been supposed likely to predispose them to a favorable

consideration of the movement. Though the subject had

been abundantly discussed in the leading periodical literature

of the day,t and could in no way be considered as new either

" To examine the marginal readihgs which appear to have been introduced

into some editions since the year 1011.

" To point out such words and phrases ns have either changed their mean-

ing or become obsolete in the lapse of time ; and

"To report from time to time the progress of their work, and the amend-

ments which they may be prepared to recommend." See Journal of Convo-

cation for 1850, vol. ii., p. 92.

The subject of the marginal readings referred to in the fourth clause was

noticed, but very briefly, three years later in the Upper Uouse. See Chron-

icle of Convocation for 1859, p. 251 seq.

• On July 22, 1850, Mr. Heywood moved an address praying the crown to

issue a royal commission (1) to consider amendments that had been proposed

in our present version ; (2) to receive suggestions from those willing to offer

them ; (3) to point out errors and obsolete words, and to report accordingly.

The motion was opposed by Sir George Grey and withdrawn. See Hansard's

Debates (3d Series), vol. cxliii., p. 122.

t The amended proposal was as follows :

" To request the Upper House to take into consideration the appointment

of a joint committee of both houses to deliberate upon the best means ofbring-

ing under review the suggestions made during the two centuries and a half

for the still further improvement of the Authorized Version of the Holy Scrip-

ture, and of publishing the results of the inquiry." See Journal of Convoca-

tion for 1 856, vol. ii. , p. 302.

i Of the many articles that appeared at the period referred to, or shortly

before it, we may specify those which deserved, and received, considerable at-

tention, and certainly produced some effect at the time, viz., Edinhurg Re-
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to the Church or the country, still it was more than the con-

servatism of the House was then able to accept. An amend-

ment was placed on the notice-board by Canon Wordsworth,*

which still further limited the proposal by the provision that

alterations that might be recommended were not to appear

in the text, but only in the margin. The eoup de grace was
given by Aichdeacon Denison, who added a further amend-

ment to the effect that it was' not desirable to give any en-

couragement to any alterations whatever, whether in the text

or in the margin.f The subject then appears to have dropped

through.

When we contrast this treatment ofthe question with that

which it has lately received, we can not help feeling surprised

at the striking change of sentiment. On the present occa-

sion not only has the proposal of revision been favorably en-

tertained by the Southern Convocation, but even reintro-

duced into that conservative body, and, when thus reintro-

duced, warmly welcomed ; nay, more, the original proposal

of the Bishop of Winchester was at once amplified.I Our

view for October, 1855, vol. cii., p. 419 seq. ; Christian Remembrancer for

Dec, 1850, vol. xxxii., p. 451 seq. ; Westminster Review for Jan., 1857, vol.

xi., p. 134. In the interval between that period and the present time the ar-

ticles have been very few ; we may, however, specify Edinburg Review for

Jan., 1805, p. 104 seq., in which the subject is discussed in an easy and read-

able article, apparently by a writer of known reputation. The leading treat-

ises that appeared about the time referred to will be found noticed in an ex-

cellent article by Professor Flumptre in Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, vol.

iii.,p. 1080.

The amendment was as follows

:

"That as to the question which has been brought under the notice of this

House concerning the Authorized Version of the Holy Scriptures, it is not

desirable, to countenance any efforts to make changes in the text of the same,

but that any alterations or additions which it may be deemed expedient by

competent authority to be adopted, should be confined to the margin, and not

be introduced into the text." See Journal of Convocation, vol. ii., p. 303.

t The exact terms of this concluding amendment were

:

" That it is not expedient that this House give any encouragement to any

alteration or modification of the Authorized Version, whether by wny of in-

sertion in the text, marginal note, or otherwise." See Journal of Convoca-

tion, vo\.ii.,y.3G3.

t The original proposal of the Bishop of Winchester, as seconded by the
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resolution, as first brought before the House, was limited to

the New Testament. It was immediately extended to the

Old Testament with an amount of assent that could never

have been expected, and never could have been given if the

real necessity for revision had not been very sensibly felt by

all present. It may indeed be doubted whether this enlarge-

ment of the proposal was in itself wholly desirable. It may

be very reasonably urged that it would have seemed at first

sight more prudent to commence with a portion of the Holy

Scripture, with the criticism and interpretation of which we

are certainly more familiar than with that of the remaining

part.* Be this, however, as it may, the general feeling of the

Southern Convocation has been very clearly expressed, and

that, too, in a manner and with a promptitude that could

hardly have been expected, except by those who closely

watch the movements of public opinion. Such a fact is very

significant, and seems certainly to point to the conclusion

that there is in the minds of those fully qualified to form an .

opinion, and not lil^ely to favor innovations, a growing con-

viction that the time has at length arrived, and that meas-

ures ere long must be taken for such a revision as will bring

our venerable version more closely into harmony with the in-

spired Original.t
. „ ^ ...

The general aspects of the former discussion of the subject,

Forn,erai.c«. thirteen years ago, seem also to point in the

,ion.of ihe.ab-
^^^^ aircction. The efforts of revision at that

Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol, only extended to the NewTe—
t

lu.t

waB aronce extended to the Old Testament by the B.shop of Llandaff and

othe™. See Guardian for Feb. IC, p. 193 seq. The extension was ogreed to

coincident convictions of two separate writers.
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time, as several of us who then took part in the work prob-

ably well remember, were almost confessedly preparatory and

tentative. It was very generally felt at the time that the

question was not ripe for solution, and that, though it was

right and proper to do our best in advancing the cause of re-

vision, yet that time must elapse before the work could be

formally and authoritatively undeitaken. Even those who
entered with some ardor into the movement, and were at

first unwilling to believe that it would ever cease till a re-

vised version was in the bauds of every earnest Englishman,

soon showed a consciousness that there must be a time for

maturation, and that first impulses must be content simply

to prepare the way, and even by failure to demonstrate how

and under what limitations the work itself was finally to be

accomplished.* We all saw, more or less clearly, that the

movement in which we were then engaged would, by the na-

ture of the case, become suspended, that there would be a

pause, a time for reconsideration of the work actually done,

and then, after this pause, that the movement would recom-

mence, and go on uninterruptedly to the end. This is com-

monly the history of all great undertakings, and will, in all

probability, be the history of the future revision of the Au-

thorized Version.

A very little consideration will show that such a forecast

was natural and reasonable. The movement at that time

was essentially a scholars^ movement. The works of Dean

Alford, Archbishop Trench, and others, had awakened a vivid

* It may be noticed that even after the favorable reception of the Revised

Version of the Gospel of St.John, the five clergymen who took part in it still

speak of their work as fortunate if it has " succeeded in striking the key-note

upon which any authoritative Revision of the English Bible, hereafter to be

made, is to be based." Pref. to Revised Version ofthe Epistle to the Romans,

p. iv. The impression on our minds was that wo were doing work for the

future, not for the then present time. This feeling had a very good effect

upon us. We did our work slowly, and without any reference to current ex-

pectations, or any desire to catch passing opportunities. When the interest

in the subject died out, which it did a few years ago, we considered it a sigh

that for a season, at any rate, our work was done.
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interest in the interpretation of the New Testament, but it

had not yet extended far beyond the circle of professed schol-

ars. Within the circle there was soon shown a strong and
natural desire to give a useful turn to the newly acquired

knowledge, and to put at the disposal of the general reader

the results of recent exegetical experience; and such general

aid was commonly very thankfully received. But there was
never much sympathy with these efforts whenever they took

the particular form of revisions of the Authorized Version.

Churchmen at that time were very tolerant of critical and
grammatical comments, and even of corrections of the En-

glish Bible as long as they were confined to the notes or the

margin ; but whenever they took their place in the text there

were but few general readers who then viewed them with

any great amount of favor. And they were right. The ver-

sions and specimens of versions that appeared at the time we
are alluding to, and subsequently, were sufficiently accurate

and precise, but they wanted tone and rhythm. They were

translations through which the original Greek often showed

itself far too distinctly ; they were not idiomatic versions

;

they were suited, and even in some cases specially designed,

for the closet ;* but with general readers they never were

and never could have been popular.

The best of these revised versions was one that received

The Five cier- ** ^^^ X\ma the valuable approval of Archbish-
Bjmen reTtaion.

^p Trench.f and of the distinguished American

* Reference may, perhaps not improperly, be made to the writer's Pref. to

Commentary to the Pastoral Epp., p. xiii. seq., the words of which have been

quoted from time to time. Tliey were written about the period now alluded

to, and show, it is believed, fairly, what the general mind of scholars was

at that time. Of the small bands of scholars there referred to, one at the

time was actually working, to the labors of which reference is made in the

text.

t The friendly remarks of Archbishop Trench will be found in the first

chapter of his useful work On the Authorized Vernon of the New Testament,

and are as follows :
" It is an eminent merit in the Revision of the Authorized

Vernon by Five Clergymen that they have not merely urged by pre-

cept, but shown by proof, that it is possible to revise our version, and at the
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followed, and which more than two years of hard united work
had proved to be trustworthy.

These principles will be occasionally alluded to in detail

Principles of i" the following pages. For the present it may
thiireTUioo.

|jg enough to notice that they were, first, a lim-

itation of the vocabulary of translation to that of the Author-

ized Version of both Testaments ;* secondly, a careful atten-

tion, and, as far as possible, adherence to the principles stated

and followed by the revisers of 1611 ; thirdly, extreme watch-

fulness in reference to the two weaker portions of the Au-

thorized Version, the translation of the particles and of the

tenses ;f fourthly, and combined with this, a constant recog-

nition in such cases of the frequently modifying power of the

context, and of the fact that the tenses, especially the past

tenses, in Greek and English, are not co-extensive ; fifthly, a

sensitiveness to the noble rhythm and cadence ofthe Author-

ized Version ; and, lastly, a continual remembrance that a

truly popular translation must always stand the test ofheiny

heard as well as read, and must commend itself not only to

the cultivated scholar, but to the simple hearer.

Such were the principles of this particular revision,| and

* The Five Revisers distinctly state that they kept the earlier English ver-

siona, from Wicliffe downward, before them, and " constantly rejected words

which presented themselves as the most exact eipiivalents to the words of the

Greek because they wanted the Biblical garb and sound which we were anx-

ious to presen-e." See Preface to Revised Version ofSt. John, p. viii.

t The principles adopted in the translation of some of the particles are

stated in the Pre/ace above referred to (see p. x.)- In respect of the tenses,

it is stated that the " exact accuracy of literal rendering which rigid scholar-

ship might seem to require" is not always maintained (p. xi.)- It may 1)0

now said, however, that this accuracy was maintained even too far, especially

in the case of the aorist and perfect. Such, at least, is the judgment of Marsh,

who seems inclined to draw the inference from it that the tenses "are com-

ing to have in England a force which they have not now in America." See

lectures on the English Language, No. xxviii., p. C33. Several changes, how-

ever, were made in the second edition.

t A full account will be found in the Preface to the Revised Translation of

St. John. It is not violating confidence to say that it was principally the

composition of the agreeable pen of the present Bishop of Salisbury, and that

it will be found to contain a good account of the principles followed, and cer-

tainly deserves perusal.

INTSODVCTIOX

such, it may be said, must be the principles of any revision
that would aspire to be popular and successful. But let it
not be supposed that these principles were all recognized at
once, and all systematically acted on from the first. They
were not thought out, but felt out and worked out Thev
resulted from faithful individual labor combined with fre-
guent conference and united efforts round a common table
they resulted also from the great teaching ofexperience, and
irom the contmual testing, and, it may be added, the frequent
breaking down of rigorous canons of translation on which it
might have seemed a priori that reliance could be i)Iaccd
There are, indeed, few canons in reference to revision ofmore
practical importance than those which are embodied in the
foregoing sentence, viz., (1.) That there must be frequent con-
ference and the combined action of several 7ninds, and (2 )That experience must be relied on as the only ultimately suc-
cessful teacher in the difficult work. Few are willin- at first
to accept these canons, but all scholars of candid minds and
ofproper humility will be found in the sequel to acknowledge
their validity. As they are of real importance, let us devote
to each of them a few sentences ofcomment and elucidation

In reference to the first of these canons, we may observe

efiaXnlr *•""' '' '•="*^« to ''^mind us how it is that so
essary. very few revisions of the Authorized Version
have been even endurable, when contrasted with that which
they were designed to amend. Nearly all our revised ver-
sions have been produced by individual scholars, and faith-
ful to their origin, they have clearly enough disclosed the
bias and individuality of the single mind and the single
reviser. They have been one-sided and not many-sided
They have commonly been, if accurate, too inflexible • if free
too loose and paraphrastic. The happy elasticity of diction'
and the thoroughly idiomatic tone of our English version—
that which, in fact, so commends it to the heart as well .is

the head of the earnest reader, is just that which will bo
found wanting in all recent revisions. And it would be un-
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reasonable to expect that it could be otherwise. The elas-

ticity to which we have alluded is due in a great measure to

the united operation of several minds, and to the continued

modifications which the aspects of a passage as presented to

the different minds of different revisers would be certain to

introduce. The individual adheres, often far too pertina-

ciously in detail, to his principles of translation. His very

precision often makes him very insuflBciently sensitive to the

exegetical current of the passage, and hence often to that

modification which the context constantly tends to introduce

in the translation, especially of tenses and particles. The

requisite correction is supplied by another mind estimating

differently the general current of the passage, and the ulti-

mately chosen translation often accurately enough indicates,

not so much the result of compromise, as the final decision of

two or more minds after having so acted and reacted upon

each other that a common translation could be agreed upon.

For instance, an individual translator or reviser might feel

it always, so to speak, such a grammatical duty to mark in

translation the difference (in the same author) between two

particles—let us say dXXa and Se, that his very desire to ad-

here scrupulously to his rule might impede his perception of

some shade of meaning in the passage that tended to modify

the rule. Suppose, to carry on this particular instance, that

he resolved that he would give aXXd in translation its inher-

ently stronger adversative force of "howbeit" or "notwith-

standing," and so mark its distinction from the "but" or

"yet" of the lighter opposition of the St, and suppose further

that he was a thoroughly good scholar, and perfectly familiar

with the fact that if a definitely expressed negative preceded

the aXXo in the contrasted clause, then his rule would have

to undergo modification.* Suppose all this—and it will not

• For some remarkg on this principle, which is, in fact, strictly analogous

to the nickt—tmdern of the German, see Donaldson, New Cratylua, § 201,

p. 876. In some passages of the New Testament this principle is of very

gl-eat importance. For example, in the momentous passage, Phil. ii.
, 6, oix

ipmyiibvvrioaTO rb ilvai taa ei<f, AXM iavrbv Uivwaiv.mach in regard of
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be difficult to imagine that there might be many a passage

in which there might be found a latent negative, and so a

modifying element in the context, which our imaginary accu-

rate scholar with his mind on his rule might not be sensitive

enough to perceive. Put other minds in contact with his

;

the result might easily be that discussion would bring out

the true logical and exegetical aspects of the passage, that

the latent negative in the preceding clause would be proper-

ly recognized, and the translation of the aXXd modified ac-

cordingly. Such examples of the importance of having sev-

eral minds in combination in such a delicate work as that of

revising our idiomatic Authorized Version could be multi-

plied indefinitely.

The second canon, that experience will prove the best

2ii Canon: Ex- tcachcr in such a work as revision, though not
pericuce the .

' o
beat guide. quite SO obvious as the canon which we have

just illustrated, will in practice be found quite as certainly

true. It might be thought that competent translators and
revisers might agree on their principles beforehand, and go
regularly forward without much risk of lapsing from uni-

formity, or of so changing a standard that it would be con-

tinually necessary to go over the back-work with the light

of present knowledge and observation. It certainly might

be thought so, but experience will always be found to re-

verse the expectation. General rules of course there must

be, but in the application of them the tentative element must

greatly predominate. The individual will find it so, and still

more the combined body. In fact, this is the sort of set-off

against the advantage of the co-operation of several minds

specified above—the tendency of an association to change

translation turns upon the due recognition of the fact that we have two strict-

ly contrasted clauses, as indicated by parity of tenses (t'lyfiaaro—Uivuiatv)

and by the presence of this ou«c

—

aWd. The translation, then, of the Author-

ized Version, enhanced as it is by the punctuation ("thought it not robbery

to be equal with God ; but made himself of no reputation") as failing to pre-

serve and bring out this contrast of clauses, may fairly be considered as open

to question. See Commentary in loc.
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gradually a standard being always much more pronounced

than that of the individual.

A moment's consideration will show the truth of this re-

mark, at any rate in such a special work as that of revision.

What, for instance, is the very condition of revision ? Why,
that errors, and perhaps also inaccuracies and archaisms

should be removed. Good ; but, then, to take even the most

favorable case, the removal of simple and clear errors, is it

not perfectly certain that even if the definition of what was

to be considered an error was tolerably agreed on at first, it

would be considerably modified as the work went on, so that,

if there was to be any thing like a uniform principle in the

work, constant retrospect and reconsideration would be nec-

essary? We venture very confidently to maintain that if

half a dozen scholars sat down to revise the present version

of one of the Gospels, and agreed beforehand, after having

settled the distinction between errors and inaccuracies, only

to touch the former and not the latter, it would be found, bc-

fore they had gone half through their work, that they had

taken in the whole fringe of cases that lies between errors

and inaccuracies, and had even gone far into the domain of

the latter. In revision, as in many other things, there is a

continually accelerative and intensifying tendency which in-

creased habitude in the work never fails to develop, but

which certainly must be closely watched and constantly cor-

rected. The best, and, indeed, the only way to keep this

tendency under is to proceed tentatively, to feel out princi-

ples of revision rather than to attempt definitely to lay them

down beforehand, and then, from time to time, as the princi-

ples are felt out, to go back over the work already done. It

is only thus, it is only by this tentative and retrospective

mode of proceeding, this continual reference to experience,

that the subtle and delicate process of revision can be suc-

cessfully carried out.

We gave an illustration of the first canon ; we may per-

haps, not unsuitably, give one of the second. Suppose it
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was agreed beforehand that great care sliould be given, to

uinsiration of distinguish, where possible, between the tenses—
the Canon. r 11

say, for example, between the aorist and the per-
fect. Now it may be confidently asserted that nothing but
experience will adequately prescribe in cases of this kind
when the "have" sliould be introduced in the translation of
the aorist and when the simple past tense should be adopted.
Whatever our rules might have been beforehand, they would
break down in such a chapter, for example, as John xvii.,
and they would be sorely tested in those many cases in
which, in the original Greek, particles of present time are
found in the same clauses, and in combination with aorists.*
And what is true of the aorist is almost equally tiiic of the
perfect. We might, for instance, begin our work by the gen-
eral agreement that, whatever might be the case of the aorist,
we would, at any rate, press the translation of the perfect'
and recognize its force, and yet, when wo came to such a pas-
sage as 1 John i., 1, we should not be perfectly clear that the
lines of demarkation between aorist and perfect were always
very rigidly drawn. We should have in the sequel to fall

back on experience.

But to return to the present aspects of this question.

From what has been said, it does not seem unreasonable to

tlreM fnfh'""
*'''"'' *''"*' ^'""'^ ^^^ ^'^*'" during the last twelve

subject years a gradual ripening of general interest in
the subject of revision. We have all had time to think well
over the former movement, to come to unbiased opinions

_

•For example, Phil, iii., 12, fiSt, tKajiov, and again ch. iv., 10, »5^, ,rori
aviBaXiTi, or in the case ofvvv, Eph. iii., .'5, i,Q vvv djr«aXi;?,eq-in all which
cases It would be simply impossible to leave out the auxiliary in English and
to adopt a simple aoristie translation. The actual fact is, that there is not a
stnct parity between the English past tense and the Greek aorist : the former
pomts back clearly to post time and commonly taken per le ; remands the
thought back to an epoch distinctly separated from present time ; the Greek
aorist specifies posteriority to some fixed point of time, but is simply silent as
to the fact whether the action has or has not any reference to present time
See esp. lipnaldson, New Cratylus, § 372 seq., and the useful treatise on the
force of this tense by Fritz, De Aoristi Vi, p. 17

Go
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upon the principles which Beem likely to prove most trust-

worthy in the actual prosecution of the work, and—what is

especially important—to arrive at some conclusions as to the

limits within which revision should he confined. We are also,

in several respects, hotter prepared for the work. Though it

must be conceded that New-Testament interpretation has

not, at any rate in the Church of England, made much prog-

ress during the last ten years ; thougli in some of the many

schools of thought within the Church at the present time

there is a retrograde movement, and a relapse to the easy la-

bors of mystical commentaries and of loose exegesis ; though

our religious newspapers often give us evidence, in the letters

of correspondents, that there is not only great, but, what is

worse, confident ignorance on critical or grammatical ques-

tions ; though much valuable time has been wasted on ritu-

alistic controversy instead of being devoted to serene schol-

arship; though the study of the ancient versions has been al-

most absolutely stopped for the last twelve or fourteen years,

still, in spite of all these discouraging facts, the assertion may

be fully sustained that we are better prepared for the work

than we were at the close of the last movement.

Two or three reasons may be alleged for such an opinion.

i(ea>ons for I" ^he first placc, the majority of those who are

thi» opinion, j^ggj likely to be Called upon to take part in

any future revision will have matured in judgment, and have

had time to reconsider the principles on which the former at-

tempts had been based, in some of which they themselves

may have taken part. Such scholars, who for the most part

belonged to a somewhat sharply defined critical and exegeti-

cal school, will now find themselves recruited by some mem-

bers of tlie more distinctly historical school of commentators

and interpreters which has appeared during the last ten years.

The keen, and perhaps, for a popular revision, unduly rigor-

ous scholarship of those who were connected with the first

movement will be now found beneficially influenced both by

the wider knowledge and experience time will have brought
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with it, and by the flexibility of the later systems of inter-

pretations which have appeared either at home or in Ger-

many. The delay will not have been unprofitable.

In the second place, some worthy representatives of sound

Increase of Biblical scholarship will be now found among
learning among , -^t /» • mi i <^ . i

Nonconformieu. the Nonconiormists. Ihe half-generation that

has now elapsed since revision was last under consideration

has witnessed the gradual rise and progress of sacred exe-

gesis in all the higher training colleges of Wesleyans, Bap-

tists, Independents, and other communities. Scotland also,

in the person of Professor Eadie, Dr. Brown, and others, has

shown that Presbyterians have not been left behind in the

sreneral advance.* And this is a matter of the utmost im-

portance. It would not be hopeful to undertake such a truly

national work as the revision of the English Bible, that Book

of Life which is alike dear and common to us all, without the

presence and co-operation of the most learned of our brethren

of nonconformity.! This was properly felt and expressed by

most of the speakers in the Upper House of the Convocation

of Canterbury, and, we believe, would be frankly respond-

ed to by those we have alluded to. General questions may
often keep us apart ; uncharitable and embittered politicians

It is pleasant to observe the steady progress that has been silently made
in Biblical learning during the last twenty years by Nonconformists. The
honored name of Tregelles-^one who )iaa given the whole energies of a life

(alas ! now seriously impaired) to sacred criticism—will at once supply an

example of great and successful labors outside of the communion of the

Church of England. We may also, perhaps, be permitted to specify the

names of Dr. Gotcb, of Bristol ; of Dr. Angus, of the College in Regent's

Park ; and of the modest and singularly able translator of Winer's Greek

Grammar, Professor Moulton, of Richmond—all men whose learning would

entitle them to a place at any Board of Revision, and who would be wel-

comed there by all Biblical scholars of the Church of England.

t In his excellent treatise on Revision Archbishop Trench alludes to this

subject. He does not, however, seem to contemplate the presence of Non-

conformists at the actual revising Board, or as sitting there on equal terms

with others ; and he also somewhat summarily disposes of the claims of

Baptists. See Revision of Auth. Version, ch. xi., p. 138. In the twelve

years, however, that have elapsed since the work was written, my valued

friend may very likely have modified his opinion. We all live and learn.
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may continue, as we have Been not long since, their discred-

itable efforts to sow dissension and animosities, but in the

calm region of Biblical learning such pitiful efforts will nev-

er be permitted to prevail. The men that may hereafter sit

round the council-table of revision will be proof against all

such uncharitableness ;* they will be bound by the holy bond

of reverence for the same Book, and adoration for the same

Lord. Those whom God may hereafter vouchsafe to join to-

gether in a holy work, sectarian bitterness will never be able

to put asunder.
cr^ 3u

Thirdly, the additions that by the providence of God have

Increase m our been made to the critical material for the textu-

criticaimateri-
^^ ^^^.-^^Iqj^ of the Authorized Version may well,

on the one hand, make us thankful that this delay has taken

place, and yet, on the other hand, make us desirous to show

our thankfulness by now preparing to use what has been

thus unexpectedly vouchsafed. Every earnest man must re-

gard it as something more than accident that a manuscript

such as the Sinaitic Manuscript, so venerable and so perfect,

should have been discovered just at a time when such a wit-

ness was, in many important passages, so especially needed

Ofan antiquity inferior only to the great Vatican Manuscript,

in perfect preservation, and without a missing page, this ven-

erable document is now in the hands of us all.f Surely it

.;r'^""ir™ "zJt^srz:^sre">::£

Tl^Z "One tU we had almost for^tten ^o^^^^'^^Zt
mutt be done by the churches, not by the government. See also,

especially on
''"t'^LrmYvrUv p 414 slq.Theieisalso a special

/feme».ira»cer for October 8", vol U^^,^414 B^
periodical for
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asks for and requires from us our reverent consideration and

use. Let it also not be forgotten that we have now at last

trustworthy reprints of the Vatican Manuscript above al-

luded to ;* and further, that individual scholars, through the

labors of Mr. Ilansellf and the enterprise of the Oxford Uni-

versity Press, can now themselves refer to, and, what is very

important in finally forming a critical judgment, read con-

nectedly, all the leading manuscripts of the different portions

of the New Testament. With such aids now ready to our

hand, we may be thankful indeed to have been delayed a few

years, but we can also hardly resist the feeling that the hour

is fast approaching when a practical and national use should

be made of these great aids toward arriving at the ipsissi-

ma verba of apostles and evangelists, and of bringing to the

ears of all who speak our language the truest accents of

men who wrote and spoke as they were moved by the Holy

Ghost. ,

It may be conceded that there is one department of Bibli-

Bindy of ver- cal Scholarship in which we arc still very deficient,
BiunH greatly , ,. , , . . . , ,
Degiectcd. and one oi such real importance that we might

well plead for longer delay if there seemed any reasonable

prospect of the deficiency being made up by scholars of the

present time. We are alluding to the study of the ancient

versions of the New Testament. If there seemed any grounds

for thinking that these ancient witnesses would be more sys-

tematically consulted for exegetical as well as critical pur-

poses, if there was any probability of translations being made

in Latin, German, or English, of the Coptic, Armenian, or Pell

reader must be referred to the account of this MS. by Trcgelles, and the elab-

orate Prolegomena of Tischendorf.

* A good article on this MS. , and on the relation to it and to the Codex

Bezffi of the Curetonian Syriac Version of part of the Gospels, will be found

in the Christian Remembrancer for June, 1859, vol. xxxvii., p. 467.

t The title of this useful and valuable work is Nov. Teitam. Grace, A nti-

guissimosum Codicum, ed. E. H. Hansell, Oxon., 18()5. It does not contain

the Codex Sinaiticus, having unfortunately been commenced before that man-

uscript was accessible. It contains, however, in the third volume, a very care-

ful collation, and some useful critical notes.
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Piatt's Ethiopic Version, it would be wise to wait patiently

till these had come into the hands of general scholars, and

could be freely used, as they ought to be used, in such a work
as the revision of our own version. But it is perfectly clear

that if we waited for such aids, important as they confessed-

ly are, we should wait in vain. There is no disposition in

our own quick-moving times to engage in the labor improbus

that such studies imply ; there is no willingness on the part

of younger scholars to devote themselves to what at first

sight might be deemed only subsidiary and subordinate ; and

yet all experience shows that there is no more really valua-

ble aid in the difficult work of deciding between conflictins:

interpretations than is supplied to us by the six or seven ear-

lier versions.* In them we commonly have, not so much the

opinion of the individual translation, as the prevailing voice

of the ancient Church and people for the use of which the

version was originally committed to writing. We have, per-

haps, the combined judgment of many minds, and sometimes,

in the case of the earliest versions, may have traditional in-

terpretations which date almost from apostolic times. It is,

at any rate, no stretch of imagination to suppose that por-

tions of the Peshito might have been in the hands of St.John,

or that the Old Latin represented the current views of the

Roman Christians of the second century. Of these ancient

witnesses, the two already named, the Gothic and the Poly-

glot Ethiopic Version (in the fairly accurate Latin translation

of Bode) are tolerably available, but the best edition of the

Coptic Version, the Ethiopic of Pell Piatt, and the Armenian,

are, we believe, up to the present time, inaccessible except to

the student of these unfamiliar languages.

But to wait for accurate collations of these versions for

• The reader who may need a summary account of these ancient versions

will find it in Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, Art. " Versions. " He may,

perhaps, also be referred to the Preface to my Commentary on the Pastoral

EpiitUs, and also on the Epiitles to the Philippians and Colostians, for some

comments from one who has attempted, as far as he was able, himself to use

them.
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cxegetical purposes is to wait in vain. There is no greater

likelihood now than there was half a generation ago that any
further advance will be made in them than has been already

made—nay, to begin the work of revision may prove the

only hopeful way of directing attention to this portion of the

subject. "We have among us a few Coptic, Ethiopic, and Ar-
menian scholars, and from them we may obtain aid when it

becomes plain that it is really wanted. The demand may
create the supply.

If this be so, if there seems really good ground for think-

Division of i"g tliat the time has at last come for, at any
the subject,

yjjjg^ ^jjg commencement of the work, and that

longer delay is not likely to place us in any better position

than what we now occupy, the present is clearly the time for

some careful preliminary consideration, both in reference to

the nature of the work and to the best mode of attempting

it. Some little experience has been already acquired, and of

this it seems prudent to make some use, if only by way of

preparation and suggestion. Let us, then, deal in a simple

and popular way with the general subject, and apply our at-

tention to those leading questions which seem naturally to

present themselves at this early stage of the work.

These questions would seem to come before us for consid-

eration in the following order and connection : First, what is

the critical state of the text of that portion of the Scriptures

—the New Testament—that we are more particularly con-

sidering in these pages ? Secondly, what is the general char-

acter of the Authorized Version of the New Testament, and

what are the principles on which it was constructed ? Third-

ly, what are the limits to which, with due regard to these

principles, revision should probably be confined ? Fourtldy,

Avhat is the probable amount of the corrections that would

thus be introduced—a question ofgreat practical importance,

and on the answer to which much will be found hereafter to

depend ? Fifthly, what objections of real weight have been

urged against revision ? and. Lastly, if a revision is to be at-
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tempted, in what way, and under what authority, would it

seem best for us to proceed ?

Such would seem to be the leading questions in connection

with the subject of revision, to each one of which an answer

shall be returned in the following pages. Our first consider-

ations shall be on the text which, as far as it can be ascer-

tained, was used by the scholars and divines who were en-

gaged in the work of the last revision.
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CHAPTER n.

TUE CRITICAL VALUE OF THE TEXT OF THE AUTHORIZED

VERSION.

In discussing the interesting and practical question of the

critical value of the text which was used by the revisers of

1611, we are naturally led into some cognate questions which

it may be convenient to discuss in the present chapter.

These shall now be stated, and shall receive such answers as

may be serviceable to the general reader. In no part of the

subject is technicality necessarily more prominent, but it

shall be avoided as far as is consistent with accuracy of treat-

ment. Attention shall be more directed to actual facts and

results than to the details on which they depend.

The main questions which have now to be considered in

Main qnestions connection With the text of the Authorized Vcr-
to be consider-
ed, sion are, it would s(tcm,four in number. Mrst,

it will be clearly necessary to ascertain what the Greek text

actually t«a5 which was used by the revisers. Was it a text

they constructed for themselves, or was it the text of any

current edition, and if so, did they always adhere to it?

Secondly, it will be necessaiy to take some account of the

critical material which we now have, and of which the re-

visers had no knowledge. This will naturally lead us, in the

third place, to consider the really practical question, How
best to use this material in any future revision, whether to

construct a critical text first, or to use preferentially, though

not exclusively, some current text, or simply to proceed on-

ward with the work of revision, whether of text or transla-

tion, making the current Textus Receptus the standard, and

departing from it only when critical or grammatical consid-

erations show that it is clearly necessary—in fact, solvere am-
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hulando. Lastly, it will perhaps be convenient to endeavor

to arrive at some estimate of the amount and the importance

of the changes that critical considerations alone may be like-

ly to introduce into the current text, there being on this sub-

ject much exaggeration on both sides. We may now pro-

ceed to consider these questions more in detail.

la reference to the first question—What the Greek text

nsed w^8 ^'""'^ ^"^^ revisers of 1611 actually had he-

by thlrevieerB. f^^g ti^gm ^hen they were engaged in their work

—the answer can easily be made from inspection of the ver-

sion. The revisers used two current editions, chiefly, as it

would seem, Beza's fourth edition of the Greek Text, pub-

lished in 1589, and the fourth edition of Stephens—the first

of the editions of Stephens that was divided into verses-

which was published in 1551. As both these editions were

scarcely any thing more than reprints of the editions that

respectively preceded, and as both these preceding editions

had acquired considerable celebrity, we shall be quite cor-

rect in saying that the text of the Authorized Version is that

of the third edition of Beza's Greek Testament of 1582 [Beza

31 and of Stephens's Greek Testament of 1550 [Stephens 3].

On a close examination of the comparatively few passages m

which Beza 3 diff-ers from Stephens 3, it would appear that

in some CO places (notes included) the Authorized Version

agrees with Beza 3 against Stephens 3, and that in some 27

or 28 places (1 Cor. x., 38 being apparently an error of the

press) it agrees with the latter against the former; and fur-

ther, that fn a very few passages, perhaps under half a dozen,

it acrees with neither.

But we shall have hardly answered our first question sat-

, , isfactorily unless we shortly enter into the fui-

SfiS'fJir' ther question of the pedigree and critical value

of the Greek Text on which our own version thus depends

W a wis the history and critical value of Stephens 3 and

Beza 3? Not perhaps very satisfactory in either case. The

Sry.howeve'r,-. as follows: Beza 3 and Stephens 3 really
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di£fer so little that we may, writing popularly, consider them

as one edition. Both editors had a certain amount of crit-

ical materials, the greater part of it in common, and collect-

ed by the son of Stephens. But neither of them made any

real use of them. Beza, as we know, had in his possession

the celebrated manuscript that bears his name (D of the Gos-

pels and Acts*), and the nearly equally celebrated Claromon-

tane Manuscript (D of the Epistles), but he seems to have

mainly used both these and all his other critical aids more

for exegetical purposes than any thing else. The estimate

he took of various readings was, it would seem, almost en-

tirely a theological one. Stephens also, though he began

well, and based the text of his first edition on MSS. in the

Royal Library at Paris and on readings from the first print-

ed (though not first published) text, viz., the Coraplutensian,

and though he also published in his third edition a collection

ofsome 2200 various readings from 15 different MSS. (one of

which was the Codex Bezae), still in his third and most cele-

brated edition he made the least possible use of them, and

even lapsed back again to the text of another editor that had

been received with favor three-and-twenty years before. lie

frequently deserts the text of his own first and second edi-

tions to revert to that of the anterior editor.

Who was this editor ? It need hardly be said that it was

The editions Erasmus, and that in the fourth edition ofEras-
of Erasmus. ^^^^ ^^ really have the mother-text of our own

Authorized Version. What then, finally, is the history of this

Erasmian text, and what its critical value ? Its history is

short. In the year 1516, Erasmus, after not much more than

six months' labor, published at Basle an edition of the Greek

* Tnis Tenerable manuscript has recently been published with great care

and accuracy by Mr. Scrivener. A very interesting account of the MS. is

prefixed. For a thoroughly good review of this important work, see Chris-

tian Remembrancer for Dec, 18C4, vol. xlviii., p. 41 G seq. All the recent crit-

ical articles in this learned, but, we fear, now suspended Quarterly Journal,

are especially good, and in most instances very readable. They appear to

come mostly from the same hand.
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Testament, and bo got the start of the splendid Compluten-

sian edition ofCardinal Ximenes,* the NewTestament portion

of which, though then printed, had not heen published, and

was not published till a few years afterward. Erasmus hon-

estly says that his work was a "precipitated" one. It was

so- he was not insensible to the value of ancient testimony,

and if he had allowed himself time, would probably have

given a better text to the world than that which is connect-

ed with bis name, but the excusable though unfortunate de-

sire to anticipate the lingering volume of the Compluten-

sian edition marred the great work, and the evil effects of

that six months of hurry last to this very hour. It "^^a^nly

is somewhat sad now to know that, though the MSb which

Erasmus used were collectively of no great critical value, yet

that there was one good authority among them which he never

used for the very reason, as he himself tells us, that its read-

ings were so different from the others. This manuscript was

the cursive Codex Basiliensis, marked 1 in the usual lists of

Buch documents, and fully deserving its accidentally given

priority, being classed by Tregelles (with No. 33 and No. 69

as deserving a place in the noble group of ancient un9.al

witnesses which is headed by the Vatican and Sinaitic Manu-

Bcripts.f --,

It 1. «,allou. .to to think th.t, Vak a little effort, Em-

„„. might ha.o procnrcd, through his friend Panln. Bom-

basin., a transcript, or, at any nite, a collation of the f.mon.

• P«b.p. tew otour r«aer. m.j hTO •a"""! tap«i»l *• "I"''""
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Vatican Manuscript (B) itself. He referred, we know, to it

in regard of the famous text in the first Epistle of St. John,

and had a transcript sent to him of a portion of the fifth

chapter. How strange it seems that we were so near a good

text, and yet that it pleased God (for such things are doubt-

less providentially ordered) that a sixteenth century manu-

script of the ordinary late character of text should be the one

chosen by Erasmus, and used by the printer (for his marks

remain on it to this day) for the first published edition of the

Book of Life. Such incidents are really mysterious. To
speculate on them is unwise, but it does still seem hard to

resist the conviction that the unflagging industry and devo-

tion that has been conspicuously shown, generation after

generation, in the critical study of the text of the New Test-

ament, would never have been called forth but by these very

circumstances ; and that the knowledge that a purer text of

the sacred Volume was attainable than that which, one hun-

dred years afterward, was dignified by the title of the Uni-

versally Received Text, is really that which has quickened

scholars and critics in their honorable and life-long labors

even to our present day.

But to return to our short narrative. This first edition of

Sacceeding edi- Erasmus was succeeded by a second, in which
tionsofthefore-

, , .

goiDg. there were about 400 alterations, nearly tliree

fourths of which were, in the judgment of Mill, decidedly im-

provements. This edition was followed by the famous third

edition, in which 1 John v., 7 first appeared, and owing to

which the controversial troubles of Erasmus, already suffi-

ciently great owing to his Latin Version, were considerably

increased. Soon afterward the Complutensian edition of the

Greek Testament at length appeared to the world, and Eras-

mus was able to compare his own work with that of Stunica

and Lebiixa, and to correct especially what most certainly

needed correction, the text of the Revelation — the single

manuscript which he used having here been imperfect, and,

in the case of the concluding verses, actually so defective
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that, as we know, Erasmus had here to produce a text by
rctranslation of the Vulgate into his own Greek. In this

fourth edition, which appeared in 1527, he consequently in-

troduced changes in the text of the Revelation in about 00

places, and corrected and removed, though not wholly, what
he had himselfsupplied. In other portions ofScripture there

were very kvr changes made. The third edition had differ-

ed in 118 places from the second, but the fourth differed only

in about 16 from the third.

Such was the fourth edition ofErasmus, the mother-edition

of the Textus Receptus and of our own Authorized Version.

It was based, as we have seen, on scanty evidence and late

manuscripts. It contains two interpolations which the edi-

tor himself introduced on his own responsibility, viz., Acts

viii., 37, and words in Acts ix., 5, 0. It is especially unsatis-

factory in the Revelation. Where in any degree dependent

on a version, it is dependent only on a very bad and even de-

formed text of the Vulgate. Such it is ; and yet, by the

providence of God the Holy Ghost, and through the loyalty

and reverence with which the Word of God had been trans-

mitted, and that faithfulness which stirred in the hand and

heart even of the writer of the meanest cursive manuscript,

it is what it is—so far substantially in accordance with what

now we may rightly deem to bo the true text as justly to

call forth our enduring thankfulness for this mercy and prov-

idence of Almighty God.*

* This general statement has been often exaggerated. It has been said

from the days of Mill that the variations, though so very many in number,

are wholly unimportant ; and, on the other hand, especially of late years, it^

has been implied that the changes which textual criticism would introduce

are even more important than those which would be introduced by scholar-

ship and exegesis. See Westcott, Ilistory of the English Biblei p. 1 70. This

last statement is perhaps too wide. The exact state of the case would seem

to be that there are some important passages, especially of a historical char-

acter («. «., Mark xvi., 9 seq. ; John v., 3, 5; vii., B3-Tiii., 11 j Acts viii.,

37), in which the present text must be considered either incorrect or doubt-

ful, but that there are not many in which doctrine is directly involved. A
useful paper on the various readings of the New Testament (by the Rev. H.
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But while we may justly retain this thankful remembrance

enTofcmta.] '° ^^ ^^^''l^. "'''"e we may thus rightly bless
.uateriais. and adore God for the heritage of his truth
which wo have in our Authorized Version, let us not forget
that the same God who thus vouchsafed his providential care
to the transmission of his Word has also permitted us, in the
260 years that have passed away since that version was pub-
lished, and especially of late years, to have acquired a very
accurate knowledge of what were probably the very words
which were either traced by the hands of apostles and evan-
gelists, or dictated by them to the faithful writer. This
knowledge wo now have; this knowledge it must be our
bounden duty reverently and faithfully to make use of. No
mere conservatism, no timid apprehension of unsettling a be-
lief, already (God knoweth) so unsettled from other causes
that textual criticism would rather act in a contrary direc-
tion-no acquiescence in well meant but really ignorant prej-
udice, must prevent us faithfully bringing out of the treas-
ures vouchsafed to us every item that will aid in putting be-
fore us in their truest form what an apostolic father ha^not
scrupled to call " the true sayings of the Holy Ghost." The
only question will be, as we indicated at the beginning of this
chapter. What have we now in our treasures that e.-Trly edi-
tors had not? what are the materials now at our disposal for
bringing the text of the Authorized Version more into con-
formity with what we believe to have been the original text ?
Without entering, in a popular essay like the present, into

detailed descriptions of MSS. or of the various critical mate-
rials that have accumulated in the last two centuries and a
half, let us, at any rate, devote two or three pages to a con-
sideration of the sources to which now we can appeal in any
revision of a text.

Critical materials consist, on the one hand, of ancient un-
cial manuscripts, cursive manuscripts, ancient versions of
B. Girdlestone) willbe found in the Christian Advocate and Review for Octo-
ber, 1869. It has since been republished.
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the Scripture, quotations of Scripture from the best editions

Critical mate- ^^ earlier fathers ; and, on the other hand, of
rials.

jjU these technical facts and principles which

the study of ancient documents has brought out, and which

continued observation has confirmed.

In respect of the first-named of these materials, the uncial

Uncial mann- manuscripts, how mucli have we to be thankful

tioDaorthem. for, how much we owe to recent industry. Not

to mention the five -and-twenty or six-and-twenty manu-

scripts, whole or fragmentary, of secondary importance,

whether of the Gospels or of other portions of Scripture

—

though it should be said some of these claim places all but

the highest—let us remember that we now have two manu-

scripts, the second of which contains the whole, and the first

nearly the whole, of the New Testament, viz., the Vatican (B)

and Sinaitic («), both of as early a date as the fourth centu-

ry, and three following them at no distant intervals, the

nearly complete Alexandrian Manuscript (A),* the fragment-

ary rescript at Paris bearing the name of the Codex Ephremi

(C),f both probably of the fifth century, and for the Gospels

and Acts only a remarkable manuscript that bears the title

of the Codex Bezse (D), and which can not be placed later

than the middle of the sixth century. Besides these, we

have, for the Acts of the Apostles, the valuable Laudian

• The Codex Alexandrinus has been recently pablished in a convenient

form by Mr. Cowper.. An article on this manuscript wiU be found in the

CAri«(iaBii«mem6raiicerfor June,1861,Tol.xli.,p.3G7seq.

t This manuscript, which bears its name from the fact that the ongmal

writing has been in great measure erased to allow of a work of Eplirem the

Syrian being written on the same parchment, has been edited m a handsome

volume by Tischendorf, to which a very valuable Introduction has been pre-

fixed. No one who may not have seen manuscripts of this natu^e can imag-

ine the patience required to trace the all but erased writing of the origiiinl

text The interesting Codex Zacynthius (see Christian Remembrancer for

January, 1862, vol. xliii., p. 128 seq.), now in the library of the Bible Society,

is a manuscript of this nature, which any one interested in the subject vvill do

well to obtain a sight of, if only the better to appreciate the labor and skill

of Tregelles, who deciphered it, we believe, without the use of any chemical

reagent.
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Manuscript (E), not later probably than the beginning of the

sixth century; for St. Paul's Epistles, the first four manu-

scripts already specified, the valuable Claromontane (DEpp.),

and the later but very important Augiensian Manuscript

(F) ;* for the catholic epistles the same four, and a manu-

script of the ninth century of fair critical value (containing

also a portion of the Acts and the whole of St. Paul's Epis-

tles), bearing the title Codex Angelicus (G) ; and even for

the critically ill-supplied Apocalypse, the third and fourth of

the great manuscripts first named (A and C), and a manu-

script of a trustworthy character now in the Vatican Library

(B Rev.), and of the eighth century.

Of these ten manuscripts the eight most important have

been published, some in a portable and convenient form, as,

for example, the Vatican, Sinaitic, Alexandrian, Beza's, and

Augiensian, some in more expensive forms, but all in such a

manner as to make it not only possible, but easy foj- the stu-

dent to read and study the text of each in its sequence and
connection, and so to form a more trustworthy judgment of

the peculiar character of the individual document. This has

been facilitated still further by the parallel-column volumes

edited by Mr.Hansell, to which reference has already been

made. By means of this useful work the student is now en-

abled not only to read continuously, but readily to compare

all the really great manuscripts (except the Sinaitic), and
thus to arrive at that sort of practical knowledge of these an-

cient witnesses which is ever found to be of the utmost value

to the intelligent critic of the text of the New Testament.

The simplicity and dignified conciseness of the Vatican Man-
uscript, the great expansiveness of onr own Alexandrian

Manuscript, the partially mixed characteristics of the Sinait-

ic, the paraphrastic tone of the singular Codex Bez*—these

• This manuscript has been excellently edited by Mr. Scrivener, and a

very complete account of it given in the Introduction prefixed to the work.

Some useful remarks on the manuscript will be found in the Christian Re-
membrancer for June, 1859, vol. xxxvii., p. GOO seq.

Hh
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general facts, all not only to be asccrtaineJ.biit to be famil-

iarly felt and instinctively acted on in the work of criticism,

are now brought home to the student by the works above

specified. We have thus, at the present time, not only in our

public libraries documents of the greatest value of which our

revisers had no knowledge, but, owing to the industry of re-

cent critics and scholars, reprints and editions which make

them available almost for the humblest student. When we

pause to think of our present critical treasures, and the easy

access that is thus afforded to them, and remember that of

the great manuscripts above alluded to only one was in any

degree used, and that in the most imperfect manner, by those

on whom our revisers had to rely for their text, it would seem

impossible to doubt that, even if we had no additional rea-

sons, it is now an imperative duty on all faithful scholars to

combine in making available to all, the results of a cautious

and intelligent revision of the text of our English Testament.

But we have many more critical subsidies than those al-

Adaition«icrit- ^^^^Y specificd. Not to weary the general read-

icai iMterUiB. g^ ^ith details, we may shortly notice that by

the labors of our own countrymen. Dr. Tregelles and Mr.

Scrivener, and the industry of Dr. Tischendorf and other Con-

tinental critics, we have now arrived at a greatly improved

knowledge of all the leading cursive manuscripts, and have

learned to assign to them the confessedly subordinate but

still important place they hold in reference to textual crit-

icism. The true readings of the quotations of Scripture in

the early fathers have also, by the really exhaiistless labors

of Dr. Tregelles, now been carefully examined and tested,

and we hope, by the publication of the concluding parts of

his Greek Testament, will be soon made critically available

to all students of the sacred text. In one department only

is there still some deficiency. We lack a full knowledge of

the Ancient Versions! In our knowledge of the Latin Ver-

sions, whether the Old Latin or Vulgate, great advance has

been made by the publications and collations ofTischendorf
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and others. To the Syriac Versions a great and critically

important addition has been made by the discovery and the

publication of the singular, and sometimes rather wild, Cure-

tonian Syriac Version.* Much has also been done in the

Gothic Version by De Gabelentz and Loebe, Massmann, Bos-

worth, and others, and something in the Coptic by Paul de

Lagarde, and in the Ethiopic by Pell Piatt ; but it must be

frankly admitted that what has been already said in refer-

'

ence to exegesis (p. 26) is also partially true in reference to

criticism. Our great critics have had avowedly to use the

eyes of others in ascertaining the testimony of some of these

last-mentioned versions, and of the less important but still in-

teresting Armenian Version. It is not unfair to say that if

Dr. Tischendorf had devoted only the time which he has un-

fortunately spent in personal controversy to the study of the

original languages of those two or three ancient Oriental

versions, which he confessedly only cites on the authority

of others, he would have put all scholars and critics of the

New Testament under still greater obligations to his unwea-

ried industry, and himself have been still better qualified to

labor for the inspired Volume for which he has done so much.

But, besides these great accessions of critical material, it

Critical knowi- must Hot bo forgotten that a fully commensu-
edge proportion- . , ... - , _ 1 ,

ateiy Tucressed. rate mcreasc in critical knowledge and in the

power over materials is now distinctly to be recognized. Not

only have we for the New Testament the completed work of

three professed critical editors of a very high order, though

ofsingularly different characteristics, Lachmann, Tischendorf,

and Tregelles, but the useful and intelligent labors of several

* A good account of this version and its characteristics will be found in

tlie Christian Remembrancer for June, 1859, vol. xxxvii.
, p. 488 seq. The text

is of a very composite nature ; sometimes it inclines to the shortness and

simplicity of the Vatican Manuscript, but more commonly presents the same

paraphrastic character of text as the Codex Qpzee. It has some interesting

readings, e.g., Matt, v., 4, !>, where it confirms the express statement of Ori-

gen tliat the blessing on the meek come before that on mourners. We do

not, however, adopt the change.
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interpreters and commentators, some ofwhom, like Dr. Meyer,

have shown considerable acumen and aptitude for textual

criticism. What is even more important, there may now be

observed a fairly defined consent between these critics and

commentatora in numberless passages in the New Testament,

where what would seem to be the true reading difiiers from

that of the Revised Text. The useful little edition of the

Greek Testament by Mr. Scrivener shows this very distinctly

in the case of the professed critical editors, and a very cur-

sory inspection of the comments ofDeWette, Meyer, Alford,

and others will substantiate the remark in the case of recent

interpreters. Very many readings—perhaps nearly one half

of those about which reasonable doubt may be felt—would

thus, if considered by revisers of suflScient critical powers, be

decided on at once by general consent. Manuscript evidence

and critical judgment would be found clearly preponderant,

and in a large portion of the work a text might be settled

with very little difficulty.

This is a consideration which may well weigh with us when

the differences of opinion as to the true text are assumed to

be so excessive that revisers would be stopped in limine by

the difficulty of ascertaining what the true words really were

of which they had to revise the translation.

But we are now naturally led to the third question, which

uodesirabieto we have already noticed as requiring some an-

Ho™p'J""" swer.What course would revisers have to fol-

low ? As we have said already, there are three possible

courses they might take, which it may be well for us briefly

to consider. Would it be well for them, in the first place, to

agree on a critical Greek text, and attempt to construct a

second Textus Receptus? To this question we venture to

answer very unhesitatingly in the negative. Though we

have much critical material and a fair amount of critical

knowledge, we have certainly not yet acquired sufficient crit-

ical judgment for any body of revisers hopefully to under-

. take such a work as this. All such attempts, whether on the
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part of individuals or general bodies, are indeed at present

much to be deprecated as certainly premature, and as natu-

rally tending to delay ultimate progress. We are steadily

gravitating to a consent as regards a very considerable num-

ber of.passages; let us not interfere with that natural pro-

cess by trying to anticipate what we shall successfully arrive

at if we have but patience and industry.* The failures of

recent critical editors in their attempts to construct a text

may well prove salutary warnings that we are not yet ready

for the work, and that individual critics would do well to

pause in their more ambitious efforts. As has been said, they

really check progress ; if only from this circumstance, that

the critical editor often fails to give a true statement of the

actual case. He probably, on very serious deliberation, places

a certain reading in his text, but perhaps neither by typog-

raphy nor by marginal annotation indicates to the general

reader that another reading has nearly an equal right to oc-

cupy the position of honor. Possession has thus given many

a reading a preferential character to which it really has no

exclusive claim. It is in the text ; and between that posi-

tion and one outside of it, the difference, in the judgment of

the ordinary student, is naturally considered to be immense.

Griesbach saw this clearly, and very properly acted on it;

but it has been often otherwise with recent editors. They

have only indicated their opinion by their text, and have not

at the same time perceived that in assigning a place in the

text to any debated word or clause, they really have thus

been passing a judgment ofa much morefinal character than

they themselves would, in many cases, wish it to be consid-

* Some very good and sagacious remarks on the undesirnbleness of attempt-

ing at present to construct an authoritative text will be found in the Chrii-

tian Remembrancer for June, 1859, vol. xxxvii., p. 503. See also vol. xlii., p.

114, and vol. xlviii., p. 59. Whatever individual scholars may do, it is to be

hoped that no commission would consider the formation of a text a prelim-

inary duty to that of revision of the translation. The latter will gradually

pave the way for the former ; but the process, we venture to think ver)- de-

cidedly, could not wisely be inverted. We must wait for a Beceived Text.
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ered. Let us, then, have no Textus Receptus, at any rate at

present, but proceed, as good sense seems to indicate, tenta-

tively, and be content- to wait. Perhaps in a very few years

the remaining number of passages about which there is still

considerable doabt will, by the very tentative process of the

work, be reduced almost indefinitely; but, be it also remem-
bered, it will not be so reduced unless the work is attempted,

unless further experience is acquired, and textual revision

actually commenced. - *

In what has been already said we have expressed indirect-

icsi uurt'to'be'
^^ ""'' °P'°^o" 0° *he second possible course, viz.,

taken. that of adopting the text of some known critic,

and of departing from it only where there seemed strong rea-

son. Such a course would be very undesirable. No text

has yet appeared which could bo safely adopted as the text

ofa new revision. Would it be possible, for instance, to take

the text of Lachmann ? Would it be reasonable to base our

work on a text composed on the narrowest and most exclu-

sive principles, though constructed with fair adherence to

those principles ? Assuming that Lachmann has by his work
substantiated his intention of giving to the world the text

that was apparently current in the fourth century, would

Lachmann himself, if appealed to, have judged his own text

a suitable text to form the basis of a popular revised version ?

Self-sufficient as he was, he was certainly a man of correct

judgment and instinctive scholarship, and would have been

the firet to point out that a text which, on the most favora-

ble assumption, was only the text of a certain century, was

not the most convenient to bend into the direction which a

hitherto current and received text would often oblige a medi-

ating critic to take. Lachmann's text is really one based on

little more than four manuscripts, and so is really more of a

critical recension than a critical text.

The case of Tischendorf is still more easily disposed of, as

the question would at once arise.Which of this most incon-

stant critic's texts are we to select ? Surely not the last, in
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which an exaggerated preference for a single manuscript,

which he has had the good fortune to discover, has betrayed

him into an almost child-like infirmity of critical judgment.*

Surely also not the seventh edition, which was issued before

the appearance of the Sinaitic Manuscript, and which exhib-

its all the instability which a comparatively recent recogni-

tion of the authority of cursive manuscripts might be sup-

posed likely to introduce. If any edition of this restless crit-

ic's Greek Testament had to be selected, perhaps we should

feel it best to go back to the third; but such a use of a now

forgotten volume is never likely to be made when we have

in our own country, and, it is to be hoped, soon in a complete

state, such a far better text as that of Dr. Tregelles.

And yet, though it seems hard to say so after the life-long

labors of its estimable constructor, even this text could not

wisely be chosen as the text to be used in the work of revi-

sion. In the first place, in the earlier parts of bis work. Dr.

Tregelles had not the advantage of the Sinaitic Manuscript.

In the second place, his critical principles, especially his gen-

eral principle of estimating and regarding modern manu-

scripts, are now, perhaps justly, called in question by many

competent scholars. Thirdly, though his materials have been

so much more abundant, he approximates, at any rate in some

parts of his great work, so closely to the same results as Lach-

mann, that any objections which may exist to the choice of

Lachmann's as a standard text apply with nearly equal force

• An able writer in the Christian Remembrancer for April, 1866, has care-

fully analyzed the amount of fluctuation which is to be observed in Tischen-

dorf 'b latest critical decisions as compared with those in earlier editions.

From this analysis it would seem that between his Greek Testament of 1849

and that of 1859, or his 3d and so-called 7th editions, there are 1296 varia-

tions ; and that in nearly half of these he returns, in the later edition, to the

Textus Receptus. When, however, we examine his recent and lost edition,

it appears that, to go no farther than the first thirty-two chapters, he reverses

his judgment of 1859 in as many as 168 places, and again falls back on his

earlier opinion of 1849. This great inconstancy is to be attributed to a nat-

ural want of sobriety of critical judgment and to an unreasonable deference

to the readings as found in his own Codes Sinaiticns.
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to that of Tregelles. Lastly, though it seema an ungracious

criticism, yet it must, in all frankness, be said that the text

ofTregelles is not in all respects satisfactory. It is rigid and

mechanical, and sometimes fails to disclose that critical in-

stinct and peculiav scholarly sagacity which is so much need-

ed in the great and responsible work of constructing a crit-

ical text of the Greek Testament. The edition of Tregelles

will last, perhaps, to the very end of time as a noble monu-

ment of faithful, enduring, and accurate labor in the cause of

Truth • it will always be referred to as an uniquely trustwor-

thy collection of assorted critical materials of the greatest

value, and, as such, it will probably never be superseded
;
but

the text which is based on these materials is not likely ever

to be a popular or current text, or ever to be used otherwise

than as a faithful summary of critical principles which have

bv no means met with general acceptance.

We seem driven, then, to the third alternative in reference

Received Text to a text-«ofoere ambulando, or, in other words

lSbl"vied!' to leave the Receiv^d Text as the standard, but

to depart from it in every case where critical evidence and

the consent of the best edUors point out the necessity of the

change. Such a text would not be, nor deserve to be, es-

teemed a strictly critical text : it would be often too consei-v

ative ; it would also be occasionally inconsistent but, if thus

formed by a body of competent scholars, it would be a crlt^

cal revision of a very high, and, probably, very Popular h-

acter It would, at any rate, be free from one great disturl)

Lg element in ail critical labors, individual bias and personal

predilections. j-«„„u in tho

Such a work would not be by any means difficult. In the

fi„t place, it has heen attempted by five scholars working n

combination, and found by experience not in any deg-e
Jo

be unmanageable or unsatisfactory in its results. In the

'
X pTaclfhose engaged in the work would have not mej_e-

W the actual external critical evidence whereon to rely for

IL corxet^n of the text on which they were working, but.
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as has been already hinted, they would also have the judg-

ment, very frequently unanimous, first, of professed critics,

and, secondly, of intelligent interpreters, on which they might

often feel disposed conscientiously to rely. They would have

available not only the critical materials, but the practical

judgments that had been passed on them in the texts of the

best editors and commentators.

This is a consideration that deserves very carefully to be

borne in mind by any who may be inclined to overestimate

the difficulties which revisers would meet with in the matter

of a text.

It need scarcely be added that such a mode of proceeding

would have to be tentative. Principles would be slowly

formed as the work went on, but at length they would be-

come fixed and recognized, and all that would be found nec-

essary would be to review all the earlier part of the work,

during which the experience was being acquired, and to bring

it up to the general standard. And the results would be

found to be satisfactory. We are bold enough to say this,

because trial has fairly shown that what is here specified and

recommended is feasible and hopeful. Such, then, would

seem to be the best mode of dealing with the confessedly dif-

ficult question which stands third in the questions of the pres-

ent chapter.

The last question may now be shortly answered : On the

Amonntof assumption that such a mode of dealing with
change esll-

m»tei the text loaa adopted, what amount 01 change,

due purely to textual revision, might be expected in our pres-

ent Authorized Version ? Such a question it certainly seems

very desirable to attempt to answer, as there is evidently a

very exaggerated idea now popularly entertained as to the

amount of change that would be introduced by judicious

textual criticism. But how shall the answer be made? Per-

haps thus : By taking account of the changes of text that

actually were proposed in one Gospel and three long Epistles

in a revision already alluded to—the Revision by Five Cler-
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gymen of the Authorized Version of St. John's Gospel and

the first three of St. Paul's Epistles, as arranged in our ordi-

nary Testaments, viz., Romans and 1 and 2 Corinthians. The

Gospel and these three Epistles amount to, estimated in ver-

ses, between one quarter and one third of the whole New
Testament : an estimate, therefore, founded on the considera-

tion of 80 large a portion of the sacred Volume will not be

very seriously incorrect.

By inspection of the Revision referred to, we find that in

the 2006 verses which the Gospel and three Epistles together

contain, there are 253 changes of text due to critical consid-

erations, being 48 for the 879 verses ofthe Gospel of St.John,

66 for the 433 verses of the Epistle to the Romans, 91 for the

437 verses of the First Epistle to the Corinthians, and 68 for

the (257 verses of the Second Epistle to the Corinthians. In

this enumeration we observe that there would seem to be an

increase in change as the work went on ; but it would seem

ultimately to have become stationary, and' to have finally

amounted to' about one change in every five verses in St.

Paul's Epistles. And that this seems accurate may be proved

by an inspection of the changes in the Revision of the four

succeeding Epistles, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, and

Colossians— in all 496 verses. Here we find 109 textual

changes, or very nearly the same proportion. If, then, we

assume that more changes would have been made in St.

John's Gospel if the gradually established standard of revis-

ion had been applied to it, though, as the nature of the text

reminds us, not to the extent arrived at for St.Paul's Epistles

—and if also we take into account the increase of differences

over those in St.John's Gospel that would be probably found

in the Synoptical Gospels, and in the Acts and Revelation,

we should hardly be far wrong in estimating the amount of

changes that would be introduced in any English revised ver-

sion of the whole 6944 verses of the New Testament as not

exceeding one for every five verses, or under fourteen hundred

in all, very many of these being of a wholly unimportant

character.
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Such seems the answer to the last question we have sug-

gested in the present chapter. The subject of the text and

of probable textual change seems now concluded, and the

second portion of our work to begin, viz., a consideration of,

and finally a rough estimate of the changes that would have

to be introduced on grammatical, exegetical, and possibly

also some other grounds which may suggest themselves in

the review of the whole subject.

This second class of changes can only be introduced with

strict and persistent reference to the general aspect and char-

acteristics of the last revision. We proceed, then, next to

consider these characteristics, and the principles on which

the Authorized Version of the New Testament appears to

have been constructed.
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CHAPTER m.

I.KADING CHARACTKRISTICB OF THE AUTHOEIZED VERSION.

It ia obvious that no revision of the present version can

Character of onr properly be undertaken that does not preserve

preiem""' ' the wisely -drawn lines on which that version

was constnicted. No reasonable Englishman would tolerate

a version designed for popular use, and to be read publicly,

that departed from the ground-principles and truly noble dic-

tion of the last revision. Such a version would simply pass

into that limbus of " improved" and happily forgotten trans-

lations to which almost every generation, for the last hun-

dred and fifty or two hundred years, has added some speci-

men. The present century has been more prolific than those

which preceded it, but very few of the yet extant revisions

have been happy in preserving the character, tone, rhythm,

and diction of the version they have undertaken to amend.

It may be wise then, at the very outset, to endeavor to ob-

tain a clear knowledge of the principal features and general

characteristics of our present version, that so, before revision

is undertaken, we may be able to define sharply what must

be its nature and limits, if it is to be a revision that is in any

degree to meet with general acceptance.

If it is to be hereafter a popular version it can only become

so by exhibiting, in every change that may be introduced, a

sensitive regard for the diction and tone of the present ver-

sion, and also by evincing, in the nature and extent of the

changes, a due recognition of the whole internal history of

the English New Testament. In other words, the new work

must be on the old lines.

And now what were those lines, and how may we best

trace them ? Perhaps thus : first, by briefly considering what
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may be termed the pedigree of the present English Version

;

and, secondly, by shortly noticing the principles which in the

last revision appear mainly to have been followed.

The literary pedigree of our present version has perhaps

Pedigree of onr never been more succinctly, and, for the most
present yereion.

^^^.^^ accurately Stated than in the following

words :
" Our present English version was based upon the

Bishops' Bible of 1568, and that upon Cranmer's of 1539,

which was a new edition of Matthew's Bible of 1537, partly

from Coverdale of 1535, but chiefly from Tyndalc; in other

words, our present authorized translation is mainly that of

Tyndale made from the original Hebrew and Greek."* A lit-

tle expansion and illustration of this sentence will enable the

general reader fairly to appreciate the internal character of

our present version.

The first fact clearly to be borne in mind is this, that, after

all changes and revisions, our present English Testament is

substantially that of William Tyndale.f This we shall deem

it necessary to prove distinctly by a comparison in parallel

columns of three or four passages, taken from different parts

of the New Testament. Before, however, we give these spec-

imens, let us briefly notice the characteristics of this version,

to which our own maintains so clos? a resemblance.

Tyndale's English Testament of 1534 will remain to the end

Tyndaie's Ver- of time a monument of the courage, patience,
«lon : made from . ii,. ii/..i
tiie Greek. learnmg, competent scholarship, thorough laith-

* This accurate and inclusive sentence is taken from the Preface to the

scholarly work of Bosworth and Waring, entitled Gothic and Amjlo-Saxon

Gospeh, Lond., 1805. See pages xxviii., xxix. The word "mainly" has

been italicized for the reasons that will appear later in this chapter. The re-

lation of the A.V. to Tyndale's is very close.

t It has been observed by Mr. Westcott that in several portions of the New
Testament Tyndale's original translation remains almost intact. For in-

stance, in the 1st Epistle of St. John about nine tenths are due to Tyndale,

and even in the more difficult and (as to translation) debatable Epistle to the

Hebrews about five sixths belong to the same faithful hand. See History of
English Bible, p. 21

1
, note. An interesting and appreciative estimate of the

character of this good man's great work will be found in the current number

of the Quarterly Review, vol. cxxviii., p. 3IG. See above, p. IG, note f.
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fulness, and clear English sense of its noble-hearted and de-

voted editor. Of his courage and patience history suificient-

ly speaks : in reference to his learning and scholarship, with

which we are here more especially concerned, a few remarks

may not unsuitably be made. That his learning was suffi-

cient for his work is shown by the work itself. Besides this,

however, we know that more than twenty yeare before his

first edition of 1525 he made translations of portions of the

New Testament, and Tyndale was not a man to let those

twenty years pass away without study and fresh acquisitions

of knowledge. We know also that he went to Canibridge,

after having spent some years at Oxford, most probably with

the view of studying under Erasmus, who himself might have

been contemplating the great though hurried work which he

did a very few years later. We further know that he actu-

ally produced evidence to Tonstall of his having competent

knowledge of the Greek language, and Tonstall was certain-

ly not a man to whom an incompetent Greek scholar would

have been very likely to have submitted any specimen of his

powers. Whatever may be said of Tyndale's knowledge of

Hebrew prior to his publication of the New Testament, it

seems perfectly clear, even from these external considera-

tions, that he had a thoroughly, competent knowledge of

Greek, and, further, that he had been studiously preparing

himself for his responsible work. Really, with his work in

our hands, it would almost seem superfluous to have adduced

any other evidence ; but, as very unguarded statements have

been made in reference to Tyndale's Testament, even by an

authority as great as Mr. Hallara,* and as the students of

* See Literature of Europe, chap, vi., § 37, vol. i., p. 526, where we meet

with the thoroughly mistaken assertion that from Luther's translation, "and

from the Latin Vulgate, the English translation of Tyndale and Coverdale is

avowedly taken." That he was indebted to some extent to Luther for his

prologues and notes in the edition of 1534 may be perhaps fairly admitted,

but that his translation was taken from that of Luther may most confidently

be denied. For a full account of Tyndale's labors, see the excellent Histor-

ical Account ofthe English VerHons prefixed to Bagster's Hezapla, p. 40 seq.,
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Tyndale's Testament are but few, it may bedesirable at the
very outset to correct the erroneous impression that we owe
the real original of our present version to German transla-

tions and second-rate learning. It is quite reasonable to be-

lieve that, especially in the corrections he introduced in hia
edition of 1534, and in the substance of some of his terse

notes, he may have owed something to the learning and la-

bors of foreign reformers; but it is also certain that his ver-

sion is essentially of English origin, and that the earnest and
devoted man to whom we owe it was fully equal to carry
through singlehanded the great work which he had under-
taken,

In addition to this, it does not seem too much to say that
Tyndale's knowledge and scholarship, as far as we can infer

from the times and the circumstances of the times in which
hd lived, was exactly of the kind, if one man was to do the
work, best suited for such an undertaking. Had he been
more of a professed scholar there would have been some
traces of pedantic accuracy, some indications of adherence to

the general tone of the Vulgate on the one hand, or to the

more cultivated language of the day on the other, not any of
which are to be recognized in the noble homeliness of the

version of William Tyndale. As it was providentially or-

dered, he was the patient, devoted Englishman, competently
learned, who made it his care to write for English eyes and
English hearts, and did so with faithfulness, geniality, and
breadth.

The first fact and characteristic, then, ofTyndale's Version
is that it was fairly made from the Greek, and that Tyndale
had certainly sufficient learning to do well this portion of the
great work of his life.

and compare Westcott, ^1X0^/ of English Bible, p. 174 seq. Fuller's sum-
mary is characteristically short and quaint: "However, what he [Tyndale]
undertook was to be admired as glorious ; what he performed, to be com-
mended as profitable ; wherein he failed is to be excused as pardonable, and
to be scored on the account rather of that age than of the author himself."
See Church Uiitory, book v., 4, 39, p. 234 (Lond., lC5r>).
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The second characteristic of his version is one which may
Independent of at first Surprise us, but for which we may be
the then extant , , ,

TeraioQB. heartily thankful, viz., that, as ho himself tells

us, he made no use of the then extant versions of the Scrip-

ture. The most popular version would no doubt then have

been the easy and smoothed edition of Wiclifie's original ver-

.sion commonly associated with the thoroughly honorable

name of Wicliflfe's curate at Lutterworth, John Purvey.*

That neither this nor any of the Wicliffito versions were

made the basis of Tyndale's work is certainly a subject for

profound thankfulness. With every desire to honor the name

and labors of Wiclifie, and with a full recognition of his

general accuracy as a translator, and even a critic, we can

not forget, first, that his version was from the Vulgate, and

was thus a version of a version ; secondly, that it adheres,

where possible, to the form and structure of the Latin, the

intention of the version being, most probably, not only to

benefit the mere English reader, but .to aid the student of

the Vulgate ; thirdly, that, though generally very homely in

its language, it still has many more words of Latin origin

than we should have expected from Wiclifie's avowed desire

to give an English Testament to English readei's. ' It must

then be regarded as providential that such a version did not

form the basis of our present Bible. Had it been so ordered,

the English Bible of our day would have become ultimately

a sort of Rhemish Version, rigid, cold, and Latinized.f

For an account of tliis reviser and of his labors, see the Prefuce to For-

shall and Madden, Wicliffite Versions, p. xxviii. seq. Purvey did his work

with care and judgment, and had conceptions of the duties of a translator of

the Scriptures considerably in advance of the times in which he lived. See

also Historical Account (Bagstcr's Hexapla), p. 28 seq., and Westcott, Histo-

ry ofEnylish Bible, p. 16.

t It is singular that a writer so well informed as Marsh (Lectures on the

English Language) should regard Tyndale's Version as little more than a re-

cension of Wicliffe's, and '
' Tyndale as merely a full-grown Wicliffe" (p. 027).

It is, of course, not only possible, but probable, that Tyndale was acquainted

with Wiclift'e's, or, more probably, Purvey's Version, but that he used it in

any way in making his own translation may most justly be doubted. Tyn-
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It is equally providential that the Wicliffite Version that
IS attributed to Purvey, and which ultimately superseded the
earlier veision,^id not become either the basis or model for
our own version; for, though Purvey's prologue to his work
18 most interesting,* and some of his principles of translation
thoroughly just, yet a version so studious of English idiom
rather than of grammatical accuracy, and so loose and para-
phrastic as we certainly sometimes find it, would have been
a very foundation of sand for the English Bible of the future
It IS, then, not without just thankfulness that we find that
neither of these versions exercised any appreciable influence
whatever either on Tyndale's Testament or on any of those
that followed it, unless, indeed, it bo the du-glot Testament
of Coveidale.

A third characteristic of Tyndale's Version must briefly he

sWho^ouX "°ticed-that it was designedly a popular ver-
popuiar. Bion. The well-known and often quoted words
that "the boy that driveth the plow should know more of
the Scr.pture"f than the theologians of the day, represented
truly Tyndale's life-long purpose. It is to this steady aim
and purpose that the special and striking idiomatic excel-
lence of the Authorized Version is pre-eminently due. To
this deep resolve we owe it that our own English Version is
now what we feel it to be-a version speaking to heart and

^tflT^iTnV" ^Z^"" P'*'="^ independent. See Westcott, Histo-ry oj jLngtish Bible, p. 1 7C seq.

'This prologue will be found in Forshall and Madden, Wicliffite Versions,

I,f» I";- ,
''"!'?"'' !-'

"'°™"6"y interesting and sensible. lie notices

mcheini r^'" ^?-.''' ^''"'^ '" ">« «"« '«'"""«»•« ">at helpydf.^miche n hys werke;" and m reference to translation lays down the general

7:^TJr '«'^'«;-"^"''^"« -' °f La'yne into Knglysh is to transU

hp!n'^n^-"",''*'°v '"''T^^^y
E"™"' «""! his labors on Tyndale has oftenbeen noticed. Even m this familiar quotation it would seem that Tyndale

This TeT r^rt.'fn^T'
'™'" ""' "P"«^>-i«" of Erasmus, prefixed

(Bilrtr43" 4? •
^ ^"'--'^-'"" "/'^^ English Versions

II
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soul, and appealing to our deepest religious sensibilities with

that mingled simplicity, tenderness, and grandeur that make
us often half doubt, as we listen, whether apostles and evan-

gelists are not still exercising their Pentecostal gift, and

themselves speaking to us in the very tongue wherein we
were born. Verily we may bless and praise God that Tyn-

dale was moved to form this design, and that he was permit-

ted faithfully to adhere to it, for, beyond doubt, it is to that

popular element in his version not only that we owe nearly

all that is best iu our present English Testament, but that

there remains to this very hour, in the heart of all earnest

English people, an absolute intolerance of any changes in the

words or phraseology that would tend to obscure this spe-

cial, and, we may justly say, this providential characteristic*

Tyndale not only furnished the type for all succeeding ver-

sions, but bequeathed principles which will exercise a pre-

servative influence over the version of the English Bible,

through every change or revision that may await it, until

scriptural revision shall be no longer needed and change shall

be no more.

We may now proceed to show by actual comparison the

close relation that exists between Tyndalc's Version and our

present Authorized Version. Three passages have been cho-

sen, not from containing any greater amount of coincidences

of expressions than others, but simply as being portions of

Scripture of familiar interest and of convenient length.

The first shall be the parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus,

St. Luke xvi., 19-31.

• The eloquent words of Froude, when alluding to the publication of Cov-

erdale's Bible, and its close connection with the labors of Tyndale, may well

be cited. , The historian justly says, " The peculiar genius—if such a word

may be permitted—which breathes through it—the mingled tenderness and

majesty—the Saxon simplicity—the preternatural grandeur—unequaled, un-

approached in the attertipted improvements of modern scholars—all are here,

and the impress of the mind of one man—William Tyndal. "

—

History ofEn-

gland, Tol. iii., p. 84. These words the student will find truly deserved. Tlie

more I'^ndalo's labors are considered, the more will they be valued.

LEADING CHARACTERISTICS OF AUTH. VERSION.

Ttndale. 15c t.

" Ther was a ce'rtayne ryche man,
which was clothed in purple & fyne
bysse & fared deliciously every daye.
" And ther was a certoyne begger,
named Lazarus, whiche laye at his
gate full of scores " dessyringe to be
refresahed with the cromcs which fell

from the ryche mannes horde. Nev-
erthelesse the dogges came & licked
his soores. "And yt fortuned that
the begger dyed, & was carried by
the Angelles into Abrahams bosome.
The riche man also died, & was buried.
" And beinge in hell in tormentes,

he lyfte up bis eyes & sawe Abraham
a farre of, & Lazarus in his bosome
" & he cryed & sayd : father Abra-
ham have mercy on me & sende Laz-
arus that ho may dippe the tippe of
his fynger in water & cole my tonge
for I am tourmented in this flame.
" But Abraham sayd vnto him Sonne,
remember that thou in thy lyfe tyme
receavedst thy pleasure & contrary-

wyse Lazarus payne. Now therefore

is he comforted, & thou art punyssh-
ed. "• Beyonde all this, bitwene you
& vs ther is a greate space set, so that
they which wolde goo from hence to

you cannot : nether maye come from
thence to vs.

" Then he sayd : I praye the ther-

fore father, send him to my fathers

housse. " For I have fyve brethren

;

for to warne them, lest they also come
into this place of tourmcnt. " Abra-
ham sayd vnto him they have Moses
& the Prophetes let them heare them.
" And he sayd : naye father Abra-
ham, but yf one came unto them,
from the ded, they wolde repent. " He
iinyd vnto him : If they heare not Mo-
ses & the Prophetes nether will they

beleve thongh one roose from deeth
agayne.
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" There was a certain rich man,
which was clothed in purple and fine
linen, and fared sumptuously eveiy
day: »» And there was a certain
beggar named Lazarus, which was
laid at his gate, full of sores, " And
desiring to bo fed with the crumbs
which fell from the rich man's table

:

moreover the dogs came and Ucked his
sores. " And it came to pass, tliat

the beggar died, and was carried by
the angels into Abraham's bosom : the
rich man also died, and was buried

;

" And in hell he lift up his eyes,
being in torments, and seeing Abra-
ham afar off, and Lazarus in his bo-
som. " And he cried and said, Fa-
ther Abraham, have mercy on me,
and send Lazarus, that he may dip
the- tip of his finger in water, and
cool my tongue ; for I am tormented
in this flame. " But Abraham said,

Son, remember that thou in thy life-

time receivedst thy good things, and
likewise Lazarus evil things ; but now
he is comforted, and thou art torment-
ed. " A nd beside all this, between us
and you there is a great gulf fixed ; so
that they which would pass from hence
to you cannot ; neither can they pass
to us, that would come from thence.
" Then he said, I pray thee there-

fore, father, that thou wouldest send
him to my father's house : " For I
have five brethren ; that he may tes-

tify unto them, lest they also come
into this place of torment. "Abra-
ham said unto him. They have Moses
and the prophets ; let them hear them.
" And he said, Nay, father Abraham

;

but if one went unto them from the
dead, they will repent. " A nd he said

unto him. If they hear not Moses and "

the prophets, neither will they be
persuaded, though one rose from the
dead.
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In this passage we observe several interesting differences

as well as coincidences.

In verse 19 we should have hardly expected to have found

Comment* on ^^ Tyndale's Version the Grecized "bysse." In
thetrausiaiioD.

^icliffe's Version the translation is "whight
silk," and in Cranmer's " fyne whyte." The more familiar

"linen" appears to have come in with Coverdalc. In tjjc

same verse " deliciously" held its ground in the leading En-
glish versions till the last revision. The less accurate " lay,"

in the following veree, was only changed into the more accu-

rate and suggestive " was laid" in the Bishops' Bible. The
translation of the here somewhat peculiar oXXa xai {oIkuvcs

k.tX.) is curiously varied. Tyndale probably aloner etains the

most strictly correct translation of the dXXa, though he over-

looks the Koi. Coverdale takes the lighter form " but ;" Cran-

mer conveniently lets the adversative particle fall through

(" the dogges came also"), and certainly puts the " also" in

the wrong place. The Genevan Version falls back on " yea,"

the A.V. adopts the general but not exact " moreover."*

* The same inexact rendering is retained by Alford, Auth. Veraion Revised

(in loco). We can hardly doqbt, however, that the words convey more than

the mere addition of another item to the uorrowiul account, though it may be

difficult to catch the exact idea intended to be conveyed by the adversative

particle. Meyer {Kommentar, p. 478, ed. 4), with hia usual accuracy, observes

that the dXXd must mark some opposition, the tat some enhancement ; but

we shall find it difficult probably to take his view of the passage, that the

dogs increased the beggar's sufferings—" Howbeit Ciostead of being fed with

the crumbs) the dogs also came and licked his sores, so increasing pain" (die

nnreinen Thiere, und ihr den Schmerz des Iliilflosen vermehrendes Lecken

!

Meyer). De Wette, Ewald, and others, following the majority of the older

expositors, rightly bold that the dogs must be considered to have shown a

lort of compassion—which was not shown to Lazarus by his fellow-men ; but

they obliterate the force of the aX\i. Bomemann gives the gloss " egestate

ejus miciB de divitis mensft allata vulneribus succurrebant canes," but the

same objection remains. Can the meaning be that, though Lazarus desired

(and probably received) what really was the portion of the dogs (see Matt.

XT. , 27), even the dogs notwithstanding showed a sort of pity ? Meyer urges,

on the contrBr7, that the whole idea of the narrative is the unrelieved misery

of Lazaras on this side of the grave. The exegesis of these simple words is

certainly difficolt.
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afterS '' -'^ ^'''^"""^ *^"'^'"* ^"* ^'^^^^ " Jt fortuned "
after holding ,ts ground in one or two of the oldor v!

'

The same hand introduced «'tormLted"l, 2^ ^ '

and pa.ed it onward to Bishop cTXZZ^^^
lllTTl '" '''' ''•^"^^"" ^•^'-°". -"^ is foLrd bythe Bishops'; the scarcely less important "fiv«^» 7
;ue.y afterward, appears L the f^^^tL in K,™ :
Version, and is adopted by our own revisers Tn I....e the improved transJon of ...Cri^ du tolv'

The second passage we have chosen is of a more technicalMrr- <=''--ter, and useful for showing the amount of• connection between the two versions where moreverbal change might naturally be expected. The poX:

veZ-""a grScE'^ "'''^ ""' """"''"« °^^-'"' •^'"'P'^'' "^ '>-

" firmatum est" of the VuEe St T^t^ ^' "f " "^"^ °''"°"^'>- "> "^e

idea of a vast chas,n separX the aboL
^'1""""'^?'^' '" '"'^^'"«' ""' "'o

Jewish idea. Compare Liehtfoof.„ / ^ J^^"
'"' """^ ""> ^ood is not a

thum, vol. ii., p 8U
^ '"' "'"' Eisenmenger, Entdeckt. Juden-
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chosen is the concluding part of St. Paul's shipwreck, Acts
xxvii., 27-44.

Ttndale.

" But when the fuurtenthe nyght

was come, as we were cnr}'ed in Adria

nbout mydnyght, the ehipmen demed
that thcr appered some countre vnto

them, " & sounded, & fuunde it xx
feddoms. And when they had gone

a lytell further they sounded agayne

& founde xv feddoms. "' Tlien fear-

inge lest they shuld have fallen on

some lioche, they cast iiii anercs out

of the Sterne &, wysshed for the daye.

'"As the shipmen were about to flee

out of the ship & had let doune the

bote into the see vnder a coloure as

tho they wolde hare cast ancres out

of the forshippe :
" Paul sayd unto

the under captayne & the soudiers ex-

cepte these abyde in the ship ye can-

not be safe. " Then the soudiers cut

of the rope of the bote & let it fall

awaye.
" And in tho meane tyme betwixt

that &, daye Paul besought them all

to take meate, sayinge : this is the

fuurtenthe daye that ye hare taried &
continued fastynge recearingc noth-

inge at all. " Wheifore I praye you

to take meate : fur this is no dout is

for youre helth : for ther shall not a

lieere full from the heed of eny of you.
" And when he had thus spoken, he

toke breed & gave thankes to God in

presence of them all & brake it & be-

ganne to eate. " Then were tbey all

ofgood cheare, & they also toke meate.

" We were all together in the ship, two

hundred 3 score and sixtene soules.

^'And when they had eaten ynough

they lightened the ship & cast out the

wheate into the see.

" When yt was daye they knew not

the lande but they spied a certayne

haven with a banke, into the which

AuTH. Versiok.

"But when the fourteenth night

was come, as we were driven up and
down in Adria, about midnight the

shipmen deemed that they drew near

to some country; "And sounded,
and found it twenty fathoms : and
when they had gone a little further,

they sounded again, and found it fif-

teen fathoms. " Then fearing lest wc
should have fallen upon rocks, Ihcy

cast four anchors out of the stern, and
wished for the day. '" And as the

shipmen were about to flee out of the

ship, when they had let down the bout

into the sea, under colour as though

they would have cast anchors out of

the foreship, " Paul said to tho centu-

rion and to the soldiers, Kxccpt these

abide in the ship, ye can not be saved.

" Then the soldiers cut off tho ropes

of the boat, and let her fall off.

"And while the day was coming

on, Paul besought them all to take

meat, saying, This day is the four-

teenth day that ye have tarried and

continued fasting, having taken noth-

ing. '* Wherefore I pray you to take

some meat ; for this is for your health ;

for there shall nut an hair fall from

the head of any of you. " And when

he had thus spoken, he took bread,

and gave thanks to God in presence

of them all ; and when he had broken

it, he began to eat. " Then were they

all of good cheer, and they also took

some meat. " And we were in all in

the ship two hundred threescore and

sixteen souls. " And when they had

eaten enough, they lightened the ship,

and cast out the wheat into the sea.

" And when it was day, they knew
,

not the land ; but they discovered a

certain creek with a shore, into the
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they were mynded (yf yt were pos-
sible) to thrust in the ship. " And
when they had taken up the ancres,
they comniytted them selves unto the
see, & lowsed the rudder bondes &.

hoysed up the mnyne sayle to the
wynde & drae to londo. *' But they
chaunsed on a place, which had the
see on hothe the sydes, & thrust in the I

ship. And the foore part stucke fast
|

& moved not, but the liynder brake
with the violence of the waves.
" The soudears counscll was to kyll

the presoners lest eny of them, when
he had swome out shulde fle awnye.
" But the under coptayne willhige to
save Paul kept them from their pur-
pose, & commanded that they that
could swyme shulde cast them selves
first in to the see & scape to londe.
"And the other he commanded to
goo some on hordes & some on broken
peces of the ship. And so it came to
passe that they come all safe to londe.
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which they were minded, if it were
possible, to thrust in the ship. " And
when they had taken up the anchors,
they committed themselves unto the
sea, and loosed the rudder bands, and
hoised up the mainsail to the wind,

I

and made toward shore. " And fall-

ing into a place where two seas met,
they ran the ship aground ; and the
forepart stuck fast, and remained un-
moveuble, but the hinder part was
broken with the violence of tlie waves.
"And the soldiers' counsel was to

kill the prisoners, lest any of them
should swim out, and escape. " But
the centurion, willing to save Paul,
kept them from their purpose; and
commanded that they which could
swim should cast themsehes first into
the sea, and get to land : " And the
rest, some on boards, and some on
broken pieces of the ship. And so it

came to pass, that they escaped all

safe to land.

We may here again shortly notice a few of the chan-es.
In verse 27 our own version apparently has the credit of

s^meTnhe""
^^'^ '"°''«' vigorous translation oU^a^.pc^i^^y, the

cbaoges. other versions either following Tyndale or the
very feeble " as we were sayling" of Cranmer. Some good
examples of the true force and meaning of the word will be
found m that excellent repertory of illustration, the notes of
Wetstein.

In verse 28, Coverdale is apparently the only translator
who has ventured on the longer and perhaps moce profes-
sional « east out the lead" ("kesten down a plomet," Wicl ) •

the rest all adopt the shorter and simpler form.
In verse 29, the Genevan Version is the first to be a little

more literal in the translation of rpaxcTc ri^ov, ("rouffh
places

'), though in the A. V. the change to the plural at once
shows the close care of the revisers, and presents a very fair-
ly approximate rendering.
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In verse 30 we may congratulate ourselveB on having es-

caped the "mariners" of the Genevan Version—the only ver-

sion that has committed itself to this somewhat vapid word.

The professional change of gender in verse 32 is found only

in A.V. It might have been useful in Tyndale's rendering,

to mark that it was not the rope, but the boat that fell away

:

it is apparently unnecessary in the A.V.

In the first words of verse 33, our version is very happy in
.

the delicate change from " when" (« when the daye bcganno

to appear," Cran.,13ish. ; comp. Cov.) to" while," just giving

the required shade of meaning so as to be true to the orig-

inal Nothing shows more clearly than these slight touches

the thorough care and faithfulness with which the last re-

visers executed their work.

In verse 35 the resolved translation ofthe participle," when

he had broken it," in the A.V., and derived probably from

Cranmer,is scarcely an improvement on the more idiomatic

and equally accurate " and [he] brake it and begannc to eato

of the older version. No clauses are more difficult to trans-

late with ease and vigor than the participle clauses in the

New Testament, and especially in St.Luke: The varied re-

lations of time, manner, and circumstance will sometimes all

be found involved in a group of participles round one soli-

tary finite verb, to exhibit which in a f^'th^-
'^"f

- ^\^^'^

same time, easy translation, is commonly very difficult, lle.e

tTeems natural to mark by a resolved translation the action

that followed the words, but it scarcely seems "eeessary to

xnark in the same way the priority of the ^-^^^^-S « *'-

bread to the eating of it. But, after all, these are matte, s m

which individual judgments will necessarily greatly vaiy.

In the next verse but one a slight difference occurs m he

fiist words which also opens up a subject of some difficulty.

Tylale, it will be observed, with all the other e-ly vers, n.^

except the Bishops', prefixes no connectmg particle to the

first words of verse 37. In the original the particle is I.. Is

th Teas where the slight change of thought involved m
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this delicate use of the particle, and the transition from the

acts of the gathered shipmen to the fact of their number, is

really best expressed in English by the omission of any con-

necting particle, or is it a case where some English particle

seems needed? Here again judgments will gieatly vary.

To the majority probably it would seem that a particle is

needed, but that majority would be greatly divided whether

the exact shade of thought was best conveyed by the loosely

connecting " and," or the half-parenthetic and mainly transi-

tional " now." The samte question recurs in verse 39, at the

beginning of which Tyndale and the versions prior to the

Bishops' Bible leave the connecting particle untranslated.

These are niceties of translation to which it may not be un-

desirable in passing to direct the general reader's attention.

In the last words of verse 40 the A.V. is a slight improve-

ment on the earlier version, but both fail in marking that it

was the particular shore, or rather beach, which they had al-

ready observed.* The Rhemish Version has insei'ted the ar-

ticle. The translation in the A.V. of KaTCi\ov is admirable.

All the other versions (except Rhcm., " they went on to-

ward") retain the less expressive rendering ofTyndale. Here

again we have another instance ofthe watchfulness and care

of the last revisers.

In the next verse (verse 41) the change in regard to iSa-

\aaaoQ is not equally for the better. It tends rather to con-

* In this verse the modem reviser would almost certainly introduce a

change in the translation of apre/iuv. The most probable rendering would

seem to be "foresail," but the objection is that St.Luke in that case would

have been more likely to have used the technical word S6\b>v. See, however,

the elaborate arguments in the excellent dissertation "On the Ships of the

Ancients" in Smith, Voyage and Shipwreck of St. Paul. The same objec-

tion is urged against the supposition that it was some hinder (mizen) sail,

there being a technical term, though perhaps not so well known as loXiov,

viz., iniipoijioe. Meyer notices that this sail in Italian is known by the tech-

nical name " artimone," but himself refers the term to some upper sail

(" Broamsegel," topsail) attached to the presumably yet standing mast. See

Kommentar zur Apoatelgesch., p. 455 (ed. 2), and the good notes on the whole

passage.
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fuse what St. Luke appears to specify, that the vessel was

run on to a tongue of land lying below the surface, and con-

nected with the shore by an isthmus, with some little depth

of water on it ; hence the circumstances of veree 43 seq. Ihe

Blight but necessary change in the translation oiiXvero was

taken from the Rhemish Version. To the same version is due

the credit of marking in verse 43 that it is there the simpler

Uihai (" goe forth to land"), not as afterward 2.a<ra.fli/mt. The

A V however, having taken the hint, improves upon it.

"in 'the last verse, the insertion by Tyndale of the former

verb makes the sense clearer ; Covcrdale was the first to omit

it and is followed by the Bishops' Bible and our own ver-

sion. At any rate, we can hardly here take a hint from the

Rhemish—" and the rest, some they caried on hordes, buch

a proceeding would certainly have been a little difficult m

such a locality, and with some depth of water on the isthmus

The third passage wliich we may select is a very different

one and so not unsuitable for testing the connec-

S'J.?ffi!'u. tion between the versions. We take the second

chapter of the second Epistle to the Thcssalonians in which

the apostle specifies the signs and coming of Antichrist.

Ttndale.
I

AuTH.VEnSION.

2 We beseche you brethren by the 2. Now .e beseech
y^^^'J™;;;

. which is an adversarie, and .8 exalt- »bove all that .s called I,
^

SJhSpi. of s«i. "i I'"
""I""*"""

°°'-

8ilfe as god.
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Ttndale.

' Remember ye not, that whenvl
was yet with you, I tolde you these

thynges 1 * And nowe ye knowe what

with holdcth : even that he myght be

vttered at his tyme. ' For the mis-

tery of that iniquitio doeth he all

rcadie worke which oalie loketh, vn-

till it be taken out of the waye. 'And
then shall that wicked be vttered,

whom the lorde shall consume with

the sprete of his mouth, and shall de-

stroye with the apearaunce of his com-

mynge, ' even him whose commynge
is by the workynge of Satan, with all

lyinge power, signes and wonders

:

'" and in all deceavablehes of vnriglit-

ewesnes, amonge them that perysslie

:

because tliey receaved not the (love)

of the truth, that thay myght have

bene saved. " And thcrfore god shall

sende them stronge delusion, that they

shuld bcleve lyes: "that nil they

might be damned which beloved not

the tructh but bod pleasure in vnright-

ewesnes.

" But we are bounde to gevc thankes

alwaye to god for you brethren be-

loved of the lorde, for because that

God hath from the begynnynge chosen

you to salvacion, thorow santifyinge

of the sprete, and thorowe belevynge

the trueth ;
'* wherunto he called

you by oure gospell, to obtayne the

glorye that commeth of oure lorde

Jesu Christ.

'
' Therfore brethren stonde fast

and kcpe the ordinannces which ye

have learned : whether it were by our

preachynge, or by pistle. '
' Oure loixle

Jesu Christ hymsilfe, and God oure

father which hath loved us and hath

geven us everlastynge consolacion and

good hope thorowe grace, '
' comforte

youre hertes, and stablysshe you in all

doctrine and good doynge.

AuTH. Versioh.

' Bcmember ye not, that, when I

was yet with you, I told you these

things? 'And now ye know what
withholdeth, that he might be reveal-

ed in his time. ' For the mystery of

iniquity doth already work : only he

who now letteth will let, until he be

taken out of the way. ' And then

shall that Wicked be revealed, whom
the Lord shall consume with the spirit

of his mouth, and shall destroy with

the brightness of his coming :
' Even

him, whose coming is after the work-

ing of Satan with all power, and signs,

and lying wonders, "And with all

deceivableness of unrighteousness in

them that perish ; because they re-

ceived not the love of the truth, that

they might be saved. " And for this

cause God shall send them strong de-

lusion, that they should believe a lie

:

"That they all might be damned who
believed not the truth, but had pleas-

ure in unrighteousness.

"But we are bound to give thanks

alwny to God for you, brethren, be-

loved of the Lord, because God hath

from the beginning chosen you to sal-

vation through sanctiflcation of the

Spirit and beliefofthe truth: "Where-
unto he called you by our Gospel, to

the obtaining of the glory of our Lord

Jesus Christ.

"Therefore, brethren, stand fast,

and hold the traditions which ye have

been taught, whether by word, or our

epistle. " Now our Lord Jesus Christ

himself, and God, even our Father,

which hath loved us, and bath given

vs everlasting consolation and good

hope through grace, '
' Comfort your

hearts, and stablish ynu in every good

word and work.
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In the first verse the A.V. adopts and improves upon the

Comments, translation of the Bishops' Bible, " our assem-

bling unto him," and so rightly avoids a very awkward peri-

phrasis.

In the second verso the older version is certainly the

more accurate in its translation of airo tov vooq ("from youre

mynde"),but in what follows it is much improved upon, both

in the Bishops' and the A.V.

The change in verse 3 to " falling away" is due to the Bish-

ops', and is a clear improvement,but the definite article ought

not to have been overlooked ; it was the definite falling away

which was to precede the coming. In the conclusion of the

verse we owe the vigorous translation, " the man of sin," to

the usually smoother Coverdale. The reading, it may be ob-

served, is somewhat doubtful, as the two most ancient manu-

scripts (the "Vatican and Sinaitic) read avofila^. This, how-

ever, would not afiect the principle of the translation, but

only the change from " sin" to " lawlessness."

In verse 4 there are some small changes, and all for the

better, part due to Bishops', part to the A.V.

In verse 7 we find that Tyndale and most of the earlier

versions were induced to emphasize the article r^c avo^iac:

it need scarcely be said that it appears only on that well-

known principle that if, oftwo nouns in regimen, the first has

the article, the second will also have it without being thereby

made peculiarly definite. In the latter portion of the verse,

the Genevan Version has the merit of having first brought

out the correct meaning.

In verse 8 the translation of Bishops' followed by A.V. is

perhaps questionable. It is doubtful whether any thing more

•

is meant than that " manifestation" and final" appearance"

of the Lord, which seems always specially marked by the

word ivKJiavtta.

In verse 9 it may also be doubted whether, in pomt of ac-

tual structure, Tyndale is not right, and whether the gen.

yl^^iSovs is not to be associated with all the three substantives.
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not, as in A. V., only with the last one :
" power," " signs,"

and " wonders" were all marked by the same principle.

In verse 11 a change is made from the plural "lies" to the

singular, but all the versions alike omit the article. In the

next verse two very small changes appear, both, however,

serving to exhibit that incessant care which, as we have al-

ready seen, so marks the Authorized Version ; the earlier ver-

sions preserving Tyndale's words as they stand.

The same remark applies to verse 13, where there are also

two or three small changes, one, however, of which is of some

little importance, viz., the omission in the A. V. of the prepo-

sition (" thorowe") in accordance with the Greek. This ex-

actness is unfortunately not always observed in our version,

but in any future revision it is to be hoped that it would be

systematically maintained; several passages being affected

by the principle even in their doctrinal aspects.* It is a

matter of common sense that if the two substantives have

only one preposition, the writer instinctively regards the sub-

jects or ideas expressed by the two substantives as so far al-

lied that they may suitably stand under the vinculum of the

single preposition.

.The next verse (verse 14) presents an interesting differ-

• We may take a single but important instance. In John iii., 5, the words

iav itri TiQ ytvvTi9y iK tiSaTog Kal IIviifiaTos are translated, not only in the

A.V., but in all the versions, "Except a man be bom of water and of the

Spirit"—the preposition being inserted before the second substantive, though

not so inserted in the Greek. Now it can hardly be doubted, when we come

closely to reason on the passage, that this insertion of the preposition tends

to refer the yivvriinc to two media or mediating agencies which need not by

any means be regarded as combined. This, however, the Greek does not im-

ply. Nay, the very absence of the preposition, when it might have been so

easily inserted, suggests the contrary deduction—the rule of Winer being un-

doubtedly porrect, that the preposition "is repeated when the nouns denote

objects which are to be taken by themselves as independent, and not repeated

when they reduce themselves to a single main idea, or (if they are proper

names) to one common class:" contrast Luke xxiv., 27; John xx., 2 (on

which Bengel bases an actual deduction—"non una fuisse utrumque disci-

pulum"), and 1 Thess. i., C, with John iv., 23, Luke xxi., 26, and the present

passage. See, on this subject,Winer, Grammar of the N.T.,^ 50, p. 522 (ed.

Moulton), and the ample list of examples there specified.
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ence. Here Tyndale gives a direct interpretation: he re-

gards the genitive tov Kvplov k.t.\. as a genitive of the source,

and marks it distinctly in translation. In this view he is

followed by Taverner, and, as far as we remember, Taverner

alone. Coverdale's and all the remaining versions adopt the

simple translation, and so rightly avoid interpretation. Christ

is here obviously represented, in harmony with the whole

tenor of the passage, and, indeed, the analogy of Scripture,

as the possessor of the glory rather than the source of it.*

The beginning of verse 15 brings out a polemical differ-

ence. The A. v., with really considerable boldness, here fol-

lows the Rhemish Version in opposition to all the earlier ver-

sions, and gives to Ttapahoirttc its not unusual sense of " tradi-

tions." Exegetical considerations, however, make it very

doubtful whether the Genevan " instructions" is not more in

coincidence with the general tenor of the passage and Epis-

tle.

We may close the comparison of the two versions by no-

ticing one important form of words, o Gcoc lai narttp hf'^y,

which, as it will be observed, is differently translated in the

two versions, Tyndale dropping the ral in translation, the A.

v., on the contrary, rather giving it emphasis. There is yet

a third translation possible, which we first find in the Bish-

ops' Bible—"God and our Father;" which of these is to be

preferred? Perhaps the last, as implying that we regard

• There is no case to which more attention ought to be given in the N. T.

than to the genitive. There are at least five or six different uses which should

be carefully studied, as doctrinal deductions of considerable importance will

be often found to depend on the view taken. We have, for instance a gen.

of possession as here ; of origin (Col. ii. , 8) ; of originating cause (Col. i
,
23

;

IThess i.,C); of characterizing quality (Gal. »., 1); of matenal ( Phil. in.

,

21): of contents (1 Thess. ii., C); of opposition (Eph. vi., 14); of point of

view (Phil ii , 30) ; and the general divisions of the gen. tubjecli and object,,

the due distinction between which always tests the accuracy of thought and

perspicacity of the interpreter. The reader who desires to pursue this sub-

ject will find in the notes on the above passages in the Co,nmentane> of the

writer of this note further references and comments. In the otherwise ex-

cellent Grammar of Winer the cases (and especially the. gen.) are not treated

with the clearness which marks other parts of the work.
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the holy words " God and Father"* as a solemn title in which

Godhood and Fatherhood were simultaneously recognized in

the devout mind of the believer. The A. V. is very incon-

stant in its translation of these words, and would have here

to be watched closely in afly new revision. The passage con-

cludes with a clearly necessary correction on the part of the

A. v., " good word and work," though in this our version was

only following, as to the position of the epithet, the earlier

versions of Cranmer and of the Bishops.

After the above comparisons really little remains to be

said, such passages as have just been chosen serving to bring

out practically the actual facts of the case. In the first place,

we see clearly that our own version is and remains substan-

tially that of Tyndale. All that makes it what it essentially

is, its language, tone, rhythm, vigor, and breadth, are due to

this first devoted translator from the original. At the same

time, and in the second place, we have observed manifold

small changes, their number greatly increasing as the diffi-

culties of the passage increase, or as we pass from narrative

to argument. How and whence these changes came in is the

only question that remains to be answered. This may be

done shortly, and without entering far into the province of

the history of the English Bible.

Even from the passing comments that have been made, it

Coverdnie'e Ver- would have become clear to the general reader
''°°" that each succeeding version contributed some-

thing by way of correction and change to the labors of Tyn-

dale. Much is due to Coverdale, who of late, we think, has

been unduly depreciated. It may be that he was a second-

rate man compared with Tyndale; it may be, too, that his

• On this solemn form of words see the notes on Gal. i., fi, where the sub-

ject is somewhat fully discussed. Whichever view be taken, there certainly

ought to be uniformity in translation. This formula, as translated in the A.

v., supplies one of the many proofs of the undesirableness of the arrangement

of different companies of translators or revisers for different portions of Scrip-

ture. All portions of the N. T. ought to be goue over together by the same

body of revisers.
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knowledge of the original languages was at first very mod-

erate ; it may be, also, that he was appointed to his work

rather than inwardly called to it, as was the case of his friend.

But he certainly labored faithfully and in many respects suc-

cessfully. He was also thoroughly loyal to Tyndale ; he nev-

er sought to supersede the early version, but rather by the

aid of others to supply such contributions, by way of addi-

tion and correction, as God enabled him to make to a great

and holy cause. At the same time, this also seems clear that

Coverdale's Version can hardly be considered in the line of

direct descent from Tyndale to the Authorized Version.

Though less remote than Taverner's, Coverdale's Version can

scarcely be considered as much more than collaterally related

to our present English Bible. The line was clearly continued

by Matthew, or, to drop the nom deplume, the martyr John

Rogers. In this edition we have little more, in regard ofthe

New Testament, than Tyndale's standard edition of 1534, oc-

casionally corrected byTyndale's own edition of 1535 and the

edition of Coverdale of the satoe year. Matthew's Bible ap-

peared in 1537, and was so far approved by authority that

the circulation of it was sanctioned by the king. Thus won-

derfully and mysteriously was Tyndale's dying prayer of a

few months before, " Lord, ope the King of England's eyes,

heard and answered. The work of one martyr, edited by one

who afterward wore the same mystic crown, was the first Au-

thorized Version of the Church of England.*

The line is continued by the Great Bible, or Cranmers

. The estimate of Coverdale'8 share in the great worlc of Bible-translation

is exTrTewTeU stated In the IIi.taHcal Account preBxed to Bagster, Hex-

„„L o n seq From this account it would seem that Coverdale m no way

Ihed el n to seem to interfere with Tyndale's labors ; that Tynd^e s New

Testlelt was certainly one of the authorities he used
;
tha h« B.b^ was

ISAy the king to be used ; and that the king intended t» hav« formJ^

p. 78.
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Bible, which was published three years later. The arch-

The Great bishop, as we know from Fox's Manuscript pre-
^"''*' served by Strype,* began the work by taking " an

old English translation" of the New Testament—almost cer-

tainly Tyndale's—which he divided into eight or nine parts,

and gave, copied out " at large in a paper book," to his coad-

jutors. This recension, it can hardly be doubted, was the

New Testament of the Great Bible, which, as inspection clear-

ly shows, was a revised edition ofTyndale. Among the arch-

bishop's coadjutors were probably Tonstall, Bishop of Dur-

ham, and Heath, Bishop of Rochester, who are subsequently

specified in the title-page of the edition of 1541 as " overseers

and perusers" of the work ; Gardiner, Bishop of Winchester,

who appears to have been the reviser of the Gospels of St.

Luke and St. John; Stokesley, Bishop of London, to whom
the Acts of the Apostles were assigned, and four or five oth-

ers. Coverdale was very properly chosen as the corrector

of the press and practical editor, but there does not seem rea-

son for thinking that he had much, if, indeed, any thing to

do with the actual work of revision. This interesting and

important version maintained its ground during tlie whole

of the remainder of Henry's reign, and—after the short in-

terval ofMary's reign—during the first ten years of the reign

of Elizabeth, until at length it was superseded by the Bish-

ops' Bible in 1568. It thus was the Authorized Version of

the Holy Scriptures for nearly a generation, and still main-

tains some place in our services (in the Prayer-book version

of the Psalms, and in the sentences of Scripture in the Com-

munion Service) unto this very day.

Our attention must now be turned to the Genevan Version,

The Geneynn which, though Collaterally related to our present
Version. version, and not in the line of what may be called

authorized descent, nevertheless has been the source from

which many corrections have been introduced. The New

* See Strype, Cranmer, book i., ch. viii., vol. 1., p. 48 (Oxford, 1812), and

the full notice in Historical Account, p. 80.

Kk
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Testament was published first under the siiperintendencc of

William Whittingham, afterward Dean of Durham, in the

year 1557, at Geneva, and afterward, with many alterations,

in 1560, when the whole Bible was published. Among those

who took part in the whole work was the veteran Coverdale,

Thomas Sampson, afterward Dean of Christchurch, Thomas
Cole, afterward Archdeacon of Essex, Christopher Goodman,
and others. The work was done well, though by no means
without indications, in the New Testament especially, of bias

and doctrinal prejudices. The greater part of the changes

in the New Testament are referable to the work of a good
interpreter, though a rash and inexperienced critic—the ver-

sion and notes ofBeza ; but there are throughout clear signs

that great care and consideration were shown in the adop-

tion of these changes, and that, on the whole, the labor was

well bestowed. This version, as is well known, was very pop-

ular, and maintained its ground against the Bishops' Bible,

and, for some years, even against our present version. It

was the household, though not the authorized, version of the

Scriptures for fully two generations.

This version deserves our attention in three respects : first,

as having introduced the use of italics to supplement and

carry on the sense, and also, though less happily, the separa-

tion into verses; secondly, as showing some desire on the

part of the revisers to follow as critically correct a text as

their limited knowledge and appliances, and (it might be add-

ed) their deference to Beza's authority, permitted them to

recognize ; thirdly, as being the first version which had been

made in co-operative union. All the preceding versions had

been the work, either wholly or in their separate parts, of in-

dividuals. In this version we had several earnest and com-

petently learned men working together, and, as might be ex-

pected, finally producing a work which, whatever may be its

faults and prejudices, certainly presents an aspect of consid-

erable unity and harmony in its general execution. This is

a hint which is not now without its value and significance.
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ygAs we have already said, it stands only i„ a collafP.»i ttion to our own version l.i.f it j,o<, , .

co"ateraI rela-

tingent of correcZs ' " "P^'^' ' '^'''^ '-»- --
What we have termed the authorized line of descent wasThe B,.kop,. continued by the Bishops' Bible, from which our

and l.«^-
*?'"" ''""°" '' l^Sitimately derived, the general

It appears to have been undertaken from two diffor.nfsons
:

first, honest dissatisfaction with Cra^mlr'sSpressed by distinguished scholars, such a^We„! nlmen"ofmfluence such as Sandys. then Bishop of Woree^te" "c

duced Archbishop Parker to'^rii: th^^d reir:?;.-
suffragans and of other learned men of the day, and I hthem to brmg out a thoroughly revised vpr«;n„ k T /
ofCranmer Tho ^ i

='^ *'^'^^''
^
^"^^lon based on thatI i^ianmer. The work was completed in 1568. Of the New

ster. No clew is afforded to the revisers of th. . -
hnntn TK^ i ,

levisers 01 the remammcr

three years of Us authorized existence more by externll au-'
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thority than by any special merita of its own. It probably

remained in many churches several years aaer the present

version, and, as we know from extant sermons, still contm-

ued in many cases to be the source of the words of the preach-

er's text,* but its real hold on the Church and the nation was

never strong, and was soon finally loosened by the increased

rccognition°of the real excellence of the present Authorized

Version.

We have now concluded our genealogy of our present ver-

sion and established, we hope, both the correctness of the

pedigree already specified, and this important fact-that our

EngUsh Testament of the present day, after all its changes,

revisions, and remodelings, is still truly and substantially the

venerable version of Tyndale the Martyr. God give us wis-

dom ever to conduct our consultations in reference to the re-

vision of such a version with a sensitive remembrance of the

true source of our present noble inheritance. On its pages

are the enduring traces of the labors of a noble and devoted

life and the seal with which it is sealed is the seal of blood.

We may now turn to the second question of the present

/ chapter, and consider shortly the prmciplcs

^S'n™ioT ^tich have been followed in the construction

of our present version. These have been already in some

degree touched upon in the preceding pages, but may now

be more distinctly specified. We will first notice the lead-

in. principles, and then those general instructions that we e

prls^ribed for the carrying out of the work which necessarily

involve matters of detail.

2),vol.iii.,p.322.
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The leading principles were thoroughly sound, and in per-

Piret; divialon ^^'^^ harmony with the past history of the En-
of labor.

glish Version. These were, first, a division of

labor. Separate portions of the Holy Scriptures were assign-

ed to diiferent companies of scholars, and the work done by

each company was reviewed by all the other companies, and

finally passed under the Committee of Revision. As there

were in all six companies, two at Westminster appointed by

the king (to whom the credit of the plan is justly due), two

at Oxford nominated by the University, and two at Cam-

bridge similarly nominated, and as the numbers in each com-

pany varied from seven to ten, it has been computed that no

part of the work would have been examined less than four-

teen times, and some parts as many as seventeen.* With
this principle of division of labor there was thus combined

the principle of mutual revision of the work done. Here we
observe a great improvement over the plans, as far as we

know them, which were followed in the earlier revisions. In

Cranmer's and Parker's recensions the work was similarly

broken up into parts, but each part was assigned merely to

an individual ; and no arrangement seems to have been made

in either case for any review by the rest of the work done

by the individual, nor was there any adjustment by which

united conference was provided for. If we may institute a

rough comparison between the revisions, we may perhaps

* See Historical Account (Bagster), p. 153. Though the work was thus

done with extreme care and subjected to repeated scrutiny, still the system

of companies of translators rather than of one body, or rather two bodies, the

one for the Old and the other for the New Testament, each body doing their

whole work in union, has certainly left Us unfavorable traces on our present

version. The New Testament was divided between two companies—one of

eight persons, of which Dr. Ravis, Dean of Christchurcli, and subsequently

Bishop of Gloucester and of London, was president, and the other of eight

persons, over whom Dr. Barlow, Bishop of Rochester and subsequently Bish-

op of London, presided. The former sat at Oxford, and took the Gospels,

Acts, and Revelation ; the latter took the Epistles, and sat at Westminster.

Had these fifteen men sat regularly together at the same place, the revision

of the New Testament would have been better in itself, and (what is of im-

portance) more evenly executed.
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lightly Bay that the two earlier revisions (at any rate of the

New Testament) were due chiefly to the action and influence

of the Archbishop of Canterbury for the time being,* and

that the laborers in the work were chiefly bishops ; that the

last revision was due chiefly to the influence of the sovereign,

and that the laborers were in the greater part nominated by

the Universities. The first two revisions were thus archic-

piscopal and episcopal, the last royal and academic. If there

is yet to be another revision, it seems likely that a third and

difierent agency will direct and carry out the work of the fu-

ture, and that at length the Convocation of the Church ofEn-

gland, sustained by the aid and sympathies ofthe nation, will

come forward as the faithful reviser of the national version of

the Book of Life. Up to the present time, it must be said.

Convocation has failed in one of its great duties as a repre-

sentative, imperfect it may be, but still a representative, of

the local Church in her holy oflice as guardian of the archives

of the Truth.
' Up to the present time Convocation has been

found wanting ;f
in the future there seems reason to hope

• This, of coarse, Is not to be understood exclusively, Cromwell having had

BO great a hand in the proceedings prior to the publication of the Great Bible.

From the beginning, however, it seems correct to ascribe to Cranmer, espe-

cially in reference to the New Testament, the foremost place in the move-

ment. The division of work above alluded to as marked out by Cranmer,

and the recension which appears to have resulted from it, and which ultimate-

ly appears to have formed the New Testament of the Great Bible, seem to

justify the reference, at any rate of the N.T., to the Archbishop of Canter-

bury. See the Prtnterf .Account (Bagster), p. 83.

t Convocation has more than once moved in the subject, but never with

heartiness or success. Its first indication of movement was in that very crit-

ical period in the histor)- of the English Bible which immediately followed the

publication of Tyndale's Version of 1534, and was just prior to the appear-

ance of Coverdale's. Convocation then intimated an intention of taking up

the work of a new translation. As, however, it was soon seen by Cromwell

that the carrying out of this intention would be delayed almost indefinitely,

Coverdale was appointed to the work, and the Intention of Convocation fell

through Again, at another important period, after the publication of the

Great Bible, when there was a clear desire for a new revision. Convocation

undertook to form a plan, but the preparations were really so very tiresome

and hopeless (see Fuller, Church m.tory, book v. , 4, p. 2o7 seq., Lond IC.j,

;

Joyce, Sacred Synod,, chap, xi., p. 40G) that the work was transferred to the
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that Convocation will bear its rightful part in the holy and

responsible work.

But, to return to the revision of 1011, the first of the

leading prihciples was, as we have seen, thoroughly sound.

Where it might have been improved, and where probably it

would be improved in any future attempt, would be in a

more distinct separation between the revisers of the versions

of the Old and of the New Testament. Knowledge has now
so widely increased, and the tendency to specialty in knowl-

edge is now so distinct a characteristic of our present times,

that it would now be very undesirable for the work of the

reviser of any part of the version of the Old Testament to be

subjected to the correcting eye of a reviser connected with

the New Testament. The two companies must now work

separately, but their work might beneficially, as in the time

ofKing James, be laid before a small Committee of Revision.

It would, of course, also be necessary that both companies,

before addressing themselves to their separate work, should

come to a thorough agreement on all details as regards the

nature and amount of revision, and the general character of

the language to be used, where a cliange of rendering might

be found necessary. This last matter, as we have already

seen, is one ofconsiderable importance, and one on which the

general acceptance of the work would be found very greatly

to depend. The first leading principle, then, of the last re-

vision is to be thoroughly approved of, and the manner in

which it was carried out may very "profitably be borne well

in mind ; but, at the present time, modifications would cer-

tainly be desirable, not only in what has been already speci-

fied, but even in the numbers employed and the mode of

meeting. We should do the work better if the number (for

the O. T.) were less, and especially if the work of revision

were carried on round a common table. There would then

be a unity in the whole, and a harmony in the general tone

Universities, and when there, as might be supposed, never allowed to be pro-

ceeded with. See, for further details, i/M(orica/ Account, p. 105 seq.
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of the corrections which, it must be frankly said, is certainly

often wanting in our Authorized Version.

The second leading principle was one which can not bo too

Secondly; as stronglv commcnded—to introduce as few al-
few chftllS68

aa poBBibfe. terations as it may be into the current version.

On the precise nature and amount of the alterations that

may from time to time be considered requisite, there will be

varying opinions ; but it certainly was a wise as well as a

charitable principle to make as little alteration as possible in

a version which had been bound up with the devotional feel-

ings of the people, at least as far as the hearing of the ear

went. It was wise, too, to follow that principle of minimum

alteration which had been instinctively followed from the

edition of Matthew down to the time of the last revision.

And what was deemed wise and charitable then, would be

obviously much more so now, when the necessity for altera-

tion has become diminished by successive revisions, and when

that which is to be revised has for more than 250 years, un-

like the Bishops' Bible, been valued in the closet, the house-

hold, and the Church with equal affection and veneration.

These two principles of combined labor and minimized al-

teration are the two that may be considered the leading prin-

ciples of the revision of 1611. For the most part they seem

to have been followed out faithfully and persistently.

Of the minor principles we may notice three, as being of

Minor princi-
some importance in forming a right estimate of

P'** the Authorized Version, and also as being wor-

thy of consideration in reference to any future revision.

The first of these relates to the authorities to which the

Anihoritiee to
Tcvisers were to have recourse when they hap-

be consulted, pgned to agree better with the original than the

Bishops' Bible. These are specified in the instructions as the

versions of Tyndale, Coverdale, Matthew, Whitchurch {i.e.,

Cranmer—Whitchurch and Grafton having been the print-

ers), and the Genevan Version. The rule was good, but it

may be said generally that it was not very carefully follow-
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ed, except perhaps in the case of the Genevan Version. Had
they followed it more closely they would have removed sev-

eral errors which they left remaining,* and have avoided

some which they introduced. The authorities on which the

revisers seem mainly to have relied are Beza's Latin Version

and notes, the Genevan, and the Rhemish Version. To this

last version, though it was not in the list of their authorities,

they were certainly more than occasionally indebted, and

commonly with advantage ; as the Rhemish, with all its

faults and asperities, was a translation of a really good ver-

sion, and, at any rate, is very afiluent in its vocabulary, and

very useful in converting Latin words into English service.f

While, then, they judiciously used existing material, and, as

we know from Selden and from their own preface, did not

neglect versions in other and modern languages, it still does

seem to be a fact that they did not very carefully attend to

the versions that were specified ; inspection seeming to cor-

roborate the remark that when they made an alteration in

the Bishops' Bible they rarely went back to an earlier version.

A second principle which they tell us in the preface they

Variation In the ^^^ Considered themselves at liberty to follow
renderiDgB.

^j^g ^^^^ ^f varying the translations of the same

Greek word, even when the sense might seem to be identical.

Now in this they were certainly following precedent, as in

Coverdale's Bible especially, and, indeed, in all the earlier

versions, there is a well-defined tendency to use synonyms.

But it was carried much too far. There are passages in the

Synoptical Gospels in which several continuous words, and

To name one out of Beveral instances of some degree of importance,

we may notice the translation of vol/ivti in John x., 11!. Our own version

retains the incorrect translation "fold" which had come in with the Great

Bible. Had the revisers turned to Tyndale they could hardly have failed to

have reverted to his correct translation " flock." They would thus not only

have correctly maintained the lexical distinction between Troi'/ivi) and the pre-

ceding aiXii, but also have precluded an erroneous doctrinal deduction which

it is obvious may be made, and has often been made, from the passage.

t See Westcott, History of the English Bible, p. 328.
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even sentences, identical in the Greek, are translated with

needless diversity ;* and there are passages of grave doc-

trinal import, such, for example, as Matt, xxv., 46, in which

the revisers ought certainly to have corrected the earlier ver-

sions, and to have preserved the same translation ofthe word

in both classes. No doubt there are many passages in which

the tenor of the context does really prescribe a variation

from the meaning usually assigned, and where the truest

translation is not that which is the most mechanically con-

sistent with some apparently similar use of the same words

;

but our last translators, like their predecessore, seem certain-

ly to have used a liberty which occasionally degenerated into

license, and which the reviser of our own day would have to

subject to very close and watchful consideration.

The remaining principle which we may notice is embodied

Ketentionof the in the instruction which prescribes the retention

wordB.*'
' of the old ecclesiastical words, as, for example,

" Church" rather than " congregation ;" " baptism," not " wash-

incr." This principle has been as fairly followed as could

have been expected in the case of so loose a definition as "ec-

clesiastical ;" but several instances (e. g.,
" overseers," Acts

XX., 28) have been specified in which the rule has not been

observed, and in which also there is some reason to fear that

polemical considerations were allowed to intrude. The change

in 1 Cor. xiii., 1 seq., of the " love" of the older versions to

"charity" may have arisen from a supposed application of

• A good paper on this subject by Dean Alford, with many examples, will

be found in the Contemporary Review for 18C8, vol. viii., p. 3'.J2 seq. Diver-

sity of rendering within proper bounds is, however, often necessary for a truly

faithful and idiomatic translation. The converse principle, formally enunci-

ated by Ncwcorae, and even very recently put forward in Convocation (see

Guardian for May 11, p. TiSO), that the same word in the original ought al-

ways to be translated by the same word in English, certainly can not always

be maintained. The word in the original is often more inclusive in its mean-

ing than the English word, and the context so diflerent, that a version con-

structed on a rigid observance of such a principle would frequently be found

unreadable, and to general ears sometimes almost unintelligible. See some

comments on this in the Westminster Review for Jan., 1857, vol. xi., p. 143.
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the principle, but in this particular case, at any rate, we shall

probably all sincerely wish that no such application had been

made. This principle would require very careful considera-

tion in any future revision. It appears, indeed, to have been

the cause of some little solicitude at the time, as thei'e arc

traces of a desire on the part of the king and others to have

a small overlooking council of divines specially to see that

this and a similar rule were attended to.* In the revision

of the future, however, there would probably be less diffi-

culty. Common consent has now associated a certain trans-

lation with certain doctrinal and ecclesiastical words. Tliis

translation would of course be maintained; care only would

be necessary to see that it was maintained consistently, dog-

matical or other considerations notwithstanding.

One minor instruction yet remains to be noticed, viz., that

niviBion of t''o division of the chapters M'as " to be altered
the chapters,

eitijg,. jjqj, jjJ; ^11, or as littlc as may be, if neces-

sity so require." Here at least we may express the hope that

the otherwise safe principle of a minimum of alteration will

be observed in any future revision. Convenience would seem

to suggest that the numbering, though not the mode of print-

ing the verses, might still be maintained, but the whole sub-

ject of changing the present division into chapters, especial-

ly in the New Testament, will, we hope, be thoroughly con-

sidered. f The recent recommendations of the Ritual Com-

* See HistoricalAccount (Bagster), p. 153. Some anxiety has been mani-

fested on this subject in recent newspaper letters, but without any reason. It

has been feared that Nonconformists would demand changes in such words as

" Church" and " baptize. " We venture to say for them that no fear need be

entertained on such a subject. The Baptist scholar, for instance, would nev-

er press for a new translation of /Sajrrifu as a Baptist—" baptize" having to

him and liis co-religionists a meaning as definite as it has to us, and being ac-

cepted accordingly. All he would press for would be, as a scholar, that where

the context permitted, uniformity of translation should be maintained in this

and all other words of importance, ecclesiastical or otherwise.

t Attention may here rightly be called to the two forms of a Paragraph

Bible published by the lieligious Tract Society. The divisions adopted are

evidently the result of much care and consideration, and will commonly bo

found to commend themselves to the reader. An article of some interest on
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mission in reference to the Lectionary will probably, if they

become law, tend at once to introduce some other change,

and perhaps may supply the general outline for a remodel-

ing of the present divisions. It is well known to scholars

that in the New Testament we have an admirable system of

sections in some of the older manuscripts, especially in the

Vatican Manuscript. These, of course, would have to be

carefully reviewed, but it is probable that they might be

found too short for general adoption, and that some division

like that of the revised Lectionary might, on the whole, be

most available.

Wo have now fairly concluded our lengthened survey of

the leading characteristics of the Authorized Version, and the

interesting relations in which it stands to the versions that

have preceded it. Wc have seen, and, it is to be hoped, ap-

preciated, the wise and leading principle of minimized altera-

tion and guarded change that has prevailed from the very

first, amid all the varying circumstances of civil and ecclesi-

astical history.* That this principle may be faithfully main-

tained in any future revision must be the hope and prayer of

every earnest Englishman, and that it wiUhe maintained wc

are as fully persuaded as we are of the perpetual presence of

the Lord in our mother Church.

With this feeling, and with a loyal adherence to the lead-

ing principles that have no* been specified, we may at once

pass onward to the difficulties which the succeeding chapter

will present, and consider, generally and popularly, what

would seem to be the limits to which revision should be

carefully confined.

Paragraph Bibles will be found in the Edinhurg Review for Oct., 185.5, vol.

cii.,p. 419 Bcq.

• Even in the troublone times which preceded the Restoration the subject

of revision was not entirely overlooked. It is noticed by Prof Plumptre that

the question was brought before the Grand Committee of Religion in the

House of Commons in Jan., 1C.">6, and referred to a sub-committee, which,

however, never seems to have reported. See Smith's Dictionary o/the Bible,

vol. iii.,p. 1678.
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CHAPTER IV.

NATUHE AND LIMITS OF EEVISION.

We have now before us a difficult portion of the subject,

i™^'M°to''eitent
*"** °"® **" ^^'"'^ ^°'"*' preliminary considera-

ofreviBion. tion is especially necessary. That a revision is

desirable would seem to be the opinion of the majority of
thoughtful and unprejudiced persons, but how far that revi-
sion should extend is a matter in which we observe great di-

versity of sentiment. In the minds of some, revision means
only sober and guarded change, there, and there only, where
truth and faithfulness positively require it. In the minds of
others it is simply synonymous with rashness and innova-
tion : our venerable version is to be disfigured and Frenchi-
fied

; our familiar religious words are to be altered ; all that
is dear to the simple and devout believer is to be cleared
away by modern criticism or marred by inconsiderate change.
That writers and thinkers of this latter class show plainly

that they know very little of the history of the English Bi-

ble, and very inadequately estimate the deep conservatism in

the English mind in regard of the one Book, is perfectly evi-

dent
; but that they obtain a sort of hearing is also clear, and

that they tend to import prejudice and bias into tlie whole
subject is unfortunately clearer still.

With such writers and thinkers it is impossible to argue.

Antecedent prejudice renders them commonly impervious to
the force of fair considerations, and leaves them only in the
attitude of half-angry opposition. Such opponents we can
not hope to conciliate ; but there are many, very many, deep-
ly interested in the subject, who do confessedly feel great
anxiety as to the degree of revision to which a nineteenth
century might advance. Even considerations, such as those
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of the preceding chapter, drawn from tlie history of former

revisions, fail to satisfy ; as the not unreasonable fear is ever

ready to show itself, that this principle of least possible alter-

ation, which prevailed when revision followed revision at no

lengthened interval, might be much endangered now from

the simple fact that more than two hundred and fifty years

have come and gone since the date of the last, and that the

very lapse of time and the changes of language and expres-

sion necessarily due to it must, by the very nature of the

case, seriously aflfect the question.

Such anticipations are not unnatural ; such implied objec-

tions are perfectly fair and reasonable ; but the answer seems

conclusive— that the version we arc considering has really

fixed, to a great degree, the standard of our general as well

as of our theological language, and that the English Bible is

really our first English classic, as well as the Book of Life

and Truth. It may be added, too, that, in a literary point of

view, the whole question of language is in a far better state

than it was a hundred or a hundred and fifty years ago.*

The wretched attempts at revision in the past century, ifcom-

pared even with the worst and most pretentious efforts of

the present century, will show very convincingly that the ar-

gument derived from the long interval lias no real weight,

and that no revision in the present day could hope to meet

with an hour's acceptance if it failed to preserve the tone,

rhythm, and diction of the present Authorized Version.f

• See Abp. Trench On the Auth. Version of the New Test., p. 25, where

some specimens are given of the unhappy revisions of the eighteenth century.

The remarks in the work just referred to on " the English of our Version"

(chap, ii.) are especially deserving of attention.

t Nothing is more satisfactory at the present time than the evident feel-

ings of veneration for our Authorized Version, and the very generally-felt

desire for as little change as possible. In a recent leading article on this

subject in the Times of May C the writer very properly presses on the revisers

a salutary caution
— "that it should be their aim not to make as many, but

to make as few, alterations as possible ;" and justly remarks that " it will oft-

en be much better to sacrifice a point of strict grammatical accuracy than to

jar the ear and lose the sympathy of readers."
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We may dismiss, then, this class of objections and object-

)
Extent of revi- ors, and now turn to the really difficult Question

' eloD considered , . , ,
la detail. which the present chapter places before us

—
^To

what extent is revision to be carried ? On what principles

are alterations to be introduced, and how far is exact scholar-

ship to be allowed to modify when the case is not one of ac-

tual error? Unless some answer is attempted to primary

questions such as these, revision will be a leap' in the dark
It will be either so occasional and superficial that the usual

argumenturn inerticB— viz., that if there is to be so little

change, it is really not desirable to disturb the minds of de-

vout persons by touching the Book at all—will certainly con-

sign the work, when done, to the oblivion that fortunately has

been the fate of so many revisions; or, on the other hand, it

will be of such an uneven character (alteration always hav-

ing a tendency to accelerate, and revisers being always dan-

gerously open to the temptation of using with increasing free-

dom acquired facilities), that the uniform character of the

present version will always hold its own against the irreg-

ular development of its temporary rival. Principles, then,

must be laid down, though at the same time we confess, if

there is to be real success, there must always be in reserve a

dispensing power for passages where from varied reasons,

textual, exegetical, and linguistic, the old rendering must be

left untouched. It is hei-e where the great difficulty of the

work will be felt, and here also where no rules can be laid

down, but where we can ultimately trust to nothing but to

sensitive judgment, and to the acquired tact of a watchful

experience. Subject to such a necessary limitation, we may
now endeavor to state and classify those cases to which re-

vision may be properly applied. We will begin with those

about which there will be least doubt, and advance gradually

to the point where a just conservatism, and a due regard to

the principles already laid down, seem fairly to stop us.

The first class of passages demanding correction will al-

ways be those where there is clear and plain error, and where
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the incorrectness would be recognized by any competent

PasBAges invoiT- scholar to whom the passage was submitted.
Ing doctrinal er- ,^ , . , . t-i • , i / i i
ror. Here our duty is obvious. * aithtulness, and

loyalty to God's truth, require that the correction should be

made unhesitatingly. This class of cases will, however, em-

brace many different instances ; some of real and primary im-

portance, some in which the sense will be but little affected,

when the error, grammatically great as it really may be, is

removed, and the true rendering substituted. For instance,

wo shall have in the class we are now considering passages

in which the error is one of a doctrinal nature, or, to use the

most guarded language, involves some degree of liability to

doctrinal misconception. For such passages we have not so

far to go as it is popularly supposed. Take such a passage

as Rom. v., 15, 17, where, as Bentley observed long ago,* the

neglect of the articles in the original has not only obscured

the sense and weakened the antithesis, but has left an open-

in" for inferences on redemption and reprobation which, to

say the least, are not substantiated by this passage. Take

again such a passage as 1 Cor. xi., 29, where, if we do not go

the full length of attributing definite error to the translation,

we have, at any rate, a rendering of cpT^a which, combined

with the intruded hvallwu has produced an influence on thou-

sands, and even tens of thousands, of a very unhappy kind.

We must add to such a list Heb. x., 38, where the words in-

serted in the Authorized Version, to say the very least, have

nothing whatever to correspond with them in the original.

We may also name Acts ii., 47, where, confessedly hard as it

may be to express roOc ffoifopcVouc ("those who were being

saved") in an easy and idiomatic translation, faithfulness re-

quires that we should change a rendering which not only

leads to a doctrinal inference not warranted by the tense,

but obscures the true and almost technical meaning which

• The passage will be found in Bentley's Sermon u,,on Popery (Works, vol.

iii.,p.245), and in Trench, iZe^Imn of Auth. Fer.., p. 88 seq., where .t is

qaoted at full length.
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this important expression constantly maintains in passages

of profound doctrinal import, c. 5^., Luke xiii., 23. In a pas-

sage confessedly of great difliculty as to its exact reference,

viz.. Col. ii., 15, the mistranslation oi anKlvaafitvos has at any

rate put wholly out ofsight the mysterious connection which

this passage seems to have with the closing hours of our

Lord's earthly life, and the deep significance of some inci-

dents in the awful scene on Golgotha. We have before al-.

luded to John x., 16, where we can certainly draw no infer-

ence as to the oneness of the " fold," and where the present

translation might seem to lead to this unauthorized inference.

We might easily continue this list, but as it is not our oh--

ject to enumerate, but rather to illustrate, it may be enough

to have called attention to the fact that, in spite of the very

common assumption to the contrary, there are many passages

from which erroneous doctrinal inferences have been drawn,

but where the inference comes from the translation, and.not

the original.

The list of actual and definite errors of a less important

Errors ofiess kind IS vcry large. In the majority of such cases
Importance,

jj ^^^ ^^ admitted that Christian life and prac-

tice neither is nor has been ever affected in the slightest de-

gree by the existence of these errors. For instance, if we
give the proper translation of "iStre in Gal. vi., 1 1, of ^fi/Xi'fojrtc

in Matt, xxiii., 24 (unless, indeed, this be due to the printer),

of Kavar/rrjc in Matt. X., 4 (comp. Mark iii., 18), of Sta/i£p<fd/iE-

vai in Acts ii., 3, of t'iSovc in 1 Thess. v., 22, of jr<ipw(ric in Eph.

iv., 18, of ipatvtadt in Phil, ii., 15, and even of(TTrfiSoirac in 2 Pet.

iii., 12, we contribute to the general faithfulness and accuracy

of our version, but add nothing to what could be considered

of serious moment. As far as the general reader is concerned,

the true or the erroneous rendering might nearly equally well

hold its place in the English text, and this remark is often

used as an argument for leaving things alone. But the re-

mark is equally available for the contrary course : if the re-

moval of errors would so little !;ffect the general reader, suro-

Ll
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ly it 18 all the more the duty of faithfulness to the message

of inspiration to transmit it to the English hearer free from

incorrectness and exTor,<m pure principle; and the more so,

as there is no reasonable probability that even what might

be called prejudiced attachment to our version as it stands

would in any way be weakened by the change. It would be

counted BO small as to be to the general reader not a matter

. of conscience, but of indifiference.

We may then, perhaps, fairly conclude that all errors,

whether of the first or second class of those enumerated, or,

indeed, of any class, should be removed, and it may be said

with all loyalty to our Authorized Version, but yet with all

truth, that these errors will be found to be by no means few

in number.
, , , , e *v,„*

When we come to the more subdued shade of error that

may be expressed for convenience by the word

JorS'req'<ri?e"J inaccurocy or inexactness, it becomes much more
jjuchconridera-

^.^^^^^ ^^ ^^^.^^ ^^ ^^^ j.^j^^ ^^ ^1^;^^ revi-

sion should extend. If the principle of faithfulness to^God's

truth move us, on the one hand, to correct wherever the En-

Klish Version does not accurately convey the meanmg or

Bhade of meaning of the original, we yet have, on the o her

hand, two countervailing considerations which must weigh

seriously with every sober thinker. First,.i must be re-

TrnWd that to countless thousands the ^".'^JAB ^ '

the Book of Life. To them it is as though God had vou h^

safed thus to communicate with man from the first: it s

posUive effort to them to feel and believe that the famiha

words, as they meet the eye or fall on the ear, did not thu

for the first time issue from the lips of patriarch or prophet,

nay, that the touching cadences in the Gospels were not orig-

inal y BO modulated by the tender and sympathumg voice

of our own adorable Master. We have heard even of ser^

raons in which such thoughts have unconsciously bewrayed

Temsirs, and believe that at this moment there are num-

leJof eaLst people who could easily be carried away by
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their deeper feelings, almost at any moment, into a thorough

sympathy with appeals to the familiar language of their cher-

ished English Testament, and who, when reminded of the act-

ual facts, would with a sigh awaken from the happy illusion,

and avow their reluctance to part with this mentis gratissi-

mus error. Are we to have no sympathy for this large class ?

Is there not something in the heart-affection for the " dear

old English Bible" that deserves the respect even of the

scholar and the theologian ? Child-like faith is very blessed

;

let us run the risk of being called sentimental or quixotic

rather than needlessly offend one of these little ones that thus

believe in His Word and in Him.

Secondly, it must not be forgotten that the effort to be ac-

curate often involves some sacrifice of the idiomatic turn and

rhythmic flow of the English, and that the gain in exactness

has often to be purchased at a price which even the most de-

voted scholar might, on consideration, hesitate to pay. The

different idioms of the two languages, the parallelism rather

than coincidence in respect of tenses, the much less logical

use of particles in our own language than in Greek, the dif-

ferent principles of order and emphasis—all these things real-

ly do often make accuracy only attainable on terms which

are beyond our means, and which would, in fact, be inconsist-

ent with the ground-principles of a version which is to be

read publicly as well as privately, and is to be idiomatic as

well as exact. How often it must have happened to many a

one whose eyes may fall on these lines, to have made a verbal

correction jn our version which, at the time, seemed not only

certain, but a clear contextual improvement, and then, after

an interval, to have read it over again, and come to the can-

did opinion that it was an over-correction, and, by being so,

was really less faithful to the tone of the original than that

which it had displaced. This consideration is really one of

very great importance, for it reaches to that very difficult

question of the limits to which, in translation, a language may
be stretched without losing its idiomatic vigor and elasticity.
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But are we then to attempt uothiug ia the way of Becuring

Limitations In greater accuracy in the English Version ? Is it
corrections of ,. , • /. . >

this nature. not ono ot the most certain facts m the Avorld

that it is in the matter of technical exactness and grammat-

ical accuracy that our version is most open to adverse com-

ment ? After what we have already seen of the characteris-

tics and pedigree of our version, it would not be natural to

expect that it could be otherwise. It is substantially a ver-

sion made by one faithful man long ago, under circumstances

of varying trial, revised partially at intervals, and only thor-

oughly revised two hundred and sixty years ago. Great ad-

vances in accuracy of scholarship have been made since that

last revision, and modern eyes detect many things that were

not observed then. Are not many needful distinctions ef-

faced ? Is there not far too much license in the use of En-

glish synonyms when it is the same Greek word and a sim-

ilar context? Are there not very many cases in which the

force of the article is missed ? Arc not important shades of

meaning conveyed by the tenses of the original, as, for exam-

ple, the imperfect and the preterperfect, often quite needless-

ly obliterated ? Is there not often inaccuracy in the transla-

tion of the prepositions, and sometimes even in passages of

some little doctrinal importance ? Is there not, occasionally

at least, an instance to be found in which the logical connec-

tion of a passage has suffered by a loose translation of a lead-

ing particle ? Certainly : all this may bo safely and frankly

admitted ; the careful comparison of any single chapter of

moderate length with the Greek would show the justice of

probably every one of the foregoing queries. We do not

give instances simply because they can be found in any hand-

book,* and because it is really difficult, with so large a choice,

• We may refer especiallj to Abp. Trench On the Revision of the Author-

ized Version, chap, iv., v., vii., viii., ix., where numerous examples will be

fonnd of iimccuracies and questionable renderings. The Hints/or an Im-

proved Translation of the late Professor Scholefield will also supply many

instances. We still, however, need a careful work in which the errors, in-

accuroJcies, and doubtful renderings in the Authorized Version might be ar-
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g,

to make a sufficiently wide and inclusive selection. Well,
then, what are wo to do in such cases ? Up to what limits'
are we to carry revision in the particular case of inaccuraci/,
and yet retain that principle of least possible alteration which
IS the only principle on which any successful revision could
^'^ ™a<ie? The foregoing paragraphs have perhaps
tended to supply the true answer: Inaccuracies, about which
there is no reasonable doubt, may be beneficially corrected,
subject to the following limitations, viz., that the idiom of
the language is not affected by the change; that the change
does not introduce more than is implied in the original, and
is, in fact, an over-correction; that the tone of the clause or
sentence, and the familiar rhythm, are not seriously inter-
fered with; and, lastly, that tlio character of the passage and
Us associations are not such that tlic correction of the local
inaccuracy might weaken the general reader's real apprecia-
tion of the tenor of the whole passage. This last restriction
IS of importance, as it often happens that a correction of some
inaccuracy of detail mars in some subtle manner the balance
of the whole clause, and ultimately really introduces more
inaccuracy in our general perception of its tenor and senti-
ment than has been removed by the alteration. In a word,
the tone of the passage has been injured, and the change in
the part has interfered with the harmony of the whole.

If these restrictions, which we have studiously stated in
negative clauses, are carefully observed, it would not seem
imprudent to extend revision to indisputable inaccuracies.
It is clear, however, that no rules or restrictions will be suffi-

cient to apply to all the really numberless cases that will
come under the observation of the reviser. Tact and expe-
rience, and, let us not forget to add, a careful imitation of the
manner in which the revisers of 1611 acted, in respect of in-

ranged on some scholarly and logical principle. Newcome's fifteen rules are
made the heads under which some useful examples are grouped by a writer
in the Westminster Review for Jan., 1857, p. HI seq. These rules, however,
require much modification.
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exactness, toward the Bishops' Bible (a truly admirable por-

tion of their work), will be found to do more for us than all

rules. We may, however, pause for a page or two to give a

few examples, some of inaccuracies which might be benefi-

cially removed, and some of cases where, for one or more of

the restrictions above alluded to, it might seem best to leave

the passage alone.

It is really difficult to know how to make a selection ; but

Examples of In- let US take first that large class of cases where a

uwe"? quauty."' genitive of quality is found in the original, and

where in our version an adjective is used. In such a passage

as Phil, iil, 21, it seems quite clear that "the body of our

vileness" and "the body of his glory" would be more truth-

ful and forcible than " our v ilo body" and " his glorious bod y,"

as wo now have it in our English Version. It would be

consistent, too, with the general principle of our version, in

which the instances are numerous where the adjectival trans-

lation of the older versions is removed for the more vigorous

and expressive genitive. Thus, in Eph. i., 1 8, " the riches of

his glorious inheritance" of Tyndale and the Genevan Testa-

ment rightly passes under the discriminating hand of the last

revisers into the familiar " riches of the glory of his inherit-

ance ;" and the even more familiar " mammon of unright-

eousness," in Luke xvi., 9, is the wise change from the « wick-

ed mammon" of Tyndale, and the "unrighteous mammon" of

Cranmer. At the same time, it would be hardly advisable

to change in the very same parable, and only one verse be-

fore, "the unjust steward" into "the steward of injustice'

or
" the steward of unrighteousness," though it is certainly

grammatically true that the genitive is a genitive oi quality,

and does very distinctly serve to mark that ASiWa was the

ruling principle of the man's wretched life. Tact is here our

only cuide. . ,

Again, can we be sufficiently thankful that our last revisers

fellback'on the rendering of Coverdale in 2 Thess. ii., 3, "the

man of sin," rather than « the sinful man" ofTyndale and all
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the earlier versions except the Rhemish ? though, by the

waj', a little lower down, in ver. 7, we may reasonably ex-

press regret that they did not maintain the true meaning of

avofila. "Lawlessness" is to be the essential character of

Antichrist, and is a part of the mystery which was showing

itself even in the apostle's day, and is now so ominously de-

veloping itself in our own.

We should, then, only be following the precedent of our

own version if in many passages, such as Rom. viii., 21, 2

Cor. iv., 4 (Cranmer keeps the genitive), Col. i., 13, 1 Pet. i.,

14 (contrast the rendering in Eph. ii., 2), 2 Pet. ii., 14, al., we
introduce the strong and expressive genitive of the original

Greek.

In the tenses, the cases of inaccuracy are very numerous

;

Tcnsei. but here again considerable caution and a due

observance of the restrictions above alluded to will be found

especially needed. In the imperfect, for instance, there are

several passages in which a strict translation is absolutely

required by the circumstances, but there are also very many
more in which the flow of the English Version would be im-

peded, and the general aspect of the action described unduly

emphasized, if the more literal translation was introduced.

For example, in Luke v., 0, Zuprtyvvro clearly ought to bo

translated "was breaking," or was "beginning to break;"

but if, a few verses lower, we adopted the same sort of ren-

dering in the case of lii]pxi^To and ovvl}pxovTo (ver. 15), we
should not only be overdoing the translation, but precluding

ourselves from marking by a special change of diction in the

next verse the ^v vno^iiipoiv koi trpoatvjfpfitvoe, where the

resolved form would really seem to have been designed by
the evangelist to express more strongly than the ordinary

imperfect the continuance, and, for the time, the habitual

character of ^he action.*

* Two of the earlier translators mark the change of diction, and the appa-

rent specification of the continuance of the act, hy the translation, "And he

kepte him silfe apart" (Tyndale), "and he kepte him silfe out of the way"
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In the translation of the prepositions many wise changes

PreposUiona. might be made, some of them of real interest

and importance. For instance, in Gal. iii., 19, much of a doc-

trinal nature is involved in the translation we assign to the

quasi-preposition x°P"') while in the last clause of the same

verse a really historical fact seems brought out by observing

the true force of ha with the genitive ; angels were the in-

termediate agencies by which the law was ordained on Sinai.

As Theodoret remarks, they were present and assistants at

the solemn scene. Again, in 2 Pet. i., 5-7, the ethical rela-

tion of the substantives to each other is quite effaced by the

translation unfortunately adopted in the Authorized Version

:

the development of Christian graces the one from the other

is exquisitely marked in the pregnant and inclusive iv of the

original, and is, to a great degree, preserved in the simple

and usual translation of the preposition as rightly preserved

by Tyndale and Cranmer. But here again caution will be

necessary, and a due observance not merely of technical

identity of language, but of the tenor of the passage ; as, for

example, though the significant use of the preposition tk is

rightly prese.rved by the A.V. in the translation of Gal. iii.,

. 27, tic XpioTov ijiairTiffOrirc, it is abundantly clear that such a

translation would be very inappropriate in 1 Cor. x., 2, ti'c t6v

Movativ fpanrhavTo, where our own version, by its happy

choice of " urito," at once relieves us from the somewhat

awkward " under" of Tyndale, and at the same time marks

the essential difference between a baptism unto Moses and

baptism into the mystical body of Christ.

In the case of particles, numerous instances <!ould be given.

Particles, especially in St. Paul's Epistles, where the whole

reasoning of a passage is brought out by a careful observance

(Cranmer).' As a general rule, It would seem desirable, where some latent

meaning is really brought oUt by such a change, to make it, especially as we

have the authority of the early versions, but it would be a rule with many ex-

ceptions. For instance, in Gal. i. , 22, we might perhaps tolerate
'

' I remain-

ed unknown" as marking the continuance of the state, but in ver. 23 aKoiov-

Tis iioav could hardly be translated otherwise than " they heard."
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of the use of the illative and argumentative apa or tip olv rath-

er than of the lighter and consequence-suggesting olv ; but

even here caution must be used, and a very close regard paid

to the tenor of the passage before we introduce alterations;

this simple fact being enough at once to warn us that St.

Paul uses the simpler olv at least four times as often as he

uses apa, and that St. John, in all his writings, never uses the

latter particle once, though he uses olv considerably more

than 200 times. The same caution in not over-jiressing will

be found necessary in reference to most of the other particles

used in the New Testament. In the majority of cases the

general force of the particles has been observed in our Au-

thorized Version, if not on principles of strict grammatical

precision, yet with an instinctive feeling for their essential

meanings, which has often led to singularly happy render-

ings. Still the cases are numerous in which a guarded change

will bring out latent meanings that may have escaped the at-

tention even of observant readers of Scripture. To take a

final instance : we seem fairly justified in giving to the u\Ka

at the beginning of John xix., 34, its stronger adversative

force, even though a negative, which usually somewhat mod-

ifies this force, is found in the preceding clause. If, then, we
turn the lighter and here somewhat trivial "but" into the

stronger "howbeit," we just call up the interesting thought

that, though the holy body was to all appearance dead, yet

that, to make it certain, the Roman soldier had thrust his spear

into the sacred side, and shown something like the same rough

instinctive mercy which had been shown three or four hours

before (ver. 29, compared with Matt, xxvii., 48), perhaps by

the same hand. While, however, such a change may perhaps

be made in this particular Instance, it would be undesirable

to adopt such a translation, say in chap, xv., 25, or any simi-

lar passage, where the lighter shade of the meaning is, in En-

glish at least, more natural.

We have mentioned a few instances, but the cases-in which

greater accuracy might be attained without the least shock
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to the general reader, and Tvithout in any degree aflfecting

Words nnder the flow of tho EnffHsh, are really very numer-
Incalum of b si j ,

j

prep, or article, ous. We havc that large class of cases in which

nouns stand under the vinculum of a single preposition, and

where the interpolation in English of the second preposition

really sometimes gives a tinge of meaning which is not in

the Greek. We have that very interesting class of cases

which fall under what is technically called Granville Sharpe's

rule, where two substantives are similarly under the vincu-

lum of a common article, and where the incorrect interpola-

tion of it in English may, in some few great passages like

Tit. ii., 13, really weaken the authority of a weighty witness

to a catholic truth.

The cases, again, in which the force of the article is neg-

Articie. lected, or in which it is needlessly and even er-

roneously inserted, are especially numerous. In some of

these we really sometimes obscure a truth of deep interest

and importance. Let 1 Thess.iv., 17 bo an instance. Here,

by the translation "in the clouds," when it ought to be sim-

ply " in clouds," we mar the whole wondrous picture. Tho

first translation would make it simply a being caught up to

the clouds above, whereas the true translation suggests the

idea of the clouds mysteriously enwrcathing and bearing up-

ward each company of the faithful, and of the holy living ris-

ing from earth as their Master rose, when tho " cloud received

him out of their sight."

Lastly, when we take into consideration the number of

Individual passages in which in4ividual words have been
words.' inaccurately translated, and either some doctrine

affected (e.g., \ovrpov, Tit. iii., 5, " laver," not "washing"),*

In this particular instance our venerable version would seem to present

some trace of doctrinal bias. Tyndale, Cranmer, and the Genevan Version

all properly recognize the purely concrete nature of the term Xourpov (see, in

reference to the termination, Bopp, Vergleichende Grammatik, § 815, vol. iii.,

p. 196 ; Donaldson, Cratylui, § 267, p. 473), and give to the word, at any

rate, an approximately correct translation "fountayne (of the newe birth").

The Khemish, following the Vulgate, gives the more exact "laver." The
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some important fact obscured {e.g., ^a..pu,er,ua^, 2 Cor. v., 10 •

every man will " be made manifest," and laid bare, as well as
appear" before the Judge), some unwelcome idea called up

(as, for example, by the translation oi ^da in Rev. iv., 6, al
especially when d,,pioy occurs so often and in such an iltt'erly
different sense), or some striking imagery obliterated {e.g.,
i«nra(Td/zE,w,IIeb. xi., 13; they were far from havin"- « cm-
braced" them: as Tyndale and Cranmer rightly m^Iirk in
translation, they did but « salute" them from afai)-whcn we
take all these numerous isolated cases, as well as the classes
ofmstances which we have before specified, it seems impossi-
ble to resist the conviction that revision ought certainly to
extend to cases of inaccuracy, but that it also ought to be
subjected to restrictions, and that each individual case should
be estimated on its own merits.

Besides cases of definite inaccuracy, we have a large class

injjjjncient ren- o^ cases in which our translation is i?mifficient'""«"•
and inadequate rather than positively inaccu-

rate or inexact. Here the same rules mainly apply as stated
above

;
but still greater care is required, otherwise the whole

texture of our version might be insensibly altered. Indeed
It may perhaps be safely said that if a case does not come'
clearly under tho head of a definite inaccuracy it should be
left untouched. We want a revised, not what is ambitiously
called an improved translation.

Similar care will havc to be used in reference to debatable
Debatobie pas- passages. Where tho balance of opinion either

way is nearly the same, there prudence suggests
that the present English Version should obviously be allowed
to remain. Even in important passages, such as Phil, ii., 6,
where the judgment ofmodern criticism seems clearly to pre-
ponderate against tho rendering ofAp^ay^6y, adopted by the
older versions and retained by the A. V., we should yet con-
sider It questionable whether any change should be intro-

fZ wtllffe'''''""^''
"""^"^ '°"° '" ^"^^ •"'" '"'™'l"«'l by the translators
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duced. The same may be said of the interesting and diffi-

cult passage, Rom. viii., 20, 21, where, though it does seem re-

quired by the general teuor of the passage that the fin should

be regarded as closely dependent on the preceding i\irili (" in

hope that," etc.) rather than as causal and commencing a new

clause, we should still hesitate before we made the change.

Even in a yet clearer case, where there does seem something

like inaccuracy, and where a change would certainly seem to

cast some feeble light on the exegetical difficulty, we should

hesitate before we actually substituted " inaspiucli as thoy

were disobedient" for the " who were disobedient" of the

A. V. in the celebrated passage 1 Pet. iii., 20. The grammat-

ical certainty of the clear difference in thought between a

participle with and without the article would weigh-much

with us, still, even here we might not feel a case strong

enough for an absolute change. In regard of the translation

of jTi-cu/tan in verse 18 we should not be so sensitive, .is here

the insertion of the ry is clearly against evidence, and the

translation would have to follow the true text. In all such

debatable passages, then, prudence would seem to suggest

the maintenance of the present version, though the allcrn-

ativo rendering might most properly be placed in the mar-

gin. And if in these greater passages, so, certainly, would it

seem desirable to leave the text untouched in passages of

minor importance, such, for example, as Luke ii., 49, ivToiz

row narp(5c t^ov (house, or things?), John y.,ZQ,iptvvaTi (pres-

ent, or imperative?), John xii., 6, i^amalitv (bare, or pur-

loined ?), Col. i., 15, 7rp(.»r^ro.:oc iri<rnc <rr.'<TE<..c ("of every crea-

ture," or "before every creature?"). In all such passages,

where the arguments are nearly in equipoise, conservative

principles might judiciously be allowed to prevail.

^ But in passages where there is an inconsistency of rendcr-

, inc. it would seem proper to act with greater

tenderiDgs. freedom. While we may rightly recognize ana

maintain the general principle of our own version, and, in-

deed, of some of the earlier versions, viz., in preserving a free-
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dom as to the rendering of the same Greek word, we can

hardly defend the varied translations of the same words that

are found in our version of the Synoptical Gospels. There is

certainly force in the remark of Archbishop Trench, that, in

cases of similarity of language in the Greek, as, for instance,

in the case of the Epistle to the Ephesians and the Epistle

to the Colossians, a careful version ought in some degree to

reproduce the interesting phenomenon of the similarity of

words and expressions in the original.* Here, then, there

really seems valid reason for a reconsideration of the great

variety of rendering which we find in the Authorized Ver-

sion, and for the belief that not only in these more general

instances, but in the case of particular words, much improve-

ment might properly be introduced. No plea for freedom

can fully justify us in retaining all the seventeen different ren-

derings of rarapycu, when the word itself is only used about

twenty-seven times in all, or the nine different renderings of

fijXoi* out of a total of twelve passages ; and that these are

not isolated or extreme cases will be seen by any one who
will take the trouble to examine the various translations that

are given to almost any word of fairly common use in tlie

Greek Testament. We advise any one who may feci a doubt

on this subject to look into a useful work called 77te English-

man's Greek Concordance of the Neio Testament, and to judge

for himselCf Here, at any rate, revision would be not only

* See iJew. o/Authorized Version, p. 59, where examples are given of need-

less changes in rendering in the case of some words common to the Kpistlc

to the Ephesians and Epistle to the Colossians

—

e. g., lvipyiia,Kfh.i., J9,

Col. ii., 12 ; roTreivo^poffuw), Eph. iv., 2, Col. iii., 12; ffU/i/3i/3a?();itvov, Epii.

iv., IG, Col. ii., 19, To which we may add aaiXytta, 2 Pet. ii., 7, Jude 4
;

KvpwTtK, 2 Pet. ii., 10, Jude 8 (the margin of the former passage, however,

gives also " dominion," as in the latter passage) ; and the really perverse

change of rendering in Zoijioc, 2 Pet. ii., 17, Jude 13, and that in a clause

where to the extent of eight continuous words St.Feter and St.Jude are ab-

solutely identical. These are cases in which, with the greatest desire to

make as few changes as possible, hardly any reviser could forbear suggesting

a change in one of the two synonyms thus found in identical passages.

t This useful work is better known to scholars and interpreters than to

the general student. It had, however, reached a third edition in 18G0. The
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desirable, but necessary. Yet here also cautioa would be re-

quired. No mere mechanical uniformity of translation is for

one moment to be advocated. The word that most faithful-

ly represents the meaning of the passage under considera-

tion is the word to be used and to bo maintained, without

any reference to the mere fact of its having been used or not

having been used in other passages where the same Greek

word may have occurred. Where, however, not only the

Greek word is the same, but the tenor and context of the

passage is the same, there variation is not only undesirable,

but even unfaithful. It is only, then, in clear cases that this

form of revision should be applied, but there it should be ap-

plied without hesitation.

The last class of cases in which revision seems necessary

18 where we find obscurity, whether due to the

deST^"" now antiquated meaning of the English words,

or to the difficulty or ambiguity of the original Greek.

There arc a few cases of the latter kind in which the re-

visers of 1611 seem to have studiously left the difficulty as

they found it, and to have made the English only too faith-
'

ful a rendering of the Greek.* Such a verse, for instance, as

plan of the work is very simple. The Greek word U given, and under it the

na^»^ where it i8 used; but the passages so cited are not, as m Bruder

C„3.re! in Greek, bit in English, and in the words of the Author.zed

VeX The student can thus see at a glance not only hoj many times a

word is used in the original, but how it is translated m each passage. The

- Sment Lt a sober inspection of this vol-e would lead to woud^ee^^^^^^

be this-that, as a general rule, the variations of rendenng m our version are

c^rta nly numerous%nd even in excess; but that, in the great majontyof

calS the meaning'directly or indii^ctly conveyed by the context has been

felt and recognized, and the English word chosen accordingly.

'".
Itis veTdoub'tful how far such a principle as this can ^e J"^fied --

of leaving the English translation in the same stnte of amb gui.y as the

rreT so that if two meanings should be fairly compatible with the words
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verse 36 of 1 Cor. vii., can hardly convey any meaning what-

ever to the English reader, whereas by the simple insertion

of the word " daughter" in italics after the word "virgin"

some clew to the meaning of the verse is at once given. Col.

ii., 23 is perhaps another instance. In such cases, however,
• two good rules must be systematically followed. First, the

translator must be careful not to pass into the province of

the interpreter, and to give a paraphrase instead of a faithful

rendering. All that he can or ought to do is, by some words

in italics, or some happy choice of expression or subtle change

of collocation, to make the probable meaning of the Greek as

clear and appreciable as the nature of the passage will ad-

mit. Secondly, if there bo difierence of opinion as to the

meaning of the words, one or more of thevalternative render-

ings should be placed in the margin.

In the case oi archaisms which tend to obscure the mean-

ArchaiBms, irob- ing, revision should Certainly be adopted. But
score, sboald ba . i i , ,
removed. here this very obvious rule should be followed

:

archaisms should be removed, not wherever they occur, sim-

ply because they are archaisms, but in those cases only whero

they leave the general reader in doubt as to the meaning of

the words or passage. For instance, few general readers or

hearers know what St. Paul means when he tells the Corinthi-

ans that he knows " nothing by himself" (1 Cor. iv., 4), or

with avQpioirov as a tertiary predicate (see Donaldson, Greek Grammar, §

48i) seq.), or (3) with ipCiQ as a secondary predicate (see Donaldson, New
Cratytus, § 304, or Greek Grammar, § 436 seq.). Assuming—which may bo

assumed—that the choice mainly lies between (2) and (3), are we to adopt a

translation which would leave the English as doubtful as to structure as the

Greek, e.^.," every man coming into the world" (so the Five Clergt/mert), or

are we to make the meaning distinct by translating either according to (2),

" when he cometli into the world" (the A. V. is inexact), or according to (3),

"by coming into the world"

—

"i.e., by the Word's coming into the world?'

The answer is not easy. The decision, however, of most interpreters would,

we think, be this : Do not adopt the evasive translation, but pluce one of the

two latter translations in the text and the other in the margin. The result

in this individual case would probably be that (3) would obtain the place in

the text, and that (2) would stand in the margin. To evade is never satis-

factory.
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would suppose that the words in the Greek were ohUv ifiavrf

auvotSa. Here a change of preposition (" against" for " by")

would be quite enough, without turning for aid to the wordy
" I am not guilty in conscience of any thing" of the Rhemish
Version. The " by myself" is found in all the old versions,

and is an heir-loom from Tyndale. It would still be under-

stood in some parts of England, but is certainly misunder-

stood by the majority of English readers. The often-quoted

"took up our carriages" of Acts xxi., 15 is another instance.

Here the archaism has no such pedigree as the former, but

was due to the last revision : Tyndale's rendering is " we
made ourselves ready," which under Coverdale's hand be-

came the very vague " were ready." Cranmer, followed by

the Bishops' Bible, adopts the not very felicitous "we took

up oiir burdens ;" the Genevan the more exact but certainly

homely " we trussed up our fardels ;" while the Rhemish

comes very b<idly out of it with the frigid and scarcely accu-

rate " being prepared," due to the " prjeparati" of the Vul-

gate. Tyndale's rendering is really, perhaps, the best of

those already given, and has on its side, what perhaps its au-

thor was little aware of, the authority of the venerable Syrl-

ac Version. Many similar instances might be cited, such, for

example, as Matt, vi., 25, " take no thought ;" Acts xvii., 23,

" devotions ;" 1 Tim. v., 4, " nephews;" in all of which change

is clearly required, owing to the change of meaning which

the lapse of time has introduced into the words. It may be

doubted, also, whether a passage which a few years ago was

quoted in the House of Commons* as a mistranslation, " not

slothful in business" (Rom. xii., 1 1), does not really involve

an archaism, and whether the " busyness" of 1611 did not ap-

proach more nearly to the (nrovS^ of the original than it cer-

tainly does now. Thei-e is a little doubt, however, in the

* This particular passage was referred to by Mr. Heywood in his speech on

Revision when moving the address above referred to (see p. 14), and cited as

bding erroneously translated. See the speech as given in Hansard's Debates

(3d Series), vol. cxliii., p. 122 seq.
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matter, as Tyndale, by his "let not the business which ye
have in hand be tedious to you," though showing praisewor-
thy exactness as to the article (rjj erTrcSjj ^i, 6Kyr,poi), has ap-
parently used " business" in the sense in which it is now used,
and which a popular preacher on this sermon found to his
cost was certainly not the sense which St. Paul intended to
be assigned to it in his practical and ever-seasonable precept.
Love and zeal in the hearts of the very best of us are ever in

danger of growing dull and cold.

We have now concluded our general survey of the limits

concinding re- *" which revision might properly be carried.°^ We have seen that not only where error is plain-
ly to be recognized, but even in cases where inaccuracy, in-

consistency, or obscurity may be distinctly visible, there it

would seem the duty of a faithful revision to introduce cor-
rections. There may be also other cases hardly falling ex-
actly under any one of the classes just specified where an at-

tentive reviser might feel that a change was necessary to
bring out the full meaning of the holy original, but these
probably would not be many, and, when the great principle
of the least possible change •consistent with faithfulness was
borne in mind, would often be reconsidered on a final review.
We may fairly assume, then, that we have specified the lim-

its beyond which no revision of the future would ever be like-

ly to go, and to which, if the revision were undertaken by au-

thority, it ought certainly to be restrained by definite prelim-
inary instructions.

Into the minor matters of the spelling of proper names,
correction of doubtful English (Matt, xvi., 15 ; John ix., 31,
al.), use of italics (Col. i., 19 ; Ileb. x., 38, al.), punctuation (1

Cor. XV., 29, 32 ; 2 Cor. v., 19, al.), and other mattcrs.of detail,

it does not seem here necessary to enter.* In all, the same

• All these questions, however, are of importance, especially the introduc-
tion of italics and punctuatipn. In regard to the former, a very careful in-
quiry would have to be instituted as to what are to be considered the italics

of the Authorized Version, if, indeed, the " previous question" would not have

Mm
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general piiucipleB of restriction above alluded to would com-

monly be found applicable, but as the likelihood of disturb-

ing existing prepossessions by such changes would be but

small, the restrictive principle would not need to be very

rigorously applied. Perhaps we may shortly say that on

the first of the cases above-mentioned (spelling of proper

pames) but little change would be desirable, but that in the

last (punctuation) considerable improvements might be in-

troduced. Even here, however, caution would be required.

Punctuation is not by any means in so satisfactory a state,

even in our modern historical works, that we could presume

overmuch on modern theories. Under any circumstance, it

is to be hoped that no toleration would be extended to that

objectionable, though, as we fear our own pages bear witness,

occasionally serviceable modern mark, the dash. The revis-

ers, we think, would be wise to make the Cambridge edition

their standard, and to adhere to its punctuation, unless the

exegesis of the passage clearly required a change.

We may now pass onward to the actual application of the

principles above laid down,

to be raised as to whether they might not be dispensed with altogether. The

edition of 1011 has never been held to be a valid authority, many instances

occurring in which supplementary words are inserted, and not, as usually,

printed in itaUcs : see, for example. Gal. i., 8, 9, where there is a distinct in-

consistency in printing (" preach any other Gospel') in two consecutive verses.

There appears to have been a thorough revision of these additions in the Cam-

bridge folio edition of 1G38. Between that time and 17G0 many additions

seem to have crept in, but since the latter date, when the italics were again

revised, few, if any, fresh introductions appear to have been made. In a few

passages (e. g.. Acts vii., 9, "calling upon God') it may be doubted whether

the gloss supplied by the added word is not exegetically incorrect. In the

equally important question of punctuation there would be need of careful pre-

liminary consideration. In many passages (e. g. , 1 Cor. xv. , 29, 32 ; 2 Cor.

v., 19) the punctuation depends on previous exegetical decision. A careful

paper on this subject will be found in the BiUiotheca Sacra for Oct., 18G8.

The fullest information on the subject of italics will be found in an excellent

treatise by the late Bishop of Ely (Dr. Turton), entitled The Text of the En-

gluh Bible aa printed at the Universities, Cambridge, 1833.
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CHAPTER V.

AMOUNT OF COEEECTIONS LIKELY TO BE INTEODUCED.

We have now come to a very practical question, and one

Amount of that Can only be satisfactorily answered in a
change an Impor- . , , , i /•

taut question, practical manner, and by actual samples of re-

vision in accordance with the foregoing rules. It is, indeed,

a question of primary importance. If it should appear that

the amount of change necessary to bring our present version

up to a reasonable standard of faithfulness and accuracy is

really not so great as is assumed by popular writers and

thinkers on the subject, then much of the prejudice against a

revision would disappear. The question, in fact, wquld then

not assume the invidious form. Is it wise to tamper with our

existing noble version ? but would simply be this : With such

an amount of change before us as the foregoing principles

would seem to involve, is it wise or unwise to disturb our

existing translation ? On the amount of change the whole

subject will mainly be found to turn, and till that be approx-

imately estimated all dealing with current objections will bo

futile. Our present opponents—even those, it may be said,

who at least ought to be better informed, at once assume

that there will be a great amount, and then proceed to state

all the evils that will follow.

We must, then, deal with the question, however roughly,

iiowitmavbe of probable amount. But how can this best be
ascertainei j^^g y Probably in two ways: First, as in the

case of the amount of change likely to be introduced by

grammatical and exegetical considerations, by taking some

current revision made on general principles of distinct avoid-

ance of change except where accuracy required it, and by

making a calculation from actual inspection of the sum total
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of corrections that would be likely on such a Bystem to be

introduced in the whole of the New Testament. Secondly,

by giving actual samples of revision, based on the princi-

ples of the foregoing chapter, and checked by all tlio limita-

tions which we have already specified. We shall then have

before us a system in which generally unnecessary change is

avoided, and also one in which limiting and conservative

considerations are still more allowed to prevail.

For a rough estimate of the greatest amount of change

AmooDtof t^*' ^^ would seem reasonable to expect in any

rertgfon or the revision of the present day, we may turn to one
Five Clergymen, already used in reference to textual change, 77ie

Revised Tramlation hyFive Clergymen. In this work, though

change has been very freely introduced wherever faithfulness

and accuracy seemed to require it, yet it certainly may be

considered as a fair specimen of a revision in which unneces-

sary change is avoided. The amount of change is greater,

especially in the case of inaccuracies, than would result from

an observance of the principles of this chapter, as scarcely

any instance, however slight, has been allowed to pass with-

out emendation. If, then, we firet make our calculation from

this particular translation, we shall probably have arrived at

results, as to the amount of change, beyond which it may be

considered certain that no careful and conservative revision

of the present time would ever advance. We shall, in fact,

have arrived at what mathematicians call the superior limit,

the inferior limit being either change only where it would

simply be impossible, on any principle of faithfulness, to main-

tain the present version, or no change at all.

Let us take two different portions, one from the Gospels,

the other from the Epistles, so as to form as fair an estimate

as we can for the whole of the New Testament. If we take

the first four chapters of St. John's Gospel and count all the

changes (except those due to textual criticism, which have

beeu°estimated already), we shall find that they amount to

about 1 72. The majority of these changes, however, is of so
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slight a kind as regards the general tone and rhythm of the

verse (insertions of the article, changes of perfect to the sim-

ple preterite, etc.) that they would probably escape the notice

of the general hearer. The number ofverses in the four chap-

ters is 166.

If we now take a short epistle, St. Paul's Epistle to the Ga-

latians, and similarly count the changes, we shall find them
about 167, the number of verses being 149. If we now com-

bine the results so as to form a rough estimate for the whole

New Testament, this result is arrived at—about 339 changes

in 315 verses, or very little more, on the average, than at the

rate ofone change for each verse. Such a result can not fairly

be considered very alarming when wo remember that this

amounts, on an average, to a change of a single word in cer-

tainly not less than every twenty. At any rate, even if it

should seem alarming,* it may be considered sufficient to dis-

pose of the greater part of the current arguments against re-

vision, which are founded on the assumption of a far greater

* It is worthy of notice, and certainly not unsatisfactory, that this amount
of change has already been thought very alarming, not only by episcopal

speakers in the recent sitting of Convocation (see The Guardian for May 1
1 ),

but even in public journals, where thoroughness ofwork is more often rccom-,

mended than purely conservative change. The fears, however, are not alto-

gether well founded. In the first place, it may be said that no present revi-

sion for public tue would be likely to go so far as that of the Five Clergymen,

on which the calculation was based. Still, when all the small changes, not

only in the text and translation, but also in the italics and even punctuation,

which would almost certainly be introduced even by the most conservative

revisers, are taken into the calculation, it does not seem likely that the aggre-

gate of changes, great and small (the n^ajority will certainly be of this de-

scription), will numerically be much less than bas been specified, though the

whole version will be revised to a decidedly lower key than that of the Five

Clergymen. The comparison in an article in The Times (for May G) between

one change in every verse and one note In every bar in a piece of music, is

hardly fair. In the first place, the ratio of the one change to the average

number of elements unchanged is very different in the two cases, and, in the

next place, it is certainly true that we may express the same sentiment by

different forms of words, whereas the same air can only be expressed by the

same sequence of notes. After all, calculation will show, as is indicated in

the text, that such a standard «f revision will only involve change to the amount

offive per cent. Can this be thought very serious ?
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percentage of change. When it is quite clear that no revis-

ion would be tolerated in excess of that of the Five Clergy-

men, and when cool calculation shows that in that particular

revision the amount of change would appear to be about one

word, and that often a little word, in each verse, surely it is

idle to call this recasting or remodeling, and to argue accord-

ingly.

It can not be pleaded that other portions of Scripture

would show very different results to those derived from the

portions now chosen. In St. Paul's Epistles, in the work re-

ferred to, the amount of change is very steady.

If the Epistle to the Hebrews had been translated, the

Final amonnt chango in it would probably have risen above
onihisbaBiB.

tjjjj standard, but this would have been more

than balanced by the smaller amount of change in other Gos-

pels, in two of which it would have probably fallen below.

If, then, we may assume that any future revision would cer-

tainly not overstep the limits practically observed in the

work referred to, we arrive, for our superior limit, at this re-

sult

—

one change in everyJive verses due to textual criticism,

and about one change in each verse due to grammar and gen-

eral exegesis. But this, let it be remembered, is the superior

limit, below which it is perfectly clear that any revision of

the present time would certainly fall. If every petty change

due to every cause were to be taken into account, the result

would be as above ; but, in the foregoing estimate, notice is

only taken of the greater forms of change due to textual and

grammatical considerations.

We have now to try and estimate how far below this supe-

Probabie rior limit any modern revision would be likely
ftmonat in s « .. m. • 111 1 • •

new revision, to fall. This cau Only be done by giving some

samples of revision, textual and grammatical, based on the

principles of the last chapter, as far as a single mind can do

it ; but it must be well borne in remembrance by the intelli-

gent reader that he has here only the judgment of a single

mind, and that the results would probably be different in the
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case of several minds in union. The difference, however,

would not, perhaps, ultimately be in excess. On first going

over the work the amount of change would be great; but on

a reconsideration of it, experience, maturity of powers, con-

viction of the impossibility offollowing rigid rules, and—best

of all teachers—consciousness in many passages of failure and

of over-correction, would finally reduce the changes, on the

second revision, almost by one half. All united companies of

revisers, whatever their work may be, commonly begin with

timidity, rapidly advance to boldness and excess of change,

and end with caution and conservatism. When the vaXivrpo-

TToc avpa in revision, as the Greeks call it, once begins to blow,

it continues with all the steadiness of a trade wind. It does

not, then, by any means follow that a mixed company of re-

visers would introduce in the long run more changes in actual

amount than any one single scholar of moderation and sobri-

ety. The changes introduced by the company would un-

doubtedly be better than those of the individual, but they

would not be more numerous.

The portions of Scripture chosen are the Sermon on the

Sample portions Mount, and four of tlie most difficult chanters of
chosen for revis- „--,,,„., . t. 1 c
Ion. bt. 1 anIs lipistle to the Kom.ins : tlie nrst as

being a portion of Scripture in which the cliange needed is

very little, the second as being a portion wliere necessary

change reaches a maximum. Except in cases where the rea-

son for the change is obvious, the principles on which it is

made are shortly specified in the foot-notes. The changes

due to textual criticism are indicated by spaced printing, and

the reading of the Authorized Version given in the left-hand

margin ; the changes due to grammar and other principles

are indicated by blacker type, and the words which have been

affected by the changes are given in the right-hand column.

The amount, as well as the nature of the changes, can thus

easily be seen. It may be added that italics are left as we

find them in what may be called (for these added words) the

first really standard edition "(Cambridge, 1638).
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Wo begin, then, with our blessed Lord's Sermon on the

Mount.

ST. MATTHEW, CHAP. V.

oEiTioiu 1 And seeing the multitudes, he o«Aimi«oAi.

went up into the* mountain : and a

when he was set, his disciples came

unto him. 2 And he opened his mouth,

and taught them, saying, 3 Blessed

are the poor in spirit: for theirs is

the kingdom of heaven. 4 Blessed

are they that mourn : for they shall

be comforted.f 5 Blessed are the

meek : for they shall inherit the earth.

6 Blessed are they that^ hunger and which do

thirst after righteousness : for they

shall be filled. 7 Blessed are the mer-

cilul: for they shall obtain mercy.

8 Blessed are the poor in heart : for

they shall see God. 9 Blessed are the

• Here a change seems positively Required, not merely on Brnmmatical

grounds, but on general and exegetical grounds. It was "Me mountain,"

not necfessarily " the known mountain" (De Wctte), but simply the mountain

near to which and on the sides of which the multitudes then were gathered

;

tA opoc 1-6 jrXijfflov, Euthymius. The article U certainly not used indefinitely

cither in Greek (see Hermann, on Viger, p. 703) or Hebrew, and almost cer-

tainly not here generlcally (" the mountain country"), opoc being always used

in the N. T. to denote a single mountain, and i) ipuv^ (Luke i., 30, Co) the

monntain-country. All the English versions adopt the indefinite article ;
the

Anglo-Saxon, however, has properly retained the definite translation, "iHone

milnt." See Bosworth, Anglo-Saxon Gospels, in loc. , p. 16.

t This verse is placed after ver. 5 by Lachmann, Tregelles, and other ed-

itors on the authority of the Codex Bezffl, the Curetonian Syriac, and a def-

inite comment of Origen ; but it is almost ceruin that the authority would

be considered by all sober critics as far too weak to justify any change.

t One of those very small changes which will often have to be made. There

is really no reason, except it can ppssibly be that the insertion of "do" was

thought to bind " hunger & thirst" more closely together, why there should

be a change from the translation in ver. 4. Tyndale, Cranmer, and the Gen-

evan similarly vary as to " which," but not as to the insertion of the " do,'

as in the A.V.
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oniTioAL. peacemakers : for they shall be called ohaumatioil.

the BonB'" ofGod. 10 Blessed are tliey children

which are persecuted for righteous-

ness' sake : for theirs is the kingdom

of heaven. 11 Blessed are ye, when

men shall revile you, and persecute

you, and shall say all manner of evil

against you falsely,f for my sake. 12

Rejoice, and be exceeding glad,J for

great is your reward in heaven: for

so persecuted they the prophets which

were before you.

13 Ye are the salt of the earth : but
'

if the salt have lost his savour, where-

with shall it be salted? it is thence-

forth good for nothing, but to be cast

out, and to be trodden under foot of

* Probably a desirable change. The distinction between "children" and

"sons" may usually be maintained witli advantage both in this and in other

passages of the New Testament. The reference, of course, is to the vioBtaia,

but no argument can be founded on the general translation of this word, as it

is translated in three ways in the A.V., viz., "adoption" in Rom. viii., 15, 23;

"adoption of sons," Gal. iv., 5 ; "adoption of children," Eph. i., 5. We
may remark that there is no need to displace the article, there being at least

two good grammatical reasons (the nuncupative verb KXi)9i)ffoi/rai and tlie

absence of the article before Qiov) why it sliould not be expressed in the orig-

inal, though presumably latent. It may be added that throughout the para-

graph the translation of on is maintained as in the A.V. No doubt iin more

commonly gives the reason (" because"), while yap ratlier confirms (" for")

;

but to press such a principle here would be quite needless : comp. ver. 30.

In ver. 12, where on and yiip appear together, the matter is more doubtful.

t The word "falsely" (i/'«tiio/ifvoi) would not appear if the translation were

madk from the text of Lachmann or Tischendorf (ed. 7), but its omission is

very feebly supported, and could not be accepted when the evidence for and

against the omission is soberly considered. Meyer is evidently influenced by

purely internal and subjective considerations. These have their just weight

both here and generally, but few would deem them sufficient to make up for

the small amount of evidence against the word.

X We have placed a comma after this word for the sake of more closely

connecting the clause with the words tliat follow, and so of thus marking the

slight change of ratiocination involved in the Iin and yhp, and of avoiding

the heavier "because."
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oEiTioAu men. 14 Ye are the light of the world. oEiUHATioiu

A city Bet* on an hill can not be hid. that la set

15 Neither do men light a candle, and
put it under thef bushel, but on thef a a

candlestick ; and it giveth light unto

all that are in the house. 1 6 Even soj Let yonr light eo

let your light shine before men, that

they may see your good works, and
• glorify your Father which is in heav-

en.

1 7 Think not that I am come to de-

stroy the law, or the prophets : I am
not come to destroy, but to ful61. 18

For verily I say unto yon, Till heaven

and earth pass, one jot or one tittle

shall in no wise pass from the law, till

all be fulfilled. 1 9 Whosoever there-

fore shall break one of these least

commandments, and shall teach men
so, ho shall bo called least§ in thetheicut

* The relative is here omitted with WicHffe, it being really a principlo of

Bome importance to maintain, where possible, the translation o( the participle

when thus used without the article, and being thus what is called a secondary

predication : see Donaldson, New Cratylus, § 301. The relatival or directly

predicative translation is found in all the older versions (except Wicliffe), and

even in Alford, ilutA. Vert. Revised (in loc), but it is not logically or gram-

matically correct. What our blessed Lord says is this : "A city can not be

hid when it lieth on a mountain." The words tliat most nearly say this,

with the least possible disturbance of the A.V., are those in the text. No
doubt both upovc and c<i;ievi) could be more literally translated, but the prin-

ciple of minimum change suggests the present words.

t These two changes seem positively required, if any account is really to

be taken of the article. The slight difficulty that the reader feels is not so

much owing to the translation as to the fact that a bushel is not one of those

articles which are commonly found in houses now.

X The correction is really required for perspicuity. Nine English readers

out of ten think that the "so" refers to what follows, and not to what pre-

cedes. Tyndale, and all the later versions except the Rhemiah, coincide with

the A.V. The Anglo-Saxon and Wicliffe both properly throw the " bo" for-

ward, and make it the first word in the sentence.

§ So Wicliffe ! Tyndale and the remaining versions prefix the definite arti-
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oBiTioAL. kingdom of heaven : but whosoever aiAiiMATioAL.

shall do and teach them,i\iQ same.shall

be called great in the kingdom of

heaven. 20 For I say unto you. That

except your righteousness shall ex-

ceed the righteousness of the scribes

and Pharisees, ye shall in no case en-

ter into the kingdom of heaven.

21 Ye have heard that it was said

to* them of old time, Thou shalt not by

kill : and whosoever shall kill shall be

in danger of the judgment. 22 But I

say unto you,That whosoever is angry

Many ancient with his brother without a cansef shall
authoriliea omit , . i /. . i . -i -,

without a be in danger of the judgment: and

whosoever shall say to his brother,

Kaca, shall be in danger of the coun-

cil: andj whosoever sliall say, Thou but

fool, shall be in danger of hell fire.

23 If therefore§ thou bring thy gift to Therefore If

cle. Consistency seems to require the omission—" shall be called great . . . .

shall be called least."

• The translation hero adopted is not perfectly certain, the oblavitnl use

("by them") being grammatically defensible (see Winer, Gramm., § 31, 10,

p. 276, ed. Moulton ; Meyer, Kommentar, fii foe), but not exegetically proli-

able, the clause " but I say unto you," ver. 22, seeming to stand in such clear

parallelism to the preceding words. The Gothic, Anglo-Saxon, and all the

English versions adopt the dative : so also the margin. There seems, then,

* full reason for the change,

t The words " without a cause" are very doubtful. The Vatican and Si-

naitic MSS. , supported by several versions, omit; the remaining uncial MSS.,

with the Old Latin, Syriac, and Coptic versions, retain the words. In a case

of such clear doubt, It would seem right to leave the words in the text, but

to notice in the margin the doubtfulness of the reading.

X This change is necessary for consistency. There can be no reason for

translating the Si by " and" in one clause, and " but" In the next, when the

first four words in both clauses are the same. The Genevan and Rliemish

alone adopt '
' and. " The rest agree with the Authorized Version.

§ Tills change might seem at first sight needlessly minute. It is, however,

very desirable to avoid, as far as possible, giving ovv the strong illative force

which the position of " wherefore" at the beginning of the sentence certainly
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oiinoiu tj,g altar, and there remember* that obaumatioal.

thy brother hath ought against thee

;

24 Leave there thy gift before the

altar, and go thy way ; first be recon-

ciled to thy brother, and then come

and offer thy gift. 25 Agree with

thine adversary quickly, whilef thou whiles

inthcwaywith art with him in the way;| lest at

any time§ the adversary dejiver thee

to the judge, and the judge deliver

seems to imply. This, as we shall find in St. Paul's Epistles, is better reserved

for Spa. We are also preserving the same position for the illative particle

which it occupies in ver. 19. The exegesis of the passage seems also to re-

quire the subordination of the Inference. It was the remembrance of the

grave punishment that overhangs the unloving and evil-speaking that sug-

gests the solemn counsel in ver. 23. It does not so much directly follow

from it OS indirectly, and by natural consequence. The older versions pre-

serve the order in Auth., except the Genevan, which adopts the thoroughly

correct " if then" (though not always to be pressed), and Rhemiih, which here

adopts "if therefore."

* The change to the subjunctive is apparently necessary on the principle

of a parity of moods in the two clauses. Here again the Rhemish is with the

change. The remaining versions maintain the indicative; but in the first

clause Tyndale and Cranmer both preserve the indicative, and so far are con-

sistent The somewhat doubtful question as to when the indicative rather

than the subjunctive should follow " if," is answered succinctly and with very

good sense by Latham, English Language, § 636, vol. ii., p. 423 (ed. 4).

t "Wbiles,"as an archaic form (see Johnson, i>ic(ionar^,ed. Latham, s.v.),

may be properly changed into the more usual form. All the versions have
" whiles" except Coverdale, which agrees with the form In the text.

X This slight transposition is necessitated by the changed order which crit-

ical considerations seem clearly to require in the original. The emphasis thus

falls more on the Iv rp Hip, and should be preserved in the translation. The
place of emphasis in English is frequently at the close of the sentence. See

Bain, Rhetoric, p. 100. Some valuable remarks on the importance of the

order in an Englisli sentence will be found in Marsh, English Language, lect.

xvi., p. 347 seq.

§ The translation of /iqirore is by no means uniform in the A.V., the tem-

poral adjunct being sometimes preserved in translation (Matt, iv., 6), some-

times omitted (Matt. vii. , C). As a rough rule, perhaps it may be said that

where the idea of time is expressed (as here, iuc iirov) or distinctly implied

in the sentence, there the longer form should be used ; where it is only lat-

ent, then the shorter form "lest" will be sufficient. The longer form here

first appears in Cranmer.
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oE.T,<uu thee to the officer, and thou be cast o^^^r^.^

into prison. 26 Verily I say unto

thee. Thou shall by no means come

out thence, till thou hast paid the ut-

termost farthing.

27 Ye have heard that it was said*

^by them of . , Thou shalt not commit adultery.

'^ old time ^g j3^j J gay unto you, That whoso-

ever looketh on a woman to lust after

her hath committed adultery with her

already in his lieart. 29 Teaf if thy and

right eye offend thee, pluck it out, and

cast it from thee : for it is profitable

for thee that one of thy members

should perish, and not that thy whole

body should be cast into hell. 30 And

if .thy right hand offend thee, cut it

off, and cast it from thee :
for i£ is

profitable for thee that one of thy

members should perish, and not that

should be cast thy wholo body should got into

hell. 31 It hath al80§ been said.Who- it hath been

soever shall put away his wife, let him

. The reading of the text is supported by very distinctly preponderating

evidJnce. tTc Curetonian Syriac and Vulgate are among the mmorUy, but

ihpir <>vidence can not turn the scale. ...
ItS not '<=«"«'" «=°"«'=''°"' "^ P"^""" " " "'"^ "'

""".f r/
« the A V is too weak. It, however, does seem to bring out the mean ng,

^afnoto^ly must the particular sin be avoided, but even the first motions

St in the heart checked. This is clearly felt by Tyndale and the Genevan,

in both of which the translation is " therefore.

X The critical evidence for the text distinctly prepondfrates. The Kec.

Text is apparently an emendatory repetition from ver. 29.

§ Not a'ceitaiu'correction, but still apparently "-^-7 »»

-^^t^.t
is a fresh example of the contrast between the old and new d.^P«",^^"°^^

The particle « has here the force which its

«'y™°!°^,;"?f,t Testament
second place"), and which often marks its use both m the Greek Tes"""«"'

and elsewhere Compare Donaldson, Neu, Cralylus, § 155, p. 284. The

:£nglTom " hath bee^n" to " was" (Alford) does not, in this part.cuU.r case,

seem necessary.
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oBiTjoAi. gjye her a writing of divorcement. a"»iiu«"ian.

32 But I Bay unto you, That whoso-

ever shall put away his wife, saving

for the cause of fornication, causcth

her to commit adultery : and whoso-

ever shall many her when* divorced, that is

committeth adultery.

33 Again, ye have heard that it

hath been said to them of old time, by

Thou shalt not forswear thyself, but

shalt perform unto the Lord thine

oaths. 34 But I say unto you, Swear

not at all ; neither by heaven, for it is

God's throne : 35 Nor by the earth,

for it is his footstool : neither by Je-

rusalem, for it is the city of the great

King. 30 Neither shalt thou swear

by thy head ; for thou canst not make becanse

one hair white or black. 37 But let

your speechf be, Yea, yea; Nay, nay : communication

whatsoever is more than these cometh tot wbatsoever

of evil.J

An important correption. The participle has not the article, and must

not be translated definitely. Whether, however, it should be translated "a
divorced woman" generally, or as in the text, is by no means certain. The
most natural view would seem to be that airoXiXv^fi/qv is what grammarians

call a tertiary predicate, and that thus the reference is to one unlawfully di-

vorced, as above specified. See De Wette and Meyer, in loc. It must, how-

ever, always remain an important fact in the great controversy connected

with this verse, that St. Matthew has not inserted the article. Had he done

so, it would have been certain that the reference was to the special case above-

mentioned ; as it is, the utmost that can fairly be said in regard of the exact

inference to be drawn from the words is

—

non liquet.

f Not an important change, but apparently desirable to mark that it was

oral communication here refeiTed to, and conveying by speech the convictions

or facts asserted either aflBrmatively or negatively. Comp. Meyer, in loc. The

comment of Bengel in reference to the repeated "jea" and "nay" is very

good; "ett rei, sit est dicti: non rei, sit non dicti." Wicliffe gives as the

translation, "word;" Rhemish," toWe." The rest oaAuth.

X On the translation of this word, see the notes on chap, vi., 13.

AMOUNT OF CORSECTIONS PROBABLE.
j j 9

OBiTiQAL.
gg Yg ij^ye hcard that it hath been ouamuatioau

said, An eye for an eye, and a tooth
for a tooth. 39 But I say unto you,
That ye resist not evil: but whoso-
ever shall smite thee on thy v\<r\\t

cheek, turn to him the other also.

40 And if any man will sue thee at -

the law, and take away thy coat, let

him have thy cloke also. 41 And
whosoever shall compel thee to go a
mile, go with him twain. 42 Give to
liim that asketh thee, and from him
that would* borrow of thee turn not
thou away.

43. Ye have hoard that it hath been
said. Thou shalt love thy neighbour,
and hate thine enemy. 44 But I say

'^IhreuraT
""'° you, Love your encmies.f and

?o°?i.emTa?
^''^^ ^"^ ^^^^ ^'"^'^

A PO'secutc you

:

'^useyouanS Father which is in heaven: for he
maketh his sun to rise on the evil and
good,§ and sendcth rain on the just on the Rood

JJ^TTl "*{.
^
V"«'l '" "'" translation of rl>v eiXovra. It can hardly

ttT^ , ^T ^"°"''''" ^''''^' ^'""'^ considered, implies con-

Sv „nT7 :°",
''' Bf.^"^^"A Grammar,^. 104), approacLs more

ed o the slnn ""f °« ?"' de^ireth-CAlford) is heavy, and better suit-

tlllL'-tn^ ^, •T^f^"''"*'
"""" ^i*<='h"is weak; and "that is

Vr^nt pirr'^
"°"'''"'^"' "' "'' ""«"' ""^P- '° ™'. "' -y -«. ti-

JJ!i'!t T^
°'^"''' "T^ "^^^ '" ''•''='' *'« '"'o <" 'h'-ee oldest MSS.,

fnllr S'^''^"""^"
''"'> ^o-"" f«^ versions of high character, are opposed

tprln? M ^f"'•,f"PP""='l by all the second-class uncial MSS. and many

thToId^;Jr^ T'"",""' f"''• '" '""'' '^^^^ '° '^" verse, agree withthe older witnesses, and adopt the shorter reading.
t- See note on ver. 9.

Jthl^Z^ rV' "^^^^, ""'""'^ translation would perhaps mark the absence

men
), and similarly m the next clause. This, however, would seem to be
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oamoAu and uiyust. 46 For if ye love them
oS'thSl.loart'"

which lovo you, what reward have ye ?

do not even the publicans the same?*

47 And if yo salute your brethren

only, what do ye more than others ?

pttbiicansBoT do not even the heathen the same?

48 Be yo therefore perfect, even as

your Father which is in heaven is

perfect.

CHAPTER VI.

1 Take heed that ye do not your

alma righteousnessf before men, to bo

seen of them : otherwise ye have no

reward of your Father which is in

heaven. 2 When therefore! thou doest Therefore when

alms, do not sound a trumpet before thint Bima

thee, as the hypocrites do in the syn-

agogues and in the streets, that they

may have glory of men. Verily I say

unto you. They have their reward.

3 But when thou doest alms, let not

thy left hand know what thy right

hand doeth ; 4 That thine alms may

be in secret: and thy Father which

unnecessa.7, the general sense being expressed fully and fairly by the text

especially when the repetition of the preposition is dispensed with. The evil

and good, and the just and unjust, are here considered as a whole ckss to

whom the benefits are equally vouchsafed See above, p. ^^\^°^-
- The best critical editors here read oiJra-cbut, as it would seem, not on

distinctly sufficient evidence. In the next verse the balance is much more

decided the Vatican, Sinaitic, and Codex Bezx being all on he same side.

t ThU is a textuid change in which the state of the critical evidence is

Jch about the same as in'chap. v., 44. All the best modem editors adopt

the reading in the text: i\.wo,ivny was a very natural gloss.

1 ChanM made on the same principle as in chap, v., 23. The insertion

r.WKinTin italics in the A. V. is clearly unnecessary; see below, yer. 3.

U ;i'frnd in^r.! and the G.ne.an, but not in Cran.er nor in the

Rhemish.
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seeth in secret himself* shall rewardf obajjmahoau

^openly. thee . .J

thoD pravest,
then ehalt

/^openly.

A'-

5 And when ye pray, ye shall

not be as the hypocrites are: for

they love to pray standing in the

synagogues and in the corners of the

streets, that they may be seen of men.

Verily I say unto you,They have their

reward. 6 But thou, when thou pray-

cst, enter into thy closet, and when
thou hast shut thy door, pray to thy

Father which is in secret; and thy

Father which seeth in secret shall re-

ward thee . . 7 But when ye pray,

use not vam repetitions, as the hea-

then do : for they think that they

shall be heard for their much speak-

ing. 8 Be not ye therefore like unto

them : for your Father knoweth what

things ye have need of, before ye ask

him. 9 After this manner therefore

pray ye: Our Father which art in

heaven. Hallowed be thy name. 10

Thy kingdom come. Thy will be

* The reading is here very doubtful. On the whole, due regard being

had to the principles of the above revision, to the state of the evidence, and

to the possibility of a conformation to ver. 1 8, it seems best to retain the pro-

noun.

t The change here to " requite" (Alford) is unnecessary. No doubt "re-

ward" is now commonly referred to the idea of repaying for good, and has

lost its neutral sense of simple requital : with passages, however, such as

1 Snm. xxiv., 17, before us, it does nut seem necessary to disturb the familiar

words. Here again Is a case in which the principle of least possible change

seems to influence our decision.

} The omission of "openly" seems consistent with the principles of this

revision. The three great MSS. (observe that the Alexandrian is deficient

throughout the portion now before us) are in favor of the omission both here

and in ver. 6, and are supported by valuable cursive MSS. and several im-

portant versions. The best critical editors also agree in the omission.
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OTinau. done, as in heaven bo also upon earth.* , oramuatioai.' in esrtli aa it U
11 Give us this day our daily bread. '" •'*'™°-

12 And forgive us our debts, as we
we forgive also havB forgivenf our debtors.

13 And lead us not into temptation,

.For thiue ie but deliver us from evil.t .14 For
"the kingdom, .„ , . ^u • \ ^
and the power, if ye forgive men their trespasses,

for ever. /men! your heavenly Father will also for-

give you: 15 But if ye forgive not

men their trespasses, neither will your

Father forgive your trespasses.

16 Moreover when ye fast, be not,

as the, hypocrites, of a sad counte-

* It may be thought bold to change such familiar words, but the original

Greek seems positively to require it, the clause yfi/ijSqru rA BiXrina aou being

thus preserv'ed in more solemn parallelism with the two preceding clauses.

The defining words do not thus, as in Auth., form in effect a substantive part

of the whole clause, but preserve their true logical position. The transition

to the second part of the holy prayer and to our earthly needs is thus ako
better defined. This, however, is one of those changes which, if made by any

committee, would provoke the most unfavorable criticism. It is well for us,

then, to have samples of such corrections before us, that we may make up our

minds on the subject beforehand, and not be swayed by the sudden prejudices

of the time when they first appear. Some striking remarks on these three

great clauses and their import, considered logically, will be found in an arti-

cle by Hanne, in the JahrbScherfiir Deutsche Theologie for 18GG, p. 607 seq.

t The reading is very doubtful on account of the division of authorities,

some reading a^ifixiv, some apioiuv, and the remaining (among which are

the Vatican, Sinaitic, and Dublin Rescript) the perfect, aiplfKaiuv. We adopt

this with the chief critical editors. In the case of the concluding words of

the verse, the preponderance for the omission is a little more distinctly de-

fined, there being no division among the authorities on either side in fiivor

of any third reading (as above), and the Old Latin, Coptic, and Vulgate join-

ing with the three most ancient MSS. in favor of the omission. These words,

however, it may again be observed, will not be surrendered without much

controversy.

X Here it is perhaps best not to introduce a change, although t'he balance

of exegetical evidence seems in favor of the masculine, '"from the Evil One."

Consider Rom. xvi., 20 j Eph. vi., 16 ; 2 Tliess. iii., 3 ; 1 John iii., 8 j and

compare above, chap, r., 37. In both these cases it is well worthy of notice

and consideration that the great Greek interpreters are in favor of the mascu-

line. Under any circumstances, the alternative rendering ought to be placed

in the margin.

AMOUNT OF CORRECTIONS PROBABLE.
133

oEmoiu nance . f^^ ^^^^^ disfigure their faces, oaAi,«ii,oiu

that they may appear unto men to
fast. Verily I say unto you, They
have their reward. 17 But thou,
when thou fastest, anoint thine head,
and wash thy face; 18 That thou
appear not unto men to fast, but unto
thy Father which is in secret : and
thy Father which seeth in secret,

/^openly. shall reward thee . .
_ A

19 L,ay not up lor yourselves treas-

ures upon thef earth, where moth and earth

ruat doth corrupt, and where thieves
break through and steal : 20 But lay
up for yourselves treasures in heaven,

^ where neither moth nor rust doth cor-

rupt, and where thieves do not break
your through nor steal. 2lFor where thyj
jour treasure is, there will thine heart be

also, 22 The light of the body is the
eye: if therefore thine eye be single,

thy whole body shall be full of light.

23 But if thine eye be evil, thy whole
body shall be full of darkness. If
therefore the light that is in thee

vPrJl"
7'^"" "^"""j""?'? ^°^ 'he omission is here more decWed than in>er8e 4 and verse 6, and the omission may be deemed a certain correction

afe rute to observe the article m translation u,hen it appears after apreLi-
A

^'•«P''S'"0"'. as IS well known, so olYen obliterate the article (seeWinerGrammar § 19 p. 157, edit. Moulton), that when it does appear it may safel^be pressed The true mterpretation of the difficult words t,i r^c r~viai
I'™;

"•. IC. seems to depend on a due recognition of this principle.
X These two corrections are not quite certain, though very probable. Here

wi?h^h V r'"" ""A?""'" "'''"'P' ^°'^ >''^« '''^""»- We are thus left

M«> J "° """^ ^'""'''= "«'''°=' '''« ereat bulk of the second-class uncialMbb. The strong support given by the versions to the two older MSS andthe agreement with them of the valuable cursives marked 1 and 28, seem to
justify the correction. Comp. verse 1 7 for a like change to the sinpdar
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omiTioAi. be darknesB, how great w that dark- oraiiii«ioai.

ness!

24 No man can serve two inasterB

:

for either he will hate the one, and

love the other ; or else he will hold to

the one, and despise the other. Ye

can not serve God and mammon. 26

Therefore I say unto you, Be not care- Take no thought

fal* for your life, what ye shall eat,

and what ye shall drink ; nor yet for or

your body, what ye shall put on. Is

not the life more than the meat, and meat

the body than the raiment ? 26 Be- raiment

hold the fowls of the air ; thatf they for

sow not, neither do they reap, nor

gather into barns ;
yet your heavenly «*

Father feedeth them. Are ye not

much better than they? 27 Which

of you by being carefiU can add one taking ihooght

cubit unto his lifetime?! 28 Andeuturer

why are ye careftil for raiment ? Con- uke ye thought

eider the lilies of the field, how they

grow ; they toil not, neither do they

spin. 29 And yet I say unto you,

• On the reasons for this change, see the remarks of Trench On the Auth.

Version, p. 13. In this same verse there is some doubt as to the reading^

ThHwdence seem, in favor of Rec. («ai ri ».,rO,but in the translation of

the t^xt 80 taken the A.V. is slightly inaccurate. In the concludmg word

Ihe tatroduction of the two definite articla, is required on the pnnc.ples of

TThetord rih'; original is on, andhas obviously here not it. cansal.but

its «ptan7t^ry meaning"?' that. " As Meyer observes it is, in effect, equ.va-

lentto«ici«<voSri. Comp. John ii.,18; 2 Cor. i., 18, al.

t Cl^ly equired by the context. The idea of supporting hfe specudly by

™~„g rf fo^ in ver. 25 is expanded in ver. 26, and continued m its more

"eral fo^nVeVesent ..L All the English versions, however adop

fhe current view. So also Bengel, whose comment on Luke .^'

-.f
"

J^^"
(»cil: longitndinem »tatis) nemo cubitis metitur." Here agam the altemaUve

rendering should be put in the margm.
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oBinoAi. That even Solomon in all his glory enAuuATtoAj.

was not aiTayed like one of these.

30 But,* if God so clothe the grass wherefore,

of the field, which to day is, and to

morrow is cast into the oven, shall he

not much more clothe you, O ye of

little faith ? 31 Be not therefore care- Therefore take

ftil, saying,What shall we eat? or, "^ ""^ '

What shall we drink? or. Where-

withal shall wo be clothed ? 32 For

after all these things do the Gentiles

seek: for your heavenly Father know-

eth that ye have need of all these

things. 33 But seek ye first the

kingdom of God, and his righteous-

ness; and all these things shall be

added unto you. 34 Be not therefore Take therefore

carefulf for the morrow : for the mor-
no thought

/^tbe things of row shall be careful for . itself. Suf- ahall take

ficient unto the day is the evil ""^

thereof.

.again.

CHAPTER VII.

1 Judge not, that ye be not judged.

2 For with what judgment ye judge,

ye shall be judged: and with what

measure ye mete, it shall be measured

to youj . . 3 And why beholdest

* The strong ratiocinative "wherefore"' of ^u<A., though found in Tynd.,

Cranmer, Gen., al., can not properly be maintained as the translation of the

simple ii. Wicl. and Rhem. adopt "and," but the copula is here too weak.

t The translation in the text is somewhat heavy, but is adopted to presen-e

a consistent rendering of /icpi/ivav throughout the paragraph. Tyndale and

the older versions translate, alike easily and forcibly, " Care not then for the

morrow, hut (for, Cov., Gen.) let the morrow care for itself." Perhaps this

may be thought one of the cases where idiomatic force may set aside verbal

consistency.

t There is here no doubt whatever that iiirptiBriaiTai, not dcn/ierpiidqcrtrai.
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oEmoAu tijou tiie moto ^\^^^ jg j^ ^jjy trothei's ouaihiatioal.

eyej but considerest not the beam
that is in thine own eye ? 4 Or how-

wilt thou say to thy brother, Let me
pull out the mote out of thine eye

;

and, behold, the beam is in thine own a

eye? 5 Thou hypocrite, first pull* cast

out the beam out of thine own eye

;

and then shalt thou see clearly to pull cast

out the mote out of thy brother's eye.

6 Give not that which is holy unto

the dogs, neither cast ye your pearls

before swine, lest they trample them

under their feet, and turn again and

rend you.f

1 Ask, and it shall be given you

;

seek, and ye shall find ; knock, and it

shall be opened unto yon. 8 For ev-

ery one that asketh receiveth; and

he that seeketh findeth ; and to him

that knocketh it shall be opened.

9 Or what man is there of you, of

^if Mk whom -his son shall ask bread,!

will he give him a stone? 10 Or if

be ask he also ask a fish, will be give him a

is the true reading. The latter has onl/ the support of cursire manuscripts

and a few Greek and Latin fathers.

* It clearly can not be desirable to rarj the translation of tK/^aXiiv in two

consecntire verses.

t We hare removed the mark of paragraph in the usual editions, and con-

nect verse 6 with verse 6, but it may be admitted that the exact connection

of thought does not seem perfectly clear. Perhaps the verse has a limiting

character: Do what may be done to improve others with all humility, but

do not carry it to snch an excess that it would only too clearly be a very

provocative to profanation and rejection. See Meyer, Kommentar, in loc.

% The reading is doubtful. The critical balance seems in favor of the

omission of lav, and the change of alriiaj/ into ahtian. The translation is

adjusted accordingly, the particle "of" being introduced to make the regimen

a little more perspicuous.

AMOUNT OF COSSECTIONS PROBABLE. Ill

oEiTioAu serpent? 11 If ye then, being evil, obamhatioal.

know how to give good gifts unto

your children, how much more shall

your Father which is in heaven give

good things to them that ask him?
12 Therefore all things whatsoever ye

would that men should do to you, do
ye even so to them: for this is the

law and the propliets.

13 Enter ye in through the narrow* at the sirait

gate : for wide is the gate, and broad

ia the way, that l/eadeth to destruc-

tion, and many there be which go in

thereat:. 14 Becausef narrow is the strait

gate, and straitened is the way, which narrow

leadeth unto life, and few there be

that find it. 15 But| beware of false Beware

prophet8,which come to you in sheep's

clothing, but inwardly are ravening they are

wolves. 10 Ye shall know them by
their fruits. Do men gather grapes

from§ thorns, or figs from thistles? of of

The corrections in this and the following verse are for the sake of making
the meaning more distinct; but it may be doubted whether the old render-
ing, which is that of Tyndale and the early versions, would not l)e maintained
in any revision. At the same time, we are enabled by the change to give
ridXi/i/ufi;, verse 14, a much more accurate rendering.

t The reading is here very doubtful. The second hand of the Vatican
MS. and the Codex Ephremi read rt (liow !) ; the first hand of the Vatican
and the Sinaitic, 'on, the Alexandrian MS. (as has been already observed) and
Codex Bezo! being defective. This would seem clearly a ease where the
principle of least possible change might be allowed to decide the question.

X The omission in translation of the particle Si tends to obscure the con-
nection. It would seem that verse 15 is to be connected in thought with
verse 14, and that the current of the divine thought Is, " If so, then beware of
those who might add to your difficulties in finding the true path." Bengel's
comment is " dum ipsi datis operam ut intretis, cavete eos qui claudunt."

At the close the pronoun " they" is perhaps omitted with advantage. The
outward garb and inward nature are thus kept more closely in antithesis.

§ A slight change, but probably necessary. In some passages, the use of
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oiuTioAL.^ 17 Even bo every good tree bringeth obammatioal.

forth good fruit ; but the corrupt tree a

bringeth forth evil fruit. 18 A good

tree can not bring forth evil fruit,

neither cati a corrupt tree bring

forth good fruit. 19 Every tree that

bringeth not forth good fruit is

hewn down, and cast into the fire.

20 Wherefore by their fruits ye shall

know them.

21 Not every one that saith unto

me. Lord, Lord, shall enter into the

kingdom of heaven ; but he that do-

eth the will of my Father which is

in heaven. 22 Many will say to me
in that day. Lord, Lord, did we not have we not., . i-.i prophesied

prophesy* m thy name? and m thy

name cast out devils ? and in thy hare cast

name do many wonderful works ? 23 done

And then will I profess unto them, I

never knew you : depart from me, ye

that work iniquity.

24 Therefore whosoever heareth

these sayings of mine, and doeth

them, I will liken him unto a wise

the particle "of" as synonymous with " from'" causes considerable diflBculty

to the general reader. See especially Luke xvi., 9. .

• The futurity implied in this verse (j//ilpov Uiivijv iliri rifv rqc cpi'ircuCi

Euthym.) seems to suggest an alteration, that marks, somewhat more dis-

tinctly than the ordinary compound perfect, that what is here referred to is

past, and belongs to the past. It may be here conveniently observed tliat

"did," when thus used, is purely aoristic and equivalent when united with

any verb to the English preterite. This use of '
' do" and

'

' did" for the present

and preterite respectively, will commonly be observed in three forms of sen-

tences as particularly serviceable, viz., emphatic, interrogative, and negativp.

In the last case especially this compound form will be found very serviceable.

See especially the clear remarks and distinctions in Pickboum, Dissertation on

the English Verb, p. 25 seq. ; 87 seq. (London, 1789); and compare Latham,

English Language, § 610, vol. ii., p. 891 seq.
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fliiiTioAL. njan, which built his house upon the* ^•'""'""ioal.

rock : 25 And the rain descended,

and the floods came, and the winds

blew, and beat upon that house ; and

it feH not : for it had beenf founded was

upon the rock. 26 And every one a

that heareth these sayings of mine,

and doeth them not, shall be likened

unto a foolish man, which built his

house upon the sand : 27 And the

rain descended, and the floods came,

and the winds blew, and beat upon

that house ; and it fell : and great

was the fall of it. 28 And it came

to pass, when Jesus had ended these

sayings, the multitudes! were aston- people

ished at his doctrine: 29 For he

taught them as one having authority,

the and not as their§ scribes.

• Not a certain correction, it being somewhat doubtful whether the article

with this particular substantive can be used as idiomatically in reference to

class and category as with the more familiar substantive " sand," rer. 2G.

It is really a matter of individual judgment. That the English article can

be used generally we well know ; the question, however, is whether it can be

here idiomatically so used with this particular substantive. It may also be

observed, as a general and safe rule for a translator, that in English the defi-

nite article (which, in fact, is really the unempliatic form of the demonstrative

" that :" Bain, English Grammar, p. 34) is particularly definite, and does com-

monly and most naturally refer to something well known and defined pre-

viously. Comp. Latham, English Language, § 368, vol. ii., p. 208.

t The change to the pluperfect seems required, as emphasizing the ante-

cedent fact. It will always be observed, however, that this tense is one of

the least flexible of our tenses, and often gives a rigidity to a clause, which,

in a general narrative especially, mars the idiomatic ease of expression. It

is not clear that this is not the case here.

\ Clearly desirable to mark what we know is so constantly expressed in the

Gospels, viz., that our blessed Lord's teaching attracted, and produced great

effect npon, the masses of the people. Comp. Luke xii. , 1 ; Mark xi,,18, al.

§ The evidence in favor of the reading in the text seems distinctly prepon-

derant. Not only the Vatican and Sinaitic Manuscripts, but the best cursives
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Such would «eeni to be the amount of revision actually

necessary, on the principles already laid down, iu the impor-

tant portion of Scripture on which we have been dwelling.

Such, too, would probably be the average amount of correc-

tion that would be required in the Gospels generally, in a re-

vision qf the nature contemplated. The differences of read-

ing are more and more important than at first might have

been expected, but the exegetical changes few and unimpor-

tant. In the 111 verses we have 19 changes due to textual

considerations, an amount not in excess of the estimated

standard ; but in those same verses the changes due to gram-

mar and exegesis are only (ifwe count each single correction)

about 56, or just one half of the estimated maximum amount

for the New Testament generally.

We now pass to a very different portion of Scripture, in

which the balance is the other way, and in which the amount

of the grammatical corrections is considerable, and their

general character of by no means slight importance.

We subjoin, as before, a few notes ; but as the changes are

numerous and in many cases self-explanatory, it does not seem

desirable to comment on every individual alteration. The

tenor of all is the same—not only to be faithful to the orig-

inal, but also to set forth the reasoning more clearly to the

general hearer and reader.

EPISTLE TO THE KOMANS, CHAP. V.

oBiiioAL. 1 Being justifled therefore* by faith, Therefo" beig

wehave let US havcf peace with God through J"Btmcci

ana the great majority of ancient versions (always very important witnesses)

• all concur in the insertion of the pronoun.
, <.. .„^

• The transposition (1) gives the requisite prommence to i«ai<.-9tv«c, and

marks the close connection with the concluding words of the preceding chap-

ter It also (2) places the " therefore" in that subordmated position m which

t s'eem, more iLrly to express that Wea of retrospective reference which .s

nsuaUv implied by the oiv. See Klotz, Devarxut, vol. ii., p. 717. It may be

ZSd whether, ,n the stricter logic of these epistles, accuracy does not re-

JSthaT the "'therefore" should not give way in many places U. t e more

^ .1 .„„oo» '»»»ii.n " See however, the comments on p. 11^.

T^rShtXlde^c: is so Sdedly in favor of the reading of the text
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oniTioiu . 01,1. Lor^ Jesus Christ : 2 Through ^oba«""ioai.

whom also we have had our* access have access

by faithf into this grace wherein we

stand ; and we glory in the hope of rejoice hope

the glory of God. 3 And not only

80, but we glory in OUr| tribulations tribulations

also : knowing that tribulation work-

eth patience; 4 And patience, ap-

proval ;§ and approval, hope : 5 And experience (.bu)

hope maketh not ashamed; because

that We seem bound to adopt the hortatory ixmntv rather than the simply de-

claratory ixofuv. The liability to change of vowels even in the best manu-
scripts, technically called itacism, must, however, always leave us—especially

in such passages as the present, where the internal arguments for the less sup-

ported reading are very strong—rather in doubt as to the positive correctness

of our decision. The whole subject of the orthography of the New Testament

requires very careful reconsideration. See Winer, Grammar, § C, p. fl4 seq.,

edit. Moulton ; and compare Scrivener, Introduction to the New Testament^

p. 417.

"'The perfect must be marked. It is not merely " habemus," but " habui-

mus, " viz. , when we became Christians, and now while wc are such. As Ben-

gel rightly observes, " proeteritum, in antitheto ad /loJcmas, ver. 1." Cranmer

marks this but very paraplirastically. The two other changes in the verse

are slight, but necessary. It seems better to retain tlie some translation both

for iia and for the verb Kavxaodai in consecutive verses. There is no doubt

an inconvenience in the use of the same word " glory" in two different senses

in the same clause; but "boast" is an unpleasant translation, and "rejoice"

-is npt exact. The insertion of the article before "hope" (in the Greek it is

latent, and elided by the preposition) seems also to clear up the meaning.

Comp. Ileb. iii.,6.

t The reading is doubtful; the words "by faith" being omitted by the

Vatican MS. and authorities of considerable weight. Tlio addition of the

Sinaitic to the retaining authorities, and the preponderance of the versions,

seem to justify our maintenance of the Ueceived Text.

X The article seems very clearly to have here its pronominal force
—"rfer

(uns betreffenden) Leiden," Meyer. So also in verse 11, and not uncommon- *

ly in this epistle and elsewhere. Few points require more judgment than the

adoption of this pronominal translation iu English. The context alone must
be our guide.

§ This translation of Sottjir) is suggested by the context. The word may
refer to what is antecedent ("fjroving," Wicl. ; "probation," Rliemish, fol-

lowing the Vulgate), or, as here, to the resultant state, and to what is conse-

quent. Bengel, with his usual acuteness, obsen-es, " SoKi/ili est qualitas ejus

qui est Sott/ios."
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OTtnoAi- the love ofGod is Bhed abroad in our obahmatioau

hearts by the Holy Ghost which was i«

given unto us. 6 For when we were

yet without strength, in due season* time

Christ died for the ungodly. 7 For

scarcely for a righteous man will any wtiione

one die : yet peradventure for a good

man some one doth even dare to die. aome would

8 But God commendeth his own love his loye

toward us, in that, while we were yet

sinners, Christ died for us, 9 Much

more then, being now justified by his

blood, shall we be saved through him we ebaii be
T> . rt Baved frum

from the wratnf to come. 10 For if, wrath

when we were enemies, we were rec-

onciled to God through the death of by

his Son, much more, being reconciled, .

shall we be saved by bis life. 1 1 And we ehau

not only so, but we also glory in joy

God through our Lord Jesus Christ,

through whom we have now received by

the reconciliation. atonemeDt

12 For this caused as by one man wherefore

sin entered into the world, and by sin, and death by ain

The exact meaning of these words is greatly contested, there being nt

'

least four different shades of meaning that have been assigned to the simple

words icard icaip6v. Such being the case, the more exact translation of the

word eatpoc seems required on the principle of faithfulness. The idea that

the death of our blessed Lord was verily at the critical time, is thus, perhaps,

a little more clearly brought out.

t The article prefixed to ipyns must certainly be noticed in translation.

This can only be done as in the text, or by translating " Gotta wrath," the

insertion being suggested and justified by the antithetical idea in verse 7.

The chartge adopted in the text seems to be the simplest.

X This change seems desirable. In a connection so closely logical as thit

of St. Paul, it is clearly of great importance to maintain, as far as consistent

with our idiom, a correct translation of the particles of inference and reason-

ing The stronger word "wherefore" (equivalent to "and therefore, ac-

cording to Bain, Engliih Grammar, p. 07) is best reserved for dpa or apa ovv.
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oBiTioAL. death; and so death passed' through* obamiiatioau

unto all men, fur that all sinned.f 13 have tinned

For until the law sin was in the

world : but sin is not imputed when
there is no law. 14 Nevertheless

death reigned from Adam to Moses,

even over them that had not sinned

after the similitude of the trangres- Adam-a tranagr.

sion of Adam, who is the type of him flgnre

that was to come. 15 Howbeit not Bat

as the trespass,! so also is the free otrence (m«)

gift. For if by the trespass of the through one,

one, the many died ; much more did more the
°*

'
v

the grace of God, and the gift by
grace, which is by the one man, Jesus one

Christ, abound unto the many, lOiminy*

And not as it was through one that by

sinned, so is the gift : for the judg-

ment came of§ one nnto condemna- wo* by one to

tion, but the free gift came of many u

* It is hardly possible to avoid noticing in translation the carefully chosen

iiifKOiv, especially when following the iiar)\9iv just above. The pervasive

power of death seems here specially marked.

t The translation of the simple word fiiiaprov is here extremely difficult.

The true idea " omnes peccarunt peccanle Adamo" (Bengel) seems to be best

brought out by the omission of the auxiliary. At the same time, it may be

admitted that the idea of individual sing (see especially Theodoret, in loc),

which it seems also theologically correct to include, is not so distinctly main-

tained as in the " have sinned" of the older versions. This, then, can not be

considered by any means a certain correction, though it seems preferable to

the A. v., and to the "were sinners" of the Five Clergymen.

X It seems necessary to maintain a careful translation of jrapajrrio/ia. The
translation of A.V. ("offence") does not preserve the Utent antithesis to the

viraKori that was shown by Christ. Compare ver. 19.

§ The slight change is to mark the change of preposition. Such alterations

would not be introduced generally, but in passages such as the present, where

every word in the inspired original is of doctrinal importance, great accuracy

would appear to be required. This remark may be extended to many of the

changes in this very profound and difiScult chapter. No part of the New
Testament is more trying to a reviser.
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trespaases unto justification. 17 For

if by the trespass of the one, death

reignod through the one ; much more

shall they which receive the abun-

dance of the grace and of the gifl of

righteousness, reign in life through

the one, even Jesus Christ. 1 8 Where-

fore, as through one trespass it came*

unto all men to condemnation ; even

60 through one righteous actf it came

unto all men to justification of life.

10 For as byJ the disobedience of the

one man, the many were made sinners,

even so, by the obedience of the one,

shall the many be made righteous.

20 Moreover the law also entered,

that the trespass might be multiplied.

But where sin was multiplied, grace

OBUfHlTldu.,
offcnceg

one man'a
offence
by one

they abandonee

grace

Bball reign

by one

Therefore as by
the offence of
one jttdgmtnt
came upon ....
by the righteous-
neaa of one, the

free gift came
npon all men
nnto
one man's diso-
bedieuce many

ao one

many

law entered

offence aboand

aboanded,

* Here the principle of faithfulness seems to require that as little as possible

should be imported into the context. Winer suggests the simple introduction

of the purely neutral dirijSij, t. e., " cessit," " the result was" (" the issue was,"

Five Clergymen), and correctly. See Grammar, § 64, 2, b, p. 734, ed. Moul-

ton. The common supplement is ro cpi/ia iyiviro for the first clause, end

ri xapiafia lyivtra for the second, but this is interpretation rather than trans-

lation.

t On the trnnslntion of iueaiufia, iiteawu, lUatoc, and SiKawaivf], see the

prefatory notes to the translation of this epistle by the Five Clergymen, p. ix.

seq.

j Here it does not seem necessary to change the " by" into " through," as

in verse 18 and elsewhere. It is almost impossible to Iny down any rules,

but it perhaps may be said that though in certain formula) (e. j., " through

Jesus Christ"), and in passages where there are clear or even latent distinc-

tions between direct and mediate agency, there it may be desirable to use

" by" in reference to the primary agent (Bain, English Grammar, p. TtVi), and

"through" in reference to the "causa medians;" but where there are no

such distinctions, there the A. V. may be retained, unless, as in chap, v., 1, 2,

consistency suggests the change. To cari-y out the principle farther than

this (as in Alford, New Tettament, and frequently in the revision of the Five

Clergymen) is to obliterate so far an idiomatic usage of the preposition which

was current in our earlier literature, and is, in this particular instance, radi-

cally to change our version.
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oamoiL. did much more abound : 21 That as obahhatwau

sin reigned in death, even so might hath reigned

grace reign through righteousness

uuto eternal life, through Jesus Christ by

our Lord.

CHAPTER VI.

1 What shall we say then? are

shall we we to* Continue in sin, that grace

may abound? 2 God forbid. How
shall we, who diedf unto sin, live any that are dead to

longer therein ? 3 Or| know ye not, Know

that so many of us as were baptized

into Christ Jesus, were baptized into jesus Christ

his death ? 4 We were buried there- Therefore we

fore with him by our baptism into baptiam

death : that like as Christ was raised raised np

from the dead by the glory of the

Father, even so we also should walk

in newness of life. 5 For if we have

become united to§ the likeness of his been planted to-

death, surely|| we shall be also to the we shall"
*?«

'

• Change to express the deliberative subjunctive (Winer, Grammar, § 41,

4), the reading of the Textus Receptus, imiKvovniv, having only the support

of cursive MSS., and being probably a conformation in tense to the ipovfuv

just before.

t The change, though trifling, seems necessary, as helping to direct the

thought to the past epoch of baptism, when the death took place (verse 3).

The Auth. points more to the continuing state, which is true ;^"in baptismo

et justificatione," Bengel), but not here the prominent idea.

t In some coses, and in this particular formula, the force of the particle

seems obliterated. Here, however, the force may be brought out :
" Or, if

ye do not recognize this principle (verse 2), do ye not know, etc." (verse 3).

See Ilartung, Partikellehre, vol. ii., p. CI,

§ The translation of the A.V. seems actually erroneous, avfupvroQ being

connected with ^uu, not with ^vriiia. In the latter case it would have been

(Tu/101/rturoi', the verbal ^vtivtoq being a recognized form. See Plato, iJepui/.,

vi.,p.B10.

II The emphatic introduction of the contrary aspect by means of the aXAd
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oEiTioAu likeness oihis resurrection. 6 Know- o«*"«iTioAL.

ing this, that our old man was cru- la'

cified with him, that the body of sin

might be destroyed, in order* that we that

should serve sin no longer. 1 For he Sa^n'ol
"*

that is dead is made free from sin. freed.

8 Now if we be dead with Christ, we
believe that we shall also live with

him: 9 Knowing that Christ being

raised from the dead dieth no more;

death hath no more dominion over

him. 10 For in thatf he died, he died

unto sin once : but in that he liveth,

ho liveth unto God. 11 Even boJ Likewise

reckon ye also yourselves to be dead

indeed unto sin, but alive unto Godf

^onrLord. in Christ Jesus ^ . 12 Let not sin through j.c.

therefore reign in your mortal body,

• Uin that ye should obey^ the lusts there-

of. 13 Neither yield ye your mem-

bers as instruments ofunrighteousness

unto sin : but yield yourselves up to§ onto God

tal ought to be marked in'translation. The formula is noticed and illustrated

in Klotz,Z)e»ariiM, vol. ii., p. 93.

• The insertion of the two words "in order" renders the passage a little

clearer, and just calls attention to the change of construction from the par-

ticle of purpose with the subj. to the favorite N.T. genitival inHn. of purpose.

See Winer, Grajnmar, § 44, 4. In the remaining words of the verse the more

usual translation of the emphatically placed /itiicen is adopted, and the em-

phasis secured by placing it at the close of the sentence.

+ This is one of the instances in which the A. V. would probably not be

changed by any revisers who followed the principle of the least possible change.

It may be observed, however, that 5 is more probably the cognate accusative

under the regimen of AmBave, scil."the death that he died," and similarly

" the life that he Uveth." This is a case, then, where this alternative render-

ing ought certainly to find a place in the margin. See above, ch. iv., p. IIG.

X The application of the principle in verse 10 to the readers is rather ob-

scured by the " likewise." So, however, Tyndale and the older versions, ex-

cept Wiclife and the Jthemnh, which follow the '

' ita" of the Vulgate.

f An attempt to mark the change to the more emphasized aorist imperative

AMOUNT OF CORRECTIONS PROBABLE 13V

oniTioAL. (5o3^ as alive from the dead, and your
t^og*"tharwa"

members as instruments of righteous- """"^

ness unto God. 14 For sin shall not

have dominion over you : for ye are

not under the law, but under grace.

shall we 15 What then? are we to sin,i)e-

cause we are not under the law, but

under grace? God forbid. 16 Know
ye not, that to whom ye yield your-

selves servants to obey, his servants

ye are to whom ye obey; whether

it be of sin unto death, or of obedience whether or

unto righteousness? 17 But God be

thanked, that ye once* were the serv- je were

ants of sin, but ye obeyed from the have obeyed

heart that form of doctrine which

was delivered you.f 18 Now being Beiog then

made free from sin, ye were made the became

servants of righteousness. 19 I speak

after the manner of men, because of

the infirmity of your flesh: for as ye

yielded your members servants to un- hove yielded

cleanness and to iniquity unto iniqui-

ty ; even so now yield your members
servants Ao righteousness unto sane- hoiinesB.

tification. 20 For when ye were the

'

servants of sin, ye were free in regard from

toj righteousness. 21 What fruit

irapaariiaaTi, "do it at once, and decidedly." This change did not escape

the vigilant eye of Bengel ;
" majorem vim habet mox aor. I vapaarriaaTc."

* This italicized word seems required to mark the emphasis that clearly

rests on the flrt : the bondage is over ; the chain snapped.

t Here again we have an alternative rendering, " the form of doctrine

whfereunto ye were delivered," the relative clause admitting two or even

three forms of resolution. This latter is, for grammatical reasons, the most

probable (see Meyer, in loc), and has in its favor the authority of Chrysos-

tom. Here again the margin woiUd have to be used.

X If an attempt is to be made to express the idiomatic use of the dative ry

Oo
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I

CBITIOAL. thgn Jjjj^ yg j^^ tjjg|; tJmg Jjj those 0»A1«11AT10AL.

. - fruit hid ye then
things whereof ye are now ashamed ?

for the end of those things is death.

22 But now being made free from

sin, and made servants to God, ye become

have your fruit unto Banctiflcation, hoiinesi,

and the end everlasting life. 23 For

the wages of sin is death ; but the

gift of God is eternal life in Christ thronghjesus

Jesus our Lord.
*^''""

CHAPTER VII.

1 Know ye not, brethren (for I

' speak to men that know the law), them

how that the law hath dominion over

a man as long as he liveth ? 2 For

the woman which hath an husband

is bound by the law to her living /kt hnaband so

husband;*but if the husband be dead, ° " *
**

she is loosed from the law of her hus- her

band, 3 Wherefore if, while her hus- so then her

band liveth, she be joinedf to another married

man, she shall be called an adulter-

ess : but if her husband be dead, she

is free from that law; so that she is

iiKaioavvy (see Winer, Grammar, § 31, 6) it can only bo by this adverbial

phrase. It seems proper to use the form "in regard to" rather than the

more familiar "in regard of" as the writers of the seventeenth century ap-

pear to have drawn a distinction in meaning between the two phrases, the

former implying " in reference to," the latter " by reason of." See the acute

remarks on these and similar forms of Marsh, On the English Language, lect.

xxix.,p. GGO seq.

* The translation of the A.V. is here actnally erroneous, the position of the

participle being between the article and the noun, and not, as the A.V. would

suggest, after the noun, and so a tertia^ predicate. See, on the three kinds

of predicates, Donaldson, iVeio Cratylus, % 301 seq.

t This is not a correction of any moment, but seems desirable on acconnt

of the verses that follow, where the expression recurs. Tyndale and the older

versions translate "couple herself."
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oEmoAi. no adulteress, though she be joined to
„°,'',*I'ed"'"'"

another man. 4 So then,* my breth- wherefore

ren, ye also were made dead to Ibe are become

law by the body of Christ; that ye

should bo joined to another, even to manied

him who was raised from the dead, is

that we should bring forth fruit unto

God.' 5 For when we were in the

flesh, the stirrings of sins, which were motions

by the law, did work in our members

to bring forth fruit unto death. 6 But

now we have been loosedt from the are delivered

thatbeing dead law, having diedt unto that

wherein we were held; 80 that we that we ebonid

serve in the newness of the spirit, newness epirit

and not in the oldness of the letter.

7 What shall we say then ? Is the

law sin? God forbid. Howbeit,§ iNay.

had not known sin, but by the law

:

for I had not known lust, except the

law had said. Thou shalt not covet.

8 But sin, taking occasion
||
by the

• The particle ilcrre has more of a consecutive rather than of a strongly

ratiocinative force. As " wherefore" appears to be a very <=°"7i«"'
'^J"

lation for 5p oiv.we may perhaps properly mterchange m English the firs

words of verse 3 ;nd verse 4. Tyndale and the older versions had " so then

in the former verse, and "even so" in the latter.
. . „„ , „„„

t Here we have a word of great variety of meamng m the N. T., and one

never easy to translate. The change suggested is not of importance, bnt

seems to help the sense. . v„„«

t The reading is slightly interesting as showing that our revisers must have

had before them the edition of Beza, 15C5, and here preferred it (see the

marSt^ the 3d edition of Stephens, though it would.seem that the reading

a^oeavavroc is only due to an error of Beza's : see Tischendorf, .« loc. This

the A.V. places in the margin,

§ This change seems positively necessary to bring oat the reasoning of the

passage The law was certainly not sin, but it stood so far in connection

with it that it made it known ; d,xaprm ^iv oA< Jar., yvu.p.ar.c6c SI afiapnag.

"fpTrhaps it might be a little more accurate, both here and in verse 11, to
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•cEiTioAL. commandment, wrought in me all «»"'"*"<'*-

manner of coveting. For without the concDpiscence.

law sin is dead. 9 And I was alive uu For

without the law once : but when the

commandment came, sin revived, and

I died. 10 And the very command- the commandm.

ment, which was for life, I found to be ardaitud to

for death. 11 For sin, taking oqca-nnto

sion by the commandment, deceived

me, and by it slew me. 12 So that Wherefore

the law indeed is holy, ^nd the com- u

mandment holy, and just, and good.

13 Is then that which is good be- was

come death unto me ? God forbid, made

But sin became so, that it might ap- Bat sis, that

pear sin, working death to me by that in

which is good ; that by the command- that ein by the

. . . , , -,. . commaadment
ment sin might become exceeding sin-

ful. 14 For we know that the law is

spiritual : but I am carnal, sold under

sin. 15 For what I perform,^ that I that wUch i do

know not : for what I would, that do

I not ; but what I hate, that I do.- 16 do i.

But if I do that which I would not, I irthen

consent unto the law that it is good.

translate "having taken," as the act specified by the particle was prior to

that of the verb, " took occasion and, etc. ;" but where there is nothing in

the context that requires the time of the actions to be specially marked, we
may retain the looser translation. On the translation of participles, when

thus with finite verbs, see Commentary on Phil, ii., 80.

* There is nearly an insurmountable difiiculty in marking properly in trans-

lation the shades of meaning in the icaripyal^oitai, wpaoau), and iroiui. For

the first and strongest of the three we may retain the translation adopted by

Auth., in verse 18 ; but between the two last it seems hopeless to attempt to

discrimiiute in English. All that can be said is that irpaaau is the stronger

of the two, and appears to involve the idea ofaccomplishment. Comp. Rom.

1,, 82, and see Buttmann, Lexilogut, § 95, 3, p. 493 (transl.). The various

changes in this verse are all slight, but seem to bring out the meaning with

more distinctness than the Authorized Version.
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oBiTioAL. -^Q.^ then, it is no more I that perform ^obamuatioai.

it, but sin that dwelleth in mo. 18

For I know that there dwelleth not that in me

in me, that is, in my flesh, any good dwelleth no

thing : for to will is present with me

;

^Aoio but ^ to perform that which is good

I find not is not. 19 For the good that I

would, I do not : but the evil which

I would not, that I do. 20 Now if I

do that I would not, it is no more I •

that perform it, but sin that dwelleth do

in me. 21 I find therefore this* law, then a

that, when I would do good, evil is

present with me. 22 For I delight in

the law ofGod after the inward man

:

23 But I see a differentf law in my another

members, warring against the law of

my mind, and bringing me into cap-

tivity to the law of sin which is in

my members. 24 O wretched man
that I am ! who shall deliver me from

the body of this death ? 25 I thank

God,"through Jesus Christ our Lord.

Wherefore with the mind I myself so then

serve the law of God ; but with the

flesh the law of sin.

• It is very rarely that the article can properly be so translated. Here,

however, it seems required by the idiom of our language. The translation,

" the law," would also lead to confusion. Tyndale and all the early versions

(except Wicliffa and the Ehemish) appear to have been misled by this use

of the words.

t Here it seems certainly necessary to give the accurate translation of

lirepoi. It was not merely dXXof vd/ioc, but 'iripos vd/ioc See Tittmann,

S!/non.,p. 165 seq. and on the difierence between the words, comp. notes on

Gail, 6.
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CHAPTER Vlir.

1 There is therefore now no con- oiia"«i"ioai.

demnation to them Avhich are in

> who walk Christ Jesus . . 2 For the law of the
not after the A",
flesh.but aft- Spirit of lifo in Christ Jesus hath

made mc free from the law of sin and

of death. 3 For what the law could and death,

not do, in that it was weak through

the flesh, God sending his own Son

in the likeness of the fleah of 8in,f and ainrai flesh,

for sin, condemned sin in the flesh:

4 That the righteous demand| of the righteonsnesa

law might be fulfilled in us, who walk

not after the flesh, but after the Spirit.

6 For they that are after the flesh do

mind the things of the flesh ; but they

that are after the Spirit, the things of

the Spirit. 6 For the mind of the flesh to be camaiiy

is death ; but the mind of the Spirit is to be epiritaaiir

life and peace. 1 Because the mind

of the flesh is enmity against God ; camai miod

for it is not subject to the law' of

God, neither indeed can be. 8 And§ so then

* There is considerable diversity in tlie readings of tliese words in tliose

authorities in which they or a part of them are contained. The evidence for

their complete omission is, however, perfectly distinct and preponderant.

' t Here there seems no sufficient reason for departing from the strict trans-

lation. For remarks on this form of genitive, see above, p. 109. .^11 the

older versions adopt the adjectival translation, except Wicliffe and iheRhem-

ish, both having had the guidance of the Vulgate.

X The translation of ficaiu/ia is by no means easy. The Auth. confounds

it with iiKaioaivri, the Vulgate ("justificatio") with SiKaitaaic. The etymo-

logical form of the word, however, precludes both forms of translation, and

limits us to the meaning adopted in the text. It is worthy of notice that

Tyndale and Coverdale both recognized the true meaning, though they adopt

a somewhat paraphrastic translation, viz., "the righteousness required of the

law."

§ This correction is necessary for the logic of the passage, as well as for
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oBiTioAL. they that are in the flesh can not osiXMAxioiL.

please God. 9 But ye are not in the

flesh, but in the Spirit, if so be that

the Spirit ofGod dwell* in you. But Now

if any man have not the Spirit of

Christ, ho is none of his. 10 And if

Christ be in you, the body, indeed tsbodyi«

dead because of sin ; but the Spirit is

life because of righteousness. 1 1 But

if the Spirit of him that raised ujj

Jesus from the dead dwell in you, he

that raised up Christ from the dead

shall quicken also your mortal bodies aisoqnickeu

byf his Spirit that dwcUeth in you.

the removal of the thoroughly erroneous assumption that it can ever be

equivalent to ouv. The particle has here its usual transitional force. It

reverts to the abstract statement in tlie first clause of verse 8, and adds to

it the illustration of actual experience, tlie second clause of that verse being

parenthetical. In English we have probably no better translation than the

simple "and," but it is confessedly defective, as not marking the transition

(from the abstract to the concrete) that is brought out by the oi, and very

fairly expressed by the " autem" of the Vulgate. The only other translation

"now," as used in our ordinary argumentative English, is too strong, and

suggests too much the commencement of a fresh argument, whereas we have

here only the continuation under a slightli/ changedform of foregoing state-

ments. These may seem at first mere niceties, but, on sober consideration, it

will be seen that our appreciation of the mind of the insi)ired writer dc])ends

on our due recognition of them. All corrections of this nature are important

and necessary.

• It might at first seem doubtful whether this mood is strictly correct.

Consideration would seem to show that it is, as the particle in the original

(eiirjp) involves no decision (Winer, Grammar, § 53, U), and the case is one

that may or may not be as stated. In such cases English idiom appears to

require the subjunctive ; where, however, a case is contemplated as actually

in existence, then the indicative is most usual. See Latham, Engl. Lang.,

§ 537, and the comments in my notes on 2 Then, iii., 1 4 (transl.). As Meyer

acutely observes, the words carry with them an indirect exhortation to test

the fact. We retain, then, the subjunctive throughout. On the true mean-

ing of tiJTtp ("si omnino"), see Klotz, Devarius, vol. ii., p. 308, 528, and the

very good note of Moulton in Winer, Gramm., I. c, p. 561 seq., on the uses

of fiirep and uy$.

t This is another interesting proof that the revisers of 1611 were probably
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ounoAL.
1 2 Wherefore brethren, we are debt- o'akmatioai.

Therefore
ors, not to the flesh, that we should* to

live after the flesh. 13 For if ye live

after the flesh, ye mustf die : but if by «haii

the Spirit ye mortify the deeds of the irje through the

body, ye shall live. 1 4 For as many ^'""' *°

as arc led by the Spirit of God, they

are the sonsj of God. 15 For ye re- have not re-

ceived not the spirit ofbondage again
"*^*'*

unto fear; but ye received the Spirit to have received

using tho text of the fourth edition of Beza, with some preference over that

of Stephens. The difference is that the former reads tia with the genitive

throughout the clause, the latter dta with the accusative, which, however, is

noticed in the margin. As it is extremely difficult to decide which way the

critical balance turns, we may perhaps rightly fall back upon the Sinaitic

Manuscript as an arbiter, and so, with that ancient witness, retain the geni-

tive, and the translation as existing in our own version.

* See above, notes on chap, vi., 6, note *, p. 136.

t Necessary to express the explicit words in the original, fiiWire airoQvria-

tuv. In the second clause it is the simple future iiiaiaOt. The change in

the remainder of the verse is to remove the emphasis which Atilh. seems

accidentally to give to the "ye" by the prominence of its position. The
pronoun is not (as is usual in cases of emphasis) expressed in the Greek, and

the emphasis, it may be added, is obviously on riviD^a.

X There is no necessity, with some revisers, to remove the article. It is

not found in the Greek, but it may hero be properly retained in the English :

First, because, as has been already hinted, the use of the article in English is

by no means coincident in all cases with that of the Greek. The presence

or absence of the article in the case of the latter noun, when, as here, two

nouns are in regimen, influences its use with the governing noun much more

distinctly than is the case even in the best English. Secondly, there arc

several cases in Greek, especially, as here, after verbs implying name, exist-

ence, etc., where the article, to speak strictly, becomes latent. See Bp. Mid-

dleton, Greek Art., iii., 3, 2, p. 43 (ed. Rose), and Green, Grammar, p. 35 seq.,

where there are some acute remarks on this usage. There are also several

other cases

—

e.g., art. with abstract nouns, omission (a) after a preposition,

(i) when a dependent genitive supplies suCicient definition, (c) before certain

well-known nouns (see the long list in Winer, (7rainniar, § 19, p. 149 seq., ed.

Moulton), in which the idioms of the two languages are not tho same, and

where the reviser must he especially on his guard. We notice this at length,

as, in our very best specimens of scholarly revision, many instances will bo

foond of want of full appreciation of the differences of usage in English and

Greek as to the absence or the presence of the article. The whole subject

requires accurate consideration.
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oEiTioAL. Qf adoption, whereby we cry, Abba, ob^iuatioal.

Father. 16 The Spirit itself beareth

witness with our spirit that we are

the children ofGod : 17 And if chil-

dren, then heirs ; heirs of God, and

joint-heirs with Christ ; if so be that

we suffer with him, that we may also be also

be glorified with him. together.

18 For I reckon that the sufferings

of this present time are not worthy

to be compared with the glory which

is to bo revealed in us. 19 For theahaiibe

earnest expectation of the creation is creature waiteth

tarrying* for the revelation of the manifeetatiou

sons of God. 20 For the preation was creature

made subject to vanity, not willingly,

but by reason of him who hath sub-

jected the same in hope ; 21 Bccausef
the creation itself also shall be deliv- creature

ered from the bondage of corruption

into the liberty of the glory of tlie giorione liberty

children of God. 22 For we know
that tho whole creation groaneth and
travaileth in pain together until now.

• Here the double compound avtKiixirai seems to require, both as to tcnso
and meaning, the change suggested in the text. It is, however, a change
which perhaps is to be considered a so-called improvement rather than a
correction, and so might be judged by many to be unnecessary. The change
in the almost technical word that follows is perhaps of more moment, as
serving to bring out still more clearly the time and circumstances of the man-
ifestation. Compare Col. iii., 4 ; I John iii., 2, al.

t Here the preponderance of exegetical argument seems in favor of tho
translation "in hope that tho creation," etc., the on being not causal, but
demonstrative. See especially the good note of Meyer, in loc. The same
remark applies also to the particle in verse 27. This, however, is just one
of those doubtful passages in which the exegetical preponderance hardly
seems quite sufficient to justify the substitution in a revision made on princi-
ples such as the present. The alternative reading should, however, certainly
be placed in the margin. It is so phiced by the translators in verse 27.
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oBiTioAL. 23 And not only they, but ourselvea a»*»«*™*>-

also, which have the firstfruits of the

Spirit, even we ourselveB groan with-

in ourselves, tarrying for the ,
adop- waiting

tion, to vnt, the redemption of our

body. 24 For we are saved by hope

:

but hope that is seen is not hope :
for

what a man seeth, why doth he also jet

hope for it? 25 But if we hope for

that we see not, then do we with pa-

tience tarry for it. 20 In like manner w»it Likewise

inflrmitie.: the Spirit also helpeth our weak-

ness:* for we know not what we

should pray for as we ought: but

the Spirit itself maketh intercession

for M fo r « s with groanings which can not

be uttered. 27 But he that searcheth And

the hearts knoweth what is the mind

of the Spirit, because he raaketh in-

tercession for the saints according to

the will o/God.

28 Moreoverf we know that all And

things work together for good to

them that love God, to them who are

the called according to his purpose.
^^^

2d Because whom he foreknew, he also^ foreknow,

• The readine requires a change from the plural to the Bingular As a

u I .Z. to be made we have taken advantage of it to substitute the

Sf^rtVd':X Cotdale (" weaUt^ess') for the less easy though senp-

'TSisirsrcZr^^^^^^^^^^^^
J„rofanotheraa--^^^^^^^^^

each one off by a separate paragraph.
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oEiTioiL. foreordained* to be conformed to the ^?J'*''"/'^'?*'-.did predeetloate

image of his Son, that he might be

the firstborn among many brethren.

30 And whom he foreordained, them m5™°;||,„„„j,

he also called : and whom he called,

them he also justified: and whom he

justified, them he also glorified.

31 What thenf shall we say toibensay

these things ? If God be for us, who
can be against us? 32 He that

spared not his own Son, but deliv-

ered him up for us all, how shall he

not also with him freely give us all with him also

things ? 33 Who shall lay any thing

to the charge of God's elect ?J It is

God that justifieth ; 34 Who is he

that condemncth? It is Christ that

died, yea more, that is risen again, rather,

who is also§ at the right hand of even

God, who also maketh intercession

*. Such a change as this would perhaps hardly be adopted by any body of

revisers. Still, it does seem desirable to remove a word of theological con-

troversy when a simpler and better word is at hand.- It seems also best to

preserve the simply aoristic translation throughout the pronoun. In regard

of the preceding pi-onoun it might perhaps be clearer if we adopted the longer

form " those whom," as in some of the earlier versions ; but this is one of

those many cases where, the meaning being quite plain, the A.y. may be left

untouched.

t This slight change of position seems desirable as marking the commence-
ment of the paragraph, and the statement of logical consequence which now
follows.

X The exact pimctuation of this passage, and the relation of the clauses to

each other, is much contested. Perhaps the most probable punctuation is,

"Who shall lay any thing to the charge of God's elect? God is he that

justifieth, who. is he that condemneth?" In what follows the term liKaiuv

seems to have at once introduced the mention of the name of the Justifier,

which thus appears in an appended clause : "As regards Christ, he it is verily

who died," etc. Then follows the noble and triumphant question in verse 8!>.

§ This trivial change seems required to continue evenly the climax. The
" even" rather tends to import a thought not in the context.
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oBinoAL. for us. 35 Who shall separate us o«a««a"oh.

from the love of Christ ? shall tribu-

lation, or distress, or persecution, or

famine, or nakedness, or peril, or
^ Bword? 36 Even* as it is written, ab

For thy sake are we killed all the we are

day long ; we are accounted as sheep

for the slaughter. 37 Yet,f in all Nay,

these things we are more than con-

querors through him that loved us.

38 For I am persuaded, that neither

death, nor life, nor angels, nor princi-

principaiitieg, palities, nor things present, nor things
nor powem, . „« -vr
norfcingB to come, DOT powers, 39 Nor

height, nor depth, nor any other

creature,^ shall be able to separate

us from the love of God, which is in

Christ Jesus our Lord;

The amount and nature of the corrections in the foregoing

Eesuitof the
portion is, as we have already observed, consid-

whoie. erable on the right-hand margin, but inconsid-

erable on the left. The changes due to textual revision in

• The two changes in this verse apparently help the general context. They

again stand on the debatable ground of being merely " improvements ;" but,

being small changes, and not appearing in any way to interfere with the

rhythm of the verse, they perhapt may appear. The second just hints at the

change of tenses in the original. An aoristic translation of IXoyi'oflijfifv (com-

pare verse 24) would seem to be an overcorrection, as tending to turn the

reader's thoughts more definitely to the past, as the past, than the context

requires.

t Here it seems clearly necessary to preserve unambigaonsly (the " nay" is

rather of doubtful meaning) the contrast specified in this verse: "Though

thus persecuted, yet," etc. In some of the older versions " nevertheless" is

adopted. This, however, seems here a little too heavy.

X The translation " created thing" would make the meaning more plain
;

but change is perhaps not necessary. The student may be reminded that

the difference between verbals terminating in -«c and -/la is, as in this word,

iometimes obliterated in the N. T. Compare notes on Phil. iv.
,
6.
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the 108 verses are only 11, or much below the average; but

the amount of grammatical corrections is very decidedly

above it, the number of such changes being about 1 70 in all.

When we combine, however, these results with those derived

from the former portion of Scripture, and observe the actual

amount in the 219 verses, we have finally 30 changes owing

to critical considerations, and about 226 changes which seem*

to be required, on the principles already laid down, by gram-

mar and general interpretation ; or, in other words, not quite

the estimated amount of one correction for every five verses

in the matter of criticism and text, and slightly more than

one for every verse ^n respect of general revision.

We are now at length able to proceed onward, and are in

a position fairly to test the justice and cogency of current

objections to revision. Wo now know approximately the

extent to which revision would probably extend, and are

certainly justified in declining to answer objections which

are founded on the assumption that revision would be so

great as distinctly to alter the tone and character of the

present version. Six changes in every five verses, and prob-

ably three at least of these of a very slight kind, could by no

stretch of imagination produce the results which are so justly

deprecated.

As will be seen in the next chapter, the resultant question

will really be whether the arguments derived from consid-

erations of the faithfulness due to God's Word do fairly pre-

ponderate over those which rest on the general undesirable-

ness of introducing changes when they will not be more than

what has been already specified.

* We italicize the word, as we are quite conscious that there may be several

changes in these 219 verses in which the shadowy line between mere improve-

ment and necessary correction has not been always observed. It is hard to

resist the temptation to introduce a change when it is clear that the change

brings out more distinctly the meaning of the inspired words, but this is a

feeling which revisers must watch.
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CHAPTER VI.

OBJECTIONS TO BKTISION, VALID AND INVALID.

We are now at length in a position to discuss the current

objections to revision, and may shortly notice what has been

urged by sober thinkers against the course which has been '

advocated in these pages.

Of these objections, some are invalid and unreasonable, and

Nature of the cnr-
^^^ of such a nature, considered logically, that

rent objectioDB. ^^ ^^y ^on^gr that they stand in connection

with the honored names with which they have been recently

associated. There are, however, as we have indicated at the

close of the last chapter, some objections of real force and

validity, which have lately been urged against revision, and

to them we shall give, as far as we are able, respectful an-

swers ; but to the majority of current objections really no

answer need be returned. They are based on the assumption

that great changes are contemplated, and that no revision

could be undertaken without involving them, whereas what

has been suggested in the Convocation of the Province of

Canterbury is very different, and much more historically

probable. The argument assumes usually the form of a di-

lemma. Either there must be great change, or comparatively

little change: if the former, it is obviously undesirable; if

the latter, it is not worth while moving in a matter where

the principle of quieta non movere is commonly considered

to have great weight. The latter portion of this dilemma is

that only with which we are here concerned.

It must be observed, however, that the opponents of re-

. , vision have not kept these two considerations
Objections not al- "^

. , -^-r , i /-i

waya fairly urged, properly apart. Even m the Northern Convo-

cation, where the leaniing and weight of the speakers might
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have led to the expectation that the subject would be dis-

cussed with calmness of thought and with fairness of reason-

ing, several of the speakers not only used arguments which

belong to one portion of the dilemma when really the other

portion was that only which was properly under considera-

tion, but even adopted expressions which would seem to in-

dicate some amount of bias and prejudgment. For instance,

when one prelate urges as an objection that the power of

writing clear and dialectic English had failed, what connec-

tion can such a comment have with a proposal for introduc-

ing a limited number of verbal changes ? Or, again, when
another prelate begins his speech by saying that touching

the English Bible is like touching the ark, what can we feel

but that strong prejudice is imported just where scholars

and theologians would most deprecate its introduction ? A
tacit appeal is really made to strong predilections, which,

however rightful in themselves, are commonly found incon-

sistent with the coolness and sobriety ofjudgment which no

subject needs more imperatively than the present. Even the

president of the venerable body used language and adopted

a simile, viz., that of the rider by a precipice at night, which

to his clear and logical mind must have seemed, on consid-

eration, to have involved some amount of antecedent bias.

Other expressions, too, were used, which we must venture to

consider as unduly strong when taken in connection with the

proposals actually before the deliberative assembly. Surely

no one contemplatcsj or ever did contemplate, except in the

days of Purver and Harwood, " sending down our beloved

Bible into the crucible to be melted down." At any rate, the

resolution of the Province of Canterbury, with its distinct spe-

cifications and guarded language, stood in no degree of con-

nection with any such unreasonable and extravagant design.

Now when we pass from the arguments to the counter-pro-

Connter propo- posals with which they were associated—such,

Northern Con ^'^^ instance, as to encourage independent schol-
vocation. ^^^ ^^ make their revisions, or to wait for the
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lingering Speaker's Commentary, as it has been called, what

do they amount to but to proposals practically to encourage

that which experience has proved valueless, and which sub-

eequeutly the most reverend speaker himself very properly

deprecated—the so-called improved versions of individual re-

visers ? If we were to take the indirect suggestion of anoth-

er prelate, and wait patiently for the Speaker's Commentary,

what really would our gain be ? It would amount to no more

than the opinion of another competent scholar to be added to

the many that, in the New Testament at least, have already

been given as to the true translation of the passages under

consideration. What we now want is not any increase of

individual opinions, but the collective opinion of a full com-

pany of scholars on the best translation in passages where

the Authorized Version is judged to need revision. If the

Speaker's Commentary were to give us corrections of this

kind, we should be wise to wait patiently for it ; but if we

are only to wait for suggested corrections emanating from in-

dividuals,who may be very good commentators, but very un-

practiced revisers, why, we wait really for very little. The

Speaker's Commentary will probably be a great addition to

our exegetical literature, and a most welcome aid to the the-

ological student, but it absolutely can give little more, and

professes to give little more, in each place, than thejudgment

of the single commentator. With such a work as is under

present contemplation, viz., a revision of our version by a

body of competent scholars, it really has scarcely any thing

in common. A commentary is probably always done best

by a single mind ; a revision, as we have already especially

endeavored to show in a former chapter, must be, if it is to

be successful, the result ofthe judgment of several minds con-

ferring together, and doing their work, as much as possible,

round a common table.

We may, then, without any disrespect to the speakers,

X .. Dlainlv dismiss these various arguments and
Three Important F"* J

, ^ ,••
objecUons. proposals as bemg really only the old argu-
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menta inertiw, reproduced with some degree of vigor, and at

once proceed to those real objections which no one can afford

lightly to pass by. These objections are only three in num-

ber: Jirst,that revision would tend to unsettle; secondly, that

it would probably loosen the bond between ourselves and

Nonconformists, and, indeed, between the Church of England

and the American and colonial churches, the present Author-

ized Version being common to all ; third!)/, that it would cn-

cour.age still farther revisions, and that the great changes in

our version, which we all agree to deprecate, would be brought

about by successive revisions—ii) a word, that there would

be no finality.

These three objections certainly require thoughtful consid-

Antecedent con- eration, and to them it may be well to devote
elderatlon: Isteut , ., /.i-i /-, ,..
objections. the remainder 01 this chapter. One prelimma-

ry consideration, however, must be borne in mind, that, even

were these objections greater than they really will be found

to be, there still remains on the other side the great argument

of duty, which with some minds will outweigh every other

consideration, whether of convenience or of religious policy.

Now if it be conceded that there are errors in our present

version, and if it also be conceded that they are fairly rcmov.v

ble, and that any competent body of scholars could hopefully

address itself to the work, then surely every principle of loy-

alty to God's Word requires that this work should be done.

It is not an answer to say that each expounder of Scripture

may do this for himself and for his audience; for, in tlie first

place, it is highly probable that the correction of the individ-

ual will reflect some bias or some want of that many-sidedness

of consideration which only several minds, working together,

can be expected to exhibit. Secondly, nothing really does

more dishonor to the Inspired Word than to leave it con-

fessedly in a state in which there is practically a sort of

standing invitation to the ordinary preacher to correct before

his audience what he himself would probably designate as

our " otherwise admirable version." It is no use saying that

Pp
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the corrections needed will not affect great principles, or that

no errors Lave been produced, as a speaker at York expressed

it, " inconsistent with the truth of God." There are errors in

our translation which involve such inconsistency, and involve

it, too, in the way in which vital truths are most seriously af-

fected, viz., by the inferences drawn from the written words.

Suppose it be true, though even this wo do not concede, that

there is no obvious error in our version, whether in the text

or in the translation, affecting any distinct definition of doc-

trine, yet can any one, with the most moderate knowledge of

theology, undertake to deny that a great number of current

deductions, commonly made and commonly accepted, affect-

ing sUch vital doctrines as the doctrine of personal salvation

and the doctrine of the last things—what is technically called

Boteriology and eschatology—rest upon mistranslations of

words and misconceptions in exegesis, which might be great-

ly reduced, if not wholly removed, by a fair and scholarly re-

vision ? There are favorite proof-texts, as the Bishop of St.

David's pointed out with his usual acuteness, though, as we

subsequently learn from him, to his own great personal incon-

venience, which would certainly disappear from their present

prominence in current homiletical teaching. There are pas-

sages, not few in number, which revision would certainly re-

lieve from much of their present servitude of misuse in re-

ligious controversy. It really would form a just subject for

wonder that perhaps the greater portion of those who are

loyally attached, even to extreme views as to verbal inspira-

tion, are now found among the opponents to revision, if the

reason were not intelligible and somewhat easy to divine.

When we simply call to mind the many passages in which

certain shades of certain opinions, not in the original words

nor in the context, were still permitted to linger—if indeed,

here and there, they were not introduced—we may perhaps

cease to be surprised at the almost passionate language with

which all attempts to exhibit with greater faithfulness the'

real mind of the inspired original are deprecated and con-
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demned. The truth is often unpalatable, and we fear it may
be so m this case, but the fact is certain-some extreme views
especially iu reference to some deeper doctrines, would lose'
some amount of the support which they now find in the
translated words of the English Version of the New Testa-
ment, if those words were fairly reconsidered by impartial
and competent scholars.

If this be so, then the counter- argument of faithfulness

?~.f„f?X! """^^^ ^^''k to us again with increased force.
fBliiea,. At. any rate, be this as it may, the counter-ar-
gument must ever bo fully borne in mind before we enter into
the objections. With some minds, the duty of faithfulness
to God's Word will outweigh every other consideration; and
with most minds it will be admitted to be an antecedent ar-
gument which, at any rate, requires enhanced force in the
arguments on the other side. Most people very quickly as-
sume that revision is a sort of professional matter, and that
the advocacy of it only arises from some commingled desire
of presenting the sacred documents in a better form, and at
the same time of airing our scholarship, and never seriously
consider that with some it is a matter of deepest moment,
and that it appeals to the most conscientious convictions, as
to Christian duty and Christian faithfulness, that can be found
in any heart. On this subject there should be no mistake.
With all those who seriously advocate combined and author-
itative revision it is a question of simple duty. They are
persuaded that the Church, "the pillar and ground of the
truth," the guardian of the inspired archives, and the trans-
mitter ofthem to her children, is bound to give them to those
children in the purest and truest form, and that the Convo-
cation of the Southern Province has only done her duty in
moving in this holy cause without any reference to the pop-
ular arguments of prejudice or expediency.
With a recognition then, at any rate, of the deep convic-

tions of those who are .now moving for a revision of the
present Version of the Holy Scriptures, and especially of the
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New Testament, let us now soberly consider the three objec-

tions which we have already specified.

The first argument, that a revision of the Scripture would

Fir«t objecUon *^"d *'° uDsettle men's minds, and shake their

considered.
fJ^J^J^ j,j jjjg inspired Word itself, is, we regret

to write it, the weakest of the three arguments. It was a

fairly valid objection no more than a few years back, but,

alas! it has ceased to be one now. It sounded fairly con-

vincing in the House of Commons some thirteen or fourteen

years ago, from the mouth of a minister of the crown, in an-

swer to an ill-considered proposal of one who scarcely could

be considered an authority on such a subject. Approbation

probably was given to the 'answer; but would that approba-

tion be given now? Nay, would any minister of the crown

ever dream of using such a counter-argument now ? No

;

faith, not merely in the words and expressions of Scripture,

but in its very historical foundation, has of late been so seri-

ously shaken, that few could bo found who in any popular

assembly could expect such an argument would be deemed

now to have any real weight. What would verbal changes,

often very trivial, at the rate of one a verse, amount to, in

regard of unsettling men's minds, when compared with the

earthquake-like movements which have taken place since the

last-mentioned argument was used in the House ofCommons?

In an age that has welcomed Essays and Reviews, and pas-

sionately praised such a semi-Socinian treatise as Ecce Jlomo,

we must feel that such an objection as this can not possibly be

admitted to hold any place. Even if it were to be urged in

reference to those who at present have not seriously felt the

movement to which we have alluded—the pure, tender, and

loving souls that yet believe with all the trust and devotion

ofth^days that are now no more, it would hardly have much

weight, as it would be balanced by the consideration that we

should tendmost to reassure such spirits by showing to them,

by the very facts of the revision, how blessed a heritage was

the EnMish Bible, and how little heed was to be paid to at-
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tempts to vilify it. Instead of being liable to the insidious

advance of apprehensions that the English Bible was not to

be relied on as a faithful translation, they would see ultimate-

ly what little change, even in an age of doubt as well as of

advanced scholarship, was deemed necessary to be made in

the Volume they loved so well. Far from unsettling, we are

convinced that a wise and authoritative revision would at

the present time act exactly in the contrary way, and that it

would probably tend, more than can now even be imagined,

to tranquillize and to reassure.

The second objection is of greater weight, but there are

Second objection several countervailing considerations which it

considered.
jg desirable not to leave unnoticed. In the first

place, the alterations that would probably be introduced

would almost certainly be very limited both in number and

in degree. When made, however, ihey would generally be

found to be clear and even necessary improvements. If,

then, we arc to make the extreme assumption that Noncon-

formists as a body would be likely publicly to disavow the

revised Volume, we must not fail to observe that they would

thus find themselves committed to a disavowal of a certain

number of corrections which every scholar in the world would

pronounce necessary, if the duty of fajthfulness to God's Word
is in any degree to be accepted as a principle. But, in the

second place, there is no reason wliatever for thinking that

Nonconformists would act in such a narrow spirit; nay, there

is positive evidence to the contrary. This very year opened

with a very able article in the January number of the British

Quarterly on the subject of revision, from which it is perfectly

clear that all the more intelligent Nonconformists not only

would interpose no sectarian obstacles, but would even readi-

ly take their part in the great work, if invited by competent

authority, and on the equal terms of common scholarship.

The subject has also been noticed in several of the public

organs of the difierent dissenting bodies, and in none, so far

as they have fallen under our observation, in other than tern-
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perate and even favorable terms. Just views seem to be en-

tertained of the nature of the work, and no indications have

yet appeared of any desire to gain party triumphs by assaults

on received ecclesiastical terms, or by changes in the existing

religious vocabulary. A few years ago it was different. Able

writers like Marsh* seemed to consider it impossible for re-

visers of different denominations to act in proper concert,

and have used, at a period no farther back than 1861, the

strongest language as to the hopelessness of united action.

It is just, however, to the intelligent critic whose name has

been mentioned, to add, that he expressed a belief that a

time certainly was coming when there might be such an in-

crease in harmony and in knowledge as to make a union in

revision a possibility.

And we verily believe that the time is now close at hand,

chnrehmen wii- Not only is there an apparent willingness in

ung to co-operate. Nonconformists to take part in the work, but

there is clear evidence on the part of the Cliurch that she is

fully prepared to ask for their aid and co-operation. No

clearer proof can be given of this than the recommendations

ofan important committee of the Southern Convocation which

have been recently accepted by both houses, and we trust will

shortly be acted upon.f There the readiness to co-operate is

specified in clear and authoritative words.

• See Lectures on the English Language,^.<il\.

t The resolutions referred to are as follows

:

"1. That it is desirable that a revision of the Authorized Version of the

Holy Scriptures be undertaken.

"2. That the revision be so conducted as to comprise both marginal ren-

derings, and such emendations as it may be found necessary to insert in the

text of the Authorized Version.

"3. That in the above resolutions we do not contemplate any new transla-

tion of the Bible, or any alteration of the language, except where, in the judg-

ment of the most comi>etent scholars, such change is necessary.

"4. That in such necessary changes, the style of the language employed m

the existing version be closely followed.

"6 That it is desirable that Convocation should nominate a body of its

own members to undertake the work of revision, who shall be at liberty to

invite the co-operation of any eminent for schoUrship, to whatever nation or

religious body they may belong."
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But, in the third place, it may be observed that not only are

Exnmpie ofco-op- there these evidences on cither side of willing-
eratiou. The Tii- ... „
miiVersioD. ness to co-opevate in makmg yet more perfect

the translation of our common Bible, but there are actual ex-

amples of the work having been done in perfect harmony, in

the case of translations of the Scripture into foreign languages

for missionary purposes. A very striking instance of this has

been recently given by the completion of the Tamil Version.

This very important work has now been finished, after more

than eleven years of united labor, in which missionaries from

the Church ofEngland have worked in perfect harmony with

missionaries from other religious bodies. In the narrative of

their labors which has lately been published* there are no

traces of those dissensions on ecclesiastical words which re-

cent writers in newspapers have confidently predicted will be

the case at home. No notices, or even hints of any sectarian

difficulties, which certainly might have been expected to show

themselves in a new work, and in a period so long as eleven

The names of the committee who were Appointed to draw up the report are

as follows: Bishop of Winchester, Bishop of St.David's, Bishop of Llandaff,

Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol, Bishop of Ely, Bishop of Lincoln, Bishop

of Sidisbuiy, Bishop of Bath and Wells, The Prolocutor (Dr. BickerstethJ,

Dean of Canterbury (Dr. Alford), Dean of Westminster (Dr. Stanley), Dean
of Lincoln (Dr. Jeremie), Archdeacon of Bedford (Mr. Rose), Archdeacon of

Exeter (Mr. Freeman), Archdeacon of Uocbcster and StAlban's (Dr. Grant),

Chancellor Massingberd, Canon Biakcsley, Canon How, Canon Selwyn, Canon

Swainson, Canon Woodgatc, Dr. Jebb, Dr. Kay, and Mr. De Winton. Wc are

glad now to subjoin that the report was accepted unanimously by the Upper

House, and with substantial unanimity by the Lower House. A committee

has been appointed, consisting of eight bishops and eight presbyters, to take

the necessary steps for giving effect to the resolutions. The committee con-

sists of the eleven names first specified in the above list, and those of the

Archdeacon of Bedford, Canon Blakesley, Canon Sehvyn, Dr. Jebb, and Dr.

Kay.
• See the very interesting account of this important work recently published

by the Bible Society. This pamplilet is especially commended to the attention

of the impartial reader. It is singularly illustrative of many of our supposed

present difficulties, and shows how, by the blessing of the Holy Ghost, they

have been surmounted by the eaiiiest and faithful men who took part in the

work.
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year?, find any place in the interesting pamphlet which gives

the record of the progress and completion of the labors. The

men did their work on the basb ofTamil scholarship, and with

a true sense of their responsibilities, and they have been per-

mitted to bring their faithful labors to a successful close. And
as it has been with them, so we are persuaded it will now be

among ourselves. The bonds will be reverence for God's

Word and God's truth, and sound and practiced scholarship

;

and these will be found too strong even for religious preju-

dices, if indeed they are to be considered as likely to be shown

by men of disciplined minds in matters of English and Helle-

nic grammar and criticism. Again and again must the gen-

eral reader be reminded of the great difference between a

commentary and a revision. The former work could not be

executed by such a mixed body as is now under considera-

tion ; the latter certainly could, because the appeal would lie

in all cases to scholarship ; and here, thank God, there is

neither High-Church nor Low-Church, neither conformity nor

dissent. If the mass of general readers could once be per-

suaded of this simple fact—that the more accurate the schol-

arship, the more tolerant and charitable are men found to be

roAen in co-opefation, we should hear far less gloomy anticipa-

tions of the animosities and ruptures that we are told would

show themselves in a mixed body of scholars of differing

religious persuasions. But those who indulge in such antici-

pations are not scholars, and have never done an hour's work

of revision in co-operation with others. Their Avords, how-

ever, have some power to do harm.

We may come to the conclusion, then, that there is not, at

the present time at any rate, much force in the second objec-

tion, A few years back it would have had much weight, but

these few years have brought with them many changes both

for good and for evil. The utmost that can be urged is that

a revised version might not win its way by equal rates of

progress among churchmen and dissenters, but the anticipa-

tioiTthat there would be a Church Bible and a Dissenter's
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Bible is really an anticipation only fit for a commonplace in

a popular speech, or an argument in a newspaper letter.

The question of our relation to the American and colonial

Relation to coio- churches is very different, and confessedly is not
uiul churcbea and . , .,.„. i • mi -i
America. without its difliculties. Ihese two considera-

tions, however, go far to modify them : first, that the changes

will, as we have shown, probably be few ; and, secondly, that

there will not be any antecedent jealousies and prejudices

(such as between the Church and Dissent) which could hin-

der the changes being accepted,' if really good. The result

probably will be, that any changes that ultimately obtain full

acceptance at home will very readily be adopted both by the

Amerit^an and colonial churches. The question will really

turn on the amount and nature of the changes. If they are

few and good, they will be accepted ; if not, they will not

meet with acceptance either at home or abroad.

Tiie third objection is perhaps the most important of the

The third objcc- tlirec, but it is One which, by the nature of the
tion belongs to , . ^^^
thefuturu. casc, it IS not Very oasy to meet. vVc are trans-

ferred into the future, and have very few data derived from

the past on which to hazard a forecast. Former revisions

certainly succeeded each other after no lengthened intervals,

but then they were revisions which were suggested by the

existing state of the translation and the changeful character

of the times. Wo have now, as all are ready to admit, a

thoroughly good, though not a perfect translation. It has

maintained its ground in its present form for 260 years. It

has secured a firm hold on the affections of the people. It

has become also a sort of literary monument of which every

Englishman and every English critic of eminence (if wc ex-

cept a few ill-natured remarks ofMr.IIallam*) is justly proud.

These are facts which certainly seem to suggest the persua-

sion that one cautious and reverent retouching of the old

picture might be tolerated, but that all parties, after they

had accepted the work—and this it would take time to bring

• £ee \iii Literature o/'£«rope, vol. ii., p. 38, Harper & Brotliers, N.York.
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about—would very distinctly concur in deprecating any far-

ther manipulations. The really monumental character of our

version is its best protection against progressive change, and

this protection, we can not help feeling persuaded, as long

as England is England, will be always found available and

sufficient.

But, as we have already said, these are but forecasts in

FaithfpineBa re-
answer to forecasts. Different thinkers would

qaires the work, pfoijably como to different conclusions. Bias,

again, may influence very seriously our predictions and an-

ticipations. So it may be best, perhaps, to leave the objec-

tion as we find it, and rather to put on the other side what

many feel to bo their bounden duty, viz., to place before pur

people God's truth in as faithful a form as the nature of the

work permits. If there are errors, they ought to be removed

for the truth's sake. If there are inaccuracies which give

false tinges to deduced doctrines, surely we seem called upon

to revise them now, whatever may be done in the future, in

accordance with the known and, for the most part, fixed prin-

ciples of grammar and scholarship. Surely, whatever may

be our anticipations offuture proceedings, whatever our hopes

of farther discoveries, we do seem bound, for very thankful-

ness, to take the critical aid that has been so mysteriously

extended to us, and with the Sinaitic Manuscript, and the

vast accumulated knowledge of other manuscripts that has

of late been made available, to prepare ourselves reverently

to bring up our English Testament to tliat standard of cor-

rectness which is now clearly attainable.

If this is the duty of the present, then Ave must bo content

to leave the morrow to be careful for the things of itself.

We might justly have been anxious if the amount of change

had seemed likely to have been greater than we have now

found it likely to be. After the estimate we have formed,

and the results arrived at, when taken in combination with

tho calls of duty to which wo have just adverted, it does

seem proper, whatever the future may be, cautiously and
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reverently to go forward, and if the third objection weighs

with us, to set now an example to the future of our circum-

spectness, our sense of responsibility, and our guarded rever-

ence for England's greatest treasure. The nature of our ac-

tion now may exercise vast influence on the future ; nay, it

may not only give the tone to all changes in days yet to

come, but may prevent rash and sweeping changes, which

inaction, at the present time, may only too probably bring

about.

So let us reverently and cautiously go forward, and now,

lastly, consider how and in what manner we may best pursue

our onward way. The consideration of this question will form

the subject of our concluding chapter.
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CHAPTER VII.

BEST MANKEB OP PROCEEDING WITU THE WORK.

We may now suitably biiiig our considerations to a close

by a few remarks on the authority under which it would seepi

best that a revision of the Holy Scriptures should be under-

taken, and on the most hopeful mode of proceeding with the

actual work.

, In reference to the first question— the authority under
Convocation ihe which the work should be undertaken—we have
proper authority

. ., . . , ,
for the work. now happily, and we may also rightly say prov-

identially, no necessity for any lengthened comments. The

question has recently, and even subsequently to the printing

of the early pages of this work, been answered for us. The

Convocation of Canterbury has not only given its weighty

approval to the undertaking, but has also appointed a com-

mittee of sixteen men,* with power to add to their number,

to make a beginning, and in due time to place some specimens

of their work before Convocation and the nation at large.

That committee will have met and decided on its future plan

* The names have been specified above : see the note on p. 1 HO. In refer-

ence to this number of sixteen, it is right here to notice the wisdom and for-

bearance shown by the Lower House. Several of our readers may Icnow that

when a joint commission of both houses of Convocation is appointed, it is cus-

tomary for tlie numlier appointed from the Lower House to be double that

from the Upper. In the present case, however, on its being pointed out that

so largo a body as si.xteen, in addition to the eight bishops, would practically

much limit the numbers that could be co-opted from the general company of

Biblical scholars not belonging to Convocation (the committee otherwise being

likely to become utterly unwieldy), the Lower House, alike with good sense

and good feeling, accepted the suggestion that the number from their body

should be reduced to the same number as that from the Upper House. See

the recent debates in Convocation, and the very sensible speech of Lord Al-

wyne Compton in The Guardian for Jlay 1 8, p. 585.
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ofoperations before these lines will come before the eye of the

reader.

So the Convocation of Canterbury has taken up the great

and national work. Yes, the work is marked out, and some

of the future laborers are already called forth to commence it.

At such a time and in such a cause, is it too much humbly to

ask that the prayers of all those that love the Word of God
in sincerity may constantly be offered up for all those who,

in these anxious times, either are now or hereafter shall be

called to take part in the work, and who, in the prosecution

of that work, will need all the support that such prayers are

especially permitted to minister?

Convocation has undertaken the work ; and with this issue

many at first will be, and will probably avow themselves to

be, utterly dissatisfied. Such a work, they will urge, ought

to have been committed to a royal commission ; the highest

earthly authority in this realm should have summoned to-

gether the revisers of the future, and assigned to them their

duties and their work. The national treasure should have

been intrusted to men chosen out from the nation at large,

not to the members of an antiquated body, and to the pre-

carious aid that might be extended to them by those who
are without. Such thoughts are natural, and such thoughts

will find public expression, but they will not be, after all, the

thoughts of the sober observers of the days in which we now

are living ; they will not be the expressions of those who best

and most intelligently appreciate the mighty changes which

each year that is passing is now silently bringing with it.

Convocation is really the best authority under which such a

work could be undertaken, and (not to mention others) for

this one, simple, and homely reason, that what we want is a

revised version, and not an improved version; and that the

latter would almost certainly be the result of the labors of

such a royal commission as would inevitably be called to the

work in these present days. It would be constructed, almost

certainly, on the principle of including all representative men
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who had any sufficient claim to Bcholarshlp, and a very repre-

Bentatlre version would such a body most assuredly produce.
No, we may be certainly thankful that those who stand high-
est in the national councils have shown no disposition to en-

courage these ambitious and ultimately self- frustrating de-
signs. We may almost trace the providential ordering ofGod
in the turn that the Revision Question has lately taken. We
have now, at any rate, no fear of an over-corrected version.

The men now appointed, and those who will be invited to join

them, will all feel alike, that they are entering upon a work
in which that which will most commend them to public favor
will be the leastpossibk amount ofchange consistent withfaith-
fulness* A royal commission would conceive itself to be in-

dependent, and would act accordingly, A body, constituted

as the body of revisers now will be constituted, will have so-

berly to consult public religious feeling. It will always have
before it this plain fact—that their work can only hope to take

the place of the venerable version now in our hands by being

that version, not only generally and substantially, but that

veraion in all its details save only those where amending
hands may have removed some scattered errors and imper-

fections. Such a body will, by tlie very nature of the case,

even independently of those higher principles by which it

will, beyond all doubt, be influenced, know perfectly well that,

to achieve any success, it must labor patiently, vigilantly, and

sympathizingly ; and such a knowledge will act as a healthy

incentive. It will only have itself and its own efforts to trust

to. To succeed is really little more than its very condition

of existence. To fail is to be disbanded and dissipated.

When we thus soberly consider the problem and the pro-

posed mode ofsolving it, we can hardly doubt that even those

who may at firat have felt the strongest prejudice against a

so-called national work being attempted by members of the

Convocation of Canterbury (and we hope, ultimately, of York)

• See the comment* in The Timet for May 6, already referred to on p. 80.

Tbia will probably be one of the leading rules.
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and those scholars who may be invited to join them, will in

the end admit that it is best that matters should have tiiken

this their present and almost unlooked-for turn. We may
honestly even more than acquiesce in the present arrange-

ment, and wish all concerned in it a hearty God-speed.

Of course, at present many things are uncertain, and must

The fatnre of the ^^ Considered as yet in the realm of hope rather
workuucertaiu. j^^^ jj^^^j of knowledge and experience. We
can not tell confidently to what extent those without will join

in the work,* nor, if they do join, can we certainly predict that

all will act together with easiness and harmony. We can not

be sure that they may not all be disposed to attempt a far

more, sweeping revision than the Church and even nation

would tolerate. We dare not confidently say that they may
not begin with caution and moderation, and be accelerated

into innovation. All such things are possible ; but we may
reasonably have hope, and even well-grounded hope, that it

will be otherwise, and that both Conformity and Nonconform-

ity will act in this matter both wisely and fraternally, and will

* It is especially cheering to observe that the practical invitation of Convo-
cation to those who are not members of the Church of England has been re-

sponded to in the spirit in which it was given. The writer of a thoroughly

fiiendly article in The Freeman of May 13 expresses the hope that "Noncon-
formists will not be slow to respond to^any invitation to co-operate in the task

inaugurated by Convocation," and closes his remarks with the following wise

and conciliatory words: "We earnestly hope that, should any of our number
be summoned to the assistance of the Committee of Convocation, they will

immediately respond. Their task is simplified by the determination to revise,

and not to re-translate. A new translation would raise the vexed question of

the rendering of the words which relate to baptism. Revision, we conclude,

leaves that question where it was. In any case, fidelity to the original text

must be the ruling principle, and he that hath the Divine Word in the language

in which it was originally written should give it faithfully, in its exact equiva-

lent, to the English-speaking peoples of the world. We wish the enterprise

the divine blessing and acceptance with the churches, and counsel our readers

to follow the wise and liberal lead of the bishops (whose recommendations we
cordially indorse) in the proposed revision of the English version of the Bible."

It may be remarked that we had ourselves anticipated this very expression of

opinion, and had ventured positively to say for Baptist scholars what is here

said by themselves. See above, p. 83, note , which was written prior to the

words here qnoted.
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only vie with each other in reverent solicitude to do faithfully

that which they have been called to undertake, and in that

wise fear and trembling with which the devout scholar of tlie

nineteenth century should approach the revision of the no-

blest version • of the written words of patriarchs, prophets,

evangelists, and apostles that the world has ever known.

We may now pass, secondly and lastly, to a brief consider-

ation of the manner in which the work should be undertaken

and performed.

The chief principles have already been laid down in the

The work BhonM foregoing pagcs. "We have already specified
be done together.

^^^ leading canons which reflection and expe-

rience alike seem to suggest as the fundamental rules that

must be followed in a work such as that to which we are

now definitely pledged. These we have already seen are,

First, XhaX the work must be done round a common table.

Mind must act on mind; thought on thought. We must

have no ambitious schemes of collecting opinions by corre-

spondence or otherwise, unless those collected opinions are

to be discussed by the gathered body of revisers. We must

not delegate to any small committee the work ofconsolidating

or harmonizing'the opinions of the many that may with profit

be called into counsel. No; both the revisers of the Old and

of the New Testament respectively must do their work to-

gether, and discuss not only their own proposals, but also all

the suggestions of others, in their own common rooms of coun-

cil. On this, taught by experience, we lay the greatest stress.

And not only the present, but the past confirms this view.

We have seen that, in a great degree, the success of our pres-

ent Authorized Version was due to co-operative union, and

that the points in which it partially failed, viz., consistency of

renderings, and harmony in the application of grammatical

principles, are just those points in which a system which gave

the New Testament to two different companies, under two

different chairmen, might beforehand be expected to fail. But

if we thus press for union in work, we also insist, with equal
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earnestness, on the necessity of individual labor in private.
To make such a union a truly co-operative union, every mem-
ber of it would have to work privately as well as publicly.
Each scholar belonging to the body would of course come
with his corrections carefully made in private, reconsidered
and formally committed to writing. With these hp would
take his place at the council-table, and these he would com-
pare with the corrections similarly made by the rest of his

brethren. The changes ultimately agreed upon would be the
result of the comparison, and of the discussion which each
item in the comparison would be liable to call out. Many
corrections would bo found to have been made by the major-
ity, and would at once be accepted by all present; others
would require consideration; a certain portion would call

out discussion, and could only be finally settled by a formal

vote.

While, then, we thus urge, as the first principle, co-operative

union, we not the less insist Xi^an. previous andformal prepa-
ration inprivate, so as to concentrate attention on what might
seem, on deliberation, to require it, and to obviate all improper
waste of time in discussion of mere proposals of the moment.

If this would seem to be our first principle, the seeoml

Experience the would Certainly Seem to be the due recognition
est guide.

oi experience as the Surest guidk. In other words,
the work at first must be done tentatively. A careful record
of principles apparently arrived at, and even of renderings of
passages marked by certain grammatical characteristics, e.g.,

hypothetical sentences involving what could not or would
not happen,* past participles with finite verbs, the use of

• We may give as an instance such passages as John v., 46; vili., 10, al.,
where we have the imperfect in botli clauses, when contrasted with such pas-
sages as Matt, xi., 21, where both clauses have the aorist, or with such passages
as Hcb.iv.,8,where there is an aorist in the first clause and an imperfect in
the second, or conversely, as John xiv., 28, where the imperfect is in the first

clause and the aorist in the second. Let any one try to lay down a settled
principle for translating these, and he will find it extremely difficult to carry
It out in easy and idiomatic English. Even in the simplest case—imperfect
in both clauses and aorist in both clauses-if we try always to translate the

Q y
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" shall" or " ehall have" in the translation of the aoiist sub-

junctive after certain temporal particles, etc.—all would re-

quire to be noted down at the time and to be carefully regis-

tered. There would thus be a large and increasing amount

of general principles which would be continually tested by

actual practice, and ultimately confirmed and consolidated.

With these thus acquired and thus verified, the whole work

would be reconsidered, and the result thus arrived at accepted

for that edition as final.

The third principle would be to preserve the mean between

Hevision eiionid pretermission of what ought to have been cor-

Mifidem!*'''"' rected, and mere improvement in renderings

when the necessity for the change was not distinctly appre-

ciable. In other words, the revision would have to be alike

conservative and sufficient ; carried out on the general prin-

ciple of the least possible change on the one hand, and yet

honorably imitative of that extreme vigilance which (in the

comparison in chap. iii. of those passages as given in our own

version, with the same passages as given in Tyndale and tlie

early versions) we have already observed to be such a special

and honorable characteristic of the revision of 1611. To m-

novate, or what is called " improve," is a grievous mistake on

the one side, but it must not be forgotten that there is a di-

rectly contrary mistake, which, if made, might lead to very

unwelcome consequences. If the revision were not fairly a

sufficient one, it would certainly be followed at no great

len<rth of time by another attempt, and the very evil, of

whfch we have been forced to admit the possibiUty in our

last chapter, would become real and actual. To use a home-

ly simile, if we create an appetite for revision we must be

careful to satisfy it. No doubt this canon is a far easier one

to state than to follow.. This golden mean of correcting just

what ought to be corrected is excessively hard to maintain

;

former by "would" and the latter by "would have"(not an '"";«7""^'° P?""

dS we Bha" find many a passage that will put even .h.8 rule to a test that

It will not in practice be found able successfully to bear.
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Still, we feel confident that if the general reasonableness and
truth of this principle be fairly recognized, and if the attempt

be made, as far as possible, to act on it, experience will grad-

ually make the observance of it more and more easy and in-

stinctive. The principle, of course, really involves all that

has already been said on the limits of revision, and includes

numberless degrees of application
;
yet we are persuaded, if

once the reviser clearly appreciates the difference between a

mere debatable improvement and a thoroughly necessary cor-

rection, he will be enabled, after a moderate amount of prac-

tice, to decide with approximate success in those many cases

which lie on the border-land, and in the just estimate of which

the strongest call is made upon the intelligence and judgment

of the reviser. Our own corrections in the fifth chapter will,

we have no doubt, supply the acute reader with several in-

stances in which we ourselves have unwittingly crossed the

frontier, and have introduced unnecessary corrections ; still,

if it be so, we shall have, at any rate, illustrated the truth of

another principle, often insisted on in these pages, that no

single mind can produce a thoroughly good and consistent

revision.

The fourth principle, which it would seem most desirable

Theoidvocabnia- Carefully to observe, and in every case strictly
ry to be used.

j^ jj^j ^^^^ throughout the work, has been al-

ready briefly alluded to in the introductory chapter, and may
now be stated more fully and precisely. It relates to the

language and vocabulary to be used in the corrections and
alterations that may be introduced, and it may be expressed

as follows : In corrections, limit the choice of words to the

vocabulary of the present version combined with that of the

versions that preceded it;* and in alterations, preserve as far

* It seems desirable especially to include the earlier versions, with the cau-

tion only that the Rhemish Version, from the peculiar nature of its language,

must commonly be excepted. It is often, as has been already remarked (see

p. 81), useful in its vocabulary, but so Latinized that it can only be used with
the utmost caution. The other versions, especially those of Tyndale and Cov-
erdale, may be used very freely in regard of the language in which the correc-
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as possible the rhythm and cadence of the Authorized Version.

This principle can not be too strongly insisted upon. It is in

the choice of the words, and the juxtaposition of the words

when chosen, that the success of any revision will be found in

a great degree to depend, and for these three reasons : the

revised version must be a popular version; it must also be a

version that reads well, and can be heard with the old and

familiar pleasure with which our present version is always

listened to ; it must, thirdly, be such that no consciousness

of novelty of turn or expression is awakened in the mind of

hearer or reader. In a word,we must never be reminded that

we are not hearing the old version, and must only be brought

to perceive the revision when we read it over thoughtfully

in private. Such a result can only be obtained by making

the correction in words chosen out of (so to speak) a strictly

Biblical vocabulary, and also by the mechanical but very nec-

essary proceeding of having each chapter, when completed,

read aloud, slowly and continuously, by one of the body of

revisers to his assembled brethren. Many a correction which

the eye and inward feeling might have been willing to accept

will be beneficially challenged by the simple yet subtle process

ofthe hearing of the outward ear. Tiiis very homely sugges-

tion will be found of some practical usefulness.

The.^A principle is more one of detail, but still it seems

Vote not to be t° involve in it so much of coraraou sense and
horried. practical wisdom that it perhaps deserves a place

among the leading principles we are now specifying, and it

may be stated in the following rule : In every passage where

there may be distinct differences of opinion, and decided ex-

pressions of it, reserve the taking of the vote thereon till the

beginning of the next meeting. Let the arguments for the

tions arc to be clothed. Frequently they will be found to contain the very

alteration we might wish to introduce, and herein we shall supplement the

work of 1611. The translators of that day were bidden to revert to the older

rersions, but it has been already observed that they did this very imperfectly.

See p. 80, and Westcott, History of the Englith Bible, p. 839.
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different renderings be fully stated and concluded at the prior

meeting, so that nothing remains but the decision between
two or more competing corrections; but let that decision, as

we have said, be made at the subsequent meeting, after time
has been taken for private reconsideration, and after every
trace of that slight irritation which is often called out in the

very best of us by opposing argument and by the keenness
of discussion has entirely disappeared. It should be a fixed

rule that the discussion should not be reopened when tlie vote
is taken, unless with the consent of two thirds, as otherwise
the very evil which this rule is designed to repress would be
again called into existence and operation. Such a rule re-

quires but few comments to recommend it. It is based on
the recognition of some amount of poor human infirmity,

which, in such a calm and holy work as the revision of
the Scriptures, should ever be sensitively provided against.

There should be no tinge of temper or party spirit in- any
correction, however slight, that may hereafter find its place

on the pages of the English Bible.

Our sixth principle relates to the use of the margin, and is

Text shonM ai- founded On a due recosrnition of the importance
wnys be better _

.

'

thanmargiu. of two practical Opposing considerations. On
the one hand, we have already distinctly expressed the opin-

ion, and have acted upon it in more than one passage of the

sample revisions in a foregoing chapter, that in a doubtful

passage the present rendering should be maintained, unless

there was a distinct preponderance of argument and authori-

ty against it, and that the competing rendering should be

placed in the margin. On the other hand, no priuciple seems

more distinctly to commend itself to us than this, that the

margin should not, in the general judgment of scholars, be

considered to be exegetically or critically superior to the

text.* Such is the judgment commonly entertained in refer-

* It is with some degree of regret that we observe that the Bishop of Lin-

coln, in his recent speech in Convocation (see Guardian for May 11, p. 550),

still advocates what, we have seen, he recommended in Convocation thirteen
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ence to our present margin ; such certainly should not be the

judgment of scholars and divines in reference to the margin

of the future. But how can we harmonize these partially

conflicting considerations? How can we combine conserva-

tism with loyalty to the calm decision of an intelligent ma-

jority? Perhaps thus: Firatfhj considering each ejcisting

marginal rendering as so nearly of the same authority as that

of the text, that if the majority, even by a single vote,* de-

cided for the margin, the margin and the text should at once

change places. Secondly, in cases where there may be no

marginal rendering, by providing that some fixed proportion

of votes, for example two thirds, should always be required

before any portion of the present version should^na% be dis-

placed, whether to be transferred to the margin or no. The

transference to the margin would obviously apply only to

cases of real importance, and in which all would agree, which-

ever side they might take, that the alternative rendering

years ago. See above, p. 15, note '. Tliere is nothing we mny more justly

deprecate than any plan which might contemplate placing the corrections that

may be proposed in the margin. Any plan more likely to invite imperfectly

considered corrections can hardly be conceived. It would, in fact, be thor-

oughly to misuse the margin ; it would give (if the bishop's suggestions were

adopted) very undesirable liberty to individual ministers, viz., as to whether

they would read publicly the text or the margin, and it would also at once

relievo the revisers of a large portion of that deep feeling of responsibility

which a continual remembrance that what they are recommending is /or tlie

text would be certain to bring with it. How soberly and how thoughtfully

men would form their decisions when those decisions were to settle (if their

revision was accepted) what was ultimately to take the place of the present

words, and hereafter to be read publicly as a portion of the Book of Life.

• We may illustrate this by an instance in one of the two sample portions of

the Authorized Version which we have revised in chap. v. In Romans viii.,

27 it is doubtful whether on is causal or simply demonstrative ;
whether, in

fact, it is to be translated "because" or "that." Here the A.V. places the

second of these two translations in the margin. On the principle, then, above

laid down, a bare majority would be entitled to take this latter translation if

they thought fit. They perhaps would take it, as the clause really does not

strictly contain the reason for the assertion in the foregoing clause, but seems

rather to explain more precisely what is just before stated generally, namely,

that He " maketh intercession, etc." So Grotius and Estius, and, among more

recent expositors, Fritzsche, Meyer, Reiche, and others.
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ought specially to be recorded. On a final revision, then,

two thirds might with profit be required in reference to all

differences from the A.V.,but in ajirst revision the decision

of a simple majority should always be allowed to prevail.*

No committee would be wise to begin their work with self-

tied hands. Reverence, experience, and, let us not fail to add,

prayer for spiritual guidance, would always be found to be

of more avail tlian elaborate rules, which the stress ofpractice

and the diversity of circumstances would soon show to be

utterly nugatory. Such a body as the revisers should be

jealously careful to reserve to themselves all proper freedom.

Rules and canons are good, but elasticity is better, and iu no

undertaking that can readily be conceived will elasticity bo

found a more necessary element than in the translation of

Scripture or the revision of translations already made. Elas-

ticity is the characteristic of every version from the days of

Tyndale down to the date of the last revision, and elasticity

must be the characteristic of the revised version of the future,

if it is ever to displace or even rival the fresh, vigorous, and

genuinely idiomatic translation that bears the hopored name

of the Authorized Version.

The seventh and last principle may be very briefly stated,

Follow the Bpirit ^^^ Conveniently embodied in the following
of the old rules, recommendation, viz., that, mutatis mutandis,

the revisers of our own day should consider themselves as

bound by the spirit of the rules laid down for the guidance

of the translators of 1611. In several points they might even

be bound by the letter; but, as the circumstances arc different,

• We do here earnestly repeat the hope, already expressed in substance in

an earlier jiortion of this work (see p. UO), that the judgment of the ancient

versions will especially be considered. In doubtful cases, and where the

grammatical and exegeticnl arguments are very nearly in equipoise, the judg-

ment of the early versions is of great moment. Every pains, therefore, should

be taken to ascertain their opinions, and those opinions ought to be accounted

as votes of a very prerogative character. Great weight may also justly be

laid on the express decisions of the Greek fathers. The deliberate opinion

of men who spoke the language of the New Testament can not fall to exercise

considerable influence on the judgment cf every sober interpreter.
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and the proLlem now to bo solved not perfectly the same as it

was then, it would seem enough to suggest a loyal adherence
to the aptVrt of the rules, and especially a careful imitation of
the manner in which those rules were applied. To say more
would be to pass into details which have either been already

noticed and illustrated in the foregoing pages, or which can
only properly be discussed when all the varied exigencies of
the work shall have displayed themselves in actual practice.

The rules of the revision of 1611 may form the basis for the

rules' of the new revision, but they must be read subject to

the inherent differences between the work of the past and
the work of the future. The former revisers had to deal with

a version of but moderate pretensions (the Bishops' Bible),

and but doubtfully holding its own against its Genevan rival.

The revisers of these days have to deal with a version of the

highest possible strain, and that deservedly stands unique and
unapproached. It may be wise, then, for our present revisers

to avail themselves of the wisdom of past rules, but it must

nearly always be rather in the newness of their spirit than

in the oldness of the letter.

To sum up all, then, in a single sentence, we would respect-

fully and deferentially say to the learned and faithful men that

will shortly address themselves to this great undertaking, 2>o

your work together ; consider experience your truest guide

;

dorCt try to " improve^'' our present version^ but be satisfied with

correcting it j vse the old words, and have an ear for the old

\ rhythm; don^t decide till afterthought has exercised its due

irtfluence ; make the text better than the margin; and, lastly,

follow the spirit of the old rules.

We may now close this chapter, and with it tlie present

Conciasion. work. There arc numberless details which might

yet be specified. There are many suggestions, only partially

developed, which perhaps it might not be wholly out of place

to specify in a chapter that has for its heading The best Man-

ner of Proceeding with the Work. But all these things we

may now leave to the learned body of men who either have
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been or are about to be called to the important work. Let us

trust all details to their wisdom and faithfulness, and support

them by our prayers. Their work is arduous ; much is ex-

pected from them; the object at which they are aiming is

almost discouragingly high : success is what is demanded of

them, and implied in the very fact of their being called to-

gether; failure is an individual as well as a collective re-

proach. Yes, the work is arduous. Never, since the last re-

vision, have scholars and theologians girded up their loins to

a work in which more faithfulness was required in prepara-

tion; more vigilance in execution; more patience in discuss-

ing ; more wisdom in discerning ; more sobriety in judging.

Never, during the two centuries and a half that have now

passed away, has English learning and good sense been called

upon to submit themselves to a severer test. Never was

there a work in which could be needed, not only for the gen-

eral body, but for every individual member of it, more patient

energy, deeper humility, and a fuller sense of duty and re-

sponsibility.

Let us pray, then, for our revisers and their work. Let us

pray that their work may bring a blessing to this Church

and nation, and make wiser unto salvation not only us at

home, but all those that speak our common tongue—those

countless thousands whose inner and spiritual life the decis-

ions of these revisers may affect, and whose knowledge of

God's message to mankind their deliberations may bo per-

mitted to further. But those results are not yet. That fu-

ture is still distant. Even with the most prospered issues,

a generation must pass awayere the labors of tlie present

time will be so far recognized as to take the place of the

labors of the past. The youngest scholar that may be called

upon to bear his part in the great undertaking will have fallen

on sleep before the labors in which he may have shared will

be regarded as fully bearing their hoped-for fruit. The latest

survivor of the gathered company will be resting in the calm

of Paradise ere the work at which he tolled will meet with
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the reception which, by the blessing of God the Holy Ghost,

it may ultimately be found to deserve. The bread will be
cast upon the waters, but it will not be found till after many
days.

And it is good that it should be so. Such work as the re-

vision of the noblest version of the Word of God tliat this

world holds is not for the fleeting praise or blame of contem-

poraries, but for the calm judgment of the holy and the wise

in distant days and generations yet to come. . . . With such

mingled feelings, with these humbly implied aspirations on

the one hand, and these chastening remembrances on the

other—with the quickest sense of frailty aod weakness, and

yet with the consciousness of deepest responsibility, let our

revisers now address themselves to their work, and in the end

all may be well. Let us remember that our best and highest

powers are vouchsafed to us in this world only for labor while

it is day, but let us also verily remember that such labor, if

faithfully bestowed, will abide, for that on which it is to be

bestowed is changeless and eternal. All flesh is grass,

AND ALL TUB GLORY OP MAN AS THE FLOWER OF GRASS.

Tub GRASS WITHERETH, AND THE FLOWER THEREOF FALL-

ETH AWAT, BUT THE WORD OF THE LORD ENDURETU FOR-

EVER.

THE END.
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